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"The mail who learns simply the practice of his
day will soon be behind the times ; he is a machine to
be laid aside when a more profitable one is found. But
he who has cauyht the spirit of growth is the one who
makes precedents and determines the practice of his
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No. 11. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 1896-97.
OUR NEW LIBRARY.
l{v .Iamks M. Whitk, Associate Pkofessuk of Akchitectlikk.
On the opposite page we present to our readers a view of the
University Library, which is to be completed the first of June.
The style of the structure is Modern Romanesque,—a style de-
rived from that manner of building- which prevailed throug-hout
Western Europe from the fall of the Roman Empire until the
rise of the Gothic Style, and was directly or indirectly inspired
by Roman examples.
The walls are faced with a vcr}' hard pink sandstone from
the Kettle River quarries in Minnesota, and the roof is covered
with a deep cherry-red tile manufactured at Alfred, New York.
The floors are constructed in accordance with the Expanded
Metal System of Fireproofing. In this system concrete arches
formed over arched channels, support a monolithic slab of con-
crete having- expanded metal near its lower surface to resist the
tension. The roof is similarly constructed, except that the con-
crete slab is supported on steel purlins instead of on arches. The
roof tiles are nailed directly into the concrete. The partitions
are of expanded metal fastened to steel studs. Where the parti-
tions have no opening's throug-h them, a sing-le row of channels
lathed on one side only was used, the partition being- plastered
solid, making- it two inches thick; but where there were open-
ing-s, each stud was formed of two channels trussed apart to
make a five-inch partition, which was then lathed on both sides.
Another article in this volume describes the heating- and
ventilating- of the building and g-ivcs floor plans, which also
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illustrate this description. The extreme dimensions of the
building- are 113 feet by 1<>7 feet. The tower, which is entirely
open between the mullions above the main cornice, is 132 feet
hig-li and forms the most imposing feature of the building. The
entrance is through a massive archwa}- which is beautifully en-
riched by carving. The entrance doors are of mahogany with
frames of duplex electro-bronzed iron and a handsome grille in
front of the transom. The main entrance hall is finished entire-
ly in marble. The floor is of beautiful marble mosaic, the walls
are marble arcades supporting the tunnel-vaulted ceiling, and
the stairs and balustrades are likewise entirely of marble. The
stairs to the second story, with the exception of the marble
treads, are of electro-bronzed iron. The woodwork of the lower
story is of oak, and that of the two principal stories is of cherry.
The hardware throug-hout is of genuine bronze, Romanesque in
design.
The rotunda is the central feature of the building and its
walls will be elaborately decorated in color. It extends through
the first and second stories and is surrounded by arcades on each
floor, those of the second stor}- opening on all sides into a g^al-
lery. Above the second story of arcades, and resting- on an
ellipse tangent to the four walls, is a domical ceiling- of opales-
cent glass. The ellipse is supported by pendentives in the
angles, on which will be painted winged figures emblamatic of
the four principal industries of the State,—Agriculture, Com-
merce, Manufactures, and Mining-. The four lunettes between
the pendentives will be covered by groups, each representing- one
of the four Colleges of the University. The paintings will be
done in oil upon canvas and then fastened to the wall.
The delivery desk is placed at the south side of this rotunda,
and the attendant on duty will be able to see nearh' all parts of
the reading rooms, as well as everyone who enters or leaves
them. Immediately behind the delivery desk is the stack room,
which at present contains three stories each seven feet in heig-ht,
the middle floor being on a level with that of the delivery room.
Each story will hold thirty thousand volumes. When future ex-
tensions are necessary, two more stories ma}- be added in the
space now assigned to the Art (iallery, making- a total capacity
of one hundred and fifty thousand volumes. Allowing eight
books to the lineal foot of shelf, the capacity is equivalent to 2.6
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volumes per cubic foot of space. The stacks are of the Library
Bureau style with g-lass floors in the aisles. There is a book lift
immediatel}- in front of the door from the delivery room, and an
electric freig-ht elevator in one corner of the stack room commu-
nicating- with the unpacking" and catalog^uingf room below.
The "first story" is the one naturally assig-ned to the read-
ing- rooms, two of which are provided, since a sing-le one would
have required a hig-her story than would harmonize with the
heig"hts of the stories above and below it. Both rooms are
splendidly lig-hted and are free from columns, the floor above be-
ing- suspended from the trusses of the roof. • Under these rooms
are two others of similar dimensions which will be used as muse-
ums. The style of the building- made a low basement desirable
and necessitates placing- the lower floor considerably below the
g-rade. However, this is not a disadvantag-e for the museums,
because it made it possible to set the windows hig-h enoug-h from
the floor to permit the cases to be continuous around the walls.
It is impossible fairly to estimate the desig-n of a building
without first knowing the conditions which confronted the de-
signer, and therefore a brief discussion of the problem is not out
of place here. As the University is now growing rapidly, the
building was designed to accommodate a much larger number of
students than are now in attendance. The surplus space in the
meanwhile will be utilized for the administrative ofiices of the
University and for museums. It was necessary so to arrange the
administrative offices that they may be accessible when the
library rooms are closed. This is easily accomplished by locking
the doors to the rotunda from the front and rear stair halls.
When it becomes necessary to utilize the entire upper story of
the building for library purposes, the partitions above the en-
trance hall may be removed so as to throw the Trustees' room
and the President's reception room together into a periodical
reading room, both wings being then used as seminary rooms.
With the present arrangement of the periodical reading room,
if the door between it and the large reading room he-kept closed,
the readers who frequent this room will not disturb students in
the main reading rooms; and this arrangement will still be pos-
sible if the periodical room be transferred to the second story.
The work of designing the building was entrusted to N.
Clifford Kicker, Professor of Architecture in the University, and
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to the author. It is very ^•ratifying' to be able to siiy, now that
the work has nearly reached a successful completion, that the
draftsmen who assisted us, as well as the President of the
Construction Company, arc g-raduates or students of the Univer-
sity of Illinois.
The building- will be dedicated the coming" Commencement
week, which is an especially appropriate time, because <^round
was broken for it with due ceremony on last Commencement Day.
UNITED STATES SURVEYS IN ILLINOIS.
]{v .1. A. OcKKUSox, "73, School of Civil Enginkkring. Puixcipal Assistaxx
Engineer, Mississii-pi River Commission.
The various survej-s made by the g-eneral g-overnment have
resulted in the establishment of many g-eodetic points and pri-
mary benchmarks in the State of Illinois. The writer has been
closely identified with much of this work, and feeling- that it is
of great importance to the state, presents this brief account
with the hope that it may awaken a new interest in the results,
to the end that the points established ma}- be more fully utilized
and more carefully preserved.
The g-reat prairie state is exceptionally well provided with
bases from which to develop a thorough topographic survey of
the territory lying- within her borders.
Tkianc-.tlatiox. Illinois is nearly surrounded with a sys-
tem of primary triang-ulation. Beginning- at the northern
boundary near the shores of Lake Michig-an, it follows along- the
lake to the eastern boundary of the state. (See Fig". 2., pag"e
•J.) A chain of triang"les extends from the lake nearly parallel
to the eastern boundary-, southward to Parkersburg". This sys-
tem, comprising" some fifty-one primary* stations and two base
lines, was laid out and measured by the U. S. Lake Survey
operating" under the P^ngineer Department of the Arm3\ The
triangulation extending from Chicago southward covers a dis-
tance of about 2i»(» miles with thirty-five triangles. The discrep-
ancy in the length of base as measured at Olney and as computed
from the Chicago base through the triangles is 0.19*) feet or 1 in
108 570, The angles were measured with 14-inch non-repeating
theodolites reading with two micrometer microscopes to single
OCKKRSON— VNITKI) STATES sCRrEYS IS ILLINOIS.
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Fig. 2. U. S. Sukvkys in Illinois.
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seconds. Some of the instruments were provided with three
micrometers.
The U. S. Coast & (reodetic Survey triang-ulation crosses
the Lake Survey system near the lower end and connects with it.
This system extends across the state in a westerly direction to
the Mississippi River and continues on toward the Pacific Coast.
There are twenty-three primary stations and one primary base
within the limits of the state.
The whole west front of the state is covered by a system of
triang-ulation lying- along the Mississippi River. In this system
there are one hundred and forty primary stations, twenty-nine
secondary stations, and five base lines. The angles in these
triangles were measured with 10-inch theodolites reading with
two micrometer microscopes to single seconds. While the lengths
of the triangle sides in this system are such as to classif}- the
work as secondary triangulation, yet the closure of triang-les and
general quality of the work has been well within the limits of
error prescribed for primary work. For this reason it seems
proper to apply the term primary to this system. This work has
been done b}* the Mississippi River Commission, mostly under
the supervision of the writer.
Along near the northern boundary of the state from the
Mississippi River to near Lake Michigan is another Coast Sur-
vey S3'stcm of triangulation with six primar}' stations in the
state of Illinois.
In addition to the above, there are a great number of second-
ar}' pt)ints located in the vicinity of the triang-ulation systems,
such as public buildings, land corners, the stone line bench-
marks along the Mississippi River, etc. The positions of all of
the above points in latitude and longitude are ver}' closely deter-
mined.
LkvkLvS. There are several lines of primary levels, or pre-
cise levels, as the}* are sometimes called in contradistinction to
the ordinary levels familiar to most eng-ineers. These add an-
other ordinate of position by giving elevations above sea level.
One line extends across the state along the line of the Ohio and
Mississippi Railway in about latitude 38 '45'. Another line
starts at the mouth of the (^hio and runs northward along the
Illinois Central Railway to a junctit)n with the first line at Odin.
This work was done under the direction of the Coast and
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Geodetic Survey. About thirty permanent benchmarks were
established on these lines. These points are connected by pre-
cise levels with tide water at Sandy Hook, New York, and
Biloxi, Miss. At these points automatic, self-recordin<^ tide
gages are operated in order to determine the elevation of mean
tide for a long- period of time. The probable error of the Coast
Surve}' line across the state is g-iven as 0.1548 feet for the dis-
tance from Sandy Hook, N. Y., to St. Louis, Mo., some 1 100
miles.
Another line of primary levels has been run along- the Mis-
sissippi River from Cairo to the Northern limits of the state.
This line is not alwa^'s on the east side of the river, but there
are ninetN'-two permanent benchmarks in Illinois. Another line
extends across the state from Savanna to Chicag-o, with thirty-
seven permanent benchmarks along- the line. There are on these
lines, in addition to the above, twenty-nine permanent bench-
marks on buildings, bridge abutments, etc. These lines were
run under the supervision of the Mississippi River Commission.
The allowable limit of discrepancy in the duplicate lines of
levels was S"""! distance between benches in kilometers. The
line along the river is supplemented by two lines of ordi-
nary levels run with great care and checking on the primarv
benchmarks. B3' this means three hundred and six benchmarks
have been established in Illinois.
Base Lines. Three primary and five secondar}- base lines
have been measured at the following points: one primary base
near Chicago and one near Olney by the U. S. Lake Survey; one
primary base opposite St. Louis by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey; one secondary base at Cairo, measured b}- the U. S.
Lake Survey; four secondary bases measured respectively at East
Louisiana, New Boston, Rapids City and East Dubuque. The




Some idea of the rclinement of the work will be derived b}'
an ins])i'i-tion of the followintr results: Discrepancy between
first ;in(l second measurements of the dilTerent sections of the
Cliica«j:o base rang-ed from (). 1)006 feet to 0.0082 feet, the probable
error of the total lenj^th bein^^ 1 in 1 052 200. The probable
error of tlie Olnev base is 1 in 1 8<)5 000. The discrepancy be-
tween the first and second measurements of the New Boston base,
measured with steel tapes, was 1 in 750 000.
The rapidity with which base lines can be measured with
steel tape makes this method of measuring- preferable to any
other except for an occasional initial primary base. It requires
a larg"e force of men several months to measure a primary base,
while a base can be measured with a steel tape in a few hours
and with a deg^ree of refinement well within the limits of accu-
racy of the best ang-le measuring- instruments. The first meas-
urement of the Rapids City base was made with 300 ft. steel tape
in 41 minutes, and the second in 28 minutes; discrepancy 1 in
5'»4 "»17. The East Dubuque base required 68 minutes for the
iirst measurement and 53 minutes for the second; discrepanc}'
1 in 346 'K)5.
In order to secure the best results these measurements should
be made on a day heavily overcast with clouds or before sunrise.
Under averag-e conditions, a base line a mile long- can be made
ready for measurement in two days time with a force of about
ten men. This preliminary work involves clearing- the line of
brush, weeds or other obstructing- vegetation; setting- stakes on
the line at intervals of 30 feet to support the tape; setting- table
and straining- stakes at intervals of 300 feet, or end of each tape
length; and carefully establishing^ the g-rade line of the entire
leng-th of base line at the points where tape is supported.
AznirTH Op.skkvations. Observations are usually made at
each base line to determine its true bearing-. Circumpolar stars
lying- near the pole are used in this work, the favorite sta^s be-
ing- Polaris, 51 Cephei, '- Ursae Minoris and / Ursae Minoris. In
I)rimary observations five nig-hts azimuth work are required to
(>l»tain tlie tlesired result. In secondary work two nig-hts are con-
sidered sufticient. It is always desiral)le to observe one star at
eastern elongation and one at western elongation each night.
The ])robable error of the final result in primary work rareh'
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ToPOGKAPHY. A strip of topography averaging- about a
mile wide has been run along- the entire Mississippi River front
of the state. The outlines of the bluffs bordering- the river bot-
toms have also been located accurately.
The area of the lands lying- on the Illinois side of the river
between the bluflfs and the river amounts to some 1 2<><> square
miles, nearlv all of which is subject to overflow at hig-h stag-es.
This is protected b}' 148 miles of levee, as follows: below Alton,
54 miles; Snyder district, 54 miles; Ouincy to Warsaw, 40 miles.
The state of'Illinois has a river front on the Mississippi River of
588 miles, the whole leng-th of which has been surveyed.
The features embraced in the topographic belt, such as river
banks, creeks, sloug-hs, ponds, lakes, fields, wooded areas, roads,
houses, etc., have been located instrumentally in g-reat detail.
The locations of points are made in the field with transit and
stadia. The errors of leng-ths read with stadia should not exceed
1 in 800. With short runs between check points this keeps the
discrepancies so small as to be inappreciable on a plat of ordi-
nary scale.
The relief of the country has been shown by means of five
foot contours developed from numerous elevations determined b}-
means of vertical ang-les. The levels carried by vertical ang-les
are checked at frequent intervals on benchmarks established by
means of wye levels. All of the transit lines are checked by con-
necting- with points of a tertiary triang-ulation which in turn
connects with the main S3'stem of triang-les. The transit work
is further checked b3' closing- a series of circuits, and thus the
discrepancies in the elements of distance, azimuth, and elevation
are kept within very narrow limits. The number of instrument-
al locations averag-es about three hundred seventy per square
mile of topog-raphy with three hundred twent3'-five elevations in
the same area. Sounding-s are taken in the Mississippi River in
lines normal to the river and about 800 feet apart. The indi-
vidual sounding-s on these lines are taken as rapidly as the leads-
man can operate, and about every fourth depth is located bj'
reading- the distance with a transit from a known point on shore
to a stadia rod fixed in the sounding- yawl near the leadsman.
A strip of topog-raphy about half a mile wnde has l)een run
along- the shore of Lake Michig-an and includes the cities antl
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towns. The method used in this work is simihir to thiit de-
scribed above.
The U. S. Geolog-ical Survey has also done considerable
lopojrraphical work alony- the Illinois River and along- the Miss-
issippi Kiver from Rock Island northward. This work is larg-ely
compiled from the old land and other surveys supplemented by
sketches made on the jj^-round. The contour intervals are usually
10 and 20 feet. The methods used in this work g-ive g-eneral
results of sufficient accuracy to satisfy the wants of the g"eolo-
g-ist, but they lack much in the detail and accuracy required for
a correct and satisfactory topog^raphical map. In this respect
they do not compare favorably with the results attained by other
departments of the g-eneral g-overnment. Economy rather than
accuracy seems to have been the controlling- feature of this work,
if current reports as to cost are true. The maps are admirably
executed.
Field Sketching and Plattin(;. In the field, a careful
record is made in suitable notebooks of the various points occu-
pied and located, tog-ether with the distances, azimuths and ele-
vations. These points are platted by the transitman before
leaving- the g-round, and minor unimportant features not instru-
mentally located are sketched in proper position by pacing-, or
ranging- in. This is the field sketch, and is usually a sheet 7 by
10 inches in size. As the platting- on these sheets is done under
man^' difficulties, it is not deemed best to use up the observers'
time in attempting- to do the work very accurately, as the held
plat is made in the office, where all located points are re-platted
with the g-reatest practicable accuracy.
These plats are g-enerally made on tracing- linen, and the
scale of the work is 1:10 000. The tracing- linen has the advan-
tag-e of facilitating- the transferring- to the final map, and in the
fact that blue prints can be made for immediate use if needed.
The projection lines, consisting- of lines of latitude and lon-
g-itude one minute apart, are first drawn. From these lines the
g-eodetic points pertaining- to the main triang-ulation are platted.
This forms the base of the plat, and the transit courses are next
platted and the various circuits closed to ascertain whether the
work has been done with the required deg-ree of accuracy. This
is done in the held before the work is out of reach, so that if
errors are found thev may be located and corrected bv the tran-
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sitman. Filling- in the side shots and completing- the plats is
g-enerall}' left for winter work at headquarters.
Office Reduction and Mapping. When the inclement
weather of the winter sets in, the laboring- force of the party is
disbanded and the surveyors repair to headquarters, to reduce
their notes, complete the field plats, and make the finished map.
The elevations of side shots are worked up and locations plat-
ted. The details and contours are drawn in ink, the necessary
notes as to locality, observer, notebook, etc., are entered on the
plats and the}' are then ready to transfer to the map, which is
usually made up of several field plats.
For the finished map, well seasoned and mounted paper is
used. The projections, showings minutes of latitude and long-i-
tude and the limiting border lines, are first drawn. Then the
transparent field plat is laid over the map, the corresponding-
projection lines being- coincident, and the details are transferred
to the map b}' means of faint carbon paper and a fine stylus.
The lines thus transferred are inked in and then the lettering- for
the entire map, except title and notes, is done. After the let-
tering-, come the conventional sig-ns, representing- the different
characters of veg-etation, etc. In the work of the Mississippi
River Commission the lettering and sig-n work are done with me-
chanical appliances invented b}^ the writer.
The title, authorities and explanatory notes are put on, and
after a critical examination for errors or omissions the map is
ready for re-production. This is usually done by photo-lithog-ra-
phy, on a scale of one-half that of the orig-inal map. The
character of the work done in this way is shown on Plate I.
(opposite pag-e 12).
Survey Makks. The triang-ulation points, primary bench
marks, and ordinary benchmarks are marked by stone posts or
tiles and surface pipes. The latter are used on the work of the
Mississippi River Commission and are the result of experience
and development as the survey prog-resscd. They were desig-ned
by the writer after testing- several methods which failed in point
of stability as well as durability. The ordinary stone post for-
merly used did not have sufficient bearing surface to maintain its
elevation in loose wet soil; it is subject to disturbance by frost;
the exposed portion is easily destroyed by a slig-ht blow or by
wild fires which cause the stone to crumble; they are also diffi-
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cult and expensive t(i mark in a way that will make positive
identification easy.
To obviate these defects a combination mark was decided
on. This consists of a vitrified tile 4X18X18 inches placed
about 3 feet below the surface of the g^round and a witness mark
consisting- of a 4-inch"! wroug"ht iron pipe 4 feet long-, which is
set on the tile concentric with its center mark and plumbed over
it. The top of the pipe is closed with a cast iron cap bearing-
similar marks to the surface of the tile. The position and eleva-
tion of the top of the cap are as well determined as the copper bolt
in the tile, and until seriously disturbed can be used in lieu of
the latter. If deemed necessary, the cap can be removed and
the copper bolt reached through the pipe, or as a last resort the
pipe can be dug up.
Before burning, the tile is easily marked in such a wa}' as
to identify it for all time to come, even when located among
numerous other marks. In addition to the marks common to all
points of the same class, the cap of the pipe is'marked with the
latitude, longitude and elevation above sea level, so that anyone
having occasion to use them has all of the information required.
This the writer believes to be an innovation introduced on the
work of the Mississippi River Commission.
Cost of Field WoRk by the Mississippi River Commis-
sion. The secondary triangulation with necessary base lines at
intervals of about twent3'-five triangles and azimuth work at
each base, triangle sides averaging about three miles long-, with
geodetic location of stone line benchmarks at intervals of three-
fourths miles, has cost an averag-e of $80.70 per mile of triang-u-
lation system.
Primary levels in which elevations are determined by dupli-
cate lines run only when favorable atmospheric conditions exist,
including the benchmarks, have cost an average of $22.13 per
mile.
Topography, with all important features located instru-
mentall}' as described above, has cost an averag-c of $47.05 per
square mile; hydrography- under same conditions, $21.85 per
square mile.
A valuable legac}' has been left to the state in the way of
g-eodetic points established with g-reat care and at considerable
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expense. It would be well for the eng-ineering" students and
graduates of the University of Illinois, whose training makes
them especially fitted to appreciate the value of the work de-
scribed above, to take the initiative in a movement looking- to its
utilization and preservation. Suitable leg^islation should be
enacted providing- for the protection of the survey marks, with
proper penalties for the wilful destruction of the same.
THE ACCELERATIONS OF THE LINKS OF
A MECHANISM.
By G. a. tJooDKNouGH, Instkuctok in Mechanical Engineeking.
An interesting- part of the subject of Kinematics is that re-
lating- to the accelerations of the moving- parts of a mechanism.
An outline of the principal theorems in this connection may be
found in the Taschenbuch der Hutte, 16th Ed., pp. 14*) to
154. A much fuller treatment is g-iven in the introduction to
Weisbacii's Mechanics of Engineering and Machinekv, Vol.
III. The properties of the inflection circle are considered at
some leng-th in Williamson's Differential Calculus, 8th Ed.,
Chap. XIX.
It is the object of this article to apply these principles and
constructions to one or two simple mechanisms, and thus to fur-
nish concrete examples for the aid of those who may wish to
study this important subject. Frequent references will be made
to the authorities above mentioned.
For the first example, the ordinar}' four-link inechiinism is
considered (Fig-. 1). Link CD is assumed to be fixed, links AD
and BC arc cranks rotating about points D and C respectivel}' as
centers, and link AB is the coupler whose motion is to be inves-
tig-ated. Lines AD and BC are prolong-ed and intersect at P,
which is the instantaneous center of the motion of coupler AB
with respect to fixed link CD. Conceive a rig-id plane attached
to the coupler and moving in the plane of the mechanism;
then every point of this plane is for the instant rotating about
point P as a center. As the coupler and attached plane move in
space, every point of the plane describes a definite path. At any
instant certain points of the plane have reached points of inflec-
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tion in their paths. All such points lie upon the circumference
of a circle called the inflection circle. (Weisbach, ^^ 16).
The location of the inflection circle is found as follows:
Produce lines AB and CD to intersection K, and join points K
and P. The line PK is called the collineaiion axis. Throug-h
point P draw PH parallel to DC until it intersects AB produced
in point H. Finally, throug-h H draw a line parallel to the col-
lineation axis PK cutting- lines BC and AD produced in points F
and F'. Then a circle passed through points P, F, F' is the
required inflection circle (Taschenbuch, p. 151). A second
method of finding- the circle is as follows (Weisbach, § 17) : Lay
off PB ' =:2PB. Then the four points B
'
, C, P and F form a har-
monic rang-e, and the fourth point F may be found from the
properties of the complete "quadrangle. Throug-h an}- point
H draw rays HB', HC, HP, and throug-h an^' point e on ray HC,
draw diag-onals P/ and B'f/. The four points B', C, D and F
form a complete quadrang-le, and the intersection F of sides fd
and B'CP must be the harmonic conjug-ate of point C. There-
fore F is a point on the inflection circle. The point P^ ' may be
found in a similar manner.
Bobillier's construction (Taschenbuch, p. 152) ma}- be
used to check the accuracy of the work when either of the above
methods arc empk)3'ed. The two points A and B of the moving
plane describe paths whose centers of curvature are at D and C
respectively. AD and BC are of course the radii of curvature
of these paths. Let the line joining the given points A and B
be prolong-ed until it intersects at point K the line joining- the
centers of curvature C and D. Then, as above stated, the line
joining intersection K to the instantaneous center P is the col-
lineation axis. This axis makes the angle « with the radius BC,
and according- to Bobillier's construction, the line PT which
makes the same angle a with the other radius AD is the tang-ent
to the centrode at the point P. If another pair of points should
be chosen, a different collineation axis would be found, but the
construction would g^ive the same tang-ent PT. For example,
suppose points A and X are considered. As before the center of
curvature of A's path is the point D, while the center of curva-
ture of the path of X is at infinit}' in the direction XP. The
line joining- the two points is AX, and the line joining- the two
centers of curvature is evidently JD parallel to PX. The point
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of intersection is J, and hence PJ is the collineation axis of
points A and X. The axis makes the ang-le (> with radius PX,
and therefore PT makes angle (> with radius AD, as in the first
case. The line PW perpendicular to PT at point P is the normal
to the centrode and is also the diameter of the inflection circle
(WiESBACH, § 20). The point W at the extremit}' of the diam-
eter is called ihe center of iujiect ion. To show definitely the point
of inflection the path of point X has been plotted (Fig-. 1).
In Fig. 2, the ordinary slider crank mechanism is shown.
The instantaneous center of the motion of the rod AB is at point
P and line PK is the collineation axis. Point K is the intersec-
tion of the line joining the points A and B with the line CZ
which joins the centers of curvature of the paths of points A
and B. Line PT is now drawn making angle BPT ^^ angle
APK. Then according to Bobillicr's construction, PT is the
tangent to the centrode, and PW perpendicular to PT is the nor-
mal at the centrode. The point B is constrained to move in the
straight line BC. Hence the center of inflection must lie on the
line BC (Weisbach, § 20) and must therefore lie at the intersec-
tion W of lines BC and PW. The inflection circle is described
upon PW as a diameter. Another method is to construct tri-
angle ABF similar to triangle PAK; then F is a point on the
inflection circle (Taschenbuch, p. 150). Still another construc-
tion is to lay ofl" PA' = 2PA, and as in Fig. 1, points P, C, A', F"
form a harmonic range. The point F is found by constructing
the complete (luadrangle P, A', ddi. Having found point F, the
circumference of the inflection circle must pass through points
F, B and P.
We consider now the problem of finding the acceleration of
an}- point of the moving link. The following data is assumed:
—
Length of Crank AC (Fig. 2) 9 in. = ->< ft.
Length of Connecting rod AB 18 in. ~ 1>^ ft.
Velocity of Crank Pin, uniform 12 ft. per sec.
The acceleration of point A must be radial and of magni-
vel,2 12^
tude—-^= —— =192 ft. per sec. per sec. IvCt this accelcra-AC -4
tion be represented graphically by the length AC of crank. On
the drawing AC 4 in. Hence ] in. ^ 192 ft. per sec. per sec,
or 1 in. - 256 ft. per sec. per sec, the scale of acceleration. The
acceleration of point B must be in the direction of motion BC.
J
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To determine its mag-nitude the center of acceleration of the mo-
tion of rod AB must be found. AC is the direction of A's accel-
eration, and BC is the direction of B's acceleration. They intersect
at point C. The center of acceleration must lie on a circumfer-
ence passing- through points A, B, C (Wkisbacii, >; 21); it also
lies on the circumference of the inflection circle (Wkisbach, §
15, 16). Therefore G, the intersection of these two circumfer-
ences, is the required center of acceleration.
Suppose a rigid plane lying- in the plane of the mechanism
is attached to rod AB; it will partake of the rod's motion and
every point will have a definite acceleration. The magnitude of
the acceleration is proportional to the distance of the point from
the center of acceleration; and further, the direction of the accel-
eration of any point makes a constant ang-le 'l> with the rav join-
ing- the point in question to the center of acceleration (Wkis-
bacii, 5j 15). Thus:
—
accel. B GB , accel. P GP
and
accel. A GA accel. A GA;
ang-le GAC = angfle GBC ^ ang-le GPW <l'. This shows that
the acceleration of the plane which coincides with the instantan-
eous center P is in the direction PW, the normal to the centrode.
The length AC is taken as the linear representative of the accel-
eration of point A. To find g-raphically the accelerations of
points B and P, lay off on line GA, the leng-ths GB ' =- GB and
GP' GP, and draw line GCH. Then B'^' and P'^/' parallel
to AC, represent to the same scale the accelerations of points B
,. , . B'e' (;B' GB accel. B
and P respectively, since ^^ =- ga '^^ GA ^ ^^^^LAT ' ^"
this manner may be found the acceleration of any point of the
moving plane.
By measurement, B'e' ().8(» in., P'(/' 1.135 in.
Acceleration of B = 0.86X256 == 220.2
Acceleration of P 1.135X256 = 2*)0.
6
It is of interest to find the ang-ular velocity and ang-ular accel-
eration of the moving plane.
Let <" angular velocit3',
(III)
Then -j- angular acceleration.
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The velocity of point A is known to be 12 ft. per sec. Then




Let AG >' The acceleration AC may be resolved in the direc-
tion A(; and perpendicular to A(i. The two components are
A/ = ,"o>-, and Lf= f ^- -j-.
Af=^0.S2 in. =0.52X256 -- 133.12 ft. per sec. per sec.
C/=0.54 in. =0.54X256 - 138.24 ft. per sec. per sec.
AG = /' = 2.59 in. ==2.59 ft., since the scale of the drawing





dio C/ 138.24 ^^ , ,
7// = T=-2:59- =
^"'"^^-
Let the distance AP of point A from the instantaneous cen-




r(o- in the direction of /•; /• -j-—
perpendicular to r; an acceleration U(o which is equal and paral-
lel to the acceleration P(/ of the point of the plane which coin-
cides with the instantaneous center P (Weisbach, § 14, 15).
In this last expression u is the velocity with which the
instantaneous center traverses the centrode, and is likewise the
velocity- of the inflection center W. The directions of these three
components and the mag-nitude of one of them are known and
the direction and mag-nitudc of the resultant is given b}- the line
AC. From point A (Fig. 2 (^0 ), As is laid off equal and paral-
lel to Pd ( = ito>), and AC is laid off equal and parallel to crank
AC. The polygon is closed with the lines st and /C parallel and






r= l.(,8 in. 1.68 ft.
st=^ 0.335 in. = 0.335X256 ft. per sec. per sec.
tc = 0.35 in. = 0.35X256 ft. per sec. per sec.










Since P(/ im - 2'JO.f), k ^= 7 , = •+"-^» ft. per sec. n vel.
of W I'W V ,„. Therefore 1>W=-— =^ =5.67 ft., which
nt 7.I0
is verified by measurement.
In Fig-. 2 {h), is shown the compt)nent accelerations acting-
on the point B. Let PB ----^- r' . Bx --= Pd ^= tuo; then ei/ = r'w*,
a.nd jcy ~ ''
-jr-' The resultant is Br, equal and parallel to Be,
Fig. 2.
As above,. ^^_^^^^!:245_^_^^_^^
(/<'> xii 0.255 X 256 _^ .
^ - 1^ = -^722 ^^^'•"-
In the mechanism of Fig. 2, the direction of point A's accel-
eration is determined by the assumed conditions, and the direc-
tion of the acceleration of B is fixed by the condition that B is
constrained to move in the straig-ht line BC. In the mechanism
of Fig. 1, on the contrary, if the acceleration of point A be
assumed in magnitude and direction, we have no knowledge of
either the mag-nitude or direction of the acceleration of point B.
But to obtain the center of acceleration, the directions of the
accelerations of two points of the moving plane should be known.
It was shown above that the acceleration of the point of the
plane which coincides with the instantaneous center P must be
along the normal PW to the centrode. If now aPs. is assumed as
the linear representative of the acceleration of point A, the lines
f/A and PW intersect at R, and a circumference passed through
R, A and P will contain the center of acceleration. Since this
center lies also on the circumference of the inflection circle, it
must lie at the intersection (I of the two circumferences.
Having found center G, the accelerations of any other points
of the coupler (as B and M) may be found by constructing- the
triangles B6fi and M>»G similar to triangle AaG. Then Bh
( B,6, ) represents the acceleration of point B, and M;» (=
M,/y», ) represents the acceleration of point M to the same scale
that Aa represents the acceleration of point A. Points A, M and
B lie in a straight line, and it is worthy of note that the extrem-
ities (I, m and h also line on a straight line.
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The total acceleration A(( may i)e resolved into two compo-
nents, ft u I'M- in the direction AG, and Ku = —^ perpendic-
ular to AG, where /' A(t is the distance of point A from the
center of acceleration. Ag-ain if AP = r, the total acceleration
Aw may be considered as the resultant of three accelerations act-
ing- at point A, viz:— r w^ in the direction AP; )'—rr- perpendic-
ular to AP; and uo> [z^ Vp) parallel to the normal PW. The
polyg"on of these four accelerations is shown in Fig". 1 (n).
.<?A --= Pp ^^ Hi",
dm
an = >•<//-
aA resultant, or total acceleration of point A.
Since every point on the circumference of the inflection cir-
cle is for the moment moving- in a rectilinear path, the radius of
, . . . . vel" vel'
curvature is inhnite, and the radial acceleration is —r--^ —7:^
rad. ^
^0. That is, a point on the circumference of the inflection
circle has no radial acceleration. For example, the acceleration
of point X Fig-. 1, has no component in the direction XP, and
must therefore be perpendicular to XP or in the direction WX
(since PW is a diameter). Therefore the acceleration of any
point on the circumference of the inflection circle is in the direc-
ti(m of the line joining- the point to the center of inflection. Sup-
pose a line WG be drawn connecting- the center W with center G
(Fig. 1). Let this line be prolong-ed to intersect the tang-ent TP
at E, and let a circumference be passed throug-h points P, G and E.
From the g-eometry of the fig-ure it is easily seen that ang-le GET
^^ ang-le GPy/. Hence the acceleration of point E is in the direc-
tion EP. It is also apparent, that the acceleration of any other
point on the circumference also lies along- the line joining- the
point to the center P. Therefore any point on this circumference
has zero tang-ential acceleration (Wrisbacii, ^ 15). As shown
above,
PW=-^




Ang-le (/Am = iing-le PWE.
Hence, PE = PW tan PWE = PW tan a kn
U ui^ UM
w (Iw d'u
Since ang-le GW/r — ang-le GPW, it follows that the direction of
the acceleration of point W is along- tang-ent W/r, that is, paral-
lel to the tang^ent PT. Likewise the acceleration of ever}- point
on line GW is parallel to the tangent PT, and the acceleration
of every point on line GP is perpendicular to the tang-ent PT, or
parallel to the normal PW (Weisbach, § 15).
NATURAL SELECTION IN ARCHITECTURE.
By C. H. Blackai.!,, "77, School of Architecture.
A short time ago one of the students of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technolog-y conceived the idea of interviewing- a
number of prominent Boston architects to ascertain what in their
opinion were the most needed qualifications for a successful arch-
itect. The 3'oung- man was shrewd be3'ond his da}-, and after
cog-itating- over the various replies he received, announced that
as far as he could sum up the evidence, the chief requisite was
that the architect should be a successful plag-iarist and be able
to steal his ideas without being- found out. This is one w^y of
expressing a natural misunderstanding- of what architecture in
these days very often means. We draw our ideas so larg-ely from
foreig-n sources that to one who looks upon the surface or who
does not understand the processes of architectural evolution, it
would seem as if the prime essential for an architect who is
blessed with a larg-e practice is the possession of a comprehen-
sive and thoroug-hly classified collection of photog-raphs of Euro-
pean work, with perhaps a few clever draug-htsmen to aid in the
plagiaristic concoctions which are paraded as orig-inal desig-ns.
We copy ever3'thing- now-a-days. Our students roam the world
in search of fresh fields and pastures of green, and there is no
style ancient or modern but is copied in our building-s. We sureh'
cannot blame our kind friends and critics if thev draw the infer-
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ence that the most successful architecture is that which most
closely resembles in external appearance its historic prototype.
When we consider, however, the true g-enius of architecture
and appreciate more clearl}- the methods by which our best de-
sig-ners arrive at the desired results, the plagiaristic phase of
architecture, so to speak, is not so manifest, and the reason for
some of our close adherence to antique models is more apparent.
There are two types of architectural desig^ners. One includes
those who strive to be orig-inal at all hazards, who abhor a cop}'
and have a dread of doing- anything" in a manner that was ever
done before, who scorn the academy, eschew Roman tradition
and deny that true art has existed in this world since the six-
teenth century. The other type of desig-ner has the retrospective
mind which does not appreciate the necessity of the worlds twice
g-oing" throug-h the same experience, but would profit by other
people's mistakes and failures and use the materials which have
been hewn out from the world's quarries, rather than to be orig^-
inal at the expense of being- g-ood or successful in desig-n. Up to
within a comparatively few years the desig-ners of the first class
were in the majority. Those were the days when Gothic ideas
were considered not too brig-ht and g-ood for human nature's daily-
food, and the weig-ht of the influence of men like Eastlake and
Ruskin was thrown on the side of Romanticism and so-called
eclectic desig-n. Now it is a peculiar trait of the Ang-lo-Saxon
race that we take a pride in doing- what we do not want to do.
We erect into a principle, procedures and methods which our
heart and instinct disapprove and stick to that principle irre-
spective of innovations. According-ly, the development from our
medieval period of originality, thoug-h inevitable as an adjunct
of our increasing- national wealth and education, was slow and
laborious at times, but since the Renaissance which this country
experienced at the time of the Centennial Exhibition, and more
extensively even, since our recent World's Fair, the acaduMuic,
retrospective style of desig-n has g-rown into more g-eneral favor.
We are now in the midst of a peculiar period when the demands
made upon our designers differ from anything which has existed
in the past. Our acquirements are new. Even the methods of
mere construction are in the line of radical departures. It is im-
possible for anyone to lay down exact prophecies of how our art
is to develop. The future is a sealed book and naturally we can
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turn only to the past for lessons. We can judg"e of what to do in
the future onl}' by what has been done in the past. The conflict
between romanticism and the academy will always be with us.
We shall never lack the warm adherence of orig^inalit}- at all
costs nor those who advocate the extreme academic treatment for
all problems, and while the true course undoubtedly lies between
the two, if we can judge by what has developed in the past, we
are safer in the hands of tnulition than if <j;-uidcd by inspiration
alone.
Architecture viewed in the ligfht of academic training" can
be defined as the art of improving- upon what has been done
before. It is a prett}' safe general rule when one has a task to
perform, before beginning- upon the work, to see how other peo-
ple have solved the same problem, what difficulties the}' have
encountered and how they have been enabled to overcome them.
This rule would apply to every department of human industry
and there surely is no reason wh\' it should not be applied to ar-
chitecture. The world never stands still, and though there are
times when art seems to be on the wane and architecture debased
rather than improving, yet in the course of centuries there has
been a decided, long-continued progress from the rude huts and
mud walls of the Egyptians to the present time. Broadly speak-
ing, the civilized world owes its architecture to two nations, the
(ireeks and the Romans. The artistic spirit carried to so high
a degree of perfection by the former, and the constructive and
decorative principles of the latter have been the basis upon
which all of our modern styles have been ]>uilt, and for nearly
seven centuries the world has been working over similar motives,
experimenting with variations of the same styles of construc-
tion, and accei)ting the same general principles of planning as
well as of taste. There have been countless variations from the
dominant themes and the range of development has varied as
widely as the twelfth century Gothic on the one hand, which re-
tailed only a shadowy hold on classic tradition, and the eight-
eenth century Spanish Platcresque on the other, in which the
classic forms bloomed into a mad riot of imagination. Yet all
the while the fundamental principles of classic architecture
have never been entirely neglected and were constantly reas-
serted, each time with a renewed emphasis and a more perfect
adaptability to the constantly changing conditions. Natural
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selection built up the marvelous architecture of the Greeks from
the crude work which marked the bet>;inning"s, to the final crown-
ing- g"lory of the Acropolis. There never was a more rig^id,
hide-bound system of art than existed in Greece, and ^-et in the
ag"e of Pericles it resulted in'the greatest breadth of treatment,
keen individualit}-, and a sense of freedom in detail, all within
dig^nified, conservative lines. In exactly the same way a species
of natural selection and survival of the fittest operated to de-
velop the Roman baths, the triumphal arches and the enormous
monumental structures with which the Romans adorned so lav-
ishly the imperial city. It was by adhering to the type, b}- sim-
pl}' adopting the architectural baggage of his forbears that the
Roman artist accomplished what he did. That he lost a certain
delicate conception which the Greeks had does not argue that he
ditl not bring something- else into the world. The history of art
in Europe affords an example of continuous growth from the
eighth century B. C. up to the present period, with but one
break, that caused bj- the downfall of Rome and the inundation
of Europe by northern barbarians. The Gothic architecture
which sprang up as a result of the revival of intercourse and ed-
ucation, was wonderful in its growth, exquisite in man}- of its
developments, and expressed in a ver}^ large degree the charac-
ter of the civilization and the needs of the people. However,
Gothic architecture at the best was an innovation. It was an
off-shoot resulting from barbarism, and the world resumed the
line of selection which had been followed b}- the Greeks and
Romans. The Renaissance period was the return to old ideas,
to monumental design, and to coherent composition. The
l)eauty of the Gothic work, its majestic cathedrals and magnifi-
cent color effects will always appeal to every artist, but the spirit
of order, of tradition and precedent which the Romans impressed
so strongl}- upon the world has never faded away. Our most
enthusiastic admirers of medievalism have never quite shaken off
the hold which the community as a whole has upon classic archi-
tecture. The artists of the Renaissance took motives from both
Greece and Rome, united them with individualities of their own,
and produced an architecture which is manifestly an adaptation
of the past. It is without any question borrowed from Rome
and Greece, but is none the less artistic and successful. If, then,
the people of past periods met certain problems and solved them
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ari«;-ht in the lines ot chissic tradition, it would seem reasonable
to infer that we can safely follow their lead, without undertak-
iiifT to do over ag-ain all the work which was done so well lonjjf
ag-o. We can profit by the successes and the failures of the
past, accei)tin<4- the vehicles of architectural expression which
have stood the test of time.
Now architectural desig-n is very larg"ely a matter of tem-
perament. Some minds like to be free and cannot bring- their
energies to the focus of set channels or systematic methods.
Others welcome every method and mannerism which will reduce
or eliminate blind groping after results. Some regret any loss
of freedom and would wish each designer to be a law to himself.
Others consider restraints and academic restrictions as the chain
which will tie our art together and make it coherent and consist-
ent. But the history of art in all periods shows that where in-
dividuals have broken radically away from the standard type the
result has been almost always disastrous. It is impossible for
anyone to outrank his generation. The most that can be ex-
pected is to make a slight improvement, to intensify conception
a trifle, or introduce a few slight variations in motive. The
growth and the g^ain come from improving upon what has been
done in the past, from building up the type rather than making
new ones, from all pulling- together rather than striving for
mere individuality, from a union rather than an opposition of
forces.
In this country we have not yet found our true architectural
bearings, and although the traditions of classic architecture have
been preserved in our midst to a certain degee throug"h the me-
dium of our so-called colonial architecture, it is only within the
past few 3'ears that we have had the means, the desires and the
opportunities to appl^- to our work of to-day the reasoning's, the
precedents and the spirit of the master-builders of the past. Our
architecture can be said to be in an amorphous condition. I be-
lieve it will ultimately crystalize into a condition which may be
very ditTerent from that of the Romans and yet will be a devel-
opment therefrom, which will lack some of the elements which
Rome possessed just as she in turn did not take everything- from
the Greeks, but which will in turn l)e individual while following
the line of historic development and which will add definitely
and tangibly as well as ornamentally to the architectural history
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of the world. We cannot afford to neg-lect the past. Rather we
must keep our eyes open for the g-ood from wherever it may
come, using- old ways if they are right and not wasting- our ener-
ofies in devising new processes, but rather striving to solve the
new problems with the implements, the mediums within our
reach. We need help badly enough at the best. It is quite prob-
able that Robinson Crusoe would not have disdained a suit of
clothes fresh from a European tailors simply because he hap-
pened to be in Juan Fernandez. So it seems to me we do well to
help ourselves liberally to the architecture which has gone before.
We are right in appropriating to ourselves and to our architect-
ure the motives, the forms, the details, in fact, all we can use of
our predecessors, as thereby we save just so much waste of etTort
and we can be so much more direct and really more natural.
Think for a moment how powerfully the element of natural se-
lection and survival of the fittest has eliminated useless conven-
tional forms and mouldings. Nature abhors a vacuum no more
than art abhors waste, and though the whole vegetable kingdom
is around us to draw from and mankind have been at work con-
ventionalizing plant forms ever since Adam, there are really only
two forms which have survived and are in extended use to-day,
namely, the honeysuckle and acanthus, and possibly the lily and
clover. For mouldings we have the cyma recta and the c^'ma
reversa, and with those two, combined with flat surfaces, nearly
all architecture is composed.
We sharpen our pencils, we grind our paint, we stretch our
paper and then we borrow our architectural baggage. This
sounds like rank plag-iarism, and if we look only on the surface
it is such, but if we consider ourselves as part of the general de-
velopment, if we use our acanthus leaf not just as the Romans
did, not even as the Renaissance artist did, but use it in our own
way, as means rather than ends, as implements rather than final
results, and in spite of ourselves stamj) our own mark upon it, if
we look upon the vast wealth of architecture in the past as so
many opportunities and helps which we must welcome and avoid,
I think we can then well afford to disreg-ard the idea of trying
to do the original, and trust our improvement trust our develop-
ment to the natural order of selection.
Tin: TF.ciisofniAi'n.
PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION OF RHEOSTATS FOR
ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.
Hy I'. M. EVKRKTT. "'.Mi, SCHOOI, OF ELKC'TRICAI, EXfilN'KKRIXO.
Apparatus used in modern elevator service and in connection
with g^eneral hoisting- machinery is, perhaps, subjected to more
rijjforous and straining- tasks than in almost any other line of
eng-ineering- practice. That it is expected to withstand these
tests with less attention and repair than other machiner_y of
similar intricacies, is evidenced by the character of the operators
and attendants to which it is ordinarily entrusted. These rea-
sons are sufficient to justify its claim upon eng-ineering- skill,
larg-e factors of safety, and competent and trustworthy inspec-
tion.
In considering- the adaptability of the rheostat to the motor
used in electric elevator work, we have first to consider its
requirements and the existing- conditions under which it is to
operate. Its function is not only to be that of a motar starter
serving- to cut down the electro-motive-force until the counter
electro-motive-force has been developed, but it is also to be,
within certain limits, a speed controller. The action of the
rheostat must be quick and positive; its mechanism simple and
substantial; its materials economical and durable: and its loca-
tion with respect to the rest of the apparatus convenient and
such as to present a compact appearance. Its motor is to start
always under load, must come up to normal speed quickly, must
stop almost instantly, must be capable of being- reversed, and
should be as nearly self-reg-ulating- as practical. Inasmuch as
it is probable that its operator is, in his own words, " afraid of
'blitzen' and ain't g-oing- to fool with it," its controller must be
independent of him except in so far as the pulling- of the lever
is concerned.
Practice differs widely in the construction of rheostats for
elevators and in the mode of controlling- the motor. Some rheo-
stats consist simply of dead resistance which is thrown in series
with the motor armature whenever the machine is at rest, and
is g-raduailv cut out, autonuiticallv or otherwise, as the elevator
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is started—the amount cut out depending- upon the speed de-
sired. Other rheostats consist not only of the resistance neces-
sary as a motor starter, l)ut also of auxiliary coils connected with
the turns of the field spools in such a way that the brush of the
contact-arm of the rheostat will rearulate the mag-netization of
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the field, and thus bring: about more exactly the conditions of
speed reg"ulation which may be required in the particular instal-
lation for which the rheostat is dcsig-ned.
To these essential features of the motor controlling- box
many auxiliary devices are sometimes added; for instance, a
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switch for shuntin{^ lamps across the fields just before the cir-
cuit is broken in order to protect the field insulation from the
inductive force due to the breaking- of the motor circuit; or, in
accordance with the Requirements of the New York Fire Depart-
ment,* electro-mag-netic cut outs or circuit breakers to automat-
ically break the circuit in case of a momentary interruption of
the supplying- circuit or in the case of an overload. These pro-
tecting- devices are, however, not strictly the rheostat. Their
desiirn and construction islarg-eh^ a matter of experiment and a
discussion of the same does not come within the scope of this
article.
The accompanying- drawing-s illustrate t3'pes of rheostats
used upon several modern electric elevator eng-ines. Fig-. 1, rep-
resents a controller built so that the reg-ulation of speed may be
effected b}^ field alteration as well as b}' series resistance. Its
g-eneral operating- mechanism g-overns the action by centrifug-al
reg-ulation.
The controller represented by Fig. 2, performs its function
by interposing- its resistance in the armature circuit, and thus
acting as a dam or valve regulating- the amount of energ-y de-
livered to the motor. Its g-overning- mechanism is operated by
the action of gravity and is controlled b}' the cam A, which is
'ke3'ed to the shaft carr3'ing- the arm of the reversing- switch.
This ccmstruction renders it impossible to break the circuit with-
out at the same time throwing- the controlling- resistance into
circuit with the armature.
The curve of the cam upon which rests the roller B when
the machine is not in operation, is concentric about the shaft
center, so that the contact arm of the rheostat remains in the
"all in " position until an instant before the switch is thrown.
When the cam has been moved either to the rig-ht or to the left
sufficiently far to release the roller B from the concentric portion
of the cam, the weig-hts descend, carr3'ing- the contact arm up-
ward and causing- the brush to sweep across the face of the rhe-
ostat, cutting- out its resistance at a rate which may be fixed by
the adjustment of the cock on the dash pot C. By the manipula-
tion of the operating- lever in the car, the roller B may be made
to occupy any portion of the curve E, and consequentl}' the con-
*Electi^al World, Vol. 29, p. 213.








tiict iinn rotiiincd in ;i position f^'^iving- the motor the desired
speed.
The tnechaniciil construction of rheostats in this service g"en-
enilly consists essentially of a cast iron frame or box containing-
spiral coils of (xerman silver wire, which are secured to the box
by porcelain insulators. The contact arm and contact strips are
ordinarily secured to a marble or slate slab constituting the face
of the rheostat.
The exact amount of current which it would be judicious to
assume as the safe maximum current for rheostat wire used in
this service, is necessarily a subject of some speculation. There
seems to be a dearth of data and information concerning- the safe
carrying- capacity of iron and (German silver wire under just the
conditions which we wish to place them in the elevator motor
rheostat.
The motor starting- under heavy load, requires an immense
starting- current, but this abnormal current flows only for an in-
stant. In our selection of the size of wire to be used in anj^ par-
ticular case, we must be g-overned by the class and frequency of
the work to be done, and g-uided by past experience. German
silver wire is almost universally used in elevator rheostats. If
we adhere closely to the few available tables * concerning- the
safe carr3'ing- capacity of German silver wire, we will find that a
rheostat for a 500 Volt machine of any considerable size will be
quite expensive.
The following^ table gfives the results of observations of ele-
vator motor rheostats which have successfully undergone con-
stant use for several 3'cars.
Size and Q uantity of Wikk in RnKu-sTArs fuk Ei.kvatok Motuks.
MOTOR
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The calculation of the requisite ohmic resistance for any
g-iven rheostat is extremely simple. In order to protect the arma-
ture from currents of undue mag^nitude, the rheostat should con-
tain sufficient resistance when it is all in series with the arma-
ture, to limit the possible flow of current to that of the full load
of the motor.









rr> o.>- = 4.32 ohms Resistance of Rheostat.C 50.86/
If the rheostat is to be continuous series and of the same
number wire throughout, the pounds required may be found at
once by dividing the ohms required l)y the ohms per pound as
given in the table.
For convenience this operation may be reduced to formula (3).
E W
From Ohm's Law, R - ^~ (1). Since W -= CE, C =^C E
F"
(2). Substituting(2)in (1), R=-^ (3>. Where R= Resistance
required for rheostat, E = E. M. F. of motor, and \V = Watts
output of motor.
To effect the most satisfactor}' speed regulation, that portion
of the rheostat resistance near the "all out " position of the
contact strips is usually sub-divided into coils of small resist-
ance. A rigid conformation to the laws for maximum economy
of conductor in rheostats, as given in a recent number of the
Elertriiud Eiujineer, would not, in this service, be of much advan-
tagfe.
When the starting load of a compound motor is fixed, the
the necessary starting current is fixed, and a slow and uniform
increase of current by the cutting out of rheostat resistance,
will be of no special advantage in starting the motor; indeed, it
will be of positive disadvantage so far as the adaptability- of the
rheostat is concerned. The cutting out of these coils will con-
sume time and consequenth' delay the starting of the motor and
will also decrease the available number of contacts for sub-
dividing the rheostat resistance. Often an adjustment of the
rheostat to the particular work at hand is made b^- the cutting-
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out (^f a few of its coils near the "all in" position, in case the
resistance has been made sli«i[-htly greater than that necessary to
admit the required current to start the niotcjr at the minimum
load under which it is to ojjcrate.
PLAN OK A TRACK PILE DRIVER.
Hv (Jaki.ow Macon, 1)3, Civil Engineer c. u. anu g. a. u.
The pile driver described in the following- article was built
in the shops of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad while
the writer was in the employ of the company. It involves some
points of desig-n that the writer believes to be new and useful
and therefore worthy of description.
The novel feature of the desig-n is the mounting- of the whole
[)ile driving apparatus upon a set of six truck wheels which in
turn run upon a pair of common steel rails spiked to the plat-
form of the pile-driver car. Reference to the accompanying-
plate shows plainl}' the framing of the pile driver and the loca-
tion of the truck wheels. The drawing- g-ives side and front ele-
vations of the driver, a half plan of the bed frame, one panel
being- omitted, and a plan of the "A" frame which supports the
leads. The pile driver is mounted on trucks to enable the oper-
ator to drive piles a bent in advance of the car, as would be nec-
essary in repairing- a washout. The driver is easily and quickly
run out the required distance ahead by means of an endless rope
attached to the pile driver frame. This rope is carried around
sheaves at the front and rear ends of the car and over a winding-
spool on the hoisting- eng-ine. The total "reach" of the driver
ahead of the trucks of the car is about sixteen feet.
To enable the operator to drive the piles of a bent the neces-
sary lateral distance from the center line of the track, the driver
is constructed with a "pendulum lead"; i. e. the leads are free to
swing- laterally with a pendulum-like movement from the top of
the "A'' frame. The front view of the machine shows this fea-
ture of the construction. The leads are suspended entirely from
the top of the "A" frame by the wire-rope g"uy, the circular
beam at the bottom serving- only to hold the leads in the required
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position for drivinfr piles off the center line. The movable frame
and pendulum lead above described enables the operator to do
track driving- with ^reat facility.
In order to fold the driver up for running" on the road, the
"A" frame i> hing-ed at B, the strut D serving- as a stiffener
when the leads are in position. To fold the driver, the fasten-
ing's are removed from the front part of hing-e B and strut D
swung- free at the foot. The hinge B then drops forward as
shown by the dotted lines, describing- an arc about the hing-e at
the foot of the "A" frame. This allows the head A to fold back
at the point C on the front of the eng-ine cab. While the leads
are lowered the hammer rests on the knee braces which are at-
tached to the leads just above the circular beam a? shown on the
side elevation. The leads are raised and lowered by means of
the hoisting- eng-ine.
The hammer weig-hs 2,600 lbs. and is handled by a hoisting-
eng-ine with an approved style of friction clutch. The pile
driver has been thoroug-hly tried in actual service, and has been
found to work successfully. The essential features of the desig-n
arc b}' Mr. J. McFadden, formerly superintendent of bridg-esand
building-s of the above mentioned road. Mam- of the details are
omitted because of the limitations of this article.
CALCULATION OF SINKING FUND.
V,\ Pktkr Mogknskn, '94, Surx. Dredging, Miss. River Commission.
When an eng-ineering- structure is planned, the eng-ineer is
usually required to estimate the cost of its construction, opera-
tion, and maintenance. In most cases there will be various
methods, often differing- considerably in cost, whereb}- a desired
service may be obtained, and it seldom happens that the struct-
ure of lowest first cost will render the cheapest service. The
eng-ineer, however, seeks to make such choice and combination
of parts that the whole structure fulfils its intended purpose at
least expense, or g-ives the g-reatest commerial efficiency.
The annual cost of a structure, plant, or machine, ma}' be
divided as follows:
Fixed Charcrs.
(a). Interest on capital invested.
(b). Kent, taxes, insurance, etc.








The commercial efficiency' of a structure may be considered
as the ratio of money produced to money expended. This ratio
must be greater than unity in order to give a proiit, and the en-
gineer endeavors to make it as larg-e as possible.
The nature of the several parts of the annual cost is indi-
cated with sufficient clearness by their names, except perhaps
the last—maintenance. To properly maintain a plant or struct-
ure it must be repaired when necessary. Besides these repairs
a sinking fund must be provided equal to its depreciation in
value, to meet the expenses of its reconstruction when worn out
or when it has become antiquated and inefficient, or to refund
the capital invested in its erection. The annual instalment to be
set apart for this purpose will be the sum of the partial instal-
ments required to replace the various parts of the structure under
consideration, and the amount will depend upon the length of
service of the parts and upon their value when new and when
discarded. It is for the determination of these instalments that
the adjoined table may be made useful. The conditions under
which the sinking fund is accumulated are stated in the expla-
nation of the formula employed in the computation of the table.
To illustrate, let it be required to determine the yearl}' in-
stalment for the sinking- fund of a manufacturing plant under
the following conditions:
Buildings and Fixtures.
Value when new, S20,000.
Period of service, 25 years.
Value after above period, nothing.
(It is assumed that the cost of removal is equal to the value
of old material.)
Machinery.
Value when new, $15,000.
Period of service, 15 years.
Value when discarded, S3, 000.
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BOILEKS.
Value when new, $5,000.
Period of service, 10 years.
Value when discarded, $500.
The sinking" fund is invested to bear an interest of 5 per
cent per annum.
The partial sinking- funds are as follows:
(1). Building-s and fixtures, $20,000, maturing- in 25 years.
(2). Machinery ($15,000 — 83,000), $12,000, maturing- in
15 years.
(3). Boilers ($5,000-- $500), $4,500, maturing- in 10 years.
To find the annual instalment for (1) we look in the table
for the quantity corresponding- to an interest of 5 per cent and
w == 25 _years. This is seen to be 0.020S. Multiplying this quan-
tity by the capital, C, the product, $20,000 X 0.0208 = $41().00,
is the amount required. In the same manner the annual instal-
ment for (2) is: $12,000 X 0.0462 = $554.40; and for (3), $4,500
X 0.0793 $356.85. The total annual instalment will therefore
be, $416.00
-f $555.40 + $356.85 - $1,327.25.
This sum then, set apart each 3'ear and invested to bear
compound interest of 5 per cent per annum will provide for the
ordinary depreciation of the plant.
If the interest, or the numbers of years, or both, should be
intermediates of those g-iven in the table, the corresponding- value
of
-^ can be readily found by interpolation.
A . . .When a value of —::^ is multiplied by 100 (the decimal point
moved two places to the right) the per cent of the capital is
given which, when yearly invested at the rate of interest indi-
cated at the head of the corresponding- column, will become equal
to the capital in the number of years shown under )i in the same
row as the quantity considered. For example, eng-ineers some-
times assume the yearly depreciation of an engine and a boiler
to be 4 to 8 per cent of their respective costs. If an amount
equal to this depreciation is placed at 5 per cent interest, and we
examine the values
-^ (multiplied by 100) in the column under
5 per cent interest, we find that 4 per cent and 8 per cent of the
costs imply "lives" of about 17 3'ears and 10 years for eng-ine
and boiler respectively.
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The table can be used in various wa^'s. It will be seen from
the formula that it is adapted for computations involving- annu-
ities.
Values of functions of r have been appended to facilitate
checking- of quantities in the table.




when interest is added half-vearly.
C r- 1
Where A ^ annual installment, the first pa^'able one year after
investment, and the last one at the end of n years ; C = capital
invested; r = one dollar with one-half year's interest added; n =
number of years from investment to maturit}' of sinking- fund,
when the latter is equal to the capital invested.
A
— ^ a fraction which will amount to unity in ». 3'ears. This
fraction, or its equivalent ^^.7—, multiplied by C (the capital)
will thus give the annual installment.
A
\ ALUKS OF —- IN Decimal Fractions for Various Values of r and n. If the
DECIMAL Point be Moved Two Places Toward the Right the Per Centum
of the Capital Required for annual Installment will be Given.
Int pr
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PRACTICAL TEMPERINC; OF STEEL.
r.V \V. 15 HkAI'CUKH, "S"). I'KOl'KIKTOK MaCIIINK 8H(H'.
The poculiiiritics of steel, which will be briefly described in
this paper, were first noticed by the author seven or eig^ht 3-ears
ag"o, while working- with several kinds of steel in the same set
of knives, which were being- re-sharpened and hardened. There
were two or three kinds of tool steel—some made and stamped
by Jessop & Sons—and common bug-g-y tire steel. They were not
affected the same upon being- plung-ed into the hardening- bath
at the same apparent heat. It was also noticed that the thin
knife edg-e would become brig-hter after it had cooled for a time.
Upon closer examination and comparison made in the dark, of
one kind with another, a difference was found in the several brands
in the action of cooling-. The tool steel in cooling- from a brig-ht
red, would gradually become darker to a certain point, then sud-
denly become much brig-hter, and then g-raduall)* cool down and
become dark ag-ain, the pieces being- so thin that the variation
was quite noticeable. The tire steel in cooling- would become
much darker before it brightened, then it would g-radually
chang-e its red by flashes, g-etting- darker each time and then a
little brighter, seeming- to lig-ht up a few times after becoming-
invisible in the dark.
In hardening-, the tool steel acted in a similar manner, some-
times hardening at a cherr}* red, and then it would soften at a
bright red, while the tire steel hardened at a very dark red or
even black.
This was puzzling- for a time, but these observations sug-
gested the thoug-ht that possibly there existed a fixed relation
between this reheating- of steel and its quality of hardening^,
and started the question of finding- out the causes and condi-
tions. The author has shown to a few persons the fact that
steel will reheat after cooling- for a time. They reluctantly ad-
mitted the fact after observing- it once or twice, althoug-h refus-
ing- at first to consider it possible. A traveling- salesman for
Crescent steel said that he would investig-ate it further when he
returned to the laboratory of the Crescent Works. Afterward
there was noticed an article upon "The Recalescence of Steel,"
which appeared in Sparks. Others may have observed these
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tacts, thoug-h nothing- else on the subject has come in the au-
thor's way, and this paper may lead someone who is in a position
to make experiments, to interest himself in the subject and de-
velop valuable information as to the proper treatment of steel.
A few questions may not be out of place here.
Why does steel reheat on cooling-? Because in being- heated
it absorbs heat that is not used in raising- its temperature, which
ma3' be called latent heat.*
What would the latent heat sig-nify? That some internal
change in the structure of the steel must take place when it is
heated above the point where the latent heat is absorbed.
What chang-e in the steel is caused by the latent heat? We
don't know, and can only theori25e as to that. It ma}' be a chem-
ical chang^e, or a rearrang-ement of particles, or a chang-e from
the g-raphitic state of carbon to the combined state, or some
other chang-e.
Why should steel be heated slowly? Because it takes time
to absorb its latent heat, and this must be allowed for.
What would be the effect of heating- steel quickly? If the
piece is large, the outside surface could be heated to the burning-
point in less time than is required for the whole piece to absorb
its latent heat, as each la3-er takes some heat from the next layer
inside, thus reducing- its temperature below the point at which
absorption can take place, and making- it necessary to transmit
heat to each successive layer several times.
What would be the effect of forg-ing- steel that has been
heated rapidly? If it should be forg-ed before it has complete!}-
absorbed its latent heat, there is dang-er of making- checks and
flaws which will be apt to show when the piece is hardened and
thus may ruin the work.
Instructions for hardening- and tempering- steel usually refer
to ''cherry heat" and "cherry red." It is sug-g-ested that "hard-
ening heat" would be a better term. If cherr}' red is a definite
color it would be very unsatisfactory to work by in hardening
steel, for the reason that the "hardening heat" is not, by any
means, the same color in different steels. Again, it is the best
*Rocal(>scenfo of stocl is not generally known among practical nion. It was
probably lirst noticed by VV. V Barrett in 1873, who piiblislied the results of his
experiments, in Phil. Mii{i., Vol. 4t-), Dec. 1873. A very full discussion is found in
th« article by J. W. Langley in Jour. ^-Us/i. Eiiy. Sucicticn, Vol. 12, April, 18'.t4.—
Editors.
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practice to harden at as low a heat as possible. If the lowest
heat at which a g"iven steel will harden is called "cherry- red,"
we find there is another heat the exact duplicate of it in color,
but if the steel is plung^ed at this duplicate heat it will soften.
It could be hotter and still soften.
How can the "hardening- heat" be discovered for a given
steel? Heat the piece until the scales beg-in to loosen, then
hold it in a dark place and watch it cool. It will harden if
plunged at this heat, or at an)- heat greater than that at which
the latent heat becomes sensible, but of course the danger of
flaws is increased at the higher temperatures. Note how long it
takes to cool to the point at which the latent heat becomes visi-
ble and how low or dark red the steel becomes just before the
latent heat becomes sensible. The color is only relative and de-
pends on the light where we are observing the changes, so that
the best results are obtained in a shaded or darkened place. We
thus find the law of heating- and cooling of the brand, and by
rememV)ering this as nearly- as possible we heat and harden the
steel, plunging into the bath just before the time for the latent
heat to become sensible. Let it be understood that unless some
tempering bath is used, the tools require drawing to the proper
temper in the ordinary wa}'.
The action of the forces within the steel to produce harden-
ing- mig-ht be explained theoretically as follows: Plunging in
water accelerates the rate of cooling-, and the outer layers of steel
would be cooled so suddenly that they would pass their period of
latent heat and contract upon the next layer just as it was being-
heated and expanded by its latent heat becoming sensible, and
so on to the center. These intense forces act upon the particles
in such a way as to compress them, making them dense and hard.
Or this severe compression might produce enough extra heat to
prevent the transformation of the combined carbon back to the
graphitic state, thus leaving the particles in the hard state in-
stead of soft.
A few trials have been made with self-hardening steel and
it was found to possess some of the qualities of other steels. It
will harden in water and also soften slightly, but the hardening
heat is much lower than with other steels. On cutting some
partially chilled casting it was found that the tool stood the
work much longer and cut cleaner if hardened in water. Not
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much attention has been paid by the author to the action with
self-hardening' steel.
There has always been more or less mastery about the work-
ing" of steel, and it seems that this mystery is vastly increased
and darkened by t)ur competitive system of doing- business, which
compels a man to hold as trade secrets many, if not all, of his
most important discoveries, hoping that he will thus derive an
advantage that he is not willing- to share with his fellow work-
men. In this way some of the most valuable compositions and
processes are kept secret to the use and profit of a few men,
while the people at large are deprived of benefits which should
accrue to them, as well as the opportunity of making further
prog"ress founded upon the knowledge thus derived.
The above method of treating- steel has been used by the
author for several years with good results.
C. O. & a. R. R. SHOPS AT SHAWNEE, O. T.
Hv Harlow Hacon, {«. Civir, Engineer. C, O. it C. R. R
Since for the past two 3'cars the subject of railroad shops
has been pretty thoroughly treated in the technical journals, the
writer deems it unnecessary to give more than a general plan
and a brief description setting forth the more important features.
On pag-e 48 is given a "yard plan" of the shops now in
course of erection by the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Oulf Railroad
at Shawnee, O. T. The road in (juestion is 216 miles in length,
extending from the eastern boundary of the Choctaw Nation, I.
T., westward to P\)rt Reno, Oklahoma. In the Choctaw Nation
the road runs through rich coal fields, which are extensively
worked. Originally the road was about 100 miles in length, but
in 1S')5, 120 miles of new line were added, necessitating the con-
struction of new shops. The problem was to builil such shops
as would be sufficient for present needs and also permit of exten-
sions and additions as the requirements of the road demanded.
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The plan which was decided upon is shown in the accompanying'
drawing. The yards are connected to the main line at both the
east and west ends. No turn-table is used, the eng-ines being-
turned on the "Y."
The main building- which is 91 ft. (> in. by 291 ft. f» in. con-
tains an eng-ine house of five stalls, separated from the other
compartments by brick tire walls, a car repair shop and a black-
smith shop and machine shop partitioned off as shown. The five
pits in the eng-ine house and erecting- pit in the machine shop
are shown in solid black. The other building-s are: A wood
working shop, 81 ft. 6 in. by 91 ft. (> in.; an office and store room,
24 by 120 ft., the office being- 20 by 24 ft.; a paint shop 26 by 80
ft.; a paint shop, 26 by 80 ft., and other minor building-s as
shown on plan.
The construction throug-hout is of brick and stone. In the
two larg-e building-s, the stone work was carried up to the win-
dow, all above being- brick. In the other building-s stone was
used to the floor level with brick above. Walls are 18 in. thick
in the two larg-e buildings and 13 in. in the others. None of the
roofs are trussed but in the larg-e building-s are supported by in-
terior posts. The construction in all cases is of wood, the cov-
ering- being- an inch sheathing- and a prepared roofing- composed
of mag-nesia and asphalt pitch known as Carey's Mag-nesia Flex-
ible Cement Roofing-. The oil house, paint shop and eng-ine
house have concrete floors; in the others the floors are of wood.
Steam for the eng-ines in the different shops is supplied fn)m a
battery of boilers in the boiler house. The five tracks on the
north side of the yards are to be used for car repair tracks.
Water for the entire plant is furnished from an elevated tank
shown on plan.
For future extensions ground is reserved at the west end of
the yards. The proposed site of the turn-table and round-house
is shown by broken lines. The round-house will be erected when
needed and the main building- turned into a machine shop.
The g-eneral plan, tog-ether with the desig-n and details of
the building-s, was worked out by the writer, with the coopera-
tion of F. A. Molitor, Chief Eng-inccr, and Jas. Cunningham,
Master Mechanic. The cost of the plant complete, exclusive of
the water supply, was approximately $40,000.
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EFFECT OF PIPINCl ARRANCiEMENTS ON THE
INDICATOR DIA(;RAM.'^
Hv I). T. Kandam- "'.(T, School ok Mechamcai- Enoinkkrixg.
Pntniincnt cng-inocrs hiive for a long- time believed that only
short indicator connections to the cylinder g^ive accurate results.
Much attention has been g-iven to this subject within the past
three years, and a g^reat deal has been written in reg-ard to it.
In a paper b}- Mr. E. J. Willis, who took up the subject as to its
effect on the resulting- areas without discussing- the form of the
cards, he sa^'s: "When cord movement is correct and the instru-
ment is in g-ood adjustment, I have never failed to g-et practic-
ally the same results from long- and short connections." This
statement led to much experimenting-. The well known journal,
Fotret\ took up the question, and in discussing- the results ob-
tained b}' Mr. Willis, criticised his method of taking- the cards
and explained that when both long- and short connections were
open from the cylinder at the same time, the long- pipe clearance
influenced the results on the short connected indicator. It was
pointed out that when the diag-ram was taken on the short pipe,
the long- pipe should be cut off by a valve. Two eng-ineers con-
nected with I'oiver made some experiments following- out this
idea. An ing-enious combination of pipes and valves was used,
and the results show that the same indicator on an eng-ine of
constant load gives different results in the following- cases: (1)
When indicator has short direct connection; (2) when indicator
has short direct connection with a clearance space beyond; {2>)
when indicator has long- pipe connections. Of the man^- who
have made experiments along- this line, few others have taken the
precaution to avoid the error in the cylinder card due to the effect
of the clearance of the long- pipe.
That this error is considerable is shown in Fig-. 4, pag-e
52. These diag-rams were taken on^the eng-ine described below.
They were secured in connection with some other experiments
which will not be discussed in this article. Fig-. 4 shows
*The data for this article was selected from results obtained in a
thesis on the subject by .1. R. Saylcr and the author. University of Illinois,
ISitT.
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the effect of opening- a clearance pipe one-half inch in diam-
eter and ten feet long-, connected to the cylinder and entirch'
independent of the short connection which lead to the indicator.
A diag-ram was first taken with the long- pipe open. It is shown
bv the dotted line of the tigure. A g-ate valve in the pipe close
to the cylinder was then closed and a diag-ram taken; only the
short connection to the indicator being open to the cylinder.
This diagram is shown by the full line of the fig-ure. These
cards were taken with a Crosby indicator; spring-, 60 ft. per in.
The boiler pressure was 70 It). A number of these cards were
taken, all being similar to the figure.
The subject of long- connections has been so thoroughly dis-
cussed that there is little occasion to say more; but on another
subject, closeh' allied to it, little has been written. It is on the
effect of a clearance pipe beyond the indicator. Rigg", in his
work, The Steam Engine, published in 187S, recog-nized this
source of error, and saj's of pipes leading- from the cylinder to
the indicator: "It is necessary to have them continuous to in-
dicator without an}- leng-th being- open beyond the indicator.
Such a rill de sac has the effect of distorting- the apparent pres-
sures altog-ether." it is not uncommon to see the two ends of an
eng-ine cylinder connected to one indicator cock. In most such
cases the indicator is placed on a tee near the middle, and pipes lead
to each end of the cylinder where ang-le valves are placed in the
bend of the pipe for the purpose of cutting- off the communica-
tion to either end, as may be desired. Such an arrang-emcnt
subjects the diag-rams to two sources of error, that due to the
length of pipe from the c^-linder to the indicator, and that due
to the length of pipe open beyond the indicator.
In a series of experiments, over one thousand diag-rams were
taken to determine the effect of piping- arrang-ements. Nearly two
hundred of these were to determine the effect of a clearance pipe
beyond the indicator. The data given on pag-es 54 and 55 was
obtained from cards taken on a 8x10 in. Ball eng-ine, running at
290 R. P. M., with boiler pressure of 70 lb. g-age. A special
head was used, the upper half being- tapped for pipes. The
clearance amounted to ').28 per cent of the piston displacement.
All cards were taken with a Crosby indicator which was cali-
brated with a 50 n>. spring-, used in* these experiments. The
piping- was as follows: A short nipple and a tee formed the
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shortest possible connection from the cylinder to the indicator.
A nipple connected the tee with a g"ate valve into which was se-




yond the indicator. All pipes used in connection with the
experiments g-iven in this article were the commercial O.S in. size.
The reducing- motion was a four part pantog-raph, and the cord
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lead horizontally to a pulle}' and then at an ang^le of ajjout
twenty degrees to the indicator. In taking- cards, steam was first
admitted to the long pipe which was covered to prevent conden-
sation as much as possible, then condensation was drained from
a cock in end of pipe and a diagram taken. The g^ate valve was
next closed and a card taken with only the short connection open
to the cylinder. In some cases one card was taken over the
other, as shown in the figures, and in other cases the card was
shortened and separate diagrams were taken for convenience in
measurement. In part of the experiments a constant load was
maintained, in some cases by a friction brake and in others by
using the line shaft for a load. Many experiments were made
while the engine was furnishing power to the shops. The load
on the engine did not var}- greatly during parts of the day, and
diagrams as a rule gave uniform differences. In fact, with two
persons working on the experiment the two diagrams could be
taken within a very short time. In these experiments four
lengths of pipe were used: 1.25 ft., 2.5 ft., 5 ft. and 10 ft. As
the shorter lengths arc of more practical importance, diagrams
of the shorter pipes only will be g-iven.
Figs. 1 and 2, are representative cards, showing the differ-
ences in diagrams taken with 1.25 ft. of clearance space beyond
the indicator, and diagrams taken with only the short connec-
tion open to cylinder. These diagrams were selected for the pur-
pose of showing the effect of cut-off as obtained in the different
experiments. Fig- 3 shows the effect of a clearance pipe 2.5 ft.
in length, the experiment being conducted in the same manner
as those corresponding" to Fig". 1 and Fig. 2.
Such data has been selected from the several experiments as
will best show the differences in results obtained under various
conditions of cut-off and pipe lengths. Table 1 shows the results
of four experiments, with as many different lengths of pipes
forming a clearance space beyond the indicator. Three cards in
each experiment are considered separately. The cut-off in each
case was as great as one-third. Table 2 gives average results
of three cards in each of four experiments, the cut-off being less
in each case than in Table 1.
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I5t S. W. I'AltK, I'KOFKSSOK OF AlM'MKD ClIKMISTJlV.
11 any apolog"}- is due for discussing' the somewhat i>erennial
subject of boiler water, it mig-ht be fair to say, perhaps, that the
matter is coming- to be treated in a more rational manner; that
much of the quackery and mysticism that has so long prevailed
is being superseded by a more scientific and sensible considera-
tion of the problem. The study of some phases of the subject
has been tmder more or less continuous investigation in the De-
partment of Applied Chemistry for the past two years, and while
much of the data still awaits further confirmation, some points
have been developed that may be worthy of notice at this time.
It is not our purpose now to enter into a discussion of difficulties
and dangers attending the use of certain boiler waters further
than to make such enumeration as shall serve in a general way
to classify the waters producing- harmful results.
The first and largest class of course includes those waters of a
scale forming- tendenc}'. These may be subdivided into {<i) those
that are both scale forming and corroding, (6^ those that deposit
their mineral salts in the form of scale, and (c) those that throw
out their salts as suspended or non-cementing particles, forming
a mud or sludge. Another and much smaller class of waters are
those that arc chiefl}' corroding in their nature with little if an}'
tendency to form a scale. And still another class are such as
have a tendency to "rise" or foam, especially as the salts in solu-
tion become more concentrated.
(riving attention now to the first class, we shall need to
know something of the chemical nature of the ingredients that
are responsible for the difficulties. If all waters held in solution
the same kind of salts with little or no variation in their chemi-
cal behavior, it would be a comparatively simple matter to make
a classification for determining the grade of a water based sim-
plv on (juantity of scale forming. material. Indeed such a classi-
fication has been widely adopted as a result of the action of the
Association of Railway Chemists. The classification, based on
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the number of «j;-niins, per ofallon, of scale forming- material, is
as follows:
Below 15 g-rains per U. S. g-allon—trood.
15—20 " " fair.
20—30 " " poor.
30—40 " " bad.
Over 40 " " very bad.
While this serves in a g-eneral way as an index to the value
of a water for boiler purposes, many cases arise where quality
or property of the constituents and not quantity is the prime
thing- to be considered. Take as an illustration certain waters
referred to further on, having- 8 to 18 grains of scale forming-
material per g-allon, and yet in actual practice entirely non-scal-
ing^ in behavior.
This evidentl)' necessitates an understanding- of the partic-
ular compounds present and their properties. The ingredients
we need especially to take note of in this first g-eneral class are the
various compounds of calcium, magnesium and sodium. These
may be combined as carbonates, sulphates, chlorides or nitrates.
First, the carbonates of calcium and mag-nesium, if in solu-
tion, are in the loosely held bicarbonate form, for example CaH.j
( CO-j ).,. This when raised to the temperature of boiling- water
disengag-es CO., and leaves the insoluble calcium carbonate. It
should be noted now that the heat necessary to accomplish this
is such as exists throug-hout the mass—hence the particles of
calcium or mag-nesium carbonate may therefore be diseng-ag-ed at
indefinite points throug-hout the boiling- water and not necessar-
ily altog-ether at the points of contact with the hotter surfaces
of the flues. When thus diseng-ag-ed as above described they
continue to float so long- as the water is in active circulation.
They readily settle out as a muddy deposit when the boiler be-
comes quiet.
We should note in this connection that sodium, if present in
a similar form as bicarbonate, also breaks up into the normal
carbonate, Na^COj, and in this condition is able to attack the
calcium and mag-nesium in whatever soluble form they may
exist and throw them out as insoluble carbonates at the boiling-
temperature. Here ag-ain this action is not confined to any
special locality and as before, when solid i)articles are set free in
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the midst of the mass they continue free, or at the most, in times
of tjuiet settle out as mud or slud»ife.
Next the sulphate, what properties exist here? Calcium
sulphate, the most commonly occurring- compound under this
head, has the peculiar property of increasing- in insolubility with
an increase of heat so that particles in solution, entering- the
boiler so, might still remain in solution, but coming- in contact
with the more hig-hly heated surfaces of tubes and plates are
thereby rendered insoluble at that particular point and thus be-
come located as scale. This action carries along- with it of
course some carbonate of lime simultaneously affected, and so
little by little we have built up chemically or mechanically or by
combined processes the scale on the surfaces of the more hig-hl}-
heated plates and tubes.
The next compound to interest us is mag-nesium chloride.
Calcium chloride maj' also be included as of similar property
thoug-h in much less degree. The unstable nature of mag-ne-
sium chloride may be well illustrated by igniting- some of the
salt in a porcelain crucible having- mixed in with the same a
quantity of clean sea-sand. Now upon heating the crucible over
the Hame of a Bunsen lamp and occasionally stirring- the contents
so that theoxyg-en of the air ma}' have access to the mass, hydro-
chloric acid is diseng-ag-ed very easily and copiously, so long- as
any moisture remains, and after the point of complete dryness
has been reached, chlorine g-as is evolved. A ready test in proof
of the above may be had by smelling the vapors or by holding
near, a rod wet with strong ammonia solution. The chemical
reactions taking- place ma}- be represented by the equations:
—
2Mg Clo + KoO =: Mg-oOCl., 4 2HC1.
MgClo
i
O -- Mg 1- 2C1.
It will be evident from this illustration that where magne-
sium chloride exists it may by decomposition and liberation of
free acid exert a corroding influence. Such action would be
especially promoted under the case illustrated b}- the first equa-
tion where the water and iron came in contact, and in the second
case under scale that had an admixture of mag-nesium chloride
or oxychloride present.
The remaining- possible compound is that of the nitrates.
These salts are all unstable, breaking down with more or less
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ease iti both the wet and dry condition under the influence of
heat, liberating- nitric acid. Thus,
Ca (NOs), + H.,0 =3 Ca (OH)„ + H NO,.
4NO, f Fe -= Fe (NO3)., -p 2H.
2Fe (NO,)„ + HoO =^ Fe OCNO.,)-, - 2H NO,.
The first two equations represent the fact that as between
metallic iron and nitrates of calcium, etc., the nitric acid will
leave the lime and attack the iron. Further, having- first dis-
solved the iron as ferrous iron it ag-ain passes b}- successive
stag-cs into a higher form of oxidation as illustrated b3'the third
equation, again liberating more nitric acid to eat more iron.
It must be evident from the foreg-oing- that the first essential
in judging of the action of boiler waters is an accurate knowl-
edg-e of the ingredients of the water and a correct determination
of the forms the}- are most likely to assume. This has necessi-
tated much work along- the line of the most accurate as well as
expeditious methods of anah'sis of a boiler water. It was soon
found that by the ordinary methods some peculiarities of beha-
vior on the part of certain waters remained unaccounted for and
much experimenting- was carried on in search of explanations.
The most profitable have come from a study of waters taken
from steam boilers as long- as possible after a clean out so that
the maximum of concentration should be reached and all the pri-
mary- decompositions effected.
In illustration of this point a few examples may be cited
taking the above types of water in which some form of salt in
combination predominates and gives character to the water, such
character, as indicated above, being more positively identified
in the water drawn from the boiler after the concentration that
results from prolonged generation and use of steam. A type in
which the carbonate form predominates is found in the city water
of Champaign and Urbana, and in the other wells of the vicinity
that reach the same strata from 135—165 feet in depth. Of
course the degree of concentration varies and no two samples
from boilers will show the same amovint of salts. However, a
sample drawn from the stationary boiler at the Illinois Central
round-house yields.
Silica 70 grains per U. S. gallon
Sodium carbonate 24. ()5 " " "
Sodium chloride and sulphate .^.12 " " "
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Calcium or maw"nesium none
Nitrates none
Here it is evident th;it the great excess of sodium carbonate
easily accounts for the absence of lime or mag-nesia or any scale
forming- compound; consequently, as we would expect, these sub-
stances are thrown out of solution as a fine powder and not in
the form of scale. The natural constituents of the water before
entering- the boiler are as follows:
Silica 472 g-rains per gallon
FeoOj 612 " "
CaCO, 5.2(»5
Mg-CO,, UAAl
Sodium sulphate 349 " "
Sodium carbonate 3.3S1 " "
Total 16.630
Of this, all but the last two constituents are ordinaril}- classed
as "scale forming- ing-redicnts. " It has been a matter of consid-
erable interest to find this type of water somewhat widely dis-
tributed throug-hout the state, thoug-h by no means always from
the same g^eolog-ical formation as at this place. AtBurnside, on
the Illinois Central Railroad, at a depth of 450 feet, a water of
the following- composition is found:
Silica 455 g-rains per gallon
Alumina 1.669 " '!
CaCO,, 4.332
Mg-COj 1.403




Here ag-ain the sodium carbonate is far in excess of the
amount required for complete precipitation of the scale forming-
ing-redients, and we would expect to find the same conditions as
to behavior as with the city water at this place. Unfortunately,
however, the Burnside water is mixed with Lake Michig-an water
in use. However, a parallel boiler running- exclusively on Lake
Michig-an watOr furnishes an interesting- comparison. In each
case the boiler had been in operation six days from the time of
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the last wash-out. The amounts in (jfrains per w-allon for the
two main ingredients are as follows:
BOII.KK WITH I.AKK WATKU ONLY. I.AKK AN'T) RTRXSIDK WATKH MIXKD.
CaSO^ 30. 1(, 7.68
Na,S04 5.S0 27.12
It will thus be seen that the excess of sodium carbonate of
the Burnside water has performed the work of transforming-
about 75 % of the scale forming calcium sulphate into ins()lul)le
calcium carbonate, the sodium sulphate being" corresponding"lv
increased over four times.
Another water of this type is found at Wenona. The well
supplying- the city is 1,7S() feet deep, and has a composition as
follows:
SiOj 705 g-rains per g-allon
AI2O3 507
CaCO;, 9.173





Of this, 13.584 g-rains only would be classed as scale forming-.
Another water of even more positive characteristic as to the
excess of sodium carbonate is found at Carbondale, 111., at the
electric Hg^ht and power station. The depth of well is 260 feet.
The analysis shows the following- constituents:








Many other samples of similar characteristics have been
worked with, l)ut these are extremes both of type and locality.
It should be noted as perhaps the chief points of interest in
this t3-pe of water, first, that reg-ardless of the ing-redients
usually classed as scale-forming, i. e., all compounds other than
sodium or potassium, none of this class of waters is scale form-
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iiig- ;it ;ill, even thoug-h the compounds listed under this head
rang'e from S to IS grains per gallon. The second point of in-
terest lies in the fact that such waters are more widely distrib-
uted throug"hout the state than was at first supposed.
With reg-ard to the type of water in which the calcium sul-
l)hate plays an important part it is by far the one most commonly
met with. Such waters drawn from the boiler and analyzed
show a high ratio of calcium sulphate with little or no carbt)n-
ate of lime or mag-nesiura present. They are the most abund-
ant of all and to such the table for classifying- according to the
quantity of scale-forming material g^iven at the outset is fairly
well adapted.
In such waters however special note should be taken of the
amount of chlorides and nitrates, for the latter, especially when
present in sufficient quantity, has strong-l}' corroding- properties.
An example is g-iven below of a water with excessive scale-form-
ing- properties and at the same time with marked tendency to
corrosion. The water is from the Mattoon electric light plant.
The well is M5 feet deep.
Silica 308 grains per gallon
Ca CO, 12.254 "
Ca SO, 27.354 ''
Mg-SO, 4.844 "
Sodium chloride 13.130 "
Calcium nitrate 1.686 "
Total 59.576 "
An interesting- comparison may here be made with this
water drawn from the boiler after six days' running from time of
last wash out:
Silica 1.865 grains per gallon
CaSO, 30.316
Mg-SO, 25.652 ''
Mg CO, 3.44(, "
Mg- CL, 2.764 "
Sodium chloride 251.456 " " "
Calcium nitrate 21.687 " " "
Total 337.186 "
The points of interest to be noted here are that according-
to the sodium chloride which would remain unchanged, the con-
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centration has been less than 20 times (1').3). Now noting- the
amounts of calcium salt in the water from the boiler they are
approximately the same, hence, approximately, eig-hteen times
the original quantity has been thrown out, chiefl}' as scale. The
mag-nesium constituents have taken other forms but about ten
times the original amount has been lost, presumably as scale.
As to the nitrates, about seven times the original amount has
been lost, and as this would onl}- come about by decomposition
the corrosive properties of this water are thus abundantly
accounted for in accordance with the equations above g^iven.
The point should be made here also that the calculation of the
nitrates to calcium nitrate is not arbitrary. Indeed experiments
indicate that just as properly could they be assigned to the so-
dium
—
g-iving the calcium the equivalent of chlorine, for the
reason that sodium nitrate seems possessed of corrosive proper-
ties equally with calcium nitrate, corrosion being" effected arti-
ficially' by sodium nitrate in the absence of calcium nitrate.*
Another similar water with scale-forming- and corroding"
properties is from the flowing" wells, 128 feet deep, at Oilman,
111. The water is from the stationary eng"ine at the Illinois Cen-
tral round house, two weeks from the last wash out:







In this water the amounts of calcium as sulphate and car-
bonate would indicate for it an especially bad character as a
scale forming" water while the hig"h ratio of sodium nitrate indi-
cates a seriously corroding" tendency, both of which characteris-
tics are abundantly- verified in the switch eng"ine and other boil-
ers using" this water exclusively.
That method of analysis which would more nearly duplicate
the boiler processes and reactions would seem to be the best.
Working" along- this line the following^ procedure has been
adopted.
*Si'(' tlu'sis l)v A H. raiil. "'.(T.
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A litre of water is taken and evaporated in a 5 or 6 inch por-
celain dish resting- on an iron plate with a \% inch hole drilled
throu*j;"h the center. The flame strikes the dish throug-h this
opening and keeps the water in gentle ebulition, care being- taken
toward the end to avoid loss. When the contents are reduced to
about 25 c.c. the dish is removed. A separation of the soluble
from the insoluble pan is now effected by washingf with succes-
sive portions of boiling- water, draining- throug-h a hardened fil-
ter and finally bring-ing- as much of the insoluble part onto the
filter paper as possible. The volume of the wash water need n<it
exceed 100 c.c. thoug^h the washing- should be complete. This
process while being- far more rapid than the usual method of
evaporation in platinum dishes on the water bath, has the advan-
tag-e of reproducing^ quite accurately the conditions that are
broug-ht about in the boiler, with reference especially to the com-
binations assumed by the alkalies, sodium and potassium and
the presence or nonpresence of mag-nesium and calcium. Of
course to formulate any definite standard based on the forms of
the ingredients thus found in the soluble portion demands a vast
amount of data supplemented by actual experience in the use of
the same waters. However, in g-eneral it may be said that: 1st,
if the carbonates of the alkalies predominate such waters
may be pronounced g-ood; 2nd, if only the alkalies are found
in the soluble portion as chlorides or sulphates with little or no
amounts of magnesium or calcium, such waters are safe so far as
corrosive properties are concerned, their g-rade as to scale form-
ing- properties being- determined from the results obtained from
the analysis of the insoluble portion; 3d, if the soluble portion
shows the presence of nitrates in an}- considerable quantity,
even in the absence of mag-nesium or calcium, such a water
will prove strong-l}- corrosive; 4th, if alkalies are found
in the soluble portion and also mag-nesium and calcium
with abundance of sulphates, chlorides or nitrates, such waters
are extremelj- objectionable, increasing- in the order named. The
first form, without appreciable quantities of the other two, be-
cause of scale-forming- quality; the last two in any case, because
of corrosive tendency.
I'^urther corroboration of the proposition under "3" above is
had in the case of experiments carried on by means of a small
steam dig-ester running- at a pressure of 75 pounds and contain-
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ing- porcelain beakers in which were placed finely divided iron
with solutions made up to duplicate these as well as all other
possible or likely conditions.
The methods for determining- the constituents in the two
])ortions, the soluble and the insoluble parts, do not vary greatl}-
from those in common use. It may be said, however, that each
portion is titrated with standard hydrochloric acid solution and
the sulphates of the soluble portion determined. In fresh por-
tions, total sulphates, chlorides and nitrates (Crum's method)
are determined and from the data thus at hand the various con-
stituents are calculated. It ma}- be said further that after care-
ful experiments it has been found that this method of rapid
evaporation is without loss, and the sum total of the in^^redients
g-ives quite as satisfactory a result for "total solids" as the usual
method of evaporation and ig^nition in platinum.
With reg-ard to remedies the g-reat majority of waters could
undoubtedly be broug"ht artificially under the form indicated
above where sodium carbonate predominates by addition in
proper amount of that reag^ent. This is simply common "soda
ash." The arg-ument is sometimes advanced that this is a cor-
roding- ag-ent. Where corrosion occurs it is due to some other
ingredient already in the water, as has been shown above. This
is also verified by all the boilers using- the above waters. When
artificially applied, however, the method of application is a mat-
ter of much importance. As usually applied it is done quite rc-
g-ardless of all chemical principles involved. To take up this
phase of the matter would involve an extCiided discussion of the
subject which must be left for some other time. So far it may
be said our experiments have not found that corrosion which is
due to the presence of nitrates is materially reduced by addition
of soda ash. Such treatment is of course effective where the
difficulty is due to free acid as in the case of mine waters.
With reg-ard to boiler compounds, their name is leg^ion, and
the}' include an almost endless list of substances from treacle,
potatoes and old shoes on the one hand to quite refined and re-
spectable chemicals on the other. Without doubt there is some
virtue in those substances which form the insoluble sucrates and
tannates, but the charg-e sometimes made that soda ash is objec-
tionable because of corrosive properties seems to be disproved by
our experiments.
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THK WORLirS COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.
A CONSTKUCTIVK PkOBLP^M, AND ItS VaI.UK AS A CkITKWION.
Hv Akthur Fkabody, '83, Architect, Chicago.
Thk General Design.
The desig-n of the Universal ^Exposition held at Chicag-o in
1892 3 has been pronounced superior to any previous attempt.
This opinion is held not only by the people of America, but of
the world at larg-c. The artistic and useful purposes for w^hich
it was created, were subserved in a degree quite beyond the ex-
pectation of the most sangfuine. So persistently have its glories
been sung- that we have even grown a little weary of them.
Something- may be learned, however, by those whose interest has
not entirely waned, from the simple narration of its building,
together with a few criticisms on the various parts or phases in-
cident to it. Having been connected with the Exposition during
the entire constructive and operative periods, from April 1, 1891,
to Ma}- 1, 1894, I may not be thought impertinent for venturing
a few opinions which, thoug"h not infallible, at least are based
on personal oljservation.
That a clear idea of the original design may l^e obtained, a
short discussion of the several parts is essential.
In a general way the design may be said to have been com-
posed of a number of great fields of activity, to some of which
exclusive territory must be assig^ned; to others joint use of a
common area, -for different purposes.
The first elements to be considered were, naturally, the site,
the character of the ground, its accessibility, etc., in short, the
treatment demanded by physical conditions. For such work a
contour map was used, and upon it the outlines of the several
fields were determined. Here the groups of buildings were stud-
ied from the point of view of the landscape artist, the architect,
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and the eng-ineer. Preliminary sketches were made, showing- in
elevation and perspective the vag-ue results of imag-ining-s, the
first g-roping-s after detail. The final result followed quite
closely after the g-eneral lines of the g-rand desig-n, which, how-
ever, no map can adequately illustrate.
The several fields may be summed up as The Spectacular
Field, The Exhibit Field, The Amusement Field, The Field of
Service, as constituting- the major elements in the desig-n, with
the Field of States and Foreig-n Countries as the principal minor
element.
So much applause has been awarded to the g-lories of the
Spectacular Field that criticism can detract but little. Whether
the chang-e from the thirteen columns of the orig-inal desig-n to
the Peristyle, with its g-iant shafts and rich pavilions on either
hand, was wise, remains a question. One thoug-ht in connection
with it was to create a "Principal Entrance." It was intended
also to treat architectural!}- other "Gateways," but at the elev-
enth hour desig-ns were abandoned and only a hig-h board fence
with turn-styles, g-reat and small, and barnyard gates, g-ave evi-
dence of the limits of the city of wonders.
Of the spectacle in general, the most notable criticism is
that the buildings of which it was composed were so large that
they could not be seen. By this I mean that, in order to obtain
a comprehensive idea of an entire building, it must be viewed
from a point so remote that detail was quite lost. Nor, in many
cases, could such a view be had at all; as was instanced in the
building for the exhibit of Fine Arts. This was not all, either,
that tremendous size entailed. On account of the actual dimen-
sions of subordinate parts, principal features were sometimes
dominated by lesser elements, as in the case of Machinery Hall.
Here the north-east corner pavilion, viewed from any practicable
distance, quite overshadowed the remaining mass—towers, por-
ticos, and all.
From these results an opinion might be hazarded that the
buildings were too large, in an artistic sense, to be satisfactory.
Their size was incomprehensible except by some accidental scale
of measures. During the burning of the Casino and Peristyle,
firemen put up ladders and mounted to the roof. At once the
size of the buildings was magnified, in the imagination, some
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two or three times. The lig-ures on the parapet, about fifteen
feet hig-h, diminished the apparent size of the building-s in the
mind of a spectator, by serving- as units of measure.
(rigantic scales and heroic statues were of course inevitable.
But having- reached a certain dimension, the g-reatest that the
mind is able to g-rasp, the buildings remained apparently sta-
tionary in size, no matter what their actual measures might be-
come.
It is not my intention to convey the idea that the buildings
should have been smaller. On the contrary there was not room
enough in them to contain the exhibits But viewed as objects
of art they were open to the above objection. In some cases,
too, the statues were larger than originally contemplated, a fact
which went further to confuse the mind. Such a fault would,
of course, be remedied in permanent work.
Coming to the second division, the Exhibit Field, the prin-
cipal fault was contrary to that found with the Spectacular
Field. Instead of being too large, by this meaning that waste
spaces were encountered, the demand for room out-ran the areas
provided. In but one department, that of Electricity, which
should never have been quite divorced from its essential partner
,
Machiner}^ was there excess of area. Even the gigantic "second
growth " of the Exposition was inadequate; insomuch that, al-
though the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building was in-
creased one-half its area, by the roof over the great court, the im-
portant industry- of Leather Working, and the notable science of
Anthropology, were exhibited in separate buildings of three and
four acres area respectively. These buildings, erected in the last
part of the construction period, in a remote location, quite sepa-
rated the above mentioned exhibits from their classes, and mili-
tated seriously against their success. The wholesale expansion
of original buildings, bj' annexes, etc., encroached upon areas in-
tended for accessory or external exhibits, crowding them into
insufficient spaces, to their manifest disadvantage, and to the
harm of the Exhibit Field as a whole.
It is prolKible that the original treatment of this field was
quite nearly perfect, so far as an ideal amount of exhibit space
is concerned. The dictum of Prince Jerome Napoleon, perhaps
not far wrong, allotted seventy-five acres as a maximum. The
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space actually occupied at the Kxposition of ''JS was double this
amount, divided as follows:
DEPARTMENT.
| 'V^R't'.s^
Agiicultiiio, Forestry. Dairy, Stock
lIorticiilliin»










To examine, even casually, the exhibits in such an Exposi-
tion, required an averag^e exploration of fifteen and one-half
acres per day for ten days (the average stay of most visitors)
—
something- appalling^ to people "g-one a'pleasuring-."
The Amusement Field consisted of two distinct l)ranches.
The first included ordinary intellectual and g"astronomic pleas-
ures, music, and the like. To satisfy these requirements, pleas-
ure boats and electric launches were put in commission, bands
and orchestras eng-ag^ed, and pleasure palaces built. The beauti-
ful Music Hall and Casino were erected, as well as the Choral Hall
near the Horticultural Building-. Of these three building-s,
Choral Hall achieved a fair measure of success. Larg-e enoug-h
for g-reat g-athering-s, it accommodated the less without losing-
interest b}- reason of its size. A g-reat org-an was here installed
for concert and recital work, and the stag-e was made sufficiently
ample for g-reat choruses and orchestras. Music Hall and the
Casino, the one built for holding- hig-h class musical functions,
the other for the leisure of wealthy visitors, proved to be fail-
ures. Both were closed before the middle of the Exposition
Period;—neither attracted the class for which it was provided.
Two reasons mig-ht be cited for this disaster. First, lack of
novelty. People in America are accustomed to classical music,
and to hig-h living-. Second, situation. Pleasure is usually
taken after the more earnest work of exploration. The most
novel and varied array of pleasures was situated at the other
side of the g-rounds, on the Midway Plaisance. Competition, too,
was severe. At old Vienna, classical music, g-ood fare, novelty,
position, all combined when the tired brain and body demanded
rest and pla}', to draw the people away from the restaurant antl
the music hall on the lake front. The Turkish drum and the reed
pipe drowned, for the time, the strains of Wag-ner and Liszt.
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The second l)ranch of the Amusement Field,commonly dubbed
the "Midway," was extremely well located, easy of access by train
or other 'means, separated from the rest of the Exposition b}- the
peculiar shape of the g-rounds, and was extravag-antly success-
ful. Beside the quality of a country fair, with its fakirs and
clowns, there was here collected all the unique, far country exhi-
bitions, under the system of "concessions;"' sufficient in them-
selves to occupy at least two of the days previously given as the
averag-e visit of the sight-seer.
The provision for great functions did not receive much at-
tention in the original design. What they might be had not
yet developed. Processions, and the like, were not conspicuously
successful for this reason, and provision for public comfort at
pyrotechnic displays, for which the surface of the lake was for-
tunately available, was not adequate.
The Field of Service, including all things pertaining to the
access of visitors to the grounds, their comfort and protection
during the day, and their safe exit when the time of departure
came, was from the nature of things a serious problem. More
opportunity for error existed here than in any other division, for
upon what basis should the attendance be estimated? In what
manner would people come? What means of transportation
would be most popular? What remedies could be applied for
failures? Extensive preparation was made for local transport,
b}' land or water. The Illinois Central Road was elevated above
the streets, and special express trains put in service, in addition
to the regular suburban service from the city. An "elevated"
steam railway extended its lines into the grounds. Two electric
surface roads were built from the west. All these did excellent
service, and, in point of fact, the entire work of transportation.
Looking back upon the scope of the Exposition, it seems incred-
ible that an}- serious attempt should have been made to provide
for long distance excursions bj railroad. The single reason was
that a da}', or a series of days, at intervals, was a wholly inade-
quate method of exploring so great a city of wonders. At all
events the large railroad yards, and the Terminal Station, were
a complete failure. Save by the wandering private car of some
railway magnate, or the occasional train from the north-west
side of the city, the tracks were innocent of use. Toward the
end of the Exposition Period, the Illinois Central Suburban Ex-
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press Trains were diverted into the grounds, by a long- detour,
anno3dng- alike to passeng-ers and to the company, and a sem-
blance of use was thus made of the Terminal Station. As a
long- distance excursion facility it was, however, needless, and
its existence was a cause of derision on the part of the public
prints.
Service inside the g-ates was in many respects ideal. Fire
and police forces, scaveng-er work, transportation within the
g-rounds (both by land and water), ordinar}^ restaurant and toilet
service, and hospital service, were adequately g-iven to the peo-
ple. No serious accident involving" loss of life to an}' visitor, or
extreme hardship, throug-h the fault of this branch, was re-
ported.
The Field of States and Foreig-n Countries was not one
capable of special treatment, and but little attention, perhaps
too little, was g-iven to it. The informal distribution of State
Building-s upon winding- alleys was not productive in itself of
much effect, nor were the building-s of such a character as to
warrant the attempt to arrange them in a formal manner.
The Exposition Buildings.
From the discussion of the g-encral plan of the Exposition
the mind naturally turns to the building-s and other features
which composed the individual parts of the g-reat design. Re-
marks under this head will not include an academic description
of them, but reference is here made to a series of articles in the
Century Mag-azine of the year 18*).^, by Mr. Henry Van Brunt
of Kansas City, in which the principal buildings are treated in a
thoroug-h.and scholarly manner.
In a general way, the building-s were well adapted for ex-
hil>ition purposes. Very lig-ht,with numerous entrances and exits,
the great areas were divided into spaces by walks and alleys, so
that, usually, the exhibits were capable of perfect displa}'. (xal-
leries, however, were found objectionable for many reasons.
On account of the labor of climbing- stairs there was a disposi-
tion on the part of visitors to avoid them. Continuous effort was
necessary, not always successful it must be confessed, to induce
visits to the g-alleries, where, indeed, some most interesting- ob-
jects were exposed, A further objection was the consequent
darkening of spaces underneath, especialh' in the event of the
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g-iillery being- situated in the central part of the building-.
This was shown in an extreme degree in the Manufactures and
Liberal Arts Building-, under the g-alleries in the great court,
where artificial light was at all times necessary.
The lighting of such buildings is at best difficult. Exces-
sive areas of skylights were found to render certain parts too
bright for the exposition of some classes of goods. This fault
must then be corrected by draperies, velums, and the like. It
was further discovered that all glass surfaces must be coated
with lime-wash, to exclude in some measure the cumulative
effects of the heat rays of a mid-summer sun.
The use of skylights is of course imperative in exposition
buildings to secure equal illumination to all sides of each ex-
hibit. Enormous glass areas, however, are ver}- difficult of
management, especially in roofs of great height, on account of
the danger attendant on operation and repairs, and the peril to
visitors from falling fragments of glass, loosened by the action
of high winds and the variation of temperature.
Surprising results were obtained from skylights, no less in
small areas than in large. Choral Hall, which was the audi-
torium for miscellaneous orchestral and choral festivals, all of
which were held during the da}-, was lighted by a circular open-
ing in the roof whose area was about 450 square feet, or about
one one-hundreth of the 44 332 square feet of gross area of the
building. Windows upon the sides lighted the corridor around
the outer part, but the auditorium obtained its illumination alto-
gether from the roof.
In other buildings skylight areas were, with regard to floor
space, as follows:
BUILDINGS.
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seems apparent that, when a building" is of nearly the same
brightness as ordinary dayligfht, increase of skylig-ht area will
not intensify the brig"htness in a degree commensurate with the
increased g-lass surface. It can add, however, to the heat of the
interior in a wonderful manner. This is precisely what hap-
pened. I fanc}' that by experiment it might be shown that the
power of a skylig-ht increases more rapidly than its area, up to a
certain point, after which the lig^ht effects halt, while the in-
crease of temperature from dark heat-rays continues.
"Provision for installation of exhibits would seem to claim
attention here, in the discussion of the several building's. In
nearly all cases opening-s were provided for the entrance of
freig"ht cars, under the supposition that loaded trains of cars
would be admitted to the interior. In practice this was not
found to be desirable, nor in some instances possible. Machinery
Hall and Transportation Building- were exceptions to this rule,
but in other cases cars were left at entrances, and their contents
discharged into wagfons and hand-trucks. Freig^ht tracks for
the transfer of materials, in building-, and for conveyance of ex-
hibits in cases, were of course essential; but for various reasons,
which would recur ag-ain under similar circumstances, tracks in
buildings were not found practicable. In other respects the
buildings g-enerally were above criticism. Trifling- details were
perhaps not quite perfect, as the ephemeral character of the
work would indicate. The universal comment, at all events,
was more complimentary than critical.
Construction.
Viewed in the lig-ht of events. Constructive Architecture at
the Exposition was a brilliant success. Such was the api>arent
strength and dig-nity of the g-rcat buildings that many people
were deceived into l^elieving- them sufticient to last indefinitely.
But little demonstration is required to show the fallacy of that
idea. The fire of July 7, 1S94, served only to accelerate their
downfall, which, under the action of storm, rain and frost, was
a (juestion of months, rather than of years. And yet those of
us who saw them rise, bit by bit, out of the wild marsh and sandy
waste; who watched their growth in beauty until the day when
all was finished; we, too, felt a certain sharp regret that so
much grandeur and seeming streng-th should fade so quickly.
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It may be interostinf4-, at least to the student of architec-
ture, to recount, briefly, the ways and means by which those
shadowy dreams of art were transmuted into somethinjj- like re-
alities. I say "somethinj^ like," because the building-s were but
representations of g-reat " palaces and piles stupendous.''
Theirs was the ^lory of the passing- vision, certain to fiee away
at the breath of morning-. During- the development of the gen-
eral desig-n, by the Consulting- Architect, the org-anization of the
"Board of Architects" was effected. This was composed of
ten leading- American architects, whose names are too 'well
known to need repetition here. By this board, under a prog-ram
of mutual ag-recments, arrived at under the advice of the Con-
sulting- Architect, desig-ns for ten principal building-s were pro-
duced. For their execution the branch of "Constructive Archi-
tecture in the Department of Construction" was created. In
connection with farther development of the g-rounds and build-
ing-s, the services of landscape desig-ners, eng-ineers, artists,
sculptors, and decorators were required, and, in connection with
the great work, fire, police, hospital, and scaveng-er forces must
be maintained. The brief time, two years, in which everything-
must be completed, made imperative the greatest possible effici-
ency of those concerned, and consequently most careful org-ani-
zation. A complete diag-ram of the Department is unnecessary',
and would occupy too much room in a paper of these limits. A
brief outline ma}- be useful.
Under the Chief of Construction, who derived his authority
from the Committee on Building-s and Grounds of the Exposition
Company, the entire forces of the Construction Department were
marshalled, substantially' as follows:
I Cliii'f Draufrlitsmaii.
Voni<lriic(ivc Architects - Five Asst. Chiefs.
/ Fifty DrautrlitsnuMi.
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It will be seen that the Chief Draug-htsman, who stood at
the head of the architectural force, derived his authority di-
rectly from the Chief of Construction. His action, however, was
subject to the advice of the Landscape Architects and the De-
sig-ner in Chief. Structural Engineers were subject to the ad-
vice of the Chief Draug-htsman or his Assistant Chiefs, wherever
their work was subordinated to architectural requirements. To
each of the Assistant Chiefs a sufficient number of draughtsmen
was assigned to carry out the special work entrusted to him.
Every age, from sixteen to sixty, nearly ever}' nationalit}', and
certainly every grade of ability-, was represented in the fifty
draughtsmen. School men were in minority, nor did ability
prove alwa3'S consequent to the training- they were supposed to
have had. Perhaps I may be pardoned for stopping- here to
point out the vital necessity to any undergraduate of lefoiiing
to draw. In competition with graduates of office boys' positions,
this faculty will be of more service than any one thing in the
whole catalogue of draughtsman's duties. It seems reasonably
certain that a year's exclusive work in free-hand drawing, dur-
ing a colleg-e course, would advance a young- man's earning power
more than two years' drill in the routine of office work; which
is, beside, the first thing encountered on entering- upon prelim-
inary service in some architect's office. By free hand drawing I
refer to the execution of classic ornament, and architectural dec-
orative motives, to such an extent that a fund of them is accu-
mulated in the mind, and the hand is ready to dash them off at
instant notice.
It was in no sense creditable to school men to be instructed
on such points by the Assistant Chiefs, however excusable in
cases where such training had not been previously enjoyed. I
am of the opinion that colleg-e men excelled somewhat in con-
struction, although among my own best assistants, were men
whose experience had been obtained wholly in offices. B^ew of
the draughtsmen were, in an}- sense, masters of classic archi-
tecture, or of construction, and for that reason an undue amount
of labor was thrown on the men in charge, especially during the
first six months of the construction period.
Among- the five Assistant Chiefs the several designs for g-reat
buildings were distributed for execution. These designs were
exhibited by plans, elevations, and sections, drawn at the scale
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of sixteen feet to the inch. Similar drawinjj-s are shown in any
important competition for larg-e building-s. In them the inten-
tion of the desig-ner was shown with i^reat care. Sug"g"estions of
methods of construction were v^er}- properly omitted.
It was this matter of the construction for which the Depart-
ment of Constructive Architecture was org"anized. Its aim was
to create uniform methods, to evolve general or typical schemes
of construction, and, in short, to reduce everything- so far as
possible to a science. Time was alwa3's limited and in many
instances so brief that continuous effort at high tension, ex-
tending each day's labor well into the night, was the sole means
of keeping the department abreast of its duties. Beside the
drawings made directly from the originals, numerous detail
sheets were required to illustrate constructive problems; engi-
neering diagrams must be incorporated in the general set, spec-
ifications written, etc., so that, from a general setting forth of
intention on the part of the designer, there was developed and
set down in detail the whole duty of the contractor.
The office S3'stem soon became crystallized into definite form.
When a design was received the drawings were examined with
greatest care, notes of errors and omissions were made, and the
various sheets compared, numbered and listed. In consultation
with the Structural Engineers a constructive scheme was then
thought out. The building when completed partook of three
distinct parts; first, a real building, more or less suited to the
needs of exhibitors and the public in general. It must therefore
be provided with the many necessaries of modern life; protected,
so far as possible, against danger of fire, and arranged to fulfill
the prime object of its existence. Second, a real envelope, made
up of rigid walls, substantial towers, domes, porticos, entrances
and the like. Third, a false envelope, the glorifying mantle
thrown over the giant frame of wood and steel, transforming
their brute strength and enormous mass into the monument of
classic architecture contemplated in the original design. Com-
posed mainly of plaster of Paris, this covering was fragile in the
extreme, requiring support and defense at every point.
With these three elements in view, the constructive archi-
tect and the structural engineer sat down together to map out
their campaign. Such a building as Machiner}' Hall required
])ri'liminary study of this nature for nearly a month before a
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line was drawn. When the main lines of action were determined
upon, forces were marshalled for the g-enera) assault. As man}'
draug-htsmen as could possibly be employed on the drawings
were detailed to assist the men in charge, and work was pushed
with all energ-y to execute what were known as the "Contract
Drawings." In such work as this, in the case of Machinery
Hall, sixteen lirst-rate men were eng-aged for a period of seven
weeks. Ordinary* sheets of contract drawings were limited in
size to four feet by seven, by the fact that the largest hekto-
graph pad, then in use, was of those dimensions. A careful
record was kept, in which each sheet was indexed by number
and date of completion. When a drawing was finished and
signed by the draughtsman, it was carefully examined and coun-
tersigned by the Assistant Chief and sent at once to be repro-
duced.
Except engineers' diagrams, which were best copied in blue
print, the hektograph was used for all reproductions. Among
the manifest advantages of this process were: the reproduction
of color as well as lines; the use of manilla paper; the possibility
of obtaining" copies at nig-ht, or in stormy weathers, in great
numbers. The hektograph was used during the whole con-
structive period, for full size as well as scale drawings, and, b}'
printing in sections, sheets as large as 12 feet by 28 feet were
produced. When a sufficient number of drawings had been cop-
ied to enable the specification writer to form an intelligent idea
of the building-, he began his labors, and by the time the entire
list was done, his work also was finished. The specifications,
however, were quite general in character, dealing exhaustively
with technical points, but referring- to the drawings for all de-
tail informati<m. For this reason a good number of notes on the
drawings was necessary, to explain character of materials, etc.
The work of receiving- estimates, letting contracts, and
issuing certificates, was done by the Assistant Chief of Con-
struction, who was in short the Business Manager. During-
the month of April, 1S')2, there was erected what was known as
the "Service Building," at Jackson Park. All branches of the
Department were then removed from the Rookery Building, in
Chicago, to that place; this became the scene of the greatest
achievements of the "Builders of the Fair." The Service Build-
ing, which many visitors remember, was erected in about three
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weeks' time, iit a cost of nearly- $50, ()()(), by three sets or "shifts"
of men, working- day and nig-ht. Work in the department after
this time consisted primarily of detailing, at ^ inches to the
foot, and at full size, what had already been placed under con-
tract, and was in course of erection. Other buildings for va-
rious purposes, were designed and executed by the Department
under the direction of the Chief of Design. Among them were
three main Exposition Buildings, thirty-two other large build-
ing's, sixty-two for operatic purposes, one hundred and seventy-
six for concessionaires and others, seventy-eight decorative feat-
ures of various sorts, including band stands, fountains, obelisks,
rostral columns, bridges, and the docking around lagoons; in all
more than three hundred and fifty structures. It will be seen
that the number of completed drawings, being about thirty times
reproduced by the hektograph in each case, was truly enormous.
What their total number was, is of course not obtainable; at the
close of the Department's work, however, one hundred and
twent}' boxes, of about 20 cubic feet capacity, were filled with
drawings and sent to store, beside a nearly equal volume distrib-
uted among foreig-n countries, educational institutions and soci-
eties, or sent to the dump. Thus ended the labors of the Con-
structive Architects.
To the designers of the Exposition high honor has been
given, and rightly. If those, to whom the almost equal task of
executing their designs was entrusted, remain unsung, what
wonder? Their work was so uniforml}' excellent and so great in
volume that the natural inference is, "It must have been very
eas3\" Whether or not it partook of the nature of a holiday' I
leave to the fair-minded reader. In two years a force of five
men under a single chief, with the assistance of some fift}'
draughtsmen and about ten engineers, executed the necessary
drawings for 364 buildings and other architectural features, of
which 300 were designed by the Chief Desig-ner or, under his di-
rection, by the men in charge. Of the designs entrusted, by
other architects, to the Department, no one lost character in con-
sequence. Of the whole number of buildings twent3'-seven were
of large size, aggregating about 175 acres of floor area, and de-
manding extraordinary constructive skill, as well as thoroug-h
training in classic architectural st^de. No building- failed in
strength, none of those constructed In' the Department was lost
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by iirc, nor did a single visitor during the entire time for which
the Exposition was open suffer injury or death by reason of
them.
It would be in questionable taste to include in an article dis-
tinctively architectural in its trend, an3'thing like a technical
discussion of the work of the various engineers, artists, and so
forth, which went to supplement the architectural treatment.
There remains the subject of Building Superintendence, which
was performed quite in the ordinary way b}- a fairly- competent
force of men. Daily reports were made to the Chief of Construc-
tion, who held a council each morning for that purpose. At-
tendance on this council was made imperative not only on the
Superintendents of Buildings, but upon each engineer in charge
of a special line of work, such as electricity, grades and sur-
veys, etc., and upon the officers of each service corps. In this
way a degree of unit^- was preserved quite beyond what would
have been otherwise possible. For the exterior decoration, or
"staff covering," of buildings in general, a special superintend-
ent was employed; and for the execution of temporary works,
the repair of wooden bridges and roads, and the thousand and
one "odd jobs," a Master Carpenter, with a considerable force of
men, was appointed.
CoNSTKucTivK Materials and Mkthods.
I have referred in the previous section to the frame of wood
and steel which served to enclose the real building and to sup-
port the architectural envelope. From its adaptability and for
economical reasons, wood became the chief material used in
building. Very large members, and parts exposed to concentra-
ted strain, were commonly of steel. Of the real building little
need be said. Its construction was simple and such as ordinary
architectural practice would suggest. The enclosing frame, be-
fore referred to as the "real envelope," was more difficult. It
consisted of walls without weight, though frequently of unusual
thickness, domes, towers, pediments, and porticos, ecjuall}- de-
void of natural staliilit}'. As if to render the task more impos-
sible, i)innacles were crowned with winged statues of gigantic
proportions, exposing their great areas to the wind. Into all
this must be infused the element of stabijit}'. It was as if in-
ertia, as an attribute of nature, had been suddenlv taken awav
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and other natural forces left to work their will. Something-
must be substituted for the lost quality or the first buffet of the
storm would lay the buildings prostrate. What that something"
was may presently appear.
The underlying soil consisted of beach sand, overlaid, in
some parts, with black loam. No difficulty, therefore, was ex-
perienced in support for foundations. These were in general of
wood. Layers of two-inch plank were covered with rows of
square timbers, crossed and drift-bolted tog-ether, diminished
toward the top to a size convenient for the reception of the load
intended. Such foundations formed of steel beams and concrete
filling-, are common under permanent buildings. The same
method of calculation, as cantilevers, applied to the wooden
beams, using a proper fibre strain. Piles were driven under
buildings which projected over water, as at the Peristyle and
the Agricultural Building, and in a few other cases. The dome
of the Horticultural Building rested on piles which supported
the load and resisted any tendency to lateral movement. Light
walls were constructed on sills. All timber supporting load was
estimated to be stressed to 1200 pounds per inch. Foundations
imposed not more than l^i tons per square foot of ground. Or-
dinary floors supported 100 pounds per square foot. Mines and
Transportation Buildings had floors adequate for 150 pounds,
and Machinery Hall 200 pounds, per square foot. Except in Ma-
chinery Hall, these floors were constructed of ordinary joists
covered with two-inch plank. In the section devoted to the ex-
hibit of steam eng-ines, oak was used in mill-constructed style.
Upon the wooden pier foundations, above described, were set the
supports for roof trusses, and the spaces intervening-, filled with
studding-, constituted the frame of the walls. The surface of or-
dinary roofs, about the clerestories, was 60 feet above the g^round,
and, except for the galleries at about 20 feet above the main
floor, there was no intermediate brace in the height. Full ad-
vantag-e, therefore, had to be taken of the g-allery floor which
was treated as a horizontal truss from point to point. In most
cases the clerestory construction rested directly- on the wood
foundation, and, being of the nature of a braced arch, was quite
capable of resisting- horizontal thrust. To this the exterior work
was therefore tied in such a manner as to relieve it of the dan-
ger of overturn. Truss-posts were made quite rigid laterally.
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cither by building- them in the form of braced columns, as in the
Ag-ricultural Building-, or by fishing- beams together with bolts
and keys, as in Machinerj- Hall. Between them, to relieve the
studding of excessive length, were placed horizontal girders.
The flat roofs alst) were trussed horizontally in the same manner
as the gallery floors.
From the above description it will be seen that wind was
considered the greatest difficulty to be overcome. Load, except
in a number of isolated cases, was of small consequence. Such
structures as Machinery Hall towers tested the ability of engi-
neers as much as did any sing-le thing-. Here the tendency toward
overturn or up-rooting-, in the loose sand, was rather formidable.
I remember, too, that the winged figures of Victor}- required
steel rods four inches in diameter to receive the wind pressure
transmitted by their great surfaces.
Where no clerestory occurred to serve as an anchor, other
means were resorted to, such as building verj' deep braced posts
to which swa}- rods were secured from the lower chord of the
trusses. Such provision was made in the end pavilions of the
Horticultural Building.
A student of architecture or of civil engineering would have
found the arra}' of trusses used at the Exposition a profita-
ble and interesting study, and no doubt many took advantag-e of
it. From the simple rafter and tie-rod of the Annex to the
Transportation Building, to the stupendous braced arches of the
building for Manufactures and Liberal Arts, the entire gamut
was run, unless an exception be made of what is known as eccle-
siastical timber work. Ver}^ interesting constructive problems
occurred in special features, such as domes, corner pavilions, en-
trance porticos, and the like. Surprising- loads were sometimes
developed by the use of statuary in g-roups or upon pediments.
The frame of the building- being developed in all parts g-ave room
for the consideration of the covering.
.
Flat roofs were covered with metal or with roofing felt and
g-ravel. Corrugated iron was used in some cases, notably upon
the roof of the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building. Oreat
areas of roof were covered with skylight g-lass, set in ordinary
galvanized iron frames. Experience proved that all such areas
should be guarded underneath by wire screens, to prevent acci-
dent from falling fragments of glass, broken out bv vibration
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during- storms, or by cxp;insion of the steel Irame ol the buiklinj^.
Nearly all roofs were vented by louvres, which served to de-
crease the temperature of the interior and to relieve the tendency
of confined air to lift ui> the roof covering-. Transportation
Building was an exception to the general rule of top ventilation
and in consequence suffered injury from every storm of wind.
Louvres are not quite satisfactory as vents, especially when lo-
cated just above fiat roofs. No louvre with fixed boards can, in
such positions, exclude the rain. Rain falling on a fiat roof re-
bounds or splashes, and the minute particles of water forming- a
sort of heavy mist will enter the most scientifically constructed
louvre situated within a few feet of such a surface.
Exterior surfaces such as are usually built of stone or similar
material, were covered with "staff." To receive this "outside
skin," a fairly continuous surface was necessary. This was
formed of inch boards set diagonally upon the studding and
spaced about ten inches apart. On the inside surface of the
studs a similar stripping Of boards was set, using about half as
much material, so that the open sheathing formed a considerable
item of strength to broad surfaces. Upon this the exterior staff
covering was laid in convenient sheets and secured by fiat
headed wire nails. For each cornice, moulding-, and enrichment
a suitable "furring-" was provided, similar to that used for exter-
ior sheet metal.
"Staff,'" the material used to convey architectural character
to the buildings, was a mixture of plaster of Paris, strengthened
by the addition of raanilla fibre and moulded into various orna-
mental forms. As a building material it was quite new in
America and an outline of its manufacture may not be weari-
some. The fibre, cut into short lengths, was first beaten with a
stick until the strands were quite separated and the bunch stood
up in a feathery mass. A convenient amount was then grasped
in the hands and plunged into a vat of liquid plaster and, when
well drenched, was placed in the mould and pressed firmly to
place. In this way the fibre penetrated every part, while the
plaster, being- fluid, filled all the outlines and presented an un-
broken surface. As soon as the plaster had become set the
mould could be emptied, and the process repeated.
Moulds were obtained from artists' models, either in plaster,
or, in case of deeply undercut ornament, by the use of gelatine,
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which from its flexible nature was ver}' advantageous. It was
unfitted for work which needed an extraordinary number of cop-
ies however, as the heat evolved by the hardening- plaster g-rad-
ually destroyed the delicate outlines obtained from the model.
Such work where not too difficult, was copied from moulds
carved in wood and put together in sections.
When the statT had been put in place, the joints and nail
heads were "pointed" with plaster, and the surfaces covered with
ordinary white lead paint, colored as desired. Certain qualities
of staff as a building" material were soon discovered. It could be
easily cut with the saw or hatchet, quickly set in place, and pro-
duced wonderfully gratif^'ing- effects. Nothing-, however, could
be fastened to it, such as flashings and joints with gravel roofs,
nor had it any available strength. In short as a covering it was
admirable and it was otherwise useless. It possibly to some ex-
tent served as a protection against fire. At any rate it served to
confine fire in such a manner that it could neither be extinguished
from the outside, nor could it burst out until the local supports
were burned away from within, allowing the staff to drop off.
This was a noticeable feature of the great fire of July 7, 1894.
More confidence was placed in provisions for extinguishing fire
than in any quality of this material to resist it, however. To
this end hydrants and hose reels were placed at regular intervals,
patrol walks were provided at every point in all buildings, and
where special danger was anticipated, as in the boiler house at
Machinery Hall, metal was used exclusively. The Pumping Sta-
tion and the Museum of Fine Arts were constructed with brick
walls; and in other ways were above the standard of Exposition
Buildings.
It would stretch the limits of this paper to describe the color
decoration of the buildings, but a word about it may be proper.
Aside from frescos and other distinctly local artistic efforts, no
serious color scheme was attempted; Transportation Building
being the only exception to this rule. Gold was used sparingly
and with effect on one or two buildings, but in general, ex-
teriors were kept very nearly the color of the plaster. Interior
surfaces of walls and ceilings were given a coating of lime wash
by means of a hose pipe. A mixture of the coloring matter was
thrown from the pipe by the use of compressed air, which broke
the liquid into minute drops as is accomplished by the atomizer.
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The method vvus very rapid ami promised to be very satisfactory.
It was- probably the only way in which the interiors could have
i)een colored in the space of time available.
Ivime wash is lacking- in adhesive powers, and with this
t|ualily complete satisfaction with the interior coloring- was not
enjoyed. The constant rain of lime dust during the exposition
caused some damage and great annoyance. Had something like
an aniline stain been used, better results might possildy have
been attained.
At the beginning of the previous section I referred to the
World's Exposition structures as ''representations of buildings."
If anything needs to be added to what has already been said,
perhaps the item of cost will convey to the mind the accuracy of
this definition. The comparison with buildings of permanent
character was suggested by a quer3' on the part of one of the
architects of the Designing Board.
Assuming twenty cents per cubic foot as a fair estimate of
the cost of permanent buildings of g-reat areas, and thirty cents
per cubic foot for those with areas divided into rooms, great and
small, the cost of permanent buildings is calculable. Of course
the prices per cubic foot made use of are empirical, and 3'et the
total for ten buildings ma}' not be far from correct:
Cost of Buildings.
lail.UING.
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not be important to discover. Like Faith and Works the}- were
inseparabh' united for a common result. One is of course most
apparent to the public eye. As with a victorious army, the g'en-
erals win the battles and bear the decorations, while the soldiers
"g-et their pa}-." May the Master Architects wear their medals
with a kindly remembrance of the 3-eoman service rendered by
the "boys in the Construction Department."
AN IMPROVED T SQUARE.
By C. R. Ci-ARK, "98, School of Architecture, and M. .1. Hammers, "98,
School of Mechanical Engineering.
This square was desig-ned to conveniently combine the scale
and T square, and admit of the speed}' manipulation of both.
With this instrument points can be located and distances taken
with grreater accuracy- and rapidity than by the ordinary method.
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Pocketed in the transparent working- edjj^e of the blade is a
movable scale A, graduated to inches for the greater portion of
its leng-th; one inch B, near the center, is g-raduated for the frac-
tional parts, over which is a tixed pointer. The scale is movable
endwise bj- an ang-1 ed lever 11 fulcrumed in a chamber of the
head. To facilitate accuracy, a guide g-raduation is placed on
the working edge of the blade. The blade is made adjustable
b}' means of a clamp nut D in the head. Graduated strips are
attached to an ordinarv triang-le for vertical measurements.
To la}- off a horizontal distance the square is placed on the
paper and the scale shifted until an inch mark comes even with
the initial point on the paper. The whole number of inches is
then observed on the scale, the knob K is moved to carry the
scale the required fraction as indicated by the pointer, and the
line is then ruled. Vertical measurements and vertical ruling-
are made directly along- the triangle without moving- the T
square.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING SHOPS OF THE UNI-
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
Bv L. P. Brkckenridge, Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
The new shops of the Mechanical Eng-ineering- Department
are situated about one hundred feet south of old Machinery Hall
(now called Eng-ineering- Laboratory).
A view of the new Machinery Building- is shown opposite
pag-e 88. It is a one-story brick building- 250 x 50 feet. The
slate roof is supported on steel trusses spaced 10 feet in the ma-
chine shop and 12 feet in the foundry and forg-e shop. The
lig-ht is excellent, fully 75 per cent of the side walls being- grjass
area. The arrangement of the rooms is clearly shown by the
floor plans on pag-e 87, and a stud}- of this cut will explain
the arrang-ement better than any detailed description.
An interior view of the machine shop is shown opposite pag-e
R<). The floor of this shop is IX -inch hard pine laid on 3" x 4"
joists placed 12-inch centers. The joists are supported on 12-
inch steel I-beams resting- on brick piers 10 feet apart. Several
of the larg-er machines are placed on independent piers. The
benches on each side of the shop are of 3-inch maple carried on
the Brown & Sharpe patent cast iron leg-. They are fully sup-




plied with drawers having- combination dial locks. Power is
taken to the shops bj a 30 H. P. rope drive from engines in the
Mechanical Engineering- Laboratory. The jack shaft is situated
above the lower chord of the roof truss, and from this the line
shafts on either side are driven by belts on tight and loose pul-
leys. The line shafts are supported by IS-inch self-oiling drop
hang-ers fastened directly to the lower chord of the roof truss,
which is formed of two 8-inch channel irons spaced 1 inch. The
hangers are 10 feet centers carrying a 2/^ -inch turned shafting
which makes 125 R. P. M. The line shaft on the north side ex-
tends through the foundry- and forge shop.
The floor of the machine shop is 3 feet above the driveway at
the east end of the shop, and the crane extending over the drive-
way furnishes excellent facilities for loading or unloading mate-
rials and machinery. In the wash room are 96 lockers provided
wnth dial combination locks.
In the foundry the light is excellent, the window sills being
6 feet from the floor. The cupola room is 18 x 24 feet outside,
and the core oven is large and convenient. Two heats a week
are usually taken and a very large percentage of the work done
is used in the machine shop. Castings weighing 2 000 lbs. have
been made.
The forg-e shop is provided with 10 Buffalo down-draft
forges and the usual equipment of small tools. Some additional
forges and a steam hammer will soon be added to this equip-
ment.
The wood shops of the department occupy a part of the sec-
ond floor of the Engineering- Laboratory.
The shops are lighted by 130 incandescent lamps. The en-
tire lighting plant was constructed last 3'ear (189(>) by students
in the shops.
The heating- is by means of 1 >4^-inch pipe coils under the
benches and overhead in the machine shop, while in the foundry
and forg-e shop all of the heating surface is placed on the walls
beneath the windows. The total heating- surface in the building
is 2 900 sq. ft. The steam is supplied by boilers in the laboratory
through a 4-inch main about 120 ft. long.
The cost of the building was $17 000. It is believed that
the general arrangement and plan of this building are superior




SOME MODIFICATIONS IN THE USE OF THOMPSON'S
CALORIMETER.
By Prof. S. W. I'arr. Dkpahtmknt of Aim'mkd Cukmistry.
There is presented herewith in tabular form the analysis of
a number of Illinois coals. Much of this data has resulted from
work that the Chemical Laboratory has been called upon to per-
form in connection with boiler tests conducted by the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Eng-incering-.
With reg"ard to calorimetric determinations, it is to be re-
g-rctted that we have been restricted to the use of a Thompson's
calorimeter. Perhaps it should also be said that it is unfortu-
nate that an apparatus so susceptible to errors from so many
sources should ever have come into the deg"ree of use or accept-
ance accorded this device. It has been found by experiment,
however, that some of the errors may be very materially lessened
by observing- some conditions not heretofore made note of in di-
rections for using- this apparatus. Much depends upon the fine-
ness of division of the charg-e, but more especially upon the
deg-ree of fineness taken in conjunction with the ratio of quantity
existing- between the coal and the chlorate mixture. Take for
example a sample of coal that has been g-round to pass throug-h
a sixty mesh sieve. Now upon mixings and burning- with the
usual KNO;, and KCIO3 salts (1:3) in the ratio of two g-rams of
coal to ten g-rams of the oxidizing- mixture as usually directed,
the combustion is so vig-orous that much carbonaceous matter is
thrown out of the cartridg-e unburned, and the too rapid passing-
of the g-ases throug-h the water causes further loss of calorimet-
ric units. Now by increasing- the quantity of chlorate mixture
the carbonaceous material is thereby diluted and the combustion
retarded, a maximum reading- being- reached with coal of this
fineness when the ratios are two grams of coal to eig-hteen g-rams
of the chlorate mixture. For example under the above condi-
tions, using- the same coal, results were as follows:
—
Ratio of 2 : 10 the calorimrlric reading gave 10 Hoo R. T. U.
"2:18 " '• " " 11 520 K. T. U.
With this latter ratio there was still found g-reat irreg-ular-
it}^ in the reading-s, hence from the same sample, coal was
ground to pass throug-h a forty mesh sieve. Uniform reading^s
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now were obtained by usinj^- u ratio of 2:15 •giving' Tor the same
coal 11 43«) IJ. T. U. With this latter ratio and bv addition of
one-half g-ram of Na^Oo, thorou^hl}- mixing and tamping- well
in the cartridg^e, uniform reading's of 12 150 B. T. U. were ob-
taineil. (rrouping- them for comparison:
—
ATHENS. ILLINOIS, LUMP COAL.
Kalii)2 : 10 Through (50 mesh 10 HOO J{. T. U.
" 2:18 " (50 " 11 520 ]{. T. U.
" 2:15 " 40 " 11430B. T. U.
" 2: 15and3ag. NasOg " 40 " 12 1.50 B. T. U.
This last ratio was found also to complete the burning- in
that leng-th of time found to g-ivc the best results, namely: not
less than three-fourths nor more than one and one-fourth minutes.
It should be said that close tamping- retards, while loosclv
charg-ing- accelerates the burning-.
Another kind of coal g-ave uniform readings as follows:
—
ODIN, ILLINOIS, PEA COAL.
Ratio 2: 18 Through (50 mesh 10 «I80 H. T. V.
" 2:1.5 " 40 " 11340 H.T.U.
" 2:15andi^g. Na202 " 40 " 11 700 B. T .U.
These comparative reading-s were continued on a number of
samples from various sources and a very constant difference ob-
tained in favor of the coal and chlorate mixture reduced to pass
throug-h a forty mesh sieve and using the last ratios g-iven in the
tables above. The increase due to the use of one-half g-ram of
NaoO., is quite constant in amount (360 to 400 B. T. U). The
heat of solution of this substance for one-half gram is found by
experiment to be quite constant at 135 B. T. U.; whether the ad-
ditional increase is due to heat of further chemical combination
as Na.,0 + COg etc., or whether due to more perfect combustion
of the coal has not been determined. The ash is very satisfac-
tory and free from carbonaceous residue.
Even granting- that the increased reading is due to chemical
combination of the resulting compounds, the reading is legiti-
mate and nearer the truth, since this heat of combination is an
offset to balance the heat absorbed by decomposition of the
chlorate mixture. The calorimetric readings in the table on
page 91 were obtained as above described. The water used was
uniformly six or seven degrees below the temperature of the
room, the final reading being six or seven degrees above the
room temperature.
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ANALYSIS OF ILLINOIS COALS.
For methods of analysis employed, see pages 89 and 90.
Coal.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING BY GAS ENGINES.
Hy F. \V. Richaht, "'.(l, Sciiooi, of Mkchanical Engineeuino.
The term g-as eng-ine in the title is intended to be used in
its bro;idest sense, including- all eng-ines operating- on the Otto
cycle, whether they obtain their power from gas, g-asoline, or
kerosene.
Eng-ines using- gasoline or kerosene have some means of vap-
orizing- the fluid just before or after it has entered the cylinder,
and are hence as truly g-as eng-ines as those which bear that
name. The operation is essentially the same; the construction
usually differs in but a few details.
The g-as eng-ine, having- but one workings stroke in each two
revolutions of the crank-shaft, necessarily g-ives somewhat of a
pulsating- motion. This is one of its most objectionable charac-
teristics, and it is for this reason that its fly-wheels are made
exceptionally heavy for the power they produce. For electric
lig-hting it is especially desirable that the motion be uniform, as
a pulsating- lig-ht is disag-reeable. Means for alleviating- or over-
coming- this difficulty will be mentioned later on.
The choice of the most desirable eng-ine for an isolated light-
ing- plant is by no means an easy task. It must be remembered
that in most instances the plant is placed in inexperienced hands
and expected to run for hours at a time, after starting, with no
attention whatever. For these reasons the machine should be
simple, have larg-e bearing- surfaces and reliable lubricating- de-
vices, and should be made so it is impossible for the valve mech-
anism to gfet out of time.
Whether the g-as, g-asolinc, or petroleum eng-ine is to be
chosen may depend upon circumstances. Gas and g-asoline en-
g-ines are usuall}- so made that they are readily convertible, one
into the other, by making- a few chang-es. Gasoline will produce
somewhat more power than g-as when used in the same eng-ine.
Petroleum engines are distinctly different. Petroleum being-
much more difficult to vaporize, requires different manag-ement
from g-asoline. It has a decided advantag-e in point of safety,
over cither g-as or g-asoline, in that the fluid is not ig-nited at or-
dinary- temperatures, except it be taken up bj- some absorbent.
There are two g-eneral methods of ig-niting- the mixture of
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vapor and air after it has been compressed: hot tube and electric
spark. The hot tube is the most reliable in causing- explosions
to occur, but has not, as ordinarily made, a lon"^ life. Some for-
eign builders have made tubes of porcelain that g"ive good re-
sults. In this country they are usually made of a short piece of
g"as pipe which costs but a few cents and may be quickly replaced.
Electric igniters are more ecimomical of fuel, requiring- no burner
to keep them hot, but it seems that the majority of builders do
not consider them reliable, preferring" to sell a machine having- a
tube ig-niter or one having- both. A third method of igniting-
the charg-e is by the heat of compression; that is, the mixture of
vapor and air is compressed to such deg-ree that, with the aid of
heat from the vaporizing- chamber, ignition is effected. This
method is not as far as I know used in any eng-ine, except, per-
haps, the Hornsby-Akro3-d petroleum eng-ine. The author's ex-
perience in the use of this method has been very satisfactory.
There is no burning- out of tubes nor misfires from weakened
batteries or damag-ed electrodes. This method is not known to
have ever been tried with any other fuel. Detail description
will be g-iven later on.
There are two methods of groverning- g-as eng-ines. That
most commonly used is the "hit and miss." In this case, if the
demand for power is less than the capacity of the eng-ine, the
g-overnor cuts the supply of fuel entirely off till the speed drops
enoug-h to allow the feeding mechanism to come into action
ag-ain. This is manifestly undesirable for electric lig-hting-, for
the eng-ine may have to run for four or six revolutions between
explosions, causing- too g-reat fluctuations in speed to be readily
overcome by ordinary methods. The second method is by ad-
justing- the amount of the charg-e to the work to be done, and
having- the explosions occur reg-ularly every other revolution.
With g-as engines the force of each explosion is easily controlled
by connecting the governor to the gas valve. With gasoline and
petroleum engines it may be accomplished either b}- admitting
or pumping a variable quantity (depending on the power re-
(juired at that instant) into the vaporizing chani1)er, or by pump-
ing a definite quantity and operating a b3'-pass or overflow valve
with the governor.
In order to obtain the greatest efficiency from the engine,
only that amount of air necessary to completely consume the
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charge should be admitted. The hot tube ig-niter recjuires a full
cylinder of g-as and air to ft)rce the mixture far enoug^h into the
hot tul)e to cause an explosion. It is for this reason that we find
the "hit and miss" method of g-overning- used on the g-reater
number of tube ig-niters. The exceptional cases require a tim-
ing- valve to admit the mixture into the tube at the proper mo-
ment. There is a considerable raiig^e of mixtures at which gases
will explode, and little attention is g-iven bj most builders to pro-
portioning the mixture exactly, the point aimed at usually being
to be certain the fuel is completely burned. If the amount of
gas is too great for the quantity of air, a -burning mixture in-
stead of an explosive mixture will result,which is not only poor
economy, but gives a small amount of power. As a matter of
actual economy, there would probably be but little saved b}' such
an arrangement. It is, however, very important that combus-
tion shall be complete, for any incomplete combination of the
charge and the oxygen of the air does not result in a complete
combustion of part and leave the remainder unaffected; but the
whole charge is burned to a condition of smoke and unconsumed
particles, or soot, mixes with the lubricating oil of the cylinder
clogging the rings on the piston and very seriously interfering
with the running of the engine.
One serious fault with some governors is that the sudden
impulse given to the engine when an explosion occurs causes it
to act so violently as to entirel}' cut off the following charge,
thereby causing a momentary loss in speed. In such cases bet-
ter results will be obtained by the addition of a dash-pot which
is able to dampen the sudden movements of the governor.
The amount of water required to keep the cylinder cool is
about ton gallons per brake horse power per hour. Where a con-
stant How of water cannot be had a large tank ina.y be used, and
in fact this is the prevailing practice. A tank having a capac-
ity of loo gallons for each brake horse power will give good re-
sults. Smaller ones are usually used. By some authorities about
160 ° F. is the limit given that the water should reach. Prac-
tically as long as lubrication in the cylinder is all right there is
no great harm done if the water boils. I have seen installations
where the water had to boil to cause a circulation. This is
wrong; there should be a comjiletc circuit of water so that circu-
tion may begin on the slightest generation of heat in the engine
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cylinder. Rain water should be used if possible where cooling"
tanks are employed. When rain water is not obtainable, well or
hard water may be used if care is taken to draw off part occa-
sionall}' and fill up with fresh, thus keeping- the amount of dis-
solved mineral salts to a low enoug"h deg-ree to prevent deposit
on the walls of the water-jacket.
In the operation of g-as eng-ines in g-eneral, there are a few
points worth calling- special attention to. They have the repu-
tation of sometimes suddenly stopping- without apparent cause,
or where an attempt is made to start them, they refuse to g-o,
until, perhaps, after many trials they start off with no apparent
chang-e of conditions. This, no doubt, is a false charg-e. In the
first place all bearing-s must be properly lubricated. Especial at-
tention is called to the fact that cylinders often need a special
grade of oil to work well—a moderately lig-ht oil with a hig-h
flash point. If the C3'linder becomes blackened and the ring-s
clog-g-ed, do not la}- the blame on poor combustion unless
you are sure the oil is all rig-ht. Poor combustion will al-
ways show itself by a smoky exhaust. Failure to explode may
usually be attributed to one of three thing-s: failure of charg-e to
enter the cylinder, failure of ig-nition apparatus to operate (es-
pecially the electric), or failure of valve mechanism to operate
thus allowing- the charg-e to escape before explosion can take
place. With g-as engines proper, there is no chance for failure
of the charg-e to enter, except the pipe be stopped up or the valve
closed. With g-asoline or petroleum eng-ines, the charg-e may
fail to enter by reason of an empty tank, a clog-g-ed pipe, leaky
pump or check valves, or clog-g-ed nozzle. With tube ig-niters,
ignition will not fail if the tube is hot enoug-h and the charg-e
forced up into it. Electric igniters may fail by reason of a weak
batter}', broken circuit, corroded contact points or electrodes, or in
some eng-ines where it is possible for water to leak throug-h pack-
ing- into the cylinder space, water may short circuit the elec-
trodes and stop the eng-ine.
The installation of a g-as eng-ine lig-hting- plant, usually
carries with it the idea of cheapness of operation, and therefore,
cheap attendance. To fulfill this requirement, the dynamos
should have self-oiling- bearing-s, radial carbon brushes, run
practically sparkless, and be slow speed. Dynamos now built
have in general self-oiling- bearings, but there is a desiral)le fea-
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ture that but few small machines have, and that is this: There
should be a cap over each bearing-, hing-ed or removable, that is
large enoug-h to enable both rings to be plainly-seen. The small
g-lass g-ag-es on the sides of the bearing-, are practically worthless
to show the proper amount of oil. When the rings ma}' be
plainly seen it is an easy matter to pour in oil, until the ring's
carry an abundant supply to the bearing. There is then no
excuse for flooding- the bearing- and running- oil all over the ma-
chine, and it takes but a g-lance to see that the bearing- is prop-
erly supplied with oil at an}- time.
Radial carbon brushes are very desirable for this class of
work, mainly because it is impossible to g-et a brush wrong-ly set.
Non-sparking- is for the same g-eneral reason desirable because
the commutator will require a minimum of attention.
One other topic demands discussion, and that is the various
meansof lessening- or overcoming- the fluctuations that necessarily
occur when using- g-as eng-ines, by reason of the intermittent
application of the energ-y. The majority of eng-ines operating-
on the Otto cycle receive but one impulse in two revolutions,
and are therefore the most difficult to deal with. There are three
methods of reducing- the fluctuations one-half, that is, securing- an
impulse every revolution: first, coupling- two eng-ines on one shaft;
second, putting- two cylinders in tandem and exploding^ alter-
nately; and third, so constructing- the eng-ine that there is an
explosion in one cylinder at each revolution. For an example of
this latter eng-ine see Am. MarJi. Jan. 7, '97.
To return to the subject proper, there are several ways of
lessening the fluctuations of speed of the d3'namo, three of which
will be mentioned. First, adding- revolving- weig-ht; second,
using- a very heavy belt; and third, making- a flexible connection
between the dynamo pulley and shaft. When used for electric
lighting-, g-as eng-ines are provided with two heav}' fly wheels,
but this is usually the case when used for any other purpose. A
heavy fly wheel added to the dynamo shaft will add steadiness
to the motion, or if it is not desirable to put additional weig-ht
on the dynamo shaft the same object is attained by introducing-
a counter shaft between the eng-ine and dynamo, and placing- a
fly wheel on it. The above are the usual methods employed.
Except for ver}' small machines, or for long- distances (twent}'
feet or more ) between centers it will in all cases be found desirable
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to use leather link belts, for the two reasons that they arc heavier
than flat leather or rubber belts, and they will not flap. A flap-
ping" belt, especiall}' on a short drive, will cause slippinj^- on the
dynamo pulley' and g-rcatly ag-fJiTavatc the ver}' trouble that it is so
desirable to overcome. The object of a flexible or spring- con-
nection between the dynamo pulley and the shaft is to relieve the
sudden jerk at the time of the explosion. To obtain the most
desirable results from the ordinary Otto c^xle engine it is rec-
ommended to use heavy fly wheels on engine, a leather link belt,
a rigidly connected fly wheel on d^^namo shaft and a flexibly
connected driving pulle3\ Some engines may advantageousl}-
be run at a hig-her rate of speed than that at which they are
rated. An increase of ten per cent in speed will decrease the
intensity of the pulsations in running-, twenty per cent.
As regards first cost, petroleum engines are twenty to thirty
per cent more expensive than gas or gasolene engines. Prices
vary as widely with this class of engines as with steam engines,
and the variations in quality and desirability are equally as
great. The total cost of a power plant, whether g-as or steam
engine, will probabl}' be about the same for like quality.
The operating expense for gas engines depends on the price
of fuel. Gas engines consume seventeen to twenty or more cubic
feet of g-as per B. H. P. hour. Gasoline engines use about one
pint (U. S. measure) per B. H. P. hour. Petroleum engines
burn about one pound (one pint Imperial measure) per B. H. P.
hour. Of course the quality of the fuel will affect the consump-
tion to a certain degree. The g-reat saving in cost of operation
as compared with steam eng-ines, is the fact that only a small
amount of attention is required, and less expense of repairs.
The size of the engine does not affect the efficiency greatly,
as is the case with steam engines. Moderate sized eng-ines are
practically as efficient as large ones. Very small eng-ines (five
H. P. and less) have a somewhat lower efficiency.
The following description of a plant installed b}- the author
may be of interest. The results noted may be easily duplicated
by a similar installation, and b}- giving more particular atten-
tion to the points already noted, better results may easily be at-
tained.
The conditions to be met were, lighting a general store, with
clerks to operate the plant and but little attention g-iven by
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them. To prevent a hii^her rate of insurance the plant had to
be located away from the building-, but in reality a kerosene
lamp is a more hazardous risk than the whole lig"hting- plant.
The problem of choosinjjf an eng-ine was not a simple one.
Eng-ines g-overning- by the "hit and miss" plan were avoided,
heavy tly-wheels, and a simple, effective, and reliable ig-niting-
apparatus lieing- desirable. The Hornsby-Akro^-d oil eng"ine was
chosen. The size is ten B. H. P. having* a cylinder eleven inches
in diameter and a stroke of fifteen inches. The rated speed is
210 R. P. M., but it was found to g-ive much steadier lig-ht and
better reg-ulation to run at 225 R. P. M. The kerosene is held
in a tank which is cast in the sub-base of the eng-ine. P^'rom this
tank it is pumped into a hot chamber, called the vaporizer, which
is bolted to the rear of the cylinder. There is a lilter placed in
the oil tank at the point where the oil leaves it to prevent the
escape of dirt or g-rit, which would damag-e the check valves of
the pump or prevent them from seating-. The oil is injected into
the vaporizer throug-h two very small holes in the vaporizer
valve box. This valve box is water jacketed to keep it cool. It
is provided with a check valve that prevents the jar of the ex-
plosion from being- communicated to the oil pipe or pump. This
valve box is also provided with the by-pass valve that is operated
by the gfovernor. The oil flowing- throug-h this valve returns to
the tank in the eng-ine bed.
To start the eng-ine, it is necessar}' first to heat the vapor-
izer. This is accomplished by burning- about one and one-half
pints of kerosene in two lamps, under the vaporizer. The tire is
urg-ed by a small blower. Six or seven minutes is sufficient time
with this eng-ine to heat the vaporizer so it will run; but after
starting-, it takes about ten minutes for the vaporizer to g-et hot
enoug^h to work its best. As soon as the oil is all burned out of
the lamps the pump is worked by hand till the oil overflows at
the b3'-pass valve. A lever is then moved that prevents the
g-overnor from coming- into action till the proper speed is attained,
and on turning- the eng-ine over, it starts. There are no ig-niting-
devices save the heat from the vaporizing" chamber and the heat
of compression. There are no adjustments to be made except to
alter the volume of the cylinder (which varies the amount of
compression) by two very simple means. This chang-e is neces-
ary to adapt it to ditlerent oils.
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With properly adjusted compression the explosions invariably-
occur on the dead center. Chang-ing- the temperature of the
vaporizer from a black red to a bright cherry red, does not, so
far as could be observed by the indicator, chang-e the time of
explosion.
The accompanying indicator cards were taken with a sixty
pound spring, but an eighty pound spring would be better adapted
Ao / No. 2
Speed £/2 /^.fM ^ Speec/££o/^fiM
Lo^d-43 Am/3., /oS yo/ts Load ^Sy^/??^. /o7 yo/fs
to the work, because the pressure sometimes rises too near the
limit at which it is safe to use the lighter spring. Card No. 1 is
a good card and shows average working results. Card No. 3
shows the explosion line inclined instead of vertical. This con-
dition prevails when there is too much oil injected in the cylinder,
or when compression is not great enough. It indicates a slow
burning, instead of an explosion as in the case of the vertical line.
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CEMENT LABORATORY NOTES.
Hy Mii.o S. Ketchum, <.t5, Assistant i\ Civtr, Enginkkrixp..
Labokatokv Insvkuction.
Instruction in the Cement Laboratory is g-iven as part of the
instruction in Masonry Construction. The students devote one
period of two hours per week for fourteen weeks to laboratory
work in cement testing. The time is by no means sufficient to
make the students expert cement testers, but the results have
been very g-ratifying-, the students becoming- quite proficient
after performing- the first six or seven experiments.
The Cement Laboratory occupies two pleasant rooms, 20x36
ft, each, on the g-round floor of Eng-ineering- Hall. The west
room is used for the storing- of cements, sand, etc., and as a
weig-hing- room; the east room as the laboratory proper. The
cement, sand and crushed quartz arc stored in g-alvani^^ed-iron
cans holding about a barrel of loose cement. The weighing- is
ordinarily done on Fairbanks scales reading- to decig-rams; in
the experiment to determine the fineness of cement, however, the
weig-hing- is done on a more delicate scale reading- to centigrams.
The mortar is mixed on slate tables 3x4 ft., of which there are
six in the east room. These have proved to be much more serv-
iceable than g-lass slabs.
For hand-molding- the laboratory is supplied with two g-ang-s
of brass molds having- a capacity of thirty briquettes each, and
with twenty-four individual brass molds of a special desig-n so as
to be adapted to machine-molding- as well as to hand-molding-.
The special individual moulds referred to above are also used in
a Boehmc hammer apparatus and in a Russell lever machine.
All molds are of the form recommended by the American Society
of Civil Eng-ineers. The laboratory has one brass individual
and a g-ang- of seven cast-iron molds for flexure specimens. The
briquettes are stored in zinc trays 12x13x3 inches, the water not
being- allowed to remain in the pans for more than a week.
The laboratory is supplied with a Riehle cement testing- ma-
chine with a capacity of 1 ()()() lbs.; an Olsen machine with a
capacity of 2 000 lbs., and having attachments for making com-
pressive and flexure tests; and a Fairbanks machine with a ca-
pacity of 1 000 lbs. The Riehle machine, being- supplied with
rubber-tij^ped g-rips, is the most satisfactory machine to use, the
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briquettes broken on this machine failing- uniformly in the small-
est section.
The equipment also includes a "hot test apparatus," a glass
tank for storing pats when tested for soundness; a Vicat needle,
two sets of Gill more needles, and two German needles, for deter-
mining activity; cement and sand sieves; trowels, graduated
c^'linders, etc.
RE.SULTS OF Tests.
In Tables I and II following arc given some of the results of
tests made in the laboratory by the members of one class in the
fall term of 1896.
In Table I (page 102) are given the percentages of water for
neat cement mortar, the tensile strength of neat cement mortar,
and the fineness of different cements. The results given under
the head of "Mean per cent of water" are the means of values
obtained by two or more pairs of students. The results for ten-
sile strength represent the values obtained by one or more pairs
of students, each pair making six briquettes each of four differ-
ent cements in a single laboratory period, using- the percentage
of water which the}' had determined in a previous experiment.
The mortar was pressed into molds with the thumbs. The results
for fineness represent the work of one or more pairs of students.
The probable errors of the mean tensile streng-ths g"iven in
Tables I and II were obtained by the formula p. e. — 0.(')745
^
~
where v is the difference between the mean and the
\ n {n— 1
)
tensile strength of each briquette, and n is the number of bri-
(juettes tested.
In Table II (pag"e 103) are given the results obtained by dif-
ferent students for the tensile strength of neat Dycherhoff-Port-
land, and Utica, and "Black Diamond'' Louisville-Rosendale
cement mortar. This table shows a few of the individual results
used in compiling Table I, and presented in Table II to show the
variations in the results by different operators. The students
made all the briquettes placed opposite their initials during a
single laboratory period; the briquettes made by different pairs,
however, were madd and broken on different days. The work
was new to all, none ot the students having had any previous
experience in making or breaking briquettes. All the experience
they had in cement testing had been obtained in performing the
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five previous experiments. The work was all done under the
direction of the writer in accordance, as nearly as possible, with
the specifications for the testing" of cements recommended b}- the
American Society of Civil Eni^ineers. These results show what
can be done by inexperienced men working- under definite instruc-
tions. That the variations are mostly due to accidental errors
is made evident b}' the fact that the probable error of the "final
mean" is very much less than the mean of the probable errors
for each cement.
While it is a fact that the students had had no previous ex-
perience in testing" cements, they brought with them to the work
the knowledg-e and experience g-ained by three years of technical
training-, and should by no means be considered inexperienced
men. These results seem to show that when definite specifica-
tions are adopted for the testing of cements and technically
trained men are put in charg-e of the tests, engfineers will cease
to complain of the unreliability of cement tests.
TABLE I.
Stkength and Fineness of Vauious Cements.
Bkand.
Tensile Stkength of Neat
Cement Moktak; Hand
Molded: I Day in Aik, tj
Days in Water.





Variation ok Tensile Strength ry Different Observers.
Briquettes huHd-inulded and stored 1 day in air and 6 days in water.
lo:
Initials of Students.
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TABLE III.
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THE ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY.
1>Y (i. \V. MVKR.S, DiKKCTOH.
In compliance with a request of the board of trustees, the leg^-
islature appropriated to the University, during- the spring- of
1895, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000. 00) to build
and equip* a students' astronomical observatory- The professor
of astronomy being in Europe on leave of absence at the time (jf
the appropriation, the work of erecting the building was some-
what delayed, nothing beyond the letting- of contracts having
been done until the spring of 1896. (iround was broken for the
observatory building in April of that year, and about the same
time a contract was let to Warner and Swase3' for the following
instruments: A 12-inch Equatorial Telescope, a .^-inch Com-
bined Transit and Zenith Telescope, a good Chronograph.
The optical parts of these instruments were to be made by
J. A. Brashear.
At the same time a contract was let to Saegmiiller for the
following: A 4-inch etiuatorial, a 2-inch Transit, a cheap Chro-
nograph.
The hist (jf these instruments was furnished to the observa-
tory during the latter part of February, 1S'»7, and so far as can
be judged until systematic and prolonged tests can be made,
they are all the makers claim for them.
Besides the items enumerated above, the following have been
recently added to the equipment: A Riefler clock, a Green's ba-
rometer, three Green's thermometers, a Hough observing chair.
The sum total of purchases for the observatory eciuipment
up to date amounts to SS,340.<i(>. This of course does not include
minor facilities and appliances for i)ractical work.
Instruments which were formerly owned by the University
arc: A 2-inch alt-azimuth, two sextants, two chronometers, a
1 '.'-inch astronomical transit with zenith attachment and two
mercurial horizons. A 4-inch ecjuatorial b3- Newton S: Co.,
which has long constituted the chief e(juipment of the astronom-
ical department, is still used for observing variables, estimating
position, angles, etc., etc. A switchboard with the usual elec-
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Irical connections has been installed in the observatory, and the
building- is lig-hted by the lines of the Urbana and Champaig-n
street railway company. Numerous minor appliances for facili-
tating the work of theoretical and practical instruction have
been purchased by the department during- the past winter.
The observatory building is situated on an elevation about
live minutes' walk south of University Hall, and commands as
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g-ood a horizon as can be had in the neig'hborhood. It is con-
structed in the form of the letter T, of repressed brick, and faces
the north. The accompanying- floor plan g-ives a g"ood idea of
its dimensions, and the half-tone reproduction of a photog-raph
represents its g-eneral appearance quite well.
The dome has a clear internal diameter of 24.5 ft., revolves
on trucks rolling- upon a circular rail, and is turned with the
hand by means of a rope and sheave. The slit has 44 inches
clear opening-, extends beyond the zenith and is closed by a
sing-le shutter. The latter is carried on rollers at both ends and
can be completely opened or closed in five seconds.
The cast and west wing-s contain two transit rooms each,
provided with slits 26 inches wide in walls and roof for meridian
transit observation. The opening-s in the side walls are closed
by windows which drop into pockets in the walls. Each slit has
a masonry pier placed centrally under it and isolated from the
floor.
Small transits for students' use are mounted in the two west
rooms. The 3-inch combined transit and zenith telescope stands
on the pier of the east central, and the alt-azimuth on that of the
east room. The Riefler clock is placed ag^ainst a brick pier in
the small room adjoining^ the east central transit room, and so
situated as to face the 3-inch transit instrument. The chrono-
g-raphs are placed in a small room south of the clock room; the
barometer is in the entrance room and thermometers are distrib-
uted throughout the observatory.
The total cost of the building and dome was S6,680.
Dksckiption of Principal Instruments.
Thk 12 Inch Equatokial.
This instrument is a refractor of 12.4 inches clear aperture
and of 15 ft. focal leng-th. It is mounted on a rcctang-ular cast-
iron column of two tons weig-ht which rests on the masonry pier
shown in the sketch. The pt)lar and declination axes are cylin-
ders of steel three inches in diameter. The greater part of the
weig-ht of the instrument is carried by a pair of friction rollers
near the top end of the polar axis, and the rest is borne by a ring-
of balls at the lower end of this axis. The tube consists of seven
cylinders riveted tog^ether, six of about 2.5 ft. leng-th and the
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seventh somewhat shorter. The sheets of steel composing- the
cylinders are ^\ to /, inches thick. The mechanical work is of
the finest character throughout. The optical parts are by J. A.
Brashear of Alleg-hany City, the curves used being- those of Pro-
fessor Hasting-'s formula'. The optical properties of the lens arc
good and the character of the mounting leaves nothing to be de-
sired.
There are two verniers each in right ascension and declina-
tion. The right ascension circle is 17.1 inches in diameter, is
graduated on silver to minutes and read b}- two verniers to S sec-
onds. The declination circle is 1().5 inches in diameter, gradu-
ated on silver to 1(» minutes and read by two verniers to half
minutes. In addition to these graduated circles, the instrument
is further provided with another of 18.1 inches diameter, gradu-
ated to v=> minutes for coarse setting in right ascensions, and one
of 30 inches diameter graduated to single degrees for the same
purpose in declination. The graduation marks of these coarse
circles are streaks of white paint on a black back ground and are
easily legible from the eye end of the tube in an}- position of the
instrument.
The instrument is further provided with a driving clock, a
setting- dial, positive and negative eye pieces of powers from 130
to 720, and with a low power eye piece.
Its filar position micrometer consists essentially of a position
circle ().3 inches in diameter, graduated on silver to half degrees
and read by two verniers to tenths of a degree and a very accu-
rately threaded screw, carrying^ a light frame holding- the mi-
crometer wires. Whole revolutions of the screw are read by a
toothed wheel and fractional parts are g-iven by a drum of 2.5
inches diameter whose circumference is graduated to hundredths.
Tenths of divisions are readily estimated. The micrometer box
is movable in position angle, the entire system of threads fixed
and movable is carried "in distance" b}- a screw without gradu-
ations and the eye piece is adjusted to the centre of the field b3'.
a still different screw.
The instrument is provided with a helioscope, a finding tel-
escope of 3.2 inches aperture and 4.5 ft. focal length and with
the customary facilities and appliances for the electrical illumi-
nation of verniers and micrometer wires. It may be added that
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no further w<^rk on the mechanician's part is needed to adapt the
instrument to photographic and spectroscopic work.
The 4-Inch Equatokial.
The smaller equatorial has an aperture of 4 inches and a
focal leng-th of 6 feet. It is provided with g-raduated circles of
(y inches diameter in both right ascension and declination, the
former reading by two verniers to single minutes and the flatter,
also, b}- two verniers to five minutes of arc. It is further supplied
with driving clock and finder and is mounted by means of a cir-
cular cast iron column 6 feet high which rests on a masonry pier,
the whole being covered by a shed carried on rollers which may
be easily and quickly pushed entirely away from the instrument.
The 3-Inch Transit and Zenith Telescope.
The combined transit and zenith telescope has a Brashear
objective of three inches diameter and a focal length of 37 inches.
It has two graduated circles,one of 12.5 inches diameter,graduated
to half degrees and read by verniers to minutes, and the other of
12 inches diameter, graduated to 10 minutes and read by verniers
to 10 seconds. Delicate striding and zenith telescope levels, to-
gether with a micrometer which may be used either in right
ascension or declination render the instrument capable of yield-
ing very excellent data whether used as a transit instrument or
as a zenith telescope.
The larger part of the weight of the horizontal axis, which
by reason of its system of circles, levels, etc., is subject to con-
siderable flexure, is borne b}- a pair of friction rollers, held by
springs against cylindrical bearings at either end and about 2/4
inches within the pivots. Only enoug-h weig"ht is allowed to
come upon the pivots to make them rest firmly in the wyes.
By a suitable combination consisting of a level, a graduated
circle and a reversing apparatus the west pivot may be brought
into the east wye and the instrument reset upon the same star
with extreme quickness and perfect safety. In addition to the
above mentioned facilities, the instrument is supplied with a
mercurial horizon, a complete set of eye pieces, including a col-
limating and a zenith eye piece. All in all, this instrument




This instrument was made by Troug-hton and Simms, has
an aperture of 2 inches and a focal length of 20 inches. Its hor-
izontal and vertical circles are each 12 inches in diameter, g"rad-
uated on silver to 5 minutes and read by two reading- microscopes
to sing-le seconds. Tenths of seconds are readily estimated. It
is provided with both fine and coarse levels for adjustment to
place, an accurate striding- level, and a very complete set of eye
pieces. The reticle consists of nine vertical and three horizon-
tal cross hairs, illuminated by a lamp at the end of the axis.
Both the vertical and horizontal circles shift for position, this
instrument being- the first to have a shifting- vertical circle and
among- the first to have a shifting- horizontal circle.
The Sidekial Clock.
The Riefler clock has two interesting- characteristics. The
first consists in the peculiarly simple and effective compensating-
pondulum, and the second in the mode of suspending- the pendu-
lum.
As is well known, any g-ood compensating- pendulum should
have as few parts as possible, should take up chang-es of atmos-
pheric temperature with equal rapidity in all its parts, should
have its compensating- material extending as nearly throug-hout
the leng-th of the pendulum as possible, and finally should be
heavy and have an appropriate form. How nearly Riefler's pen-
dulum satisfies these conditions can be inferred from the follow-
ing- description:
It consists of a hollow steel tul)e 4 ft. 2 in. long-, o.r»5 of an
inch inside diameter, with its walls 0.04 of an inch thick. The
tube is filled with mercury to a heig-ht of about two-thirds of its
length. At the lower end is attached, by a screw with a milled
head, a heavy lens-shaped mass of brass whose form permits it
to cut its way throug-h the air with almost no resistance. Below
the lens are smaller disk-shaped masses whose number and posi-
tion may be varied for somewhat finer regulation of the rate
than Can be effected with the milled head. These disks are also
used for reg-ulating either to sidereal or mean solar time. At
about two-thirds of the heig-ht of the pendulum is a lig-ht brass
cup for the reception of small weig-hts which may be put on or
taken off for the most delicate alterations of rate, without dis-
turbing- the vibrations of the pendulum.
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The second special feature is the peculiar mode of suspend-
ing- the pendulum. Its weig"ht is carried by a frame resting- b^-
knife edg-es on agfate surfaces. By means of a pair of thin steel
spring's the two parts into which the pendulum tube is divided
near its point of suspension are connected at a distance of about
one-half inch apart. Throug"h these spring's the oscillations of
the pendulum communicate a rocking- motion to the frame and
also to an arm extending- downward, terminating- in a fork either
prong- of which carries an ag-ate pin. These pins eng-ag-e alter-
nately into the toothed wheel of the escapement. The rest of
the mechanism of the escapement offers no features especially
different from the ordinary form. By means of a pair of screws
at the extreme top of the pendulum, the relative leng-ths of to
and fro vibrations may be reg-ulated. The clock is also provided
with break circuit attachments and chronog-raphic connections.
Lack of space prevents a more detailed description of these
instruments and any discussion whatever of the rest of the equip-
ment. A word as to the work contemplated at the observatory
may perhaps be not out of place here.
The presence in our atmosphere of clouds and dew, as also its
lack of transparency and steadiness, require that whatever re-
search work we undertake shall be selected from those lines least
influenced by atmospheric conditions. Double and variable star
work offer considerable promise of practical results and it has
been thoug-ht therefore that aside from double star measures,
something- would be attempted in the study of the lig-ht chang-es
of faint variables. Our chief work, however, is and will continue
to ])e, instruction in the use of instruments and in the methods
pursued in a working- observatory. All research work must of
course be subordinated and subservient to this end.








a drawin«^ of a certain piece of wall, he must either invent the
variations which naturally come in rubble work, or else make a
conventional representation of the design. If he does the latter
—and almost all- drawing-s arc of such description, --the work-
men tend to imitate the hardness which is inevitable in the de-
sign thus presented. The little accidents, which make the work
so^harminjr and llcxible in its look, are eliminated by them, as
far as possible, in order to make the work look like the draw-
_^_^













I / -^ derson says is true
also of broken ashlar
work whenever the
architect, which is
rarely the case, at-
tempts to desig-n it.
Generally he has had
insufficient experi-
F,G 5 rROM vor , ..oR^Rv p,,c.E-,.vvH,TE ence with that branch
'"'""''*""'"'"'"""
of desig-n to enable
him to dictate to the mason.
It is very easy for an architect to specify "random range,"
" broken ashlar," or "coursed rubble," using a term that should
give him a wall of a style that is about what he has in mind,
but it is vastly different for him to tell the mason exactly how he
shall build that wall. The infinite number of variations that
can be made'in such work render detailed instructions a difficult





any event it is neces-
sary to know the ex-
act meaning of the
various terms used in
specifying stone
work. The term
" ashlar " is some-
times applied to any
stone-work having --"^ •• fbo« v of . l..b«a«v R.cK.Riw-.re
dressed joints, but it
would seem better to confine it to rectangular stone-work where
all joints are dressed. Ashlar may be either "range" or





the face of the wall, and in the latter the horizontal joints are
l)roken at frequent intervals. The latter is also termed indis-
criminately, "random rang^e," " jagg-ed range, " and "random
ashlar."
I have said that broken ashlar is capable of an infinite vari-
ety t)f treatments. Stone masons, however, g-enerally contine
the term to work built of stone cut in three diflferent heights,
viz., four, eig-ht, and
twelve inches. Where
then is 3'our variety?
Evidently the archi-
tect must find it for
himself. However, he
must be able to de-
sig"n a wall as a stone
mason would build it,
and must know or
discover the rules
that g-overn the ar-
rang-ement. In Fig. 1 is shown a wall built of four, eight, and
twelve-inch stone, and in Fig. 2 a similar wall using five, ten,
and fifteen-inch stone. These are laid up according to stone
masons' methods, while the walls shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are
laid up with greater freedom with stone of varying heights. All
these figures are drawm to a uniform scale so as to be readily
compared. It will be
_
seen that the work for
the University Library
_
building is quite differ- —
ent in size and arrange-
_
ment from that in Fig. —
^, which is drawn from
~
a photograph of one of "~
H. H. Richardson's
_




son himself designed v*«v,«s cov^-.^s-
the masonry for his buildings, or whether that was left to the
masons, so it is impossible to saj' how far he influenced the de-
sign of the ashlar used. By studying Richardson's work we no-
;S i^lBRAKV.
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tice that the desig-ns vary greatly in different parts of the same
building-. In a few walls square stones predominate, while in
others long- ones are more numerous, the contrast between small
and large stones being- much greater in some walls than in
others. This makes it impossible to g-ain a correct conception
of Richardson's ashlar from a single diagram; but it is plainly
evident that this ashlar violates three principles that seem to be
important g-uides in the
^1 F
a:
T desig-n of broken ash-lar. These principles
may be stated as fol-
lows:— (1) Never have
more than three stones
meeting- at a vertical
joint. (2) Have no
stone shorter than twice
its height. (3) Have no
stone sufficiently larg-e
to attract attention to
Minor rules I found it well to follow are:— Have no
Have no horizontal
Use largfc
u *» I L' A/^D iS' CO
itself.
stone long-er than five times its hcig-ht.
joint noticeabl}' long-, say over seven or eight feet.
stones on corners, alternating- stretchers and headers, having the
latter not less than twelve inches on bed. Avoid having- the
ashlars form a stepped arrangement. Avoid bunching larg-e or
small stones, keeping- E
3:^-7-1
H
all sizes equall}- distrib-
uted. Avoid the ap-
pearance of filling in
with small stones.
Rather have each ash-
lar an intentional part
of a harmonious whole.
Fig. 7 shows a wall in
which these rules have
been carefully observed,
with the exception that
some of the horizontal joints are too long-. One should endeavor
to follow these rules until the g-eneral desig-n of broken ashlar
is thoroug-hly understood. Having the subject well in hand it is
S
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possible to branch out and acloi)t an individual style as did Kich-
ardson. The attempt to successfully imitate a st^de without any
previous knowledg^e of the subject is almost sure to lead to diffi-
culties which make it unlikely that the charm found in the orig--
inal will be reproduced.
Another point upon which it would be well to lay stress is
that of keeping' the work uniform on all parts of the building.
In order to do this it is
essential that the same
man desig-n the whole
work, not, as is often
done, allowing" each ma-
son to work independ-
ently.
Fig-. 8 shows a por-
tion of the wall of an
Edinburg- building^. It
is a g"ood pattern and
F.c <( FRo^ w,T«,«<,xoH ^*.:oR 6A^^ worthy of study. In
Fig". ') I have shown a bit of ashlar used in an old barn at With-
ing"ton Manor. England. This would be a g"ood style to use in a
rural district where a poor grade of stratified sandstone, lime-
stone, or shale was abundant. A better g-rade of stone could be
used for quoins, jambs, sills, caps, and other trimmings, and the
wall filled in with
3
native stone as is
shown in the dia-
gram. Fig". 10 is
from the tower of
the First Presbyte-
rian Church, St.
Louis, and is one of
the few g^ood ex-
amples I have noted
in that city. Even
in this, the continued •'•="° "
repetition of three
sizes of stone grows monotonous,





Since we build so much in stone and have so many oppor-
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unities for picturesque treatment of broken ashlar walls where
we cannot afford dressed stone, whv should we not g'ive the sub-
ject more study? It is certainly capable of wonderful possil)ili-
ties if properly handled by a skilled desig-ner, and even the ordi-
nary architect could improve his building-s with a little study.
It is a pity that he deems his whole duty performed when the
mill-work and carvin<^ have been detailed, leaving' all else to the
tradesman and mechanic.
MAGNETIC DISTRIBUTION IN SHORT IRON CORES.
15V \V. Ci. CA.MI'UKM,. '.Mi. SCHOOI, OF Kl.ECTKICAI, E-NGINKKHIXU.
The desig-n of a transformer having- a closed mag-netic cir-
cuit for a g-iven voltag^e is a comparatively easy matter. The
laws of the mag^netic and electric forces in the different parts are
well determined, and a vast amount of data is available showing
the best dimensions of core and coils. But to desig-n and calcu-
late a transformer having- an open mag-netic circuit for produc-
ing- a g-iven electromotive force, is a much more complicated
problem. Especially is this true when a hig-h electromotive
force is desired, for there is the additional requirement of keep-
ing- the primary' and secondary coils widely separated. The au-
thor of this paper has had the problem of desig-ning- and building-
an open mag-netic circuit transformer to g-ive an electromotive
force of from twenty-live thousand to thirty thousand volts. It
has been desirable for several reasons that this coil should be built
upon the g-eneral plan of the Ruhmkorf induction coils. At the
outset two questions arose which have required experiments for
their solution. These were:— what percentag-e of the total
lines of induction produced at the middle of the primar}- core,
passes throug-h the winding-s of the secondary coil; and what
magnetizing- force is necessary to produce the required induction
in the core. The results of these experiments form the sul)ject
of this paper.
The inductions were determined by the currents induced in
an exploring coil, the "induced currents being measured with a
ballistic g-alvanometer. For measuring- the magnetizing cur-
rents in the primary coil a Kelvin balance was used in most
cases. An ammeter which had been recently calibrated was
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used to measure some of the larg^er currents. The mag-netizing^
current was obtained from a large battery of storag-e cells.
Most of the work was done at nig-ht when the storag-c cells were
not otherwise in use, so that a very constant current was
secured. For reg-ulation of the current, a larg-e water rheostat
was used and found to work excellently. The ballistic g^alvano-
meter was calibrated for each set of reading-s. Lord Kelvin's
method with a long solenoid being- used.
To investig-ate the first question, a solenoid with an iron
core was taken, and its mag^netic field was explored with differ-
ent secondary coils. The iron core, built up of iron wires, was
14 inches long- and \yi inches in diameter, and was wound with
two layers of No. 8, B. & S. copper wire. The secondary coils
were placed symmetrically over the primary coil. Their dimen-
sions are g-iven in columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table I. The last col-
umn in this table g-ives the mean induction passing- throug-h a
turn of the secondary coil, this induction being- expressed as the
percentag-e of the total induction across the middle section of
the primary core. Thus with a secondar}- coil of 2yi in. inter-
nal diameter and 2-)'4 in. external diameter and a leng-th of 14 in.
(total leng-th of the primary), the mean induction in the turn
was 72.5 per cent of the total induction throug-h the middle cross
section of the primar}' core.
TAHLE I.
Mean Induction Through a Secondary Tukn.
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at the middle point of the core for different ratios of lenj^-th and
diameter. Five cores with different ratios of —p were used in these
a
experiments. To g^et the mag-netic properties of the core which
was made of iron wires, a sing-le wire was taken and welded into
a ring- by an alternating- current. The curve of magnetization,
Fig. 1, was determined for this sample by the ordinary ballistic
g-alvanometer method.
The live cores used in the experiment were compact bundles







Tlic iliainctcr used in the inaj^netic Ciilculali(;ns was of
course not that of the bundle, but '^^i ~-~ where .1 is the actual
iron area of cross section. The secondary coils were eiffht in
number for each core. These were placed one inch apart be-
g-inninu- at one end, havinjr one coil at the end and one at the
middle of the core. Since the core was symmetrical it was not
thoug-ht necessary to put secondaries its whole length.
The method of work was iirst to tind the primary current
necessary to produce a given induction through the middle sec-
tion of the core, and then to determine the induction through the
6ross section at each of the other secondary coils corresponding
to the g-iven induction through the middle cross section. The
primary current necessary to produce the required induction
through the middle cross-section was carefully determined with
an error of not over one-half of one per cent. This is probably
less than the error due to other sources. After the desired primary
current was ascertained it was kept constant and the induction
through each of the other secondaries was obtained by the
method of reversals. Thus a value of the induction through
different sections of the core was ascertained, corresponding to a
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results for B 4000, for values of
-^ = 9 (curve a), and , -51.1
(curve />). The curves for the other cores v^ere found to lie be-
tween these curves. Experiments were also made for induction
of 2000 and 10000, showing- that these curves are in g-eneral the
same for all low inductions. Thus dividing- by two the ordinates
of the curve corresponding- to B- 4000, g-ave the ordinates for the
experimental curve corresponding to B=2000. Let H, represent
the mag-netizing- force due to the solenoid. Then Hj -= .
were S = total turns and / = length of coil. This is only an ap-
proximate formula, the true value being H, :=
~T 7~ ^^^ ~ .where
d *
tan = ^= -y- This g-ives
^ 4r Si 1 4r^'/ | ,/r/\2
For
—r-^*^ this differs from " , l)y only one-half of one per




From Fig. 2 we find the induction for each point along the
coil. From the B H curve for the iron we g-et the corresponding-
values of the true magnetizing force. By averaging these we
get the average value H of the true magnetizing force for the
core. Call B H', the demag-netizing force of the core at an induc-
TT T
T
tion B. Then H' B = H — H or H' == —^ , if we can as-
' ' B
sume these forces as approximately in the same straight line.
H, is then the demagnetizing effect of the core for unit induction.
This value is given in Table 2 for cases where B ;= 2000 and
where B ^^ 4000. It was found that H',, or rather 1000 H',, is prac-
tically constant for all values of B for the same core. For ex-
ample, in the case of —j- 51.1 it did not vary one percent, from
B= 2<>()() up to B 10000.
*Flcniing. Altcru(ith)ti Cxirrciit Tninsf(inner. Vol. 1, p. 21.
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TAHLE II.
Dkmagnetizing Force for Various Corks.
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that the effects of the ends arc the same as for ellipsoids.* He
says this is very nearl}^ correct for values of —j- equal to 2(M) and
100, but that it is not true for values of —, ^ 100 and —p 50 isd d
readily shown l^v Ewing-'s curves. For we find for the induction
B = 10 000, that where -j- =50, H is less than 1, and where -pd d
= 100, H is about 2. Thus the value of H for the first leng-th
is twice that for the second. Fig-. 2 shows that shorter cores in
the present experiments have had the hig-her average induction.
If we can infer that the true mag-netizing- force is proportional
to the induction, this result for the smaller values of —v- is ex-
d
actly opposite to that found by Ewing for larger values of —j-.
P'^ig. Ill, curve/;, is the value of H calculated for corresponding- el-
lipsoids, using the formula N 4r: (—
^
\ (-x— nat. log-.
1 — e / '
Tanakadate?; has done considerable work on the magnetiza-
tion of short cores; but he used a magnetizing coil longer and
larger in diameter than his cores, and also used the magneto-
meter method, obtaining what he calls the mean intensity of
magnetization. Since the conditions are so different from those
given above, only an approximate agreement with our results
can be expected.
In Table III we have gathered together results calculated
from experiments described above, and also some calculated from
the published data of Ewingt and of Tanakadate.t The last
two cores were made of different iron from the other cores used
in the work described in this paper. Tanakadate's results were
expressed in terms of intensity of magnetization, and these have
*E\ving, ^'M<t(jnctic Imlurtirrti in Iron and other Metals," p. 78.
tEwings' Magnotii- Induction, (itc, p. :.'.">.
^Papo.r road before the llritisli A. A. S. mcetinji. Sept., 1888. Hef London
Electricum, Nov. 2, 1888.
JSee roferonfo cited above.
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been reduced ti) induction in the cases cited. In some cases the
B H curve of the iron has had to be assumed. The 1 OOO H',
calculated from fromula is by the same method used by Ewing-.*
The last column g-ives results from an empirical formula H', = =
.s{—j-y. This effect depends upon some other function of {—r-^
than that expressed by this formula, but as this is simple and
fairly accurate, it may be useful for much work.
This work has been done in connection with thesis work un-
der the direction of Professor A. P. Carman, in the electrical
laboratory of the Universit}' of Illinois.
TABLE III.




By I'Aii, Cmi'MAX. "94. Assistaxt ix Theoreticai. and Applied MKCiiAXirs.
The hydraulic laboratory now occupies the north room in
the Eng-ineering- Laboratory Building- and the room on the sec-
ond floor directly above. Many improvements have been made
in the past 3'ear in the facilities for experimenting along various
lines of hydraulic investigation.
A steel stand-pipe four feet in diameter and sixty feet high
has been erected in the east end of the laboratory. It rests on a
concrete foundation seven feet in diameter and five feet deep.
Its largest opening is a short distance above the lower floor,
where a quick-opening 15-inch valve leads to a 15-inch cylinder
3 feet long. In the end of this cylinder may be fitted plates
containing orifices and short tubes of various forms and sizes.
One of these plates being" in position, a 4-inch lever valve is
bolted on. This valve is then closed, and the 15-inch valve
opened. The flow from the orifice may then be started by a sin-
gle movement of the lever valve and stopped as readily, the 15-
inch valve being used only when the orifice-plate is to be
changed. At other points in the stand-pipe, openings are pro-
vided for connecting hose in the investigation of friction in hose
and discharge from nozzles, for experimenting with jets, and for
connecting pipe for the study of flow of water in pipes. Other
openings have been provided for future needs. The head of
water is measured by means of a mercury column.
In front of the stand-pipe is a concrete pit 26 feet long, 8
feet wide, and 3>^ feet deep. In this pit are tanks and scales
for measuring the quantity of water discharged. The pit itself
is also used for measuring larger quantities of water, the increase
in depth being determined with a hook-gauge.
Water is supplied to the stand-pipe direct from the city
mains through a 6-inch pipe running near the north wall and
under the floor. Four vertical 4-inch pipes rise from this main
and supply water for tests of weirs, meters, motors, etc. The
water discharged is weighed in the tanks in the pit.
A 3-inch \''enturi meter is connected with one of these risers
12(. TIIK TECnNOGHA I'JI.
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for purposes of testing-. The difference in pressure at the
throat and at the entrance is measured with a mercury g-auge
made especiall}' for this purpose. It consists of a U-tubc with
one arm long-er than the other, the long- arm being connected
with the piezometer at the throat of the Venturi, and the short
arm with the one at the entrance.
At the west end of the laboratory is a 10-inch stand-pipe 35
feet high, connected at the top with a 6-foot wooden tank. At
the bottom suitable provision is made for attaching- orifice plates,
or for making other connections.
A Gordon duplex pump enables the water to be pumped from
the pit to the stand-pipe or to the wooden tank, and thus to be
used again. High pressures are obtained by an apparatus in
which water from the cit^' mains is admitted to an <S-inch cylin-
der under a piston which is connected with another piston work-
ing in a I'^-inch cylinder. This apparatus has recently been
used in making tests of the strength of sewer pipe bj- subjecting
them to internal pressure. Arrangements not yet completed are
being- made for testing small turbines.
Among the appliances of the laboratory other than those
mentioned above are a number of orifice plates Avith round,
square, and rectangular orifices of different sizes; short tubes,
both straight and converging, of various sizes; rectangular,
trapezoidal and triangular weirs of different dimensions; various
makes of water meters; a 12-inch Pelton wheel; 200 feet of lire-
hose with play-pipe; set of calibrated nozzles, for use in meas-
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SPECIFICATIONS AND NOTES ON RAILWAY TELE-
GRAPH CONSTRUCTION.
Ry .]. II. YorNO. "Its, School of Ef-eotkicai. Engineering.
The followintf- specifications were used for the construction
work of the T. H. & B. Ry. Teleg-raph Line between Welkmd
and West Brantford, Canada.
Size.—Poles shall be 25 ft. long except as hereinafter designated, not less than
() in. at the top for 2.5 ft. and 30 ft. poles and 7 in. for 3.5 ft. and longer, of first class
cedar, reasonably straight butted and entirely stripped of bark, and knots well
and closely trimmed.
Where it is necessary at farm crossings, road crossings or railways, the poles
shall be of sufficient length to carry the wires on the lowest cross arm at least 23
ft. above the rails for railway crossings, 1.5 ft. above road crossings, and 13 ft.
above farm crossings. Long poles shall also be used where necessary to keep the
line properly evened up as directed by the Engineer.
Framing.—All poles shall be properly roofed at the top and thi'ee gains 4 in.
wide, I'j^i in. deep, and 24 ili. apart, and the top of the upper gain 8 in. from the
peak of the roof of the pole, shall be properly cut so as to bi'ing the cross arms
square with the pole and properly in line with each other.
Spacing.—Poles shall be placed at least 35 to the mile on straight runs and
correspondingly clo.ser on curves and angles and railroad and other crossings in
order to give the line uniform strength.
Lightning Arre.ster.— A. lightning arrester consisting of No. 6 wire, of the
same quality as used on the line, shall be run as directed by the Engineer not
oftener than one to the mile and shall be run to the ground and properly fastened
to the pole by 2 in. galvanized staples, placed not moi-e than 3 ft. apart. The
upper end of the wire shall project 3 in. above the peak of tlie roof of pole, and
the lower (uid have at least 3 ft. coiled up and properly stapled to the butt
end of the pole, before being placed in the hole.
Labor.—Poles shall be properly set in the ground and guyed where nec-
essary, 25 ft. and 30 ft. poles being placed not less than 5 ft. in soil and iu)t less
tlian 3 feet in solid rock, and otiier lengths concspondingly deeper. On curves
and angles tiie poles must be set bracing or leaning to correspond with and com-
pensate for the curve or crossing. Where anchor poles or guys are u.sed they
shall be properly set and fastened. Poles shall be set so that the cross arms on
adjacent poles shall face in opposite directions except when otherwise directed.
Poles must be well tamped and holes well filled with earth, and the loose earth
thus used must be well tamp(!d around the poles above the natuial surface so that
when the earth settles it will be somewhat crowning so that the poles will stand
securely when tlie wires are strung thereon.
In cities and villages and in crossing railroads, other telegrapli lines and
other loads the poles are lu lie of such length and the work of such charade)' as
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iiuiy hv rt'qiiiicrd by llic Railway Coininmy's or by ihc oflicials of said cities and
villages. At points of crossing with other lines the poles sliall wh<>n practicable
be of sudicient height to carry the wires of the lower cross arm. when erected,
above all foreign wires, and when this is impracticable and it is found necessary
t<) carry the wires under the foreign wires, then a suitable guard wire or wires
must be provided and strung so that any foreign wire shall not come within is
in. of this Company's wires. When the wires are run above those of a foreign
company's the poles shall be placed as near as possihie to such foreign wires so
as to avoid contact.
Tri.m.ming.—Any trimming shall be done in a neat ami workinaTilike niaii-
ner; in no case shall the limbs be left hanging on the trees.
The line shall be trimmed out in good shape, sufficient to clear the wires at
least 2 ft. in the clear through forest trees; in shade or fruit trees the trimming
shall be done to leave the wires not less than 18 in. in the clear.
CROSS ARMS.
Cross Arms shall be of first class, clear, well seasoned, white pine, free from
sap and shakes, and no knots over 1 in. in diameter, and no loose knots of any
si/e allowed, with upper face properly rounded to shed water, except where it tils
the gain in the pole, where it shall be left square. Tin; cross arms shall he painted
with two coats of red mineral paint.
Size.—The cross arms shall be ft. x 3 in. x 4 in. with holes bored for four
1>4 in. pins, spaced 22 in. apart center, 22 in. apart at sides and 3 in. from end.
Nu.viBER.—One cross arm shall be fastened to each pole at the upper gain
with two improved lag screws with a suitable washer to each screw.
Fitting.—Both cross arms shall be fitted with foui' pins which shall be fas-
tened in the cross arm by driving a ten-penny cut nail through the pin and the
cross arm.
PINS.
The pins shall be 1'4 in. smoothly turned, sound, well seasoned, while oak.
Shoulder not less than '4 in, not less than .5 in. length above the shoulder, and 4
in. below shoulder threaded to fit standard glass insulators, well and smoothly
cut, so that not less than one and one half complete turns of insulator sliall be
necessary to remove it from the pins.
I,AG BOI.T8.
The lag bolts used in fastening the cro.ss arms to the ixiles shall be ij in.
improved lag bolts 7 in. long.
WASHERS.
Washers shall be of proper size to tit tin' bolls, one Ix'inii placed between
tlie head of each bolt and the cross'arm.
INSULATORS.
The insulators shall be of the best standard iiualily of glass of a pattern
approved by the Kngineer.
WIRE.
(jc.M.rrv.—The wire shall be No. S galvaiii/ed iron wire, of (|uality ap-
proved by th(^ Engini'er, after proper tests have been made, and must lie at least
up to the following specitications:—
1. Tiie wire to be soft and pliabli^ and capalile of elongating 1."> percent
without breaking, after being galvaiiizeil.
2. (Ireat tensile strength is not reiiuiird. but t lie wire iiuisi not break uii<ler
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a less strain than 2.') limes its weight in pounds per mile. Tests for tensile
strength will be made by direct appliance of weight or by means of a single
lever, at the option of the inspecting olTicer.
3. Tests for ductility will be made as follows:— The piece of wire will be
gripped by two vises, (J in. apart, and twisted. The twists to be reckoned by
means of an ink spiral formed on the wire during the torsion. The full number
of twists must be distinctly visible between the vises on the <)-in. piece. The
number of twists on the (5- in. piece must not be under fifteen.
4. The electrical resistance of the wire in ohms per mile at a temperature
of ()0 degrees Fahrenlieit. must not exceed the quotient of the constant number
r)500 when divided by the weight of the wire in pounds per mile. No. 6 should
have a resistance not exceeding r> .'iOO -^ 5.50=10 ohms per mile. A wire of 388
pounds (No. 8) 14.1 ohms. A wire of 3G5 pounds 16.4 ohms per mile.
5. Tlie wire to be cylindrical and free from scales, inequalities, flaws, sand
splits and all other imperfections and defects. Each coil must be warranted not
to contain any weld, joint, or splice whatevei' in the rod before drawn.
6. It is desirable to obtain the wire in coils, all of one piece, of about 150
pounds each. If this cannot be undertaken, the contractor may tender for the
supply of wire with two pieces only to the coil, joined by the ordinary twist joint
and carefully .soldered. It should be stated in the tend(!r whether there will be
one or two pieces in each coil.
7. The wire must be well galvanized and capable of standing the following
test:— The wire must be plunged into a saturated solution of sulphate of cop-
per and permitted to remain one minute and then wiped cl(>an. This process will
be performed four times. If the wire appears black after the fourth immersion it
shows that the zinc has not all been removed and that galvanizing has been well
done: but if it has a copper color the iron is exposed, showing that the zinc is too
thin.
Strixgixo.—Two wires shall be strung as directed by the Engineer, and
shall be well tied with proper ties of same wire as the line wire. Every possible
precaution shall be taken to prevent kinks in the wires and In no case shall a kink
be allowed to pass.
Splicing.—Whenever it is found necessary to splice a wire such splice shall
be in a style and manner approved by the Engineer and the joint pi-operly
soldered.
COMMENTS.
In the course of the construction of this telegraph line, the
following' notes were taken.
POLES.
Spacing.—Long-er spans than 35 to the mile may of course
be used when necessary, but the strain upon the poles and cross
arms is increased and in case of a break near a long- span the
cross arms are likely to l)e pulled off or broken bv the extra
strain put upon them.
SizK.—Twenty-five foot poles are g-enerally used with an
allowance of about 10 per cent for 3i» ft. and 35 ft. poles unless
a careful survey of the line is made and the exact number of each
size ascertained, but this is seldom done in railway work.
Framing.—In framing-, one man can g-enerally keep ahead
of six men raising. In one case two men framed 14 poles in 4
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hours, or ubout 3.5 poles per hour. This was rather slow work,
however. The g"ains in the pole are cut on the inside of the
bow when the pole is crooked, so that when the pole is set, the
straii^htest side is seen as one looks down the line and not as one
looks at the side. This may seem a small matter, but the dif-
ference in the appearance of the line is well worth what little
trouble it may take to set the poles properly.
Labok.—The poles are g-enerally distributed from the train
while moving- at the rate of two or three miles per hour, thoug-h
this sometimes results in a broken pole if it happens to fall
wrong^. This method has the advantage of being much quicker
and less expensive, taking" everything* into account.
One rule for setting poles is that the depth of the hole in
earth shall be one-sixth of the leng-th of the pole. The holes
are g-enerally dug with a bar for loosening the earth and a spoon
for removing it. The bar is of 1 in. hexagonal steel 7 or S ft.
long, and the handle of the spoon is about as long- as the bar and
about 1>2 in. in diameter. The rate at which one man can dig-
holes is, in mixed cla}- and g-ravel, on an average, about four per
day, and in mixed gravel and sand about eight holes per day.
Guy wires are generally' put at the ends of curves and should
always be put on both sides where a line is tapped or an abrupt
change in direction is made. In raising, seven men can, under
favorable conditions, raise forty or forty-five 25 ft. poles per day.
This is where they do not do any of the digging, but simply set
the poles and do the filling in.
WIRE.
Stringing.—In stringing wire the spans are pulled up
nearly straight, and the frost of the first winter is allowed to do
its work in finding flaws and in putting the proper amount of sag-
in the line. Twelve men on this work at one time strung a lit-
tle over twenty miles of wire in about three days.
The tie wires are about 15 in. long and either of the same
wire as the line or a size smaller (g-enerally the latter) and are
wrapped about three times around the live wire.
Splicing.—The splice used is the reg-ular American Tele-
graph Splice, all joints being soldered. The soldering on most
of this line was done without the use of acid, by a process which
consists of first dipping the joint in the pot oi melted solder and
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allowing- it to heat somewhat. It is then taken out and pulver-
ized sal ammoniac rubbed on the joint by means of a soft rag-
or a bunch of cotton waste. The joint is ag-ain dipped, and on
removing is found to be better soldered than when acid is used.
It is claimed that the dry sal ammoniac does not have the corro-
sive effect which the acid often does.
Cables.—Two cables were used on this work, one a subma-
rine cable for crossing- the Welland Canal, and the other an
aerial cable throug-h the city of Hamilton. The submarine
cable was a seven-wire Kerite standard teleg-raph cable. In lay-
ing- this a trench was dug from the base of the terminal poles to
the water's edg-e on each side of the canal. A wire was then
pulled across where the cable was to g-o and the end of the cable
fastened to it. The latter was then pulled across. and after the
slack had settled the trench was tilled in and the ends of the ca-
ble were run into the cable boxes on the terminal poles. The
lig-htning arrester used was of a type somewhat similar to Bun-
nell's Cable Lig-htning- Arrester with fusing- wire.
The aerial cable was of the usual form of seven-wire Kerite
teleg-raph cable and was strung- by first placing in each pole a
larg-e screw-eye, made from a long-
-}8 in. lag- bolt, and to these
fastening- the suspending- wire for the cable. The latter was
then hung from this wire by wooden clips and No. 11 g-alvanized
iron wire. The leng-th of cable in the tunnel was suspended in
a similar wa}', the suspending- wire being- fastened to similar
eyes of drive bolts in the brick walls.
Battery.—The Battery used was of the usual g-ravity form
and was placed at each end of the line. There were forty cells
at each end or about one cell for each mile of line. These bat-
teries used up about one pound of copper sulphate per cell every
three or four weeks and were thoroughl}' cleaned once in six
months.
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TllK HEATING AND VENTILATING OF THE UNIVER-
SITY LIBRARY.
By .Ia.mks M. Whitk, Associate Professok of Architecture.
The system adopted for this building- is the one gfenerally
known as the "Plenum," or fan system. It was desig-ned and
installed by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, through Foss
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& Noble, their Chicago representatives, and under the direction
of Prof. N. Clifford Ricker and the author.
We believe that this system is the only one which will ade-
quately meet the requirements in a building which is continu-
ously occupied by a large number of persons. Other methods
will give results at certain times or seasons or under certain
conditions, but where a large quantity of air is to be continu-
ously supplied it must be pxd and not merely allowed to g-o. No
other method than that of impelling air by direct means is inde-
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pendent of natural conditions. At the same time it is easil}^ con-
trolled to suit all demands.
The desi«)^ners of this plant were required to comply with the
following- conditions: the temperature in all parts of the build-
ing- must be maintained at seventy degrees when the tempera-
ture of the external air is ten degrees below zero; the tempera-
ture in all rooms except halls, toilet and cloak rooms must be
controlled by thermostats which will not permit a variation of
more than two degrees; the air is to be introduced and removed
f=l-OOR • Pl_ >,/~i
from the room without noise and without producing injurious
draughts; the following velocities are not to be exceeded— in
ducts 1 200 to 1 500 feet per minute, in risers ()00 to 800 feet per
minute, outlet velocities for large registers 5(tO, and for small
ones 350 to 400 feet per minute; the maximum pressure is to be
l/o ounce; the air in the room is to be changed every ten minutes
and in the halls every twenty minutes; the galvanized iron pipes
connecting the hot air chamber with the vertical ducts must be
so arranged as not to disfigure the rooms of the ground floor.
The last condition was complied with by concealing the
pipes above a false ceiling in the basement corridor. The rooms
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in the winj^s of llio second story were reached by lowering' the
ceilings of the winj^- corridors and running- the pipes in the space
thus ol)tained. In these cases, the hot air inlets to the rooms
come (juite near the ceiling, but in all other places the inlets. are
eight feet above the tioor. The outlets are placed at the floor
and where possible are nearly under the inlets. With this ar-
rangement, the warm air enters the u])per part of the room with
sufficient velocity to carry it across and it spreads out and re-
turns along the floor to the outlet. The vent flues, with the ex-
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ception of those from the toilet rooms, terminate in the attic,
from which the air escapes through louvres. The plenum created
in the building by the fan not only causes the air to flow out
through these flues, but largely counteracts the inward draughts
around doors and windows.
The fresh air chamber is formed under the cataloguing room
at the back of the fan by raising the floor 4,'.- feet above the
level of the fan chamber. Tempering coils, marked T. C. on
the plans, are set at each side of the fan and boxed in with gal-
vanized iron, so that all air before reaching the fan may be made
to pass through them. Under the tempering coils as shown by
the section is a horizontal damper, which may be opened to ad-
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mit air under them in moderate weather when theN' are not
needed.
The fan is an 8'x 4' B. F, Sturtevant bhist wheel with
three-quarter steel plate housing-, and intended to run at 147 rev-
olutions per minute. It is operated by a horizontal low pressure
engine, having a cylinder 15 inches in diameter and a stroke of 8
inches. Steam is to be supplied from the Central Heating Sta-
tion of the University at a pressure of at least 20 pounds,
In front of the fan is an air chamber divided horizontally by
a platform four feet from the floor. On this platform are set the
heating coils, marked H. C. Each of the two banks has 3>^ sec-
tions of 967 linear feet of one-inch pipe each, which, with the
two sections of the tempering coil, make a total of 8 703 linear
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feet of pipe. By referring to the section, it will be seen that the
fan is so placed with reference to the platform in the air cham-
ber that the air as discharged from the fan ma}^ pass with equal
readiness above or below it, but that which passes into the upper
chamber has to pass through the heating coils. The space l)e-
low is the tempered air chamber, and that above, the hot air
chamber. Each pipe leading to a room controlled by a thermo-
stat has a connection to both of these chambers. A pair of
dampers at the inlet to each of these pipes is so connected that
a quantity of air equal to the full capacity of the pipe will
alwavs be passing-, but the air may be at any temperature in-
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tormccliate between the teiiipcralurcs in the two chambers, de-
pending- upon how these dampers are set. The amount of air
from the fan which will pass above or below this platform is
therefore dependent upon the position of these dampers. The
halls and toilet rooms receive hot air only and the supply is con-
trolled by the valves in the reg-ister faces.
The dampers are controlled b}' the Powers system of tem-
perature reg-ulation. The thermostat, which is placed in each
room, consists of two discs concave towards each other, enclos-
ing- a corrugated metal diaphragm which moves freel}- between
them. A small quantity of volatile liquid, having- a boiling-
point below 60 degrees, is placed in one compartment. When
the temperature is below 60 deg-rees, the liquid is condensed and
the metal diaphrag-m is close to the side. When heated above
60 degrees, vapor is formed, the pressure of which varies with
every chang-e of temperature and amounts at 70 degrees to four
pounds to the square inch. This tends to force the diaphrag-m
over and to expel the air from the other side. The thermostat
is connected both to the levers of the mixing damper in the end
of the pipe supplying- air to the room and to an air reservoir
in which a ten-pound pressure is maintained by means of an au-
tomatic compressor. The expansion of the vapor in the ther-
mostat opens a valve which permits the air at ten pounds press-
ure to operate directly upon the dampers, which it shifts to the
position necessary to maintain the desired temperature in the
room. The automatic reg-ulation is also applied to the steam
supply. Separate connections are made to each pair of heater
sections and each is controlled by a thermostat, which wall cut
off steam from the coils in succession as the outer air becomes
war m enough to make them unnecessary.
The g-lass area of the building- is 5 246 square feet, fig-uring-
the entire stone opening in each case. The exposed wall surface,
exclusive of the above g-lass area, is 14 717 square feet. In rooms
having the outside walls partly underground, only half the area
below grade is included. No allowance has been made for loss
through the ceiling of the second story, because the large quan-
tity of air discharged into the attic at 70 degrees, through the
vent flues, will keep it quite warm. The total number of cu-
bic feet of space heated is 395 763. Of this amount, 19 212 cubic
feet is in vaults and unoccupied rooms used for storage, in which
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but one chang-e an hour is figured; 128 250 cubic feet is in halls
and corridors, in which the air is to be chang-ed three times an
hour; and 24<S 301 is in occupied rooms, requiring- a chang-e of
six times per hour. This makes a total of 1 893 768 cubic feet
of air to be delivered per hour, or about 31 563 cubic feet per
minute. The 8' x 4' fan is estimated to handle 31 800 cubic feet
when running- at 147 revolutions.
The radiation must be sufficient to make good the loss
throug-h the walls and the glass and by ventilation. According
to Wolff's diagram of Loss of Heat from Walls, 17 heat units
are lost per square foot per hour through a 24-inch wall, when
the difference between inside and outside temperatures is 80 de-
grees. This makes the loss through the walls 250 189 heat units
per hour. The loss through windows according to Peclet for
the same difference of temperature is about 81 heat units per
square foot per hour, or a loss of 424 926 heat units. The loss
by ventilation will be the number of heat units which are con-
tained in the air passing out the vent flues in excess of the num-
ber of heat units contained in the air drawn in by the fan. If
the air leaves the room at 70 degrees and enters the fan at 10 de-
grees, then the loss will be the number of heat units necessary
to raise the total volume of air required per hour through 80 de-
grees. If one heat unit will raise 50 cubic feet of air one de-
gree, then the total volume of air divided by 50 and multiplied
by 80 will give the number of heat units lost by ventilation:
1 893 768 X 80^ 50 ^ 3 050 029 heat units. The total loss then
from the three sources is 3 725 144 heat units per hour. The air
delivered by the fan will, under maximum conditions, enter the
heaters at a temperature of -](> degrees and will pass over them
with a velocit}' of 900 feet per minute. The heaters contain
8,703 linear feet of 1-inch pipe and under the above conditions
about 75 pounds of water will be condensed per minute, which
is nearly 2 pounds per square foot of surface per hour and the
temperature of the air will be raised about 115 degrees. In one
pound of steam, at a pressure of 1»> pounds above the atmos-
phere, there are 1 186.5 heat units, while in 1 pound of water
of condensation there are 213 heat units, leaving 973.5 units
which are given oft' by the heating surface. The heat units
given off per hour by the condensation of 75 pounds of water per
minute would therefore be 75 X 60 X 973.5 — 4 380 750 heat
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units, which i)r()vidcs about 15 % in excess of the amount re-
quired.
An approximate rule for determinint^ radiatinj^ surface in
linear feet of 1-inch pipe for hot blast apparatus is to multiply
the quantity of air handled per minute by the difference between
inside and outside temperatures, and divide by 300. This would
g-ive 31 5(»3 X 80 : 3oo, which is nearly 8 417 linear feet, and is
a satisfactory check on the 8 703 provided. According- to Mill's
Rule, the building- would have required 5 338 square feet. This
is nearly double the 2 901, which is the equivalent in square feet
of the 8 703 linear feet provided, but one square foot of radia-
tion in front of a fan will condense nearly four times as much
steam as a square foot of ordinary radiation, so we have in real-
ity the equivalent of a little more than twice the surface re-
quired by Mill's Rule, but this surplus is necessary to provide for
the large quantity of heat lost by ventilation, as Mill's Rule
takes into consideration onl}'^ about one change of air per hour.
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BOOK REVIEW.
Tpieory and Calculation of Alternating Current Phe-
nomena. B}^ Charles Proteus Steinmetz with the as-
sistance of Ernest J. Berc. W. W. Johnson Compan}-,
New York.
The author of this book is the eng^ineer of the General
Electric Compan}' and as such he has had a larg"e experience in
desig^ning- the most recent types of alternating- current machine-
ry. His book has on this account special interest for the eng-i-
neering- student. The topics treated are first the g-eneral and
fundamental phenomena of alternating- currents such as found
in a number of our current text-books, and later such advanced
topics as theory of induction, motors, synchronizing- alternaters
and motors, hig-her harmonics in alternating- circuits, and vari-
ous problems in polyphase systems. The elementary topics are
not treated with the clearness required by the beg-inner and the
book can not be recommended to one not already familiar with
other books on the subject. But in the more advanced topics the
author's presentation is excellent and stimulating-. His use of
the complex variable, a development of his paper before the
Chicag-o Cong-ress of 1893, is particularly interesting- and valu-
able. The book is a substantial contribution to the literature
of alternating- current theory, and should be in the hands of all
advanced students.
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LOCOMOTIVE TESTS BY THE UNIVERSITY ON THE
ILLINOIS CENT AL R. R.
The students of the Mechanical Eng-ineering- department are
to be congratulated upon the excellent opportunities now open
tO' them' for' doing- "practical testing- work on locomotives.
Throug-h the kindness of Mr. Renshaw, Superintendent of
Machinery of the Illinois Central R. R., the department has had
three. standard locomotives equipped for complete road tests. A
series of tests has been in progress during- the spring- term on
eng-ines No. 409, Standard Freig-ht; No. 962, the fast passeng-er
of the. American t^-pe recently desig-ned by Mr. Renshaw and
built by the Brooks Locomotive Works; and eng-ine No. 623, a new
eng-ine desig-ned for use on the Mississippi division of the road.
The locomotives have been carefully arrang-ed for testing- by Mr.
Pollard, master mechanic, at Centralia, and by Mr. Whitney of
the Champaigfn shops, in consultation with Professor L. P.
Breckenridg-e of the Mechanical Engineering- department. The
usual run is from Champaign to Centralia, a distance of 125
miles, returning- the next day. The testing- crew consists of six
men under the supervision of Mr. Wood or Mr. McKee, assistants
in the Mechanical Engineering- Laboratory.
Various modifications have been made from time to time in
the steam distribution, method of reg-ulation, tj-pe of exhaust
nozzle, kind of coal, etc., in order to bring- out theadvantag-esor
economy of each special arrang-ement. Certain results have been
checked by tests "made in the round house, and careful measure-
ments and weig-hts have been taken of all parts of the engines.
Carefully. prepared reports are being- compiled, and it is believed
that much information of value will be furnished to the company.
With the facilities now at- hand for work of this nature, the
opportunities for special work in railroad eng-ineering- at the






Note—Vols. I-V of The Technograph were published as
Selected Papers of the Civil Eng-ineers' Club.
ABUTMENTS. U Ahiitinents. A cut showing the standard abutment as con-
structed on the A. T. & S. F. R. R. No. 3, p. 52.
ALUMINUM and /(,s Allftys By E. S. Keene. Gives results of tensile and
compressive tests of aiuminum and its alloys. No. 5, p. 49.
ARCHES.
A Few Points Concemimj the Strainn In a Masonry Arch. By Ira O. Ba-
ker. No. 3. p. 18.
TJie Pont- Y-Prydd Arcli. By W. D. Penc*. A history of the arch with
the leading facts in regard to its const! uction. No. 7, p. 19.
ARCHTTECTURE.
The Architectural Schools of the United States. By Edward C. Earl. No.
7, p. 47.
The Brcdd and Butter Side of Architecture. By C. H. Biackail. No. 0,
p. 4S.
Classification nf Arcliltcctural lUwitratitms. By .Tames M. White. No.
fi, p. 9.i.
Cta'islfi'iition of Arnhiter.tunil Styles. By N. Clifford Ricker. No. 8,
p. 91.
List of ArcJiitcctural Monuments. By N. Clifford Ricker. Gives the
most important examples of the different historical stylos. No. 8,
p. 97.
The Moldinijs of Early Architecture. By C. A. Gunn. Illustrated. No.
8, p. 107.
Japanese Temple Architecture. By Shigetsura Shiga, School of Tech-
nology. Ja])an. No. 6, p. 47.
Tlic World's Colundflan E-rposition from tlie Standpoint of ArcliitectMnd
Naturtd Selection in Architecture. By C. H. Biackail. No. 11, p. 2t).
Hotnnncsijuc Architecture. By GrantC. Miller. No. 10, n. 118.
Practice. By Arthur Peabody. No. 11, p. (Mi.
See Buildlny.
ASTRONOMY. A Clock for Everybody. By I. O. Baker. A simple method of
determining the time of day or night by the position of the heavenly




Lead nercrsihlc linttcricfi. By IJ. F. Swonson. Data from tosts upon a
battery of twenty-six cells. No. (i, p. -10.
Prlmarii Battery Tests. By W. G. Miller and W. H.Foster. Tests of
three open circuit batteries, two Gonda and one Mesco type. No. 0,
p. (54.
BLUE PRIXTING. By E. I. rantine. A brief description of the process of
Tiial<inir blue prints. No. 8, p. 24.
BOILERS.
Boiler Waters. By S. W. Parr. A study of the scah^-formins tendencies
of boiler waters. No. 11, p. SC).
Notes on Steam Boilers. By L. P. Breckenridge. Experience with a
blow-off pipe, water column connections and bulges. No. 8, p. 57.
Tests of Three Babcock iK: Wilcor Boilers at the VhumpaUjn Electric Light
ami Power Co.'s Station. By R. A. Wood. No. 9. p. 121.
Test of Enrjine ami Boiler of the Electrical Laboratory. By W. A. Mar-
tin and W. Snodgrass. No. 6, p. 54.
See Steam.
BREAKWATERS at Chicago. By S. C. Colton. A description of breakwaters
at Chicago. No. 1, p. 38.
BRICK.
Comparative Tests of Briek. By A. W. Gates and J. W. Page. A sum-
Tiiary of results of numerous tests on brick. No. 6, p. 118.
Brick-mtikinri on Sojith American R(tilroaih<. By P. Mogensen. A de-
scription of temporary brick fields. No. 7, p. 14.
' Experiments on Brick, By Ira O. Baker. An account of experiments
made in the Testing Laboratory of the University of Illinois, with
valuable tables. No. 3, p. 57.
Erjjcrimeyits on Paving Brick. By J. F. Fisher. Gives tables of strength,
absorbing power and specific gravity. No. 4. p. 40.
Impact and Abrasion Tests of Paring Brick. By H. J. Burt. Experi-
ments and recommendation of standard. No. 10. p. 03.
Manufacture of Paving Brick. By F. M. Spalding. No. 0, p. 00.
Notes on the Compressive Resistance of Brick. By Ira 0. Baker. Gives
the elTects of different methods of preparins the pressed surfaci's of




Relative Cost of Heavy vs. Reinforced Bridges. By Albert F. Robinson.
Gives discussion, with valuable tables of relative costs. No. 7, p. 72.
Foundations for Bridges. By Peter Mogensen. (Jives details in the con-
struction of masonry foundations where pumping is required. No. 6,
p. 25.
Strain Sheet and Estimate of Cost for a Pratt Trms Highway Bridge.
By A. B. F^oomis. Method of computing strains and of estimating
cost. No. 10, p. 32.
Strengthening Iron Railroad Bridges. By Ethan Philbrick. No. 2, p. 22.
Shop Insitcrtion of Bri<]ges. By C. O. Baughman. Defines tlie duties of
the shop inspector of bridge material. No. 7, p. 03.
Water- Ways for Bridges and Culverts. By A. N. Talbot, (iives fornii)-
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his for disfliargc and for area of water-way. Dnduces a now formula.
No. 2, p. 14.
nriLDiNG.
A Few Prinriplcs of Design of Metal Slxcletons for Tall BuildUiust. By
Peter Mogonsen. The deterniinatiini of winil stresses, design of con-
nections between beams and t-oliiinn and the effect of eccentric load-
ing of cohimns. No. 8, p. 7.
AparOnciit Houses. By Charles W. Noble. French, (lerman, English,
and Amei-ican designs with numerous plans. No. 8, p. US.
OiirNetrLibntryBuiltlinij. By J. M. White. A general description of
the University of Illinois Library Building. No. 11, p. .5. For heat-
ing and ventilation of same see p. 134.
Construction Notes froui the World'n Fair. By F. VV. Clark. No. 0, p. 88.
Tlte BuHilinn Problem in Chiearjo from an Etujiuccrinrj Standjioitit. By
Gen. VVm. Sooy Smith. No. 6, p. 9.
Railroad Slioi)s of the C. O. <V- (f. It. R. By Harlow Bacon. No. 11, p. 47.
Sec Foundations.
CEMENT.
Cement Lfdionitory Notes. By Mllo S. Ketclium. No. 11, p. 100.
Notes on Cement Lahoratory Work. By Ira O. Baker. No. 9, p. 10.").
Effect of Grindiny Mixed Sand andCement. By H. F. Reeves. Report
of experiments made l)y the author. No. 10, p. 90.
Relative Strcnyths of Hydraulie Cements. By H. C. Estee. A compari-
son of Portland and Rosendale cements. No. 10, j). 84.
See Mortars.
CHIMNEYS. T(dl Ciiimney Construction. By J. W. Kennedy. No. 8, p. 114.
COAL.
Tlie Proximate Analysis of Conl. By S. W. Parr. A method of using
porcelain crucible and Bunsen burners instead of the usual platinum
crucible and blast lamp. No. 9, p. 101.
Aindysis of lllUiois Coals. By S. W. Parr. No. 11, p. 91.
Heatiny Power of Illinois Coal. By R. B. McConney and F. II. Clark. A
summary of results of analysis and tests. No. 5, p. 22.
Some Moditicatio)is in tJic T'se of ThoniHoiVs Calorimeter for Coal Analy-
sis. By S. W. Parr. No. 11, p. 89.
COLI^MNS. Robinson's Column Fortnula. liy A. L. Bush and W. R. Roberts.
(Jives a comparison of Robinson's formula with empirical formula
and experiments. No. 2, p. .'i.
COMriTATIONS.
Raiiiil Comput(ttions. By C. L. Crabbs. (tives explanations and exam-
ples of short methods of multiplication atjd division. No. 3, p. 3.
An Idc(U System of Numl>ers. By A. N. Talbot. No. 4, p. 32.
Tlie TItonuis Computiny Marliine. By O. E. Strehlow. A description
with full directions for using. No. 8, p. 37.
CRIB. Sec Water-Works.
CULVERTS. Tiie Detcniiinalion of Water- Way for liridyes and Culrcrts. By
A. N. Taibot. No. 2. |). It.
DRIFT BOLTS.
Experiments on the Adhesive Power of Drift Holts. By John B. Tschar-
ner. No. 4, p. .V2.
Square Drift Bolts. By .1. H. Powell and A. E. Harvey. Gives the results
of experiments made to determin<> the holding power of scpiare drift
bolts. No. 5. p. 39.
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DAM. Tin K<uni>srilUl)(un. IJy S. T. Morsp. Description of dam and inothod
of rDiisiriK'lion witli estimate of cost. No. 10, p. Vm.
ELECTRIC LUmriyU. The Mont Econoinlcal Life and EgirMncn of InmmJcy-
cnt Imiiiiik. By VV. L. Abbott. No. 8, p. 04.
ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Horse Poivcr Test of an Electric Motor. ]{y II. M. Lyman.
(fives the results of a test made on a l.")-H. P. motor. No. <>, p. iKi.
Altvrnati; Current Motors. Hy H. V. Sweiison. No. 10, p. Tto.
The Alternate Current Transfornwr. By J. D. Morse and J. E. Pfetfer.
No. 10, p. 68.
See Eiiiiinis.
ELECTRO-MAGNETS. Some E.vi>erlniental Data on the Dcsl/jn of Electro-Mag-
ncU. By William Esty. No. <.», p. t)7.
ENGINES.
Gas Engine \'alve Setting. By W. H.Cornell and B. V. Swenson. Inves-
tigation by means of indicator cards of a cycle gas engine which
failed to work. No. 7, p. 43.
Electrie Lightluii hy Ga.^ Engines. By F. W. Rlchart. No. 11, p. 92.
Test of the Engine and Boiler of the Electrical Laboratory at Vie Univer-
sity of Illinois. . By W. A. Martin and W. Snodgrass. No. 6, p. 54.
ENGINEERING, City. DeUiils of a City En/jineer's Work. By E. I. Cantine.
No. 1, p. 34.
EDUCATION.
Hints to Stiuicnts- on the Education of ail Engineer. By Ira O. Baker.
No. 1, p. 43.
Mathenuitics and Construction in 'The Ecrde Dcs Beanx Arts.'' By James
M. White. No. 9, p. 61.
Last Words tothe Civil Engineering Seniors. By IraO. Baker. No. 8, p.
50.
The School of Merhanical and Civil Engineering at the University of I Hi-
nois. By Selim H. Peabody, LL.D., Regent. No. 5, p. .5.
The College of Engineering. By. VV. R. Morrison and P. Jungersfeld. A
brief history of the several departments of the College of Engineer-
ing of the University of Illinois. No. 9, p. 171.
McchanU'al Engineering Shops at the Unlix;rslty of Illinois. By L. P.
Breckenridge. No. 11, p. 86.
^?i Ideal System of Numbers. By A. N. Talbot. No. 4, p. 32.
See Hydraidies.
FOUNDATIONS.
A Bit of E.i;perlence wltii Piles in Chicago. liy Simeon C. Colton.
(lives the method used in driving piles for foundation of Edison
Light Co.'s Power House. No. 7, p. 13.
A Deep Pile FoundaVion. By C. J. Mitchell. Construction of foundation
for the I. C. passenger station at 12th street. Chicago. No. 7, p. 10.
Deep Pile Foundations in Chicago. I5y (ien. \Vm. Sooy Smith. No. 7,
p. 7.
See Bridges.
FREIGHT, Methods of Handling. By A. M. Munn. No. 8, p. 43.
HEATING AND VENTILATION of Residences. By .lames R. Willett. (Jives
practical rules for designing heating and ventilating lixtiires for
houses. No. 7, p. 79.
The Hot BUust System of Heating and Ventilation. By F. H. (Jreen and
T. Weinshenk. No. 10, p. 159.
Tlie Heating and Ventilation of the I'ninr.rsity of I II inol.<< Library Buihl-
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inij. By .1. M. Wliiie. A short description of tho liot blast system
installed in this l)uilding. No. 11, \). 134.
Test of a Hcdtinij Suskin. By L. P. Breckenridge. Report of a test
made on Dee. 28th and 39th, 1895, of the heating system in Engineer-
ing Hall. No. 9. p. Kil.
HydraaUc Labunttory lit the Uiiivcrxity nf IHhiDis. l{y Panl Chipman.
No. 11, p. 125.
ICE. Stiritiith of. By C. W. Beach. A. II. Munn and H. E. Reeves. A discussion
of tests made at the University of Illinois witli tabulated results of
experiments. No. 9, p. 38.
IXDHXTXa. Reddinij nnil Iiulc.rinij. By Ira O. Baker, (iivos valuable hints
on reading and on difTerent systems of indexing. No. 4, p. 11.
A Descriptive Imlcx of Some Typical Electric Light nnd Poicer Cent nil
Stations and Isolated Plants. By William Estey. No. 10, p. 173.
IXDICATORS. Effect of Pipimi Arranrieinents oil the Indicator Dinijrain. By
D. T. Randall. No. 11, p. .50.
IRR[GATIOXinthc Western States. By F. II. Eno. Gives cost per acre for dif-
ferent localities. No. 4, p. 38.
IROX,T)ic Manufacture of. By T. .1. Tresise. Gives the process of themanu-
facture of 'iron from its ores into the different forms and shapes used
in engineering structures. No. 3, p. 35.
LATHE TOOLS. Rclatirc Effli'iency of Different Cuttinij Antjles in Latlie Tools.
By E. S. Keene. Notes on experimmits, witli valuable tables. No. 6,
p. 78.
LETTERIXG. The Relatii'c Econvmij of Different Heights and Styles of Free-
hand Letters. By R. C. Vial. Results of experiments made by the
author. No. 10. p. 154.
LElELIXa.
Bannactru: The Coefficient In Foniiuht for. By Edward E. Ellison. No.
2, p. 25.
Precise Levels of the Missisxippi Ricirr Commission. By R. .1. Dickinson.
No. 6, p. 29.
LOCOMOTIVES.
Effects of Counterhalanrinij. By S. I). Bowden. An investigation of the
centrifugal effect of excessive counterbalancing, with table of results.
No. 5, p. 51.
Speed of Locomotives. By E. M. Benson. A discussion of the three con-
ditions of actual, possible and economical speed. No. 3, p. 1(5.
M.\(HL\E TOOLS. Cost per Pound. By W. H. Van Dervoort. Gives dia-
grams showing how tiie price per pound varies with different weights
of machines. No. 8, p. 74.
MA< in .\E SHOP. Meclianicnl Emjinecrinu Sliops at the University of I llinois.
By L. V. Brecken ridge. No. 11, p. 8(5.
M.KiXETlC DrSTRinirVlOX in Short Iron Cores. By VV. T. Campbell. No.
11. p. 117.
.U.I.so.V/n'. Tnmsverse Stren(jth of llritk Masonry. By iM. A. Earl and A. B.
Loomis. Gives the results of a series of tests made at tlie University
of Illinois. No. 7, j). 29.
lirohcn Ashlar Masmiry. By W. VV. Beadi. A study of the essential el-
ements to be considered in designing asiilar ma.sonry. No. 11. p. 112.
MECIIAXK'S. Acceleration of tin- Linhs of a Meclitniism. By G. A. (Jood-
enough. No. 11. p. 17.
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METAI..S. The I'riK'thitl 'niiiiKrliitjuf Steel. 15y \V. 1{. liiauclicr.
A paper lirinjj;inK out tlie fai-t of the rccalescence of steel aiul its ini-
portanco iti detormiiiiiig the tempering iieat. No. U, p. 44.
Mi:i«l'li V COLUMN. The Xcir Mercury Cohdnii at the I'liirersitii i>f lllhinis.
By Chas. II. Trego. A desc-riptioii of tlie coliiimi and rnetiiods of
using. No. 7, p. 104.
MOTOIiS. See FAertrir Motors.
MOHTAU.
E.vi>erhitent.s on the Stranjth tif Linie-Ceiiient ^f()rl(lrs. My I). II. Kin-
kead. No. 4, p. ;V.t.
Li tne-Cemcnt Mortars. By E. C. Eidnian, C. 1). Vail, F. H. Knd and .1.
II. Kn>derifkson. Te.sts of adhesive and cohesive strength of various
percent mixtures of lime with I'ortland and Uosendale cements. No.
-.. 1). CT.
StKjtir hi Mortar. By Ira O. Baker. No. "i, p. :.*9.
StreiKjtIi of Mortar in Masmiry. By Horace Dunaway. No. .'{. p. .'>.").
MlNfXG. The Dcsifii, of Top Work for Coal Mines. By W. F. Richart. No.
10. p. 22.
PA^'EMEXTS.
Tirick Parenie)U--<. By C. H.Snyder. (!ives the manner of laying, cost,
and durability of brick pavements. No. .'i, p. 49.
Cost of Brick Pavement. By A. D. Thomp.son. (iives cost of laying brick
pavements in Illinois. No. 5, p. 41.
Curbs tnul (intters. See Streets.
Wood, AspJialt, and Stfinc Pavements. By R. J. Cooke. Gives a brief
description of the various kinds of pavements. No. 3, p. 43.
Street Pavemoits. By L. Bush. (Jives the relative cost and durabil-
ity of asphalt, granite, wood, and brick paveinents. No. 1. p. 23.
PILE DRIVERS. Tntck Pile Driver. By Harlow Bacon. A description of
track pile driver used on C. O. & G. R. E. No. 11. p. 3S.
POWER STATIONS. Notes on an Electric Street liailiray [Vant. By W. A.
I{oyd. A brief test of the electric plant of the Champaign and Ur-
bana Electric Co. No. 5, p. (55.
PR! .\"I'S From Etched Metals. By L. W. I'eabody. A brief description of how
metals should be etched and how to print with them. No. 5, p. 63.
RAILROAD.
Rridijes and C^dvcrts, Water- Ways for. Sec Bridges.
A Remarkable Sink Hole on tlie C. B. & Q R. R. By R. A. Mather.
Theory of its existence, and method of constructing an embankment
over it. No. .5, p. 33.
Crossinij Froijs. By W. D. Pence. Gives data needed for ordinary frogs
and complete set of formulae for computing the separate parts of the
frog. No. 9, p. 2C}.
Deijree of Curve. By \Vm. I). I'ence. A review of the origin and devel-
opment of the deflection angle method of laying out railryad curves,
and discussion of a revised delinition of degree of curve. No. 10.
p. 145.
Tranxition Curves. By A. N. Talbot, (iives development of formulas
and tables for a general transition curve, with discussion of various
other forms. No. 5, p. 77.
Tin- Transition Spiral on Old Railway Curves. By Arthur N. Talbot.
An easy method of applying the transition curve to existing railroad
tracks. No. 10, p. 141.
IMJEX. 149
(rrttilc liciluctiiiH. A l'(iiiH<tiliist((iic('<if. By I''. K. Viiil. No. 7, |). (IT.
Grade Crnsshnis, htlcrlachUKj rs. rnitratctttd. Hy VV. M. Hay. No.."),
p. 43.
Itnproveincittx (HI ttie ('hic(i(ji>(iii(l Alton lidilroatl. By W. Hay. Reduc-
tion of gradi(Mits and o.xcpssive curves on a poi-tion of the C. it A. K. R.
No. 4. p. 111.
Muilcrn Iniiirdrcnii lit!-: hi Hnilniiids:. By .1. F. Clarkson. A classilicalion
of American improvements, witli t)rii'f mcntidn of tin' cliicf ones.
No. 3. J). 30.
Contour Maps in Lonttion of RiiUroiKls. By E. L. Morse. No. 2, p. 11.
Notes on Moiintnin lidilrodil Locution. By A. N. Talbot. No. 1, p. .51.
See Lixinnotivis.
Notes on tlicOvcrjhiir tif the I. ('. li. I\. in Lonisiond. By E. O. Strchlow.
No. 7, p. .58.
!<€€ Street RaUir<iys.
Field WorJi of a Recent Roilrodd Niorci/. By L. Bush, (iives a desci'ip-
tion of a railroad survey in two western territories of the U. S. in
]SS'.). No. 4. p. ].
Rdilroad Sliopx. See linildim,!-
R. R. Teleiirdpli ("oustruction. ]iy ,J. H. Young. Specificalions of T. H.
& B. R. R. with notes on construction. No. 11, p. 12!t.
Siirrcjiinij. Hints Rildtiiiii lo Ihe Pnut ice of . By A. C. Schwartz. No. 9.
p. 141.
Notes on a Re-Surve]i. By B. A. Wait. Gives the method of makinji a
re-survey of a main trunk line. No. 5, p. 38.
The Rc-ddjiistnioit of Lonij Ritilrodd Tiinijeiits. By W. D. Pence. Gives
a system for re-surveying railroads for tlie pui'poseof correcting lat-
eral deflections. No. S, p. 2'.t.
'riiiniel. Cunstniction of, dt Hdiiiilldit. (hit. By I'eter Mogeusen. De-
scription of work and meiiiods of construction. No. 10, p. 11.
Tiini-tdhle Vroijs. ByMiloS. Ketchum. An investigation of llie relations
of the various parts, with formulas and papers to aid in tlie proper
design and arrangement of tracks in a round house. No. 8, p. 18.
Tiirnonts, <(J^ Apiiro.rinidte Method of Laninij (hit. Extract from R. R.
(.iazette. May 14, 188(5, p. 33(5. No. 3, p. 53.
Turnouts, EnuivdlentVircnldr Curves for. By R. C. Vial. No. 7, p. 109.
Turnouts, Some Track Prohleiiis. By A. N. Talbot. Gives the solution of
a number of track problems. No. 3, p. 3".i.
R^lUNLW LL. Rdtes of Md.riiniini Riiiiifdll. By A. X.Talbot, (.iives diagrams
of rates of rainfall over numerous sections of the United States. No.
(), p. 103.
RICKER,N.C. a liioiiidiihii. By C. I). McLane. No. 10. p. 7.
RHKOST.M'S. Prdcticdl Construction of Riiiostiils for FAectric Fh nitors. By
V. M. Everett. No. 11, p. 32.
Rl ]'FTI\a. Field. By /. Foster. Gives data on tiie cost of riveting. No. (i. J).
R I \'FR (i^[(i IN(j. By Horace Dunaway. (iives computation of discharge of
Mississippi at Watson's Landing, Ky., April 10, 18'.K). No. (3. p. 31.
ROADS.
Nolis on the Rood (jiieslioii. liy E. E. Barren. ( Jives the actual amount
of road and bridge tax collected in ten counties of Illinois for tlie year
1892. No. 7. p. ()1.
I'drimi of Roods. I'.y E. M. Benson. .No. 4, p. 2C..
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lini'l-: DIxl \'iy(r. Hy F. L. Buntoii. A brit'f dist-iission and data of ropr trans-
niission in Chicago. No. .5, p. 35.
>7,'H',1'.7;. Tin- lltictcrhihujUiil E.raminatinn nf. By R. .1. Dickinson. Gives
I lie out lint' of u good mctiiod of conducting experiments. No 7, p. 5t).
Siiriiijv Dixjjiisdl. By John B. Tsciuirner. A review of methods used for
sewage disposal with their rehitive merits as regards efticiency and
cost of oix'ration. No. 3, p. 9.
Sewers. l)i(i<inua fur Flow in Pii)e Sewers Acc<>r<rui(j to Kuttcr's FDnniihi.
By A. N. Talbot. No. 6, p. 70.
The Scweraije of the World's Colmnbhui E.riiosition. By C. B. McClure
and F. M. Spalding. No. 7, p. 93.
^^<n^uf<t(^trlre of Vitrified Sewer Pipe. By Wm. C. Kiingclhoefer. No. (5,
p. 83.
SHOl'S. Si/.s/cm in it Ticlnncal School Shnp. By VV. H. Van Dervoort. No. '.»,
p. 55.
SI SKIXG FUND. Cuhiilittiiui of SiiiLiiiii Fiaid. By Peter Mogensen. No. 11,
p. 40.
SII'IIOX.
A Bin Siphon. By J. N. Chester. A description of a siphon 935 ft. long,
with a maximum lift of 23 ft. and a head of only 2 ft. No. 7, p. 37.
Flun^ of Witter Through Sipltons. By M. S. Ketchum. Abstract of thesis
giving results of experiments. No. 10, p. 48.
S^rOKE-PREVENTING. Tests of a. Fti mace. Note from thesis by Mc Kee and
(Jilliland. Experiments with a steam jet smoke preventing device.
No. 5, p. 23.
SPECIFICATIONS. Eeonomieal SpeciflC(ition.s and lieqaireiiicnts. By E. L.
Abbott. No. 1, p. 9.
See Railroads.
STEAM, Tlie Generation of. By A. C. Broucher and W. B. Broucher. Some
general facts in regard to every-day phenomena, and practical appli-
cation of observed facts in the economical production of steam .
No. 8, p. 81.
STONE, Costof Dressitnj. By R.J.Cook. Gives cost by hand and machine.
No. 4, p. 8.
STREETS.
Walk. Cement. By R. A. Mutiicr. Description with tables of cost of
cement walk laid about the Kniversity of Illinois. No. 0, p. 7(i.
Cii lbs itnil Gutters. By F. R. Williamson. Gives forms and practical
methods of construction. No. 5. p. 29.
Iniproretnents at the Universltt/ of I llinois. \i\ J. C. Quade. Description
iind costof pavement, cement walks and concrete bridge. No. 10, p. 101.
STREET RA ILWA YS.
Grip Fares for Cable Roads. By F. W. Richart. A brief discussion with
tables of life of dies and cables. No. 5, p. 15.
Cable Street Railwans. By William Barclay. A brief description of the
construction and eciuipment of cable railways. No. 2, p. 7.
Efficienrti Tcstof Vrhitna and Chnmpitiijn Electric Street Railicaii. By
C. H. Trego and O. E. Goldschmidt. Gives a complete description of
the railway and the results of several preliminary tests and of a gen-
eral test in which readings were taken all along the line and at the
station for every minute from fi A. M. to 11:30 P. M. Complete set of




Ai'ciiidtf Chuinhiij in City SitnH'yhKi. Hy L. K. Fischer. No. 10, p. 170.
I{<iilrii(nl Siirveiihiij. Sec lidilnxid.
Tiii)(iiir<ti)hic(tl Surrcfi of tlte City af St. Louis. By Oliver VV. Connel,
Assistant Eiigineor. (iives in brief the object of the survey and
methods of doinjj the work. No. 5, p. fl.
Notc-^ on Topoiiniiiliiiiil SitrrcyiiKj. Hy C. VV. Clark. Gives the general
methods used in topographical surveying. No. 1, p. 12.
r. S. iSin r(.i/.s- /)( IHitwis. Hy J. A. Ockerson. A general description of
the triangulation systems in Illinois together with the importantlines
of levels in the same state. No. 11, p. 8.
T SQIAHE. Ati Iinproccil. Hy '. R. Clark and M. J. Hammers. No.'.), p. 85.
TELEGRAPH COXSTRrCTlON. See Railronds.
TERRA COTFA. Maiinfartitre and L'scs of. Hy C. .1. Hutterlield. No. fi, p. 37.
TIMBER. Washington Fir. Hy G. W. Bullard. Its value as a building ma-
terial. No. it, p. 9SI.
TRIAXGT^LATIOX. See Surveyinu.
TUNXELS. Alterations in tite W<ishin(iton Street Tunnel. (Iticaijo. Hy F. J.
Tresise. No. 4. p. »)2.
See Railroad.
WINDPRESSIRE. Hutton's Formula for Normal Wind Pressure. By VV
D. Pence. A deduction of the formula. No. 1, p. 27.
WATER SUPPLY.
Stnirces of Water Supiily F<n- Cities. By Warren R. Roberts. No. 1, p. 4(5.
Chemical Survey of the Water Supplies of T Uinois. By ArthurW. Palmer.
IJescription of work in progress under the direction of the author.
No. 10, p. 40.
WATERWORKS.
The Four-Mile Crib, Chicaiio. By Simeon C. Colton. Gives method of
its construction and placing. No. o, p. 17.
Inspection of Water Pipe Laying. By R. P. Brower. Details of work of
inspector on construction of small plants. No. 10, p. 42.
Water-works Xotes. By R. P. Brower. Notes from Illinois Plants. No.
11, opposite p. 140.
TANKS, Bottoms for. By John A. Lowry and Paul Chipraan. A comparison of
the different styles of tank bottoms with regard to efficiency, appear-
ance and cost. No. 8, p. 4G.
The Prevention of W<iter Waste. By .1. C. Mitchell. Gives sources of
wastes with some remedies. No. 4, p. 28.
77/ERMAL RELATIOXS.
Representation of Thermal Relatiinis Ity ^feansof the Temperature En-
Imiihy Diaijrani. Hy (i. \. ( Joodcnough. No. 10, p. 10.).
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This magazine is the foremost in the world devoted to
municipal work. It has been said of it that "its volumes
constitute the really valuable literature on the subject of
(T'^C^ "' " "^—^C"""""""^ municipal engineering."
'
^^^ ^^i£^r^^^^^ f It received the World's Fair
Award for excellence.
From Detroit Journal.—Municipal Engineering
has been a large factor in an educational way in the
remarkable progress in the improvement of cities.
From Philadelphia Press.—Municipal Engineer-
ing is itself a good example in enterprising and pro-
gressive work.
From Kansas City Times.—Municipal Engineer-
ing is the most helpful publication in America to all
who are interested in public improvements.
From Boston Herald.—Municipal Engineering is
full of valuable technical and professional information.
From Sacramento (Cal.) Record-Union.— Every
municipal officer in the land ought to have and read
Municipal Engineering,
From the Tacoma (W^ash.) Daily Ledger.—The
standard of Municipal Engineering is high.
Every number contains special articles by leading authorities. It gives all current in-
formation on new methods and ideas. It answers questions from subscribers on technical
matters. It contains the latest contracting news from the entire country.
A monthly magazine of 128 pages, illustrated.
Subscription
—
$2.00 a year; single copies, 25 cents ; they are worth too much to
be sent gratuitously. Address,
.,
Munkipal Engineermg Co./f^ltwashlllgTo;^^^^^^^
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Endorsed by Many Leading Institutions. Send for Circulars and Prices to
l'le;iso iiu'iitidii Tii i: Tkcii no(.k APii. COLUMBIA, Pa.
.1 /> 1 i:rtisements.
GIVES PROMINENCE TO
MUNICIPAL AND BUILDING ENGINEERING
WHICH INCLUDES
Watei -Works (Construction and Operation), Sewerage, Bridges,
Metal Construction, Pavements, Subways, Road Making,
Docks, River and Harbor Work, Tunneling, Foun-
dations, Building Construction, Industrial Steam
and Power Plants, Ventilation, Steam and
Hot-Water Heating, Plumbing, Lighting,
Elevator and Pneumatic Service.
"The PUo< ess of this piihlication haj< been marked in many ways; not only has it
become a source of proHt to its iirojector but it has been of incalculable
value to tlie general public whose interests it has always served."Ci"fi«-
ii.iri Gazette.
"It stands as a fine example of clean and able journalism.' —Raitroaii Gazette.
Fublishetl Saturdajs at 377 Pearl St., NEW YORK.
$5.00 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPY, 12 CENTS.
THE EXGJXEEKING RECORD is the recognized medium
for advertisements inviting proposals Jor all Municipal and
U. S. Government Engineering^ and Public Building Work. Its
subscribers include the experienced and reliable Contractors and
Manufacturers of Engineering and Building Sutplies in all sec-
tions of the United States and Canada. The RECORD'S valu*
to secure competition in bids is therefore obvious.
When in Need of
BUILDING OR PAYING PURPOSES
lilVE YOUK ORDKR TO
SHELDOH BRICK CO.,
MANlTACTnRERS OF
Red Front, Paving and Common Brick,
.\Nn IiK.XLERS IN
SAND AND GRAVEL.
Office—No. 39 Nell Street. Champaign.
Yards— Vi Mile North of Court Hou.se, Urbana.
WluMi aiisweriiip advertisements, please iiu-ntiDii Thk TechnogKAIMI
Telephones— Office 6.





Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention Is
probably patentable. Communications strictly
confidential. Oldest agency for securing patents
in America. We have a Washington cfl^oa.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. leceiTe
special notice in the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
beautifully illustrated, largest circulation of
any scientiflc journal, weekly, terms $3.00 a year;
f l.oO SIX months. Specimen copies and UAND
Book on Patents sent free. Address
MUNN & CO.,
361 Broadway, New York.
eating and jPentilation.
PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT
145-6 WORLD BUILDING, NEW YORK.
Tlio only poriodical in lln' world kx-
Ci-USIVELY devoted to this field of en-
gineering.
It has rapidly risen, until to-day its
high standing is universally acknowl-
.-dged.
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This cut is a fac-siniile of Hellows" Heam Mieionieter. a lifrht, con venicnt and valuable
instrument for all Mechanics tlesirintr close measurements. It has all of the accuracy of
the ordinary Micrometer, and is only limited in raiifre by the lentrth of its beam. The beam
is provided with two heads, one fast, the other loose. The loose head is dove-tailed to the
beam, open on one side and Hush with face of the beam, which g-reatly facilitates its adjust-
ment, and is provided with a micrometer screw, havinfr one-half inch adjustment. Set in
the face of the loose head on an anple of ten degrees, and held in place by a thumb nut on
the reverse side, is a hardened stop, which being angular on its sides and having no bearin^r
on its bottom, will always adjust itself in exactly the same position. The beam is divided
in half inches by the insertion of steel pins, and the loose head is quickly and accurately
set by bring-inir the stop in its face to bear against them, and when set isi held in position
by a locking screw and nut which acts like a gib, bringing the head to place without any
crowding or twisting, such as is liable to occur when held in the usual manner.
Fig. 2 is a section of the micrometer screw, nut and fastening device.
A is a tapering nut split through on one side its entire length, and part through on the
other, and in case of wear, is contracted by means of the nut B. To compensate for wear
on the Micrometer screw and anvil, the shell is made adjustable: and is held by the taper-
headed screw C expanding the Micrometer screw. D is a split bushing which is contracted
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NOTES ON SKETCHING.
Addressed Principally to Architects.
By Frank Forrkst Frederick, Professor ok Art and Design.
I would not have consented to contribute to the columns of
a technical journal, where I fear I shall be but a cat in a strange
garret, had I not felt that there were two matters upon which I
could speak to the advantage of architectural students.
I. The reason why the art of sketching is not so general as
formerly, and suggestions for a return to its practice.
II. The reason why the methods and mediums employed
should depend upon the subjects, and suggestions for more artistic
sketching upon the part of architects.
I.
It is, fortunately, no longer necessary for the student of arch-
itecture to study in foreign schools in order to learn the elements
of his art, but no architect deceives himself by thinking it unnec-
essary to travel abroad. To study in Europe, and sketch its
famous buildings, should be the ambition of every architect—an
ambition easily attained in these days of cheap and rapid travel-
ing. This need of study is very generally realized as the number
of architectural traveling scholarships offered, and the number
of applicants for them—to say nothing of the far greater number
who go unaided—testifies. At least one large architectural school
offers a summer course which takes the student to Europe upon
a sketching trip, and in almost every European city tliere are clubs
6 Till: Ti:CII.\('Gh-AI'll
of architects who make pilgrimatjjes for the purpose of study by
means of drawing. Notwithstanding, among students in schools
and other amateurs, the practice of sketching is not so general as
formerly, and to account for this there are several reasons.
The wonderful developments in the art of photography have
made it possible for anyone to secure pictures of almost every
building now standing ; and the traveler is met at the door of
every structure by a vender of photographs who, for a small sum,
will furnish him with pictures of every crack and cranny in
the place. These photographs are generally excellent, often
taken under the direction of architects, and many times taken
under the most favorable conditions of light or air—conditions
which may occur but once or twice in a year. And if the traveler
is particular to secure a certain view of a certain thing, he has but
to " press the button " of his own pocket camera and it is his.
Compared with buying photographs and taking snao shots, the
art of sketching seems tedious and a waste of time, and the young
architect, especially if he hails from the Hustling States of Amer-
ica, goes merrily on to the music of his kodak click.
The development of the art of photography has made possible
the various reproductive processes by which reproductions of
drawings, paintings and photographs are made with great rapidity
and slight cost. As a result, illustrations which a' few years ago
could not be produced for the wealth of the world, are now given in
the ten cent magazines, and the majority of architectural journals
depend almost entirely upon their illustrations to arouse interest
in their columns. To lose the art of reproducing drawings would
set the cause of art back some centuries, yet the blessing of cheap
and unlimited illustrations works some harm to the cause of art,
for, with every book, magazine and pamphlet full of illustrations,
the young architect thinks it unnecessary to make drawings
himself.
The drawings which are reproduced, especially in architectural
journals, are generally so excellent that the student is discouraged
when he compares his work with that which is published. He
forgets that many drawings look better in the reproduction than
in the original, that many drawings are made at large scale and
are reduced in size in the process of reproduction
—
giving the
impression of very fine work, be\-ond the power of the most skilled
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draughtsman to copy. The journals themselves must be blamed
for much discouragement on the part of students, for. in the race
for variety and attractiveness they often publish as sketches works
which are not sketches, but highly finished studies. And methods
are employed in the reproductions, as rouletting, tinting, etc.,
which improve the illustrations but were lacking in the original
sketch. It is to be expected that the amateur will be deceived
and will be discouraged when he sees his own attempts.
Furthermore teachers are many times responsible for the lack
of ability, and therefore of interest, in sketching. Their favorite
method of sketching may be with charcoal, or pencil, or oil,
according to their favorite class of subjects, and, not realizing that
a medium very successful and useful in the hands of one student
may be useless in those of another, they do not instruct their
students in the methods of handling the various materials used in
art study. For example : A stick of charcoal may be the best
possible medium for sketching a Norman tower appearing above
a mass of foUiage, but it is certainly not suitable for an accurate
drawing, at sketch book scale, of the ornament about the doorway
of the tower. Yet, by many art teachers, charcoal is held to be
the only medium to be used in art study, and it is to be expected
that their students will try to do all kinds of sketches in that one
medium and fail in the attempt. No architect can expect to
acquire the knowledge of paint, crayon, pastel, etc., held by the
artist who devotes his entire time to their study and use, but it is
a simple matter to learn enough of these mediums to use them
successfully in sketching.
A sketch is "a rapid or off hand presentation of the essential
facts of anything: — a delineated memorandum ; a slight indica-
tion of an artist's thought, invention or recollection." To sketch
is " to present the essential facts of. with omissions of details ; to
describe or depict in a general, incomplete and suggestive way."
Sketches are not works of art for exhibition purposes, but are
notes or memoranda, and this the amateur seldom realizes. The
difference between a sketch and a study is also not generally
understood. A sketch presupposes not haste, but the rapidity of
execution which comes from thorough knowledge of the subjects
sketched— " The art of leaving out is the proof of perfect acquaint-
ance with the art of putting in." A study is "a sketch executed
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as an educational exercise, as a memorandum or record of observa-
tions or effects, or a guide for a finisJicd production."
So many rules upon selection of subject, point of view, sketchy
treatment, suggestive line, etc., etc., have been laid down (proba-
bly by those who could write better than sketch) that the average
amateur regards sketching as something beyond the power of any
but the genius, and is frightened away from the practice of one of
the easiest, quickest and most satisfactory methods of securing
and preserving information. It is not even necessary to be a good
draughtsman to be able to make valuable sketches ; that is,
valuable to the one who made them, if to no one else ; but a good
drawing always tells the truth, and is therefore of more value,
even if it be immediately erased. Let the architectural student
then draw anythmg and everything (and the range of choice is
wide), but let him make studies as well as sketches of the things
he draws, and think of their beauty and value— not of the pictures
he is making. Let him be " practical " if he wishes, and draw
only those things which he knows he can use immediately in his
profession. Let him draw anything (nothing is too small or
simple), so long as he draws at all, for in the drawing he is culti-
vating his sense of proportion, his appreciation of beauty, and his
skill of hand. The architectural student in the vacation time of
his school days, or the practicing architect on a holiday, who
sketches and studies, returns to his drawing table and T square
with a clearer eye, with imagination stimulated, and with a deeper
appreciation of the dignity of his profession.
IL
It is needless to say that the holder of a traveling scholarship,
or any student who will spend the time and money necessary to
travel for study, will realize the value of drawing. It is customary
for these travelers, upon their return, to exhibit their sketches at
the school or club which may^ have granted the scholarship, or
privately, or in the columns of architectural periodicals. It is
interesting to note that every good draughtsman has a style or
manner of his own — a very desirable thing, for without individu-
ality art would be dead indeed— but it is not so interesting to
note that ninety-nine out of a hundred architects not only have a
style or manner of their own, but do everything^ their one method.
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Some affect black ink on rough paper, a lead pencil on smooth
paper, some put a wiry and crooked line around everything, and
others end each line with a small black blot; and whether they are
sketching a minaret standing dark against the moon-lit sky, or the
dome of Saint Paul's in a London drizzle, they try to adapt the
subject before them to their own little way of doing things.
Hence, when an artist looks over the portfolio of the architect
he has a feeling of missing something— the sketches do not tell
enough— they seem exercises in technique only, and it seems a
pity that opportunities to secure valuable material should have
been missed— lost because they were beyond the power of the
medium and method employed. If it is said that the architect
does not see things as the artist sees them, the answer must be
that it is the architect's loss, and his first duty should be the culti-
vation of an artist's point of view. Who more than the architect
should appreciate the beauty of the silhouette of a spire against
the sky, or the color of buildings and bridges old and new, or the
composition made by buildings and their surrounding trees or
lesser buildings, or the building and the river bank upon which it
may by chance stand ? Each of these beauties, and many others,
can be best suggested by some one method or combination of
methods. Why not use the color box for the old buildings, a
value of charcoal for the spire ? And if necessary even the line
with the little black blot at the end of it will best express the
subject.
Vour old traveler smiles when he hears the man who has
crossed the ocean once say that he simply puts a tooth brush in
his grip and starts. The old traveler's trunks are the terror of
cabbies, and if he is an Englishman he even takes his bath tub.
In the same way the veteran draughtsman goes prepared to sketch
whatever may appeal to him, whether it be a poplar tree of
Normandy, the vibrating color of Saint Mark's facade, or the detail
of a bit of ornament from some iron bound chest of old Germany.
He does not, like the amateur, attack the art of Europe with one
lead pencil and a block of paper.
The drawings here reproduced were selected from my port-
folio in the hope that they would arouse interest in the art of
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sketching[, and to illustrate the statement that the method and
medium should depend upon the subject. The originals will be
gladly shown to anyone interested to compare them with the
reproductions.
Before speaking of the drawings, the two methods employed
in their reproduction must be described and compared. New
methods are discovered daily, and every craftsman has methods
of his own; but, briefly, a line drawing (Plate II * ), is repro-
duced as follows : A photograph of the drawing is made of the
size it is to be upon the printed page. From this negative a print
is made upon a sensitized metal plate coated with albumen,
bitumen, or gelatine. This coating, when exposed to the light,
becomes hard and remains upon the plate when the remainder is
washed away. It will be remembered that in a negative the parts
that are to be white are opaque and the darks transparent, there-
fore the sensitized plate is affected by light only where darks are
wanted in the picture, and when the plate, after washing, is im-
mersed in acid, the unprotected areas are eaten away, leaving the
protected lines at their original elevation. If an inked roller is
passed over the plate it will come in contact with the raised lines
and these will print upon the paper the. desired reproduction of
the original.
The photograph, and all the drawings not in line (as Plate I *),
were reproduced by the half-tone process. In this process a
sheet of glass or gelatine, ruled with very fine lines, is placed
between the original and the lens. This is photographed upon
the negative with the picture and is the flat tint appearing in all
half-tones. The object of this film is to cut the masses of value,
which would otherwise all reproduce as black, into lines to permit
the action of the acid upon the plate in the later stages of the
process.
In the first process, called zinc-etching, since the plates used
are generally of zinc, nothing but lines can be reproduced— no
tints, gradations, or masses other than blacks. In the half-tone
process the presence of the photograph of the film makes white
an impossibility, and, except in very carefully made and printed
plates, blacks are so reduced by the film as to print as grey.
* The se%'eral plates of this article are found in order between pages
14 and 15.
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Plate I, (original size 65 8 in.xg,'^ in., an unfinished
drawinp; of an aisle in Westminster Abbey), may be said to be
both a study and a sketch, for the vaulting was carefully and fully
worked out, while the lower part was merely suggested or
sketched. It was drawn on very rough water-color paper with
sepia. Warm sepia was selected simply because it is to me a
pleasant medium, but it was put upon the rough paper with a dry
brush for the reason that the crumbling age of the old stones
could by that means be best expressed. The wall of the choir,
seen between the piers to the left, was put in with a wet brush, for
I did not wish to represent detail, character of surface, or any-
thing beyond the fact that the wall was there.
Pl.ate II, (original size 3 m.xc^yi in., a sketch of the
Houses of Parliament ), was executed in ink on tracing paper
placed over an unsuccessful sketch in wash. This building is
" Perpendicular Gothic," with all the vertical paneling, shallow
buttresses, pinnacles, finials, etc, that characterize the style. The
effect at a distance, especially the sky-line, is of a forest of spires
clearly outlined and full of detail. To e.xpress this in a few lines
in a few moments, in other words to sketch the building and lose
none of its character, was the problem. Pencil was too weak,
ciiarcoal too clumsy, a brush used wet or dry was too soft, but
ink lines drawn with a pen in short vertical touches gave the
desired effect— to me at least. It will be noticed that the style
of line changed to suggest the low flatness that characterizes
Westminster bridge.
Plate III, (original size 414^ in.Xg^ in., a street in the
old town of Canterbury), was sketched upon gray crayon paper.
The drawing was made with a soft pencil and washed over with
a tint of ivory black. The shadows were washed again with a
darker tint. Ihe dark accents were worked out with the point of
the brush with pigment taken directly from the pan, and the lights
were added with Chinese white. This is an exceedingly quick
method of getting effects, and was employed partly for that
reason, but more because it gave the feeling of the scene.
The grey town had been well washed by a brisk shower, and the
sun, shining on the wet surface, gave a brilliancy that could have
been best suggested with the contents of the color-box. Hut
colors were out of the question, for trains leave town whether
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sketches are finished or not, and so this method was used, A
pencil or a pen drawing would have given no satisfaction, for
they could not express enough of the elements in the scene that
appealed to me.
Plate IV (original size 8 >^ in.XQ^! in.) is a sketch of the
entrance to Canterbury Close. The drawing was made with quite
a soft pencil upon water color paper and partly washed with a
tint of ink ( Higgins" Waterproof, diluted with water). The darks
were picked out with ink directly from the bottle. The sky, fore-
ground, and parts of the walls and roofs were left of the original
whiteness of the paper, but in the reproduction the [)hotograph of
the film gives a flat tint that rather improves this particular sketch.
Sketches of this kind, on account of their effectiveness and the
rapidity with which they can be made, are very useful in studying
composition — several sketches of the subject to be studied can be
made from different distances or positions, the propositions set-
tled, the darks blotted in, etc., and the best selected for more
careful work. This was the method of sketching generally em-
ployed by the old masters— Rembrandt, especially, used it con-
tinually. Turner, in his early work, used it constantly in
architectural sketches, and to such good adva.ntage that these
have never been surpassed.
I'L.ATES V AND VI, (original size 6^ in.x63/; in., it will
be noticed that all the drawings were made quite large) are
two reproductions from the same sketch. After finishing the
sketch on Plate IV, I moved nearer the entrance and made a
more detailed drawing, for I felt that the detail, which could
not be shown in the first sketch, was of sufficient interest to
be noted. The drawing was made upon smooth white paper with
a very soft pencil. As I look at the sketch I see that I must have
started with the lead well pointed and finished with it worn and
somewhat flattened. The drawing looked flat and uninteresting
when finished, and so some of the lines were strengthened with
ink (the ever useful fountain pen), as can be seen in the reproduc-
tion. By making the shadow darker under the awning, I brought
that forward, and the darker touches upon the gateway itself
accented the weather-worn stonework and gave the whole thing
solidity. Plate VI is a zinc-etching from the same sketch intro-
duced here for comparison. It will be seen, contrary to general
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belief, that pencil lines, if drawn with vigor and clearness, will
reproduce as dark as pen lines— in fact it is impossible to dis-
tinguish them. While the vigor of white contrasting with black,
as seen in Plate VI, is very desirable, it does not make up for
the delicacy and truth seen in Plate \', which is lost in the zinc-
etching.
Plate VII (same size as original sketch) is a sort of "short
hand" method of drawing which I fancy will not meet with
approval among architects. It is, however, a very useful method
where considerable is to be suggested in a short time. This was
sk*etched with a fountain pen upon a sheet of the paper sold with
the reversible covers at the University blue-print room. Under
the circumstances the only method which could have been used
in place of the pen would have been the pencil, but the result
would not have been so satisfactory for the nervous,." touchy,"
technique forced upon me by the uncertainty of the length of time
at my disposal would have resulted, in pencil, in a mess.
The photograph reproduced upon Plate VIII is a snap shot
taken from the west front of Amiens Cathedral. It seemed to me
a very pleasing composition, but, not having time to sketch it, I
made the memoranda (also reproduced upon Plate\'III), from
which, with the assistance of the photograph, I could make a
study in color which would be quite truthful. It is a common
practice among artists to use photographs and memoranda in this
wa\-, and there is no reason why it would not be a method of equal
value to the architect.
The Dover-Calais boat, original size 5^2 in. X 9^ in. ( Plate \T II)
was drawn with a brush on Whatman's cold pressed drawing
paper. It appears slight and hasty enough to be the merest sketch,
but is really a careful study. Picture a sky as blue as ever spanned
that turbulent channel. The white chalk cliffs of the Dover shore.
The group of hotels and houses upon the curving beach. The
green water with a heavy ground swell that twisted and broke the
reflection of the black iron hull of the steamer into strange and
ever changing shapes. And then add the fresh sea breeze — so
refreshing after a hot ride from London— and, if you will, the
odors of " Lun-ch now bee-ing served, sir, honly three and six, sir ;
"
and then think of the nerve of any one who would try to draw.
An P.nglishman would never have attempted it unless he had time
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to go into the thing thoroughly. A Frenchman would have taken
some charcoal and secured the values the relative dark and
light of the sky, cliff and water, if he had done nothing else. A
German would have drawn the proper number of bricks in the
hotel chimney even if he had left out the boat. A Japanese
would have looked for the most striking and telling line or spot
in the composition and noted it. He might have seen the shore
line and drawn its great sweep— in which case he would have put
it in a horizontal rather than a vertical rectangle. Or, he might
have seen, as I did, trying to put myself in the spirit of the
Japanese, the boat and its reflection and made that the prominent
feature, with all else subordinate. Japanese art is much studied,
because their artists possess the ability to seize the important
elements and let the rest go. They have the power of character-
ization, caji analyze, and have learned the value of style. A
Japanese draughtsman would not have tried to represent that
reflection just as it appeared at any one time, but by study would
have determined the general character and style of such a reflec-
tion upon such a sea and would have tried to represent a type.
The pen sketch of the towers of Westminster Abbey, Plate
VI 1 1, is one of two reproductions made from the same draw-
ing. Plate IX is reproduced the same size as the original,
while the reduction is one ninth the original area. It is hoped
that the opportunity to compare the two will be of assistance not
only to students of methods of sketching but to students of the
technique of pen work.
The first drawing on Plate X (original size 5^ in.xS in.),
was in soft pencil on German drawing paper—a paper having
considerable grain, but not so rough as Whatman's. The repro-
duction by the half-tone process did not do the study justice.
The flat tint upon the areas left white in the drawing pievented
the contrasts desired between them and the darks and there was
a monotone effect—something almost never desired. There is, of
course, no such thing as color in anything not executed in colors,
yet we are so accustomed to associate certain values or tones with
colors that we sometimes say, as in the case of this reproduction,
that it lacked color. The proper balance of light, half-tone, and
dark was, however, very nearly secured by "tooling" or cutting
away the surface of the plate, as the sky, the glass in the nearer
window, and the edge of the sidewalk, which secured white.
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Between the windows is printed in as large letters as possible :
"The Old Curiosity Shop Immortalized by Charles Dickens."
This was left out for obvious reasons.
Plate V. could have been greatly improved by cutting out the
sky, foreground, awning, and some lights upon the buttresses, but
it was left as it is to better illustrate the difference between the
two processes.
The last drawing selected to illustrate these notes is a sketch,
original size 4 in. X 45/8 in. of a corner of Trafalgar Square,
made one evening just before the long London twilight turned
into night. It was very foggy, and, while not raining, the air was
so full of moisture that umbrellas were a necessity. The rays
from the street lights seemed to be stopped by the almost solid
atmosphere, though the clock face of "Old Tom" in the Parlia-
ment House tower, being higher, showed as a clear circle. Land-
seer's granite lion at the foot of Nelson's monument seemed like
polished ebony in silhouette against the grey sky, and the people
went hurrying by—the only loafers being two men, one of whom
was a policeman. On such a night as that noone could be charged
with negligence even if he did leave his sketching traps at home,
yet when I saw this effect I lost interest in "The V'eoman of the
Guard" (and the Gaiety Theater, I think it was) and felt that to
make a sketch suggesting the scene and the circumstances was
the only thing to be done. But pockets were empty—excepting
my pen, and all the paper available was the wrapper about a book
just purchased. This paper was the dark greyish-brown kind
which seems to be universal in London. It proved to be just the
right tone and a touch of the pen showed the ink to be in true
contrast. I could have said then, but did not : Where, devotees
of shiny white paper and B. B. (beastly black) pencils, are you
now? What could you do, you who wade in the mud of Sepia,
or smirch good paper with the end of a "charred log of wood" ?
For once the fates were with me and my hobby — the material
and the method should depend upon the subject. My wrapping
paper and my Waterman were enough for me. But. fearing that
some one may have read the preceding with care, 1 must add that
the whites were put in after I got home.
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STANDARD MKTHODS OF TESTING PAVING BRICK.
Bv Aktiiik X. Talbcjt, Profkssor of MiNiciHAi, AND Sanitarv
Engixekring.
The extensive use of brick for street paving purposes in our
interior cities has made the adoption of standard methods of
testing paving brick a matter of interest alike to engineers and
manufacturers. The present diversity of practice does not permit
an accurate understanding of the requirements of any set of
specifications.
"Best paving brick" and ''To the satisfaction of the
engineer" are not sufficient. Rattler tests with miscellaneous
foundry scrap will not permit a comparison of the results of tests
by different engineers. Manufacturers who have to deal with
many municipalities are entitled to know exactly what grade of
brick is wanted, and specifications should be definite and precise
and the tests should be made by uniform methods. In discussing
methods it must be borne in mind that tests must be largely rela-
tive or comparative, and that they are made in order to secure
materials with the same properties as brick in pavements which
have stood the test of time and also to insure obtaining materials
as good as the samples submitted by the bidder before the con-
tract was let.
To make a durable pavement, brick must have, to the
requisite degree, toughness and hardness, strength, and impervia-
bility to liquids. Acceptable methods of testing paving brick
must be easy and convenient to make and must give similar
results when repeated, and the apparatus must be easily and
cheaply duplicated anywhere. Such tests must determine the
qualities of the brick, must distinguish soft from hard, and brittle
from tough, and must do justice to both large and small brick.
The test commonly used to determine toughness and hard-
ness is known as the rattler test, or impact and abrasion test.
Abrasion machines are unsatisfactory, because they do not include
a test of the impact effect. The rattler test gives the impact
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and abrasion effect, but there is such a great variation in size of
rattler, in speed and duration of test, and in the amount and kind
of foundry shot used that the adoption of a uniform method and
uniform conditions becomes a matter of great importance.
Two societies have had under consideration for three or four
years the matter of standard tests of paving brick—the Illinois
Society of Engineers and Surveyors and the National Brick Man-
ufacturers' Association. The committee of the National Brick
Manufacturers' Association, known as the Commission on Paving
Brick Tests, made a very comprehensive set of tests and secured
a large amount of valuable data. Their work is certainly a val
uable contribution to engineering literature. A recommendation
of the Commission, adopted by the Association, was that the
rattler test be made the principal test, and that it be made with-
out foundry shot; i. e., with a charge of brick alone. Among the
specifications adopted are the following: That the standard
rattler shall be 28 inches in diameter and 20 inches in length, but
that machines having diameters between 26 and 30 inches, and
lengths from 18 to 24 inches may be used; that the cross sec-
tion of the barrel shall be a regular polygon of from twelve to
sixteen sides ; that the shaft shall not extend through the cham-
ber; that the charge shall consist of a number of brick of one
kind nearest equal in bulk to 15 per cent of the bulk of the rattling
chamber; that the per cent of loss of weight be determined for
1800 revolutions at a speed of 30 revolutions per minutej and that
the average of two distinct and complete tests made on separate
charges of brick shall be used as the official result.
The efforts of the Illinois Society of Engineers and Survey-
ors have been to secure the adoption of some standard form and
amount of foundry shot which may easily be exactly duplicated
and which will give the proper relation between the impact and
the abrasion effect, in place of the miscellaneous foundry scrap
so commonly used. Favorable consideration has been given to
the shot used by the writer in the Laboratory of Applied Mechan-
ics of the University of Illinois, in tests made for the Department
of Public Works of Chicago, and known as the University of
Illinois standard. This standard shot consists of cast-iron blocks
of two sizes, a larger size, 2^x3^x554^ inches, with edges rounded
to ^-inch radius, weighing about eight pounds each, and a
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smaller size, IX 1^X2)^ inches, with rounded edges, weighing
about one pound each. After experimenting with various
mixtures, a mixture of even parts of large and small blocks was
chosen. A large proportion of 8-pound shot gives too great
impact action and a smaller proportion gives too little. 7 to
10 per cent of the volume of the rattling chamber may be occu-
pied by the shot. For the 24 X 36-inch rattler, 150 pounds of
8-pound shot and 150 pounds of i-pound shot makes a good
charge.
Space does not permit of a description of the data obtained
in determining the limits of variation with this test, but the range
of conditions giving quite uniform results is quite wide in refer-
ence both to speed and to size of rattler. An advantage in the
use of the iron mixture is that a few bricks or several may be
tested without affecting the conditions materially. Thus, for the
charge and size of rattler above mentioned, from 5 to 14 bricks
may be tested at one time and the percentage of loss will remain
nearly constant. This method easily distinguishes soft and brittle
brick, and is fair to large as well as to small brick. The writer is of
the opinion that the use of a standard amount of a standard form
of cast-iron shot such as that used in the tests at the University of
Illinois and mixed in such proportions as to give a proper relation
between the impact and the abrasion action offers the best
method of making the rattler test on the score of convenience,
fairness, ease of securing standard material, detection of soft
brick and measurement of toughness and ability to stand both
impact and abrasion. The National Brick Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation Commission abandoned the use of cast-iron shot on the
ground that the impact effect exceeded the abrasion effect; that
the wear and tear on the rattler was prohibitory; and that the
results did not give a good characteristic curve. It is to be
regretted that this decision was reached on such meager data and
that a second form of foundry shot was not used. With the shot
herein described, the abrasion effect is sufficiently marked, the
wear on the machine is not excessive, and the characteristic
curves are regular and uniform as shown by tlie curves illustrated
in this article.
However, the general adoption of a uniform method of testing
paving brick is of such importance to engineers and manufacturers
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that the particular method selected is not essential, provided it
fulfills the requirement of uniformity, fairness and thoroughness.
If the National Brick Manufacturers' Association standard is
satisfactory in these respects, the writer is quite willing to aid in
securing its general adoption. The objections made to this method
are that it requires a large number of brick for the test, too many
to detect lack of uniformity if averages be taken ; that a slight
decrease in the number of brick below the number required to
make 15 per cent of the volume will seriously affect the results
of the test ; and that the method will not sufficiently distinguish
soft and brittle brick. The last objection, if found to be true,
would show a serious defect in the method.
To find whether the rattler test of the National Brick Manu-
facturers' Association does sufficiently distinguish differences in
texture of brick known to be different in character, and also to
compare the results of this method with those obtained with the
standard cast-iron shot of the University of Illinois, a series of
tests was made in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics.
Four kinds of brick were used. Brick No. i was a repressed
shale paver selected from the product of one of the best known
manufactories, and an excellent brick. Brick No. 2 was also a
repressed shale paver of excellent qualities. Brick No. 3 was a
surface clay brick, well burned and a good article. It may be
said, however, that its structure, appearance and wear, and also
its life in pavement under ordinary conditions, go to show that it
is inferior to Brick No. i and Brick No. 2. Brick No. 4 may be
ranked as a high-grade seuer brick or building brick. All were
selected by the makers, and as the individual bricks were weighed
during the tests, their uniformity is known from the data collected.
Thesizeof Brick No. i is2^ X3/6 X8>^; of Brick No. 2, 2}i X3J^ X
g% ; of Brick No. 3. 2^X35/8X7^; and of Brick No. 4, 2i^x
3^X7^. The absorption test gave the following amounts in 48
hours, only rattled brick being used for the test : Brick No. i,
0.5 per cent ; Brick No. 2, 2.2 per cent ; Brick No. 3, 3 per cent
;
Brick No. 4, 4.7 per cent.
The rattler used was the 24 X 36-inch rattler of the Laboratory
of Applied Mechanics of the University of Illinois. A movable
partition allowed this to be shortened to 18 inches. Although
this diameter is 2 inches less than the minimum allowed by the
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Manufacturers' recommendation, the variation will not affect the
comparison made in this discussion.
Each make of brick was tested by the Manufacturers' test
;
i. e., without foundry shot and with a charge of brick equal in
volume to 15 per cent of the volume of the rattler. Experiments
were made both with the full length rattler and with a length of
18 inches. The speed was about 30 revolutions per minute.
Each make of brick was also tested with the form of shot
known as the University of Illinois standard, cast-iron blocks,
\Y,\y2Y.2\i inches, and 2>^ X 3^4 X 5 34^ inches, with rounded cor-
ners and edges as described in The Technografh No. 10. For
the full rattler, 150 lb. of the large and 150 lb. of the small shot
were used, and for the 18-inch length, one half of this amount.
The speed was about 20 revolutions per minute. Twelve bricks
were used in the full rattler and six in the half length.
The brick were weighed at the end of 200, 400, 600, 800, i 000,
I 500 and I 800 revolutions. The results have been platted and
are shown in Diagram I, page 21, the abscissas representing the
number of revolutions and the ordinates the per cent of loss in
terms of the original weight. It will be noted that the curves,
now generally called characteristic curves, are qu'te similar, and
that the Manufacturers' curve is above the Illinois curve in Brick
No. I and Brick No. 2, crosses it in Brick No. 3, and is below it
in Brick No. 4. To make a comparison of the two methods,
Diagram II was constructed. The loss of Brick No. i was taken
as unity, and the losses of the others were expressed in terms of
thi." and platted as shown.
Two things may be seen from Diagram II, page 22 :
1. The Manufacturers' test makes Brick Xo. 3 as good as No.
1 and No. 2, when, as has been stated, it is manifestly inferior.
2. The loss in Brick No. 4, which is unfit for pavement, is
much less distinctly marked in the Manufacturers' test than in
the Illinois test.
If these conclusions are borne out with other makes of brick,
the Manufacturers' test has serious defects. It does not sufficiently
distinguish between hard and tough brick and soft and brittle
brick. A satisfactory method of testing paving brick must show
the difference between bricks of the nature of No. i and No 2.
and such as No. 3, and will make a more marked distinction
between bricks like Xo. 4 and hard and tough bricks.
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Diagram I.
rattli-;r losses of brick.
COMPARISON OK UNIVKRSITY OF ILLINOIS AXI) NATIONAL BRICK MANIFAC-
TURKRS' ASSOCIATION STANDARD TESTS.
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The ratios of the reciprocals of the moduli of rupture of the
different makes to that of Brick No. i are shown in Diagram II, by
the points enclosed in squares. It will be seen that these ratios
increase much as the ratios of rattler loss by the Illinois standard.
The values of the moduli of rupture were the averages of five
brick, and there was no great variation in individual cases.
The tests described above were verified partly by repetition
and partly by comparison with results obtained with the same
brick heretofore, and it is thought they are representative of the
makes of brick used. It may be added that in the Manufacturers'
test, a charge of soft brick soon broke, and thereafter the loss was
much lighter. In general, the impact effect of the test was
insufficient to test the toughness of the brick. The results are
quite different from those anticipated by the writer.
Diagram II.
COMPARISON OF RESULTvS.
RATIO OK RATTLER LOSSKS TO LOSS OF BRICK NO. 1. .
While the tests described are not extensive enough to warrant
rejecting the standard method of the National Brick Manufac-
turers' Association, they show that the method should not be
adopted without further investigation. It is hoped that engineers
having opportunities to make such tests will contribute to the
general knowledge of the subject. If these results shall prove to
be representative, the method of using a charge of brick alone
can not properly be adopted as a standard by engineers.
The recommendation of the National Brick Manufacturers'
Association abandoning the absorption test and not recommend-
ing the cross-bending test will not be acceptable to engineers. It
is true that the limit of absorption has frequently been placed too
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low, that overburned brick are as bad as underburned, and that
uniformity of brick is more important than low absorption. With
a moderately low limit, as 3 or 4 per cent, and a definite time of
say 48 hours, brick which pass the rattler requirement but which
have high absorptive qualities would be cut out. The cross-bend-
ing test adds another precaution. The results are indicative of
shearing and crushing strength— qualities which are necessary in
a pavement having heavy traf^c. It takes the place of the crush-
ing test, which is dif^cult to make.
As a matter of interest on the topic of tests of paving brick,
Diagram III, page 23, is presented. The data are from tests
made in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics of the University
of Illinois, on thirty-five makes of paving brick from Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri. They are platted in the
order of loss by the rattler test, the different properties of the
same brick being shown on the same vertical line. These may be
said to be picked brick, and among them are the best paving
brick of the country. It will be seen that while there is a con-
siderable variation in the modulus of rupture, in a general way
the value decreases as the rattler loss increases.
Diagram III.
RESULTS OF TESTS OF PAVING BRICK.
BricK Numb«r
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THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON INSULATION
MATERIALS.
By William Estv, Assistant Professor of Ei.kctrical Engineering.
The tests described below form a part of a thesis investiga-
tion made last year under the direction of the writer in the
electrical laboratory of the University of Illinois by Messrs. M. E.
Chester and C. V. Crellin of the Class of 1897. During the
progress of the experiments many valuable suggestions were
offered by Dr. A. P. Carman.
The proper insulation of electrical conductors and apparatus is
of the utmost importance to successful operation, and therefore
the behavior of insulating materials under different physical con-
ditions is of great interest to the electrical engineer.
The electrical properties of any material may be determined
by tests upon insulation resistance, and its behavior under the
disruptive influence of high voltages. On the other hand, its
physical properties may be investigated by means of hygroscopic,
temperature, bending, and pressure tests. The former qualities
are known to depend largely on the latter, and in testing any
material, the specific, conditions under which it is used, should be
reproduced as closely as possible. The influence of temperature
and of the amount of moisture present is perhaps the most
important.
Whenever in the operation of electrical apparatus there is a
loss of electrical energy, it appears in the form of heat, which
affects insulating substances by contracting, expanding, charring,
burning, and disintegrating them according to the degree of heat
and the character of the insulating material employed Thus in
the normal running of dynamo-electric machines, heating of the
parts is always present to a greater or less extent, but if kept
within certain well defined limits is not of serious consequence.
There is, nevertheless, the possibility that at any time an over-
load, a short-circuit, or a ground may occur which will cause
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abnormal and excessive heating of the armature and field coils,
hence it is necessary in constructing these machines to provide
such insulation of the conductors, cores, etc., as will withstand
high temperatures. Great progress has been made in the insula-
tion of electrical machinery and apparatus, but until recently no
scientific investigations on insulation appear to have been pub-
lished. Mr. C. P. Steinmetz has made a valuable contribution to
the subject in his paper read before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, on "The Disruptive Strength of Dielec-
trics."* Mr. T. T. P. Luquer has published f results of tests show-
ing effects of moisture on silk and cotton covered wires, and
Messrs. Canfield and Robinson have described some tests on
disruptive strengths of insulators.
;J;
It is quite well known that the resistance of insulating mate-
rials, in general, decreases with a rise in temperature, but until
recently no definite measurements have been published, showing
the relative change of resistance with temperature.
At the May meeting of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
in i8g6, Messrs. Sever, Monell and Perry presented a paper giving
results of tests "On the Effect of Temperature on Insulating
Materials." § In the discussion which followed, Mr. C. F. Scott
quoted the results of some tests made by Mr. C. E. Skinner of
the Westinghouse Co., which, in some respects, were contradic-
tory to those of the previous paper. Messrs. Sever, Monell and
Perry, for example, obtained a maximum insulation resistance for
paper and cloth at about 75° C, while Mr. Skinner found the
resistance to be a minimum at about the same temperature. The
discrepancy in these results would seem to be due to the differ-
ence in the conditions of the tests, which could be accounted for
by the difference in the forms of apparatus used, one allowing
the escape of moisture more rapidly than the other. Mr. Skinner
placed the material to be tested between two cast-iron plates 10
inches in diameter, while the other experimenters wrapped the
insulation around a brass cylinder three fourths inch in diameter
and three inches long, and then wound it with a number of turns
of bare copper wire. The moisture would evidently have a better
* Trans. Am. lust. Elec. Engs. Vol. x, p. 85, (1893).
t Electrical Engineer, Vol. xiv, p. 613, Dec. 28, 1892.
+ Electrical Erigineer, Mar. 28, 1894.
I Jratis. Am. Inst. Elec. Engs., Vol. xiii, p. 223.
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chance to escape quickly in this apparatus than when the material
was confined between large plates. The form of the curve would
also depend on the rate of heating, but this was about the same
for the two cases, being from lOO C. to 120° C. in 30 minutes.
The present tests were undertaken with a view to adding to
the rather limited data on the subject, for which purpose average
samples of the ordinary insulating materials used in the construc-
tion of electrical machinery were obtained from the leading
electrical manufacturing companies.
Apparatus.
The heating apparatus consisted of an oil bath which com-
pletely surrounded a cast-iron box in which the material under
test was placed. Ordinary cylinder oil was used for the bath
which was contained in a cast-iron vessel and heated by three
Bunsen burners. The lid of the iron box was held down by six
one fourth inch cap-screws; the surfaces of the joint were faced,
and a packing ring of manilla paper was used to make the joint
tight. The leads w^ere brought out through short iron tubes
screwed into the lid and the thermometer was introduced through
a third tube at the center of the lid. The arrangement is shown
in Fig. I, which gives a cross-section of the complete apparatus.
The above method of heating was adopted in preference to
the more usual electrical method, because it was thought that the
temperature could be maintained more accurately where there
was no chance for sudden variations in temperature.
The material under test was placed between plates as shown
in the figure. The plates were made of steel, one fourth inch
thick and accurately ground so as to present a smooth, plane
surface for contact. The lower plate was six inches in diameter
and the upper one four and one half inches. The latter was
surrounded by a ring of the same material one half inch wide, an
air space of a quarter of an inch separating the ring and the
plate. The object of the ring was to eliminate any error due to
leakage over the surface and edge of the insulating material from
one plate to the other. The ring was connected as shown in Fig.
2 so that the leakage current, if present, would be shunted around
the galvanometer. The effect of leakage, however, was not no-
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ticeable with the E. M. F. used in the tests, for no disconnecting
the ringr, no change in the galvanometer deflection was observed.
A - \-^J\V (7I5C










Fig. 1. Cross Siicxiox oi<" Hkating Apparatus.
The upper plate was held in close contact with the insulating
material (which was cut into circular discs, four and one half
inches in diameter and having an area of 16.14 sq. in.) by a lead
disc weighing six pounds. It was found that if tin foil was placed
bet-ween the plates and material, the contact was very much
improved so that the same E. M. F. produced a larger deflection.
The plate device for obtaining contact with the insulating
material was adopted in preference to the cylinder method
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described on page 25, because it seemed probable that more
uniform contact and pressure with the different specimens could
be obtained in this way. The wire band would make contact only
with a small part of the whole surface, and there would, moreover,
be atendency for the wire to embed itself in the insulating material,
this tendency depending on the texture of the latter and on the
tension of the wire when wound. The plates do not allow the
escape of moisture so readily, but this is not objectionable because
the rate of drying is only relative in any case, since it depends
on the initial moisture present and also on the rate of heating.
For measuring the temperature of the insulating material two
mercury thermometers were used, one graduated from o" to I20°C.,
and the other from o"' to 200° C. The former was used for the
first hundred dregrees because its long stem enabled it to be read
above the iron tube without raising it, (see Fig. 1). Moreover
since its divisions were farther apart it could be read with greater
accuracy, especially when the rate of change of resistance with
the temperature was most rapid. When changing thermometers
the one to be introduced was heated to about the temperature of
the other, so that it soon gave a correct reading. The bulb of the
thermometer was placed in contact with the upper plate through
a hole in the centre of the lead weight. The bulb was thus closely
surrounded by a mass of metal having approximately the same
temperature as the insulating material between the iron plates.
A Thomson square-pattern reflecting galvanometer having a
resistance, with all four coils in series, of 5 596 international ohms
at 20' C. was used to measure the current passing through the
material. An adjustable resistance box was used as a shunt to
the galvanometer in order to reduce the larger deflections to
readable amounts.
The source of E M. F. first tried was a small 500-volt Edison
motor run as a generator, but owing to the unsteadiness of the
driving steam-engine and the consequent fluctuation of the dynamo
E. I\l. F., the deflections of the galvanometer were erratic and
unreliable. This action seemed to be due to the varying dynamo
E. M. F. acting in conjunction with the electrostatic capacity of
the insulated plates, which charged the galvanometer case and
needle system with a static charge, and thus disturbed the normal
deflections. Putting the galvanometer parts to ground would
decrease the effect but not completely eliminate it.
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Four hundred small lead accumulator cells of the Plantc type,
made for this work, were finally substituted for the dynamo and
proved satisfactory.
All the apparatus was highly insulated to prevent any possible
leakage current affecting the galvanometer. The latter, together
with its shunt bo.x, key, etc., was placed on plate glass. The
reversing key in the galvanometer circuit consisted of a block of
parafifine bored with holes and filled with mercury for the connec-
tions. All leads were made as short and direct as possible and
suspended in air from glass rods. Quarter ampere fuses were
inserted in the circuit to protect the apparatus in case of short
•circuit.
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galvanometer are proportional to the currents flowing in the
circuit, and since these currents for a given K. M. F. are inversely
as the total resistances in the circuit at the time, it follows that
the deflections give an inverse measure of the total resistances in
circuit.
The formula used for the reduction of the observations to
absolute resistance in megohms is given below :
X E^ r VI d ^
*For deduction of the formula see page 00.
where A'= insulation resistance of material in megohms;
E=¥.. M. F. applied when known resistance is in circuit
;
r = known resistance in megohms
;
^/= deflection when r is in circuit
;
G-\-S
m——^=r— =: multiplying power of the shunt when r is in
circuit.
G^= resistance of galvanometer ;
5=resistance of shunt
;
E^, in^, ^x=the same quantities after .Vhas been substituted
for r.
Further, for the sake of better comparing the results of tests
on the various kinds of materials, both among themselves and
with those of other experimenters, the absolute resistances calcu-
lated as above, were reduced to "specific" or unit resistances.
The unit of specific resistance chosen for this standard of com-
parison was megohms per sq. in. per mil of thickness, and is
computed thus
:
„. ,, Specific Resistance X ThicknessSmce Resistance = r 1
Area.
wc have Megohms per sq. in. per mil=
Total Resistance in Megohms X Sq. In.
MTIs^
For example, in one test on Manilla paper at a certain tem-
perature, the absolute resistance was found to be 324.8 megohms ;
the thickness was .0077 '"•! ^"^ the effective area (equal to that
of the upfier contact plate, see Fig. 2), was 1O.14 sq. in., find its
specific resistance.
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By the equation above we liave :
AT 1 • -1 324.8X 16.14 ,„Megohms per sq. in per mil= '^^ = 682.5.
In the accompanying plates of curves the specific resistance
as defined above is plotted as ordinates.
Two kinds of heating tests were made : (1) The material
was heated from the temperature of the atmosphere up to 200' C,
readings being taken about every five degrees up to 100° C, and
thence upwards, every ten degrees
; (2) the material was heated
up to 100° C, and readings taken every five degrees ; the box was
then tightly corked and the insulation allowed to cool, readings
being taken till the resistance became too high to measure. The
insulation was again heated, after it had cooled down to atmos-
pheric temperature, up to 200° C, thus bringing out the effects of
moisture on the material.
It was found that the resistance depended a good deal upon
the pressure to which the insulation was subjected, and some
experiments were made along this line. The curves in Fig. 7
show this effect of pressure very plainly. It is difficult to say,
however, just how much this decrease is due to the better contact
with the plates, and how much to compression of the material. It
would seem to be principally due to the latter effect because
pressure had very little effect on paper whose pores were filled
with oil.
The method of producing changes in the pressure applied
was by placing cast-iron weights on top of the plates. Weights
were added up to 200 pounds, and then decreased by steps to zero.
Discussion of Tests on Materials.
Plain Manilla Paper.—After the resistance at the tempera-
ture of the air was carefully noted, the temperature was gradually
increased at the rate of about lOO C. an hour. Curve A of Fig. 3
shows the results of the first test on this material. It rapidly
dropped off from about 700 megohms at 20° C. to 2 megohms at
00 C. It then remained below this value till it reached 120 C, at
which point it began to rise and remained between 20 and 30
megohms from here out to 200^ C.
The next test on this same material, see Fig. 3, curve I"^, was
to heat it up to 105 C, at which point the moisture was a'll driven
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off. The resistance liad fallen from 84 megohms at 20 C. to
0.13 megohms at 105 C. It was then allowed to cool and the
resistance rose slowly till the temperature fell to 80' C, and then
more rapidly, till it was 108 megohms at 62 C. (curve F). After
it had cooled down to 24 C, it had a resistance of 3 129 megohms.
It was again heated up as at first, and the resistance dropped
rapidly and reached a minimum of 4 megohms at 120 C, again
increasing from this point as in the first case, see curve G. The
reheating curve G was similar to the curve A taken in the first
case, Fig. 3, except that the drop was not as rapid, which shows
that when moisture is present, the resistance drops much more
rapitlly and reaches a minimum at 60^ C. If the material is dry
this minimum is at 120" C.
7W
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Plain- Cotton Duck Canvas.—Two samples of this material
were tested and they gave the same general results and form of
curve as the plain paper. (Fig. 5, curve A.)
'"
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Hkavv Linkn Cloth. —This showed results similar to the
cotton duck in that its resistance came down much slower on
reheating (curve B, Fig. 6), dropping from lo 290 megohms at
48' C. to 1.7 at 100" C, while before reheating it had a resistance
of only 40 megohms at 48 C. (curve A, Fig. 6). From this
action then it is evident the moisture factor was verv prominent.
"
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The plain paper had a resistance of 5 600 megohms with 0.5
pound pressure, and with 88 pounds pressure it was 470 megohms,
and from this point on it decreased slowly to 300 megohms with
200 pounds pressure.
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In removing the weights in the same order in which they
were put on, the resistance did not attain its initial value for the
same pressure.
Cotton duck canvas showed about the same results as the
plain paper, the curve, however, dropping more rapidly at first.
Curve A, Fig. 7 shows the effect of adding weights, while curve
B that of diminishing the pressure.
Oiled paper differed from both the preceding in that it showed
but little variation in resistance with pressure.
3S00
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These show that they have fallen comparatively low at
60" C, a fact of special significance, as this is the ordinary work-
ing temperature of electrical machinery. It must be remembered,
however, that high resistance, as we have been considering it, is
not the only important quality of insulation, for its ability to stand
high potentials without breaking down, is of equal, if not greater
importance. Insulation may offer a high resistance to leakage
and at the same time have a low disruptive strength, or vice versa.
This distinction between the qualities of an insulating material
suitable for practical construction purposes was well brought out
by Mr. Steinmetz in the discussion of the paper already referred*
to.* He said: "In medium potential circuits, as, for instance,
the primaries of alternating circuits, disruptive strength is gen-
erally of much greater importance than insulation resistance, and
as I have shown in a previous piper, f these two qualities do not
always go together, but high disruptive strength may be combined
with comparatively low insulation resistance, as in mica, or
inversely, as in air. In disruptive strength, pure mica ranges
above fibre and all other organic substances. When coming to
very high voltages, as in longdistance transmission, still another
phenomenon becomes of importance, which again changes the
relative value of insulating materials, namely, surface leakage.
Mica, for instance, while very good indisruptive strength, is not
very satisfactory to guard against surface leakage, but a high
potential will leak or creep over quite a long distance of mica or
porcelain surface, while organic compounds are frequently much
superior in this respect. Thus insulating materials can not be dis-
cussed generally in their relative value, but only with regard to
the practical application they have to meet."
Coming back now to the curves in Fig. 8, they together
with other similar curves obtained but not there shown, indicate
that the treated materials, like oiled and paraffined i)apcr, have a
smaller insulation resistance than the untreated fibrous substances
when at a temperature of about 60 C. From this fact the con-
clusion might be drawn that it is worse than useless to employ
materials other than those of a dry, untreated, fibrous nature. It
is well recognized, however, that reliability is the prime consid-
* Trans. Am. Inst. Elec. Engs., Vol. xiii, p. 230.
t lb. Vol. X, p. 85.
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eration in the choice of an insulating material, and since the
untreated substances are hygroscopic, they become unsafe to use
under the variations of temperature and humidity to which elec-
trical machinery is exposed in practical operation. Hence,
treatment with oil, Japan, parafifine, or shellac, etc., fills the pores
of the dry untreated materials, and renders them less likely to
absorb moisture.
The above effects are plainly illustrated by the curves in
p"ig. 5 and 8, but more extended experiments showing the effects
of absorbing moisture,* and the intluence of moisture and tem-
perature on disruptive strength, would be of great interest and
value. It would also be of interest to have further data on the
deteriorating effect of continued heating and cooling on materials.
Conclusions.
From the foregoing tests the following conclusions may be
drawn :
1. The insulation resistance of untreated fibrous materials,
such as paper and cloth, decreases at first on being heated up,
and then increases when the moisture is expelled.
2. Materials show a much higher resistance after being dried,
and the resistance does not decrease so rapidly.
3. Treated materials, such as oiled paper, shellaced canvas,
etc., decrease in resistance with increase in temperature, reaching
even a lower value than when untreated, but do not increase again.
4. On cooling, the resistance increases rapidly because the
moisture is expelled, and on reheating, it follows the curve of
cooling.
5. When moisture is present, heat has a more pronounced
effect, and brings the resistance down at a much lower tempera-
ture, and the rate of decrease depends upon the rate of heating,
or on the rate at which moisture is e.xpelled.
6. Insulation resistance means very little unless the physical
conditions of the materials and the methods of testing are known.
* Since these experiments were completed, a further contribution to this
subject was made by INIessrs. Bates and Barnes in their paper on "The P:ff2Ct
of Heat on Insulating :\Iaterials," which was read July, 1897, before the Am.
Inst, of Ivlec. Kngs. (Trans. A. I. E. K., May '97, p. 214, discussion ib. Oct.
'97, p. 429.)
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Ai'f?:ndix.
The deduction of the formula used on page 30 for reducing
the galvanometer deflections to insulation resistances is given
below.
Using the same notation as on page 30, and putting B = battery
resistance, the current corresponding to one division of the un-




If, now, the galvanometer be shunted, the equivalent un-
shunted deflection would be
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— G\, ^— = 7;/, and—^:—= ;;/,
then
^x
( G'+r+B) m d ( G^'-\-X-\-B) vi^ d^
from which
^
_ E^ (Gl^r^B) in d ^^
_^~
E niy, d^
Further, if C, G\, and B are negligible in comparison with
/-and X,
E, r m • dX= E • ;«v d^
The product r in d in the numerator is called the "con-
stant" of the galvanometer, for during the time of an ordinary
test, the sensitiveness of the galvanometer is assumed constant.
The readings for calculating the constant were made at the begin-
ning of each test, but of course would vary from day to day, due
to the changes in the earth's magnetic field.
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An example showing how the foregoing formulas were ap-
plied to reduce deflections of the galvanometer to megohms resis-
tance, is added for the sake of clearness.






r = 4.66 ines^honts,




4.66 X / Xjog _ -,
~
~E~~ 51-5
For unknown insulation resistance:
£,= 290 volts,
5i= I 000 ohms,,
dt—d^\Q in. in.,
G^-\- S:, 5 600+1 OOP
. ;;/j= —-^ =0
5x- / 000
,. ,^ ^x 2SX2gO JHence: A=K X ^= .
.,,
=?.o/ megohms.
niy, d^ 6.6x410 -
Calculation of Specific Resistance : —
Effective area=one surface of upper plate = /d./^ 5(7. ///.,
Thickness of sample- 7.7 mils.
Total resistance= A'=?.o/ megohms.
Hence: Resistance per sq in. per mil =
J.01X1614 . J
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THE BUILDINGS OF THE ELECTRICAL AND ME-
CHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY,
AND CENTRAL HEATING PLANT.
By Skth J. TiiMPivK, Assistant Professor of Architiccture.
The proper housing of the University heating and power
station to give it the efficiency of a modern commercial plant,
and at the same time to treat it as a laboratory for the use of
students in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, is the problem
presented for consideration.
The requirements of such a station were : (i) A boiler
house of sufficient size to accommodate the estimated future needs
of the University for a generation ; (2) a smoke stack large and
high enough to furnish sufficient draft for burning a cheap grade
of soft coal when the boiler house shall be used to its full capacity;
(3) an engine room and a dynamo room into which may be col-
lected all the engines and dynamos previously scattered in the
different buildings, and which may form laboratories in place of
the dynamo laboratory in the main building and the steam engi-
neering laboratory in the old shops
; (4) a storage battery room,
tool and stock rooms, private laboratories, experiment rooms,
studies, offices, and all such rooms as may be needed to properly
equip both the commercial and educational functions of a plant
of this kind.
The site determined upon was the lowest ground on the
University land, situated north of Boneyard Branch and east of
Burrill avenue.
The Elkctrical and Steam Engineering Laboratory.—
The electrical and steam engineering laboratory is two stories in
height and has a frontage of one hundred feet on Burrill avenue and
a depth of fifty feet, with a wing fifty feet wide which runs back
one hundred feet. For a half-tone plate of the building, see the
frontispiece. The main entrance consists of a flight of semi-
circular steps leading to a students' door in the basement and a
double flight of stone steps, guarded by wrought iron railings,
leading to the entrance on the main floor.
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The basement is occupied by an electrical engineering testing
room, a mechanical engineering tool room, a storage battery
room, a stock room, and a toilet and locker room. A broad
stairway leads to the main floor and arrives with the arched en-
trance to the dynamo laboratory on the right, a similar entrance
to the steam engineering laboratory on the left, and a window in
front looking toward a marble switch-board. The dynamo lab-
oratory occupies the entire front of this building, and has a clear
floor space fifty by one hundred feet and is lighted on all sides
by thirteen large windows. At the south end of this room low
paneled partitions and wire railings form machinists' and stu-
dents' work rooms, instrument rooms, experiment and tool rooms.
See Fig. 1, page 43.
A gallery across the west end of the steam engineering lab-
oratory overlooks the electric plant. This laboratory has the
same area as the other. The upper story of this building is occu-
pied by class rooms, photometry rooms, laboratories and ofifices.
The laboratory building is constructed throughout of solid
brick walls upon brick footings laid in cement. The walls are
faced upon the outside with a dark brown flashed brick made by
the Illinois Hydraulic Press Brick Company at Collinsville, Illi-
nois; the black brick forming the diaper pattern in the frieze were
made by the same company at St. Louis. The door and window
architraves and string courses are of terra cotta. The walls of
the basement and first story are lined with buff Roman brick laid
in white mortar. The entire basement floor is of cement. The
floors above are supported upon steel girders and yellow pine
beams, and consist of three-inch yellow pine tongued and grooved
mill flooring and seven eighths-inch finished flooring. The beams
and floors are left exposed on the under side and are finished to
form the ceilings of the rooms beneath. The floors are capable
of carrying a load of twenty-five hundred pounds per square foot.
The entire upper story and roof is supported by six steel trusses
of the Fink type. The floor and partitions are suspended by two
steel rods attached to each truss. The ceiling joist are carried
directly upon the horizontal lower chords. All the rooms on this
floor are lathed, plastered and finished in Washington fir.
The roof of the steam engineering laboratory is supported
upon eight exposed steel Fink trusses with horizontal chords.
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They carry a line shaft and the track for a four ton traveling
crane. The crane is arranged to run out at the end of the build-
ing under the shed connecting the boiler house and laboratory, to
facilitate handling heavy machinery. The opening left in the
wall for the passage of this crane is closed by a counterbalanced
flap and two sliding doors.
The Hoilkk Housk.—The boiler house is one hundred and
twenty feet long by fifty-five feet wide. The walls of the long
sides are twenty-six feet high. The west wall is covered on the
inside by coal bins and coal handling machinery ; and the east
wall has outside, along its entire length, a smoke tunnel five feet
wide and twelve feet high. This connects with the chimney at
the middle of the wall and with the various boilers which occupy
this side of the building. The boiler house is lighted by clerestory
windows on both sides. Seven light steel trusses of special design
support the roof. To the south extends a pump, tool and stock
room, twenty-five feet by fifty feet. This portion of the building
crosses Boneyard Branch and provides an entrance to a system
of tunnels which connects the various buildings. The boiler house
and stack are constructed of common red Urbana brick, laid in
red mortar. For photogravure of boiler house and chimney, see
Plate I, opposite page 41.
The circular smoke stack is one hundred and fifty feet high
and has an internal diameter of six feet. For elevations and
sections, see Fig. 2, page 45. It rests upon a solid bed of Port-
land cement concrete six feet in thickness, which decreases in six
steps from twenty-four feet and eight inches square at the base, to
eighteen feet square at the top. The stack has a separate core
extending to a height of ninety feet, the lower forty feet being
twelve inches thick, the next thirty feet eight inches, and the
upper twenty feet four inches. It is entirely free from the chim-
ney and is never nearer to it than two inches.
The stack proper rests upon a base thirty-four feet high. The
shaft itself is circular and consists of a twenty-four-inch wall to a
height of fifty-four feet, where it reduces to a twenty-inch wall
to a height of seventy-six feet, then to a sixteen-inch wall until
ninety-eight feet is reached; a twelve-inch wall extends to one
hundred and twenty-three feet, where the ornamental cap begins.
The cap is twenty-seven feet high and consists of an eight-inch
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wall Strengthened by two-inch ribs every eight inches. The stack
is laid in cement mortar above seventy-six feet, and all the joints
on the outside were raked out and pointed up after completion.
There is an iron ladder running from bottom to top on the inside
and a cast-iron cap protects the upper courses from disintegration.
The general contractors for both buildings and stack were
M. Veager & Son of Danville, Illinois. The iron and steel work
was furnished by the La Fayette Bridge & Iron Company of
La Fayette, Indiana. The contract price for the buildings was
'^11 935, which can be approximate!)' divided as follows: The
chimney S4 000, the boiler house $9 500, laboratory building
S24 435. This building cost a trifle over seven cents a cubic foot
and the boiler house a trifle under four cents a cubic foot. Le§s
than five cents per cubic foot is the average cost of all the build-
ings.
ILLINOIS LICENSE LAW FOR ARCHITECTS.
Illinois is the first state to enact a law requiring every prac-
ticing architect to obtain a license from a board of examiners.
The law provides that " any person who shall be engaged in the
planning or supervision of the erection, enlargement or alteration
of buildings for others and to be constructed by other persons
than himself" shall have a license which shall be recorded with
the county clerk, and he shall mark all drawings and specifica-
tions to be used in Illinois with an official stamp. A "building"
is defined "to be a structure consisting of foundation, walls and
roof, with or without other parts." Architects in regular practice
on July I, 1897, were entitled to license on proof of the fact. All
others must pass examinations as evidence of their professional
knowledge and training. About seven hundred architects have
received licenses, chiefly those practicing in Chicago. This law
is of interest to architectural students, since it insures that all who
hereafter practice architecture in Illinois must be versed in scien-
tific knowledge and technical training. The law will be of great
benefit to the public, since it protects citizens from injury or loss
by incompetent architects, fixes the responsibility for dangerous
structures, and tends to raise rapidly the attainments and position
of the profession. Professor Ricker, head of the Architectural
Department, is a member of the board of examiners.
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THE DESIGN OF ELEVATING AND CONVEYING
MACHINERY.
By J. V. E. ScHAEFHR, '88, School of Mechanicai, Engineering.
The business of the Link Belt Machinery Co., of Chicago,
with whom the writer is connected, is the building of machinery
for transmitting power and for elevating and conveying materials
of all kinds in bulk or in package. It had its origin in the inven-
tion by Mr. W. D. Ewart of the Ewart detachable link belting
illustrated in Fig. \. Mr. Ewart was working on the construction
Fig. 1. Ewart Dktaciiablk Link Belting.
of a self-binding reaper and was much hampered by the slipping
of belts and the imperfections of the non-detachable chains which
had to some extent been applied to this use. In attempting to
overcome this difficulty in the machine he was building, he devised
and constructed the detachable chain illustrated in Fig. \. The
value of this invention soon became so apparent that the reaper
was abandoned, and the Ewart Manufacturing Co. organized for
the manufacture of malleable iron chains. The facts that the
dimensions of this chain have never been changed, and that of
the millions of feet of Ewart chain of many sizes now in use fully
one fourth is of the original dimensions, forms a striking com-
mentary on the sound judgment of Mr. Ewart. It soon became
evident to Mr. Ewart that, entirely separate from the manufacture
of the chain itself, there was needed a company whose business it
would be to build complete installations of machinery using link
belting. F"or this purpose he therefore organized the Link Belt
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Machinery Co. To the I^wart Manufacturing Co. was left the
manufacturing and merchandising of malleable chains ; to the
Link Helt Co. was opened the broader field of finding applications
for the chains and installing elevators, conveyors, and power
transmissions in which they were used. From this small begin-
ning has grown the link belt business of the entire civilized
world. The design of machinery of such variety soon called for
a higher class of engineering skill, and at the present time the
amount of business coming to the Link Belt Machinery Co. from
the sale of material as called for by the judgment of the purchaser
is exceeded in volume and importance by the business resulting
from the submitting of problems which are solved by the engi-
neering department of this company and executed in its work-
shops. The business has grown from a work-shop 60 X 100 ft. in
area to four large central manufacturing plants situated in Chicago,
Indianapolis, Philadelphia, and Derby, England.
In the development of the elevator and conveyor business,
requirements passed beyond the strength of cast malleable chains,
and special chains have, from time to time, been constructed to
meet these special requirements. At the present time the designer
has ready at his hand a large variety of chains each suited to
a particular class of work, and from them he must select the one
best suited to solve ofttimes the most curious and interesting of
problems in constructive work. It may be desired to elevate the
run of mine coal at the rate of 12 to 15 tons per minute. It may
be desired to take loaded bank cars from the bottom of a long
slope to the tipple and bring the empties back down to the bot-
tom. It may be desired to elevate melted lead or to convey
white hot cement clinker. One man wants to equip a five-story
warehouse with elevators which will pick up miscellaneous freight
at any floor and deliver it to any other floor. In this freight there
will be, among other things, barrels of salt, oil, and cement, hogs-
heads of prunes and crude sugar, boxes of crackers, ingots of
copper, and crates and bales of all kinds, weights, and sizes, from
a foot square to five feet square and weighing from a few pounds
to I 600 pounds. Another man wants to equip a canning factory
with an endless traveling platform which will move about past
various workmen and carry pails, cans, or fruit. Another wants
to convey and screen and elevate molding sand. Another
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wants to carry molds in a foundry, bringing them in an endless
succession to the cupola to be poured, and carrying them away to
cool, be dumped and filled afresh. And so on in endless variety.
These problems are not taken from the imagination but from the
actual experience of the Link Belt Machinery Co., and they have
all been successfully solved. A list of the different materials and
packages that have been successfully handled by chain elevators
and conveyors would be a very long one. The writer is tempted
to suggest that it would be almost coextensive with a list of the
articles of commerce.
There are no fixed rules which can be followed in the design-
ing of elevating and conveying machinery. There is very little
that can be learned about it in books, but there is no technical
knowledge contained in books which can not at some time be used
to advantage. As the requirements are scarcely ever twice alike,
there is an immense amount of designing to be done, and the
designer must be architect, civil engineer, electrician, chemist, and
mining engineer, as well as mechanical engineer : and above all
there must be the discriminating judgment of common sense plus
experience.
Before undertaking the design of an elevator or conveyor, the
most thorough examination must be made of the material to be
handled. Is it coarse or fine ; is it sticky, plastic, liquid, gritty,
friable, hard, hot, cold, fibrous, slimy ? Does it flow readily like
wheat, or does it pack like molding sand ? If in packages, are
they uniform ; what is the shape, size, weight, and what is the
nature of the covering ? Must the material or package be handled
carefully, and what will be the consequence of breakage ? How
can it be received or discharged ? Will it be shoveled, will it
flow, will it be handled by hand ? Perhaps it is tile, or terra
cotta, or glassware that has to be automatically picked up at one
point and deposited at another with sufificiervt c.ire to avoid break-
age. Perhaps it is quartz, sand, or pulverized ore, that are so
abrasive that they wear out the parts of the machinery which come
in contact with them. The writer remembers the difficulties en-
countered in designing a long con\'e\or for beef pounders. They
were large, heavy, slippery, easily torn, and they had to be
handled so as to avoid tearing them. A material which seemed
very easy to handle, but which for several years baffled the efforts
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of all who tried it, is the mixture of wood planer shavinj^s and
iron oxide used in purifying illuminating gas. It would stick to
the trough and scrapers and become so hard that it could be
gotten off only by means of a hammer and chisel. By making
the conveyor trough wi'th a bottom of glass and sides of zinc,
it was finally made possible to convey the oxide with entire
success.
The nature of the material or package having been fully
determined, the next thing in order is to fix upon the form of
carrier best suited to the work to be accomplished.
From this point on the writer will omit consideration of
carriers for packages and confine his attention to carriers for
materials in bulk. It would be impossible to deal satisfactorily
with package carriers within the limits of this paper without
sacrificing space which should more properly be devoted to other
matters.
Let us assume, then, that the material is in bulk and is to be
elevated a distance within 60 feet. If it is not particularly gritty,
the pieces small, the quantity within 500 bushels per hour, and a
small amount of breakage not objectionable, the simplest form of
elevator is that shown in Fig. 2. It consists of
a malleable iron or steel bucket bolted to the
face of a single Ewart malleable iron link
belt. When the driving wheel at the top runs
at a speed of 35 to 40 revolutions per minute,
the buckets discharge their load by a combina-
tion of centrifugal and gravity forces. This
does very well for grain or slack coal. I""or
larger capacities the chains may be doubled.
For very high grain elevators, rubber belt is
commonly used instead of chain. The lineal
speed of elevators of this type is 300 feet per
minute and up.
J^^J[ To get a more perfect discharge at a slower
^^^




, t i • i i i
has been designed. In this case the buckets
discharge by turning up side down, dropping their load upon the
discharge chute, the preceding buckets being deflected back out
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of the way by the deflecting rollers shown. This elevator gives
good results at a speed of i8o feet per minute.
A form of elevator used very extensively in
the anthracite coal breakers of Pennsylvania,
is the continuous bucket elevator, shown in
Fig. 4. This elevator is run at a speed of 90
to 100 feet per minute. The back of each
bucket in"turn forms a chute for the load of the
bucket following. The coal thus gets very
little, if any, fall, and breakage is very much less
than with either of the preceding two forms.
One of the most perfect of all forms of
elevator is the gravity discharge elevator,
shown in Fig. 5. This elevator was designed
especially for the late Eckly B. Coxe, for use
in his Cross Creek collieries. With this form
of elevator, breakage is reduced to a minimum.
At no point does the material get a fall It
slides easily from one position to another. This
elevator runs well at almost any speed within
limits, and can be used as a convevor as well as
Double Stanu
Klevator.
Fig. 4. Continuous BfCKET
Elevator.
Fig. 5. Gravity Discharge
Elevator.
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an elevator, thus lending itself well to situations where the require-
ments demand that the material be both elevated and conveyed.
A very good example of this can be seen in the boiler house of
the U. of I. Central Heating Plant.
Let us assume now that the material is to be carried hori-
zontally—that is, "conveyed." The simplest form of conveyor is
a scraper bolted to a single chain, an example of which is shown
in Fig. 6. The scraper or "flight" may be wood or iron, and the
trough in which it works
may be wood or iron, or may
be lined with special mate-
rial, as in the case of the
oxide conveyor mentioned
FIG. 6. DROP FLIGHT coNVF.voR. abovc. A vcrv desirable
form of conveyor is that shown in Fig. i6, page 63. The flights
are supported at the ends by wearing shoes. These support the
weight of chain and flights, largely overcome the noise of the
flights scraping on the bottom of trough, and form a wearing
surface which can be easily and cheaply renewed.
For plastic, sticky, and abrasive materials a scraper conveyor
is plainly not well suited. With the former the flights would get
clogged up and with the latter the flights and trough would wear
Fig. 7. CvRVEii Sl.vt Conveyor.
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out very rapidly. For carrying soft cla)' from the pugmills of
brick factories to the brick machines the curved slat apron con-
veyor shown in Fig. 7 has been used with great success. It
consists of a series of curved overlapping steel slats secured to
two parallel endless link belt chains. The radius of curvature
of the slats is the same as the radius of the head and foot
wheels, and the advancing edge of each slat is curved down
to a circle struck from the center of the articulation of the chain
Fig. S. Tan Conveyor.
links. In this way the slats form a cylindrical surface at head
and foot; the joints between slats remain closed when going
around wheels and a clean discharge may be insured by placing
a steel scraper close to the cylindrical discharge end of the apron
conveyor. For gritty material, such as coke, sand, and ore, a
very satisfactory conveyor is some form of endless trough or "pan"
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conveyor, such as sliowii in Fig. 8. This consists of a series
of overlapping pans. Into this trough the gritty material falls
and lies undisturbed till it drops off the end of the conveyor
where the pans break away from under each other, each acting as
a chute for the load of the pan following in much the same man-
ner as the continuous bucket elevator described above.
Fig 9. Cast Iron Screw Conveyor.
An objection to the pan conveyor is that it can not discharge
its load at intermediate points. In this case a screw conveyor is
sometimes used. The form of this made by the Link Belt Ma-
chinery Co., especially for gritty materials, is shown in Fig. g.
The screw is formed by cast-iron segments bolted together over
a square shaft. The couplings are case hardened, sleeves pinned
on, and the bearings chilled cast-iron ; the trough also is cast-
iron, made in sections. It will be readily perceived that the
two objects kept in view in making this design were: first, to
make all wearing parts heavy and easily renewed, and, second, to
make such parts as could not be easily renewed as hard as possi-
ble. This conveyor has given most excellent satisfaction in hot
cement, clinkers, and hot ashes.
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The form of elevator or conductor having been settled, the
next important consideration is the matter of chains. This has
been a very fruitful field for invention. A large number of chains
has been designed since Mr. Ewart established the link belt in-
dustry. Some have been good, some fair, and some worthless.
The writer will confine himself to a few which by extensive and
successful use have been proved to be good.
Within the limits of its strength and for all materials not
gritty no chain has yet been made that was so good as the Ewart
link belt. Its manufacture by the Ewart Manufacturing Co., at
Indianapolis, has been perfected year by year until it is at present
wonderfully perfect in its malleability, its accuracy, and its finish.
Within the eighteen years since this company was organized by
Mr. Ewart there have been made about 1 50 000 miles of this chain.
About ten years ago Mr. James Dodge, of Philadelphia, per-
ceiving the need of a chain stronger than any that could be made
of malleable iron, invented the Dodge chain, shown in Fig. 6,
p. 52. This chain has been used in the immense anthracite coal
storage plants erected by the Dodge Coal Storage Co., of Phila-
delphia. One of these, having a capacity of 310000 tons, is shown
in Fig. 10. The amount of coal that is annually handled by means
of this chain, is probably in excess of 30 000 000 tons.
Fig. II is an illustration of a chain designed to be used in
gritty materials. The body is of malleable iron. The articulation
is formed by a hardened steel removable bushing and a turned and
hardened steel pin. All the wear, both of the articulation and of
the contact with the sprocket, are taken by these hardened bush-
ings and pins. Abrasion occurs slowly, and when the bushings
and pins are worn they can be readily renewed. This chain has
given excellent results when used in coke, ore, and ashes.
For a number of years there was felt to be a great need of a
chain for long conveyors. This chain must be light, strong, and
inexpensive. The monobar chain shown in Fig. 14 comes the
nearest to fulfilling these retjuirements of any chain yet made. It
consists of a series of flexibly connected bolts. It is light because
the bolts may be long and the malleable iron knuckles relatively
few ; strong because there are no welds in it, and the knuckles
being properly proportioned, the strength of the chain is the
strength of the high grade wrought iron bolts employed ; inexpen-
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sive because light and cheaply made, its first cost is less than that
of any other chain of equivalent strength. Monobar is made in
sizes from :'4-in. diameter, weighing 4 lb. per foot and having a
breaking strength of 18 200 lb., to 2-in. diameter, weighing 24
lb. per foot, and having a strength of 120 000 lb. The 45-lb.
Ewart chain, with which the business began, weighs }4 lb. per
foot and has a breaking strength of i 000 lb.
Fit;. 11. Ley Bushed Chain.
No paper on conveying machinery is complete without allud-
ing to some one of the several forms of carrier that have been
designed, in which the material is carried in a bucket both
horizontally and vertically from its receiving point to its discharge
point. One of these is the link belt carrier, illustrated on page
63, Fig. 16, which shows the feed chute, driving gear and discharg-
ing mechanism. This carrier is designed to convey friable,
fibrous or gritty materials. For friable materials it is better than
the gravity discharge elevator, because the material can be
carried around three sides of a rectangle without leaving the
buckets; and for the same reason it is well adapted to the
handling of fibrous or gritty materials. The driving gear is
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worthy of special notice, being what is called an equalizing
gear. If the driving shaft had a uniform angular velocity the
chain would have a variable velocity due to the fact that the
Fig. 13. MONOBAR.
teeth of the sprocket wheel where they engage the chain, being
farther from the center than the centers of the links, move
faster. A jerk is thus given to the chain every time a tooth
Kio. 14. MoNOBAR IN Trough.
engages, and this pulsating motion is very noticeable in chains of
long pitch. This has been overcome by making the driving gear
a lobed gear. There is a high spot in the gear opposite each
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sprocket wheel tooth, and the driving pinion is eccentric with a
low spot opposite the high spot of the gear. By this means the
main shaft has a variable angular velocity, or a pulsating motion,
while the chain and the counter shaft both run with a steady
motion.
Fig. 12, page 58, shows a view of this carrier as used in the
works of the l-'quitable Gas Light Co., New York City. The
length of the carrier is 728 feet, and it runs 50 feet per minute,
handling coal and ashes at the same time. The coal is taken
from the river and delivered to the carrier from the elevated
hoppers shown at the extreme left. Passing in on the upper run
of the carrier it is distributed in the storage house by means of
the self moving discharger, which is quickly moved to any point
desired. The coal is then taken from the storage house through
the automatic feed chutes, passed around the terminal at the river
end and carried through the upper part of the storage house into
the generator house, shown at the right. On their return journey
the buckets pass under the floor of the generator house and
receive the ashes discharged from the generators. In the space
between the two buildings the carrier is turned upward so that
the ashes may be elevated and discharged into the steel hopper
provided to receive them. The carrier then returns to its former
level and completes its journey. In this link belt carrier we
have the very acme of the art of handling material. Into the
perfection of its design there have been brought the engineering
skill and the practical experience of a decade of actual work in
clesigning and constructing such machinery, and there are many
interesting details in it which the writer would be pleased to
dwell upon did space permit.
In Fig. 15. page 61, is shown a view of the link belt carrier as
used in handling garbage for the city of New York at the
foot of East Seventeenth street. This carrier receives both
ashes and garbage from the collecting carts without the use of
chutes or other feeding apparatus and delivers without transfer
into the bins over head. Distribution as required is effected by
the self moving discharger. The front of the pocket is provided
with a series of 10 ft. X 10 ft. doors through which, when raised,
the ashes and garbage are delivered by gravity to the scows.
The pocket is 100 ft. long and 45 ft. high. The carrier is com-
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posed of 24 in.X36 in. buckets, is 314 ft. long, and at its present
rate of speed has a capacity of two cubic yards per minute.
The writer has now attempted in a very brief manner to cover
the field of material handling by means of elevators and convey-
ors, beginning with the simplest forms, the centrifugal discharge
elevator and the scraper conveyor, handling the simplest of mate-
rial, and ending with the combined elevator and conveyor, hand-
ling the most difficult of all materials viz., the garbage, and street
sweepings of a great city. In this hasty review many most
excellent chains and other devices have had to be omitted. A
fitting close to this paper will be a description of the coal and
ashes handling plant installed in the central heating plant of the
University of Illinois by the Link Belt Machinery Co.
First notice that the wide difference in the nature of the
materials to be handled naturally divided the problem into two
distinct parts. Coal is friable, dusty, dry, and iron abrasive.
Ashes are less friable, with very hard clinkers mixed in, dusty,
often wet, and exceedingly abrasive. It was desired to store as
much coal in the building as space would permit, and to make
this coal in storage available for chuting to furnaces by mechan-
ical handling. Thus it might be desired to take the coal direct
from the wagons to the furnaces or from wagons to storage or
from storage to furnaces, and avoid all manual labor except
such as might be required to empty the wagons. The ashes were
to be taken from the ash pits and stored in an elevated recepta-
cle holding about a cartload, from which they could readily be
discharged into carts or wagons to be hauled away. The manner
in which these requirements were met will appear in the descrip-
tion.
Fig. 17 and 18 are plan and cross section respectively, show-
ing in outline the entire boiler house interior. The coal bin
extends along the west wall in front of the boilers, and has
a false bottom dividing it into an upper and a lower part. This
bottom is high enough to allow all the coal in the upper part to
flow through chutes direct to the furnaces. The lower part is
entirely for storage. A gravity discharge elevator and conveyor
runs through under the floor of the bin up the north end, across
over the top, under the roof and down again at the southend of
the bin. The lower run of this conveyor under the floor is covered
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Fk;. 16. Link Belt Carrier.
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by 2 in. x6 in. planks, every other one being loose. A piece of T
iron secured longitudinally under the fixed planks, divides the
openings made by lifting the loose planks, so that no large lumps
can get into the conveyor. If such get into the bin they must be
broken before they can be taken by the conveyor.
Let us suppose the bin is empty. Wagons are driven up to
the windows on the west side and the coal is thrown into the
lower part of the bin up to the level of the windows. Some of the
windows are connected with the conveyor by closed chutes. The
coal thrown into these goes into the conveyor, is taken up and
discharged through gates in the upper conveyor into the upper
part of bin. If the holes in the false bottom are open the coal
falls through into the lower bin until it is full and then proceeds
to fill the upper bin. In this way the entire bin may be filled to
the top. Gates in the front of the upper bin permit the coal to
flow out and to the furnaces by means of chutes. When the
upper bin is empty the holes in the false bottom are closed and
the conveyor started. Ky opening the gates and by lifting the
loose planks above referred to, the coal in the lower bin can be
transferred to the upper bin for serving the furnaces.
The writer wishes to call especial attention to the false bot-
tom feature of this bin which allows one structure to serve the
double purpose of storage and distribution. The idea is a novel
one and its origin in this case is due in large measure to Professor
L. P. Breckenridge, of the University of Illinois.
As coal is not very abrasive a plain riveted chain is used,
which in such service will be quite durable. A roller placed in
each articulation supports the buckets free from the bottom of
the trough and does away in a large measure with the noise usu-
ally attendant upon the operation of such machinery.
For drawing the ashes out from under the furnaces a cast-iron
screw conveyor is used for reasons given above under the descrip-
tion of this conveyor. This screw conveys or delivers its load
into an elevator which combines the features of a pan conveyor
and a continuous bucket elevator. The buckets are of steel with
overlapping edges. They are supported on rollers bushed with
case hardened bushings. The rollers revolve on gudgeons secured
to the buckets, and fitted with case hardened thimbles. The
buckets are fastened to a single strand of the Ley steel bushed
chain described above.
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THE EFFECT OF FREEZING CEMENT MORTAR.
By a. C. Hobart, '97, Fki.i.ow in Civii. Enginekring.
The great interest developed among engineers in the last few
years as to the extent cement mortars are injured by freezing,
and the inadequacy of the past experiments to answer such ques-
tions, led to the experiments described in this article.
As affecting the weight to be given to careful experiments, it
may be stated that with one or two exceptions, the effect of
freezing cement mortar has received very superficial attention.
No extended series of connected tests have been made. The one
important exception comprises the series of tests made by P. S.
Barker and C. A. Symonds at the Thayer School of Civil Engineer-
ing, Dartmouth College, and described in the Engineering Neivs,
Vol. 33, p. 282. From the results obtained by these experimenters
it is plainly evident that cement mortars, both Portland and
natural, are injured by immediate freezing. To just what extent
this is true is not so evident. In this, as in every other case
where experiments upon the freezing of cements have been made,
recourse was made to natural sources for such freezing, and the
often violent fluctuations of the temperature from weather changes
does not allow very close comparison of the results obtained. *
The whole series of recorded experiments on the subject, with the
exception noted above, is exceedingly meagre and unreliable.
Granting, then, that cement mortars are injured to a great
extent by immediate freezing, the writer endeavored to study the
effect of freezing on mortar which should have the advantage of a
slight initial set. That the results might be readily compared
recourse was made to artificial freezing.
* See Michigan Engineer's Annual, '96; T. A. S. C. E., Jan. and
June, '94 ; Engineering Record, Mar. 10, '92; Engineering News, Mar. 2,
'92; T. S. C. E., of Cornell University, '93; J. W. S. E., Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 681.
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Apparatus and Mktiiod oi' CoN'DucTiNr. Tests.
After a trial of both the transverse method of testing and the
common tensile tests, it was decided that with the appliances at
hand the latter method was the more expeditious, while at the
same time equally reliable.
Two sets of brass gang molds having a capacity of thirty
briquettes each, as well as twenty-four individual brass molds,
were used in making the briquettes. These molds were all of the
pattern recommended by the American Society of Civil Engineers.
A Richie machine having rubber-tipped grips was used in break-
ing the briquettes.
Great care was taken that all briquettes should be made under
exactly the same conditions in order that the results might be
comparable. At least two thirds of the total number of briquettes
were made by the writer alone. With the remainder, very valua-
ble assistance was rendered by E. S. Johnson. Here much care
was observed that the same procedure should be gone through
with in filling the molds, and a later comparison of the results
given by the briquettes molded by myself and by Mr. Johnson
showed that there was no appreciable difference.
In preparing mortar, the cement and sand were first thoroughly
mixed dry and then the water added. The mass was then worked
over with a small trowel to the consistency recommended on p.
.71 of Baker's Masonry Construction. The per cent of water
necessary for the various mortars had been previously determined
and was strictly adhered to throughout the series of experiments.
All briquettes were hand molded, moderate pressure of the
thumbs serving to closely fill the molds and exclude all air
bubbles.
The mortar was mixed upon slate tables, the molds also rest-
ing upon these tables while the cement was setting.
Through the kindness of Mr. Storer, of the Twin City Storage
Co., of Champaign, 111., a room was obtained for the freezing of
the briquettes. This room served the ice company as a storage
room for their artificial ice and was maintained at a temperature
of about 20 ° F. Throughout the time during which this room was
used as a freezing place for the briquettes, the temperature did
not vary more than two or three degrees from 20° F. The
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briquettes were stored one deep on the thin sheet-iron shelves
and soon fell to the temperature of the room.
With those briquettes allowed to set but for a very short time
before freezing, all work was done at the ice plant. At the
expiration of the time allowed for the briquettes to set, the
molds, with enclosed briquettes, were placed in the cold room
until the freezing had taken place. The briquettes were then
taken from the molds and placed upon the shelves before men-
tioned. Where the briquettes were allowed to set a longer time
and the cement became hard before the expiration of this time,
the briquettes were made at the Cement Laboratory of the
University and there taken from the molds before being put into
the freezing room. In all cases the frozen briquettes were taken
from the freezing room from i8 to 20 hours before being broken.
During this time they were placed in water which continued at
about the same temperature as the laboratory, which was com-
paratively uniform and averaged 60 8 ° F. This allowed perfect
thawing of the briquettes before they were broken.
With the briquettes of the parallel series, not frozen, equal
care was taken. Here the briquettes were taken from the molds
after the cement had set, and placed in pans of water as in
the thawing of the frozen specimens. Also as in the case of the
frozen specimens, the water of the pans averaged 60.8 ° F., vary-
ing from 54 to 68 ° F.
In the case of the briquettes destined to be frozen after quite
an interval in which to set, water storage was also made. These
briquettes were allowed to drain off or else were wiped off before
putting them in the freezing room. Whenever briquettes were
allowed to set in the molds, a damp cloth was constantly kept
over them.
Each briquette was marked with steel dies to identify it after
freezing. In the case of the i to 2 and i to 3 mortars, these
marks were rendered legible by placing them upon a thin scale of
neat cement, rubbed upon one end of the briquette.
Cement and Sand.
The cement used consisted of two Portlands, viz., Dufossez
and Saylor's American, and four naturals, viz., Clark's Utica,
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Louisville Black Diamond, Louisville Star, and .Akron. These,
among others, had been in use at the laboratory for some time and
were chosen as representative cements and as having given better
results under test than the other brands in the laboratory. The
general qualities of these cements may be seen from an inspection
of Table L
TABLE L






























































With the exception of the Utica and Akron, all the cements
were perfectly sound. These two exceptions, however, were not
bad cases, the cracks found in standard pats setting in water being
small and superficial.
The Portlands were bought in the open market. The natural
cements were supplied to the laboratory by the manufacturers on
request.
In all tests the sand used consisted of crushed quartz of the
standard size recommended by the American Society of Civil
Engineers. It was sharp, clean and in every way a desirable and
excellent sand for the purpose.
The water used in preparing the mortaf varied in temperature
from 46 ^ to 59 ° F. As before stated, the per cent of water used
with individual cements and the various mortars was the same
during the entire time of the experiments. These proportions of
water are as shown in Table II.
























































The results of the various experiments are shown in condensed
form in Table III. In all cases the briquettes were frozen six
days after having been allowed to set for various intervals. They
were then thawed for from i8 to 20 hours and broken. The
unfrozen briquettes of the parallel series were broken at exactly
the same age as the frozen specimens. It was found, however,
that a difference of i to 24 hours in the age of the unfrozen speci-
mens made so little difference in the strength that unfrozen
briquettes between these limits were averaged for strength. Where
a considerable gain in strength appeared to come from the inter-
val between the limits of 12 and 24 hours, this strength was noted
separately, those between i and 12 being averaged together.
Study of Experiments.
As preliminary experiments, a few briquettes of both natural
and Portland cement were prepared and immediately frozen.
The results obtained from these preliminary experiments practi-
cally agreed with the results obtained by Barker and Symonds,
Upon one point, however, there was a slight disagreement.
Natural cement briquettes frozen six days at a temperature of
20 ° P., showed very little evidence of surface disintegration.
A slight discoloration of the outside skin, extending to a depth
of a quarter of an inch only, was all the visible effect. This
discolored area, while not as hard and sound as the other parts
of the section, had no little strength. Portland briquettes suffered
no surface change whatever, although the loss in strength was
considerable.
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TABLE III.
EFFECT OK FRIvEZING CEMENT MORTARS SIX DAYS AFTlvR
HAVING SET FOR VARYING LENGTHS OF TIME.
The \ipper line of figures for each mortar is the strength in pounds per square inch,
and the lower is the ratio of the strength frozen to the strength unfrozen.
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An inspection of Table III will show results surprising in
many ways. Instead of the generally accepted belief that cement
mortars (and especially natural cement mortars), are injured by
freezing, it is plainly evident that, given a short initial set, such
freezing enormously increases the strength of natural cement
mortar, and the Portland cement is most injuriously affected.
An inspection of the results for natural mortars shows that
the strength rapidly increases with the time in which the bri-
quettes are allowed to set up to a certain point. From this point
the strength in some cases decreases to a second minimum and
later approaches a point where the freezing has no effect either
way. The maximum strength always occurs with a less initial set
than twenty-four hours and generally with less than six hours.
The I to I and i to 2 mortars attain a maximum before the neat.
Where there is a second minimum, as in the case of the Clark's
Utica and Louisville Star, this minimum seems to be reached at
three days. The other two natural cements used in the experi-
ment had no second minimum, but gradually decreased in strength
from the maximum to the point of no effect.
The Portlands, while never increasing in strength by the
freezing, appear, nevertheless, to have a maximum as in the case
of the naturals. Thus the loss in strength is much less when
frozen at from six to twelve hours after molding than when frozen
at either twenty-four or forty-eight hours from this point. This
maximum is not so well defined as in the case of the naturals, but
is still plainly apparent. It also comes later than in the case of the
naturals. This is to be expected. The naturals being much quicker
setting than the Portlands would take a much shorter time to attain
the condition at which the freezing seems to affect them most
favorably.
The tabular results may be m»re easily studied by means of
Fig. I to 4. Here where the ratio of frozen to unfrozen strength
is taken as an ordinate, it will be clearly noted that the i to i
and I to 2 mortars are much more favorably affected by the freez-
ing than the neat. The height to which the i to 2 curve rises is
surprising to say the least. Thus in the case of the Louisville
Black Diamond cement it rises to 316 per cent and approaches the
strength of i to i unfrozen mortar. In all the cases of natural
cement mortar, the i to i frozen mortar rises to a strength equal
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to the neat unfrozen mortar. This effect, if it were possible to
freeze mortar cheaply at any time, would be worth taking account
of in an economic sense,
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" internal strength " noted by Barker and Symonds. Given a short
initial set, the cement attains a power to resist surface disintegra-
30C
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dencing surface disintegration, rapidly decreased in thickness
until with three or four hours initial set no difference in the color
of the section could be observed.
This disintegration, it will be understood, is for such a com-
paratively small mass of mortar as is contained in a briquette. In
no case in actual practice would the conditions be as severe, for
there is no reason to expect a larger mass of mortar, such as is
contained in a wall joint and surrounded as it is by protecting
stone, to suffer a greater depth of surface disintegration than in
the case of the briquette. With such a mass the effect of such a
slight surface disintegration on the final strength would be in-
significant.
In the case of the Portlands, freezing appeared simply to
retard the setting, briquettes frozen six days rapidly gaining in
strength on being thawed out and allowed to stand in a warm
place for some time. With the natural cements the effect was
entirely different in character. The rate of setting did not, how-
ever, increase under the influence of the cold ; rather the reverse.
While no adequate solution of the question as to how the increase
of strength is gained can be given, there can be no doubt that
there is such an increase ; whether through more favorable con-
ditions for the formation of the hydrate of alumina or through
physical re-arrangements of the hydrate crystals, it will not be
attempted to state.
Maj, Marshall, of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., to whom
this matter was presented, has suggested an ingenious theory that,
as he says, might possibly account for the unexpected results.
Assuming the natural cement to be very quick setting and to
have been mixed with the minimum quantity of water (as it prac-
tically was), the heat of chemical union may have been sufficient
to prevent the water from freezing until it had all entered into
chemical combination with the cement. The effect of the low
temperature thereafter, instead of expanding uncombined water,
would contract the new solid, i. e., the hydrated cement, increase
its density and hence its strength. In other words, the frost acts
as a tamping agent. This action would not take place with Port-
land cements on account of their slow rate of combination with
water. As before stated, this is certainly a very ingenious theory,
but it is a question whether such action by the frost would account
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for so great a gain in strength of the cement. The whole question
as to the setting of cements is in a very hazy condition and a great
field opens before the engineer-chemist who will bring his com-
bined knowledge to bear upon the subject.
In an attempt to explain the apparently contradictory results
of the experiments in the case of the natural cement mortars, it
was suggested that the time allowed the briquettes to thaw was
inadequate, and that the increased strength was due to frozen
material rather than the increased strength of the cement itself.
This could have been satisfactorily answered, in part, by reference
to the results from Portland cements. They, also, in such a case
should have received an increase of strength. In order, however,
that the question should be definitely settled, a briquette was
prepared having a hollow interior to which access was obtained
through a hole just large enough to insert a thermometer stem.
This hollow was filled with mercury, a thermometer bulb in-
serted, and the apparatus removed to the freezing room. The
briquette before removal to this room was at a temperature of
6i ° F. In an hour and fifteen minutes the temperature of the
briquette had fallen to 32.2 ° F., at two hours to 29 "^ F., and at
four hours to the temperature of the room (20 °F.). The
briquette was then removed from the freezing room and placed
in a pan of water 50.4 ° F. In fifteen minutes the temperature of
the briquette had risen to 47 °, and in forty-five minutes to the
temperature of the surrounding water. This allows no question
as to the perfect thawing of the briquette in the 18 to 20 hours
allowed.
It had been originally intended to experiment with but two
brands of natural cement. To check the general results obtained
from these two, whose character caused them to be questioned,
two more were selected and the subsequent results from these two
amply verified the ones from the first cements.
Natural cements frozen in contact with water are almost
wholly disintegrated, being reduced to mud and scales. Alter-
nate freezing and thawing also seems to injure the strength as
obtained above, but to a limited extent only. The tests on this
question were limited in number on account of time and were
hardly sufficient to establish the truth of the statement beyond
dispute.
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A few briquettes, by chance only, were frozen for six days at a
temperature of about lo F. These, in the case of the natural
cement mortar, were very greatly increased in strength, much
more, in fact, than occurred at the temperature of 20 " F., to which
most of the briquettes were exposed. This increases the incon-
gruity of the results and adds to the dif^culty of explaining them.
In moderately cold weather the disintegrating effect of the
frost should not penetrate far into the mortar of a wall and with
an initial set of only an hour, the neat natural cement mortar
would closely approach its normal strength under the most
favorable conditions. With other natural cement mortars, such
an interval would even operate to greatly increase its strength.
Winter days, in all except very high latitudes, in which six
or eight hours of a temperature very near, if not above, freezing
can be obtained, are not uncommon and would allow the con-
struction of first class masonry, using natural cement mortar, and
a little extra care. Masonry built under such conditions would
stand the frost much better than if Portland cement was used
and, in fact, the added strength due to the frost would make the
natural cement as strong as a Portland under normal conditions.
Many cases of masonry failures laid to the effect of frost
must be attributed to other causes or a combination of unfavorable
conditions. Not that the frost does not sometimes injuriously
affect the strength of the mortar, but in such cases rather through
the co-operation of other conditions. I have in mind the failure
of a water tower (see Engg Nezas, Vol. XXXV, p. 45) put up
in freezing weather with natural cement mortar. On the thaw-
ing of the mortar by a warm rain, the tower failed. In such
a case, the action of the weather, both during the construction
of the tower and subsequently, when the work was sometimes
covered with sleet, would seriously mitigate, if not entirely
destroy, any benefit to be derived from the action of the frost.
This tower, if constructed and thawed out in comparatively dry
weather, would probably have shown no evidence of weakness.
Conclusions from the Tests.
(
I
) Portland cement mortars suffer a retardation in their
setting on being frozen, the strength reducing to almost nothing
in the case of mortars with a large proportion of sand. They
suffer no surface disintegration, however, except in the case of
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the mortars just mentioned, and from superficial examination
would appear to have received no harm.
(2) Natural cement mortars with an initial set of from three
to six hours are very greatly increased in strength by being
frozen. This increase of strength is greater in the mortars having
a large proportion of sand and in the majority of cases is as much
as 50 per cent, some cements going as high as 200 per cent or
more.
(3) Natural cement mortar suffers a slight surface disinte-
gration on being frozen, this disintegration varying with the
amount of initial set allowed. Natural cements frozen in water
or under very damp conditions, are almost totally disintegrated,
(4) Both naturals and Portlands require an interval of at
least two weeks before they are unaffected by the action of frost.
The very unusual results obtained from these experiments
may cause questions as to their accuracy. This is only natural
on account of the generally accepted ideas on the subject and
which are almost directly opposed to the evidence offered. Yet,
while the author does not feel in a position to state definitely that
the conclusions drawn above from these experiments are to be
taken as final in all cases, he does feel confident that the care
with which the experiments have been conducted warrants their
present publication in the hope that a better explanation of the
unusual results than any so far presented, may be obtained.
THE CENTRAL HEATING, LIGHTING AND POWER
PLANT.
Bv L. P. Brkckenridgk, Profkssor of Mkchanicai< Engineering.
The rapid growth and development of the University of Illi-
nois rendered it imperative that increased facilities should be
installed for the proper heating of the buildings already erected
on the campus. The completion of the Library during the sum-
mer of 1S97 added 3 000 square feet of hot blast radiation to the
system. The boiler capacity of the old plant was not sufficient to
handle any increase in radiation. This was largely on account of
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insufficient chimney draft. All of the water of condensation from
the Engineering Huilding was being turned into Boneyard Branch.
The operation of two plants, one for the north end and one for
the south end of the campus, was not economical and smoke was
always a nuisance, whether the wind was north or south. On
account of poor chimney draft, it has been necessary to burn lump
coal, costing the University from $i 75 to S2.25 per ton. The coal
consumption has for the years of '95-'96 and '96-'g7 been about
3 500 tons.
In the design of the new plant it has been the aim of the
writer to accomplish the following results : —
1. To concentrate at the lowest point on the campus all the
heating boilers.
2. To provide increased draft, so that the cheaper grades of
coal may be used for fuel.
8. To prevent smoke.
4. To provide a system of tunnels large enough to carry the
heating mains, water mains, gas mains, compressed air mains,
vacuum mains, as well as wiring for electric light and power
purposes.
5. To concentrate all engines near the boiler house so that
all exhaust steam may be used for heating purposes.
6. To provide i 000 incandescent lights for the buildings and
20 arc lights for the campus.
7. To provide electric current for running motors for power
purposes at any point on the campus.
8. To arrange the entire plant so that, as far as possible, it
may be available for educational purposes.
Location and General Description.— The new buildings
are on the east side of Burrill Ave. and on the north bank of Bone-
yard Branch. A description of the buildings will be found in
another place in this issue. South of the branch is i 500 feet of
tunnel extending from the boiler house to the Library, passing
directly under the Chemical Laboratory and University Hall. On
the north side is 300 feet of tunnel, beginning at the west wail of
the boiler house and ending at the north wall of the Machinery
Building.
The Tunnels.— Fig. 1, page 81, shows a cross section of the
main tunnel. The circular arch is 8 inches thick and is built of
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hard burned brick laid in Utica cement mortar. The bottom is
concrete made of i part Alpha Portland cement and 6 parts
gravel, and covered with a coating of Portland cement mortar
about ^-inch thick. The exterior of the brick work is covered
with a coating of Portland cement mortar about ^-inch thick.
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Fig. 1. Cross vSection of Main Tunxel.
There is a clear head room of 6 feet 6 inches, and the width is 6
feet. At every lo feet is an adjustable pipe chair and wooden
bricks are placed in the wall at the same distances, furnishing a
means of fastening cleats for wires for the light and power cir-
cuits. The tunnels are lighted by incandescent lights. The location
of the tunnels is shown in Fig. 2, page 82.
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The Piping.— The lo-inch heating main extends from the
boiler room, through the pump room and tool room, which occupy
the extension of the boiler house that is built over the Boneyard,
and enters the south tunnel on the south side. This main is car-
ried on the pipe chairs in the tunnel and extends to the center of
the Chemical Laboratory, where it is reduced to 9 inches, which
runs to the center of University Hall, from which point it is 6
inches to the Library. The connections taken from this main
are a 6-inch main for the Engineering Building, Natural History
Building, University Hall, and Library, and a 5-inch main for the
Chemical Laboratory. The return mains for the condensed water
are 3-inch from the Library to the University Hall and 4-inch
from there to the boiler house. No expansion joints are used,
provision for change of lengths being made in double swing ells,
connected by 2-inch "bleeders," the longest run in a straight line
being 475 feet. This length is anchored in the middle.
The tunnel pipes are covered with magnesia sectional cover-
ing painted with one coat of red mineral paint and one coat of
black asphaltum.
In the boiler house there are three steam mains:— The heat-
ing main just described; the high pressure main for the commer-
cial lighting plant, designed for 165 lb. pressure; and the labora-
tory main for the experimental engines of the steam engineering
laboratory, designed for 90 to 100 lb. The latter passes under
the floor of the laboratory, and supplies steam to each engine
through a special bent pipe. The exhaust from each engine
passes to the heating main. Each engine has its own separator
on the steam main and its own grease extractor on the exhaust
near its entrance to the heating main.
Boiler House Equipment.— During December 250 H. P.
of National Water Tube boilers were set. These boilers are
equipped with a Murphy smokeless furnace and automatic
stoker. Steam was turned into the heating system from these
boilers on Jan. 3, 1898, and the boiler has been in use ever since.
A Berryman closed feed water heater is set so that the exhaust
steam from the engines may be turned through it or around it as
desired.
The. 500 H. P. Babcock and Wilcox boilers which will be set
in the new plant some time in May, will be equipped with Roney
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niechanical stokers. The lOO M. P. horizontal tubular boiler
which will be moved from the old plant, will be set with a Hright-
man stoker. The coal and ashes are handled by machinery.
The storage capacity for coal is about 600 tons.
Some of the smaller details of the boiler house equipment
consist of:—A No. 6 Schaeffer & Budenberg exhaust steam in-
jector ; a Locke damper regulator ; Davis back pressure valves ;
8-inch Lyman exhaust head; Worthington 2-inch hot water meter;
Crosby recording pressure gages ; feed pumps with automatic
control from return tanks ; oil filter ; and Austin separators.
Steam Engineering Laboratory.— This contains all of the
engines owned by the University. These may be enumerated as
follows:—One Ideal compound, lOO H. P., used for running the
generators for both light and power circuits ; one single cylinder
Ideal engine, 50 H. P.; one Westinghouse "Junior" engine, 50 H.
P.; one Robinson engine, 25 H. P.; one small Robinson engine, 15
H. P.; one Ball engine. 4o H. P.; one Meyer engine, 40 H. P.; and
one Sturtevant engine, 15 H. P. These engines may be run from
either of two steam mains, but all exhaust into a common main
connected with the heating system. During such times of the
year as the external temperature does not fall below about 50" F.
there will be sufficient exhaust steam for all heating purposes ; at
lower temperatures live steam will be supplied directly from the
boilers through pressure reducing valves in the boiler house.
A large amount of new apparatus and steam appliances will
be added to the equipment of this laboratory at an early date.
The University electric plant is for the purpose of furnishing
current for the incandescent lamps in the building, for arc-lamps
on the campus, and for power in the machine shops, in the
dynamo and other laboratories, and also for the ventilating fans
in the several buildings. There is a Westinghouse two-phase
alternating current plant, consisting of two generators aggregating
120 K. W. normal output, a number of induction motors aggre-
gating 100 H. P., and transformer capacity for seven hundred
16 C. P. incandescent lamps. The motors are wound for the
primary voltage of 440 volts. The transformers reduce from 440
volts to no volts for incandescent lighting. A Wood arc-light
machine supplies current for twenty-five series arc-lamps on the
grounds and in Military Ilall. In addition to the above the Uni-
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versity has a number of 500-volt direct current motors which have
been installed for a number of years. It is the intention to
replace these eventually with induction motors. They are now
supplied with current from a 30 K. W. Westinghouse multipolar
generator. This generator also gives the Electrical Engineering
Department special facilities for testing street car motors and
other 500-volt direct current apparatus. The incandescent and
power wiring is all in the tunnels of the heating plant. The
series arc-light circuits have been designed to go underground.
While the plant is first of all a commercial plant, yet it has also
been designed so as to be accessible for tests.
The following table gives the capacity of the present plant:—
Coal consumption '97- '98 3 500 tons.
Coal storage capacity 700 tons.
Boiler capacity 900 horse power.
Engine capacity 300 horse power.
Number of incandescent lights 1 000
Number of arc-lights 25
Motor capacity 100 horse power.
Length of tunnels 1 800 feet.
Number of buildings heated 12
Amount of radiation 50 000 square feet.
Amount of space heated 5 000 000 cubic feet.
Estimated value of plant f90 000.00
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE OF VARIOUS
PROPORTIONS.
R. B. Ketchum, '96, Assistant in Civii, Engineering. Fred. W.
HoNENS, '96, Assistant U. S. Engineer.
The following is a summary of the results of a series of ex-
periments made by the authors in the Cement Laboratory of the
University of Illinois, to determine the variation in strength of
concrete due to a difference in the proportion of the ingredients.
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About 200 six-inch cubes of concrete were tested for crushing
strencjth to study the variation in the strength of the concrete
due to a variaton of the proportion of the ingredients. Ten
different proportions were used and six specimens were tested
at three different ages, viz., seven, thirty, and ninety days,
making in all thirty experiments. All details of the experiments
are omitted here, except those most essential to an understanding
of the results.
Thi". Matkrials.
The materials used were Saylor's Portland cement, sand from
a bank near Urbana, Illinois, gravel from a pit near Urbana, and
broken stone from a quarry at Kankakee, Illinois. Tables I
and II are self explanatory of the qualities of the materials.
TABLE I.
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TABLE II.
FINENESS OF SAND, GRAVEL AND BROKEN STONE.
Sieves.
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and water flushed to the surface. In every case only enough
water was used in the concrete to cause a film of water to come
to the surface after considerable tamping. The cubes were left
in the molds for twenty-four hours with wet cloths over them,
after which time the molds were carefully taken apart and the
cubes immersed in water, where they remained six days. The
thirty- and ninety-day cubes were then placed in a room with free
access to the air until tested.
TABLE IV.
CRUSHING STRENGTH OF CONCRETES.
PvEch result is the average for six specimens.
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To aid in a further study of the results, a diagram, Fig. i, was
prepared as follows: The concretes were arranged in the order
of their strengths, and numbered i, 2, 3. etc. (see numbers
at the bottom of Fig. i); No. i (not shown), being the strongest,
S Proportions 7
Fig. 1.
No. 2 the next in strength, and so on to No. lo, the weakest.
The average crushing strength of the six cubes for each mixture,
in per cents of the average crushing strengths of the neat cement
cubes of the same age, is then plotted as an ordinate. In this
way were plotted the three full lines for the three ages. The
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broken line represents an average for these three ages. The
following conclusions drawn from these experiments are in-
teresting.
1. Although the amount of ballast in No. 3 and No. 6 is the
same, No. 3 is about 50 per cent the stronger. This shows that
large and small ingredients should be mixed to get the strongest
concrete.
2. A comparison of No. 4, No. ^ and No. 8, which have the
same amount of ballast, shows that rough angular stones are
better than smooth ones.
3. No. 4 compared with No. 5 seems to show that a mixture
of stone and gravel is better than either alone.
4. A comparison of No. 7 with No. 9 seems to show that
a decrease in the amount of sand causes a decrease in the strength
of the concrete, even though this decrease of sand makes the
concrete richer.
5. The fact that No. 7 is nearly as strong as other very
much richer concretes (for example, No. 6), seems to indicate
that the strength of concrete depends upon the composition of
the ballast. This point should therefore be carefully considered
in designing concrete work.
Incidentally, the relative position of the curves shows that
neat cement gains its strength more rapidly than do the con-
cretes; and the fact that the curves for the three ages are approxi-
mately parallel, shows that the variation in the composition of
the ballast, affects the strength in about the same way for all ages.
SPECIFICATION WRITING.
Bv J. M. White, '90, Associate Profussor ok Architecturk.
A great many attempts have been made to shorten the labor
of writing specifications. Most of these efforts have been directed
to the preparation of standard forms, which the general practi-
tioners will find usually omit many esssential points, and encum-
ber the specification with much material that is irrelevant. An
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architect who specializes on one class of buildings of about the
same cost may find a blank form of advantage, but such a specifi-
tion will not give to its author the prestige in the mind of his
client that will be commanded for him by a specification written
entirely and expressly for his building. A specification which is
concise, clear, well arranged and carefully indexed will carry
confidence with it; and it is of the utmost importance to the
architect to see that he does not have a doubting client. Few
owners will pretend to understand the meaning of the drawings,
but they do feel confidence in their ability to criticise specifica-
tions. It therefore behooves an architect to give his best atten-
tion to this part of the work.
To write a good specification requires something more than
the ability to judiciously copy paragraphs from other specifica-
tions. It requires a knowledge of all the building trades and
of all the details of construction. There are aids which will be
found valuable in preventing omissions; but these should be used
merely to suggest points that should be included or to give better
phraseology, and not to make up for the shortcomings in the
author's knowledge of how it ought to be done.
The "Specification Reminder," a pamphlet published by the
Master Builders' Association of the City of Boston, is a valuable
aid and includes a very complete list of things which should be
specified.
"Bower's Specifications" is a book containing an arrange-
ment of the material commonly used in specifications. It is
not a treatise on specifications, but a compilation of carefully
studied paragraphs suitable for insertion in specifications.
Johnson's "Engineering Contracts and Specifcations "
contains an excellent analysis of the general clauses in specifi-
cations together with some good specifications for engineering
work.
Two lectures have been published which give good working
synopses, one delivered by T. Roney Williamson before the
architectural students of the University of Pennsylvania, which
may be found in the American Arc/utect, Vol. XLV, pages 79 to
92; and the other by Theodore Cooper before the students of the
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Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute, which was published in the
Engineering Record, Vol XXVII, pages 395-97.
In arranging a specification, the main divisions which repre-
sent the different trades employed should be treated in the order
in which they will be executed. Each one of these divisions
should begin a new page, even if the work is to be let to a general
contractor, because it may be necessary through some change in
plans or method of construction to re-write one division and it is
then possible to do so without interfering with the remainder of
the specification. There is a natural order in which the work
under a general heading should be treated, as, for example, in
steam heating the sequence would be boiler, mains, risers, valves,
radiators, etc. An experienced writer, having the drawings hung
around him so they may be readily seen and with the memoran-
dum made during the progress of the drawings, will, by following
some such classification, write a complete specification without
reference to any aids. Some men have become so expert that
they can dictate the entire specification in this way to a stenog-
rapher or into a graphophone. This method can be used only by
an expert, for there is no method of making corrections or of
changing the order of paragraphs. Writing a specification long-
hand is the most satisfactory for general use, because corrections
can be readily made and the manuscript can be cut to pieces and
pasted up in a different order, if desired. In this way the most per-
fect specifications can be obtained. " Bower's Specifications " is
a very valuable assistance in this case, for often entire paragraphs
can be used to which the copyist may be referred, thus saving the
writer much time.
A valuable scheme is to write on separate library cards the
different paragraphs from a large number of specifications and
then to classify them in an index case. The usual size of card is
three inches by five inches, but it is more convenient to have
them eight inches long so that paragraphs clipped from specifica-
tions may be pasted on them. In writing the specification the
cards having clauses applicable will be selected and any new
paragraphs that may have a general application will be written on
similar cards for insertion in the file. These cards arranged in
the proper order with suitable heading cards would make a com-
plete specification ready for the copyist. It would not be advisa-
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ble to write everything that occurs in a new specification on cards,
because there are sure to be some things which pertain to that
building alone and would have no future value. This scheme
works best for such trades as masonry, carpentry, painting, etc.,
in which the ways of doing work have become fixed and where
about the same clauses would apply to all work of the same kind.
It would hardly be advisable to attempt to apply it to any phase
of electrical work because improvements are coming so fast that
it is best to go to the contractors and manufacturers for informa-
tion to be sure to be up with the times. Much the same thing is
true of finished hardware because of the changes in design and
finish.
The usual size for specifications is 8^ inches by 14 inches,
but 8 inches by 13 inches, is also used. Standard contract blanks
are usually of the former size. If the specification is to be printed
it will be found very convenient to make it of a size that will fit
readily in the pocket
; 4 inches by 7 inches, bound at the end,
will be found very satisfactory.
The usual methods of reproduction are the pad and stencil
processes and typewriting with carbon sheets. The two chief
objections to the pad processes are that the sheets are likely to
stick together and the inks will fade rapidly, making them useful
for reproducing matter for temporary use only. Of the stencil
processes the mimeograph and electric pen are the best and give
fair results with great rapidity. With ordinary care 150 to 200
copies may be made and it is more economical than printing for
any number up to about one hundred copies. Twenty copies or
less, double-spaced, cost about forty cents for each page duplica-
ted. Typewriting with carbon sheets is the most economical
where not more than six copies are required.
The method of paragraphing and arrangement of headings is
of very great importance, because if properly done it facilitates
the use of the specification besides adding materially to its ap-
pearance. The following form of heading requires more room
on the page than the usual one, but is more architectural. The
heading should be in capitals, and may be placed at the left hand




LABOR AND MATERIAL TO BE
FURNISHED BY THE MASON IN THE
ERECTION OF A RESIDENCE
FOR JOHN J. JONES
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
EDWARD E. SMITH, ARCHITECT
The form of paragraphing used by the author is illustrated in
the following abstract. The paragraphs are indented about eight
letters to give prominence to the headings and are spaced one
line apart. Single spacing is preferable because it puts the ma-
terial in smaller compass, but makes it more difificult to interline
corrections. Capitals are used for the main headings and small
letters for subheadings. By main headings under mason work
would be meant excavation, brick work, cut stone, etc.; and the
subheadings under brick work would be lime, cement, sand, com-
mon brick, pressed brick, etc.: —
BRICK WORK.
All walls, piers, chimneys, footings, etc., where shown
brickwork on the drawings, unless otherwise specified,
are to be laid with sound, merchantable brick in lime
mortar.
All masonry below grade, etc., etc
Hollow walls.
Hollow walls where shown are t^o have 2-inch air
spaces, etc
^7>^',^-'
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THE CORROSION OF IRON.
Bv S. W. Parr, Professor of Appi^ied Chemistry, and A. E. Paui.,
Fellow in the College of Science.
The data presented herewith embodies the results of a series
of experiments conducted for the purpose of determining the
conditions favoring the corrosion of iron. Primarily the idea
was to reproduce as nearly as possible the conditions existing in-
side of steam boilers. Most of the facts developed, however, are
applicable to external corrosion as well.
Solutions of salts likely to be met with in natural waters were
prepared, usually of one per cent strength. In one hundred
cubic centimetres of the solution were placed ten grams of soft
iron wire in the form of card teeth. The wire was added to the
solution, which had been kept vigorously boiling for half an hour
and so maintained for two hours after the iron was added. In
the first experiment, however, the wire was added to the cold dis-
tilled water, having present all of the normally dissolved gases.
The water was then brought to the boiling point and maintained
as usual. The method of determining the amount of iron dis-
solved was volumetric, using a Jones reductor and potassium
permanganate.
In the second column of Table I, page 96, are placed the
factors which may fairly be taken to represent an absence of
corrosion, any factor below 0.6 being taken as a correction factor.
In two of the experiments, ten per cent solutions were used.
The results are given in milligrams of iron dissolved.
These results seem to indicate that all the corrosive con-
ditions were nullified by the presence of sodium carbonate or, in
the case of pure water, by the absence of both oxygen and carbon
dioxide.
00 rur. Ti-A n.xocKA ph.



























Cold distilled water, iron
boiled for two hours
Boiling distilled water, boiling continued
for two hours • •
1 % boiling solution sodium chloride
1 ^' boiling solution sodium nitrate
1 ^ boiling solution sodium nitrate with
1 gramme sodium carbonate .
.
1 % boiling solution calcium nitrate
1 % boiling solution calcium nitrate with
sodium carbonate
1 % boiling solution calcium chloride
\% boiling solution calcium chloride
with sodium carbonate
boiling solution calcium sulphate .
boiling solution calcium sulphate with
sodium carbonate .
.
boiling solution magnesium chloride
boiling solution magnesium chloride
with sodium carbonate
1 % boiling solution magnesium sulphate
1 ^ boiling solution magnesium sulphate
with sodium carbonate
1 ?r boiling solution ammonium chloride
1 % boiling solution ammonium chloride
with sodium carbonate
1% boiling solution ammonium nitrate.
\% boiling solution ammon. hydroxide.
lie boiling solution magnesium nitrate
1 % boiling solution sodium sulphate
1 ^ boiling solution magnesium chloride
and calcium carbonate
boiling solution aluminium sulphate
1 % boiling solution calcium chloride and
magnesium carbonate
\$ boiling solution hydrogen peroxide
1 fr' boiling solution calcium chloride and
sodium hydroxide
10 ^' boiling solution sodium hydroxide
10 ^ boiling solution sodium carbonate
1 ^ boiling solution sugar
1 %' boiling solution tannin
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The following would seem to indicate the order of activity of
those substances, of possible occurrence in natural waters, placing










Ferrous and ferric sulphates have unfortunately been omit-
ted ; their place, however, would undoubtedly be next to alumi-
nium sulphate.
Some of these tests were also made in a steam digester at 90
pounds pressure, the material being placed in a porcelain beaker.
The general indications being the same as when boiled in an open
vessel, the use of the digester at high pressure was discontinued.
However, some interesting experiments were made with this appa-
ratus which, while needing further confirmation to give them full
value, seems to warrant notice here.
The question arose as to whether the presence of oxygen or
carbonic acid in the water was responsible for the corrosive effect
as indicated in experiment i, of the table. Most authorities seem
to agree that it is the carbonic acid that is responsible for corrosion
due to dissolved gases. *
By use of the digester it was possible to maintain under pres-
sure a supply of oxygen or carbonic acid and by eliminating all
gases in the beginning and continuing the boiling under condi-
tions thus controlled, the data below was obtained.
The experiment was conducted as follows : Three porcelain
beakers partly filled with distilled water were boiled until half
evaporated, and while still briskly boiling placed inside the open
digester, the iron was added and the cover quickly placed in posi-
tion, fastened and the pressure kept at 90 pounds for two hours.
The resulting factors in milligrams were: 0.6, 0.3 and 0.3.
The experiment was now repeated with the modification that
in one of the beakers was placed some sodium carbonate and into
* Metallic Structures, Corrosion and Fouling, by J. Newman, 1896.
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the digester outside of the beakers was dropped (just before plac-
ing on the cover) a quantity of sodium peroxide. By the decom-
position of the peroxide there would be supplied free oxygen.
The results were : —
(a) Water and iron only, corrosion factor 1.6 milligrams.
(b) Water and iron only, corrosion factor 1.0 milligrams.
(c) Water, iron and sodium carbonate, corrosion.... none.
Again the above conditions were repeated, but instead of the
sodium peroxide there was added outside the beakers tartaric acid
and sodium carbonate, thus supplying under pressure free carbonic
acid. Results were : —
(a) Water and iron only, corrosion factor 1.0 milligrams.
(b) Water and iron only, corrosion factor 0.7 milligrams.
(cl Water, iron and sodium carbonate, corrosion none.
The above results are better presented for comparison in
tabular form in Table II.
TABLE II.





Water and iron onl)-; all gases expelled.
Water and iron only; all gases expelled.
Water and iron only ; all gases expelled .
Water and iron; oxygen only present...
Water and. iron ; oxygen only present. .
.
Water, iron and sodium carbonate;
oxygen present
Water and iron ; carbonic acid only
present
Water and iron ; carbonic acid only
present
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SURVEY OF DEEP COAL MINE IN ILLINOIS.
By \V. H. Tarrant, '99, School of Civil Engineering.
In the survey of a coal mine having a depth of more than
I 000 feet, the writer recently had occasion to adopt some rather
unusual methods, which it is his purpose to describe in this
paper.
A previous survey in which was employed the common
method of plumbing two lines down a single shaft, did not prove
altogether satisfactory. It was decided, therefore, to try the
rather unusual plan of plumbing one line down the hoisting shaft
and another down the air shaft, and of connecting the two points
both above and below ground.
Above ground dumps and other obstructions intervened
between the shafts and it was necessary to run an auxiliary line
on unobstructed ground and to tie the two upper plumb points to
this line by perpendiculars. This auxiliary line was established
on a meridian, first approximately by needle and then precisely
by observations on Polaris. Substantial hubs were established at
the feet of the perpendicular tie lines. The necessary distances
were very carefully measured with a steel tape, and the exact
length and direction of the line between the surface plumb
points was calculated.
Below ground, as the air courses were open and easy of
access, a double connection was afforded for a precise azimuth
traverse. The direction of the base line AB, Fig. i, page lOO,
was first assumed, and a traverse run from A to I, through the
east air course. Then a closing line was run through the west air
course, thus checking the work. In the east portion of the
traverse, AB etc., to I, the direction of the line AB was deter-
mined with reference to the line AI.
In establishing the meridian, instead of taking observations on
Polaris at elongation, they were taken whenever it was most
convenient at intervals of five minutes, and reductions made by the
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method given in the "U. S. Manual of Sukvevinc. Instructions,
1894." and also in " Hodgman's Manual of Land Surveying,"
page 107. The position of the star at each of the observations
was marked by means of a notch cut on a board, which was placed
at a distance of about 250 feet north of the air shaft. The final






The azimuth of the base line AB having been calculated, it
was necessary to fix the line permanently. Holes were drilled in
the bottoms of the entry to a depth of two feet and well-seasoned,
hardwood plugs were driven in, after which the line was more
carefully marked by means of points in the tops of the plugs.
By having several plugs on the line AB and a line of plugs west
of the hoisting shaft, any change in their position could be
detected.
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REPAIRING OF PLASTER PARIS CASTS.
Bv C. R. Clark, '98, School of Architecture.
The art of handling plaster of Paris is one upon which little
has been written, and especially is this true regarding the mend-
ing of broken statuary, casts and architectural ornaments. So far
as I have been able to learn not a single article has been written
on that subject except one running in Architecture and Buildings by
Professor Frederick of the University of Illinois.
The successful mending of casts, as well as the making of
them, requires not a little skill and ingenuity. Therefore it may
be of interest to know some of the ways of repairing the breaks
which most commonly occur. It will be difficult to lay down
any specific method of procedure, since each case will present
new difficulties; but the general method is the same throughout.
Let us consider a very simple case; that of a life-size statue
from which a finger had been broken. The first thing to do is to
determine the original direction of the finger. The importance of
this will be seen when the finger is finally put in place. If there
are no missing pieces the direction will not be hard to determine.
Next dig out the surfaces so that when placed together they will
form a hollow disk about a quarter of an inch thick at the center.
For the sake of ease in cutting it is better to moisten the cast.
This will do no harm, since it should be remembered that when
fresh plaster is put upon an old cast, unless the cast is first thor-
oughly wet the new plaster will have no strength and the pieces
will not adhere.
As the finger will need some other support than the plaster,
it will be necessary to arrange for putting in a wire. Copper wire
should be used, as it will not rust the plaster, and it is much more
easily worked. With a knife or drill make a hole in the finger
about a quarter of an inch in diameter and one inch deep, with
the inner end slightly enlarged. Make a similar hole in the hand
that will coincide with the one in the finger. In making these
?
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care must be taken that the outer portion of the plaster is not
disturbed. Next kink the ends of a piece of wire so that it will just
allow the finger to go into position when it is placed in the holes.
After making sure that all will go together we may proceed to
fasten the finger in place. For doing this we shall need but a
small amount of good plaster. The dental plaster is satisfactory,
as it is strong and allows ample time for working. It can be had
at almost any drug store.
Put into a dish a sufficient quantity of water to fill the holes
that were made in the finger and hand, and sift into it as much
plaster as it will absorb. Then allow it to stand. While waiting
on this, the finger and hand must be thoroughly soaked so that
water will remain on the surface. When the plaster in the dish
has stood for four or five minutes, stir it until it is of the consis-
tency of thick cream. Care must be taken not to beat any air
into it. Fill the hole in the hand with the plaster and insert the
wire. As soon as it sets sufficiently to hold the wire in position,
fill the hole in the finger, and the disk also, and put it in place.
It now becomes evident that the position must be ascertained
beforehand, since the plaster sets so rapidly that it will become
hard before this can be determined. Hold the finger firmly in
position for a few minutes, when the plaster will have set suffi-
ciently to allow that which has been forced out around the
fracture to be removed. This is best done with the moistened
fingers.
The finger should now remain undisturbed for at least
twenty-four hours, when it will be as strong as any part of the cast.
If it requires still further modeling it should be allowed to dry
for a week or so, when, by using very fine sand paper the plaster
can be worked down to the required surface. But if a good
surface is desired, it should be allowed to become so dry that
it will not fill the sand paper with plaster.
Next let us consider briefly the method of replacing an arm.
Owing to its great weight, it will be necessary to provide a
support for the arm, until the plaster has hardened. It is im-
possible to describe a method for making a support, since each
case is of necessity different. But this much will apply in every
casr. The support must hold the arm firm and be so arranged
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that it can be easily removed or replaced while getting the pose.
After the support has been made, the work will proceed the same
as in the case of the finger, except that the hollow disk must be
made thicker, and instead of the wire one must use a piece of
wrought-iron, previously treated to a coat of white lead, and three
or four inches long and a quarter of an inch in diameter. If there
should be a number of small pieces it will be easier to omit them
entirely unless they will aid in supporting the arm while the
plaster sets. Where pieces are omitted it is almost always
necessary to use sand paper to remove the superfluous plaster;
but the greater portion of this may be cut away with a knife
much more readily while damp than with sand paper or rasp,
after it has thoroughly dried.
In the case of a plaque or panel the wires are not put into
holes, but the pieces are laid together and grooves cut into the
back in which the wires are placed, and after the pieces are stuck
together the grooves are filled with plaster.
Pieces are sometimes cast without hangers, in which case if
it is desired to hang them on the wall hangers must be inserted.
To do this a vertical axis through the center of gravity should be
determined and the hanger inserted where this line pierces the
upper edge of the cast. At this point make two holes in the back
or top of the cast and place in them a U-shaped wire with the ends
bent to prevent pulling out. Then pour the piaster around it and
allow it to stand for twenty-four hours.
Repairing with plaster of Paris, when well done, is to be pre-
ferred to all other methods. Glue is used, however, and is more
convenient for most people. But it has the disadvantage, if
allowed to come near the surface, of coloring the cast, and it also
leaves a small crack which cannot be filled with plaster, since
wetting the cast will loosen the pieces. After a time this crack
will collect enough dirt to show a black line, thereby disfiguring
the cast. White shellac is much used by the Italians as a cement,
but it has the same objections, though to a less degree, as the
glue. The shellac is put into an open vessel and set on fire.
When it is of the right consistency the fire is extinguished, and the
shellac is used as glue. The last two methods are used only for
repairing old or dry casts.
As it is the exception to make any but the most simple casts
without breaks or air bubbles, it might be well to explain how the
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artist repairs thcni and makes his work presentable. It is fre-
quently the case that when the mold is removed the cast is
found to contain innumerable small air bubbles just on the surface.
The first experience of this kind is very discouraging to the
beginner. But the remedy is simple. Take dry plaster and
rub the holes full. It will absorb sufficient moisture from the cast
to cause it to set. This method may be used only when the holes
are comparatively small. Where strength is not required, and
where the holes are somewhat larger than in the previous case,
killed plaster may be used. This is made by mixing the plaster
as first described and then stirring it until it has set, when it will
resemble putty, and may be worked like it for some time ; but it
never gets very hard. If the bubbles are large it is better to use
live plaster. When casts are made in layers they often separate
and need to be replaced or to have the parts modeled out. To
prepare the plaster for this process, mix it as first described, but
stir it only enough to make a homogeneous mass. Then allow it
to set, and just before it finally hardens work it up with a knife,
when, by keeping the hand and tools wet it can be used as clay.
If parts have been broken off they may be replaced in the same
manner as when the cast is dry.
Inasmuch as the dirt has to be removed from many casts
before they can be mended, it will not be out of place to speak of
the methods of cleaning casts. If the cast has been painted, warm
water with a little soap will remove finger marks or dust. But if
by some means it has not been made water proof, nothing but
clear water should be applied and plenty of it, since the plaster
will absorb the dirty water and leave the cast worse than before.
Probably abetter method would be to apply the. water with a hose,
as the force would loosen the dirt and carry it away. Cooked
starch is also used. The thick paste is brushed over the cast, and
when dry it may be peeled off, taking the dirt with it. When a
cast has become dirty and can not be cleaned, it is often desirable
to paint it. This may be done by applying several thin coats of
white paint, mixed with turpentine.
Casts ought always to be treated with oil or wax to prevent
moisture from carrying dirt into the plaster. They should be
handled as little as possible and kept free from the dust by putting
a cloth over them when the room is cleaned.
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REPAIRS OF MASONRY ARCH.
By a. E. Harvey, '92, AssT. Engineer Ii<i.inois Central R. R.
In the early days of railroading, the cost of transportation
and the price of iron were high and the engineers naturally
selected the material which was cheapest and most convenient
for their work; consequently streams of moderate flow which
would today be bridged with steel were then spanned with arches
of stone. In most cases these were built of the material which
lay most convenient, which was usually sandstone quarried from
the upper strata and was, therefore, not of the best quality. Some
of these arches have been replaced in later years by more modern
structures, but many remain, which, although well constructed,
are crumbling under the influence of the weather. These must
be replaced when the stone has so deteriorated that pointing will
not preserve them, unless their condition be such that repairs may
be made similar to those described in this article. These repairs
were of such a character and were such a departure from usual
practice that they are a subject worthy of at least passing notice.
The Illinois Central Railroad crosses the Little Muddy river
271 miles south of Chicago upon a bridge consisting of two 40-
foot semi-circular arches. The total length of the structure is
164 feet. Its width through the spandrels and arch rings is 10
feet. The arch rings are of course solid, but the spandrels and
abutments consist of two walls, each 3^ feet thick separated
by a space of 3 feet. Through the spandrels at each end and
between the arches are circular eyes 8 feet 4 inches in diameter.
Upon the walls above the line of the top of the keystones were
laid cover stones, 6 feet long and ly^ feet thick, bridging the
hollows in the spandrels. On each side and rising above these
cover stones about 18 inches, parapet walls were built, between
which the ballast was placed.
This bridge was built in 1853 and during its service of 44
years had become badly weather worn. The water had worked
down through the ballast and cover stones and with the aid of
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the frost had cracked and otherwise damaged many of ihe stones
of the spandrels and parapet walls. The masonry about the eyes
had become particularly weak, and was strengthened in 1891 by
building a 12-inch ring of brick inside of each eye. The arch rings,
however, were little damaged. The condition of the bridge was
such that it would either have to be replaced at an early date or
receive extensive repairs. On account of the difference between
the cost of maintenance of a bridge of steel and one of masonry,
it was decided to repair the old arches. These repairs consisted
of building upon the top of the bridge a tight deck of concrete
and I beams, upon which parapet walls were erected, and of cov-
ering all the exposed surface of the old masonry with a jacket of
concrete.
Fig. I, Plate I, page 106, is a general elevation of the bridge.
The portion to the right represents the bridge as it was in its
original condition ; the remaining portion is shown with repairs
completed. Fig. 2 gives a section of the spandrel walls, old para-
pet wall, and cover stones ; also a section showing the new deck,
parapet wall, and jacket. Fig. 3 is a partial elevation of the
finished work with a section through the arch upon the center
line of the bridge.
The ballast, old parapet walls and cover stones were first
removed to a level with the top of the arch ring and 12-inch I
beams, 13^ feet long, were laid transversely, 2%, feet center to
center, upon the old masonry. Between and over these beams
was placed the concrete of the floor, 14 to 15 inches in depth,
resting upon the walls and arching the hollows in the spandrels.
Before the construction of this floor, the track was carried upon
caps and stringers, but as the work progressed it was transferred
to blocking resting upon the finished surface of the floor. The
concrete consisted of i part Portland cement, 2 parts sand, and
5 parts of broken limestone. Upon this deck were built the
parapet walls, 21 inches high, also of limestone concrete, but with
a facing and top of the same material as the jacket below.
Inasmuch as the principal object of this deck was to keep
the water away from the old masonry, every precaution was taken .
to make it water tight. The floor was sloped so as to drain to
vitrified tile inserted in the edge of the deck at intervals of
20 feet. The floor and the inside of the parapet walls were
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thoroughly coated with roofing asphalt. The deck, wliich pro-
jected I foot 8 inches beyond the face of the jacket, was provided
with a drip along the under side.
The concrete jacket covering the exposed surface of the old
masonry was applied by means of a mold, which is shown in
place in Figs, i and 2, Plate I, page 106. The surface of the
jacket is 8 inches from the draft line of the sides of the arches,
which were rock faced, and 6 inches from the crandalled surface
of the intrados of the arches. The mold was held in place by
means of iron bars set in holes drilled in the stone. Each bar
consisted of two parts, the expansion bolt and the extension bolt,
connected by a pipe coupling. The expansion bolt was set into
the stone about 6 inches and was of such length that the outer
end was about i inch beneath the finished surface of the jacket.
The inner end was split to receive a wedge. Through the
coupling and the outer end of the expansion bolt a hole was
drilled and a pin inserted, so as to prevent the coupling from
unscrewing when the extension bolt was removed. The outer
end of the extension bolt was provided with a nut and washer,
which served to hold the frame of the mold in place. The exten-
sion bolt could be removed from the coupling by applying a pipe
wrench, thus freeing the mold from the finished jacket.
To permit of using the extension bolts a second time, the
outer end was turned down so that the pipe wrench would not
destroy the thread and prevent the removal of the nut. The
expansion bolt with the coupling remained imbedded in the
concrete and served as an anchor or tie bolt. The hole where
the outer bolt was removed was pointed up with rich mortar.
The concrete of the jacket consisted of i part of Portland cement,
2 parts of sand and 4 parts of crushed granite.
The framing of the mold consisted of vertical posts set at
intervals of about 15 feet. Each post was made of two pieces of
2 X 6-inch timber, spiked together with a space of i inch between
their faces, through which the bolts were passed. By means of
the nuts and washers these posts were set to the proper line and
the mold boards set against their inside edge as the work
progressed. The mold boards were of southern pine, 2 inches by
12 inches, dressed on one side. The concrete mixture was
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shoveled into the mold and tamped in 6-inch layers and rammed
into all the depressions and bad joints of the old masonry.
The jacket was put upon the under sides of the arch ring in
the same manner, curved ribs being used, through which the bolts
passed in the same way as they did through the posts. Upon
these ribs, 2 X 6-inch lagging was laid parallel to the axis of the
arch. The concrete was rammed in over the top of the lagging
till the crown of the arch was reached, where a portion of the
jacket had to be rammed from the s'des. On each side of the
bridge, five vertical joints were made in the jacket, and the work
was carried up in each section in horizontal layers. In the sections
next to the arches, the concrete against the sides was carried up
at the same time and in connection with the work under the in-
trados of the arches. Where curves occurred about the middle
pier and the abutments, special molds were made.
The method here described of holding the molds in place by
means of bolts inserted in the masonry proved very efficient. It
saved a large amount of labor and material in the way of bracing
and framing for the mold, and obviated the necessity of building
centres under the arches. The bolts were set into the stone about
6 inches and held the mold firmly in every case.
Alsen's Portland cement was used throughout the work.
The cost of the various parts of the work was as follows:
—
Concrete jacket, 150 cu. yds $ I 533 . 75
Concrete floor, 47 cu. yds 1 057. 75
Concrete parapet, 75.4 cu. yds 557.96
Excavation, 227 cu. yds 91.95
Rubble masonry, 26 . 3 cu. yds 98 . 63
Force account work 209 05
Total $ 3 549.07
The price given for the floor included the cost of the labor of
removing the ballast, old parapet walls and cover stones and the
placing and maintaining of the falsework under the track, and does
not include the cost of the I beams used in the floor, or the cost
of the timbers used in the falsework, which were furnished by the
railroad company. The force account work included the cutting
off of the larger projections of the rock faced masonry so that
there should not be less than 6 inches of concrete over any part
of the work, and other incidentals arising in the construction.
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The rubble masonry was used to level up the old work under the
I beams of the floor.
The jacket will, in all probability, serve the purpose for which
it was intended, that of strengthening the old masonry and pre-
venting its further deterioration. The appearance of the structure
after its completion was that of a solid concrete bridge showing
no evidence of what it had been. It stands as an excellent ex-
ample of what may be accomplished in similar cases, for the
arches being subject to strains and vibrations during the progress
of the work, which would not occur in an ordinary culvert or
bridge abutment, gave rise to some fears that the concrete might
be disturbed before it was properly set, but no such trouble de-
veloped.
The work was done by the J. S. Patterson Co., of Chicago,
and required about 6o days, during which time there was no inter-
ference with traffic except that caused by the slow speed required
over the bridge.
A PROBLEM IN METALLURGY.
Bv William H. Kavanaugh, Instructor in Mkchanical Engineering.
The practical metallurgist is frequently called upon to solve
problems connected with the manufacture of iron and steel.
These problems comprise calculations in thermal chemistry, in
calorimetry and in the testing of the efficiency of fuels and
furnaces. In blast furnace working, there are calculations of the
volume of blast required for the economic reduction of the ore,
the size and power of the blowing engines and the determination
of the composition of the charge. Similar problems involve
calculations of the volume of blast, the power of blowing engines,
the distribution of materials and the thermal condition of the
Bessemer process. The data and requirements will vary with the
problems, but the fundamental principles governing their solution
are the same throughout. It is the object of this article to show
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how some of these principles may be applied in the working of
a certain class of problems, and it is thought this can be more
clearly done by assuming a problem and giving the solution in
full. The data were obtained from one of the largest steel plants
in this country and represents the best American practice.
Problem.—The following were the conditions of a blow in a
Bessemer converter:
—
Weight of molten metal and scrap charged 22 500 lb.
Weight of spiegeleisen 2 500 lb.
Loss in conversion 9.37 per cent.
Length of blow 9 min. 20 sec.
Average piston displacement per minute during the
blow 20 000 cu. ft.
Mean pressure of the blast 27 lb. per sq. in.
Barometric pressure in engine room 756 mm.
Temperature of engine room 36 ' C
.
Percentage Composition of Charge.
El,EMENT.
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Assumptions.—The following assumptions are made: —
1. Of the Q.37 per cent lost in conversion, 142^ lb. consist
of metal shot included mechanically in the slag.
2. This metal shot has the same composition as the ingot
metal produced.
3. The slag produced, exclusive of the metal shot, weighs
I 500 lb.
4. Fume to the amount of i 290.58 lb. is produced during
the blow and escapes with the gases.
5. The composition of the fume is Fe^Og 70.68 per cent and
Mn:,Oi 29 32 per cent.
6. All the oxidized compounds of iron and manganese in
slag and fume are derived from the combustion of the metal.
7. One fourth of the C that is oxidized burns to CO., the
remainder to CO.
8. No free oxygen escapes from the converter.
9. The blast enters the bath of metal at lOO" C. and is heated
to the mean temperature of the bath, or i 500" C.
10. Neglect the moisture of the blast and the steam intro-
duced during the blow.
11. All the Al^Oj.CaO and MgO of the slag are derived
from the bottom and lining of the converter.
Requirements,—The following items are required:
—
1. The weight of blast per hundred units of the total charge,
including spiegeleisen.
2. The mean volume of blast per minute at the pressure and
temperature in the engine room.
3. The coefficient of useful effect in volume of the blowing
engine, i. e., the ratio between the volume given in item 2 and
the mean piston displacement per minute-
4 The net horse power of the blowing engine.
5. The gross horse power of the blowing engine.
6. The weight of coal required to generate steam for the
blowing engine per ton of ingots produced.
7. The quantity of heat developed by the combustion of
each oxidizable ingredient of the bath, per hundred units of total
charge.
8. The available heat produced by the combustion of each
ingredient of the bath, per hundred units of the total charge, i. e.,
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the excess of heat developed by its combustion above the quantity
absorbed in heating the blast required for its combustion.
g. The weight of material communicated to the slag by the
bottom and lining of the converter during the blow.
I. Weight of Blast Reouired.
Total charge =22 500+ 2 500= 25 000.0 lb.
Loss in converter =25 000+0.0937 = 2 342. 5 lb.
Ingot metal produced =25 000—2 342. 5 = 22 657. 5 lb
The Spiegel formed one tenth of the total charge, while nine
tenths was made up of molten metal and scrap. Therefore in the
ingot metal produced there will be left of the original charge
2 265 .75 lb. of spiegeleisen and 20 391 .75 lb. of molten metal and
scrap.
The next step is to determine the amount of C that burns to
CO^, and CO. The molten metal and scrap contained 2.98 per
cent of C, and the spiegeleisen 4 64 per cent C.
Therefore the weight of C in the mol-
ten metal and scrap =22 500x0.0298= 670. 5 lb.
The weight of C in the spiegeleisen
. .
= 2 500x0.0464= 1 16.0 lb.
Total C in entire charge =786. 5 lb.
The composition of the metal shot in the slag by assumption
2 of the problem is the same as the ingot metal. Weight of
ingot metal and shot= 22 657.5+142.5 = 22 800 lb. This contains
0.45 per cent C, or 22 800X00045=1026 lb This C is not oxi-
dzed. Weight of C oxidized in converter= 786.5— 102 6= 683.9 'b.
By assumption 7 one fourth of the C burns to CO., and the
remainder to CO.
Therefore the weight of C, which burns
to CO3 = ^X683.9= 170.975 lb.
And weight of C, which burns to CO . . . = ^ X683 .9=512.925 lb.
Now I lb. C burning to CO. requires " lb. O. Thus the total
required to burn the C to C0.= 170.975 X f =455-933 lb. Again,
1 lb. C burning to CO requires I lb. O. Thus the total O required
to burn the C to C0= 5 12.925 X I =683.9 lb,
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Taking up the disposition of the silicon of the charge we
have : —
Weight of silicon in metal and scrap= 22 500. xo. 0094= 211 .50 lb.
Weight of silicon in Spiegel — 2 500. X 0.0035= 8.751b.
Total weight entire charge = 220 . 25 lb.
The ingot metal and shot in the slag contain 0.038 per cent
silicon or 22 800X .00038= 8.664 lb. This is not oxidized. The
weight of silicon oxidized forming SiOo=220.25—8.664 lb. Now
I lb. silicon burning to SiOg requires f lb. O. Thus the total O
required to burn the silicon to SiO,= 2i i . 586X ? =241.812 lb.
With regard to the disposition of the manganese we have : —
Weight of manganese in metal and
scrap = 22 500X .0143= 321 .75 lb.
Weight of manganese in spiegeleisen = 2 500X .0149=372.50 lb.
Weight of entire charge =694 . 25 lb.
The ingot metal and shot contain 1.15 per cent manganese,
or 22 800x0.01 15 = 262.2 lb. This is not oxidized. Weight of
manganese oxidized = 694.25—262.2= 432.05 lb.
Part of the manganese burns to MnO and enters the slag,
while the remainder burns to MngO^ and passes off in the fumes.
By assumption 4 the weight of fume=i 290.58 lb. and by assmpu-
tion 5, 29.32 per cent of same is Mn^O^. Thus the weight of
Mn:A=i 290.58 X .2932 =378.398 lb.
The molecular weight of Mr.O, = (55x3) X. (16x4) =229.
Thus the weight of manganese in 378. 39S lb. of Mn;,04= ^itX
378.398= 272.645 lb. This burns to Mn^O^. We previously
found the amount of manganese oxidized to be 432.05 lb. The
weightof manganese burning to MnO= 43 2. 05 — 272.645= 159.405
lb. To burn i lb. manganese to Mir,Oi requires tVj lb. O. Thus
the total O required to burn the manganese to Mn30j=
272.645 XtV.'= 105 .753 lb. In like manner to burn i lb. manganese
to MnO requires \A lb. O. Therefore the total O required to burn
the manganese to MnO= 159.405 xH= 46. 372 lb.
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The weight of fume=i 290.58 lb., of which 378.398 lb. i.s
Mn.jOi- Thus the weight of FcoOa in fume^ i 290.58— 378.398
= 912.182 lb. Since the molecular weight of Fe./);; (56x2)
-=-(16x3) = 160, the weight of Fe in Fe203= tU X912. 182
638.527 lb.
By assumption 3 the weight of slag proper is i 500 lb. The
weight of FeoO;^ in the slag --^ i 500x0.029^=43.5 lb. Of this
the Fe = Ho-X43.5= 30.45 lb. The weight of FeO in slag==
I 500x0. 1744 ==261 .6 lb. Since the molecular weight of FeO
= 56+i6=-72, the weight of Fe in FeO= ff X261 . 6 =^== 203
.
466 lb.
Now we have 638.527+ 30.45 668.977 ^t). of Fe burning to
F'eoOa- To burn i lb. Fe to Fe^Os requires TV2 lb. O. Thus the total





We also have 203.466 lb. Fe burning to FeO. To burn i lb.
Fe to FeO requires \% lb. O, and the total O required to burn the
Fe to FeO= 203.466xif=58.i33 lb.
Summing up we have:
—
170.974 lb. C burning to COo requiring 455 .933 lb. O
512.925 lb C burning to CO requiring 683.900 lb. O
21 1 . 586 lb. Si burning to SiOa requiring. .241 .812 lb. O
272.645 lb. Mn burning to Mn^Oi requiring 105
.753 lb. O
1 59.405 lb. Mn burning to MnO requiring 46.372 lb. O
668.977 lb. Fe burning to Fe-.O;, requiring 286.704 lb. O
203 .466 lb. Fe burning to FeO requiring 58. 133 lb. O
Total weight O required -=1 878.607 lb.
This is to be furnished by the blast, and since by assumption
10 we neglect the moisture of the blast, it is a very simple matter
to determine the weight of air necessary to furnish this amount of
oxygen.
Dry air contains 23. i per cent of O and 76.9 per cent of N
by weight. Then the amount of air necessary to supply
I 878.6071b. of O will be I 878.607^0.231-8 132.4971b. There-
fore 8 132.497-^250=- 32.53 lb. blast necessary per hundred units
pf total charge, ivliich is the anszver to tJie first reqnirenicnt.
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II. VoLUMK oi' TiiK Blast
I cu. ft. dry air at C and 760 mm. weighs 0.0807 lb., there-
fore the volume of the blast at C and 760 mm. 8 132.497 —
0.0807 100 774.436 cu. ft. This volume of air at the pressure
and temperature of the engine room, i. e. at 36 C and 756 mm.
\QQ> 774. 436 X ?:'!x 7)72 114 666.882 cu. ft. The blow lasts
9 min. 20 sec, and therefore the mean volume of blast per minute
= 114 666.882 -f-9^ 12 285.737 cu. ft., ivJiicJi is the anszvcr to the
second requirement.
III. Efficiency of Enginf:.




IV. Net Powek of Exgine.
Weisbach gives the following formula for the total work of
the blowing engine:—
In which H',,, work in foot pound?, /'o-; specific pressure
p\




final pressure to original pressure. Substituting in the formula
and dividing by 9;'{X33 000, we have the
H. P.
9^X33 000
f r, 27+ 14. 618. "-2 9 n )
=.





V. Gross Power of Engine.
The coefficient of useful work of the engine may vary from 45
per cent to 60 per cent; taking the latter value as perhaps best
representing modern cases, we will have for the gross horse power
of the engine 960 X f= I 600.
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VI. Weight of Coal.
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The weight of ingot metal per blow ^22657.5-^2240=
10. 1 1 5 tons. If the coal consumption is 5 pounds per horse power
per hour, the weight of coal per ton of ingot metal produced





Table I, gives the heat developed by the oxidation of e ich
of the ingredients.
TABLE I.
Heat DRVE1.0PED BY Oxidation.
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IX. Material From Lining.
The weight of slag—- 1 500 lb.
Weight of MgO in slag 1500x0.0029- 4-35 "^•
Weight of CaO in slag i 500x0.0069 10.35 l^-
Weight of ALO, in slag i 50OXO.0276 41.401b.
Total weight of MgO, CaO and Al,0;t in slag -^ 56. 10 lb.
Weight of SiOo in slag -- i 500x0.622- 933.01b. Some of
this, however, comes from the charge. As found before, there
were 211 5861b. silicon oxidized, which will form 211.586XV'
453.398 lb. of SiO..
SiOoin slag =933.000 lb.
SiO, from charge = 453 . 398 lb.
SiO.. from bottom and lining of converter =479.602 lb.
MgO, CaO and Al.O, from botton and lining as above =-^ 56.1001b.
Total material from bottom and lining = 535-702 lb.
SIMPLE STANDARD FOR THE PRECISION OF LEVEL
CIRCUITS.
Bv Wm. D. Pknck, Assist.vnt Profk-SSor of Civil; Engineering.
The well established principle that the errors of careful spirit
leveling increase about as the square root of the distance affords
a basis for the construction of diagrams to be used in gaging the
precision of level circuits. The diagrams shown on Plates I and
II, pages 119 and 120, are constructed upon this principle. Plate
I is a compilation of the limiting errors of closure prescribed on
six representative American surveys. By taking the coefficients
of precision to the nearest O.OI foot, a very simple gage or stand-
ard of precision is obtained, and the graphical representation of
these values affords a simple scale for field use in leveling opera-
tions. Plate I has a range of ten miles, which is sufficient to
include a majority of the cases met by the average engineer.
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THE PRECISION OF LEVEL CIRCUITS.
The precision of spirit leveling is expressed by the formula
Error of Closure = Constant lit encffh of Circuit
In the follontm^ Summary of practice in representative Surveys of
the United States^ E is the maximum limit of error of closure of a
level circuit having a lenqth of K kilometers or M miles.
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE ERROR OF CLOSURE.
Metric Units. British Units.
NAME OF SURVEY. Coefficient To Coefficient to nearest
nearest mm. O.OOIft. OOlft.
Chicago Sanitary District E= imm:^ -0.012 ft?fM =O.OIft.iM
Missouri River Commission. E= 'bmtn?fBK- 0.018 ft. VW\
Mississippi River Commission. (1891). E= immisR- 0.018 ft. VM |-= O.OEft.iM
Mississippi River Com'n(Before 1891). E= 5mmi^ - O.OSI ft.iM)
United States Coast Survey. E= 5mm?fEK = 0.029 ft.iM - OOSft.iM
United States Lake Survey E-IOmm^fK = 0.042.ft.^fM =0.04 ft.iM
United States Geological Survey. E= 0.050 ft.iM =0.05 ft.iM
A simple practical test of the degree of precision attained in spirit
leveling is found in the last column of the above table. This graduated
Scale of precision is given below graphically for distances to ten miles.
12 3 4
Length of Level Circuit, M, Miles
10
Plate I. Precision ok Level Circuits on Representative Surveys.
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THE PRECISION OF LEVEL CIRCUITS.
(For Good Average Practice.)
tVhen rhe length of the level circuit is Mnonn in lOO-ft stations,
or nhen merely the number of settings of the instrument and the approx-
imate average distance covered per setting are known, the folloirvin^
modifications of the preceding test are valuable.
Let E= max/mum permissible error of closure of level circuit.
M = length of level circuit in miles
L= .. .. .. . .. lOO-ft. stations
U— approximate average distance covered per settincf
of the instrument in lOO-ft. stations.
5= number of instrumental settings in the circuit
For good average work with the engineers' level
E = 0.05ft^M
from which E = 0.007ftPfL
and E = 0.007ff.yHs
Substituting for 400 -ft average sights, L'=8, E = 00195 ft VS
350-- - - Z.'=7, E= OOldZftlfS
- 300-- • - 11=6, E= 00169 ft.is
250- • L-5, E =00154 ft VS
For a very rapid approximate check under ordinary conditions, it may
be assumed that E = O.OZftVs'. A graphical representation of these
formulas is given belon.
Length of Level Circuit, M, Miles.
5 10 15 20 25 30 lb 40 45 50
0.55 ^
'0.00
10 eo 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 \00
Length of Level Circuit, L, 100-Foot Stations; or Number of Level Settings, J.
Plate IT. Precision ov Level Circuits for Good average Practice.
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Plate II is merely an extension or elaboration of the upper
curve of the diagram in Plate I, the degree of precision repre-
sented by this curve being about that of " good average practice."
In order to cover all the conditions of actual practice, the length
of circuit in Plate II is expressed in three ways: (i) i^i miles,
(2) in lOO-foot stations, and (3) in the number of instrumental
settings with given average lengths of sight. The first of these
is represented by the upper curve, the length of circuit being
given in miles at the top of the diagram. The second is given
in the lower curve, the length of circuit being stated in lOO-foot
stations at the bottom of the diagram. The last, for four differ-
ent lengths of sight, is shown by the middle group of curves, the
length of circuit being stated in instrumental settings as at the
bottom of the diagram.
These diagrams may be used either to test a given result or
to fix a consistent limit for the closure of a circuit of levels run
under known conditions. In order to make them convenient for
field use, the plates" have been reproduced of a size to fit the engi-
neers' field book. They form part of a series of practical field
tests or standards provided for the use of students in surveying
at the University of Illinois.
The following results from student field problems will serve
to illustrate the use of the diagrams: —
1. The error of closure in a 9-mile circuit of levels was 0.058
foot. Referring to the diagram on Plate I, this result is seen to
correspond to 0.02 foot -o distance in miles, which is about the
degree of precision required in the Mississippi and Missouri River
Commissions' surveys.
2. The error of closure in a 21-mile circuit of levels run with
an engineers' level under average conditions was o.ioo foot. The
diagram of Plate II shows that an error of 0.23 foot would have
been permissible.
3. It checking back between bench marks 16 stations apart,
a difference of 0.06 foot was found. The length of circuit is 32
stations and the lower curve in the diagram of Plate II shows
that the error should not have exceeded 0.04 foot.
4. A level circuit of 25 settings with 300-foot sights has a
difference of 0.03 foot. The 300-foot curve in the middle group
of the second diagram shows a permissible error of O.il foot.
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IMPACT TESTS OF BEAMS.
By D. C. Wray, '98, School of Civii, Engineering
Recently considerable interest has been manifested in the
resistance of structural materials to impact, and it is quite probable
that in the future more attention will be given to resilience of
materials under impact. Most of the experiments which have
been made are untrustworthy, either because the form of appara-
tus used absorbed a large part of the energy or because observa-
tions at the breaking point only were considered.
The writer has been making a series of tests in the Laboratory
of Applied Mechanics, under the direction of Prof. A. N. Talbot,
on the effect of impact and sudden loading on beams, which he
believes is not subject to this criticism. Beams have an advan-
tage over tension pieces for impact tests in that the deflections
are many times greater than the deformations of tension pieces
and the proportion of energy lost in the apparatus is much less.
The apparatus consisted of a stiff and solidly supported bed,
with supporting knife edges on which the beam rested ; a yoke
placed over the middle point of the beam and having a heavy
nut near its lower extremity ; a clevis fitting over this nut and
connected with a stiff tray below on which the remainder of the
load was placed; and a revolving drum driven by the line shaft of
the Laboratory on which a pencil held by an arm fastened to the
middle of the beam recorded the deflection of the beam to a nat-
ural scale. The clevis and load were suspended from the bed of
the machine and then, when suddenly tripped, fell until the clevis
struck the nut of the yoke. This nut allowed adjustment from
a zero drop to five inches. Space does not permit a description
of the several devices for securing the ends and sides of the
beams and of obtaining a direct blow. The low center of gravity
of the load gave a straight pull upon the apparatus, and it is be-
lieved that the machine combined the elements of stability, mini-
mum friction and lost energy, direct impact, and a good recording
device.
Fig. I gives specimen records of the tests; four diagrams of
i^e Pine Beam No. iC (ijl X i|X 54-in.) with loads of 50,75,
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and 100 pounds and with zero drop (suddenly applied load) and
with a drop of ji inch ; two records of Steel Beam No. i (i X i X
72-in., mild steel of 60 000-lb. tensile strength) with a load of lOO
lb. and drops of and 4% inches. The pencil moved from the
line of zero load to the full deflection, and then vibrated back
and forth until it finally came to rest on the line of static deflec-
tion due to the load. The vertical scale is shown by the distance
marked " i inch," and the horizontal, or time scale by that marked
" I second of time."
vo
loagf 50 /bs Fall in. L/ne of D Load
Line of Jtatic Load
Fig. 1. Characteristic Records of Deflections.
The deflections were computed by a formula modified from
the form given on page 253 of Merriman's " Mechanics of Mate-
rials" to allow for the weight of the yoke and beam, the value of
the static deflections in the calculations being determined from
the average of a number of observations on gradually applied
loads. Fig. 2 shows the theoretical curve for steel beam No. i up
to a stress of 63 230 lb. per sq. in., and also the observed deflec-
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tions, for a load of lOO lb. and the drop or fall as shown. The
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No direct determination could be made in reference to the
elastic limit, since there was no marked divergence of the ob-
served deflections from the calculated curve. However, a com-
parison of the apparent elastic limit was made by observing first
the load which produced the first permanent set or distortion by
static loading of wooden beams, and second the same condition
in other wooden beams by impact loading. The resulting value
of the stress in two beams with static loading was 5 770 and
5 580 lb. per sq. in.; and that in a beam under impact was 5 750 lb.
per sq. in. Similarly the results of two steel beams were 48 600 lb.
per sq. in. for static loading, and 52 000 lb. per sq. in. for impact
loading. The high value for this apparent elastic limit of these
beams is evidently due to the rectangular form of the beam, as
only a small portion of the section is strained beyond the elastic
limit. These results tend to refute the claim sometimes made
that the elastic limit for impact is much less than for static load-
ing.
The modulus of rupture of white pine beams under impact
was found to be practically the same as that for static loading,
but both elastic resilience and ultimate resilience were much
greater for impact than for static loading For steel beams the
elastic resilience was likewise much greater for the impact tests.
It is interesting to note that the number of vibrations of the.
beams per second as recorded on the diagrams for deflections
less than one inch is independent of the fall of the load and that
it varies inversely as the square root of the load. This accords
with Newton's law concerning the time of vibrations.
The writer intends to embody the results of his investigations
in a thesis entitled "An Investigation of the Effects upon Beams
of Impact and Sudden Loading."
DATA ON ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
By WilIvIam Estv, Assist.\nt Professor of Electricai^ Engineering.
An extended series of comparative tcbts on five prominent
makes of electric car heaters was conducted two years ago in the
Electric Laboratory of the University by Messrs. Adams, '96, and
Campbell, '96, under the direction of the writer. As considerable
interest has been shown in the results obtained, a brief summary
is given in Table I, page 126,
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THE SHEARING STRENGTH OF RIVET STEEL.
By Arthur N. Tai.bot, Professor of Municipai^ and Sanitary
Engineering.
Five years ago the use of steel for rivets in high-grade boil-
ers, stand-pipes, and structures was considered doubtful practice
by many engineers, and wrought iron rivets were used long after
wrought iron plates had been displaced by steel. Steel rivet ma-
terial of that day was unreliable and lacked the toughness and
uniformity which is essential for standing the abuse of ordinary
riveting operations. Improvements in manufacture have pro-
duced a steel rivet bar, which for toughness, uniformity, and re-
liability, in fact for everything except the range of temperature
allowable in riveting, is the equal of the best iron rivet.
Present practice in designing joints uses values of the shear-
ing strength of steel based upon experiments made several years
ago. The data frequently quoted are from experiments made in
England by Professor A. B. W. Kennedy in 1885. The shearing
strength of these steels varied from 67 to 83 per cent of the ten-
sile strength. From these and other tests on the earlier structural
steels, the ratio of the shearing strength of rivet steel to its ten-
sile strength has been assumed to be 80 per cent, and the ratio of
this shearing strength to the tensile strength of the plate used in
the joint, 75 to 83 per cent.
As a contribution to the knowledge of this subject, the results
of a series of tests made in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics
of the University of Illinois are presented. The tests first des-
cribed were made by the different class divisions as regular labor-
atory work, and the later tests directly by Mr. C. V. Seastone,
assistant in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics. Three sizes
of four varieties of rivet material were used, and tests were made
both for single shear and double shear.
Four varieties of material were tested: i. The Victor boiler
rivet steel, manufactured by the Champion Rivet Co. of Cleveland,
Ohio; 2. Best Boiler rivet steel, manufactured by Sternbergh &
Son, Reading, Pa.; 3. Structural rivet steel (said to be Bessemer
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steel), manufactured by Sternbergh & Son; and 4. liest rivet iron,
manufactured by Sternbergh & Son. Three sizes of each of these
makes were used,
—
Y-?- }i- and i-inch diameter. The rivet rod
fitted the holes in the apparatus so accurately that it was not
found necessary to turn the rods down.
The determination of the phosphorous and sulphur of the
rivet material made by Prof. S. W. Parr resulted as follows:
Victor steel: phosphorus .015 per cent, sulphur .050 per cent.
Best boiler steel: phosphorus .01 i per cent, sulphur
.033 per
Cent.








Fig. 1. Shearing Apparatus.
Fig. I shows sections of the apparatus used for making the
shearing tests. The apparatus for single shear, shown at a, con-
sisted of two bars with accurately drilled holes through which the
test pieces passed. A bolt through the slotted holes above the
test piece and one through the holes below it, held the bars firmly
so that the shearing planes remained together. Tests showed that
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the friction between these plates was small. The length of the
bars (28 inches) reduced the eccentricity of the pull to a very
small amount.
The apparatus for double shear, shown at /;, consisted of two
middle bars Ss-inch thick and an upper and a lower bar each
i-inch thick. The upper bar was fastened to the two middle
bars with a ij^-inch bolt, and the test pieces passed through ac-
FiG. 2. Views at Successive Stages.
curately drilled holes in the middle and lower bars. A bolt
through a slotted hole in the middle and lower bars held them
firmly together. The bolts and the stiffness of the middle bars
prevented any bulging or buckling of the bars during the process
of shearing.
The bars were tool steel of 80 000 lb. tensile strength. The
upper and lower bars were placed in the grips of the 200 000 lb,
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Olsen testing machine and tension applied. Little perceptible
distortion took place in the test holes of the apparatus. The
usual tension tests of the rivet material were also made. The steel
rods were bent cold flat on themselves without showing flaws, and
a i-inch Victor steel rod was tied in a close knot by cold bending.
Fig. 2, page 129, is a view of test pieces of the Best Boiler
steel in various stages of the test. Nos. i to 5 are i-inch pieces
tested in double shear with the following stresses per sq. in.: i,
20 OCO; 2, 22 500; 3. 26 500; 4, 31 700; 5, 36 200 (sheared). Nos.
7-10 are i-inch pieces in single shear at the following stresses per
sq. in.: 7, 18 600; 8, 26 500; 9, 33 150; 10, 36 lOO (sheared). No.
6 shows a 3^-inch piece broken in double shear and No. 11 2. Y^-
inch piece in single shear.
TABLE L
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The sheared pieces are especially noticeable for the indenta-
tion which takes place after the elastic limit is reached. The
shoulder or indentation was as much as lo per cent of the diameter,
and increased with the diameter of the test piece. The bending
action was slight and was scarcely noticeable on the compressed
side. An examination of the pieces during and after the tests
showed that this method of testing largely eliminates the flexural
effect upon the rivet and hence is not subject to the criticism
sometimes made upon shearing tests.
The average of the results of the tests are given in Table I,
page 130. Averaging the ratios for the different sizes gives the
values shown in Table II.
TABLE II.
Averages oe Ratios of Shearing Strength to Tensile' Strength.
Size of Rivet.
1H2 ////•; riA iisocKM'ii.
sumed ratio in practice ranges from i j to 2, it will be seen that
the bearing stresses are comparatively low, and those of the >^-in.
rivet are especially low.
To determine the effect upon the shearing strength of in-
creasing the bearing stress, an apparatus for single shear was then
constructed having the shearing bars of 3/^-inch tool steel. This
size made the comparative bearing stresses one and two-thirds
times the former ones. The results are shown in Table III. It
will be seen that the shearing ratio of the >^-inch rivets has been de-
creased nearly 4 per cent and the i-inch i ^ per cent. As even with
this apparatus, the j^-inch rivet has not reached the usual bearing
stress, it is quite probable that the shearing ratio would be still
smaller for the usual conditions of joints, and would reach a value
for all sizes as low as that given in Table 1 1 for i-inch rivets. These
results tend to show that the amount of the bearing stresses affects
shearing strength, the latter decreasing with an increase in the
former. They, at least partially, explain the higher ratios for the
smaller rivets in Table I.
TABLE III.
Effect ok Dkcrkaskd Bicakincv Surface.
Single shear tests with 's-inch hard steel bars.
aiATERIAI,.
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the values used in practice as discussed in the preceding para-
graph, and would make the final effect not far from the values
given in Table II.
TABLE IV.
Uffkct of Soft Shearing Pirates.
Single shear tests with ^^-inch mild steel bars.
MaTERIAIv.
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The writer does not accept the statement sometimes made
that the shearing strength of rivets has little influence upon the
strength of the joint on the ground that the friction of the plates
will hold the tensile stress well up to the elastic limit of the plate;
for he does not think that it has yet been conclusively proved that
the friction is so great. Tests made in the Laboratory of Applied
Mechanics on riveted joints show that slipping occurs at or below
the usual working stresses. The average of 22 double-riveted lap
joints, hand riveted, gave 4 900 lb. per sq. in., the maximum
being 9 500 and the minimum 3 000. The average of 16 double-
riveted butt joints, machine riveted, gave 9 000 lb. per sq. in., the
maximum being 13 000 and the minimum 5 500. Tests made
elsewhere indicate that slip occurs at or below the usual working
stresses, although some show much higher results. At any rate,
it is not safe to assume that friction between the plates will pre-
vent shearing stresses in the rivets, and with this view the shear-
ing strength of rivet material becomes an important matter.
A GOVERNOR INDICATOR.
By a. H. Neureuthhr, '9S, School of Mechanical Engineering.
The rapidity with which steam engine governors act under
sudden and great variations of load and their stability under the
same conditions, is of considerable importance in all work
requiring a constant speed as in electric lighting. Fig. i, page 135,
shows an instrument designed by the writer for determining the
above qualities. It consists of four wooden rollers A, B, C, D,
mounted on standards as shown. A is a roller on which is wound
a roll of paper. This roll has at one end a cone bearing, and at
the other a pivot bearing, the screwing up of which gives the
amount of friction necessary to keep the paper taut. B is the drum
on which the record is made while the paper passes over it. (The
paper is shown by the dot and dash line.) C is a rubber-covered
roller which is connected to the engine shaft by means of a
worm and worm-wheel, and which makes one turn to every one
hundred revolutions of the engine. D is a smaller roller in a
frame pivoted to the base of the instrument, the roller D is
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pressed against the roller C by a rubber band (shown in the end
view just below the rollers) and thus produces the necessary
pressure on the paper so that it will be moved along by the
rotation of C. The recording pencil I is attached to a slide E,
which moves parallel to the axis of the drum B along the bar J.
The slide E is attached to the valve-stem of the engine by means
of the link F, the large end clamping the valve-stem and the
small slot in the other end fitting over the pin on E. If the valve-
travel is not sufficient, or if a greater length of line is desired, a
pantagraph may be used in place of this link.
Fig. 1. Governor Indicator
The time-recording mechanism consists of an electro-magnet
H (core only shown in cut) which is connected in circuit with a
seconds pendulum having a platinum point in the lower end
which passes through a mercury cup thus closing the circuit
every second. The armature of this electro-magnet H is fastened
to a bar G, which is itself connected to the larger standards by
means of a strip of spring brass at each end. These springs serve
to draw the armature away from the magnet when the circuit is
broken. To this bar G are attached the two pencils shown in
line with the recording pencil I. It will be seen that this mechan-
ism will make a record similar to that of a chronograph.
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It is seen that this instrument makes a continuous record of
the movement of the valve of the engine, making a line for each
half revolution, and a V-shaped figure for each complete revolu-
tion. For the same load and steam pressure, the lines will always
be of the same length. The lines can be made any convenient
distance apart, by simply increasing the velocity ratio of the
roller C, i. e., by putting a larger pulley on the end of the engine
shaft. From the diagrams can be read directly the number of
revolutions of the engine per minute, the time the governor
required to change from one position to the other and the number
of revolutions made by the engine during this time. By blocking
out the weights and finding the corresponding valve-travel, and
then measuring the distance of the weights from the center of
rotation, the path of the weights during the change of position
may be determined.
Experiments were made with the instrument on an 8xiO
Ball Engine built at the University about ten years ago. The
governor on this engine is a shaft governor of the centrifugal
type, whose weights are so situated as to have more or less
inertia effect in harmony with the centrifugal force. The
governor has an oil dash-pot with a spring connection to give
it the necessary stability. The variation of load was obtained
by means of a friction brake (rope and lever). In each case
indicator diagrams were taken at the instant of taking the
governor diagrams. The diagrams were taken with ordinary
lead pencil and were inked for reproduction, and therefore the
lines are somewhat straighter than they were in the original.
The seconds are shown by the dot and dash lines across the
governor diagrams. On the indicator cards from the steam
cylinder, are given the speed, horse power, etc., for the corres-
pondingly numbered governor diagram. An indicator was used
on each end of the cylinder, and hence the two diagrams were
not taken on the same card. The horse power given on each
card is for the diagram from the corresponding end of the
cylinder only, and of course the total horse power exerted by the
engine is the sum of that given by the corresponding head and
crank-end diagrams.
Indicator diagram No. 2, Fig. 2, page 137, and governor dia-
gram No. 2, Fig. 3. page 138, show the greatest variation in load,
viz.: from 8.02 H. P. to 33-38 H. P., the corresponding valve travels
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being 1.64 and 2.80 inches. At c. Fig. 3, the load was suddenly
thrown on, and we see that it required less than one revolution of
the engine (about 0.19 seconds) for the governor to move to the
position of equilibrium. At d^ Fig. 3, the load was thrown off
suddenly, and it required two and one-half revolutions (about
0.4 seconds) for the governor to get into the proper position.
The speed at the smaller load was 320 R. P. M., and that for the
larger load was 300, the variation being about 6 per cent.
CRAHK E/1I7'_ vSPF^inG 50^
/12 3
HEAI7 E/ni7_ v5Pf^lAlG 30*
/IS 3
CR/\r\K Er\\7. ^PRIAIG
Fig. 2. Indicator Diagrams.
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Fig. 3. Governor Diagrams.
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In diagram No. 3, Fig. 3, we have a change of load from
26,82 H. P. to 34 63 H. P. The corresponding travel of the valve
was 2.08 and 2.84 inches respectively. At a, Fig. 3, the load,
about 8 H, P., was thrown on suddenly, and it required three
revolutions (about 0.57 seconds) for the governor to get into
position. At b. Fig. 3, the same load was thrown off, and it
required a little more than three revolutions (about 0.6 seconds),
for the governor to get into position. The difference in R. P. M.
was about ten, or about 3 per cent.
The results of these experiments show that the governor
acts remarkably quickly, but that the engine does not maintain
the same rate of speed at all loads. The governor is also very
stable (due to the spring connected oil dash-pot), and does not
pass the proper position at any time, but takes the proper
position at once and remains there until the load is changed.
A SHORT METHOD FOR RAILROAD CROSSING
COMPUTATIONS.
L. K. ViAt, '85, Ex-Chief Engineer, Ajax Forge Works, Chicago.
R. B. Ketchum, '96, AssT. in Civii. Engineering.
The computations connected with the solution of a single or
double curved crossing by any of the ordinary methods is a
laborious task. Various solutions of this problem have been
used, but all that have come to our notice are based upon the
long process of solving triangles, and some of the methods are
for some cases too inaccurate to be practical, even though they
are founded upon rigid mathematical deductions. The inaccuracy
here referred to will be discussed later.
A short practical solution of this problem has been in use for
several years by the Ajax Forge Company, Chicago, and also by
the Western Indiana Railway Company, and although it has great
advantages over other methods, it seems to be little known among
engineers. While this solution is approximate, its use is far more
consistant than the use of more complex methods which involve
no approximations. We therefore purpose to give in detail this
solution with a discussion of the approximation involved. A few
remarks byway of comparison of this with other methods are also
added.
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There are three general cases to be considered : First, the
crossing of two tangents ; second, the crossing of one tangent
and one curve ; and, third, the crossing of two curves.
The complete solution of any crossing consists in finding the
frog angles, f^,f.,y f,, and/ (see Fig. i, 2 and 3), and i\\& chord lengths.
fx f'l, fi fi> fz f\ andy^/, having given the angle of intersection of the
center lines of the two tracks and the degree of curvature or
radius of each. * The basis for the advantages claimed for this
method is embodied in the following statement : —
'v*
Any chord length equals the product of the gage and the cosecant
of the mean of the adjacentfrog angle.
* For complete enumeration of data taken in the field, see Thk Techno-
GRARH No. 10, article on R. R. Crossing Frogs, by Prof. Wm. D. Pence.
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Or, algebraically, chord ^= g esc
where ^=^ gage, and A and A^ are the frog angles adjacent to the
chord. This equation is rigidly true for all chords of Case i,
and chords/yj and ^g /^ of Case 2, but it is approximate for the
other chords of Case 2 and for all the chords of Case 3.
Case I. Crossing of Two Tangents.
For the frog angles we have /^=yi=^=.;^=yi- For the " chord
"
lengths, we h.2iV& f^ f<i^=g esc F \ or, for sake of analogy to equa-
f -k-f"
Won{\^^f^f:2,=g CSC -—~. Similarly for the other three chords.
Case II. Crossing of One Tangent With One Curve.
For the frog angles we have, noting that M= R cos /^ and
;«!, ;«2, m-i and 1)l^ ==M ^=^g: —
^^^ fi =
~ (2) (^os f^= — (3)M '2
COS f^ =
— (4) COS f,=—' ( 5
)
For the chord lengths we have from equation (i), /y^ =
g CSC — ^1 and similarly for the other three chords.
Case III. Crossing of Two Curves.
Frog angles. After solving triangle OO^F ior 00^ (== D), we
have from triangle OOYu
,,„A=_L_JEE5nSE^IIS^^... (6)
2 Oi — x>
\{S,-
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where D, r and ;// are the known sides, and 5 the half sum of the
sides of the triangle corresponding to the frog angle in question.
f -\-f'
For chord length, we have from equation ( i )Jxf-i = g esc ———
and similarly for the other three chords.
The degree of accuracy of this method and the limitation




Fig. 4 is an exaggerated case, drawn to show the error of the
approximation. We constructed the figure by drawing the center
lines, the gage lines, the radii of the two curves, the tangents at
the frogs /j and ^2. ^nd the chords subtended by the angles C
and C
By geometry, 5=/— ^+4 , and (^ =/, + ^-~\
hence Q^^
2
The right angled triangle /i/i T x's, constructed with gage as
one side and the chord K^ as the other and
hence K^—g esc /^=exact value of the chord length
but K—g CSC ~—=^ = approximate value of the chord by
equation (i
)
Then P— (2=;tr= the angle causing the approximation in
-
—gcsci—^ h-iequation (i). In other words, ^ «^
)
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= the approximate chord length minus the exact chord length.









ie + 5=180"—^ (14)(o- c\ C
—
V <^oi— 1+90° .. . (15)2r^g 2) ^ 2
^ = ^-(90^--) (16)


















ta>i ( cot— )
L 2 r+ o- 2 -^ J
but sin P—g^K^ — {z.i\.&x reducing)
CSC - . ----- cos tan Yt^^ cot ^ (19)L 2 r^g 2 • J
c
2 2 r-{-i
Finally x =- sin \ esc - . ^ f^n '( ^cot-) \
[ 2 2 r+gL ^2 r+g 2' A )
a c
- tan~\ —^ ^^/:,- ) (20)
^- 2 r-\-g 2 '
Table I gives values of x, computed from equation (20), to
be added to . Since x is nearly proportional to the
central angle, corrections may be interpolated between two given
limits. For any given case, c needs to be known only approxi-
mately in order to apply the correction given in the table; c may
be found from Table II for any given radius and for any value of
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TABLE I.
Vai,uks of X For Different Vai.uks of r and c.
1
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A-\-A^
For radius of 500 feet or greater, when is greater than 6"
A-\-A^
For radius of 400 feet or greater, when is greater than 7^°
A-\-A^
For radius of 300 feet or greater, when is greater than 10°
A-\-A^
For radius of 260 feet or greater, when is greater than 12"
From the preceding, it is readily seen that equation (i) is
practically universal in its application to general railroad work.
However, in order that no one may be misled in the use of our
solution, we have shown above the limiting conditions under
which equation (i) may be used without applying a correction;
and Tables I and II are given to show that the method may also
be used for even the most extreme cases, by applying a correc-
tion. In computing the values given in Tables I and II, the gage
TABLE II.
Values of— for Different Vai^ues of A+A'
1
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is taken as 4.70S feet, but a slight variation in gage does not cause
an appreciable effect in the value of x. However, equation (20)
is perfectly general and values of x could easily be computed
for other values of gage and for limits of r and c beyond those
given in Table 1.
To illustrate the use of our tables where a correction is
necessary, take for example a case in which r=250 feet and
43' 20". Column 6 of Table II shows - = 5° 28' —
0° 30' =4° 58' approximately. By interpolation in Table I, col-
umn 4, we get x — \' 17". This is ahvays added to , giving
A-\-A^
^
7° 44' 37" as the angle to be used, instead of in equation
(j). By studying the construction of Fig. 4, it will be seen that
the value of x is always positive. This is the same as saying
that the value of the chord length obtained from equation (i)
is always in excess of the true value.
To illustrate the inaccuracy of other methods in which the
triangles are solved in the usual way to obtain the chord length,
take a crossing, one track of which is a one-degree curve. Since
the central angle subtending the chord on the one-degree curve
can never be much more than one degree, it is evident that an
error of one second in the angle will cause an error in the chord
length of 0.00005 X 5730= about § of an inch. Since this error
may enter in crossings of any angle, it is evident that such a
method of computation is not practical. ,The impracticability of
such a method is seen perhaps more clearly when we remember
that crossings made up of curves of slight curvature are very
frequently met in general railroad work. The method given in
Prof. Nagle's new " Field Manual for Engineers," is open to the
above criticism, as is also the method given by Prof. \V. D. Pence
in The Technograph No. 9 The method used on the Michigan
Central R. R., as given by Tratman in his " Railway Track and
Track Work," is an ingenious one and is free from the inaccura-
cies mentioned above ; it is very laborious in its application to
double curved crossings. A solution of this problem was pub-
lished in Engineering News, April 21, '98, which is essentially the
same as that given by Piofs. Nagle and Pence, and is therefore
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Manufacturers of Engineering and Building Supplies in
United States and Canada. "The RECORD'S value toall sections of the
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1S7!)
Frkijs, Chas. Theodore, Architect, Rooms 52-53, 152 East Market St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
KiMBLK, Wii^is Prentick, B. S., Division Engr., Erie R. R., Galion, O.
Taft, Lorado, M. L., Sculptor, 26 Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
1880
Bley, John Cornki.ius, B. S., Instructor M. E., Armour Inst., Chicago.
Hyde, Benj., Contractor, 537 Rookery Bldg., Chicago.
Parker, Wash. Leroy, B. S., Watch Factory, 502 Raymond St., Elgin, 111.
Robinson, Albert P., C. E., Bridge Engr. A. T. & S. F. R. R., 910
Monroe St., Topeka.
Robinson, Arthur Seymour, B. S., Engr. in charge of Gov. Works,
Tampico, Mexico; Asst. Engr. IMexican Cent. R. R.
Sondericker, Jerome, C. E., Asst. Prof. Applied Mech., Mass. Inst.
Tech., Oakleigh Road, Newton, Mass., Boylston St., Boston.
1881
BooTHBY, Arthur, B. S., Designer, Dean Bros. Steam Pump Works,
Indianapolis.
Hill, Fred. Lehman, Civil and Arch. Engr., 901 Security Bldg., Chicago.
Philbrick, Ethan, B. S., Capt., Asst. Engr., C, R. I. & P. R. R., To-
peka, Kan.
Talbot, Arthitr N., C. E. Capt., Prof. Mun. and Sant. Eng., U. of I.,
1011 Cal. ave., Urbana.
Weston, William S., B. L., B. S., 594 Fairfield Ave., Chicago.
1882
BuLLARD, George Wesley, B. S., Architect and Solicitor of Patents,
506-7 Fidelity Bldg., Tacoma, Wash.
Noble, Thomas, Mining Engr., Desranso, Pine Valley Mines, San Diego,
Cal.
Orr, Robert E., B. S., Capt., Asst. Engr., C. & N. W. R. R., 633 Church
St., Evanston.
Peabody, Arthur, B. S., Architect, 1731 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.
Roberts. Charles Newton, B. S., Engineer and Surveyor, 97 Clark st.,
Chicago.
Sh.\rp, Abi.\ Joseph, M. E., Capt., Harrisonville Iron Works, Harrison-
ville, Mo.
Spencer, Nelson S., B. S., Architect, 112 E. Green St., Champaign, 111.
Todd, James, B. S., Hydraulic Engr., Batavia.
1 88.-5
Abbott, Edw. L., B. S., Civil ICngr. and Contractor, 16 W. Ninety-ninth
St., New York City.
Brainard, Clarence, Asst. Engr. 111. River Improvement, Campsville.
ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR CnQINEERS
Or others engfaged in, or expectmgf to do railroad
work of any kind, The Railroad Gazette is neces-
sary. It is
.
the largest, best and most complete
railroad journal in the world. It is "published
every Friday, and its departments of engineering,
rolling stock, administration and general railroad
news keeps its readers fully informed of practical
railroading J-J-J-J-J-J-^J-J- Price, $4.20 a year.
We publish many standard railroad books, such
as Catechism of the Locomotive, price $3.50; Car
Builders' Dictionary, price $5.00; Roadmaster's
Assistant, price $J.50; Elements of Railroading,
price $1.00; Switch Layouts and Curve Easements,
price $1.00 J- J- J- J- J- Etc. J- J- J- J- J- Etc.
The RAILROAD GAZETTE












High grade Rubber Insulated Wires and Cables.
PITTSBURGS NEW YORK ^ PHILADELPHIA^ CHICAGO^ ST. LOUIS
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Gatks, A1.PHONS0 S., C. K., County Surveyor, Spearfish, S. Dakota.
Gray, Nhlson A., K. S., Capt., Supt. San Fernando Valley Water Works,
Chatsworth, Cal.
1SS4
Abbott, Wm. Lamont, Chief Kngr. Chicago Edison Co., Edison Bldg.,
Chicago.
Austin, James, Draughtsman, C. B. & N. R. R. Depot, La Crosse, Wis.
Roberts, Lkwis Ci.ark, H. S., Capt., Engr. for San Miguel Land Co.,
Chinemaca, State of Vera Cruz, Mexico.
Stevens, Hickhicrt A., B. S., Civil Engr. and Surveyor, 55-Sl Clark St.,
Chicago.
1S85
CoLToN, Simeon Coi/ton, B. S., Civil Engr., with Fitzsimmons & Con-
nell Co., 1014 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago.
Kendali,, Wm. Tinley, B. S., Civil Engr. Southern Pacific R. R., Del
Rio, Texas.
Kent, Jaivies Martin, B. S., Elec. Eng. and Inst, in Applied Elec,
Manual Training H. School, 2726 Home St., Kansas City, Mo.
Morse, Edw. Let.and, B. S., Capt., Civil Engr., office West Chicago
Park Commissioners, Chicago.
ScHLADER, Theo. Henrv, B. S., Contractor, 704 Chamber of Commerce
Bldg., Chicago.
ScHRADER, Albert Charles, Chief Engr. West Chicago Park Com.,
Union Park, Chicago.
SwERN, Wm. Cook, Architect, 1519 W. Adams St., Chicago.
1886
Bannister, Geo. Steele, B. S., Architect, Room 918, 218 LaSalle
St., Chicago.
BuLLARD, S. Foster, Civil Engr., County Surveyor's Office, Tacoma,
Wash.
Cromwell, John C, B. S., Mech. Engr., Garrett Cromwell Eng. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Davis, James Oliver, B. S., Civil Engr. and Real Estate Dealer (415^2
Main St.), 2716 Austin St., Houston, Texas.
Harris, James W.\ldo, B. S., Asst. Engr. C. & N. W. R. R., Baraboo,
Wis.
Lemme, Emil, Architect, 13 McKee Bldg., Stockton, Cal.
Morse, Henry Milton, B. S., Structural Iron Engineer and Draughts-
man (1525 Dearborn St.), 4337 Berkley Ave., Chicago.
Olshai'SIvN, Watler Ai^REL George, B. S., Civil and Mining Engr.,
3 Arlington Court, Davenport, Iowa.
Pence, Wm. David, C. E., Asst. Prof. Civil ling., U. of I., 909 W. Green
St., Urbana.
Roberts, Vestus Bassett, Capt., Civil Eng., and Surveyor (Room 1405,














1. Fewest Joints—Freedom from
Gas and Dust.
2. Equalized Draft—Perfect com-
bustion and consequent fuel saving.
3. Largest Radiating Surface—
Plenty of pure warm air.
4. Absolutely Self-Cle;aning—
You do not have to pay a man every
spring to clean furnace flues.
5. Ball Bearing Grate—A child
can manage it.
6. Perfect Adaptability—It
works equally well with hard coal, soft
coal, pea coal, or coke.




are the best for the
STATION AND LABORATORY
Send for Catalog'
Prices r/J^lt^Electric Appliance Co*
242 Madison St., ChicagoELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
THE
STUDENTS'
HEADQUARTERS J» ^Cunnitidbditi Broi
25 MAIN ST CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
77|E .a.e a speciaU. o, BOORS M^ DfUgS%V FINE DRAFTING IN-
STRUMENTS, DRAWING PAPERS, INKS, SCALES, Etc. Agents for A.
G. Spalding & Brothers' Base Ball and Athletic Goods, Tennis Rackets and
Nets, all at Manufacturers' Prices. PHOTOGRAPHERS' SUPPLIES.
NEWS DEPOT. Students' Trade Solicited.
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technograph
xn r.yaiyEERrNG gradua tf.s of uy/iT.Rsrry of ii.ijyois
Sargent, Charlks Eu.iot, M. S., Mech. Kngr., with Chas. F. P^lms
Eng. Co. (60 N. Morgan St.), 2560 N. Winchester Ave., Chicago.
Thompson, LuThkr, Capt., Roadraaster, I, C. R. R., Cherokee, Iowa.
ViAi,, F. K., Asst. Engr. and Roadmaster of Chicago and Western Indi-
ana R. R., Chicago.
1S87
Barci.KY, Wm., H. S., County vSurveyor, Court House, S07 Splitlog Ave.,
Kansas City, Kas.
Bi,.\Kii, John B., B. S., Fllectrician (296 Dearborn St.) , Lombard, Chicago.
Cantine, Edw. Ike, C. E., Capt., Resident Engineer of N. V. R. R.,
Helena, Montana.
Clark, Percy L., B. S., General vSupt. Morgan & Wright's Factory (78
N. May St.), 1074 Washington Bvd., Chicago.
Ukvkr, Ervin, B. S., Elec. Eng. (1071 LaSalle St.), 26 Ogden Ave.,
Chicago.
FarGUSON, Mark, C. E., Capt., Civil and Hydraulic Eng. South Port,
N. C.
Johnson, Edw. Spencer, Civd Eugr. and Contractor, 707 P). 14th St.,
Davenport, Iowa.
Lloyd, Cl-^.RENce Angier, B. S., Elec, 308 W. Clark St.. Champaign.
Long, Frank Brewer, Architect (1618 Monadnock Bldg.), 304 Bowen
Ave., Chicago.
Lym.\n, HivNRY Molineaux, B. S., Elec. Engr. and Supt. Lights for
city of Columbus, Ohio (City Hall).
Richards, Albert L., Asst. Eng., Rock Island, U. S. Engineer's office.
Rinaker, John Irving, Jr , B. S., Architect, 44-45 Franklin Bldg.,
Chicago.
Spear, Grant W.\rner, B. S., Woodworking Manf., 122-6 S. Lake St.,
Aurora.
Williams, Herbert Baldwin, B. S., Mining Eng., C. Gate Carbon Co.,
Castle Gate. Utah.
1SS8
Beadle, John Grant, Architect, Galesburg.
Bryant, Wm. Cullen, Civil E;ngr. and Plumber, Butte, Mont.
Bush, Lincoln, B. S., Civil Engr., C. & N. W. R. R. Co., Chicago.
GoLDSCHMiDT, ALFRED GuSTAVK, B. S., City Electrician, City Hall,
Davenport, Iowa.
Roberts, Warren Russell, Civil Eng. and Contractor, 1531 Unity
Bldg., Chicago.
SCHAEFER, John Victor Emanuel, B. S., P^ngineer and Salesman with
Link Belt Machinery Co., 39th and Stuart Ave., Chicago.
Taylor, John Walker, B. S., Civil Engr., Terminal R. R. Association
Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.
1889
DuNAWAY, Horace, B. S., U. S. Asst. Engr., with Mo. River Commis-








Tf you are Tittmsied
in procuring these books, write
us for the details of our offer.
The offer is only open for 60
days after this date, May 30, '98.
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER








52 times a year
The American Machinist comes freighted with the knowledge
of the world's brightest minds in mechanics. The American
Machinist affords an opportunity for the student to keep in
close touch with the best modern practices in Machine Construc-
tion. 13.00 yearly. Sample copy, free.
J AMERICAN MACHINIST, 259 "<°'<°,rv!;yo»KaTv |
Unequaled for all purposes for
which Portland Cement is used.
Tests and Testimonials of Engi-
neers, and a Useful Pamphlet
sent free on application.
BUCKEYE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
_ _
BELLEFONTAINE, OHIO.
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technograph
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Kinki;ai), David Ri'SSEL, B. S., Ivlectrician, 110 S. 7th St., St. Joseph,
Mo.
MacConnkv, Rout. Bonnkr, B. S., Consulting Kng. Mine and Smelter
Supply Co., 17th and Blake St., Denver, Col.
Stekle, Philip, B. S., with City Civil Service Commission, 1031 Osgood
St., City Hall, Chicago.
1890
Clark. Frank Henry, B. S., Capt., Chief Draughtsman C. B. & Q. R.
R., Aurora.
Clarkson, James Francis, B. S., Capt., Mason Contractor, 159 LaSalle
St., Chicago.
Cooke, Robert James, B. S., Capt., Asst. Eng. C. &\V. I. R. R., Room
45 Dearborn Station, Chicago.
Crabbs, Clarence Lincoln, B. S., Capt., Asst. Eng. City of Chicago,
6501 Lafayette Ave.
GiLLiLAND, William Myers, B. S., Master Mechanic, Euclid Hotel,
West Superior, Wis.
Hanssen, Gustavus Adolphus, Architect, Suite 51, Schmidt Bldg., Dav-
enport, Iowa.
Hazelton, Hugh, B. S., Capt., Electrical Engr., 1541 Marquette Bldg..
care B. J. Arnold, Chicago.
Kerne. Edward S., B. S., Professor of Mechanics and Physics, N. Dak.
Agricultural College, 809 10th Ave., Fargo, North Dakota.
McCandless, H. Wallace, Manufacturer of Electric Lamps, 154 W. 27th
St., New York.
Nesbit, Edwin, B. S., Drafting, Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co., LaSalle.
Peoples, U. J. Lincoln, Architect, Times Bldg., Pittsburg.
Shaefer, Philemon A., Asst. Chief Eng., Trinity, Cameron & Western
Ry. Co., Georgetown, Texas.
Snyder, Christopher Henry, B. S.. Civil Engr., with Miliken Bros.,
39 Cortland St., New York.
Tresise, Francis John, C. E., Civil Engr. Department of Public Works,
13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Waterman, Fred. Walter, B. S., Capt., Chief Draughtsman, with
The Johnson Co., Elyria, Ohio.
White, James McLaren, B. S., Associate Prof, of Architecture, U. of I.,
307 W. Hill St., Champaign.
1891
Barclay, Thomas H., B. S., Asst. Supt. C. & A. Smelting & Refining
Co., 354 Maple St., Aurora.
Boyd, Willl^m Albion, B. S., Mechanical P'ngr., 73 P'alton St., Chicago.
Braucher. Ernest Newton, B. S., Draughtsman, 3805 Vincennes Ave.,
Chicago.
Clarke, Edwin B., B. S., Capt., Architectural Draughtsman, Superin
tendent and Engineer, 604 Pullman Bldg., Chicago.
AD I 'ERT/SEMENTS
Heating and Ventilation
J-J-J-J-K monthly journal for Architects and Heating
Engineers. The best experts write for it. New
appliances are described in its columns. It is the only
periodical in the world exclusively devoted to this field
of engineefing.^.^.^«^.^.^Price, $1.00 per year«^j*«^.^
H.&V, PUBLISHING CO.
146 WORLD BUILDING, NEW YORK
material for a *
/.\Cbe$l$
on any engineering or
industrial subject can easily




The Index may be had separately,
printed on only one side of the
paper for card-index purposes.
Sample copies of The Engineering
Magazine, and of the separate









Read « « Power
t
To keep in touch with the practical
side of their profession. It is fully
abreast of the times; has 74 pages
monthly, fully illustrated with the
best examples of modern practice and
new inventions. Sample copy sent







j^orrect tbings for men $ mear at « « « «
t
OTTENHEIMER'S
Agents for MANHATTAN SHIRTS
E. & W. COLLARS
BURT & PACKARD SHOES
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Ci.ARKi;, Fki:i)i;kic W'oodkifk, H. S., Capt., Architect, 1727 Wrightwood
Ave., Chicago.
Eno, Fr.\nk Harvhy, C. K., City Engineer, Winnetka.
Fischi;r, Lawri^nciv, Architectural Draughting and Ivstimating, with E.
Cierniain, 149 Gage St., Saginaw, Mich.
FriidisRICkson, John Hknrv, H. S., Civil Engr., I. C. R. R. Co.,
I'hilipp, Miss.
Fricnch, Ransf-ori) Mortox, B. S., Draughtsman, with Grace & Hyde
Co., 3836 Rhodes Ave., Chicago.
Harvuv, Alfred Ernest, C. f:., Capt., Civil Eng., I. C. R. R., 758 72d
St., Chicago.
Hay, Walter Morris, B. S., Civil F.ngr., Muscatine, Iowa.
McCi.iRic, Oka Dicai,, B. L., Capt., U. S. Inspector, Miss. River Im-
provement, Rock Island, 111., U. S. Flng. Office.
Mitchell. Charlics Jacob, Civil Eng., Forest Glen (care Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., Chicago).
RiCHAKT, Frederic William, B. S., Mechanical and FUectrical Kngr.,
Fredonia.
Sh.\TTUCk, Walter Francis, Lecturer at Art Institute and Associate
Professor Mathematics and Architectural Construction Armour
Art Institute, 5327 Washington Ave., Chicago.
Vail, Charles Davis, B. S., Capt., Asst. Engr., Oregon Short Line R.
R., care Chief Eng. Office, O. S L. R. R , Salt Lake City, Utah.
Wallace, Ross Strawn, B. S., Capt., Engineer, 111. vState Reforma-
tory, Pontiac.
Young, Charles Bailey, B. S., Draughtsman, C, B. & Q. R. R., 411
F-ox St., Aurora.
1892
B.\RBER, WiLLi.^M D.wis, B. S., Asst. Eagineer in charge of Section 3 of
new North West Tunnel, 583 Evergreen Ave., Chicago City Hall.
Barker, John King, B. S., Civil Engr., Three Rivers, Mass., 476 IMain
St.,. Springfield, Mass.
Beckwith, Frank, B. S., Chief Engr.'s Office C, B. & Q., Chicago.
Burrows, Parke Tunis. B. S., Capt , Architect, 218 Kirkwood Bvd.,
Davenport, Iowa, 205 W. Third St., Clanson .S: Burrows, Archi-
tects.
Crissey, John Waterbury, B. S., with I. C. R. R. Co., Chicago.
Cross, Ch.-vrles Willi.-^^m, B. S., Draughtsman, Brown-Ketchum Iron
Works, Indianapolis, Ind.
Foster, Winslow Howard, B. S., Draughtsman, 1243 Marquette Bldg..
Chicago.
Foster, Zebulon, B. S., Civil Eng., P. O. Box 1118, Chicago.
Funston, Edmund Bailey', B. S., Designer, The Bentell Mfg. Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Gunn, Charles Ali';xander, B. S., Architect, No. 1 W. 129th St., New
York, N. Y.
ADVER7ISEMENJS
Daeif ie Flusl; Ta9k (^o.


















Received the Highest Award
in its Class at the World^s
tV- Columbian Exposition.^
Sh^^ for Simplicity of Con-
B^vfe struction, Effective-
QrSJil "^^^ ^^^ Relia-
Sr ifc> bility^ ^^^
NO MOVING PARTS |3S[
NO JOlNTSc^^NO LITTLE TRAPS V J
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McIvANK, Cyrus Daniki,, B. S., Asst. Professor of Architectural Con-
struction, 311 W. Columbia Ave., Champaign.
Martin, Ai.kxandkr Martin, B. S., Klectrician, with Pneumatic and
Klectric Time Stamp Co., 1360 Mouadnock Hlock, Chicago.
Mathkr, Rdv At.i.kn, B. S., Capt., Draughtsman, with C, H. &Q. K. R.,
209 K. Adams St., Chicago, Naperville.
Mii.lkr, William Gkorce, B. S., Draughtsman, with Chisholm, Boyd
& White Co., 6532 Kllis Ave.. Chicago.
Pack, John William, Civil Engr., with (iahan & Byrne, Contractor
Chicago Drainage Canal, Berwyn.
ScnKiDKNiiKLM, Edward Louis, B. S , Civil Eng., with Purdy & Hen-
derson, Chicago.
Snodgrass. William, Jr., B. S., Chief Draughtsman in Car Department
L. S. & N. S. Ry., 15 Plymouth St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Wait, Bknjamin Aspath, B. S., Rodman, with City of Chicago, 616
65lh Court, Chicago.
Williamson, Fr.\xk Robert, B. S., Bridge Designer, 901 Security Bldg.,
519 W. 65th St., Chicago.
1893
Bacon, Harlow, B. S., Draughtsman, with U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, 1375 Emerson St., Washington, D. C.
Barrett, Edward Ernest, B. S., U. S. Inspector, U. S. Engr.'s Office,
Rock Island, 509 Garfield Ave., Burlington, Iowa.
Behrensmeyer, George Philip, B. S., Architect, 6th and Maine St.,
215,'^ N. 8th St., Quincy.
Blakesley, George Webster, B. S., Mgr. Branch House Rock Island
Stove Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Cook, James W., B. S., Mechanical Engr. ,801 Fourth Ave., Rock Island.
Corne;ll, William Henry, B. S., Draughtsman, Du Quoin.
D.\NLEY, Willis Wilson, B. S , Civil Engr., 47 IMarine Bldg., Chicago.
Earl, Mark Aldkn, M. C. E., Civil Eng., 260 Bowen Ave., Chicago,
908 Fisher Bldg.
Higgins, Albert Grant, B. S., Architect, 100 Washington St., Chicago.
LooMis, Arthur Bates, M. C. E., Draughtsman Massillon Bridge Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.
McClure, Clyde Bicnjamin, B. S., Asst. Engr. Davenport and Rock
Island Construction Co., 301 W. Third St., Davenport.
Peterson, Adolph Bertinus, B. S., Draughtsman with American Bridge
Works, 40th St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.
Phillips, James David, B. S., Asst Prof, of General Eng'g Drawing, U.
of I., 412 W. Church St , Champaign.
Rea, Alfrp:d William, B. S., Draughtsman, Brown- Ketchum Iron
Works, Indianapolis, Ind.
Scott, Donald G.\maliki,, B. S., Draughtman, Brown-Ketchum Iron
Works, 927 Pennsylvania St., N. Indianapolis, Ind.
ADVERriSEMENTS.
The UNIVERSITY ol ILLINOIS
ANDREW SLOAN DRAPER, LL.D.,
PRESIDENT
Fifteen Buildings, Two Hundred
and Ten Instructors, Three Hun-
dred and Fifty Different Courses
of Instruction, Sixteen Hundred






tory, Laboratories, Shops, Farms;
making one of the very best equip-





School of Pharmacy (Chicago College of Pharmacy),
465-67 State Street, Chicago.
School of Medicine (College of Physicians and Surgeons),
813 W. Harrison Street, Chicago.
School of Law at the University. State Library School at the
University. GRADUATE SCHOOL.
Architecture, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Sanitary Engineering.
State Laboratory of Natural History.
United States Agricultural Experiment Station.
Military Band, Orchestra, Glee Club, Ladies' Glee Club, Mandolin and Guitar
Club, Male Quartet, Etc.
One Hundred and Sixteen Free Scholarships
Much Attention Paid to Athletics
Men and Women Admitted on Equal Terms
The Best Medical Preparatory Course in the United States
Biological Experiment Station on the Illinois River
Pedagogical Department of Marked Excellence
The State of Illinois is behind this University, and will allow it to be second to none.
Students are received from Approved High Schools on their Diplomas.
«««««TIITION FREE«««««
For catalogues or detailed information, write W. L- PILLSBURY, Registrar.
Two Postof&ces. Address either Champaign or Urbana, Illinois.
^hen aas^ering: advertisemepts, please mention TpE Technograph
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Shaman, Gkorck Wasiiixcton, M. Iv., Mechanical Draughtsman, Trot
Huron Kngine and Thresher Co., Port Huron, Mich.
Shiga, Shightsira, B. S., Instructor in Architecture, Tokio School of
Technology, Asakusa, Japan.
Stewart, John Treusdamc, B. S., Capt., Civil Hngr., Paxton.
SwENSON, Bernard Victor, B S., Asst. Prof, of Electrical Eng., U. of
I., 511 W. University Ave., Champaign.
Thomson, Almon Daniel, C. E., City Ivng., Peoria.
Vial, Rohert Clarke, B. S., Chief Engr. Ajax Forge Co., Chicago.
Woodruff, Thomas Tv.son, B. S., Electrical Engr., General Electric
Co., 130 White St., Schenectady, N. Y.
Atwood, Levi Patten, B. S., Civil P^ngr., Engineer M. of W., Rio
Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific R. R. Co., p;i Paso, Texas.
Bauman, Otto, I^lectrical Construction, 4231 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
B)':a.slev, Harrison P'a.ston, R.S., Civil Engineer, with J. A. Harman,
21-23 Arcade Bldg., Peoria
Butterfieli>, Clarencf: James, B. S., .Vrchitect, 696 W. Adams St.,
Chicago.
Chipman, Pail. B. S., Civil Engineer, Mt. Carmel.
Dickinson, R.ichard J., B. S., Inspector of Bridges for I. C. R. R. Co.,
5511 Washington Ave., Chicago.
Foote, Ferdinand John, B. S., Electrician, U. of I., Champaign.
Fo.ster, Alfred Bradford, B. S., Draughtsman, 1555 Monadnock Block,
Chicago.
Fricdekickson, George, with I. C. R. R. Co., 5434 Washington Ave.,
Chicago.
Gal'T, Robert Eugene, B. S.. Draughtsman, Bridge Dept. I. C. R. R.
Co., No. 1 Park Row, 169 Oakwood Bvd., Chicago.
GoLDSMiDT. Otto Emil, B. S., Consulting Engineer, with Charles G.
Armstrong, 1306-7 Great Northern Bldg., Chicago.
Heideman, Georgi-; Herman, B. S , Inspector for Chicago Telephone
Co., Elmhurst, 203 Washington St., Chicago.
Jansen, Dif:trich Herman, R. S., County Surveyor, Pekin.
Jasper, Thomas, B. S., Manager Electric Light Plant, Flagstaff, .\riz.-
JoHANNSEN, OSKAR AUGUSTUS, B. S., Draughtsman and Estimator, 35
Indiana St., Chicago.
Kennedy, John William, B. S., .\rchitect and Supt., First National Bank
Bldg., Collinsville.
McCoNNELL, Ernest, B. S., Architect, 24 S. Tejon St., Colorado Springs,
Col.
Miller, Grant Clark, :\I. Arch., Architect, Room 50, 115 Monroe St.,
Chicago.
MoGENSEN, Peter, B. S., Civil Engineer, Frbana.
Phelps, Albert Charles, B. S. Studying Architecture, Munich, Bavaria,
Germany, Joliet, 111,
AD ]'ER TISEJfENlS. xxi
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
ANDREW SLOAN DRAPER, LL.D., President
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Faculty and Corps of Instruction
N. CLIFFORD RICKER, M Arch., Dean, and Professor of Architecture.
S. W. Shattuck, C.E., Professor of Mathematics.
Ira O. Baker, C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering.
Arthur N. Talbot, C.E., Professor of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering.
Lester P. Breckenridge, Ph.B., Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
Albert P. Carman, Sc.D., Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering.
George W. Myers, Ph.D., Professor of Astronomy.
James M. White, B.S., Associate Professor of Architecture.
William H. VanDervoorT, M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering.
WiLLi.^.M D. Pence, C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engnieering.
Bernard V. Swenson, B.S., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.
Fred A, S.\ger, B.S., Assistant Professor of Physics.
William Esty, B.S., A.M., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.
Cyrus D. McLane, B.S., Assistant Professor of Architectural Construction.
James D. Phillips, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing.
Seth J. Temple, Assistant Professor of Architecture.
Alton C. Burnham, Instructor in Mathematics.
Oscar Quick, A.M., Instructor in Physics.
William H. Kavanaugh, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering.
William C. Brenke, B.S., Assistant in Mathematics.
James H. McKee, Assistant in Mechanical Engineering.
Hubert A. Webber, Assistant in General Engineering Drawing.
Charles V. Seastone, Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Richard B. Ketchum, Instructor in Civil Engineering.
Hubert V. Carpenter, Assistant in Physics.
Cyril B. Clark, Foreman of Machine Shops.
Albert R. Curtiss, Foreman in Wood Shops.
Henry' Jones, Foreman in Blacksmith Shop.
Joseph H. Wilson, Foreman in Foundry.
Albert C. Hobart, B.S., Fellow in Engineering.
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technograph
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RuTi.KiK'.ic, John Jo.sivi'ir, B. S., Supt. of Litchfield Coal Miues of Litch-
field Mining ^: Power Co., Litchfield.
Si.ATKR, Wii. 1,1AM Fkicdkrick, H. S., Asst. Electrical Kngineer, with
Ivaton & Prince, 72-76 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
Wai^Ton, Thomas Pkrci\'.\l, B. S., Recorder on Miss. River Survey,
Paxton.
Wood, Robert Alvin, M. K., Inspector, with American Luxifer Prism
Co., 17 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
1S95
Arms, Herbert Clarke, B. S., Architect, 215 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Rakrv, Charles, B. S., in Experimental Department, Deering Harvester
Co., 16 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.
Beach, Chari.es Worth, B. S., Civil and Irrigation Engineer, Fort Col-
lins, Col.
Beebi;, Fred. Albicrt, B. S., Supt. of Machinery, with Griffin Med. Co.,
Overland, Col.
Boon, William Guthrie, B. S., Civil Engineer, C, B. & Q. R. R.
Burdick, Charles Baker, B. S., Civil Engineer, with Des Moines Water
Co., 503 Grand Ave., Des Moines, Iowa.
BuRRiLL. W1LLI.A.M Thomas, B. S., Architectural Draughtsman and Supt.,
1245 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
BuSEY, Frank Lyman, B. S., Dry Goods Merchant, Urbana.
C.ARBERRY, R.\Y Shepard, B. S., Civil Engineer Idaho Canal Co., Idaho
Falls, Idaho.
Clement, Clarence AdelberT, R. S., Civil Engineer, with V. S. En-
gineers, 111. and Miss. Canal, (U. S. Engineers, Wyanet),
Whitefield.
Dillon, William Henry, B. S., .\rchitect, Bloomington.
Fellheimer, Alfreh, B. S., Draughtsman, with C. S. Frost, Pullman
Bldg., Chicago.
FuNSTON, Jesse Grant, B. S., Electrical Engineer, 114 Jackson vSt.,
Atlanta, Ga.
Hall, Emery Stanford, B. S., Architect, 918 158 LaSalle St., Chicago.
HoLTZM.VN, Stephen Ford, B. S., Draughtsman, 304 Bowen .\ve.,
Chicago
.
Ji'NKi'iRSEELD, Peter, B. S., Electrician, with Chicago Edison Co., 139
.•\dams St., Chicago.
KicTCHUM, MiLO Smith, B. S., Agent and Engineer, with the Gillette-
Herzog Mfg. Co., of Minneapolis, Minn. ; Sewesohn Block, Butte,
Mont.
Kimball, Willlvm Haven, B. S., Electrician, with I^nion Iron Works,
715 Post St., San F'rancisco, Cal
.
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Long, AlbkrT Mii.ton, I?. S., Draughtsman, 304 Bowen Ave., Chicago;
161.S Monadnock Block.
RlATinCR, Fki^d. l''i,ni:i<T, B. S., Draughtsman, Johnstown, Pa.
:\I.\xt)N. RoiiuiNS YAi.ii, B. S., Asst. Kngineer C. & K. I. R. R. Co.,
5324 Washington Ave., Chicago.
MUNN, Alex.vndkr M.\jors, B. S., Capt., City F;ngineer and Commis-
sioner Ford Drainage District, Fremont County, Iowa; Nebraska
City, Neb.
NoBLK, CuARUvS \Viixi.\M, B. S., Capt., Estimator and Draughtsman,
Room 312, 138 Washington St., Chicago.
Pii.i.SBURY, Arthur Low, B. S., Architect, 616 Griesheim Bldg., Bloom-
ington.
Qu.\i)K, John CoNR.-vi), B. S.,City Kngineer, Kewanee.
RoYER, Joseph Wiixiam, B. S., Architect, 115 S. Race St., Urbana.
Savers, Ai^ihcrt J]-:fE];rson, B. S., Draughtsman, vSergent Steel Co.,
748 W^ 59th St., Chicago.
Seastone, Chari.ES Victor, B. S., Assistant in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics, U. of T., 307 W. Green St., Urbana.
Shkpardson, John Eaton, B. S., Capt., Draughtsman, Aurora Boiler
Works, Aurora, 111.
Sperling, Gookrev, B. S., Civil Engineer, Dewey.
Vance, Walter Nohle, B. S., Capt., PHectrical Repairer, Bissel, Dodge
& Emer, Toledo, Ohio.
Webster, Chaklics Carlton, B. S., Engineer, Supt. Electric Light
Plant, West Point, Miss.
1806
Adams, Edward Langford, B. S., Mechanical Engineer, The Sargent
Co., 675 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.
Beach, James George, B. S., Civil Engineer, 45 Broadway, New York
City.
Begole, Joshua Franklin, B. S., in charge of Electrical Instrument
Department with W^agner Electrical Mfg. Co., O'Fallen, 2017-21
Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Burt, Henry Jackson, B. S., Designer of Structural Steel, with Gillett-
Herzog Mfg. Co., New Orleans, La.
Campbell, "VV\LTER Gilbert, E. E., Draughtsman, with Central Iron
W'orks, Front and Jersey St., Quincy.
Chatten, Mellville Clarke, B. S., Draughtsman, Smith-Hill F:ie-
vator Co., Quincy.
EsTEE, Henry Clarence, B. S., Sub-Inspector on Illinois and Miss.
Canal, Gibson City (Wyanet)
.
HoNENS, Fred. W'ILLiam, B. S., Draughtsman, U. S. Engineer's Office,
Sterling.
Ketchum, Richard Bird, B. S., Assistant in Civil Engineering, U. of
I., 905 W. Illinois St., Urbana.
ADVERTISEMEN7S xxv
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PRESSES Etc. Eberliardt's PatentSTANDARDDRILL PRESS—8 sizes.
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technograph
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LiESE, Gkokc.k Cmaki.ks, B. S., Draughtsman, with Prince & Morgan,
Nashville, (Atlanta, Ga.)
Lhwis, CiiAKi.KS Milton, B. S., Lumber Dealer and Architect, Blue
Mound.
LuDwiCK, George Washington, B. S., with Engineering Department
I. C R. R. (12th St.), 85 LeavittvSt., Chicago.
McKee, James Harry, B. S., Capt., Assistant in Mechanical Engineer-
ing, U. of I., 1304 W. Springfield Ave., Urbana.
McRi';a, John Alexander, B. S., Draughtsman, with C. & N. W. R.
R. Co., 354 41st St., Chicago.
Manard, Robert Payton, B. S., Architect, Masonic Temple, Rockford.
Marble, Harry Curtiss, B. S., with Twin City Electric Co., 305 \V.
University Ave., Champaign.
Morse, Samuel Theodore, B. S., Civil I^ngineer, with I. C. R. R.,
Anna.
Pfekfer, John Edward, B. S., Experimenter and Draughtsman, with
Deering Harvester Co., 16 Fullerton Ave., Chicago.
S.\mple, John C, B. C- E., Arch. Engr., Civil and Consulting Engi-
neer, with Charles F. Sturtevant & Co., Lebanon, Iowa, 320 S.
3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
Shka, John Clark, B. S., Paving Brick Manufacturer, Gem City Paving
Brick Co., Quincy.
Steele, William La Barthe, B. S., Architectural Draughtsman, 1600
Auditorium Tower, Chicago.
Strehlow, Oscar Emil, B. S., U. S. Inspector 111. aud Miss. Canal,
U. S. Engr. 's Office, Tiskilwa.
Thompson, Fred. Lawrence, B. S., Civil Engineer with I. C. R. R.,
Isabel
.
Weinshenk, Theodore, B. S., Mechanical Engineer, 16 S. Canal vSt.,
Chicago.
Whitham, Myrom Edwin, B. S., in FHf ctric Department C. & N. W.
R. R., 242 E. Superior St., Chic go.
1897
Anderson, George Forbes, B. S., Capt., Rodman on Niagara Ship
Canal Survey, Lansingburgh, N. Y., Carbondale.
Brower, Ralph Plumb, B. S., Capt., City Engineer, Champaign..
Capron, Frank Read, B S , Architect, Sandwich.
Chester, Manley Earl, B. S., with Western Electric Co., 242 S. Jef-
ferson St., Chicago.
Clarke, Octave Besancon, B. S., in EngineeringDepartment of American
Mfg. Co., 104 Noble St., Greenpoint, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Crellin, Charles Virgil, B. S., with Des Moines Edison Light Co.,
849 16th St., Des Moines, Iowa.





OUR STOCK comprises all that is staple and modern used in the




264-266-268 270 Fifth Avenue
Geo. A. McKinlock, President
Charles p; Brown, Secretary
S. R. Frazier, Treasurer CHICAGO






Superior to all others. Paragon Instruments with Esser's Patent Pivot Joint, the perfection
of pivot joints. German, English, French Instruments. Paragon Scales, best boxwood
with white edges and black gradu-
ations, the perfection of scales.
T Squares, Curves, Triangles,
Drawing Boards. Great variety
of papers, in sheets and rolls.
Special terms to students.
Do not omit to write for our
new Catalogue, enlarged by over
100 pages. An interesting and
valuable book.
OUR GOODS ARE KEPT IN STOCK .\; REGULAR DEALERS
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technograph
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Gayman, Bkkt. a., Draughtsman, Link Belt .Machinery Co., 748 59th St.,
Chicago.
Gkimks, Givokck lyVMAN, B. S., Mechanician, State University of Iowa,
Iowa City, la.
Had.sam., Hakrv Hugh, H. S., with I'.ridge Department I. C. Ry., 1815
Indiana Ave. , Chicago.
Havaki), Oi.rvKR David, H. S., with Hutler Bros. (230 K. Adams St.),
265 K. 62d St., Chicago.
Horn, Carl John, B. S., Draughtsman, 747 Maplewood Ave., Chicago.
HowrsoN, Charlks, B. S., Architect, Sandwich.
HuGHKS, Frank Ai.KXLS, Mining, HOW. 11th St., Pueblo, Col.
Ice, Mki.dora, B. S., Architect, Gifford.
JoHST, Gkorgi;J., B. S
,
Supt. Construction for Contractor of Buildings
for Soldiers' Home, Danville.
KisTNKR, Thkodore Chari;ES, B. S., Architect, Carlinville.
Kr.ossowsKi, Theodore Chari.es, B. S., with U. S. Deep Water Ways
Survey, Lansingburgh, N. Y., Dixon.
KuEHNE, Carl Oskar, B. S., Draughtsman, with C. J. Warren, 905 Ft.
Dearborn Bldg., Chicago.
Mann, Arthur Richard, B. S., Draughtsman, with Illinois Steel Co.,
S. Chicago, 265 E. 62d St., Chicago.
MAR.SH, Loren William, B. S., with American Luxfer Prism Co.,
Chicago.
Marsh, Norman Foote, B. S., with American Luxfer Prism Co.,
Chicago, 1129 Rookery Bldg.
Nelson, Fred. Irwin, B. S., in Machine Shop, I. C. Ry. Co., 265 E.
62d St., Chicago.
Nye, Carl Merriman, B. S., Assistant City Engineer, Moline.
Parr, John Louis, B. S., Architect, 514 Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Peoria.
Plym, Francis John, B. S., Architect, Aledo (Citizens' Bank Bldg.).
PoHLMAN, John Edward, B. S., 1007 N. Benton vSt., Joliet.
Poole, Edward Warren, B. S., Testing Dept. Gen. Electric Co., 113
White St., Schenectady, N. Y.
PosTLETHWAiTE, FRANCIS WiLLiAM Henry', B. S., 102 Wellington Place,
Toronto, Canada.
Randall, Dwight T., B. S., Inspecting Engineer, with the Winslow Bros.
Co., Augusta, Mich., 368 Carrol Ave., Chicago.
Sayers, William Wesley, B. S., Machinist, C. & A. Shops, 709 W. Mul-
berry St., Bloomington.
Sayler, Joel Reynolds, B. S., Draughtsman, C. & A. Shops, 709 W. Mul-
berry St., Bloomington.
Shepardson, Ralph Steele, B. S. Architect, 204 Galena St., Aurora,
219 Roanoke Bldg., Chicago.
Spencer, Fred Wilcox, B. S., 403 E. Clark St., Champaign.
Steinwedell, George Otto, B. S., Electrical Eng., 515 N. 8th St.,
Quincy.
ADJ'ERTISEMENTS
The Root Improved Water Tube
BOILER^







MlJ^n PA 00 Cliff street
iVlJJU. l/U (CO New York
X "7'03 '^ Established Over a Century Ago J. 1008
JESSOF'S STEEL
Gold Medal, Paris, 1889. Medal, World's Columbian Exposition, 1893
ITS SUPERIORITY UNQUESTIONED FOR
TOOLS, DRILLS, DIES, ETC.
WM. JESSOP & SONS Limited
Manufactory: SheflSeld, Eng. Chief American Office: 91 John St., N. Y.




Mill i=Am meters for
Laboratory Use
These Instruments are semi-portable and are the most
convenient and accurate Standards ever offered for
College Outfits.
WESTON ELECTRIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY
114=120 William Street, NEWARK, N. J.
when addressing advertisers, please mention The Technograph
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TKJCri.H, Wai,i,aci'; Douc.i.as, H. S., Draughtsman, with N. S. Spencer,
105 S. Randolph St., Champaign.
Tkrrv, Charles Button, B. S., with Western Tube Co., Kewanee.
Wakkfiki.d, George Mighei.i-, B. S., Attendant of Arc Ivamps and
Meters, De Kalb Klectric Co., De Kalb.
Webber, Hubert Anthony, B. S., Assistant in General Eng'g. Drawing,
U. of I.. 211 E. White St., Champaign.
Zimmerman, Walter Howard, B. S , with Steam Heating Dapartment,
U. of I., 301 S. Wright St., Champaign.
m.€.Bullockmf9.€o.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Bullock's Diamona Prospecting Drills
15 styles and sizes. Latest improvements
ebampion mine Uentilators
Made in sizes from 4 to 14 feet diameter
niondrcb RocK Drills
Adapted to all classes of rock cutting
Centrdl Ualve engines
From 60 to 750 I. H. P.







Imported and American Portland
Cement















New York, 39 Cortlandt St,
Chicago. 32-34 \V. Randolph St.
,St. Lovis, 718-724 St. Charles St.
Boston, 53 Slate St.
San Francisco. 31 Main St.
Cleveland, 95-103 St. Clair St.
New Orleans, 215 Magazine St.
Pittsburgh, 14 Market St.
Detroit, 55-59 Woodbridge St. W.
Kansas Citv, 410-414 \V. 5th St.
Denver, 1601-1611 17th St.
Toledo, 1-9 St. Clair St.
Salt Lake City, 149 W. North Temple St.
Omaha, 1014-1016 Douglas St.
Dallas, 177-179 Elm St.
©^-W
19,000
Sold in eight Vear$
MANUFACTURED BY.
ch« Battle €reek Steam Pump €o.
__ Battle €reek ^.^
micbigan ts ts
Send for Catalogue
When answering advertisements, please mention The Technocraph








Address THE TECHNOGRAPH, Champaign or Urbana, Illinois.
LOIISVILLE CEMENT
The undersigned is General Agfent for the following Standard
Brands of Louisville Cement:
FALLS MILLS (J. Hulmc Brand.)
BLACK DIAMOND MILLS (River), Diamond Brand
SPEED MILLS, Star Brand
FALLS CITY MILLS, Anchor Brand
BLACK DIAMOND MILLS (Railroad), Diamond Brand
This Cement has been in general use throughout the West and South since 1830,
most of the public works having been constructed with it. Orders for shipment to
any part of the country, by rail or water, will receive prompt and careful attention.
Sales for 1892, 2,145,568 Barrels.
WESTERN CEMENT COMPANY,
247 W. Main St. Louisville, Ky.
IHttttttt^tMtttttWwrtrmt
l^j^s^ ^-aM^^fr^NS^'itriiftl^'itrfHi^-j^^^i^ftftlN^
;^i^ tjjl^:^ijJ,(^,ljg,^(,i^j,jj»^^i^),^j4^j,:^ t{{. ^^,;j{ ^ SJ^^








and Insurance against Loss
or Damage to Property and





J. M. ALLEN, President.
WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-President.
F. B. ALLEN, Second Vice-President.
J. B. PIERCE. Secretary and Treasurer.
L. B. BRAINARD, Assistant Treasurer.
L. F. MIDDLEBROOK, Assistant Sec'y.
When answering advertisements, please mention the Technooraph.
ADVERTISEMEN TS.
Union Akron Cement Company,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
Akron = Cement,
STAR BRAND.
The Strongest Natural Hydraulic Cement Manufactured in America.
Especially Adapted for Bridge Abutments,
Concrete, and Use Under Water.
Capacity of Works, 2,000 Barrels Daily.
Office, 141 Erie Street, Buffalo, N. Y.





Boiler Feeders a Specialty.
New Designs and Improvements.
ABSOLUTELY FIRST CLASS.




American Machinist.—jK/iyi/ieermy PubUcatiwis , xviii
Knffalo For^e Co.—-Forces vii
Untl ..*c IWrger.—Instruments xii
Hyranwt Co.—Cupolas -•- x
Ciinnigiiam & Son, A. F.—Boolis : xviii
Doanc Steam Pump Co.~Puinps vi
Edge Mo(»r l^ridge Works.—BrWycs : viii
Engineering Literature Co.—Publ'ishers.. xv
Evans & Howard.—-Seiccr Pipe x
Crrafton Quarry Co.—Stone xiii
(JutekunstCo., The ¥.—Process Worl<s xv
Hartford Steam Boiler, Insi)ection and Insurance Co.—In.sra?ice 3 page cover
Heine Safety Hoiler Co.—Boilers - xx
Heller it JWighUy.- Instruments xii
Holmes, J. W.—Instruments xiv
Hydraulic Press Brick Co.—Brick xiv
Johnson Co., The J. W.—Publishers 4 page cover
Kelly Co., O. S.—Road Rollers viii
Lawrence Cement Co.—Cement xxi
Lloyde & Son, D. U.—Boohs xviii
INIachinists' Supply Co.—Toois vi
Manz it Co.—Engineers xi
Meachamit Wright.—Cement xvi
Miller Steam Pump Co.—Pumps i
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works.—Brir7(/es xv
Municipal Engineering Company.—-EHr/mccri-Ji// Publications xvi
Rand Drill Co. -Rock Drills , iii
Randolph liinndt—Packings ix
Smith, E. G.—Calipers ix
Starrett, L. S.—Tools xxi
Trautwine's Engineers' Pocket Book.—Boofc xi
The Sterling Co.—Boilers iv
Union Akron Cement Co.—Cement i
University of Illinois.—jEducatioxaY xix
Western Cement Co.—CcmcJif 2ud page cover









High or Low Pressure Air Compressors
with Compound Air and Steam Cylinders,
Corliss or Meyer Steam Valves, New im-
proved Mechanical Air Valves.
FOR DRIVINQ
Rock Drills. Coal Cutting Machinery,
Pneumatic Tools, Operating Railroad Sig-
nals, Pumping Natural Gas, &.c.
(ieperal Offi(;e—23 parl^ pia(;e, fleu/ Vorl^ §ity.
IV ADVKJtTlSKMI'JST.
THE HIGHEST DEVELOPEM ENT OF
Scientific Conception and
Mechanical Construction
ARE REPRESENTED IN THE
JtirlipcJ U/ater Jdbe Boiler.





No Flat Surfaces, No Stay Bolts, No Fire-Riveted Joints, No Hand-
Hole Plates to Leak, Not an Ounce of Cast Metal used, Access gained
to every part of Boiler by removing Four 3Ian-Hole Plates.
Correspon<lent;e Solicited. Write for Catalogue.
THE 5TIRUNB CD.,
GENERAL OFFICES^PULLMAN BUILDING. CHICAGO.
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.
,.e^^P<^,c
wE ask the attention of the reader to theadvertisements on the Ibllowing pages.
'-s^^^-
ADVERTISEMENT.
Wrouglii Iron Bridge [o.





Plans and Kstimates Free. Write for Illustrated Catalogue.
ADVERTISMENTS. VI
THE DEANE, OP HOLYOKE.
STEAM PUMPS,
FOR EVERY SERVICE.







lend for Illustrated Catalogue.
i^UME T^OOI^S
of all the Leading Manufactures For Sale by
The MacMoists' Supplj Co.,
—DEALERS IN—
FINE TOOLS, MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES,
167 AND 169 LAKE STREET, - - CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A
Vll A I>VKI{TISKMES TS.
FAN IIEATINC; AND VENTILATlNli APPARATUS.
. DF INTEREST
.
to every Manual Tiainiug School Student. Our 288 page Cata-
logue full of half-tone illustrations of school interiors outfitted
with Buffalo Forges, Hot Blast Appartus for Heating, Etc
We have equipped over 50 Schools, not only with above
machinery, but with Blowers' Exhausters. Full lines of
Blacksmith Tools, etc.
se;oniz> F-C3K Tri"
BUrrALO rORGE CO., Buffalo. N. Y,
AbVERTISEMEN TS.
Ed^e floor Bridge Works,
. . . DKSIGN AND MANUFACTURE . . .
Railway Bridges, Viaducts, and Roofs, in Steel and Iron.
Tensile Members forged without welds, piles, or
buckles. Compressive Members manufactured
by processes which insure an entire absence of
constructional strains. Wrought-Iron Turn
Tables, with centers of Conical Steel Rollers
and Steel Plates.
Main Office and Works: EDGE MOOR, on DELEWARE RIYER.
p. O., WILMINGTON, DEL.
Henry G. Morse, President; Wm. Sellers, Vice-President; Wm. F. Sellers, Sec-
retary; Wm. H. Connell, Treasurer: F. H. Heisler, Purchasing Agent.







Stuffing Boxes of Engines, Pumps. Compressors and Valves.
The "Seidell" is made either with a rubber core, or canvas
core and will keep rods and plungers tiglit with LESS FRICTION
and WEAR than any other packing. It is is use in the U. S.
Navy and the largest plants.
Send for Circulars and Price Lists.
RANDOLPH BRANDT,
38 Courtland Street, New Vork.
Sr^IDIIMG F^EI^S
All Styles and Graduations, with Vornicr and Metric Measurement. Spliero-
ineters Etc. Special Instriiiiients for Universities designed and luade to
order.
My Sliding Calii)ers are in use by the rniversity of Illinois
and otheis who are hijfhly pleased with them, owing to their
ai'fiiracy, superior ^vorknlanship and moderate price.
Correspoudenoe solicited. For circulars and prices address
E G. SMITH, Coliunbia, Pa.
A D VKR TISKMEN TS.
rr
lie Byrani-Oolliaii Cupola Furnace,
The AAost Economical and Rapid
/belter. Now 'in Operation in 12 Industrial
Universities.






435 to 443 Guoin Street,
46 to 54 Wight Street, DETROIT, niCH,
SEW p^Fe f^if^e:.
Engineers and Consumers will get full satisfaction in
using our goods. Every piece stamped with our name.
We have adopted a higher standard than most man-
ufacturers.
Write for Prices and information.
.r !>n:irllsi:Ml:sTf^.
'r I« ^X LJ '1' N7V' 1N H;S
CIVIL ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK.
•• * * Tli(> best general text-book on eivil (n!,nnciTiMii in
I lie English language.'"—^Hf/uicrn'/H/ Neirs.
Raifroad Curves, Excavations and Emfianbents.
JOHN WILEY & SONS, New York.






ENGRAVERS BY ALL PROCESSES
•183-185-187-A^ONROE ST-
Writo fur n copy <>t The Illustrator" li iHoiithly journal pulilislicnl 1»> us lur ll»




Engineering f Surveging Instrunients,
No. 9 Providence Court, Boston, Mass.
They aim to secure their Instruments:
—
Accuracy of division; Simplicity in
manipuIitUon; Lig)itness combined tvith strength; Achromatic trlesropr, mUJi
high jiotrer; Steadiness of Adjustments under varying tem^pcniturcs: sliiTiicxx In
avoid any tremor, even in a strong wind, and thorough ivorl^indnshii) in crcrii
part.
Tiieir instruments are in general use by the U. S. Government Engineers,
Geologists, and Surveyors, and the range of instruments, as made by them for
E.iver, Harbor, City, Bridge, Tunnel, Railroad and Mining Engineering, as well
as those made for Triangulation or Topographical Work and Land Surveying,
etc., is larger than that of any other firm in the country.





Corner Spring Garden and Ridge Avenue,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
INSTRUMENTS OF PRECISION.
Messrs. HELLER & ERTGHTLY i)ublish a
Book containing Tal)l('s and Maps useful to Civil
Engineers and Surveyors; also contains much
valuable information respecting the; selection,
proper care, and use of Field Instruments. A
copy of this Book they send by mail i)ostpaid, to
any part of the world on receipt of a postal card





DIMENSION. FOOTING, RUIilSLE AND RIP-RAP
= STONE. =
QUARRIES IjOCATED AT
GRAFTON, (Jersey County,) ILLINOIS,
OFFICE:
NO. 415 LOCUST STKEET, (Room 504.) ST. LOUIS, MO.
JAMES BLACK.
Prcsidoit.
CHARLES BRAIXERD. JOHN S. ROPER,
Supcriiitcndciit, {Grufton, IIU.) Secretary.
Extract fniin tlie Report of C<ipt. Jatncs B. Ends, Chief Engineer Illinois
(Did St. Lonia Bridge Co., October 1870, i)i regard to a test made of a speci)nen of
Stone from tlte Grafton Quarries. He says:
"It, is retn^rltabl/ strong. Many tests of its compressive strength have been made
in the company's testing machine, where its resistance has, in several instances exceeded
17,000 pounds per stiuare inch, which is equal to that of granite.
"A curious fact has been developed by these tests, which is, that the modulus of elasti-
city of this stone is about thesame as that of wrought iron. That is, a given weight placed
upon a wrought iron column and on a column of the Graftou Stone of the same size, will
produce an equal shortening in both: while the elastic limit (or breaking point) of the
stone is not far below the limit ao which the wrought iron would be permanently short-
ened. A column of the stone two inches in diameter and eight inch's long, was short-
ened under compression in the tes:ing machine nearly one quarter of an inch witbout
fracturing it. When the strain was removed, the piece recovered its origical length."'
.4 I) VKhriSEMENTS. XIV
J., W. HOL.MBS,
BATAVIA. N. Y.,
. . . MAKER OF . . .
ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS
OF THE MOST APPROVED FORM.
PATENTEE OF
THE SOLAR THEODOLITE,
The Most Accurate Solar Instrument for Deter-
mining the true Meridian, Embracing a
COMPLETE TRANSIT and WYE LEVEL.




. . MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN .
Ornamental, Pressed, Rock-Faced,
And Roman BricRs,
—AGENTS FOR THE STERLING MORTAR COLORS.
Ofhce—Odd Peffows' BuiI'ding, 6L Louis, Ho. Coppespondence 6o[icit8d,
M>]i:i<risi:Mi:sTs.




712 ARCH ST., and 1700 N. BROAD ST.,
flissouri l/al'leu Bridge and Iron WorRs,
Mannfactiiros of and Ruild(>rs of Steel. Iron TO TTD T T"^ P"' TTT^ CT
and Coiiibiiiatioii. Railroad and Highway LOX vi ^—^ l-—Ji i_«^>_Jj
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PARKS AND BOULEVARDS.
By a. C. Schrader, '85, Chief Engineer for West Chicago Park
Commissioners .
The proper construction and correct maintenance of a park
or boulevard system undoubtedly does much towards creating
civic pride, as well as public spirit and interest in the welfare of
a city or municipality. A stranger visiting a city frequently
wishes to see the parks and boulevards, as well as the public
buildings, and these improvements often serve as a fair index of
the public spirit of its citizens, modified perhaps by the city's
commercial prosperity and importance. No further arguments
will here be made in favor of the construction of parks and boule-
vards as they are too numerous and well known to require men-
tion. Their existence in many of our cities is proof of their
desirability, but their extent and effectiveness are too frequentlv
limited by lack of foresight or funds.
In order to avoid an extravagant outlay, the proposed land
should be secured as early as possible, but since a city's growth
and importance cannot always be predetermined, the selection of
grounds is frequently delayed. The final location and adoption
of park grounds is therefore not infrequently determined bv other
considerations than that of adaptability, and is usually incident to,
and dependent upon, the growth and commercial importance of
the city.
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The work of making a park of the lands selected usually
devohes upon the engineer and the landscape gardener, working
in harmon}' and with the same end in view, namely, to emphasize
and render more attractive any desirable existing features of the
chosen grounds, and to obliterate the undesirable ; to prepare a
well-matured plan for the improvement of the whole park as a
unit, and after its adoption to adhere to the lines laid down, and
discourage as far as possible the frequent attempts of succeeding
boards of control to materially change the plan. The import-
ance of following a complete and well-matured plan cannot be
over-estimated, and especially is this true when the controlling
board is subject to changes in its personnel, and therefore a change
of ideas as to desired improvements. As the construction or
final completion of a park system is often extended o\"er a num-
ber of years, the work of each year should be in close conformity
with the adopted plan, and thus avoid the confusion and often the
needless additional expenditure caused b)- a change of plans.
The working plans should accurately show the grade lines of
all roadways, walks, and the conformation of ground or topog-
raphy proposed, as well as the location and description of all
water, sewer and electric light service, buildings, lakes and
bridges. The planting plans should be drawn to the same scale
as the grading plan, and should show the correct grouping of
trees and shrubberx' and the numerous view lines to be preserved,
and should be studied with reference to the grading plan to secure
the proper landscape effects of trees, lawns, lakes, buildings, etc.
An index to the planting plan should be prepared, which will
closely define the kind and number of trees or shrubs, or both,
in any group indicated in the plan, and the work of preparing
this properly belongs to the landscape gardener, and is important.
The complete construction, however, of all the work, the prepara-
tion of all detailed plans and specifications come more particu-
larly under the direction of the engineer of the park and boule-
vard system.
The duties of a park engineer, as some of our systems are
managed today, are numerous, and he deserves not a little credit
if his training and experience are sufficiently broad to enable him
without the assistance of specialists, to economically and com-
prehensively solveall problems presented. The broaderhis knowl-
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edge of civil, mechanical and electrical engineering-, architect-
ure and landscape work, the greater the eas^ with which he may
discharge his many duties, and the less the demand for the opin-
ion or assistance of outside specialists. He is wise if he knows
his limitati5ns in this respect and leaves to specialists the par-
ticular parts of which he may ha\-e only a general knowledge.
The designing of park buildings should be made under the
direction of able architects, and be in harmony with the surround-
ings. As a rule the structures are not carried more than fifty to
sixty feet in height, tall buildings being undesirable, as they may
overtop the foliage line. Refectories are usually placed in the
larger parks for the convenience and comfort of the public.
Greenhouse construction should be carefully considered with
reference to durability of framework, roof outline and econom-
ical and effective heating apparatus. On account of the moisture
in greenhouses, wood decays rapidly and therefore iron or steel,
if kept well painted, is preferable. It is not desirable that work
rooms or heated basements be placed under exhibit rooms, as this
tends to make the air too dry in the exhibit rooms, unless an
unusually heavy water-tight floor inter\-enes. All park buildings
should be constructed with a view of having every side present-
able, and sanitary regulations should be observed.
The impression which a visitor receives in \-iewing the parks,
buildings, etc., should be one of restfulness and comfort rather
than obtrusiveness, healthful recreation rather than an array of
monumental buildings. The placing of monuments commemora-
tive of historical persons in parks is evidently considered desir-
able by many park boards. The total absence of such monu-
ments in some of our principal park systems may evidence a
contrary opinion. The public squares frequently afford an advan-
tageous location for such work, as may also prominent points
along the main boulevards. The placing of such monuments,
however, is usually an after thought, and is seldom considered in
the original plan.
A drinking fountain for horses, suitably designed and placed
at an accessible point in the park roadway, usually forms an
attractive feature, if the water supply and pressure are ade-
quate. Drinking fountains for persons should be supplied at
various points in the parks.
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Thf ()ri<,n'nal plan should conUniplatc a complete water and
drainafjfc service. I'or the piirposi; of waterini^ the lawns, trees
and floral displays economically and quickly it is desii^ible that
tin- distributin}^- pipe and lawn hydrants be so placed that all
desired areas can be reached with about oni' hundred feet of hose,
and so that a considerable number of spra>'ers may be in opera-
tion at the same time. In this manner one attendant can readily
tend from twenty-fi\e to thirty-five sprayers. The shorter length
of hose also reduces the friction head losses and insures a greater
discharge.
The drainage should adequately care for the rainfall on all
roadways, walks, and such lawns as are apt to remain saturated
for a considerable period of time after a heavy rainfall or during
the summer months. For lawn drainage, farm tiling 3 to 6 inches
in diameter is commonly used when a heavy clay subsoil exists.
For the proper maintenance of the park roads, catch basins
should be placed about 250 to 275 feet apart, depending upon the
grades, and they should be placed so as to pre\ent the scouring
action of heavy rainfall upon the roadway pavement.
The park roadways may \ary considerably in width, depend-
ing somewhat on the size of the park. For the more probable
lines of heavy travel, those most frequented, a width from 45 to
5c; feet is ample in a large park, and from 35 to 40 feet in a
smaller park. It is desirable that the width of lawns in a smaller
park be not too much dwarfed by the introduction of wide drives
and walks, thus creating a disproportion of lawn and pavement area.
The principal entrance to the park, however, should be much
wider, as a rule, than the other roadways, and these are frequently
from 100 to 150 feet in width. Except in formal work the\-
are laid out in curved lines, and their location should command
the best view of the park. Crushed limestone, as well as bank
frravel and crushed gra\-el are most commonh' used in the con-
struction of park roads, and when heavy clay subsoil exists cind-
ers or slag may be used to good advantage as a subdrain, greatly
facilitating the work on wet grounds. With the crushed lime-
stone drive considerable dust is always present, unless well
sprinkled, and the white glare in the sun is not pleasant to the
eve, therefore a neutral tint is more desirable. Both defects can
be partially remedied h\ using crushed granite and gravel for
roadwax- finish, but at an adxance in cost.
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Paved gutters are not desirable, except where the roadway
grades are steep, and it is desired that erosion, due to heavy rain-
fall, be checked thereb^^
The walks and paths in a park may vary considerably in
width, say from 6 to i6 feet, and their construction and mainten-
ance should receive as much care as the roadways
; ample drain-
age should also be provided. The surface should be smooth and
unyielding, and should not become muddy or sticky, nor should
the pebbles, if gra\-el is used, be so large as to be disagreeable to
walk on. A fairly good walk may be laid on clay subsoil
by using as a base from g to 12 inches of cinders, on which
are placed from i^ to 2 inches of screened binding gravel,
and surfaced with a clean lake shore or river gravel, screened
through a ^/i mch mesh; it is desirable that the finishing gravel
consist mainly of flat pebbles, rather than round ones. It is under-
stood that rolling is necessary to compact the several layers of
material.
The permanent improvement and easy maintenance of lawns
is best secured by the liberal use of black soil, from 8 to 12 inches
in thickness, depending upon the character of the soil. The same
is true of tree planting, the depth of black soil required being
from lyi to 3^ feet, and of ample area to provide for the growth
of the roots.
For the larger and more important roadway bridges the stone
arch naturally suggests and admits of appropriate designing.
Whether in heavy woodland or formal plantation, the particular
locality and surroundings will indicate the use either of rough
granite boulder facing or the carefully dressed stone facing and
railing when the space is within the limits of the stone arch. For
the longer spans, if iron must be used, the trusses should form the
arch outline, and no portion thereof should extend above the floor
line; the structural iron work should be masked as far as practicable.
For the minor bridges for. paths, etc., the rustic type of wood-
work frequently gives pleasing variety, but constant repairs are
necessary. In general, it is deemed desirable that a bridge site
be at least partially hidden by suitable tree and shrubbery plant-
ing.
The desirability of introducing speeding tracks for horses
and for bicycle riders into parks, as park improvements, is ques-
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tionablc, and dipciids lai'gtl\' upon the manner in which thev are
conducted. While the\' are not particularly conducixe to park
embellishment, or to the landscape effects, they probably furnish
a recreation <jround to a considerable number of citizens, and
then, too, all fast speeding may thus be removed from the boule-
vards and limited to these tracks only. A public bath is an
attractive feature to the small bo>'. With him, however, clean-
liness is not his primary object; it is perhaps more the sport of
swimming in water, which is kept at a comfortable temperature.
If the baths are free, their popularity is unquestioned, but strin-
gent rules and first-class management are necessary; otherwise
every pri\ilege will be abused. Although something maybe said
in favor of public speeding tracks and public baths or nata-
toriums, yet in general, if grounds can be secured adjacent to the
main parks or boulevards for this purpose, they could be con-
sidered as an adjunct to the system, rather than a central feature
of a park.
In every park of suitable size, it is desirable that some por-
tion of it be so laid out, as to accommodate the large numbers
that usualh- attend the free concerts given during the summer
months. The music grounds nia\', or may not have a band stand,
but the ground should easily accommodate a great number of
vehicles, as well as pedestrians and those who reach the parks on
street cars. Temporary seating should be provided.
The flickering gas and gasoline lamps of a few years ago
have largely been replaced by the more brilliant electric arc lights,
to mark roadways and paths at night, and to brilliant))- illumi-
nate the boulevards. During the summer months, much of the
driving, as well as bicycle riding, is done in the early evening
hours, and good illumination of all roadways is a much appre-
ciated improvement. If the cost of operating 2000 C. P. elec-
tric arc lights can be ke})t down to two cents per lamp per hour no
serious complaint of the cost need be made, and if the number of
lamps out does not exceed 2 per cent the maintenance is good.
The electric light cables should be placed underground in per-
manent conduits, and suitable manholes should be provided for
drawing in the cables. Socket sewer pipe is very often used for
these conduits with success; the\- should be well reamed, how-
ever, so that there ma\- not be too se\ere abrasion of the lead
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sheath of the cables in drawing them in. The lamp should be
of neat design, and none of the cables or wires should be exposed
to view. The post should be of appropriate design with a sub-
stantial base.
If the circuits will permit of it, a desirable plan is to have
the lights on the boulevard on two circuits, thus enabling one-
half of the lights to be shut down at midnight, and one-half to
continue all night, if desired; also in case of accident to either
circuit or dynamo, one-half of the lights can be kept in service.
Desirable as are the large outlying parks of a city, the smaller
parks and squares are also of. great importance. They should be
distributed throughout the densely populated districts, wherever
the local conditions will permit, or land can be secured, for they
serve as breathing places and as play-grounds for children.
The boulevard system is no less important to the welfare of
a cit)''s growth than is its park system, and its construction and
maintenance forms a considerable part of the park engineer's
duties.
For a single-dri\e boulevard the width should not be less
than 100 feet, to provide for a drive of proper width as well as
lawn spaces and sidewalks, although many city streets are recon-
structed as boulevards whose width is only 66 to 80 feet. For a
double-drive boulevard 200 to 250 feet in width allows an ample
lawn space in the center for trees, shrubbery, or floral display if
desired. A typical boule\'ard of this kind in Chicago is Drexel
Boulevard, extending from Fift}^-first street to Oakwood Boule-
vard. With a width of 200 to 250 feet, a three-drive boulevard may
also be constructed by way of variation, but the lawn spaces must
be considerabh' reduced, leaving them somewhat narrow for
planting, other than line shade trees. This style of boulevard is
illustrated by Grand Boulexard on the south side and Humboldt
Boulevard on the west side, both of Chicago.
All telegraph and telephone poles and wires should be strictly
excluded from the boule\'ards, and even at the street crossings
they should cross the boulexard in conduits in preference to the
network of wires overhead.
It is impossible within the scope of this paper to enter into
the subject of pavements, concretes, and cements in detail. Vol-
umes have been written on these subjects, and specifications
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clcarls' set forth ulial must l)c' done and wliat must not he clone,
and a stuil)' <il cxistin<r pavements sIkhys the defects or limitations
ot each kind.
When hea\ V traffic \\at40ns are not permitted on the l^oule-
vards, the maintenance is rendered easier thereb\', except at the
intersecting cross streets.
The prime requisites of a boulevard dri\e are smoothness,
cleanliness, noiselessness, safety, durability, moderate first cost
as well as low cost of maintenance, and ease of repair.
The writer is inclined to the opinion that but two class of
pavements for boulevards need consideration, and these are gran-
ite macadam and asphalt, although wooden blocks and limestone
macadam are also used. The ordinary wooden blocks will show
their weakness, whether they are used much or at not all, and
their life is very limited, which is not true of a macadam dri\e, as
this will last for years, especially with light travel, and repairs
are easily made.
A good granite macadam roadway has the advantage of low
first cost, noiselessness, ease of repair, and does not deteriorate
with time alone, as does asphalt or blocks, and is not slippery.
It, however, becomes muddy during an open winter and wet
spring or fall months, and is dusty in summer unless kept well
sprinkled, and its renewal is dependent largely on the amount of
travel. It is not kept clean as easily as asphalt, nor will it stand
heavy travel.
Asphalt pavements have the advantage in smoothness and
cleanliness, as the street may be easily washed down with sprink-
ling carts, and will fairly well resist heavy travel. It is more
noisy, however, than macadam or wooden blocks. It is frequently
very slippery and should not be laid on grades steeper than about
four per cent; repairs must usually be made by an asphalt corn-
pan)-. The deterioration of the pavement due to time alone,
aside from the consideration of travel is important, and the^higher
cost of replacing the top or wearing surface, as well as the higher
first cost of the pavement, which is about two to two and one-
half times the first cost of a granite macadam drive, must also be
considered.
A granite macadam roadway ma}' be constructed as follows:
Upon a firm clay or sand soil, which has been properly shaped
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and rolled, from lo to 12 inches of two-inch crushed limestone is
compacted, and the upper surface is bonded with 1)4. to 2 inches
of bank gravel or limestone screenings. Upon this about 3 inches
of one-inch crushed granite is placed and thoroughly bonded with
the least amount of good bonding gravel, which will secure the
smooth, hard, resisting surface desired; usually i>^ inches in
thickness is required. A thin coating of granite screenings is
usually placed on top. Every layer of material should be well
rolled with a heavy steam roller. One must look carefully to the
quality of the bonding gravel; in order to secure good results it
should not be too clayey, nor too sandy or stony, and when well
wet it should form a hard surface after the steam roller has com-
pacted it with the crushed granite. The frequent loosening of the
crushed granite is a painful evidence of poor gravel, and spoils
a roadway for bicyclists.
Asphalt pax-ements are usually laid on a concrete foundation
4 to 8 inches thick, but where a good, firm macadam roadway
has been in service, asphalt may be laid directly on such a base,
and only as much concrete used as may be required for leveling
up, to secure good form. When a natural cement is used, speci-
fications frequently require 8 inches of concrete and seldom less
than 6 inches. When Portland cement is used 6 inches are com-
monly specified and seldom less than 4 inches in thickness are
used, except as noted above. The mi.xture frequently used for
natural cement is i part of cement, 2 parts of sand, 4 parts of crushed
limestone; and for Portland cement, i part of cement, 3 parts of
sand, 7 parts of crushed limestone, but these proportions are varied
by different engineers and according to the particular material
specified. After the concrete has set well, and when it will bear
a heavy steam roller without breaking the bond, the binder course
1% inches in thickness is usually laid, consisting of limestone
coated with asphaltic cement, and upon this the wearing surface
of asphalt, 2 inches in thickness, is laid. Extremely cold weather
causes perhaps the most rapid deterioration of asphalt surface.
Numerous fine cracks first appear during severely cold weather,
and when dirt once finds its way into these the fracture does not
cement itself again. Along the gutter lines the asphalt disinte-
grates more rapidly than elsewhere, unless they are kept very clean
and are well drained. In many places a combined curb and gutter
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of granite concrete is used in connection with the pavement, and
in some cities stone or vitrified pavinjr blocks are laid for a width
of from 3 to 4 feet for a t^uttir. For the sake of appearance it
is prefi-rable to have the asphalt pavement extend from curb line
to curb line, and if funds will permit to ha\e granite stone curbs
for piTinanence. Thi' laying of asphalt in the latitude of Chicago
should be confined to the months included between May first and
the following November first. Work is occasionally undertaken
at other times, but the chances of obtaining a permanent pave-
ment are decidedly reduced. ICngineers are extending the period
of guarantee on asphalt pavements to ten years.
For the construction of sidewalks and curbings on the boule-
vards the granite concretes ha\e come into general use. The
cheapness and general adaptability of concrete for these purposes
is undeniable, and with good material and workmanship the work
is enduring. Much poor and defective work of this class is scat-
tered about, no doubt due to indifferent inspection of material
and workmanship, or to faulty foundation. The use of combined
curb and gutter is being largely replaced by the straight curb.
This is particularly desirable on macadam drives, as moderate
wear of the macadam soon drops the surface below the outer ii(\\i^it
of the concrete gutter, and perfect drainage is not secured.
The correct and economical maintenance of a park and
boulevard system requires vigilance, and prompt and efficient
service. It also means that for every dollar once expended in
improvements, a certain percentage of that cost must each year
be expended in care taking. In a growing system this is a point
occasionally overlooked, and with a fixed income new improxe-
ments may be hastened beyond the ability to properly maintain
them.
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NOTES ON LANDSCAPE GARDENING AS APPLIED TO
PUBLIC PARKS AND BOULEVARDS.
By James Jensen.
The Landscape Gardener should be a careful student of the
aesthetics of Nature and must be versed in history of architecture.
Nature offers such a variety, that in following her teaching pro-
miscuously imitation must be avoided, and it is necessary to
choose carefully the effects most suitable for the environments
they are to ornament. The maintaining of public gardens is
quite different from that of private grounds, and however beauti-
ful a wild border, "where the spade does not dig nor the scythe
does not cut," may look in a private garden, it would soon become
an unsightly spot where the public are at liberty to tramp with-
out restraint.
A park is made picturesque by pastoral meadows, terminat-
ing in thickly wooded rising borders ; mirror lakes, with marshy
and hilh' shores ; rivulets and waterfalls, beautified by numerous
aquatic and semi-aquatic plants ; valleys, with wavy lines of trees
and shrubs of varied foliage ; water lily ponds, with a gorgeous
arrav of flowers ; the perennial garden, and the formal flower
garden.
In natural plantations a judicious thinning out will in most
instances be found necessary to admit light and air for the full
development of the trees. In plantings of a wild character an
undergrowth of shrubs and herbaceous perennials should be
encouraged, the last named bordering the path or roadway. The
old adage, " plant thick and thin quick,"' should rule supreme.
This is the only way to obtain immediate effect, then, too, the
trees will shade and protect one another, and through proper cul-
tivation for the first few years, a quicker growth will be obtained;
at the same time such a planting would become a nursery. But
do not be afraid to remove trees that become overcrowded, either
through the agency of the ax or by transplanting ; otherwise, the
whole plantation will be fit only for the woodpile.
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Distinct lines l)(.'t\vccn lawn and woodland should be main-
tained, if tamcncss in the landscape feature is to be avoided.
Trees that are noted for their beautiful fall coloring^, as for
instance several \arieties of the oak, suj^ar maple and swamp
maple, should be planted on the border of the woodlands, and by
adtlint;- clumps of shrubs and dwarf trees, noted for their flower
and foliage effect, at the margin of these plantations, each group
of planting will help to form a picturescjue whole. For these
margins we have wild plum, wild crab, the various thorns, sumacs,
choke-berry, June-berry, wayfaring tree, button-busli, cornel,
Indian current, and a host of others.
Scattered in pairs or singly, in close proximity to the wood-
land, specimen trees of various kinds will help to enlixen the
landscape. Here may be used ad\antageously the honey locust
with its feathery foliage; the Norway maple and its \arieties;
the pin oak, changing in the fall into a brilliant red; several vari-
eties of the elms, birches, thorns (especially the cockspur thorn),
catalpas, and the, for this section, not over-hardy sweet gum
{ Liquidambar styracijfua), besides numerous others. On very
large lawns or meadows, massing of shrubs in conformity with
the woodland plantings will produce more picturesque outlines.
Climbers, such as wild grape, bittersweet, woodbine, Dutchman's
pipe, etc., running over tree stumps or climbing up the trunk of
a tree will add wildness to the surroundings of ravines, rivulets
and waterfalls. Their introduction into woodland plantations,
forming natural arches over walks and driveways, is also desirable.
Bordering on the lake there is nothing grander than weeping
willows, while on the marshy shore lines may be planted such
varieties of the great willow family as through their bark color-
ing give attractiveness to the winter landscape, and mingled with
tamarisks and red osier dogwood are in perfect harmony with
cat tails, rushes and other aquatics at the water's edge. Quite a
number of other trees are useful for shore planting, especially'
those kinds that love a moist situation, as the ash, alder, birch,
s}'camore and others. The aborescent species of our native
thorns are likewise very valuable for shore planting.
On hilly grounds or as a background for long \istas nothing
is more effective than evergreens, but unfortunately they do
not thrive in all situations, especially where smoke and soot
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poisons the air of the park, and then the planting of more vigor-
ous varieties is advisable. Those that take most kindly to city
life are the Scotch pine, white pine, white spruce, balsam spruce
and blue spruce.
As to the park fence, a shrubbery belt, mixed with trees, and
of undulating outlines will be beautiful as well as servicable, and
equally attractive both from the park drive and the outside street.
For educational purposes, as well as for every lover of horti-
culture, a piece of land may be set aside for the cultivation of
trees and shrubs, arranged botanically, and properly labeled
with the common and scientific names. In connection with this
a nursery and small experimental garden should be maintained.
Of late years the aquatic garden has become a new feature
in park gardening, and it is quite surprising that this was left
unnoticed by the earlier landscape gardeners. The aquatic gar-
den proper, while not so much of a landscape feature in a broader
sense, can become, by proper designing and planting, one of the
most interesting and beautiful parts of the park. Three minor
ponds, connected with one another, will be necessary if all kinds
of aquatics are to be cultivated ; one, which must be supplied
with heat, for tropical waterlilies ; and one for the lotuses, these
last named being strong believers in the survival of the fittest.
Among the lilies for the tropical lily pond are the Victoria regia
and its varieties, Nymphea dentata^ N. Devonieusis, N. rubra, N.
Zaiize barieusis : of these a number of pretty hybrids ha\e been
introduced the last few years, there being the N. gigantia^ N.
coerulia, N. Mexicana, N. gracilis and others. In the hardy lily
pond we have our nati\e species, the Nympliea tuberosa and
odorata, which have produced numerous hybrids which in most
instances are better than the types ; but far more free blooming
is the European waterlily, NympJia alba, and its varieties, to which
belong the Marliacea strain, the product of the great aquatist,
Mr. Marliac of France, and without question the most beautiful
of the hardy kinds. Of the dwarf class NympJiea Laydeckerii
ranks first ; other forms, like N. pygmea^ are better adapted for
shallow nooks or the ri\'ulet where they are better seen. Of
lotuses we have our native Nelunibiuni lutia and the Japanese and
Egyptian varieties. To produce a natural aspect the shore lines
of the lily ponds should be irregular and should be made the
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home of semi-a(]uatic and aquatic vegetation, such as cat tails,
bulrushes, spike rushes, arrowheads, mallows, irises and other
inhabitants of our swamps and sloughs. Picturesqueness is added
by having part of the shores (especially the northern) bordered
by wood plantings, provided with strong undergrowth, and here
and there a wild grape sending from the tree tops its long vines
to the water's edge, its beautiful green foliage, in harmony with
asters, flea bane, golden rod, shrubby cinquefoil and stately
grasses, adding charm and color to the landscape. Subtropical
plants, such as canna, caladiums, castor beans, pawpaws, banana
trees, pampas grass and others would add splendor and character
to the tropical pond.
At one end of the lily pond might be formed a meadow, with
a rivulet flowing through it, which would be an ideal place for
buttercups, wake robins, phloxes, lobelias, etc., while at the edge
of the woodland, following the course of the rivulet, a home
could be provided for native azaleas, rhododendrons, androme-
das, kalmios, also cyripeds, orchis, sarracenias and other plants
belonging to the bog garden.
Herbaceous perennials, which to a large extent formed the
garden of our grandmothers' time, ha\e again come into recogni-
tion, not because they are fashionable, but rather for their useful-
ness, which in their ignorance the gardeners for some time left
unnoticed. They are just as necessary in park or garden making
as a tree or shrui:), and a landscape without them can be com-
pared to a picture, on which the last touches of the artist had
been left undone.
In public parks herbaceous perennials, with the exception of
a few varieties, are more easily taken care of and will give better
satisfaction in prepared beds, placed along the margins of wood-
land plantations. In these borders shrubs may be planted at
intervals. Great discretion must be exercised in selecting and
planting the herbaceous border, and a proper knowledge as to
time of flowering, color of flowers and height of plants, is neces-
sary to produce artistic effect. Monotony must be avoided and
undulation in ground as well as sky lines is obtained by permit-
ting plants of tall growth to be planted at intervals in the full
width of the border, using smaller ones in intervening places.
Plants of a bold nature and l)eautiful growth should always be
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gi\-en a position where they can be seen to their full advantage.
Bulbous plants, such as lilies, crocuses, narcissuses, snow drops,
tulips, etc., have their home in the perennial border. Starting
with snow drops in early spring, and finishing with the feathery
plumes of the Eulalia and Ravenna grasses in late fall, the her-
baceous garden should give a gorgeous array of flowers during
the entire season.
Floriculture in our public parks, desirable as it may be, should
not be attempted until the park has been finished and enough
funds are on hand to carry it out successfully. Greenhouses as a
rule have no architectural beauty, and their place in the land-
scape is out of question. For the convenience of the public,
especially in the winter time, it is important that their location,
if possible, should be in the neighborhood of a main car line, and
for the welfare of the plants grown in them it is equally important
and necessary to give them a place where there are no obstruc-
tions of any kind to the full passage of air and light. One often
sees the dominating palm houses in the best situation, while the
propagating houses, on the supply of which the flower garden
depends, is given a secondary position, receiving only such light
as their big neighbor graciously will permit. To avoid the forma-
tion of icicles the curvilinear designs for greenhouse construction
have been found the best.
For the sake of convenience the flower garden should be
located near the greenhouses. The proper place would be in front
of the palmhouse, which, by judicious planting of trees, has been
partly hidden from the main view of the garden. Symmetry in
the design of the garden is necessary, and such ornaments as
fountains and statuary of minor size are desirable, also the intro-
duction of pyramidal and globular shaped trees and shrubs. Let
us once for all plant the flowers of the greenhouses, the product
of skilled floriculturists, where they properly belong and not
destroy the beautiful natural park scenery b}' monstrosities of
so-called flower designs. Such designs are to be tolerated only
in the garden, in which the beauty of different colored flowers, or
the harmonious combinations of colors in foliage are employed.
Fantastic designs are in bad taste, and defeat artistic effect.
Suitable terraces may be encouraged, providing a better view of
the whole garden, and permitting the palm house to be raised to
a higher, and for heating purposes, a more favorable situation.
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Broad proiiH'iiaclcs, liiud hy low-f^rowiii}^ trees and furnished
with settees should, if space is available, border the two sides of
the garden, back of which at a proper distance and at the margin
of tree plantations, could be located perennials, out-door fernery
and rockery with Alpine plants.
A special feature of the flower garden should be the rose
CTardeii, but on account of the short flowering season of many
roses, it would be desirable to locate it in a separate place, sur-
rounded bv such plantings as would permit plenty of sunlight.
Beds of narrow design are necessar}-, in order to allow the view-
ing of roses at short range. The climbing varieties may be used
for hedges and arbors or trained into pyramids, or other not too
fantastic shapes. Dwarf forms, such as the new introductions
from Japan, form pretty borders along the walks.
Boulevard planting will vary according to the amount of
lawn space provided for, and here the landscape gardener or
arboriculturist meets with problems of the most serious character.
This is especially so in large cities or manufacturing towns where
the air is polluted with poisonous gases, and where a narrow
lawn space, often of objectionable soil, must provide nourishment
for the trees, besides which an asphalt street pavement and cement
sidewalks make natural watering almost impossible. To this must
be added the deadly attacks of numerous insects that are encour-
aged in their work of destruction by the weakness of the only
half-fed trees. Plenty of good soil, sufificient water and the selec-
tion of robust and vigorous trees is the only remedy.
On account of its robustness, quick growth and stately form,
the American elm (Ulmiis Americana) has been largely used for
street planting, but in crowded streets and manufacturing dis-
tricts its usefulness is out of question, and here the cottonwood
{Popuhis deltoidu, Marsh ) under the name of Carolina poplar, has
been used r f late years. No doubt it answers the purpose, and if
provision is made to plant new trees every fifteen or twenty years,
and onlv the male species is selected, it is by no means a bad
looking tree. Nevertheless if permitted to remain until old it is
as bad as the willow (salix alba). The Norway maple is a pretty
and healthy tree, surviving under very unfavorable circumstances,
but of rather too slow growth to satisfy this rapid age. The tree
of heaven {ailantlius glandidosiis) will stand the worst kind of
treatment but suckers badly, and the female species becomes
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obnoxious on account of its ill-smelling flowers. In small cities
or on boulevards skirting the city, sycamores and lindens will
make grand stout trees, and a little further south than Chicago
the maidenhair tree {Ginkgo biloba) and the tulip tree {Leriodendron
tulipifera) will be useful for this purpose.
On broad boulevards, where plenty of lawn space has been
provided, the introduction of shrubbery and in some instances
flower beds outside of the straight lines of shade trees, may add
considerable to the beautifying of these boulevards, and for long
stretches of boulevards interspersed by paths it is desireable to
change the character of each part as much as possible. Thus one
part may be lined with shade trees only, and if there is more than
one drive, a selection of different trees in harmony with one
another would be effective. Shrubs in irregular groups, especially
at the intersections of streets, and of different varieties, with an
occasional weeping tree at intervals may be introduced in the
next section ; and again, irregular planting of trees and shrubs
with winding walks, if space is sufficiently large, may be used.
Flower beds, although not entirely out of place in boulevard
planting, will add considerable to the maintaining expense, and if
planted at all should only be used as an addition to the whole.
Small squares are often designed in connection with the
boulevard system, and especially when a boulevard turns in
another direction. Here shrubbery planting, symmetrical flower
beds, fountains and monuments should dominate, and would thus
furnish a pleasant change to the otherwise rather monotonous
boulevard design.
The same kind of planting should be used in small city parks
or squares, and there are undoubtedly the proper places for mon-
uments and ornamental fountains, surrounded by flowers, shrubs
and trees, in perfect harmony with the architectural design of the
buildings adjacent to the park.
In the poorer districts playgrounds for children, under shady
trees, should be provided, but some part of the square and
especially that part bordering the surrounding streets must be
kept in the best of order and planted with shrubs and flowers
for the enlightenment and joy of those who visit these parks,
teaching them a lesson whose influences can not be overesti-




LANDSCAPK GAKI )1:MNG — PAST AND PRESENT.
By Joseph Cullen Blair, Assistant Professor ov Horticulture.
"Landscape o-ardening" is a term no older than the i8th cen-
tury, at which time it was coined in an effort to show the struiu^-
gling away from formal toward iiaUirelike effects in gardening.
This striving after naturalistic effects is still the trend of the
landscape art, and in many instances the picture has been so skil-
fully painted with nature's own materials that the human artist
agency is forgotten or oxerlooked. There is surely no other art
in which nature works hand in hand with the artist, helping him
where he is powerless, yielding to him where he is master.
Nature gives the material, man furnishes the conception of the
picture, and nature again comes in to give the finishing touches
in velvety greensward, luxuriant foliage, and brilliant bloom.
And this work of art has been planned and executed— why? To
render the exterior surroundings as pleasing and harmonious as
the interior of the house; to make of the public park a place which
will be no less attractive to wealthy frequenters than their own
grounds; better still, to give to the poor their only opportunity to
revel in delights like those of the rural scenes which they can
never visit; and not least of all, to make of "God's acre" a rest-
ful, reposeful picture such as is the Graceland Cemetery of
Chicago.
We are apt to think of ornamental gardening as of no earlier
date than that which witnessed the geometric formalities sur-
rounding the Italian \illas of the Caisars. We read of the fairx-
like beauty of the pond of Agrippa surrounded by its groups of
palms, its lotus groves and bowers of roses, its fountains flowing
with perfumed water, its statues of gods and goddesses, and its
silver cages filled with brilliant birds. Yet centuries before this
garden had reached its voluputuous perfection, centuries before
Nero had lighted his own garden with human torches made of
Christian martyrs, Persian monarchs were revelling in their parks
and Chinese mandarins wandered through pleasure grounds as
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beautitul as the English lantlscape gardens. From centuries back
comes the advice of a Chinese writer, Lieu Tschieu, which we of
today may well heed. He says: "The art of laying out gardens
consists in combining cheerfulness of prospect, luxuriance of
growth, shade, retirement and repose. Variety, which is one chief
merit in the natural landscape, must be sought b}^ the choice of
ground, with alternation of hill and dale, flowing streams and
lakes covered with acquatic plants. Symmetry is wearisome, and
a garden where everything betrays constraint and art becomes
tedious and distasteful." What better criticism could we find of
the Continental ideal, what more appreciative praise of the Eng-
lish system?
The Italian gardens, which, ever since their creation, have
served as models of formalism in ornamental gardening, came
into existence during the 15th century. In the days of the Renais-
sance the architect of the house also planned the gardens, and
there is a resultant architectural stiffness, as well as a greater
harmony between the house and grounds that would otherwise
probably have been wanting. The gardens, terraces and groves
were designed as were the apartments of the house. Unfortu-
nately nearly all the gardens are now desolated or too much altered
by later styles to be easily traced as they originally were, but there
are a few in comparative preservation, the best being the Villa
Lante at Bagnia. This garden co\-ers an acre of ground, but by
far the greater part is occupied by a most ornate fountain con-
sisting of a group of bronze figures surrounded by four large
basins which catch the falling water. This garden is partially
enclosed by a high hedge and the orangerie, but the southern side
lies exposed and looks out over the broad campagna. The paths
through the parterre are outlined by low hedges, and orange trees
in pots mark the corners. Stone staircases connect the garden
with the terraces leading to the house; and surmounting all lies
the grove, in which are hidden the reservoir and two beautiful
pavilions.
The largest villa in Rome is the Borghese, but little remains
of the original design, although in its prime it was aglow with
flowers. In some of the other villas, too numerous to mention,
and after all only empty names to one who has not wandered
through them, the architecture, the cold design itself, is too much
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in evidence because of the scanty planting. Some one has said
that they look like flower gardens with the flowers left out. In
gardens sunken as were those of Italy, close planting is necessary,
or too much of the skeleton can be seen by the observer. None
of the gardens contained the varieties it would be possible to
grow there now. Their trees were all of one character— the box
and kindred types— and but few plants decorated the formally
designed beds, although roses and violets were in h:gh favor in
all the gardens. As the Italians of the Renaissance used many
of the ideas of the ancient Romans, so the gardeners of France
copied the splendors of the fifteenth century Italian, until their
efforts resulted in the glories of the Tuilleries and the Luxem-
bourg and the milder beauties of the Elizabethan gardens of
England. But the Italian gardens are responsible for some-
thing besides the magnificent reproductions which were made of
them, for it is hard to imitate without exaggerating. In the gar-
den of Marshal de Biron at Paris, which contained only fourteen
acres, every walk was buttoned by flower pots, there being not
less than 9000. More deploreable still, travelers have returned
from there to erect on their own estates, stone jack-rabbits and
various other representations of the animal kingdom, hideous
rustic summer houses and huge plaster of Paris vases, with
nothing in them unless it be perchance a sickly geranium or an
abnormally clinging vine. Such monstrosities as these are
responsible for the fleeing of sane minds towards the freedom of
the modern English landscape garden.
"The Italian gardens, however splendid," says Downing, "fall
as far below the English gardens in interesting the imagination
as a level plain does below the finest mountain valley in Switzer-
land." An English garden is nature refined by art ; the conti-
nental or Italian garden is art itself scarcely animated by life
and nature. The English garden is nature idealized ; the conti-
nental garden is art realized, symmetry and geometric designs
casting a lifeless chill over the whole. Humboldt accounts for
this distinction in gardening tastes in the fact that northern
nations are more aglow with a love of nature than are southern
peoples, and that although the Greeks and Romans were endowed
with artistic tendencies, yet they had not a great appreciation of
the beauties of nature.
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It has been but a short time since landscape gardening has
been granted its rightful place among the arts, and indeed it has
only seemed worthy of that distinction since the days when it
forsook its idols of formalism. Even now it is in its infancy as
compared with sculpture and painting, both of which have had
the advantage of several centuries the start of landscape garden-
ing, which is scarcely more than a centenarian.
The era of landscape painting which was ushered in by the
Reformation, was destined to be probably the first counter^influ-
ence against formal gardening. Yet of these first landscape
painters, Ruskin says: "They had neither love of nature nor
feeling of her beauty ; they looked for her coldest and most
commonplace effects, because they were the easiest to imitate
;
and for her most vulgar forms because they were the most easily
to be recognized by the untaught eyes of those whom alone they
could hope to please." They lacked that love for nature which
would have taught them the secret of her charms and how to
copy them. Yet they served their purpose, for poets, seeing their
Vv'ork, were turned natureward with more potent effect, and we
find Addison and Pope putting in a plea for nature and a more
natural style of gardening.
In 1718 Alexander Pope leased a house surrounded by five
acres of ground on the banks of the Thames. He spent much
time, thought and money on the improvement of this little estate,
which was doubtless the inspiration of his ideas on the adorn-
ment of a garden. Somewhere he expresses his opinion of the
then prevalent practice of formal gardening in these words: "We
seem to make it our study to recede from nature, not only in the
various tonsure of greens into the most regular and formal shapes,
but even in monstrous attempts beyond the reach of art itself,
and are better pleased to have our trees in the most awkward
figure of men and animals than in the most regular of their own."
In most sarcastic vein he goes on to describe the probably exag-
gerated case of a gardener so skilled that he could carve in trees
"whole family groups of men, women and children. Women may
have their own efifigies in myrtle, or their husbands in hornbeam."
He then quotes from this man's catalogue: "Adam and Eve in
yew, Adam a little shattered by the fall of the tree of knowledge
in a great storm. Eve and the serpent \'ery flourishing." "St.
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Gcor<Tc in box; his arms scarce long enough, but will be in condi-
tion to stick the dragon by next April. A green dragon of the
same, with a tail of ground iv\' for the present."
Some years before this Joseph Addison had said in the "Spec-
tator": "Our British gardeners, instead of humoring nature, love
to deviate from it as much as possible. Our trees rise in cones,
globes and pyramids. We see the mark of the scissors upon
every plant and bush. I do not know whether I am singular in
my opinion, but, for my own part, I would rather look upon a tree
in all its luxuriancy and diffusion of boughs and branches, than
when it is thus cut and trimmed into a mathematical figure; and
cannot but fanc>- that an orchard in flower looks infinitely more
delightful, than all the little labyrinths of the most finished par-
terre."
There may of course be instances where the formal style, if
carried out in sufficient proportions, reaches a certain sublimity.
For example, a formal garden covering 200 acres and filled with
the bold designs of Andre Le Notre, w4io lived 1614-1700, and
designed the French gardens at Versailles and the Tuiileries,
could easily become magnificent and might even attain a land-
scape effect, when characterized by avenues of trees radiating
from the centre and crossed by terraces and canals. It will be
readily seen then that the formal st\-le is not adapted to small
estates, such as are found in America, unless the surroundings
are of such severe architectural lines that the natural style would
seem incongruous and out of harmony.
America has not been blessed with many landscape gardeners
of first rank, but there are several names which will live long in the
memories of her citizens. Perhaps the earliest of note whom it
is worth while to consider in a paper which makes no pretense
to fullness, is A. J. Downing, who combined a poet's eye with a
philosopher's mind; and who before his twentieth year had form-
ulated theories of art in landscape gardening. He was born m
i8i5and died in 1852, so that the years of his usefulness to the
world were few. His earliest years were spent as the junior part-
ner in his brother's nursery. When twenty-three he dissolved
this relation in order to devote himself more fully to his favorite
art of landscape gardening. In 1S41 he published "A Treatise on
the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening Adapted to
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North America." This book became popular at once because it
told thousands how to beautify their homes, and told them in a
manner that betrayed the exquisite polish of the author's mind.
The following year he published a volume on "Cottage Resi-
dences." Europe, as well as his home land, honored him, and
well might both countries do so, for under his gentle but potent
influence there came a gradual improvement of national rural
taste. In 185 1 he was invited by the President of the United
States to design the public grounds about the capitol. White
House and Smithsonian Institute. The design for this and part
of the work was all that was completed before his untimely
and tragic death by drowning in the Hudson. By his influence
both on the public and private grounds of the States, he pa\'ed
the Way for his successors, of whom Fredrick Lant Olmsted is
probably the best known, although Professor L. H. Bailey, of Cor-
nell University, has done much by his writings and lectures to
further the cause of garden making, and to aid those owners of
private grounds who cannot employ a landscape artist and yet
desire to improve their estates.
Not many landscape gardeners are given the opportunity to
acfiieve results on so large a scale as Olmsted. By his skill and
that of Calvert Vaux, Central Park in New York City was created
out of material which would have been the despair of a man
less sanguine of success than he. Never doubting that he would
succeed, he went to work on his designs, and out of the rocky
tongue of land, stretched out from Fifty-ninth to One Hundred
and Tenth street, were constructed the magnificent drives, wooded
bluffs and stretches of velvety lawn. Begun in 1857, and grad-
ually improved from year to year, it is now the garden spot of
the continent. Yet this artist-gardener's greatest work was yet
to be done, and when the gates of the Columbian Exposition
were thrown open the public realized that at last Olmsted
had beaten his own record. The landscape effect of the Chicago
World's Fairgrounds will last long in the memory of her visitors
before it will be effaced by another scene excelling or even equal-
ling it. Only he could realize the vastness of the undertaking
who had seen the desolate acres before there transformation.
Lagoons were created out of mud holes, a wooded island in the
midst of what may have been a frog pond, while terraced aven-
ues everywhere took the place of dismal swamps.
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To triumph over such natural obstacles as these is not often
permitted to even the greatest of landscape gardeners, but results
of a like character are always possible to him with the soul of an
artist and a mind capable of executing that soul's demands. The
landscape garden of today should be a picture in which the atten-
tion is directed to a central object, as, for instance, the house, and
not to meaningless individual plants, bold statuary or formal
flowerbeds, which should have no place in the scheme. It is this
care for and attention to the effect that the planting shall pro-
duce both inclixidually and in combination with its surroundings,
which makes of landscape gardening the art of all arts, where
nature takes the artist s hand and teaches him where to find her
treasured beaut\', and then gives him somewhere the material with
which to create a picture as fair as her own, and yet original with
himself.
THE MACHINERY OF AN OFFICE BUILDING.
By Fred. J. Thielb.\r, Formerly With Cl.\ss of '93.
In discussing, within the limits of a short magazine article, a
subject involving such a variety of detail and such a multitude
of mechanical devices as does "The Machinery of an Office
Building," the object will be to give information which may be
of interest to the architect who for the first time is confronted
with the problem of designing an ofifice or commercial building,
and to give details only of items about which little information
has been published. The purposes for which machinery is required
are in general as follows : Heating and ventilating ; elevator
service; electric lighting; hot and cold water supply; surface
water and basement sewage disposal.
The system of piping for heating is what is know^n as the
overhead system ; a main steam riser is carried directly to the top
of the building and distributing mains run from that point; risers
are returned through the building, the radiating surface being
supplied by the down-flowing current of steam, and the condensa-
tion is returned by a system of mains in the basement. Exhaust
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steam is always utilized for heating, supplemented by live steam
reduced by passing through a reducing valve. In some of the
recent smaller buildings, the boilers are used for heating only,
electric machinery being used throughout, and the power is sup-
plied from the street electric main.
But little has been attempted in the line of special ventila-
tion. The Engineering Record of Septepiber 3, 1898, gives a
description of a method of indirect heating and ventilation
recently installed in a New York building, which is an adaptation
of a system used somewhat in Chicago but on a smaller scale,
for restaurants and saloons, where a fan driven by an electric
motor, is used for exhausting the air. The objection to any
special ventilating system in an office building is that tenants are
continually moving in and out, and each new tenant requires
changes in partitions to suit his own particular needs. To make
the changes in a ventilating system to conform to such changes
in layouts, would be a complicated matter and a source of expense
beyond the actual benefits to be derived. In most buildings,
ventilators are provided over the elevator hatchways which act
as flues, creating a constant draft of air from the offices through
the corridors, and in buildings planned in this manner for general
office purposes there is little if any complaint of impure air.
Various forms of hydraulic, electric and steam elevators are
in common use, but in the better class of office buildings hydraulic
machines are used exclusively. The old type known as the
"gravity elevator," which consisted of a cylinder, either vertical
or horizontal, a pump and discliarge tank in the basement, and
an open tank on the roof, has almost disappeared. The water
pressure applied to the piston caused it to travel through the
length of the cylinder, drawing on the cables which raise the car;
to make the down trip, the weight of the car instead of the water
pressure caused the piston to travel back to its original position,
the height of the cylinder depending on the height of the build-
ing and the gearing. The system in use at present is essentially
the same except that a closed tank containing air is substituted
for the open tank, the operating pressure being on an average
125 pounds per square inch, although in what is known as high-
pressure machines, a 750 pound pressure is used. Recently the
so-called plunger machine has been used to some extent, the
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ln'ijjfht of the cylinder beini;" half the rise of the l)uil(linf,r^ and
consequently the ^ear is two to one ; in this machine the load is
lifted by the weight of the plunger and the water pressure lifts
the plunger as the load descends. Electric elevators are used in
the smaller office buildings and in commercial and apartment
buildings, and have an advantage over all others in their economy
of power. The amount of power consumed by a hydraulic or
steam machine for each trip of the car remains constant, irrespec-
tive of the load raised, whereas in an electric machine the amount
of power consumed is proportional to the load. Another strong
point is that where the current can be supplied by a central plant,
it is not necessary to have a power plant in the building, and in
some instances this feature is a decided advantage. There is a
constantl>' increasing demand for this style of elevator, and it is
being gradually improved but it has not reached the state of per-
fection of the hydraulic machine in points of service, speed,
smoothness of running qualities, and control.
In most instances light is furnished by a lighting company,
for as a rule agents think that it is a source of more annoyance
than profit to furnish electric light directly to tenants, so it
eventuallv resolves itself into the owner furnishing light free of
cost. Lighting plants are more common in commercial buildings,
especiallv where one tenant or small number of tenants occupy
the building, and here items of economy enter which vary with
indixidual cases.
A duplex pump, controlled automatically, supplies a house
tank on the roof from which water supply lines are taken to the
different plumbing stacks ; one line is taken directly to the base-
ment to supply the hot water tank, which ma}' be either an
ordinary tank suspended from the ceiling or supported from the
floor, with brass heating coils inside, or a feed water heater of the
Berryman type, the latter being the more satisfactory under all
conditions. A heat regulating device is also essential. In build-
ings supplied with electric power, electric pumps are used, usually
of the rotary or triplex type.
It usually happens that the city sewer is above the level of
the basement floor, consequently an ejector must be provided to
dispose of surface water and basement sewage. The Shone ejector
is used extensively, and centrifugal pumps are also applied for
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this purpose. Sometimes the basement toilet rooms can all be
arranged under the sidewalk, the floor level being perhaps a foot
above the general floor level; if possible this arrangement is pref-
erable, as it simplifies matters and elimates one source of care and
expense. In this case surface water only needs to be disposed of,
and for this purpose a steam syphon, a special pump known as a
bilge pump or an electric pump, may be used, the latter in build-
ings where electricity is the only power. Fig. i shows " the
9
•
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aut()inaticall\', and has the advantage of possessing no vaKes or
mechanical parts to get out of order. Another device employed
for this purpose and constructed on the principal of the Shone
ejector, is constructed as follows: A closed tank, six feet in
depth by four feet in diameter, capable of withstanding pressure,
is placed in a basin below the floor level and is provided near its
top with inlets from the drainage system and blow-off basins; the
inlets are provided with back pressure valves. To another open-
ing is connected a discharge to the overhead sewer. A float in
the tank is connected to an air pump, and when the water in the
tank raises the float to a certain level, the pump starts automat-
ically and the pressure forces the contents of the tank through
the discharge into the sewer. Many engineers prefer to use the
ordinary steam syphon. The architect on beginning the layout
for the engine room usually finds, in his endeavor to keep as much
space for renting purposes as possible, that he has an exceed-
ingly small space left into which he is obliged to arrange the
different parts. Structural conditions and facilities for handling
coal will fix the exact location of the boilers. Nine feet is the
ordinary basement height, and the height necessary for the set-
ting of the furnaces and boilers with the necessary connections is
not less than eleven feet. In order to overcome this difificulty
the space between two lines of footings is selected, which is exca-
vated to a sufificient depth for the furnace setting and the pit in
front of the boilers. The boiler fronts are placed so as to be
convenient to the coal room, the coaf room if possible being
located underneath the alley. The pit should be wide enough so
that the fireman can handle coal and cinders without difficulty.
Care must be taken to provide an adequate drainage system, as
surface water is always a source of annoyance to the fireman.
Ventilation is an important item to consider in boiler room
design, a sufficient air supply being essential for satisfactory'
results from the furnaces. Figure 2 shows the method of admitting
air through bulkheads at the floor line overhead. It is preferable
to have the coal room cut off from the boiler room so that the
coal dust can be confined. Cinders are disposed of in numerous
ways; if a freight lift is convenientl)- situated, they are taken up
from the basement in an iron car by this route ; a special hydraulic,
steam, or electric lift may be used, and in some instances a revolv-
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Fig. 2.
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iii<4- arran<:T(jmciit similar to a jrrain elevator is cniplo\-ccl. The
smoke stack is located where it interferes as little as possible
with the general floor arrangement. In Figure 2, it happens to
be close to the boilers, but in some instances it is a considerable
distance away, in which case if possible, it is best to run the
breeching underneath the floor in order to keep the ceiling clear.
The air space around the stack can be utilized for ventilating
purposes. F"igure 2, selected as a typical rather than an ideal
example, shows the arrangement of the layout of a commercial
building recently completed; the piping is omitted in order to
axoid confusion. The elevators, which are operated by steam,
are not shown. The plant consists of two horizontal tubular
boilers sixty inches in diameter and eighteen feet long; Gadey
smokeless furnace setting ; blower with number four steam engine;
two 6X4X6-in. brass fitted VVorthington duplex pumps, one for
house service and one for boiler feed, both cross-connected so
that either may be used at pleasure for either purpose ; one 250
horse power Webster heater and receiving tank ; one 24-in.X24-in.
surge tank; one 60-gallon oil pressure tank with pipe lines taken
from its top to the lubricators, city water pressure being con-
nected to the bottom ; one hot water tank eight feet long and
twenty-four inches in diameter; one 1200 gallon house tank on
roof; two horizontal automatic cut-off center crank high speed
engines, Ide manufacture, one with 12-in.X 12-in. cylinders and
one with 8-in.X lo-in. cylinders.
The pipe shaft indicated is continuous from top to bottom
and has but one opening in its whole height, and this is at the ceil-
ing ot the middle story. A pipe shaft acts as a flue and should
be designed to confine a fire in order to prevent its spread. The
following pipes are provided for: One 8-in. exhaust; one 3-in.
vapor pipe; one 9-in. steam riser; one 2-in. pump discharge to
house tank ; one 6-in. soil pipe ; one 4-in. vent pipe ; one 2-in. safe
waste; one i>^-in. hot water riser, and one i-in. circulation pipe;
one i-in. cold water supply; one i-in. supply to hot water tank;
two 2-in. gas risers. Electric cables should not be placed in the
pipe shaft. It is best to provide a separate shaft for this purpose
with the floor space filled in closely around the wires at all floors,
and a closet for meters and cutouts at each floor, located in the
public corridor.
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The elevator layout shown in Fig. 3 is a typical one and illus-
trates what can be done in a small space ; the elevator discharge
and elevator supply pipes are broken off in the illustration in
order to avoid confusion. The piping is run either close to the •
ceiling or underneath the floor, in which case brick troughing
with mo\'able cast iron covering is provided. In addition to the
parts shown, two pressure tanks each six feet in diameter and
eighteen feet long are placed in the attic. The plant operates
four cars, and the piping is so arranged that any or all three
pumps may be used directly, or so that any one cylinder or either
one of the two sections may be cut off and in addition the
small pump may be cut off and the pressure applied directly
to the freight elevator cylinder. The compression tanks from
which the supplies to the cylinder are taken and which con-
tain air, serve as cushions to prevent jarring in the pipes and also
to promote distribution. * The pumping, plant consists of two
compound pumps each i6 X 24 X 14 X i8-in., and one duplex
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i6xS'j X lo-in. of Blake manufacture. Two Westinghouse air
pumps are provided for pumping against 150 pounds water
pressure. Pressure regulating devices maintain a definite level
of water in the upper tank at all times and maintain a definite
pressure. Each car has a lifting capacity of 3 000 pounds with
125 pounds pressure in the basement, and a speed of 400 feet per
minute with a load of i 500 pounds and 100 feet per minute with
a maximum load. Although this system was constructed in 1894
it probabl}' can be improved only in minor details. High duty
pumps would operate more economically.
The elevator car must be designed with the idea of reducing
jostling and crowding to a minimum, "A," Fig. 4, should be
avoided, the depth being large in proportion to the width makes
it necessary for a passenger in the rear to force his way through
a number of passengers in front of him who are unable to get out
of his way, "B" is an improvement and "C" is an additional step
in advance as it provides crowding space near the door without
bCALE ==
Fig. 4
interfering with the operator; the operator is also out of the way
of the crowding. In "D" the doors are operated by compressed
air, it being only necessary for the man in charge of the car to
push a button in the floor of the car when it reaches the corridor
floor level. The advantage of this scheme is that the entire front
can be opened up. No definite rules can be given for determin-
ing the number of cars as so much depends on the location of the
building and the particular profession' or business for which it
niav be intended, and it is to a great extent a matter of judgment.
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In preparing layouts for buildings in which electric power is
supplied from the street mains the same general rules apply.
The piping for steam heating is similar except that the condensa-
tion is returned directly to the boilers. The electric elevators
necessarily are placed underneath the hatchways. Instead of
using an ordinary tank for heating water for the hot water supply^
it is best to provide a heater of the Berryman type as it is rriore
satisfactory with low pressure steam, especially if large quantities
of water are consumed. It is also necessary to connect to this
tank a heater of the Wilks or Tabasco type for use when there is
no steam on the boilers. The electric pumps, one for house






2 000 54"alloiis. On each lloor there is a hose connection on the
pump tlischarjT^e, controlled by a valve, and fifty feet of hose on a
reel. As the building is thoroughly fire proof this arrangement
can be made effective in an incipient fire.
In preparing the specifications, service, cost of maintenance
and simplicity are the tests to apply to e\erything. The best
plant is the one which gives the best service with the least
expenditure for fuel, repairs and attention ; if the same results
can be obtained without the use of a particular device it hdd
better be dispensed with. As a rule it is best to beware of
materials or appliances which ha\e not demonstrated their
superiority by practical tests, no matter how feasible a scheme
mav appear from a model or drawing. Enthusiastic in\entors
and eloquent representatives never fail in an argument, but the
man who permits the other fellow to do the experimenting will
enjoy the most peace of mind and better please his client.
HOLDING POWER OF ANCHOR BOLTS.
Bv M. M. WiLLCOx, Civil Engineering, '99.
In connection with thesis work, experiments were made upon
the holding power of bolts fastened with cement, lead and sulphur.
Holes I \i to iSg inches in diameter were drilled in hard limestone
blocks about 6 inches thick. About one half the rods were i inch,
and one half yx-\nz\\ in diameter. Smooth, threaded and notched
rods were used. The threaded rods had either eight or ten
threads to the inch, the two giving in all cases substantially the
same results. The indentations in the notched rods were made
by pressing the rod against the rounded corner of an emery wheel.
The notches were two to three sixteenths of an inch deep and
about five eighths of an inch in diameter.
The smooth and notched rods always drew out of the cement-
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ing material. The threaded bolts sometimes pulled out of the
lead, and sometimes pulled the lead out of the hole; and always
pulled out of the cement and sulphur.
A good Portland cement was mixed to a thick grout or plastic
mortar and rammed around the rods. The amount of water varied
from 25 to 38 per cent and apparently the resistance was inde-
pendent of the amount of water in the grout. After standing
seven days the mean of twelve experiments with smooth rods was
106 pounds per square inch of surface of contact of the rod. Three
experiments with notched rods gave a mean result after seven days
of 336 pounds per square inch. Two threaded rods gave 585
pounds per square inch at seven days; and two gave 832 pounds
per square inch at the end of 14 days.
With lead, four smooth rods gave 167 pounds per square inch,
one notched rod 460, and six threaded rods 903 pounds.
The sulphur with threaded rods gave a resistance of 1502
pounds per square inch—a mean of seven experiments. One
notched rod gave 328, and one smooth rod 200 pounds per square
inch.
The above experiments differ considerably from other experi-
ments. For example, two experiments by Mr. Robert Moore*
with a smooth bolt and a threaded bolt in Harris Portland cement,
after 10 days gave over 900 pounds per square inch for the smooth
rod. The threaded one held a trifle less. In both cases the stones
broke before the rods drew out. The writer could get only 106
pounds per square inch. It was thought that this difference was
due to the fact that possibly the cement used by Mr. Moore ex-
panded in setting. Se\'eral cements were tested in an attempt to
find one that would expand in setting, but none were found which
did not contract when stiff grout was rammed mto a test tube.
In a series of experiments Mr. C. F, Minerf found a resist-
ance with sulphur and threaded bolts of only about 900 pounds
per square inch—-about 60 per cent of those obtained by the
writer—and substantially the same results with lead as obtained
by the writer.
An experimenter, signing himself A, A. S.,J with cement at
two weeks found a resistance of between 400 and 500 pounds per
*Engineering Record^ Vol. xxiii. p. 209.
'^Engineering Record^ Vol. xxvi, p. 43.
XEngineering Neit'S, Vol. xxiv, p. 53.
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square inch— witli hut little tlitierence between threaded and
smooth bolts. These results are, for smooth bolts, about five
times as much as those obtained b)' the writer, and for threaded
not quite as jjj^reat.
In a very extensive series of experiments at the St. Mary's
Fall Canal, under the direction of Mr. E. S. Wheeler,* rods set one
month in a mortar composed of one part Portland cement and
two parts limestone screenings sj;ave about 500 pounds per square
inch. .Smooth rods set one month in neat cement mortar gave a
resistance of about 300 pounds per square inch. The time these
rods set is so much greater than that used by the writer that no
comparison can fairly be made.
The writer made these experiments as carefully as he could,
and submits the results as indicating the results that may possibly
occur with equal care. He greatly regrets that time does not
permit him to repeat and extend the experiments.
DYNAMOMETER CAR.
By W. W. Webster, '99 and H. M. Ely, '99.
The Mechanical Department of the University of Illinois
recently equipped a dynamometer car, built for the purpose by
the Peoria and Eastern division of the C, C, C. & St. L. R. R. at their
shop at Urbana, 111. The equipment was designed and installed
under the direction of Professor Breckenridge and Assistant Pro-
fessor Van Dervoort.
This car was designed with the following objects in view: i,
To secure greater convenience in making locomotive road tests;
2. To provide an automatic apparatus for recording the pull at
the draw-bar of the tender; 3, To permit the inspection of track
for gage, alinement, surface, joints and elevation of curves; 4, To
report ok Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., 1S95. p. 2917-2940.
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determine train resistance; 5, To test the operation of air brakes
in service; 6, To test stationary plants. For this purpose a
caboose was rebuilt, being mounted on four-wheeled passenger-
car trucks, equipped with M. C. B. couplers and Westinghouse air
Fig, 1. Interior View of Car.
brakes. The car is thirty-six feet long and weighs about thirty-
six thousand pounds.
The speed of the train during a test is recorded by a Boyer
speed recorder, driven from the car axle by a wire belt.
The recording device shown on the table, Fig. i, page 41, and
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Fig. 2. Sectional Vikw of Car.
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the indicating gage at lower right hand corner of the vertical
board, each gives the speed in miles per hour.
The Metropolitan recording gage at "A," Fig. 2, page 42,
reading to one thousand pounds per sc]uare inch, records the pull
\ '
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on the (Ir.iw l)ar. Tlu,' drum upon which the continuous dias^rani
is obtained is th'iven from the l^oyer shaft, the clockwork having
been removed and reducin}^ <rear substituted. The gearing can
be so changed as to rotate the chiiin at different speeds. The one
in use gives a chart of four and one half inches per mile. A con-
tinuous record of the pull is obtained by the paper being drawn
b>' the drum from one roll and wound on another by suitable
mechanism. A hydrostatic gage, reading total-tons-pull on the
draw bar, is also connected to the dynamometer cylinder. The
following records are also recorded: boiler pressure, steam chest
and air pressure, revolutions of drive wheels, amount of water
furnished to boiler (by meter), position of reversing lever, time of
passing mile post, time of taking indicator cards, etc.
The dynamometer cylinder, shown in Fig. 3, page 43, is
securely bolted to the center sills of the car and the piston rod is
attached to the draw bar through a cross-head yoke and connect-
ing rod in such a way that when the cylinder is filled with oil none
of the load is carried by the buffer springs, but when the oil is
discharged the pull is taken by the springs in the usual manner,
the piston moving up nearer the front of the cylinder. Under no
circumstances can the piston strike either cylinder head. The
piston is eight inches in diameter, packed with a cup, and the
piston rod is two and one fourth inches in diameter, packed with
U leathers. The cylinder in front of the piston is filled with light
coach oil, so that the pull on the draw bar is taken by the oil and
the pressure per square inch recorded by the gages described
above.
When not in use the oil is stored in a tank, from which it can
be forced into the cylinder of the dynamometer by means of the
hand pump. Fig 4, page 45, and it can be raised again to the tank
by allowing air from the auxiliary reservoir to enter the top of
cylinder by the pipes shown. Any oil leaking past the piston may
also be raised into the tank in the same way. This is accomp-
lished by the arrangement of piping and valves. The tw^o air-
vent cocks near the globe valves in the air pipe are allowed to
remain open when testing, as it is assumed that the air pressure
will not act on either side of the piston.
When pulling the dynamometer car alone, a record is made
on the chart showing that the dynamometer is sufficiently sensi-
tive for all purposes.
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Fig. 4. Diagram Showing Arrangement of Hydraui^ic
Dynamometer and Fittings.
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l)iiiin<4" Xoxcniher, 1 898, a scries of pulling tests were made
with this car on the P. & I^. Dixision of the Big Four Railroad
from Pekin, Illinois, to Springfield, Ohio, to determine the maxi-
mum number of tons that could be hauled in each direction up
the ruling grades. These trials were made with special test trains
and the types of freight locomotives used on the P. & E. Division,
namely, "Consolidated" and "Ten wheeler." Seven different
locomotives were tested both singly and as double headers.
The method of making a pulling test was as follows:
If, in ascending a grade, the engine stalled under full steam
pressure, the trial was repeated with fewer cars until the engine
was able to haul the train over the hill. If, on the other hand,
the train passed over the hill at a speed greater than four or five
miles per hour, another trial was made with more cars. During
the trials the following observations were made: Draw bar pull,
speed, boiler pressure, total tonnage of train, number of cars in
train, name of grade, time of passing mile posts, temperature,
wind, weather and date.
DIAG. A.
DIAG. C.
Fig. 5. Diagram of Draw Bar Puli..
Diagrams "A" and "B." Fig. 5, page 46, show two trials going
east with a consolidated locomotive on a 1.3 per cent grade out of
Bloomington, Illinois. Diagram "A" is one obtained from a train
of twenty-one cars, weighing seven hundred and se\ ent>--four
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tons, the speed at the foot of the grade being nine miles per hour,
boiler pressure one hundred and thirty-five pounds and one hund-
red and forty-five pounds near the top where the engine stalled
nine hundred feet beyond mile post No. 305, exerting a maxi-
mum draw bar pull of twelve tons. Diagram "B" shows a record
of the pull of a train of twent}^ cars, weighing seven hundred and
thirty-eight tons, on the same grade. The speed and boiler pres-
sure were the same at the foot of the hill as in the first trial, and
the top was passed at a speed of less than one mile per hour, the
boiler pressure at that point being one hundred and forty pounds
per square inch and the maximum draw bar pull eleven and seven
tenths tons.
Diagram "C," Fig. 5, shows a trial with a double header, a
"consolidated" and a "ten-wheel" locomotive, about six miles
west of Indianapolis, up Clermont hill, which has a one per cent
rise for about three miles. This train consisted of fifty cars,
weighing one thousand, seven hundred and forty tons. The
speed at the foot of hill was twenty-three miles per hour and
when going over top, about two miles per hour. The maximum
draw bar pull being twenty-one and nine tenths tons. The boiler
pressure was one hundred and sevent}' pounds for the " ten-
wheeler" and one hundred and forty-three pounds for the "con-
solidated," which pressures remained the same throughout the
test.
From the results of these tests a tonnage rating was made out,
showing the number of tons that could be hauled between certain
stations where the ruling grades were found. From this a through
rating was established, which was the same as the rating for the
heaviest grade.
These tests covering a period of three weeks were conducted
by Professor Breckenridgeand Assistant Professor Van Dervoort,
assisted by the Senior Mechanical Engineering Class, the road
being represented by some of its officials.
The Technograph is indebted to the Railroad Gazette for the
use of the cuts for Fig. 4 and 5.
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STRENGTH OF COKE CONCRETE.
By Wm. H. Vanck, Civil Engineering, '99.
It is sometimes desirable to use a concrete lighter than that
made of broken stone, as, for example, for the foundation of a
pavement on a viaduct or bridge. Apparently no experiments
have been made on this subject and as this field promised some
practical conclusions, the writer undertook as his thesis work the
determination of the strength and weight of concrete made by
using coke instead of broken stone. The following is a summary
of the results.
The experiments consisted of testing sixty 6-inch cubes,
which were broken at 30, 60, and 90 days. Two brands of cement
were used, Milwaukee natural and Commercial Portland. As far
as could be seen by the tests of these cements they are fairly rep-
resentative. The sand was ordinary building sand having the fol-
lowing finen-ess: "5'"', 20"', 30^', 50", the larger figures representing
the number of the sieve and the smaller figure representing the
per cent retained on* the sieve next following. The sand contained
39 per cent of voids when loose. The coke was broken by hand
to pass a 1%-inch ring, and substantially all was caught on a No.
5 sieve. It contained 50 per cent of voids. All ingredients were
measured by volumes, loose.
Six preliminary tests were made to determine the difference
between gas-retort coke and coke-oven coke, but the results did
not differ materially; and hence gas coke was employed as it was
believed to be cheaper, more generally available and ordinarily
in a form more easily used.
A preliminary test was made with six cubes to determine the
effect of wetting the coke before mixing with the mortar. The
result seemed to show that dry coke was about 30 per cent
stronger than wet or damp coke. This result is very astonishing,
for it is well known that laving a drv soft brick on cement mortar
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practically kills the mortar. The writer is unable to explain the
cause of the anomalous result of his experiments, nor is he willing
to accept the conclusion as being generally true. Certainly the
dry cubes were stronger proportionally than other cubes tested
subsequently.
TABLE I.
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i:V-6 mixture is about i per cent more than that of the 1:3:5
mixtur<'.
Table II is a comparison between coke and broken stone
concrete made with Portland cement. Taking the averages for
both the two proportions of concrete, we see that coke concrete
is only 60 per cent as heavy as that made of broken stone, and
only 55 per cent as strong.
Incidentally the conclusion may be drawn that the Portland
cement was eight times as strong at 7 days as the natural cement,
while the concrete made with Portland was only 2.3 times as
strong as that made with natural cement.
CEMENT AND SAND REQUIRED FOR A YARD
OF MORTAR.
By F. Grim, Civil Engineering, '99.
It is important to know the quantities of hydraulic cement
and sand required to produce a given quantity of mortar. Such
data is useful in making estimates of cost and also in determining
the quantities required for any particular job. Apparently but
few experiments have been made in this field, and therefore the
wTiter determined to investigate this subject for a thesis. The
following is a summary of the results.
Table I gives the yield of neat paste for four brands of
cements. The data in this table is of special use in subsequent
steps of the investigation. Each result is the mean of ten experi-
ments. The data in the first four columns was determined
directly, and the remainder arithmetically from these. The
weight of a cubic foot of cement measured loose was found by
allowing the cement to drop three feet through a sieve into a box
holding one-tenth of a cubic foot. The table shows that there
was no practical difference between the two Portland cements or
between the two natural cements.
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TABLE I.
Yield of Neat Cement Paste,
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were used. The sand was dry and weighed 102 pounds per
cubic foot, loose, and had the following fineness, the larger
numerals being the number of the sieve, and the smaller numbers
preceding a large number represent the per cent retained on that
sieve, and the small number succeeding the last sieve number
represents the per cent passing that sieve: "5* 20" 30'" 50*' 80'.
The voids were determined by allowing the sand to fall through
water and ramming it into place as it fell. This method of
determining the voids was chosen as securing a maximum value
for the voids, since less air is imprisoned than by any other process
known.
Perhaps the most elaborate tests e\'er made to determine the
quantities of sand and cement required for a yard of mortar were
those made in connection with the construction of the Poe lock
of the St. Mary's Falls Canal,* by Mr. L. C. Sabin, assistant to
Mr. E. S. Wheeler, U. S. Assistant Engineer. Mr. Sabin meas-
ured the mortar in a loose state, while the writer determined the
volume after it had been rammed. For some purposes the differ-
ence between these methods is not important; but in some cases
the difference is important, as, for example, when the mortar is
used in making concrete which is to be rammed into place. For
the first half of Table II, Mr. Sabin's results are slightly the
crreater, and for the last half, smaller. The difference is easily
within the limits of errors in making the tests.
It is very common for engineers to attempt to determine by
computations the volume resulting from mixing given quantities
of sand and cement paste. The writer mixed sand and enough
cement paste to fill the voids of the loose sand, and found the
resulting volume of rammed mortar was 103. 5 per cent of the
original volume of the loose sand, which shows that the particles
of cement got between the sand grains and thus increased the
volume somewhat. When the cement paste was equal to the
voids in the rammed sand, the resulting volume of rammed mortar
was 101.5 per cent of the original rammed sand.
The facts stated in the preceding paragraph led the writer to
determine the volume produced by mixing cement mortar and
* Report of the Chief of Engineers, 1894, pp. 23-26. Note that in the
Chief of Engineers Report for 1893, p, 3018, :\Ir. Sabin gave some results
which he afterwards stated to be erroneous. These latter results have fre-
quently been quoted.
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broken stone. The stone passed a one-inch ring and was retained
by a No. 5 sieve. It contained 37 per cent voids when rammed.
The mortar was one part cement to two parts of the sand described
above, both measured loose. Mixing broken stone with mortar
equal to 100 per cent of the voids in the stone when rammed,
gave a volume of rammed concrete equal to 108 per cent of*the
broken stone. In other words, the mortar surrounding the frag-
ments of the stone increased the volume eight per cent; and,
consequently, the voids were not filled with mortar. With mortar
equal to no per cent of the voids, the increase of volume was
8.5 per cent; with 120 per cent of mortar, ii.o; and with 130 per
cent of mortar, 12.8 per cent. The mixing was very thoroughly
done. The writer regrets that the time available after the dis-
covery of this relation did not permit him to make further
experiments with proportions of mortar insufficient to fill the voids.
Incidental to the investigation referred to in the preceding
paragraph, the writer deduced Table III, which shows the quan-
tity of mortar and broken stone required to produce a yard of
rammed concrete.
TABLE III.
Mortar and Broken Stone required for One Cubic Yard of
Rammed Concrete.
Mortar in terms of the
Voids in the Broken
Stone when Rammed
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rkouikI':m1':nts i-or 1':li-:ctric elevators.
By Mei.vim.e C. Chatten, '96, with Otis Elevator Co., Quincy, III,
The cle\ator has become such an important feature in mod-
ern business buildings that its requirements demand a more
careful study than is often given, m order that a suitable place
may be provided for it. The fact that the subject is not always
given sufficient study is made apparent by observing the number
of elevators that are put off in some dark corner of a building,
chiefly for the reason that the space can be utilized for no other
purpose.
The electric elevator of today is very compact, simple in
construction, and easily operated, but, like any other machine,
requires attention, and should be placed in a light, dry place, free
from dirt. If the machine is crowded into some dark corner
difficult of access, it is almost certain to be neglected, the com-
mutator will become dirty and spark, the worm, from lack of oil,
will wear unevenly and cause an unpleasant vibration in the
movement of the car, and the whole service will soon become
unsatisfactory. The machine can be placed on any floor of a
building, wherever most convenient, and in some cases it is sup-
ported directly over the hatchway on the roof. If the roof
beams are strong enough to support the machine safely, there are
some points of advantage in placing it overhead. A large room
can be provided for it on the roof, which will be free from damp-
ness and dirt, and the elevator will not then betaking up valuable
space that can be used for other purposes. With the machine in
this position the hoisting cables will run from the car directly to
the drum, which saves the friction that would result from o\erhead
sheaves. The important points for an architect to bear in mind
when planning for an elevator are: i. To see that the hatchway
is large enough for a platform of the requisite size, with room at
the sides for the counterbalance weights and controller; 2. That
there are no piers, pipes, walls or other obstruction to interfere
w ith the j)lacing of the machine; 3. That the elevator is so placed
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in the building as to be convenient of access from all parts;
4. That suitable supports are provided for the overhead sheave
beams.
It is difficult to give any measurements for hatchways,
counterbalance weights, etc., that would be of service in planning
for an elevator, since there are scarcely ever two cases where the
conditions are the same, but an average case will illustrate some
of the points that must be considered. Let us take for example
a passenger elevator with a speed of 250 feet per minute, 2000
pounds capacity, and a 4 foot by 5 foot steel platform. The
platform would weigh about i 000 pounds, and the cab 600 pounds.
The hatchway should be from twelve to fourteen inches larger
than the platform postwise, and two or three inches larger from
front to back. If it is necessary, for any reason, to place the
counterbalance weights at the back, there should be a clear space
of at least five inches between the platform and the line of the
hatchwa}'. It is good practice to couterbalance the platform to
within 300 pounds of its weight, and to make the drum counter-
balance equal to about one-half the capacity of the machine,
plus the remaining 300 pounds of the platform weight. With an
elevator running at 250 feet per minute there should be a clear
height of fourteen feet from the top floor to the under side of the
sheave beams, to allow room for the cross beams of the platform,
with a three-foot clearance. When the height of the top story is
not sufficient for this amount of clearance, it is necessary to build
a cupola on the roof to receive the overhead sheaves and beams.
This should be about one foot larger than the hatchway on
all sides.
It is often difficult for a client to decide upon what is the
best speed and capacity for an elevator in his particular line of
business. As a general rule, more work can be accomplished
with high speed elevators carrying light loads, than with less
speed and greater capacity. Very often the mistake is made of
buying a machine of much greater capacity than is needed, for
the sake of additional safety. The word capacity, as used by
elevator builders, refers to the mechanical power of the machinery
which enables the elevator to raise a given load at a certain num-
ber of feet per minute, and not to the strength of the materials
from which the machine is made.
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The size of the platform should be determined from the
desired capacity of the machine, and if made larji^e enough to
carry double the average load it will be ample for most cases.
If the average load for a passenger elevator is to be i 000 pounds,
then the capacity would usually be taken at 2000 pounds, and
allowing lOO pounds per square foot of floor area, a 4 foot by 5
foot platform would be sufficient.
The speed of elevators should be governed by the height of
the building and the class of work for which they are to be used,
but, generally speaking, it is sufficient to run freight elevators
from seventy feet to eighty feet per minute, and passenger ele-
vators from 150 feet to 200 feet, in buildings of from three to five
stories in height, while for buildings of much greater height it is
better practice for freight elevators to have a speed of 100 feet
to 125 feet, and for passenger elevators from 250 feet to 300 feet.
THE SUPERINTENDENT'S POINT OF VIEW.
By Edwin B. Clarke, '91, Schooi^ of Architecture.
The art of superintending is not only the art of fault finding,
but the art of fault remedying and fault preventing. If building
operations were not attended by mistakes, misinterpretations and
disagreements, it is evident there would be no need for the genus
superintendent, hence, it is with the difficulties that beset him,
and their remedies, that this article will chiefly concern itself.
The faulty plan is the first source of annoyance. Frequently
a set of drawings is so hastily finished that omissions and inaccu-
racies are almost unavoidable. Contradictions and discrepancies
occur between the general drawings, scale and full size details,
and the specifications, resulting not only in annoyance and con-
tra versv, but also in no little expense and delay if not discovered
before the ordering of material, or the performance of that part of
th e work affected by them.
It should be the superintendent's first care to make a thor>
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ough examination of all plans and details, comparing them with
the specifications, and with each other, in order that all errors
may be discovered and eliminated before the work is begun.
This examination will also aid in fixing in the mind the pe-
culiarities which differentiate the new work from others with
which he has previously been connected.
The plans furnished the contractors should be complete. By
this I mean the drawings should be provided in sufficient number
to thoroughly cover the work, and show plainly Jiow it is to be
done, so nothing will be left to the imagination of the builder. I
strongly favor numerous sectional drawings, which shall clearly
show any unusual or special features or finish, and a sufficiency of
dimensions to permit the execution of the work with the fewest
possible arithmetical calculations by the workmen at the build-
Draughtsmen are usually reluctant to "bind" themselves by
figures on a drawing, but unless the workmen are mind readers
—
and few of them are— it is hardly to be expected they will prop-
erly carry out the artist's idea when he himself declines to define
it. In figuring dimensions, it is of advantage to give, where pos-
sible, a string of drstances between centers of main features, with
subordinate lines of dimension tor the separate parts of those
features, and also to note on each plan the bays or dormers which
are to center with some other feature of the building, above or
below them. This method will materially decrease the liability
of the builder to make mistakes in laying out his work, and an
error, when made, may be quickly found and easily rectified with-
out affecting more than a single feature.
It will also be found useful to adopt a "building" line
(usually the line of the first story wall above the water table) as
a base line from which to figure dimensions, as well on the base-
ment and foundation plans as on the first floor plan. This build-
ing line may be shown by a red or black dotted line on the
drawings.
The value of explanatory notes on drawings should not be
underestimated, and the more of them there are, even though
they are repetitions of items covered by the specifications, the
better. The plans may be called common property, since they
are used by all the craftsmen alike, while the specifications, if ac-
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cessiblc, arc usually so divided that tach foreman refers only to
the particular section covering his special work, and is ignorant
of its relation to that of the other trades. In such cases it is
evident that proper co-operation is improbable, if not impossible.
.The repetition of the common lines of height on all eleva-
tions and vertical sections is to be recommended. It is quite a
convenience to the superintendent, and saves mistakes arising
from the builder's inclination to trust to memory rather than to
turn to the plan on which the heights occur.
It may be said that the contractor should be made to suffer
for his own negligence, but it must be remembered that the draw-
ings are really implements or tools, as necessary for the prosecu-
tion of the work as the trowel, saw or hammer, and it is the duty
of the architect to furnish them to the builder in as perfect a state
as possible, if the final results are to be satisfactory.
Any improvements tending to convenience in handling will
amply repay any extra time consumed in preparing them in the
draughting room, and a day or two, or in unusual cases even a
week, devoted to figuring and checking up dimensions on the
working plans, will avoid expensive mistakes and time wasting
delays, with the resulting disputes and controversies, and at the
same time will give the plans a definiteness that will enable the
estimator to make a closer proposal for the work before the con-
tract is awarded. For the same reason it is desirable to fully in-
dicate, by framing plans or diagrams, the kind and size of mate-
rials to be used, and the methods to be employed.
It is a decided advantage to the superintendent if he has been
employed in the production of the plans whose execution he is to
supervise. His familiarity with the drawings will enable him to
see more readily the effect that a change at one point will have
on other parts of the work, and will be especially valuable to him
when it is necessary to give an order without a chance for study
or leisurely consideration.
The superintendent should secure a complete set of «// draw-
ings to be used in the work, including general plan, scale and full
size details and diagrams, outside of the sets furnished the con-
tractors. He should also have his own copy of the specifications,
and all agreements and contracts, to which to refer in case of dis-
pute between contractors concerning the scope of their respective
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contracts. The above applies only to the superintendent in
charge of large work not in the same city with the architect, who
cannot, therefore, have access to the office sets.
The first duty of the superintendent on the ground is to check
up the dimensions and " laying out " of the building. For this a
steel tape should preferably be used, and, for a long series of
measurements, the ring end held at a single point while the dif-
ferent required dimensions are marked off in order along the
length of the tape from a memorandum slip previously prepared.
This prevents accumulative errors, which, with the average
mason, reaches four or five inches in the hundred feet before it is
considered '"worth noticing." In order to keep the work in
hand, the superintendent should require that he shall have ap-
proved all work laid out before building is proceeded with. To
measure the width of footing trenches, a stick cut to the width of
the footing, with a notch for the building line, will be found con-
venient. A plumb line dropped from the building line stretched
above, will pass the notch, and show at once if the trench is prop-
erly located, and of the required size. With several different
widths of footings, and for places where no line can be stretched
in the excavation itself, this method should save much time and
many mistakes.
If the plans show no "chases" or slots for soil and waste
pipes, or gas, water and electric mains, the superintendent should
arrange with the mason to build them in the proper places as the
walls go up. Neglect to consider this frequently leads to un-
sightly results, such as a group of pipes cutting through a hand-
some cornice, or spoiling the appearance of an otherwise attract-
ive room. The location of the horizontal pipes should also be
considered; whether in the floor, that is, between the joists or cut
in over them; under the floor, hung to the ceiling below and ex-
posed to sight; or under a raised floor; also, whether the marble
or other wainscoting back of toilet room fixtures can set flat
against the wall or must be moved far enough forward to allow
the waste, supply and vent pipes to run behind it.
The note book should be the superintendent's constant com-
panion, not only for jotting down ordinary items to jog the mem-
ory for the daily details of the work, but to be used as well to
preserve a record of orders to, and agreements with contractors,
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instructions to foremen, and alterations or changes sanctioned in
plans or specifications. In fact, the entries should include every-
thing relating to the building which may possibly be needed for
future reference. Especially should dates of orders, and deliv-
ery of plans and details (if no record is kept in the ofifice) be
noted down, in case it becomes necessary to refer to them in set-
tlement of claims for enforced delay in completing a "time"
contract.
The superintendent should notice, from time to time, if all
the workmen who can be advantageously employed are on the
different branches of the work. He should inquire concerning
the ordering of material, and the progress of the work of the sub-
contractors, in order that no delay be caused by their failure to
" come to time." More time is thus lost than from all other
causes together, in my experience.
The superintendent should see that application is made for
detail drawings in such season that they will be on hand before
needed for use.
It is a good plan to occasionally visit the mills, foundry, pat-
tern and modeling shops, to inspect the work in progress, and
explain to the workmen points that are vague or misunderstood,
before it is too late.
One should not be above accepting advice from contractor or
workman, for fear of loss of prestige, since frequently their expe-
rience suggests methods or facts, either of merit m themselves, or
expedient under existing circumstances. Neither should one be
so complaisant as tp adopt these suggestions without cai'eful con-
sideration. If they are rejected, it should be done so as to leave
no doubt about it in the mind of the workman, nor as vto the
method actually to be employed. Frequently it is necessary to
say to the builder: " Vour way may be just as good, bui the
specifications prescribe a method which I know will give results
satisfactory to the architect, and as I am answerable to him after
your responsibility in connection with the work ceases, I must
require you to follow the specified directions." Material or work
condemned should be ordered removed at once. It is a common
trick among foremen to agree to "see to that later," with the
expectation that the matter will slip the superintendent's mind
until the defective material or work can be hidden or covered up.
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Structural iron is usually required to have several coats of
paint after delivery. In order to insure its receiving the required
number of coats, and proper care in their application, and also to
prevent a delay for painting and drying when the material is
wanted for use, it is well to insist that this work be done as soon
as the metal is on the ground.
The superintendent himself should cultivate the following
characteristics: Tact, force, decision and gentlemanliness. He
will be called upon to listen to endless complaints of interference
by one contractor's men with the work of the others, and is
expected to arbitrate them. He will be referred to as a walking
specification by foremen who find it more convenient to question
him than to take the trouble to look up requirements them-
selves. This he should be encouraged to do. Some foremen ig-
nore the specifications entirely, depending on the superintendent
to assume responsibility for anything opposed to them, which he
has failed to discover, but "which it is his duty to find out," as I
was once informed by a foreman. The same brilliant fellow was
one day very much " put out " with me, because I had not called
his attention to a note on one of the plans. He had shored up
a seventeen inch brick wall, and cut an opening in it in the first
story, before he discovered that it should have been torn out
above also, to make way for a stud partition to take its place. Of
course the single I beam, which the note called for, while ample
to support a stud partition, would hardly do the same service for
a seventeen inch brick wall. As I had not been present when he
put up his columns and needles, and tore out his opening, I in-
formed him that, though I was inclined to be accommodating, he
could hardly expect me to correct his mistakes before he made
them. Another nuisance is the man who always knows a better
way to do everything than the way he is called on to do it (sim-
ply for the sake of change), and who is positively unhappy if his
suggestions are unheeded. Of course, the superintendent ought
never to lose his temper. He may lose his patience, and express
his opinions, but he should let the other fellow put himself at a
disadvantage by getting "mad." As a general rule, however,
flattery builds quicker than friction, and the greater the superin-
tendent's skill in overcoming difificulties, expediting work and
settling differences, the better superintendent he is.
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DUTY TRIAL OF THE AURORA HIGH DUTY
PUMPING enginp:.
L. P. Breckknridge, Professor of Mechanicai. Engineering.
The following is a record of the results of a duty trial made
bv the writer May 26 and 27, 1898, at Aurora, 111., and constituted
the official trial of the pumps for the city.
The makers guaranteed to deliver 6000000 gallons of water
into the mains against 200 feet hydraulic head every twenty-four
hours, at a piston speed of 250 feet per minute. They also agreed
to perform 130000000 foot pounds of work with i 000 pounds of
steam evaporated from the temperature of the hot well into steam
of 125 pounds boiler pressure.
The pumping engine is a horizontal, triple expansion Corliss
engme, having three steam cylinders abreast. The piston rods
extend through each steam cylinder, driving a three-throw crank
shaft with two fl>' wheels on one side, and coupled directly to the
pump plunger rods on the other. The steam cylinders are 16, 28
and 36 inches in diameter, respectively, and the pump plungers
are 12 inches in diameter, all having a stroke of 36 inches. The
plungers are externally packed, and all steam cylinders are steam
jacketed both sides and heads. Reheaters are placed between
the cylinders.
The writer was assisted by J. H. McKee and six students
from the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University
of Illinois, and the Nordberg Company was represented by Mr.
Nordberg and Mr. Lenz. Care was taken to have all apparatus
in perfect condition. The scales on which the feed water and
coal were weighed were tested just before the start of the test, by
the "sealer of weights and measures," of the City of Aurora, and
found to be correct. Although not required under the specifica-
tions, the boiler furnishing steam for the engine, was also tested.
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During the test all connections to the boiler, for both steam
and water, except those supplying steam to the engine, and feed
water from tank to boiler, were disconnected. The steam for
running the boiler feed pump used during the test was taken from
another boiler. The main boiler feed pump, driven from a con-
nection to the connecting rod of the low pressure cylinder, dis-
charged into the weighing tank or through an overflow pipe as
required.
The water condensed in the jackets, as well as in each
reheater, is usually pumped back to the boilers at boiler pressure,
but during the test this water was trapped separately, cooled and
weighed. The water condensed in the steam main taken from
the separator was also cooled, trapped and weighed.
Six indicators were used on the steam cyhnders and six on
the water cylinders. During the trial the cards were not usually
taken simultaneously, but on several occasions cards were thus
taken, and from these cards the mechanical efficiency was deduced.
The plungers being externally packed all leakage past them
could be seen, and during the trial all of this leakage was caught
and weighed to several known lengths of time. At the close of
the test the stand-pipe pressure was admitted on the discharge
and suction valves and they were practically tight. The prin-
cipal results are recorded in the following table:
RESULTS OF TRIAL.
Owners of Plant, Aurora Water Company, Aurora, Illinois.
1. Date of trial May 26-27, 1898
2. Duration of boiler trial 25.2 hours
Principal Dimensions of Boilers.
3 Type of boilers Marine
4. Outside diameter of shell 96 inches
5. Length of shell 13 feet
6. Number of horizontal tubes 132
7. Outside diameter of tubes 3 inches
8. Length of tubes 13 feet
9. Diameter of steam dome 30 inches
10 Length of each furnace 6 feet
II. Width of each furnace 2,5 feet
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12 Grate surface 30 s<j. ft.
13. MeatinjT surface i 600 s(]. ft.
14. Ratio of grate to heating surface i to 53.5
15. Ratio of heating surface to grate i to .01876
Dimensions of Nordberg Corliss Pumping Engine
16. Diameter of high pressure cylinder 16
17. Diameter of intermediate cylinder 2'^
18. l^iameter of low pressure cylinder 39
19. Diameter of high pressure piston rod 2}
|
20. Diameter of intermediate piston rod 2} g^
21. Diameter of low pressure piston rod 2\^
22. Diameter of pump plunger 12

















Data for Boiler Test.
Steam pressure in boiler by gauge •. . 132 lbs. per sc|. in.
Absolute pressure in boiler 146. 7 lbs. per sq. in.
Force of draft in inches of water 34 inches
Temperature of external air 64''
Temperature of feed water 84,9°






Data Concerning Fuel.—(Jackson Hill Lump Coal )
Moist coal consumed i ^ 855 lbs.
Total dry refuse 443 lbs.
Total combustible 1 1 412 lbs.
Dry coal consumed per hour 470.4 lbs.
Combustible consumed per hour 452.8 lbs.
C2uAi.iTY OF .Steam.
36. Quality of steam 97 pr. ct.
Factor of evaporation l , 176 pr. ct.
37. Total weight of water fed to boiler 92 629 lbs.
38. Water actually evaporated corrected for ([uality
of steam 89 842 lbs.
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39. Equivalent water evaporated from and at 212°
F 105 654 lbs.
40. Equivalent water evaporated from and at 212"
F. per hour 4 192 lbs.
41. Water actually evaporated per lb of coal 7.579 lbs.
42. Equivalent water from and at 212° per lb. of coal 8.912 lbs.
43. Water actually evaporated per lb. of combustible. 7.872 lbs.
44. Equivalent water from and at 212° F. per lb. of
combustible 9-258 lbs.
Rate of Combustion and Evaporation.
45. Coal burned per hour per square foot of grate
surface 1 5 • 68 lbs.
46. Water evaporated per hour from and at 212° per
square foot of grate surface 1 39 • 73 'bs.
47. Water evaporated per hour from and at 212° per
square foot of heating surface 2 .62 lbs.
Commercial Horse Power.
48. On basis of 34.5 lbs. of water from and at 212°
F. per hour. 121 . 5 H. P.
49. H. P. builders rating at 15 square feet per H. P. 107 H. P.
50. Per cent developed above rating 1 3 • 5
Data for Engine Trial (24 hours).
51. Average steam pressure in engine room (gauge). 129.99 lbs.
52. Average steam pressure in ist receiver (gauge).. 34.78 lbs.
53. Average steam pressure in 2nd receiver 851 lbs.
54. Average reading of water force main gauge 77-93 'bs.
55. Average vacuum in condenser for low pressure
cylinder 25 .32 in. Hg.
56 Average suction vacuum of pump 8.09 in. Hg.
57. Average temp, of hot well discharge 91 . 16° F
58. Average temp, of water discharged from jackets. 327.84° F
59. Average temperature of water discharged from
receiver 281 .01° F
60. Total number of revolutions of pumping engine dur-
ing trial (24 hours) 62 190
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6i. Revolutions pi r iniiuitc 43-19
62. Total number of <4allons pumj^cd during trial
(24 hours) calculated from plunger displace-
ment 6 548 103.25
63. Total number of pounds j)umped during trial. 54649462.5
64. Leakage .4204 per cent 229 746.3
65. Actual number of pounds pumped to stand pipe. 54 419 716.2
66. Head against which water was pumped, equivalent
reading of force main gauge ( 180.07 feet), plus
suction lift, plus frictional resistance through pump
(2.31 feet) 193-4 ft-
67. Total amount of work done in raising
water by pumping engine during trial
( 24 hours) 10 524 773 113 ft. lbs.
Heat Units Supplied to Engine.
68. Total feed water supplied to boiler at temp, of hot
well (91 . 16 F) in 24 hours 88 255 lbs.
69. Water trapped from separator in steam pipe in 24
hours 2 808 lbs.
70. Moisture in steam (3.05 per cent. ) 2 692 lbs.
71. Dry steam actually supplied to engine in 24 hours. 82 755 lbs.
']2. Total heat above 0° F in a pound of dry
steam at 129.99 pounds gauge or 144.69
pounds absolute i 222 . 2 1 B. T. U.
73. Total heat above 0° F in i pound of water at
temp. 91 . 16'' F 91 .21 B. T. U.
74. Steam supplied engine in each pound of
steam i 131 . 10 B. T. U.
75. Total B. T. U. supplied engine in 24 hours, "^i 755
XI 131 . 10 93 594 180
76. B. T. U. in jacket water abo\e temp, of hot well
returned to boiler in 24 hours, 1)044 X (330—
91.21) 2 I 59 769
'j'j. Same for receiver water 5815 X (283— 91.21) 1115334
78. Actual B. T. U. given to engine 90 3 19 077
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Duty Calculated According to Measured Head.
Allowing I lb. loss of pressure through pump.
79. Duty per i ooo 000 B. T. U.
10 524 773 1 13 X I 000 000 ,= ^ ' ' -^—^ = 116 i^iSooo
90319077
80. Duty per I 000 pounds of steam 131 804 820 ft. lb.
Duty as Calculated From Average Mean.
81. Average M. E. P. of pump cards 87.731 lbs.
82. Equivalent head 202.66 ft.
83. Work ( 54 419 716.2 X 202.66) 11028699645 ft lbs.
84. Duty per million heat units 123 215 400 ft. lbs.
85. Duty per i 000 pounds of steam 1 39 368 938 ft. lbs.
THE AMERICAN SOCIETIES OF ENGINEERS.
Horatio W. Baker, '01, School of Civil Engineering.
There are two great agencies which help to advance the
engineer in his profession— the technical college and the engi-
neermg society. The object of this article is to interest the
students, about to leave the former, in the members and methods
of the latter.
The work of the engineering societies is accomplished by
affording its members personal acquaintanceship, by the reading
papers and by publications. The latter are ot such importance
as to be sought with the greatest eagerness by all the great pub-
lic and other libraries, and by the practitioner, as furnishing the
best possible accounts of current and standard engineering prac-
tice throughout the country.
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The four leading societies of engineers in the United States
ha\'c made the fact manifest that engineering^ has come to be a
profession, and, more than that, a learned profession, demanding
more of its novices, and compelling a more rigid and exacting
course of preparatory study from those seeking to enter its
higher fields than any other profession. Their lists of honorary
and active members contain the names of not only all the prom-
inent and successful engineers of the day, but also many foreign
engineers of distinction.
The American Society of Civil Engineers, the oldest, and
probably the most prominent of the above-mentioned societies,
was organized in 1852, being the first engineering society formed
in the United States. It now has 2 124 members, representing
e\erv State in the Union, three Territories and twenty-six foreign
countries.
The requirements for membership are high and are rigidly
enforced. The constitution requires that "a Member shall be a
Civil, Military, Naval, Mining, Mechanical, Electrical, or other
professional Engineer, an Architect or a Marine Architect. He
shall be at the time of admission to membership, not less than
thirty years of age, and shall have been in active practice of his
profession for ten years; he shall have had responsible charge of
work for at least five years, and shall be qualified to design as
well as to direct engineering works. Graduation from a school
of engineering of recognized reputation shall be considered as
equivalent to two years active practice." Membership is care-
fully guarded, an applicant for membership being required to
make a concise detailed statement of his training and experience,
which shall be vouched for by at least five members to whom he
is personally known. After receipt of this statement the Board
of Direction writes to each of the references as to his personal
knowledge of the applicant, and his professional work. No
further step is taken until at least five communications have been
received from the references. If the applicant is approved by
the Board of Direction a statement of his qualifications is sent
to each member of the Society with a request that members
transmit any information in their possession which ma}' affect the
disposition of the application. Later a secret letter ballot is
issued to the entire membership, and seven negative votes
exclude from membership.
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Associate and junior Members have requirements slightly
less rigorous than Members.
"An Associate Member shall be a professional Engineer or
Architect, not less than twenty-five }'ears of age, who shall have
been in active practice of his profession for at least six years,
and who shall have had responsible charge of work as principal
or assistant for at least one year. Graduation from a school of
engineering of recognized reputation shall be considered equiva-
lent to two }^ears active practice.
" A Junior shall not be less than eighteen years of age, and
his connection with the Society shall cease when he becomes
thirty years of age, unless he be previously transferred to
another grade. He shall have had active practice in some
branch of engineering for at least two years, or he shall have
graduated from a school of engineering of recognized standing."
The initiation fee for Members is S30, and for Associates
and Juniors S25 and Sio respectively. The annual dues are for
residents within fifty miles of New York City, S25 for Members
and S20 for others; and for residents more than fifty miles from
New York, Si 5 for all Members and Sio for juniors.
The headquarters of the Society are at 220 West Fifty-
seventh St., New York, in a house owned by the Society. The
house contains reception room, offices of the Society, con\-ersa-
tion room, auditorium, library, reading room, and kitchen. A
Secretary and five clerks are in constant attendance.
Regular meetings are held twice a month at the Society
house, except during July and August. One of the above meetings
is called the annual meeting, at which all business of the Society is
transacted. The Annual Convention is held at different places
from year to \'ear.
The papers before being presented at the meeting are printed
and sent to members to allow of preparation of written or oral
discussion thereof. At the reading of the paper the written dis-
cussions are read, after which the papers are open for oral discus-
sion. A volume of transactions is issued monthly, containing
papers and discussions thereof. These transactions are of the
very highest professional interest to members and others.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers was estab-
lished in 1881 and is modeled much after the same plan as the
American Society of Civil Engineers. The requirements for mem-
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htTshi)) art' as follows : "All persons coiiiKxtcd with fnj^iiiccrinjr
nia\' hi' cli^ihk' for admission into the Society. To be eli^iljU; as
a Member, the candidate must not be less than thirty years of
age, and must have been so connected with enj^ineering as to be
competiMit as a designer or as a constructor, or to take responsi-
ble charge of work in his department, or he must have served as
a teacher of engineering for more than five years.
"To be eligible as "an Associate, the candidate must not be
less than twenty-six years of age, and must ha\-e the other quali-
fications of a Member ; or he shall have been so connected with
engineering as to be competent to take cliarge of work, and to
co-operate with engineers.
"To be eligible as a Junior, the candidate must have had sucli
engineering experience as will enable him to fill a responsible
position, or he must be a graduate of an engineering school."
The manner of making application for membership, the num-
ber of the references, manner of voting and the number of nega-
tive votes necessary to debar from membership are the same as
in the American Society of Civil Engineers.
The initiation fee of Members and Associates is $25, and the
annual dues are $15. The initiation fee for a Junior is S15 and
the annual dues $10. Any Member or Associate may become a
Life Member in the same grade by the payment of S200 and shall
not be liable thereafter to annual dues.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers is of later
origin, having been organized in 1884. The requirements tor
memb(,;rship are not as rigid as in the other societies. The fol-
lowing in regard to membership is taken from the rules of the
Society.
"The Institute shall consist of Members, Honorary Members
and Associates. Members shall be Electrical Experts, Electricians
or Electrical Engineers possessing such knowledge of the princi-
ples of electrical science and such familiarity with the practical
application of electricity in its several branches as those branches
implw
"Associate Members shall be such persons as are or have
been connected with the utilization of electricity, or who by
means of study or experimental investigation are qualifying them-
selves to become identified with electrical science and such others
to whose admission no objection shall be made by any member
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of the Council. Proposals for admission shall be indorsed by at
least three Members or Associates, and referred to the Council,
which shall ha\-e power to elect to Associate Membership only.
" All Members and Associates shall be equally entitled to the
privileges of membership. Transfers from associate membership
to membership maybe made by the Council upon application, sub-
ject to the approval of a Board of Examiners.
"The entrance fee shall be $5 for each person. The dues
of Members and Associates shall be Sio per annum. Any Mem-
ber or Associate may become, by the payment of Sioo at any
time, a life Member or Associate and shall not be liable there-
after to annual dues."
The American Institute of Architects was organized in New
York in the year 1857 and at present has about 500 members.
The membership of the Institute consists of Fellows, Associates,
Corresponding and Honorary Members. Local organizations
known as Chapters are maintained by the Institute. Fellows are
resident architects of the United States or may be architects en-
gaged in professional education. Fellows are only chosen from
the ranks of Associate Members, except in special cases, and
election to the rank of Fellow is for professional merit only.
Any architect in the United States is eligible to Associate Mem-
bership if able to submit the required proofs of his professional
capacity and honorable personal and professional standing. When
an application for the rank of Fellow is received, signed by three
Fellows of the Chapter of the applicant, if the candidate is con-
sidered eligible to election, a letter ballot is issued and five nega-
tive ballots debar from membership. The manner of electing
Associates is identical with that of electing Fellows. Only Fel-
lows and Associates may hold office.
The annual dues of Associates are S5, and of Fellows, $10.
The initiation fee is $5 and no fee is paid by an Associate passing
to the rank of Fellow.
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STRKXGTII OF CONCRETE AS AFFECTED BY THE
PROPORTION OF MORTAR.
By G, F. BhXKKRLEG, Civil Enginkering, '99.
As a thesis investigation, the writer sou,ght to determine the
crushing strength of concrete with different proportions of the
\oids in the aggregate filled with mortar. As far as known no
other experiments have ever been made along this line. The
tests consisted of crushing 6-inch cubes when 30, 90 and 180
days old; but at the present writing only the first two have been
completed. The following article is an abstract of the thesis.
The materials were measured by volumes, all uncompacted
except b>' shaking. The cement was Saylor's Portland. The
sand was a natural silica sand having a fineness as follows, the
larger figures representing the number of the sieve, and the
smaller number preceding the sieve number being the per cent
caught on that sieve, and the small number after the sieve num-
ber being the per cent passing that sieve and caught on the next
one: °5''' 15" 20"^ 30'"'* 50''''. The \-oids in the dr}' sand were 33 per
cent when well shaken down. The aggregates consisted of
broken limestone screened to practically an uniform size, lime-
stone unscreened except to remove particles that would pass a
No. 5 sieve, broken flint and gravel. The per cent of voids in
the aggregates were: Screened limestone 40, unscreened lime-
stone 40, flint 50, gravel 20. Three sets of cubes were molded,
viz.: (i) those in which the volume of the loose mortar was
equal to lOO per cent, of the voids in the aggregate, (2) mortar
ecjual to 75 per cent, and (3) mortar equal to 30 per cent of
voids.
As before stated the tests are not }'et completed, but the
results of the tests of fifty-seven cubes are as follows: Consider-
ing as unity the mean for all the cubes having the mortar equal to
the voids, the strength with mortar equal to 75 'per cent of
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the voids is 0.69, and with mortar equal to 50 per cent of the
voids is 0.36. In other words, the strength of the concrete
decreases more rapidly than the proportion of mortar omitted.
Of course the experiments are too few to make such a conclusion
absolutely conclusive; and, besides, the variations of the experi-
ments among themselves is such as to cast a doubt over the con-
clusion. The later experiments are awaited with anxiety. The
author feels that the question is worth a more thorough investi-
gation than his other duties permitted him to make.
THE RAILWAY TRANSITION SPIRAL.
By Arthur N. Talbot, Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering,
[This article was originally published in The Technograph No. 5,
1890-91. Principally because of demands for this article, that number of The
Technograph is now out of print, and as the method here described has
been adopted on many railroads and has been commended by engineers, it is
republished with modifications and extensions.
To the engineer not mathematically inclined, it may be well to add that
a knowledge of the demonstrations of the formulas is not essential to an
understanding of the principles, and that the methods used in laying out the
spiral are found to be readily mastered by instrument men.]
A transition curve, or easement curve, as it is sometimes
called, is a curve of varying radius used to connect circular curves
with tangents for the purpose of avoiding the shock and disagree-
able lurch of trains, due to the instant change of direction and
also to the sudden change from level to inclined track. The
primary object of the transition curve, then, is to effect smooth
riding when the train is entering or leaving a curve.
The generally accepted requirement for a proper transition
curve is that the degree-of-curve shall increase gradually and uni-
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fornily from the point of tant^cnt until the degree of the main
curve is reached, and that the super-elevation shall increase
uniformly from zero at the tangent to the full amount at the con-
nection with the main curve and yet have at any point the appro-
priate super-elevation for the curvature. In addition to this, an
acceptable transition curve must be so simple that the field work
may be easily and rapidly done, and should be so flexible that it
may be adjusted to meet the varied reiiuirements of problems in
location and construction.
Without attempting to show the necessity or the utilit\- of
transition curves, this paper will consider the principles and some
of the applications of one of the best of these curves, the railway
transition spiral.*
TJie Transition Spiral is a curve whose degree-of-curves_ increases
directly as the distance along the curve from the point of spiral.
Thus, if the spiral is to change at the rate of io° per lOO feet,
at 10 feet from the beginning of the spiral the curvature will be
the same as that of a i" curve; at 25 feet, as of a 2^30' curve; at 60
feet, as of a 6° curve. Likewise, at 60 feet, the spiral may be
compounded with a 6° curve; at 80 feet, with an 8° curve, etc.
This curve fulfills the requirements for a transition curve.
Its curvature increases as the distance measured around the curve.
The formulas for its use are comparatively simple and easy. The
field work and the computations necessary in laying it out and in
connecting it with circular curves are neither long nor complicated,
and are similar to those for simple circular curves. The curve is
extremely flexible, and may easily be adapted to the requirements
of varied problems. The rate of change of degree-of-curve may
be made any desirable amount according to the maximum curve
used, the maximum speed of trains or the requirements of the
ground.
As the derivation of the formulas is somewhat long, their
demonstration will be given first. The explanation and applica-
tion of these formulas to the field work and to the computations
will be given separately, a knowledge of the demonstration not
being essential to the application.
*The author desires to express his obligration to Mr. J. K. Barker. "92, for valuable aid in
the preparation of drawings, the calculation of tables, and the checking of formulas, and to
Messrs. Alfred Kuehn, C. L. Eddy and others of the class of 19tt0 for assistance on theievision
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NOMENCLATURE.
In Fig. I, DLH is the circular curve and AP the prolongation
of the initial tangent which are to be connected by the transition
spiral. D is the point where the completed circular curve gives
a tangent DN parallel to the tangent AP, and will be called the
P.C. of the circular curve. AEL is the transition spiral connect-
ing the initial tangent AP with the main or circular curve LH.
A is the beginning of the spiral and will be known as P. S., point
of spiral. L is the beginning of the circular curve LH, and will
be called P.C.C., point of circular curve. AP will be used as the
axis of X, and A as the origin of co-ordinates. BD is the offset
between the tangent AB of a circular curve and spiral, and the
parallel tangent DN of an unspiraled curve.
The degree-of-curve of the spiral at any point is the same as
the degree of a simple curve having the same radius of curvature
as the spiral has as that point. The radius of the spiral changes
from infinity at the P.S. to that of the main curve at the P.C.C.
The spiral and a simple cur\-e of the same degree will be tangent
to each other at any given point; /. e
,
they will have a common
tangent.
The following notation will be used:
P.S.= Point of spiral.
P.C.C.= point w.here spiral compounds with circular curve.
P.C = beginning of offsetted circular curve, as D P"ig. I.
7?= radius of curvature of the spiral at any point.
Z?— degree-of-curve of the spiral at any point; called D^ at
the end of spiral. Generally D^ is made the same as D,„ the
degree of the main curve.
rt:= rate of change of the degree-of-curve of the spiral per
lOO-ft. of length. It is the degree-of-cur\'e of the spiral at lOO ft.
from the P.S.
5= length in feet from the P.S. along the curve to any point
on the spiral.
Z,— number of lOO-ft stations from the P.S. along the curve
to any point on the spiral; in other words the distance to any
point measured in un-its (or stations) of lOO ft. For the whole
spiral (to P.C.C.) it is called Z,.
/=total central angle of the whole curve (intersection angle),
or twice BCH of Fig. i, H being the middle of the circular arc.
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J=:anf4lc showing the change of direction of the spiral at an\'
point, and is the angle between the initial tangent and the tangent
to the spiral at the given point. I'^or the whole spiral it is equal
to PTL and may be called J,. The latter is also equal to DCL.
^'= deflection angle at the P.S., from the initial tangent to any
point on the spiral. I'or the point L, it is BAL.
</»= deflection angle at any point on the spiral, between the
tangent at that point and a chord to any other point. At L, for
the point A, </» is TLA.
j'=abscissa of any point on the spiral, referred to the P.S. as
the origin and the inital tangent as the axis of X. For the point
L, ;i:=AM.
_j/=ordinate of the same point, measured at right angles to the
above axis. For the point L, jj'=ML.
/= abscissa of the P.C. of the main curve produced backward:
/. e., of a simple curve without the spiral. For P.C. at D, /=AB.
^= offset between the initial tangent and the parallel tangent
from the main curve produced backw^ard, or it is the ordinate of
the P.C. of the produced main curve. If D is the P.C, BD is o.
It is also the radial distance between the concentric circles LH
and BK.
y = tangent-distance for spiral and main curve =: distance from
A to the intersection of tangents.
ifi'= external-distance for spiral and main curve.
c"=long chord AL of the transition spiral.
The length of the spiral is to be measured along chords
around the curve in the same way that simple curves are usually
measured, using any length of chord up to a limit which depends
upon the degree-of-curve of the spiral. The best railroad practice,
in the writer's opinion, considers circular curves up to a 7° curve
as measured with lOO-ft. chords, from 7° to 14° as measured with
50-ft. chords, and from 14° upwards as measured with 25-ft.
chords; that is to say, a 7^ curve is one in which two 50-ft. chords
together subtend 7' of central angle, a 14° curve one in which
four 25-ft. chords together subtend 14° of central angle. The
advantages of this method are two-fold,—the length of the curve
as measured along the chords more nearly approximates the actual
length of the curve, and the radius of the curve is almost exactly
inversely proportional to the degree-of-curve. The latter con-
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sideration is an important one, simplifying many formulas. With
this definition of degree-of-curve, the formula A^= f) will give no
error greater than i in 2 500. For a 10° cur\e the error in the radius
is .15 feet, and for a 16° curve .06 feet. This approxmiate value
of R will give a resulting error in the length of the spiral, for the
ordinary limits of spirals, of less than
^oVo" of ^^^ length, and will
not reach o. i-ft. The resulting error in alignment is
^-oVo J» ^"<^
will tiot reach o.oi-ft. The difference between the length of the
curve and that of these chords is less than i in 7000. For spirals
measured with lengths of chords as here specified, or shorter, the
error either in alignment or distance will be well within the limits
of accuracy of the field work, and hence the relation 7?= d will be
considered true.




a s' a D
Intcf,n-atin<4-, J= =
1146000 1 14.6
Chaii;^n'ii<^r J from circular measure to degrees,
A^y, a I: (2)
which is the intrinsic equation of the Transition Spiral.
For the I'.C.C. this becomes Ji= y, a Z,'.
Since from ( i ) a=— , we also have
L
J= I , Z) Z= V,— (3)
From these equations it will be seen that
(a) the change of direction of the spiral varies as the square
of the length instead of as the first power of the length as in the
simple circular curve, and
( b ) that the transition spiral for any angle J will be twice as
long as a simple circular curve.
To find the co-ordinates, x and y, of any point on the spiral, we
have by the calculus dy=^ds sin J and dx=ds cos J. Expanding
the sine and cosine into an infinite series, substituting for ds its
value in terms of dA, and integrating, we have
1070.5 i ii I 7L I u )
y=-^ y^^' -"''+ ^ ^ -etc. (4
)
u)^
( 42 1320 \
1070. S ( I .5. I 9 )x=^— - J'/' J-^+— J2—etc. (5)(«)H
(
10 216 \
As J here is measured in circular measure and is onh- 1 2 when
the angle is 28. "65, these series are rapidly con\'erging, especially
for smaller angles.
Changing the angle J from circular measure to degrees, substi-
tuting for J, and dropping the small terms,
y=.2gi a D—.000001 58 d'^ U • • • (6)
For values of J less than 15° the last term may be dropped,
and up to 25° the term will be small. 79 Z," may also be written
in place of a D. Also
.r= looZ,—.000762 a' /,'+.0000000027 a'' U (7)
Or x= lOoL—.000762 D- L' (8)
The second term in eq. (7 ) or ( 8 ) ma>- be used as a correction
to be subtracted from the length of the cur\e in feet. The third
term in ecj. (7) can generally be omitted.
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To find the deficction angle <> for any point on the spiral, as
BAL for the point L, divide equation (4) by equation (5).
tan '-''= ^3 J+JJ5^J"+l.5 5 9-2 5-'^ t^tc. But from the tangent
series for ys^,
tan i<3/l=: i/^J-|--Jj-J'*4-^-g\g J", etc. Subtracting one from the
other, we get a series which is rapidly decreasing when J is less
than 40°. Investigating this difference, remembering that J is in
circular measure, it is found that the error of calling the two
equations equal is less than i' for J= 25° and decreases rapidly
below this. As ^ will rarely reach 25° and as the resultant error
of direction will be corrected at the P.C.C whenJ
—
<> is turned off,
we may write D'
t>=lJ = laD^l- (9)
a
Between 20'^ and 40"^, .000053 J" (where J is in degrees) will
give the numbers of minutes correction to be subtracted from V3 J
to give (->. This deduction for the larger values of is as fol-
lows: ^-^=4°, o'.i; 5°, o'.2; 6\ o'.s; 7°, o'.s; 8", o'.;; 9°, I'.o;
10°, I '.4; n", I '.9; 12°, 2'. 4. As stated above for J less than
25" this correction may ordinarily be omitted on the spiral, using
the J and (> for that pomt.
For the terminal point of the spiral, P.C.C, this becomes Jj
—
S^
which is generall}' expressed with sufficient precision by -3 J;.
To find the tangent at any point of the spiral, L, lay off a deflection
angle from LA equal to J
—
i-K When J is not over 20°,
~i^, or
2^ may be used. This since FLT=:PTL=J, and FLA=PAL-'-'.
This is true for any point.
At any point on the spiral to find the deflection angle for a second
point. In P^ig. 2, let L' be the distance from the P.S. to R, and L
the distance from the P.S. to any other point on the spiral, as K.
Let FRN be the tangent at R, and RFM= J' its angle with the
initial tangent, and i-'' the corresponding spiral deflection angle.
Let KTM = J be angle of tangent at K with initial tangent, equal
to total change of direction of the spiral up to that point. ''' and
(-) are the deflection angles at the P.S. for R and K respectively.
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Substitutin}4' lor the co-ordinates their values from equations
3 3
(4) and (5), and also developing tan Yi — j into a series, and
subtracting the latter from the former, an expression for the
difference will be found, which amounts to but a small fraction of
a minute for any value of J up to 35°. Hence we may write
-j-
J
'^=^i<3( J'-|- J ' - J--J--J); whence by substitution and
reduction










It will be noticed that the first term of equation( io)is the de-
flection angle for a simple cur\e of the same degree as the spiral
at the point R (called the osculating circle), and of length equal
to the distance between the two points; while the second is the
deflection angle at the P.S. from the initial tangent for an equal
length of spiral. If the second point had been chosen on the
side nearer the P.S., the second term would have an opposite
sign from the first. Equation (10) may then be written with the
plus and minus sign.
The spiral then deflects from a circle of the same degree-of-
curve at the same rate that it deflects from the initial tangent.
D'RH, in Fig. 2, represents the circular curve tangent to spiral
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at R, the two having the same radius at that point and both being
tangent to FRN. The deflection angles between points on the
spiral and on the circle RH, and also between the spiral and RD'
are the same as for the same length of spiral from A. In the
same way at K, RKT=SKT—SKR, the latter angle being equal
to the deflection from initial tangent at A for a length of spiral
equal to KR.
Equation ( ii ) shows that the angle at any point between the
chord joining this point with the P.S. and a chord to any other
point (the angle, Fig. 2, between AR and RK if the point K is to
be located from R) is equal to the spiral deflection angle at the
P.S/-^ for the point to be located (KAM) plus one third of the
deflection angle of a circular curve of the same degree as that of
the spiral at the vertex of the angle, R, and of the length of the
spiral from P.S. to the point K. This is true whether the point
to be located is nearer the P.S., or farther, than the point used
as the vertex of the angle.
It may also be readily shown from (2) that the difference in
direction of the two tangents, J
—
J', is the central angle for this
simple curve plus the spiral angle, both for a length equal to the
distance between the two points.
Ordinates from osciilatvig circle. It may also be shown that
the distance between a point on the spiral and one on the oscu-
lating circle is the same as the ordinate j from the initial tangent
at a point the same distance from the P.S. as the former point is
from the point of osculation. These ordinates may be measured
in a direction normal to the circular curve.
To find the offset 0. From Fig. i, BD = BF — DF
= BF—CD vers DCL. But 0= BD, BF=j/ for end of spiral,DCL
^ J for whole spiral, ancl CD=/?. Hence, <?=;/
—
K vers J. Sub-
stituting for/, K, and J their values in terms of the length of the
whole spiral, and reducing, we ha\'e for in feet
o-.oy2y a L{'=.oj2'j D, L{ (13)
where D^ and L^ refer to the whole length of the spiral. The
other terms of the series are so small that they may be dropped
when J is less than 30'. The next term is—.0000002 ^^^ /,'. It
will be seen that is approximateh^ one fourth of the ordinate of
the P.C.C., which, of course, should be true if E, the middle
point of the spiral, is opposite D, the P. C.
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To fiudt,ov A B. From Fig. i. AB=:AM—BM=;i:—FL=;ir—
R sin J. Expanding and reducing,
/^ 50 Zt—.000127 rt" Z,' ]
«^ t-Ao li- 000X27 T>,^U ( ^^4)
A comparison of /with the abscissa found by substituting i< Z,
in equation (8) shows that BD cuts the spiral at a point onh^
.0001 a- D feet from the middle point of the spiral. This is \ of
the correction used in equation (14) for finding / from y^ Z,.
For our purpose we may say that BD bisects the spiral. It also
follows that the spiral bisects the line BD, since BE^^^j. This
is subject to slight error for large angles.
The length of the spiral from the P.S. to BD. therefore,exceeds
/ by one fifth of the / correction, and the remainder of the spiral
exceeds the length of the circular curve from the P.C. to the
P.C.C. b\- four fifths of the / correction. The entire length of the
spiral exceeds the distance measured on / (AB, Fig. i ) plus the
distance measured around the circular curve (DL, Fig. i) by the
/ correction given in equation ( 14 ).
If the offset is given. From (11) and ( 3 ) we ha\-e
^=3-7141 ^ (15)
-1= 1-85/1 'Ti) ( 16)
a= .2691,
-^ (17)
35, i4 and -{'^ may be used for these co-efficients with advantage.
To find the tangent-distance T, consider in Fig. i that AB in-
tersects CH, H being the middle of the circular cur\"e. at some
point P outside the diagram. Then T=AP=AB-fBP. BP--BC
tan BCH.
Hence Z=/
-f (R+o) tan i. / (18)
t and o tan Vy I may be computed separately' and added to
the 7" found from an ordinary table of tangent-distances.
(18) gives Z for the same transition spirals at each end of
the main curve. It may be desirable to make one spiral different
from the other. To find an expression for the tangent-distances
for this case proceed as follows: In Fig. 3, let RS=HD=<?2.
BD=^„ AB 7„ RT^/s, AE=y;, TE=Z,, /e=radius of main
curxe DLKS, Af-j-d^o-^radius of HR, and /=angle PER.
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Then 7;=/i+HC—PE, and
'J\=t,-\-(R-[-On) tan i< /—(^1—^2) cot /. (19)
Similarly, T..=t2-\-i Ii-\-02) tan ^^ I-\-(o^—On) cosec /.
When / is more than 90°, the last term of ( 19) becomes
essentially positive.
To find the external-distance^ ^"=HP. In Fig, i, HP=KP-f-
HK. Hence
E={R^o) exsec ></+ ^ (20)
To find the long chord, C==AL. In Fig. i, ML=AL sin MAL,
y
. . .
or C-^ . Putting this in terms of the length of the curve,
sin fr)
C^=iooL—( 0004 a'- L' or .0004 D' V) ( 21
)
in which C is in feet and L in stations. It will be seen that the
last or correction term is
-/^ of the correction for x as given in
equation (7).
The middle ordinate for any arc of the spiral is equal to the
middle ordinate for an equal length of circular curve of the same
degree-of-cur\-e as the spiral at the middle point of the arc con-
sidered. This desree-of-curve is the a\-erage of the Z^'s, at the
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end of the given arc. This is an approximate formula which is
true whether one end of the chord is at the P.S. or not.
The orch'nate from any other point along the chord may be
found as follows: Since the spiral diverges from the osculating
circle at the middle point of the arc at the same rate as from the
initial tangent, the amount of this divergence may be calculated
by the method given on page 8i and added to or subtracted from
the ordinate for the osculating circular curve.
SUMMARY UF PKINCI I'LES.
For convenience of reference the principal formulas will be
repeated here.





D^^=a Z, for whole spiral '
'
^ ^ a I (2)
J=i4 a L'^:=yz D^ Zi for whole spiral \
j;/=.2gi a U— etc (6)










.0727 a L{' —^ . 0727 L>^ Li' (13)
/=^50 Zi—.000 127 rt-Z/' ( 14 )
A--37MI 4- • < 15)
-J.=-i-857l Tdi 'i'^)
a^= .2691 J!l ( 1 7 I
T=t+ { K+o ) tan }4 J. ( i S )
E ~ - ( R^o ) exsec ' j I^o ( 20 )
C^ lOOZ—.0004 cir D (21)
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An inspection of the formulas and demonstrations will show
the following properties of the transition spiral:
1. The degree-of-curve at any point on the spiral equals
the degree at lOO feet from the P.S. multiplied by the distance
along the spiral from the P.S. to the point (Eq. i). This dis-
tance must be expressed in units of lOO feet (stations). Thus, if
a=2, at 100 feet from the P.S. the spiral will be a 2° curve; at
25 feet, a 0° 30" curve; at 450 feet, a 9° curve. i°° is the number
of feet in which D changes one degree. At the terminal point,
P.C.C., D becomes /^j, which should generally equal the degree
of the circular curve D,,. The total length of the spiral will be
—
. If ^=2, a 6° curve would require a spiral 3 stations (300
feet) long.
2. The angle J between the initial tangent and the tangent
at any point on the spiral (the change of direction corresponding
to central angle of circular curves) in degrees equals:
{a) One half of a times the square of the distance in loo-ft.
stations from the P.S. to the point; thus if ^^=2, for 300 ft. from
P.S., J=-i^X2X3=9°. Or
(^) One-half of the product of this distance by the degree-
of-curve of the spiral at the given point; thus at 300 ft. with
rt=2, Z'=6° and J=>^ X 3 X 6=9°. Or
{c) One-half of the square of degree-of-curve at the point
divided by a\ thus at 300 ft. with a=2, J=i4 X f^=9°.
For the same angle, then, the spiral is twice as long as a
circular curve.
3. The spiral deflection angle ^-> at the P.S. from the initial
tangent to any point on the spiral, as PAL in Fig. i, is 1/3J.
or \aL-. Thus, for a point 300 ft. from the P.S., if a=^2, C-''=Jx2
X3'=3°. It is also one third of the deflection angle for a simple
curve of the same degree as the spiral at the given point. Thus,
as above, the deflection angle for 300 ft. of 6° curve is 9° and
0=1/3X9=3°
These values are subject to slight corrections in large angles
as explained in the derivation of the formula.
4. The deflection angle at any point on the spiral between the
tangent at this point and the chord to the P.S. (TLA in Fig. i)
is J— C-'. This enables the tangent to be found.
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5. I'\>r (leflcctidii an<(k's from a point on the spiral to other
points on the spiral, the princij^le that the spiral diverges from the
osculatin<4" circle (circular curve of same dej^ree) at the same
rate that the spiral deflects from the initial tangent is of service.
The angles ma\- be treated in three ways.
Angles from Tangent. V>y equation (lo) the deflection angle
between the tangent at a transit point on the spiral and the chord
to any other point on the spiral (as CBH, Fig. 4) is the sum or
difference of two angles: (i) the deflection angle for a circular
curve of the same degree as the spiral at the transit point for a
length equal to the distance between the two points, and (2) the
spiral deflection angle W for a length of spiral equal to the dis-
tance between the two points. The latter angle is plus if the
•desired point is further from the P. S., and minus if nearer than
the point from which the deflections are made.
PS
Fig. 4.
Thus, if rt=2 and the transit be at 1^ (Fig- 4), 250 ft. from the
P.S., the degree-of-curve at the transit point will be 5°, and the
deflection angle CBH to set a point 150 ft. ahead will be 3" 45',
{Yz of 150 ft. of 5° curve) +45', (spiral deflection angle
for 150 feet, 10x2x1.5./ or 4" 30'. For D, 150 ft. back, it
would be 3° 45'~45'=3° o'.
Angles from chord. Likewise by equation (ii) the angle CBE,
Fig. 4 (deflection angle from chord to P.S. ) may be calculated
by adding the spiral deflection angle ^ for the point C (GAC) to
\ the product of the degree of curve at B by the number of sta-
tions from the PS. to C. For a ^2 and the transit at B, 250
ft. from the P.S., the degree of curve at the transit point is 5'', and
the angle CBP2 to locate the point C i 50 ft. ahead \\(\ 400 ft. from
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the P. S.,will be ( i-X2X4' = 5'° 20' ) + ( ,1x5x4=3° 20') =8°
40'. For the point D 100 ft. from the P.S., the angle DBA will
be ( J X2Xi'=2o' )+ ( \ X5XI =50') =1° 10'. This method is
applicable whether the point to be located is nearer to, or farther
from, the P.S. than the transit point. It permits the calculation
of the spiral deflection angles at P.S. for the whole spiral and
the determination of the angles betw'een the chords in question
by adding to these spiral deflection angles the angles \ D' L,
where D' is the degree-of-curve at the transit point and L is the
distance to the point to be located.
Angles with Initial Tangent. If ^^' is added to these values, the
resulting angle ( equation (12) j will give the angle with the
direction of the initial tangent.
6. The spiral diverges from its osculating circle (circular
curve of same degree) at any point at the same rate that the
spiral deflects from the initial tangent, and the distance between
the circle and spiral is the same as the y for an equal length of
spiral.
This enables the spiral to be located by offsets measured
from the circular curve. By this method half of the spiral may
be located from the initial tangent and half- from the produced
circular curve, the offsets for the two being the same for the
same distances from the P.S. and the P.C.C. respectively. See
i'ig- 5-
7. The offset o, between the initial tangent and the parallel
tangent from the main curve produced backward, in feet equals
.0725 times the product of a, by the cube of the length of the
whole spiral in stations, or
.0725 times the sqyare of the length
of spiral and the degree of main cur\-e. This ordinate is ap-
proximately one fourth of the ordinate y of the end of the spiral.
The spiral bisects the offset at a point half-way between the P.S.,
and the P.C.C. (Eq. ii.) BE=ED. AE = EL. (Fig. i).
The slight error in this is discussed in the derivation of the for-
mulas.
8. The distance t from the P.S. to this offset is found by sub-
tracting the correction .000127 «' Z/' from the half length of the
curve in feet. ( P>q. 14.)
9. The long chord is found by subtracting the correction,
.0004 fl'' D from the length of the curve in feet. ( Eq. 21.)
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10. Other properties may be found by ordinary trij^^onomet-
ric operations.
THE TABLES,
The computations may be shortened by the use ot the tables.
Tables I-VIII give the \alues of the principal parts of the
transition spiral for the following values of a,—-i, i^, i^, 2, 2^^
3V3, 5 and 10. The column headed "Length" is the distance in
feet along the spiral from the P.S. to any point on the spiral, and
is equal to 100 times the L of the formulas. The column headed
'' X Cor." gives the correction to be subtracted from this distance
in feet along the spiral to obtain x, and that headed "/ Cor." gives
the correction to be subtracted from the half length of the spiral
in feet to obtain /. Both t Cor. and are to be taken from the line
for the full length of the spiral. For example, by Table I, with
a=i, to connect with a 5° curve, the length of spiral is 500 ft. and
Z=5; the change of direction J, is i2''3o' ; the offset to P.C. of
circular curve is 9.07 ft; t is 250
—
.4^=24g.6 ft; x is 500—2,37=
497.63 ft; and the values of D, J, fe*, jj/ and x Cor. for points 200,
210, 220 ft., etc., distant from the P.S. are found in the line
with 200, 210, etc. To find the long chord to P.S., subtract ^^g of
X Cor. from the length of the curve in feet.
To find values intermediate between the distances given in
the tables, interpolate by multiplying one tenth of the difference
between consecutive values by the number of additional units.
Thus Table I gives J for 400 ft. as 8°oo'; for 410 ft., 8^24 '.3.
One tenth of the difference between these is 2' .4. For 406.8 ft.,
add 6. 8x2. 4=16". 3 to 8°00', giving 8°i6'. For j, add 6.8X
•i43=
-97 to 18.59, giving 19.56 ft.
In general this interpolation gives accurate results. For J
the error in interpolation with values of a greater than 5 may
need to be taken into account. To find exact values of J, deduct
from the interpolated values a times the following tjuantities:
For a length in feet ending with i, .027'; 2, .048'; 3, .063';
4, .072'; 5, .075'; 6, .072'; 7, .063'; 8, .048'; 9, .027'. It can
easily be determined whether this correction need be considered.
The difference arises from the fact that the square of numbers
does not increase uniformly. For the other columns the errors
of interpolation are very slight and may be neglected.
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Table I has been carried to several decimal places to permit
its use for any value of a. To calculate values for another (/, mul-
tiply the tabular value of D, J, ^^ o, or y in Table I for the
distance from the P.S. to the point on the spiral by the a of the
spiral, and the x Cor. and / Cor. by the square of the a of the
spiral. Thus if a=2.2 and Z=3.l, multiply the D, A, W, o andjj/
opposite 310 by 2.2, and the x Cor. and / CoR. by the square of
2.2. The values of j', and x Cor. obtained in this way are sub-
ject to slight errors for large \'alues of a if J is more than 18°, but
fortunately jj/ for a distance greater than half of the length of the
spiral is seldom needed, and as the error of this and the errors in
o and X Cor. are ordinarily small the correction may generally
be neglected. The amount of this error may be found by the
method given in a succeeding paragraph.
To use Table I for another a, it may be desirable first to de-
termine the length of the spiral by dividing the D^ of the required
spiral by a or determine it from 0. Thus, for «=i.5, to connect
with a 6° curve, divide 6 by 1.5, which gives A=4! that is, the
whole spiral will be 400 ft. long, and the properties for the spiral
maj^ be computed by multiplying those in the line with the re-
quired distance by 1.5. In other words it must be borne in mind
that the distances in the column of lengths remain unchanged
with new values of a, and the quantities in all the other columns
will be changed for a other than i.
For the calculation of tables and other work requiring the
recognition of a further term in the equations, the value of the
second term of the series ( .0000002 d^ L', eq. (13) ) and of
the second term of the y series ( .00000158 a' L\ eq. (6) )
maybe obtained b}' multiplying the quantities in the table on page
90 by d\ and the third term of the x series ( .00C00000268
o* Z-'', eq. ( 7 ) ) hy a\ These terms for and 7 are negative, and
the term for x is to be subtracted from the x Cor.
For making corrections on results obtained from Table I for
a other than 1, subtract from the product of the multiplication
a {d—
I ) times the value from the above table in obtaining andj,
and a {d— i) times the value from the table in obtaining x Cor.
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spirals and for low speeds short spirals, yet a^^\ has given satis-
factory results at speeds of 50 to 60 miles an hour, and a 2 at 40
to 50 miles an hour, and for 60 miles an hour, rt=^^ is not too
small. Of course, in any case, longer spirals and smaller values
of a will give smoother riding curves.
The speed of trains may be limited by the maximum super-
elevation allowable on the sharper curves. Under usual practice
the requirement of maximum superelevation would limit the
maximum degree-of-curve for speeds of 60 miles an hour to 3°,
for 50 miles- to 4°, for 40 miles to 6°, for 30 miles to 12°, etc.
Where the track is not used for slow trains and a superelevation
of more than 7 or 8 inches is allowable, somewhat higher speeds
on such curves may be used. The maximum speed of train,
however, will be the governing consideration in the choice of a
rather than the maximum degree-of-curve.
The rate of attaining the superelevation is sometimes given
as the governing consideration, but this rate must be governed
by the speed. To illustrate: The distance in which the outer
rail attains an elevation of i inch should not be the same for a
speed of 60 miles an hour as for one of 40 miles. The schedule
of maximum values of a for various speeds as given above in-
volves, approximately, attaining i inch of elevation in the fol-
lowing distances: 60 miles, 80 feet; 50 miles, 53 feet; 40 miles^
44 feet; 25 miles, 40 feet.
For a given value of a there may be a question as to how
flat a curve may profitably be spiraled. In general it would seem
that for the lighter curves a value of less than i foot and for
the sharper curves of less than 0.6 foot would be the limit of
effective service, and that the efficiency is largely increased with
higher values of o. For a^^]/,, curves of 1° 30' and sharper
would fill this condition; for fl= i, 2° 30'; iox n=^2, 3° 30'; for
a=3V3, 5°; forrt=5,6°; for ^z=^io, 9°. With these values of ^,
spirals on curves lighter than those named are not very efficient;
and in any case decreasing the value of a and thus increasing the
length of the spiral will increase the efificiency of the spiral and
better the riding qualities of the curve.
The selection of a, then, must be a matter to be left to the
judgment of the engineer. As a guide the following table con-
taining values of a which have given satisfactory results at the
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speeds noted is given. Lower values of a are of course advan-
tageous; as, for example, at a speed of 40 miles an hour a=iyi'
or even 1 will make a more efficient easement than the one given.
Higher values of a—shorter spirals—ma\- he necessary in many
cases, but it must be understood that they will not be so satisfac-
tory. TIh' column headed "Minimum curve spiraled" is the
lightest cur\e which it is considered desirable to spiral with the
\alue of a gi\en opposite. The speeds are given in miles per hour
and the elexations in inches.
Minimum Spiral for Maximum Speed.
[aximum
Speed.
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Location from P.C. of Offsetted Curve. If a simple
curve has been run, as DLH in Fig. i, o may be computed, the
offset measured to B and the distance t measured to locate the
P.S. (A). The length y^ L^ measured from the P.C. on the circu-
lar curve will locate the P.C.C. (L). Similarly if the tangent is
fixed the curve may be located by first making the offset from
the tangent to the P.C.
If both P.C. and tangent are fixed with an offset ^=BD be-
tween them, a mav be found from a=.26gi''^; or a and L may
o
be found from Table X. After finding /, the P.S. may be located
in the usual manner. This method is a great convenience where
it is desired on account of the ground to throw the curve in or
out without changing the tangent, or where a similar change in
the tangent is desired without a change in the curve, the connec-
tion to be made by means of a suitable spiral.
LAYING OUT THE SPIRAL BY CO-ORDINATES.
With the initial tangent as axis of X and the P.S. as the
origin of co-ordinates, it is not difficult to locate points on the
spiral by means of co-ordinates. These may be calculated from
equations (6) and (7), or they may be taken from the tables.
Beyond B of Fig. i, the ordinates become large and the x correc-
tion may be considerable. For long spirals, the second term of
the
J)/
series, may need to be considered. The property that the
spiral diverges from the circular curve at the same rate as from
the initial tangent is of service. Between E and the P.C.C.(L)
measure the ordinate or offset from the circular curve, using for
this offset at a point a given distance from the P.C.C. the ordin-
ate
_>- of the spiral from the tangent at the same distance from the
P.S. Thus, for a^ I, by Table I, for a point 200 ft. from the P.S.,
j'=2.33 ft. To locate a point on the spiral 200 ft. from the
P.C.C, offset from the circular curve this same distance, 2.33 ft.
Knowing the y for any point on the cur\-e, the y for any
other point within ordinary limits may be found by multiplying
the former by the cube of the ratio of the distances from the
P.S. to the respective points; thus, if for a point 250 ft. from the
P.S., 7=4.54 ft., J at 300 ft. equals (|^)'^X 4. 54=7.85 ft. Simi-
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larh' points may be located by offsets from the circular curve,
the distance being measured from the P.C.C.
It the length of the half spiral be di\i(led into an integral
number of [)arts (See Fig. 5), any ordinate from the tangent or
from the circular curve may be easily calculated from o, by mul-
tiplying o h\ one half the cube of the ratio of* the number of
parts this point is from the P.S. to the whole number of j)arts.
Fig. 5.
RC.C.
The following table gives the factor by which the of the spiral
may be multiplied to determine the 7 of the point when the length
of the half spiral is divided into lO parts.
TABLE OF FACTORS FOR ORDIXATES.
To find 2/, multiply by the factor.
Ratio to half
length.
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The results by the above table are subject to error in the
hundredths place, but for usual cases are within .02 ft.
Many engineers prefer the co-ordinate method. The circu-
lar curve is run from the P.C. established by making the offset
from ihe initial tangent, and the spiral is then located by setting
off ordinates from the simple curve between P.C. and P.C.C. and
by ordinates from the initial tangent back to the P.S., or for the
latter portion by laying off —// from a tangent at the P.C.
parallel to the initial tangent, the ordinates being calculated by
one of the preceding methods. This is particularly applicable to
location work and to short spirals, though under many conditions
it may readily be applied to setting track centers.
LAYING OUT THE SPIRAL BY TRANSIT AND DEFLECTION ANGLES.
The spiral ma^' be run in with the transit by turning off
deflection angles and making measurements along chords in
much the same manner as circular curves. The deflection angles
are easily calculated, and the field work is not more difficult than
for circular curves. The ordinary transit-man will find no diffi-
culty in understanding the work. Since it is not necessary to
keep succeeding chords the same length as the first, the station-
ing may be kept up, and the even stations,
-f 50's, and other
points put in as usual. Herein is an advantage over methods
requiring a regular length of chord to be used.
Transit at P.S. With the transit at the P.S., the deflection
angle ''-•' ( BAL, Fig. i ) will locate points on the spiral. ^-^ may be
taken from the tables, or it may be calculated from Eq. (9),^=
^ J=,V a D. For this calculation, if desired, the square of L may
be taken from a table of squares, the lower decimals dropped,
and the multiplication by the simple factors remaining may be
made easily and rapidly. Thus, when «=2, to determine W for a
point 234 ft. (2.34 stations) from the P.S., find the square of 234
(54756), change the decimal point so that it will become the
square of 2.34 ( 5.48 ), and W=,l a Z-=J X 2 X 5.48— I ° 49'. If the
result is wanted in minutes, since Jx6o=io, use lO instead of \
If it is not desired that the even stations be located, the
spiral may be located by 50-ft. chords, or chords of other length,
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directl)' from the P.S. and the labor of calculation will be re-
duced.
Transit on Spiral.—For deflection angles from an interme-
diate transit point on ordinar\- circular curves, three methods are
in use among engineers: •
(a) The measurement and record of the angle between the
tangent to the cur\e at the transit point and the chord to the
point to be located.
(b) The use of the angle between the chord connecting the
transit point to the P.C., and the chord to the point to be located.
(c) The use of the angle between a line through the transit
point parallel to the initial tangent and the chord to the point to
be located. These three methods may be used with the spiral
and will be treated separately.
(a) Angles from Tayigent. By equation ( lO). the angle be-
tween the tangent at the transit point and any chord (as CBH,
Fig. 4) is '/'=>^ a L' {L—L')±l a {L—L')\ This method then
involves the following steps. With transit at B (Fig. 4) set
\-ernier at J'—^' (these being the angles for transit at the P.S.
for the point B ), and back-sight on the P.S. so that the zero read-
ing will give the tangent BH. To locate any point C find the
sum of ( I ) one half of the product of the degree-of-curve at the
transit point B by the distance in stations from the transit point
to C and (2) the spiral deflection angle ^ for the same distance.
F"or D. find the difference of these quantities. Thus, for a~-\,
with the transit 300 ft. from the P.S., D' the degree-of-curve at B
is 3". P'or C TOO ft. from B, add ^4 X 3X i= i° 30' and J X i X \-=
io',givmg 1° 40' for CBH. For U 100 ft. from B, DBG=i" 30'—
I0'= i'' 20'.
(b) Angles from Chord to the P.S. This is the method gener-
ally to be recommended. By equation (ii) the angle between
the chord from transit point to P.S. and any chord (as CBE. Fig.
4) is <^-\-\D' L, D' being the degree-of-curve at the transit point.
This method invohes the following steps: With transit at B and
vernier reading zero, back-sight on the P.S. To locate C turn
off an angle equal to the sum of ( i) the spiral deflection angle
^ for a distance equal to the distance from C to the P.S. and (2)
one sixth of the product of the degree-of-cur\e at the transit
point and L for the point C. Thus for a^=\, with the transit 300
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ft. from the P.S., Z)' at B is 3°. For C 100 ft. from B and 400
ft. from the P.C.,add ^XiX4'=2°40' and 1x3X4=2°, giving
4° 40' for CBE. For D 100 ft. from B, DBA=4o'+ i"=i° 40'.
To facilitate the calculation the transit point may be chosen
at a point where the spiral has an even degree-of-curve, as in the
above example, but this is not essential. It may be seen that
t(tZ>' gives the minutes per foot in \D'L.
(c) Angles ivith Initial Tangent. The use of angles with the
line parallel to the initial tangent (BK, Fig. 4) is the same as (b)
except that B\ the spiral deflection angle to the transit point,
must be added to all angles. Otherwise the method is the same
as (b). Use Equation (12).
Transit at P.C.C. With the transit at the P.C.C, the tan-
gent to the curve may be found by turning off from the chord to
the P.S. an angle Jj—^-^. Within ordinary limits this equals 26*5.
The main circular curve may be run as usual.
In case the P.S. can not be seen from the P.C.C, the chord
to the P.S. may be located by turning off from the chord to an
intermediate point on the spiral an angle Ji
—
S^— </* (ACB, Fig.
4,) where ^^ is the angle between this chord and the tangent at
P.C.C.
To locate the chord from P.C.C. to P.C. (not shown in any
diagram), deflect from the chord to the P.S. the angle J^Jj
—
B^^
To locate chord to P.C. from a chord to an intermediate point on
spiral, deflect from chord to the intermediate point the angle
^ Jj
—
(]>. With the data already at hand, it may be easier to cal-
culate this angle as B-\-\D'
L
— Vi Ji+ ^-^, remembering that W and
L refer to the intermediate point and D\ Jj and i~\ to the P.C.C.
Some engineers prefer to measure the deflection angles at
the P.C.C. for the circular curve from the tangent at the P.C.C,
and others prefer to measure from the chord to the P.C. and thus
maintain the same notes as though the spiral had not been used.
By the use of the angles discussed in the preceding paragraphs,
either method may be used.
To run from the P. C. C. toward the F. S.
(a) When the distances L are measured from the P.C.C,
deflect from the tangent to the curve an angle equal to the differ-
ence of (
I
) one-half the product of /), (degree-of-curve at P.C.C)
and distance L to point (which is the same as the deflection angle
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for D° circular curve) and (2) spiral deflection angle W for dis-
tance LA\aL-). This is the same as method {a) of "Transit on
Spiral." The method depends upon the principle that the spiral
deflects from the osculating curve at the P.C.C. at the same rate
that it deflects from the initial tangent at P.S.
Kb) When the distances L are measured from the P.S., de-
flect from the chord to the P.S. an angle equal to the sum of ( i
)
the spiral deflection angle W for distance L from the P.S. ( \a D)
and (2) one sixth of the product of D^ (degree-of-curve at the
P.C.C.) and /,(,'; A L). This is the same as (/;) of "Transit on
Spiral." l*'.ither method is easily used.
Transit Notes. For a spiral with ^=2 connecting with an
8° curve, ^=4, and if the P.S. has been found to be at 16+29, the
notes may be made as follows, using method (b) for the transit
on the spiral. At Sta. 19 the deflection angle from the chord to
the P.S, as a back-sight is the sum of those given in third and
fourth columns, and it is here inclosed in brackets.
5TA.
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(b) To replace a part of the existing curve with a curve of
slightl}^ smaller radius, compounding with the old curve.
(a) To Replace the Entire Curve. In Fig. 6, the line
TNH is the old curve. It is desired to throw the line out at H
the middle point of the curve, a distance HK=/, in order to put
in a spiral by throwing the line in at the P.C. P is the intersec-
/\
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old curve in choosin.i,^ the radius and degree of tlu- new cur\e,
and then determine/' and AT with the o for the new curve.
As an example take / -6o°, D^^6° , a^=2. Then o for a 6°
curve is 3.93. Take i.o as a trial \alue of /». The radius of the
new curve must hv 35. S ft. shorter than theold and a 6" 14' curve
may be used with
—
- 3.II7 or 31 1.7 ft. of spiral at the end. The
for the 6^ 14' cur\e will be 4.4 ft. and the resultint^/' is found
to be 0.5 ft. There will be 9" 43' in each of the spirals, and
40° 34' in the remaining circular curve. The P. S. may be located
by measuring the tangent distance 7] or the middle point K of
the curve may be located by means of the external distance, £.
{b) To Replace a Part of the Curve, P^irst Method. In
Pig- 7, B is the P. C. of the old curve whose degree is D,,. It is
desired to go back on this curve a distance B D and then com-
pound with a curve of somewhat sharper curvature, D-^, which if
Oridinal Curve
Fig. 7.
run to a point 1'. where its tangent is parallel to the original tan-
gent shall be at a distance EF=^ from it. The tangent and D^
curve may then be connected by a spiral having this 0. It is
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required to locate D and the P. S. and P. C. C. so that a selected
curve, Z>i, will give a calculated or assumed distance EF as o.
Let R^, be the radius of the D^, curve and R^^ that of the D-^




Having /j, back up on the curve to D, run the D^ curve to G,
the P. C. C. of spiral, and locate the spiral. The P. S. may be
located from B by
K&=t—{H~R^~o) tan I^=t—iR,—R^) sin /j (26)
Thus consider that a part of a 4° curve is to be replaced with
4°3o' curve, and that «=!, ^^6.62. By (25), /i^i6''35'. Take
out BD=4I4.6 ft. of a 4° curve and locate D. i6°35' of 4°3o'
cur\'e requires 368.5 ft. The half length of the spiral is 225 ft.
The P. C. C. is then found by running from D 368.5—225=143.5
ft. of 4°30' curve to the P. C. C, G. Likewise by ( 26) AB=224.8
—
45.4=179.4 ft.
The limiting values of D^ will be on the one hand |Z?o and on
the other a value which will make BD one-half the length of the
original curve. Ordinarily, Z>i should not be one fifth more than
Dq\ better less than one tenth more on sharp curves.
Second Method. When the middle portion of the cur\-e is
in fair alignment, and it is desired not to disturb it, a method by
taking up points on the old track and not running the tangents to
an intersection, ma}^ be used. See Fig. 8. Select M, N, and O on
the curve on the portion not to be disturbed. Set transit at M,
measure the distances MN and NO, and b)^ the usual methods for
circular curves determine the degree-of-curve, Z?q, which will fit this
middle portion. The selection of points in this way will probably
not give a curve whose tangent coincides with the track tangent.
Consider, that when this curve is run back until parallel to A H
at B, the distance from the track tangent is in. From M, inter-
sect with tangent at H and measure,/. Determine m by running
out MDB, or by calculation from m=}r{ G sin 1 and H G= H M
—GM, remembering that GM is the tangent distance for /" of D^,
curve. Let ED be the new D^ curve which must be run in from
D that EF shall be the o for the D^ curve. Call the radius of the
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Fic. 8
D„ curve R^, and that of the D^ curve K^ The D^ cur\e will have









\{ o is less than ;//, then R^ must be greater than A'„. If K
comes outside of AH, in must be added to o. Care must be taken
that M is far enough back on the curve.
To locate the curves, run /—/^ of Z>„ curve from I\I to D.
Run UE to locate the P.C., or run such part of this Z^j curve as
will give the P.C.C. for the spiral.
The P.S. (A) may be located as follows:
AH=/+BG—BK—HG cos / (28)
BG=GM, the tangent distance for /" of Z*,, curve, BK= (7v„—T^j)
sin /i, and HG cos / is also ;// cot /.
For example, if Z^,, has been found to be 4 and /at H 20°
and m 1.2 ft., select Z^j—4°30' and «— i. Then <?—6.62. From
equation (27) /i=i5°. Then as MB is 500 ft. and DB 375 ft.,
MD=I25 ft,, DE=333.3 ft. The P.C.C. for spiral is 333.3—225=
108, ft. from D. All ?4. 8+ 253.6—41.1- r434.o ft.
The spiral may be run in by usual methods.
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When the new D^ curve is so much sharper that it is desired to
connect it with the old by a spiral, the following method is ap-
plicable. Call Oi the offset to tangent, and ^o the offset between
the two curves, the latter to be found as for compound curves.








Methods of Track Men. When curves are left without
transition curves, many track men "ease" the curve b}^ throwing
the P.C. inward a short distance and gradually approaching the
tangent a few rail lengths away, while the main curve is reached
finally by sharpening the cur\'e for a short distance.
Another simple method for track which is aligned to a cir-
cular curve, consists in utilizing one of the properties of the
transition spiral. In Fig. i, let ABK be the original track line,
B being the P.C. Select a length of spiral and calculate o, or
select o and calculate the length, by a preceding method. At a
distance from B equal to half the length of spiral ( point on the
curve opposite L) throw the track inward to L a distance equal
to 0. At B, the old P.C, throw the track to E, a distance half as
great. Measure back from B half the length of the spiral to A
for the beginning of the easement. Between A and L, line the
track by eye, or calculate offsets from Table IX. The remainder
of the main curve must then be thrown in the same distance as
at L.
On long cur\-es the latter work would be objectionable. It
may be avoided by using a spiral running up to a curve whose
degree-of-curve is one third greater than that of the main curve
and compounding directly with the main curve. To do this, first
select length of spiral for a curve one third sharper than the
circular curve which call L. See Fig. 9. Call the circular curve
Z>„ and the curvature of the end of the spiral D^. Measure back
from the old P.C. on tangent a distance ^3 L, which will locate
the P.S. Measure forward on the curve from the P.C. a distance
\ L to locate the middle of the spiral, and offset from prolonga-
tion of tangent a distance equal to ^A o, or }{ ^ from the circular
curve. Measure also along the curve from the P.C. a distance 73
L to the P.C.C. where the track will not be changed. The spiral
will pass the old P.C. at ^- from it, and at a point }{ L from the
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P.C.C. will be ]/^ o distant from the circular curve. The spiral is
one and one half times as long as the circular curve replaced.
The used must be that for the full spiral and for the sharper
curve, I -Z>,„ and the true position of the circular curve should be
known. As the last fourth of this spiral is sharper than the main
cur\c, the elevation of the outer rail up to the P.C.C. must be
greater than that on the main curve, gradualh" reducing beyond





Thus, for a 3° curve, using «=i, the degree at the end of
spiral will be 3X|=4, and the length of spiral required is 400 ft.,
(9=4.65. The P.S. win be 133.7 ft. back of the P.C, the middle
of spiral 66.7 ft. ahead of P.C, and the P.C.C 266.7 ft. ahead of
P.C. At the P.C the track must be thrown in 0.69 ft., at the
middle point 2.32 ft. from tangent (1.16 ft. from curve), and at
the third quarter point .58 ft. from curve, while at the P.C.C.
there will be no change. Between these points the track may be
aligned by eye, or ordinates may be calculated by Table IX.
However, while such methods are easements, they are at
best makeshifts and should give place to better methods.




The spiral may be used to connect curves of different radii,
choosing that part of the spiral having curvature intermediate
between the degrees of the two curves ; thus, connect a 3° and an
8° curve by omitting the spiral up to D^=2)° ^^^ continuing until
D=i°. In Fig. 10, DKM is a Dl curve, and LNP a D., curve, the
Fig. 10.
two curves having parallel tangents at M and N. Do is greater
than Z>i. Call the distance MN 0. It is desired to connect the
two curves by a spiral shown by the full line KP. The degree of
curve of the spiral at K must be D^, and at P, JJ.^. Consider the
spiral to be run backward from K to a tangent at A. Then the spiral
from K to P is the portion of the regular spiral from where its
degree is D^ to the point where it is I>2. Since the spiral diverges
from the osculating circle at the same rate as from the tangent
at the P. S., PN:=MK and the spiral bisects MN. MN, or o, is
the offset for a spiral for a curve whose degree is D.^—D^. Hence,
find o for a D,—D^ curve, and make the offset at MN. Measure
MK and NP each equal to ^4 —^ -\ thus locating the P. C. C. of
each curve K and P. Run in the spiral from K or P by the method
for point on spiral heretofore described, AK being omitted. The
angle between tangents at K and P is J for a D^ spiral minus J for
Dl spiral, and may also be expressed as % ( A+^2) times KP in
stations. Thus, with a=2, to connect a 3° and 8° curve, <?=2.27,
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the value for a 5 spiral. The portion of the spiral used will be
J50 ft. loiii;-. K is 125 ft. from M, and N is 125 ft. from V. If
greater accuracy is required, the x Cor. for this lens^th should be
subtracted from 125. The angle between tangents at K and P is
1^2X2.50 (3°+8")--=i 3 45'-
The spiral may also be used to connect two curves having a
given offset between them.
To Insert in Old Tr.ack. It may be desired to insert a
spiral between the two curves of an existing compound curve by
first replacing a part of the sharper curve with a curve of slightly
smaller radius.
In Fig. II, let AB be a Z>i°curve and BG a D-^^ curve, B being
the P.C.C. and the A° curve having the smaller radius. It is
desired to go back on the A° curve to a point D and there com-
pound with a A° curve which shall be run to a point E where its
tangent shall have the same direction as the tangent to the A"
curve produced backward to F has at F. The radial distance
EF corresponds to the offset of the usual spiral and will be called
0. It is desired to locate D and F so that a selected curve, A^
will give a calculated or assumed distance EF as o.
The distance EF is made up of FK and KE, the first being
the divergence of the A° curve from the B° curve in the dis-
tance BF and the second the divergence of the A° curve from
the A° curve in the distance DE. Call the distance BF Z^, and
DE, L,. F^or the small angles used these divergences may be
calculated accurately enough by the approximate formula for
tangent offset, 7=.87 DL\ and we shall have
EF=.87 {D,—D,) Z/+.87 (A—A) Lx=o, or
{D,—D,) Li+{D,—D,) A'-'=i-i5 ^ '30)
Since the amount of A' curve in BF plus the amount of
A° curve is DE (total angle) must be equal to the amount of
A° curve taken out, we have
A A+A ^i=A (A+A) or
(A—A) A-=(A—A) /'I ( 31
)
Combining (30) and (31) and solving,
^^ ~ • \a-A) (A-A) ' ^
4^=1.15 (ApAL^ (33,
^7A—A,)(A—A)
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Having L^ and L^, the points D, E and F may be located,
and the 7>o° curve may be run in from D as far as necessary. The
problem is then identical with that of putting a spiral between two
curves having an offset o (EF) between their parallel tangents.
By the principles governing the placing of a spiral between
two curves, it is seen that the length of the connecting spiral L'
is that of a spiral for a curve of degree equal to the difference of
degree of the two connected ; that is
L'-
A-A
The offset is equal to that for a {D^
—
A) degree curve from
a tangent or
^=.0725 {JJ,—J\) ^'-=.0725 aL" (34)
Half of this spiral will lie on one side of the offset and half
on the other, hence in Fig. 12 }^L to the right of F will gi\'e the
beginning of the spiral H, and VjZ to the left of E will gi\t the
end of spiral I.
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The method of field work will then be as follows : Measure
from 1^. the P. C. C. hack on the />i curve a distance BH= )^Z,'—
A, to locatr the point of spiral H. Measure from B on the 7>g curve
the distance BD/,i+Z,2 to D, the new P. C. C.run in the 7>2 curve
to 1, 1)1 beinjj^ Aj+Z-o
—
^-Z'- The spiral is then to be run in from
H to I.
Tlic field work for the spiral is simple. The spiral may be
run in by offsetting- from the 7>i curve HF (Fig. 12), knowing
that tlie offset from the curve to the spiral is the same as that of
a spiral from tlie tangent using the distance from H as the dis-
tance on the spiral. Likewise the remainder of the spiral maybe
offsetted from the IK curve IE using distances from I in the
calculations.
If the field work on the spiral is to be done by deflection
angles, the spiral may be run in from H by using as deflection
angles the sum of the deflection angle for the circular curve HF
and the spiral deflection angle from a tangent for the same dis-
tance
;
or the transition spiral may be run backward from I in a
similar manner. In either case the work will be no more dif^cult
than for spirals for simple curves.
As an example let us consider that a 2° and an 8° curve are
compounded at B. Consider that the degree of the new cur\e to
be run in is 8°30', and that the value of a to be used is 2. Then
Z>i^2, A=8, Z).2=8>^. For a spiral from 2° to 8'3o', the value
of the offset o (EF) is the same as the o for a 6^30' curve from a
tangent. Hence i?=4.99. ^Y formula (32), Ly=.2']\, and by
formula (33), ^,=3.255. Hence the point D will be back on the
D% curve 325.5+ 27.1 or 352.6 ft. from B. The length of the spiral
g 1/ 9
to be used will be Z'=^—^==3.25. Of this 162.5 ft. will be to
the left of E and 162.5 ft. will be to the right of F, Hence H and
I, the ends of the spiral, may be readily located and the spiral
may be run in.
By this method the value of a may be chosen beforehand,
the value of may be easily calculated, and the preliminary field
work is small. It may be stated that the limiting values of D^
will be, on the one hand, a value so near -/A, that the resulting L^
will carry the new point of compound curve back to the end of
the old curve, and on the other hand such that the length of the
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Z?2 curve shall be at least equal to half the length of the transition
spiral, a value which may be shown to be Z^2=i (4A
—
D-^).
For large angles the above method is subject to slight error.
Conclusion.
The problems and methods here presented are only a few of
the many applications which may be made. For particular
conditions the engineer may readily develop other methods.
The preceding methods have generally been based upon the
principle that spiral is to be of the same degree of curvature at
the end as the main curve, and may need slight modification
when not so. The value of o and the angle in the circular curve
omitted must be that for the spiral used. Thus with ^= 2 the
spiral at the end of 300 ft. will be a 6° curve. It may, however,
be then compounded with a curve of different radius, as a 6° 30'
curve, provided the offset is 3.93 and the central angle between
the P. C. and the P.C.C. is 9°. Generally, in order to utilize the
problems gi\'en for old track, etc., the formulas will need to be
modified if D^^ does not agree with D^.
In elevating the outer rail, the superelevation must begin
with o at the P.S. and increase regularly with the distance along
the spiral to the full amount for the main curve at the P.C.C. If
the degree-of-curve of the spiral at any point is known, the super-
elevation will be the amount for such a curve.
In the field work with curves having the transition spiral,
most of the usual formulas of the various location problems, like
"Required to change the P. C. so that the curve may end in a
parallel tangent," may be used without modification with curves
having transition endings, by simply considering the whole inter-
section angle including the angle in the spirals. This is true
whenever the same amount of spiral is used with the new curve.
If the degree-of-curve changes and with it the length of the spiral,
the difference between the c>'s in the two cases must be allowed for.
With a little practice in using such formulas with spirals, the
engineer will find no difficulty.
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The transition spiral has the merit of comparative simplicity
and extreme flexibility. It is a natural method, since it is so
similar to the methods used in layin^ out ordinary- circular curves.
Like circular curxes, the length alonjf the curve is tiie principal
term, and the degree-of-curve, central angle, deflection angles
and ordinates are obtainable from this \ariable. It may be used
with any main curve, even of fractional degree; any length of
chord may be used in measurement under the same restrictions
as circular curves, and as it is not necessary to restrict the meas-
urements to a common chord, intermediate points may be readily
located. The calculation for angles and distances are easily
made. If desired, the tangent and the circular curve may be run
out and the spiral put in b\' co-ordinates, one half from the tan-
gent and one half from the circular curve. This is especially ap-
plicable to location work and to short spirals.
The engineer need not be frightened by the mathematics in
the demonstration of the formulas; the principles and methods
may be understood without mastering the demonstrations. Ex-
perience has shown that the ordinary transit man, with a little
thought and study, can understand and use the transition spiral
as easily as circular cur^•es, and that young assistants without
previous training readily take up the work.
It may be said in reference to other easements that the use
of the cubic parabola, except for the relation between .v and ;/,
has no properties of value for a transition curve which are not
merely approximations of the transition spiral. Within small
limits, the radius of curvature and the angles to be used approach
somewhat closely to those for the transition cur\e. As soon as
X differs materially from the length of curve, a correction has to
be made. The radius of curvature finally begins to increase.
The investigation of the cubic parabola in reference to its radius
of curvature, its angle turned, the angular deflection to points on
it, and the length of the curve, require as long mathematical
equations as those governing the transition spiral. Many at-
tempts have been made to utilize this curve, but both field work
and computations are too intricate and incon\enient if the curve
has any considerable length, and it has no advantage over the
transition spiral.
Continued on page 124
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EXPLANATION OF TABLES.
In Tables I-VII, the columns give the following properties:
1. The distance in feet from the P. S. along the spiral to a
point on the spiral; i. e. looZ. The full length of spiral will give
values for the terminal point, the P.C.C. of main curve.
2. D, the degree-of-curve of the spiral at any point. It
becomes Z^j at the P.C.C.
3. J, the spiral angle or change of direction of the spiral to
this point.
4. w, the spiral deflection angle at the P.S. from the initial
tangent.
• 5. o, the offset from the initial tangent to the P.C. of main
curve produced backward. This value must be taken from the
line for the full length of spiral.
6. J', the ordinate from the initial tangent as the axis of X.
7. X Cor., an amount to be subtracted from the distance in




8. t Cor., an amount to be subtracted from half the full
length of the spiral in feet to find /", the abscissa of the P.C.
Enter the table with full length of the spiral used.
To find the long chord to P. S., subtract -/j of x Cor. from the
length of the spiral in feet.
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Intermediate values may be found by interpolation.
For other values of a, multiply the tabulated \alues of Z>, /J,
W, 0, and J in Table I opposite the given distance from P.S. by the
a of the desired spiral, and x Cor. and t Cor. by the square of
a. For inaccuracies of this method see page 89. If a and D or
are given, first find L.
Tabic IX permits ordinates to be calculated from 0. See
Fig. 5-
Table X gives values of ^ and L for \alues of a and D.
With transit at intermediate point on spiral, for deflection
angle '/', see page 96.
For full nomenclature, see page 75.
For equations and summary of principles, see page 84.
For fuller explanation of tables and errors of interpolation, see
page 88.
For choice of a, see page 90.
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TABLE I. TRANSITION SPIRAL.
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TABLE III.









V in 50 ft.
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TABLE V





TABLE VI. TRANSITION SPIRAL.
1 in .
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1° in 20 ft.
TABI.E VII. TRANSITION SPIRAL.
Length
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TABLE VIII. TRANSITION vSPIRAL.
Y in
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TABLE X. OFFSETS FOR SPIRALS.
D
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The question of the efficiency of easement curves is of con-
siderable importance. The objection is sometimes raised that
even if track is laid out with a carefully fitted spiral there would
be no possibility of keeping it in place by the methods of the
ordinary trackman. This identical objection could be made with
the same force against carefully laid out circular curves, yet no
engineer would recommend abolishing that practice. Even if, in
relining, the transition curve is considerably distorted, it remains
an easement, and will be in far better ridin'g condition than a dis-
torted circular curve. By marking the P.S. and the P.C.C. with
a stake or post, with possibly on long spirals an intermediate
point, the trackman will be able to keep the spiral in as good
condition as though it were of uniform curvature.
Properly constructed spirals would frequently allow the use
of sharper curvature—since the riding quality of curves may be the
governing consideration in the selection of a maximum—and
thus make a savmg in construction. By fitting curves with proper
transition spirals, roads using sharp curves may partially relieve
the objection of the public to traveling by their routes. The
introduction of fast trains has made it necessary to take every
precaution to secure an easy-riding track. The disagreeable
lurch and necessary "slow order" for fast trains at certain curves
on man}- roads has been entirely eliminated by the construction
of proper spirals, and passengers do not now know when such
curves are reached. The transition curve has, then, a financial
value largely overbalancing its cost. The adoption of such curves
by many of our principal railways proves their efficiency, and the
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FALLACIES IN GOOD-ROAD ECONOMICS.
By Ira O. Baker, Professor of Civil Engineering.
University of Illinois.
It g-oes without saying- that the eng-ineer should know how
to build good roads; and his duty as a citizen and his profess-
ional interest require that he should be acquainted with the
facts and arg^uments relating- to road improvements, as well as
with the methods of construction. This is particularly true,
since in the current literature on highway improvement, it is
usually claimed that one of the conditions necessary to success
is to commit the construction and maintenance of roads to
engineers. In g-eneral, it is frequentl}' as important for the
eng-ineer to understand the ways and means, as to be able to
carry out the plan. Therefore it is believed that a discussion of
a question in g-ood-road economics is appropriate in an eng-ineer-
ing mag-azine.
Recently there has been no lack of literature concerning- the
advantag-es of g-ood roads; but some of it has done more harm
than g-ood, since its extreme views and fallacious arg-uments
have antag-onized many of those whose cooperation must be
enlisted before any considerable improvement of the condition
of the public highways can be secured. Farmers instinctively
know that some of the leading- arg-utnents in favor of hig-hway
improvement are erroneous; and therefore discredit all reasons
in favor of better roads, are indifferent to all sug-gestions as to
methods of road improvement, and are suspicious of the motives
prompting- the ag-itation. The writer has an extended acquaint-
ance with Hig-hway Commissioners and County Supervisors in
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the eastern part of central Illinois, and is certain that the above
does not misrepresent the attitude toward the g^ood road ag^ita-
tion of leading- farmers in the corn belt. No reform or advance-
ment can be made unless it be founded upon truthful statements
and reasonable arg-uments; and no highway improvement of an}'
moment can be secured unless the farmers and land owners
believe the arg"uments and trust the motives of the advocates of
g-ood roads.
It is proposed to examine the arguments of some of the more
prominent advocates of road improvement, with a view of deter-
mining- the limitations as to permissible cost.
A WILD GUESS.
A favorite method of showing- the wastefulness of bad roads
is to compare the efficiency of horses on European and American
roads. Some claim that a horse in Europe does twice as much
work as in America, solely because of the better roads; while
others claim that three horses in Europe do as much as four in
America. The annual cost of bad roads to the American farmer
is then said to be the annual cost of feeding- one quarter to one
half of all the horses in America plus the annual interest on the
value of the superfluous horses. The results are truly appalling-.
In the first place, the premesis is a mere g-uess, since
it is impossible oif-hand to state the relative efficiency of horses
in Europe and in America. Doubtless there are poor roads in
Europe, and there are surely some g-ood ones in America.
In the second place, the above line of arg-ument assumes
that all horses are continuously upon the road. This assump-
tion is seriously in error, since there are a larg-e number of horses
in the cities not in any way connected with the farms, and far-
ther since the horses on the farms include a number too young-
to work, and still farther since most farmers require consider-
ably more horses to raise the crops than to transport them to
market.
Is it sur|)rising- that such arg-uments fail to convince the
farmer of the disastrous cost of bad roads? It is astonishing-
that such estimates were ever seriously proposed. They are
unworthy of further consideration, and are referred to here only
because they are frequently quoted.
A ROUGH ESTIMATE.
Another favorite method of demonstrating- the cost of bad
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roads is to estimate the saving per horse due to improved roads.
The annual saving- per horse is variously estimated at from $10
to $20, and the saving in vehicles and harness is estimated as
equivalent to $5 per horse, making a total annual saving by good
roads of $15 to $25 per horse.* This sum is then multiplied by
the number of horses given in the census report or returned by
the tax assessor, and the product is said to be the annual loss by
the farmers due to bad roads. Using the smaller of these values,
one author makes the annual loss in Illinois $15 000 000, equiva-
lent to $272 for each square mile in the state.! Is this result
even approximately correct?
1. No evidence is offered to show the actual loss by bad
roads. Possibly a horse continually on the road could earn $10 to
$20 per year more on good roads than on poor ones. But, on the
contrary, farmers frequently claim that the damage to a horse
through driving on "good roads," /. e., on stone roads, is more
than $15 per annum. "The hard roads stiffen up a horse." The
cost of keeping a horse shod is considerably more with stone
than with earth roads. These losses due to good roads are
reasonably certain, while the advantages claimed are prob-
lematic.
Possibly the damage to vehicles and harness is more with
poor than with good roads; but farmers claim that vehicles wear
out faster on stone than on earth roads.
In short, the advantages are not all on one side, and the
saving claimed is not proven.
2. Even though a horse continually on the road could and
would earn $15 per annum more on good roads than on poor ones,
the above estimate is grossly in error, since only a small per cent
of the horses are on the road all the time, or since the average
horse is on the road only a very small part of the time. Unques-
tionably a horse can do more work on good roads than on poor
ones, but that does not prove that farmers, gardeners, etc., as a
rule, would require fewer horses or that their horses would earn
more with better roads.
*Problenis of To-day, Richard T. Ely, 1890, New York, 3d ed., p. 148.
Road Legislation for the American State, Jeremiah W. Jenks, Baltimore, i88g,
p. 14. Report on Highways of Maryland, 1899, Baltimore, p. 410.
tRoad Legislation for the American State, p. 14.
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STATISTICAL COST OF WAGON TRANSPORTATION.
The Office of Road Inquiry of the United States Department
of Agriculture, in Circular No. 19, as a result of "ten thousand
letters of inquir}- sent to intellig-ent and reliable farmers throug-h-
out the country," presents the statistics in Table I as to the
leng-th of haul, weig-ht of load, cost per ton mile, and cost from
farm to market. The table "represents the consolidated report
from about 1 200 counties."
TABLE I.
DATA ON COST OF BAD ROADS.
Ref
No.
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all the railroads in the United States for the year 1899. It is
more than the freig-ht earning^sof practically all the railroads of
the country. "The immensity of this charge," to quote from
the above circular, "will be best realized by comparing- it with
the value of all farm products in the United States for the year
1890—$2 480 170 454, which value has probably diminished since
that date." In other words, according to the above data, the
annual cost of the transportation upon the public highways of
the United States is equal to 38 per cent of the value of the farm
crops. Or, since 70 per cent of the freight is assumed to be
farm products, the cost of hauling directly and indirectly con-
nected with marketing the crops is 38 x 70= 26.6 per cent of the
value of these products. According to the Report of the
Eleventh Census, there are 5 442 756 farmers, planters, dairy-
men, gardners, florists, nurserymen, and vine-growers in the
United States, and therefore the above cost of transportation is
equivalent to $157 for each "farmer." Again, according to the
census the area of the farms is approximately 1 000 000 square
miles; and therefore the above cost of transportation is $946 per
square mile, or $1 48 per acre, which is more than one fourth of
the annual rent of farm lands. Is this conclusion approximately
true?
The above data is the result of an earnest and comparatively
elaborate attempt to throw light upon a complicated question
materially affecting" the entire population of this country; and
therefore the methods employed and the results obtained are
worthy of a careful and detailed examination.
While the examination about to be entered upon is primarily
to determine the cost of transportation upon wag^on roads, inci-
dentally it will illustrate some of the principles to be employed
in deducing conclusions from statistics. The incidental purpose
is worthy of a far more careful discussion than can be given to
it in this connection.
Elaborateness of the Investigation. Owing to its
seeming elaborateness, the above official investigation has car-
ried great weight—witness the following- from a State Highway
Commission: "Although any one result may be considerably
in error, the average of so many must be quite reliable." The
statement that ten thousand letters of inquiry were sent out,
apparently creates the conviction that the investigation was a
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very elaborate one. The area to be covered was also very great;
and the inquiries averag-ed only one to 300 square miles,—or say
about three inquiries to two counties. This shows that the
attempt was not on a very elaborate scale. The writer has
inquired and has been officially informed that it is not known
how many answers were received. The statement is that Table
I "represents the return from about 1 200 counties," or about
one county in twenty-five. This shows that the number of
answers was entirely inadequate to secure representative data
for the whole country. Farther, the value of the answers will
depend g-reatly upon their distribution. Inquiry has been made,
but nothing" can be learned of the distribution of the answers.
However, the Circular prints twenty-six replies of "representa-
tive men," of which eighteen, or 69 per cent, are from New
Jersey. If the replies were bunched in anything like this pro-
portion, then some parts of the country are indeed meagerly
represented in Table I. At best, data for one county in twenty-
five can not be accurately representative.
Average Haul. The value of the reply as to the average
haul will depend upon the manner of determining it. "The Road
Inquiry Office has no copy of the letter of inquiry." Apparently
the letter merel}- asked for the average haul, and gave no
instructions as to the method to be used in deducing it. A man
on receiving such an inquiry and knowing that farm products
were hauled to a certain town from all distances up to ten miles,
would probably reply that the average haul was one half of
0+10, or 5 miles. By many trials, the writer has found that in
the great majority of cases this answer is accepted as correct;
while in fact it is erroneous, and in many cases greatly so.
This method of determining the average haul does not take into
account the number of loads hauled each distance.
1. The correct determination of the average haul for any
particular place is a complicated matter. To illustrate the
difficulties, let us assume that the number of tons per acre is the
same for all distances. For a certain distance out from a rail-
road station all of the land is tributary to this particular station,
and hence out to this limit the number of tons hauled will vary
as to the square of the distance. Beyond this limit only part of
the land is tributar}' to this particular station, and consequently
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as the distance increases
finally becomes zero.
This state of affairs is
represented in Fig-. 1.
The area OAl repre-
sents the area tributary
and within i mile of
this station; the area
1AB2 represents the
tributary area more
than 1 mile and less
than 2 miles from the
station; and similarly
for the other distances.
From to B, for the






stone roads to market, then the result for the average distance
hauled, even thoug-h correctly determined, is of but little value
in determining- the cost of hauling the average farm product to
market. The writer could learn nothing about the distribution
of the letters of inquiry; but in the circular giving the results of
the investigation are published a number of "opinions of repre-
sentative men," of which 69 per cent are from New Jersey.
Doubtless a considerable part of the traffic in New Jersey is
hauling perishable products on good roads to large towns and
cities; and hence does not represent average conditions. Farther,
a disproportionate per cent of these replies are from large cities.
Obviously the value of the individual replies will depend upon
the points from which they came.
3. The value of the average of several replies will depend
upon the distribution of the replies. One part of the state
furnishes more traffic and is better supplied with railroads than
another. The replies should be distributed proportionately to
the amount of traffic.
The above facts show some of the errors which vitiate the
results. The problem is such that a farmer could not be ex-
pected to determine a result with any considerable accuracy for
any particular place; and the nature of the investigation is such
that a multiplicity of results does not insure a correspondingly
accurate average.
The designation of the territories covered by Table I is too
indefinite to permit a direct test of the data; but an examination
of a railroad map shows that probably the average haul as given
in Table I is considerable too great—at least for the states that
furnish the bulk of the traffic. Portions of a state may be found
which are relatively at a considerable distance from a railroad
station, but in nearly every case it will be found that throughout
that area there is but little traffic on the public highways.
The reliability of the value of the average haul as given in
Table I can be approximately tested in another wa3\ For
example, Illinois has an area of 56 600 square miles, and has
10 752 miles of railwa3's exclusive of sidings and second tracks;
or 1 mile of railroad for each 5.3 square miles of area. Investi-
gations also show that the distance between railroad stations
averages a trifle under 4.5 miles. Therefore, if we consider a
strip of land 5.3 x 1 miles laid transverse)}' across the railroad
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half way between railroad stations, then the maximum haul will
be approximately >2 of 5.3-|->^ of 4.5=4.9 miles. This may be
regarded as the averagfe maximum distance of haul in Illinois.
The average haul is probably approximately half this, or say
2.5 miles. There is a slight error in the above computation,
since no account is taken of the fact that the railroads cross each
other; and this error makes the result slightly too small.
By the preceeding method of solution the average haul for
Iowa is slightly less than that for Illinois; while that for eastern
Kansas and eastern Nebraska are a little greater than for
Illinois. Illinois, Iowa, eastern Kansas and eastern Nebraska
furnish the bulk of the traffic from the "prairie states," and
hence we conclude that the value of the average haul as given in
Table I for the "prairie states," 8.8 miles, is perhaps three
times too great.
Finally, notice that 30 per cent of the freight supposed to
be hauled on the wagon roads is forest products, and therefore
"the distance from farm to market" has little or nothing to do
with this part of the traffic.
Average Weight Hauled. The weight of the average
load varies chiefly with the grade of the load and condition of
its surface; and in most localities the latter varies greatly with
the season, and is not the same for any two successive years.
Farther, with earth roads the most of the freight is hauled when
the roads are in their best condition. For these reasons, it is a
matter of considerable difficulty to determine the weight of the
average load for any particular place, much less for an average
of several states. However, as this data is not directly used in
determining the supposed cost of bad roads, this phase of the
subject will not be discussed farther.
Cost per Ton-Mile. No details are given as to the method
employed in determining the cost per ton-mile of hauling crops
from the farm to market. The prices given indicate that the
wages of a wagon, team, and driver were assumed to be about
35 cents per hour; that the load was assumed to be approxi-
mately 1 ton; that the team was assumed to travel about 3 miles
per hour; and that the team was assumed to haul a load only
one way. There are three radical errors in this method.
1. The price per day is too great or the amount hauled per
load is too small. The writer has considerable knowledsfe of
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the prices actually paid for hauling- on Illinois roads, and believes
that the prices in Table I are the maximum rather than the
averag-e, and are perhaps a third too high.
2 The great bulk of teaming is done when the roads are
at least in fair conditions, when the load is considerably more
than 1 ton. In fact, there is very little of the crop hauled to
market when the load is one ton or less. The writer has exam-
ined the records of several grain buyers in central Illinois, where
at times the roads are as bad as anywhere, and finds that the
average load is nearly a ton and a half.
3. The most important error in the whole investigation
under consideration is the assumption that the chief business of
the farmer is transporting his crops to market. The great bulk
of farm crops is hauled to market when the farmer has nothing"
else to do, or when it is not a matter of much moment whether
other work is dela3^ed; and in this case the cost is merely nominal.
In many localities there is a choice of markets; and in cen-
tral Illinois it is nothing uncommon for a farmer to haul corn
four to six miles extra for a difference of one cent per bushel.
Thirty-six bushels make a ton, and therefore he receives 36
cents per ton for the extra hauling, or say (> to 9 cents per ton-
mile. This result is approximately one third of that in Table 1.
The results in Table I for the cost per ton-mile may be
approximately correct for gardeners, dairymen, etc., who are
compelled to keep a team upon the road nearly every day of the
year; but these are not representative "farmers,'* for according
to the Eleventh Census of the United States there are 5 281 557
farmers and planters, and only 90 470 gardeners, dairymen,
florists, nurserymen, and vine-growers. Again, the writer has
frequently asked grain farmers: "What is it worth to haul
crops to market?" and in a great majority of cases has received
answers substantially as in Table I; but on asking: "What does
it reall}' cost 3'ou," the answer is almost invariably: '"Nothing-."
The average farmer is not conscious that it costs him anything-
to haul his crops to market.
The Amount Hauled. In the computation of the cost of
wagon transportation, the Circular referred to above assumes
that the farm products consumed on the farm were offset by the
hauling of lumber, coal, fertilizers, merchandise, etc., to the
farm. In the first place, it is doubtful if there are as many tons
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of freig"ht hauled to the farm as there are of products consumed
on the farm. In the second place, the offset oug-ht not to be
allowed, since almost always the freio^ht hauled to the farm is
broug-ht back when a load of produce is taken to town, or is
hauled back incidental to a trip for some other purpose, or is
hauled when there is nothing else to do. In the third place, a
consideiable part of the farm product is driven to market on foot.
Conclusion. Above it has been shown for Illinois (1) that
the averag-e haul is probably less than one third of that g-iven
by Table I; (2) that the cost per ton-mile is not more than one
third of the value g-iven in Table I; and consequently for Illinois
the averag-e cost from farm to market is only about one third of
one third, or one ninth, of that stated in the table.
In the light of this conclusion, it is astonishing- that the
results from the circular under review have so frequently been
used with approval in newspaper and mag-azine articles, in public
addresses, in governor's official messag-es, in resolutions by
boards of trade, and in books on road improvement. When such
arguments are the chief stock in trade of would-be road reform-
ers, is it any wonder that farmers are indifferent? They
instinctively know that conclusions such as those deduced above
from Table I are ridiculous, and not unnaturally distrust the
motives prompting- the argument, and are hostile to all propo-
sitions for road improvement.
"definite saving by good roads.''
The Office of Road Inquiry, in Circular No. 19, as above,
estimates the possible annual saving- by road improvement as
two thirds of $943 314 665.54, or $628 000 000. This is equal to
an average of $105 for each farmer, planter, fruit-grower, g-ar-
dener, etc., in the United States; or an average of 78 cents for
each acre of farm lands.
The above estimate is based upon a comparison of the data in
Circular No. 19 above with that on the "Cost of Hauling- Farm
Products to Market or Shipping- Point in European Countries,
Collected by U. S. Consular Ag-ents," published in Circular No.
27 of the Office of Road Inquiry of the U. S. Department of
Ag-riculture. The averag-e cost as g-iven in the latter circular
(when translated) is 10 cents per ton-mile, and the difference
between this and the averag-e stated in Table I is 15 cents per
ton-mile, which is two thirds of the total in Table I. Evidently
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any conclusions based on Table I are greatly in error, as has
already been shown.
Apparently the averag^e cost of wag^on transportation in
Europe as stated in the preceding- paragraph is more than that
deduced in the preceding- part of this paper, for this country.
In the tirst place, the statistics from Europe are open to the
criticisms made ag-ainst the data in Table I. In the second
place, the twelve results g-iven in the circular vary from 4 to 30
cents per ton-mile, which is too wide a rang-e and too few results
for an accurate determination of the cost of wagon transporta-
tion in Europe. In the third place, some of the results are
professedly the cost to transportation companies, and some the
cost to farmers to whom the hauling- of the crops to market is
merely an incident of farm work. And finally the data for the
cost of hauling- not done by transportation companies is for
hauling g-arden products, etc., to large cities, and is therefore
not representative of the cost of transporting- general farm
products to market. The cost of wag-on transportation on the
very best roads of Europe oug-ht not to be verj- much less than
the ordinary cost of hauling farm crops to market in America,
for in most cases the latter is done when the roads are in fair or
good conditions, and when in their best condition earth roads
are nearly as good as the best stone roads.
The above method of estimating the saving due to good
roads is materially in error, if not very deceptive, since no
account is taken of either the annual interest on the original
investment or of the increased cost of maintaining the better
roads. Of course, these items will vary greatly with the loca-
tion and character of the road and with the amount of traffic;
but this is no reason why they they should be omitted in such
estimates. An elaborate official report* in making "an approx-
imate estimate of the actual amount of money that would be
saved annually by good roads" neglects these items, when on a
preceding pagef it had been shown that the original cost of the
roads of France varies from S12 880 to $2 580 per mile, and the
anuual cost of maintenance varies from S258 to S64, respectively.
Of these higher priced roads, "national roads," there is one
mile for each 8.7 square mile of territory; and of the lower
Report of the Highways of Maryland, Baltimore, 1899, p. 408-9.
flbid., p. 385.
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priced roads, "neig"hborhood roads of the lowest grade," 1 mile
for each 1.3 square miles of area. The original cost of the
national roads of France is $12 880 per linear mile of road or
$1 480 per square mile of tributary area, which at 5 per cent
interest is equal to an annual charg-e of $644 per linear mile of
road, or $74 per square mile of territory. The cost of maintain-
ing- these national roads is $258 per linear mile of road, or $30
per square mile of territory. Therefore the annual cost of these
celebrated roads is: $644-f $258=$902 per linear mile of road; or
$74-f$30=$104 per square mile of territory. Similarly, for the
lowest g-rade of neig-hborhood roads the annual cost is: $129-}-
64=$193 per linear mile of road; or $100+50=$l50 per square
mile of territory. The greater mileage of the cheaper roads
makes the cost per square mile of benefited area greater than
for the better roads. At 5 per cent interest the annual cost of
all the wagon roads of France is: $400 for interest plus $180 for
maintenance, or a total of $580 per square mile of area. Clearly
then the interest on the original cost and the expense of main-
tenance are important elements and should not be omitted.
ROAD TAXES WASTED.
It is frequently argued that because the annual road tax
produces no hard roads that therefore at least a large part of the
money is wasted. 1. In most states part of the tax is spent for
new steel bridges. In Illinois a little more than one quarter of
the road tax is so spent. Steel bridges are a substantial improve-
ment, and would be almost imperative with stone roads. 2. An-
other considerable part of the taxes is used in renewing wood
culverts and the floors of bridges, which expense would be prac-
tically the same whether the roads are improved or not. 3. A
further sum is spent in improving the drainage, which would
be required before good stone roads could be built. 4. Part
of the road taxes is used to pay for mowing the roadsides, which
would be desirable even if the road surface were improved.
5. Finally a considerable portion of the money is used in main-
taining the earth surface; and if the roads were improved, a
considerably larger sum would be required for a like purpose.
The claim is frequently made that a large part of the labor
tax is wasted. Possibly in the early history of any community,
when there is slight social intercourse among the farmers, more
time was wasted in gossip than now; but at present the loss by
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this practice is not very great. It is by no means uncommon
for a farmer to g"ive considerably more labor than is exacted; he
uses the roads and desires to improve them for his own benefit.
Farther a farmer would probably prefer to pay $2 in labor than
$1 in cash; and hence the evils of the labor tax system may not
be as serious as is generally claimed, since practically the
farmer's vote determines the amount of road tax he will pay.
Admitting- that there are inherent defects in the labor-tax
system, it is not j^roven that they are g-reater than in the cash
system. Cash- paid day labor and contract work in city affairs
are not always ideally efficient There is probably no univer-
sally "best system" of maintenance of highways. Some of the
famous roads of Europe are maintained by a cash-tax and some
by a labor-tax. There are no better roads, nor no more complete
system of maintenance, than in France; and 3'et b}- far the
greater part of the wagon roads of France are maintained by the
labor-tax system. The fundamental defect in the construction
and maintenance of American highways is the lack of intelligent
and effective supervision.
REAL ADVANTAGES OF GOOD ROADS.
The object of this article is to call attention to the extrava-
gance of some of the more common arguments in favor of road
improvement, with a view to securing a more reasonable consid-
eration of the matter. Incidentally, the preceding discussion
shows that any corfsiderable improvement of the public high-
ways can not in general be justified entirely on financial
grounds.
In conclusion some of the advantages of permanently good
roads are as following, the first eight of which are financial and
the last six are social:
1. Decrease the cost of transportation,—at some seasons
only a little, and at others very considerable.
2. Give a wider choice of time of marketing crops.
3. Give a wider choice of the market place.
4. Decrease the cost of miscellaneous travel.
5. Permit sale of products that might otherwise go to waste.
f». Tend to equalize railroad traffic between the different
seasons of the year.
7. Tend to equalize the produce market between different
climatic conditions.
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8. Permit the cultivation of crops not otherwise marketable.
9. Add to the comfort and pleasure of travel.
10. Permit more easy intercourse between farmers, and
between rural and urban populations. This is an important
benefit, particularly in a republican form of g-overnment.
11. Facilitate the consolidation of rural school. This is
an important advantag-e, particularly to the coming- gfeneration.
12. Facilitate rural mail delivery.
13. Improve the sanitary condition, particularly in villag-es
and towns.
14. Improve the appearance of the highway.
It is customary to include the increase in the price of land
as one of the advantag-es of good roads; but the increase in price
of land is simply the measure of the value of all of the above
advantages, and hence should not be included.
By inquiry among- farmers and real estate agents, it appears
that in the corn belt of Illinois, farming land 1 mile from a rail-
road station sells for $5 to $10 per acre more than land 5 miles
farther away. In other words, this is approximately the g-rain
farmer's estimate of both the financial and the social value of
g-ood roads. Strictly, the above sum is a little more than the
supposed value of g-ood roads, for no form of improved road can
ever put the more remote locality upon exactly the same basis as
the nearer one, for even the best road can not eliminate the dif-
ference in distance. Either of the above sums is too small to
justify any radical hig-hway improvement.
Too much attention has been g-iven to the supposed direct
financial advantag-es of good roads, to the exclusion of the social
advantages. Good roads are desirable for the same reason that
a man buys a carriage or builds a fine house, i. e., because they
are a comfort and a pleasure. Good roads are to be urged for
the same reason that g-ood schools are maintained, i. e., because
they increase the intelligence and value of the citizen to society.
Farther, more attention should be given to the improvement
of the present earth roads, and less to the advantages of roads
which at present are impossible to many rural communities.
Good roads will come by evolution rather than by revolution;
and the improvement of earth roads is always the first step
toward any kind of better roads.
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EXTENSION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF CENTRAL
STATIONS AND DISTRIBUTING SYSTEMS.
Bv Petkr Junkkksfeld, '95, Assistant Mechanical Engineer
Chicago Edison Co.
As one of the latest of the great industrial developments of
the latter part of the 19th century, the methods employed in the
supplying- of electricity for lig-ht and power purposes from Cen-
tral Stations are particularly interesting-. The early history
and development of central station work is already familiar to
most readers. From the beg-inning- the progress made has been
little short of phenomenal; invention has followed invention,
apparatus has been built and installed, methods of financing- and
operating- have been adopted only to be modified, extended and
sometimes entirely replaced in a short time with something more
productive of desired results. It is the purpose of this article
to note some of the latest developments in central station work
in this country, particularly with reference to extension and
reconstruction of existing- plants.
From the first the g-enerating- stations, as well as the dis-
tributing- systems, were usually desig-ned so that they could be
extended to take care of the increase in business. It has fre-
quently been found advisable to change entirely the orig-inal
desig-n because of the development of new apparatus, and fre-
quently also the demands of new customers in unexpected locali-
ties. This is more especially true of station apparatus than it
is of distributing- systems. The Edison three-wire system of
underground conductors was early adopted in nearlv all of the
large cities of the country, and proved to be a permanent invest-
ment almost from the very beginning. This system was origi-
nally used entirely for direct current distribution, but latterly
has also been successfully used for alternating current distribu-
tion. The different systems of distribution usually employed in
overhead work have undergone many changes, particularly in
the design of transformers. Results that a few years ago seemed
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impossible, have followed the efforts to reduce the cost of gener-
ating- and distributing- electricity.
Many systems have to-day an all-day efficiency of 75 to 85
per cent, while there are some systems still in operation having'
an efficiency of but 40 per cent. Generators now deliver 92 to
94 per cent, whereas formerly they delivered but 80 to 85 per
cent. Eng-ines and boilers have been improved so that to-day,
with moderate size of units, a water rate of 12 to 14 pounds per
horse-power per hour is frequently obtained, instead of 25 or 30
pounds as formerly. Contracts for very larg-e units have recently
been closed on which, by the aid of superheating- devices, water
rates of 9 and 10 pounds per horse-power per hour have been
g-uaranteed.
The increased efficiency of apparatus is, however, not by
any means the station manag-er's only criterion by which to esti-
mate his probable net profit at the end of the year. The charg-es
for interest and depreciation bear a close and very important
relation to operating- cost, because in many of the central sta-
tions of the country the period of maximum load is only about
two or three months. During- the remaining- nine or ten months
from 30 to 50 per cent of the entire plant, as an earning- factor,
is lying- idle. Even during period of maximum load, all of the
apparatus is in use but two or three hours per day, or less than
100 hours of the 8760 hours in a year. It is often necessary,
therefore, to earn the interest for the whole year on from 30 to
50 per cent of the entire investment in perhaps one hundred
hours.
The mistake has frequently been made to design and install
plants of extremely high efficienc}-, and to lose sight of the fact
that the saving made thereby has been more than counterbal-
anced by the interest and depreciation on the excessive invest-
ment. It must be evident, therefore, with what care the station
manager must proceed when his business requires that additional
investment be made in generating stations and in the distrib-
uting system.
It is necessary to have a well classified system of accounts
and to have reliable statistics of operating costs and distribution
expenses always at hand. A careful monthly analysis of all
these costs, including interest and depreciation, is an indispen-
sable aid in determining when improvements are possible and
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most desirable. It is necessary also to closely observe the ten-
dencies in the development of probable future business, particu-
larly with reference to the load factor.
As nearly all central stations in large cities have been
developed at least along- similar lines, the writer will dwell at
some leng-th on the present installations in one of the larg-e
cities of the country, and later call attention to such features in
other leading- central stations as differ materially from those
described.
In the City of Chicag-o practically all of the distinctively
central station business is done by two allied companies— the
Chicag-o Edison Company and the Commonwealth Electric Com-
pany. The former Company supplies the more populous and
business districts of the City and confines its operations to the
territory bounded by North Avenue, Ashland Boulevard, 39th
Street and Lake Michigan. The franchise under which this
Company operates provides that all conductors must be under-
g-round. As the franchise of the Commonwealth Electric Com-
pany permits operation over the entire City and allows overhead
conductors except in the most populous parts of the City, this
Company operates mainly in the outlying- and suburban districts.
The division of territory is shown in Figure 1, which is a map
of the City of Chicago. The shaded portion shows the territor}'
where current for incandescent or arc light, or for power pur-
poses, is supplied. The largest portion of the incandescent
light and power business is concentrated in a comparatively
small area. The total kilo-watt hours, exclusive of series arc
delivered to the Chicago Edison Company territory in 1899 was
22 600 000. Of this amount 17 400 000 kilo-watt hours was
delivered to territory represented by the heavily shaded portion
of Fig. 1, referred to later as District No. 1, an area of about .8
square miles. The total kilo-watt hours exclusive of series arc
delivered to the Commonwealth territory was only 3 697 000.
The total series arc delivered to Edison territory was 1 938 000
kilo-watt hours while that delivered to the Commonwealth terri-
tory was 3 095 000 kilo-watt hours. The series arc business
consists almost exclusively of commercial lighting in the more
populous districts where the City of Chicago operates its own
street lights. In the outlying districts this business consists





by distributing systems of
the principal eletric light-
ing companies.
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The system of distribution employed by the Chicago Edison
Company is a solid net work of underg^round conductors on the
three-wire S3'stem extendino;- from North Avenue to 39th Street,
a distance of six miles, and from LakeMichig-an to Center Street,
an averag-e distance of nearly two miles. The entire net work
is divided into four different districts, all interconnected so as to
make it continuous from end to end. The current is supplied at
times from four generating- stations, all operating in multiple
through the common net work. The location of the different
generating and distributing stations is shown in Figure 2.
The territory South and East of the Chicago River and
North of 12th Street is known as District No. 1, and that West
of the Chicago River as District No. 3, the territory South and
North are known respectively as Districts No. 2 and No. 4.
District No. 1 was supplied originally from a generating
station at No. 139 Adams Street, which is still the center of
distribution. On this site is now located the Edison Building,
which contains the Executive offices and offices of the various
departments of the Company. The first floor and basement
—
known as Adams Street sub-station—contain two large storage
batteries which are connected to a distribution switchboard in
the basement, from which emanate at present, forty-one (41
)
feeders, to main points in the district which vary in length to
2900 feet and in cross-section from 250 000 circular mils to
1 000 000 circular mils. The distribution switchboard is con-
nected to Station No. 1 by means of a trunk line 3340 feet long
and having at present copper aggregating 6(> 000 000 circular
mils in cross-section. The first of the storage batteries was put
into service in June, 1898, and consists of 166 cells each con-
taining eighty-seven type "H" plates manufactured by the
Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadelphia. The second
storage battery was put into service in October, 1S99, and con-
sists of 160 cells, each containing eighty-one type "H" plates.
Each one of these batteries has sixty (60) end cells and is
equipped with six 30-point 2500 ampere end cell switches, three
on each side of the three-wire system, by means of which the
battery can be discharged at three different potentials simultan-
eously if desired. By this means it is possible to put long or
heavily loaded feeders on a bus having higher pressure and thus
save investment in additional feeders. The batteries are charged
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SCALE
3 inches = 1 mile.
FIG. 2.
Location of Stations and Sub-Stations and Territory Supplied from
Edison Three-Wire Systems.
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direct from the g-enerators in Station No. 1 without the use of
boosters, and have a discharg-e capacity of 22 500 ampere hours
at an 8 hour rate and 12 000 ampere hours at a one hour rate.
In station No. 1 there is installed a total capacity of 6400
kilo-watts in direct connected machines. Of this capacity there
is 800 kilo-watts in double current generators which will deliver
either 125 volts direct current, 80 volts three-phase alternating-,
or both simultaneously. The three-phase alternating current
is delivered to induction regulators then to step-up transformers,
where the pressure is raised to 4500 volts and transmitted to
rotary converter sub-stations. Some of the advantages of these
double current machines are that it is possible at all times to
have an economical load on the engine, that one and the same
engine and generator investment will answer for the peak of the
load in two districts when these come at different times, as in
the downtown business district and the residence district farther
South. There is also a rotary converter installed in the station
which takes current from the direct current bus bar at 250 volts
and delivers three-phase alternating current at 160 volts, which
is raised to 4500 volts for transmission. The four engine driven
g-enerators and rotary converter are run all in multiple when
necessary.
In station No. 2 there is installed 850 kilo-watts in rotary con-
verters, and a storag-e battery having a capacity of 2000 ampere
hours at a one hour rate. This station was originally an inde-
pendent non-condensing- station feeding into its own net work.
A part of the old steam apparatus is still in operative condition.
Station No. 4 is an independent non-condensing station
having- an installed capacity of 550 kilo-watts in direct connected
g-enerators. Two 100 kilo-watt rotary converters are soon to be
put into service. These will receive current from a transmission
line at 4500 volts from Station No. 1. The rotary converters
will then carry the load about eighteen hours per day and the
steam machinery will be run only during the peak. A new sub-
station has been installed at No. 346 East North Avenue to take
care of the business that was formerly supplied from Station No.
4. Two 100 kilo-watt rotary converters with the necessary
transformers, regulators and switchboard apparatus were in-
stalled in a remodeled storeroom and connected to distributing-
system by "looping in" the feeder on the street. By reference
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to Fig"ure 2 it is seen that this location is 6400 feet distant from
Station No. 4. It was found advantag-eous to do this rather
than install a feeder that would deliver an equivalent load.
Station No. 5 consists of 2600 kilo-watts in direct connected
generators for delivering low tension current to Kdison system,
250 kilo-watts in rotary converter for delivering- three-phase
current for transmitting- to North Avenue sub-station; about
1100 kilo-watts in sing-le phase alternating-, 450 kilo-watts in
500 volt power and about 1900 series arc lamps. The low
tension output is delivered by feeders from the bus bars direct
to District No. 1 and No. 3. A large part of the single-phase
alternating is delivered to the Western District, Commonwealth
Electric Company.
The total load delivered to the entire low tension system and
the division of load between the different stations and sub-
stations on December 19th, 1899, is shown in Figure 3.
The maximum for the entire system considered as one, lasted
from 4:30 until 5:00 o'clock. The short duration of peak is
caused in the downtown district where a large number of office
buildings and business houses close between 5:00 and 6:00o'clock.
In general the curve shows a typical one for that month of
the year, although the storage battery discharge was somewhat
lighter than usual.
The division of load at the time of maximum was as follows:
Station No. i 5800 kilo-watts 46.3 per cent
Station No. 2 595 " " 4.6 "
Station No. 4 495 " " 3.8 " "
Station No. 5 4350 " " ) . ., „
North Avenue sub-station ) ^
'
Adams Street Storage Battery 1165 " " 9.2 " "
A division of the entire generated output for the year gives:
Station No. i 15 304 045 kilo-watt Hours 71.7 per cent
Station No. 2 104840 " " " .5 " "
Station No. 4 i 293 41
1 '
5.4 " "
Station No. 5 4 797 333 22.4 " "
The actual average cost per generated kilo-watt hour for
1899 at Stations No. 1 and No. 5 is about one half that of Sub-
station No. 4, and only about one third that of Station No. 2.
The last mentioned is run as a generating station only about
three hours per day for two months in the year. The fact that
this station gives a very poor economy, makes therefore, but
little difference under these conditions. The old steam machinery
is run during the time of peak in downtown districts when it is
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necessary to run full load direct current on the double-current
generators. An investment many times the second-hand value
of the old apparatus is thus avoided at the main g-cnerating- sta-
tion. The interest and depreciation on this investment, if made,
would have to be earned during" the same time that the old appa-
ratus is now run—about one hundred hours out of the year. In
this particular case it is better, therefore, to operate the old
apparatus during- this short time, even at a poor economy. The
FIG. 3.
Curves showinij the proportion of load delivered to system from the
different stations and sub-stations.
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condition of load as illustrated in Fig-. 3 presented an opportu=
nity of making- a saving- in operating- by installing- a pair of
rotary converters at Station No. 4, to be operated from a three-
phase transmission line from Station No. 1. The steam plant
would then be operated only about six or seven hours per day,
which, because of the reduction in labor and the running- of
eng-ines at more economical loads, will make a considerable
saving-.
In many of the large cities, where the Edison three-wire
system of underg-round distribution of direct current is employed,
it will prove advantag-eous to employ three-phase transmission
and install new rotary converter sub-stations where additional
capacity is needed, instead of investing- in additional copper for
direct current feeders. A comparison of the investment required
for transmitting- different amounts of energy by the two methods
is shown in Fig-. 4. The results shown are based on the follow-
ing-, which conform to the present high prices on all apparatus
and costs of installing: —
Double current generators ; $45.00 per kilo-watt, installed complete
Direct current generators 30.00 " "
Revolving field 3-phase generators 25.00 " " "
Rotary converter sub-station 50.00 "
Conduit 45 per duct foot.
I 000 000 C. M. feeder 2.50 per foot of feeder. (This includes
two I 000 000 circular mil cables, one 350 000 circular mil cable for neu-
tral and one 3-conductor No. 14 pressure cable, installed.)
A comparison is thus shown between cost of installing- feed-
ers of sufficient cross-section to deliver ag-iven amount of current
at a g-iven loss, and of installing- rotary converters and three-
phase transmission lines from a g-enerating- station for the same
purpose.
An important item in the cost of direct current feeders is
the duct capacity required—three (3) ducts for each feeder?
This is particularly true in very larg-e cities, where the streets
are sometimes so badly honey-combed with conduit, water and gas
mains, sewers, catch basins, etc., that there is no room whatever
for any additional conduit without going- to a considerable depth
and building tunnels, which would necessarily be very expensive.
The cost of a direct current feeder of given cross-section varies
directly with its leng-th. With rotary converter sub-stations
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there is an initial cost for the apparatus installed, to which
must be added the cost of transmission line, which depends, of
course, upon distance from the g^enerating- station. The com-
parison is made on basis of direct current machinery installed at
$30.00 per kilo-watt. If the cost of such apparatus as is neces-
sary to utilize rotary converters exceeds the cost of machines
2 ooo 3000 6ooo 7000
kk;. 4.
Relation of Investment necessary to Deliver Electric Energy with 20^r Loss
to an Edison Three-Wire System of Mains by means of Direct Current
Feeders and by Three-Pliase Transmission and Distribution from
Kotarv Converter Sub-Stations.
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for delivering- direct current, this difference is added to the cost
of rotary converters, and if the cost is less it is subtracted, as
in the case of revolving- field three-phase generators.
With the rotary converter for the distance under considera-
tion the current delivered is practically independent of the dis-
tance, and depends only upon the capacity of apparatus in the
sub-station, while, with direct current feeders at a given loss,
the current delivered depends upon the length and cross-section
of feeder. A loss of 20 per cent has been assumed in each case,
as this is, with the apparatus under consideration, the average
loss between double-current generator and direct current side of
rotary converter. This would include loss in induction regu-
lators, step-up transformers, transmission line, step-down trans-
formers and rotary converters. With revolving field machines
generating at line voltage, this loss is only about 12 per cent.
At a distance of 3300 feet we find the current delivered by
the two methods about equal. The first cost of a 1 000 000 cir-
cular mil direct current feeder at this distance is somewhat
greater if revolving field machines are used but in most cases
not enough to offset the increased cost of operating sub-station,
such as labor, rental, insurance and repairs. After taking
everything into consideration it is found advisable to install
rotary converter sub-station for taking care of additional load at
distances beyond 4000 feet from the generating station under
the conditions assumed; namely, that we have a three-wire dis-
tributing- net work which needs re-inforcing- to carry additional
load not to exceed six or eight hours per day and that the units
installed will be about 600 horse-power engines direct-connected
to double current generators and running at 150 revolutions per
minute; that space for sub-station can be secured at moderate
rental where most desirable for this purpose. Such a large
number of items, which vary with the local conditions enter into
the cost of these installations, that it is impossible to give
figures that could be used generally. The comparative results
shown in Figure 4 would hold in most cases and show at once
the very larg-e investment necessary to deliver a heavy load' at
any considerable distance by means of direct current feeders.
Boosters are frequently used with fair results in order to raise
the pressure on one or two long feeders from a station. In such
cases the cost of the boosters must be considered as additional
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investment in distributing- system. All the different items enter-
ing- into the cost per distributed unit of output by the different
methods, including interest, depreciation, repairs, etc., must be
carefully considered in each individual case.
Where the extensions necessary are such that larg-e units
can be employed it will very frequently be found advisable to
install three-phase g-enerating- machinery and rotary converter
sub-station at less than tOOO feet from generating- station, in-
stead of direct current feeders, because of the g-reatly decreased
cost per kilo-watt in the large sizes of g-enerators. With the
revolving field type of generators there is the added advantag^e
that much larg-er machines can be built than is possible with the
direct current type.
Such an arrangement is already in contemplation for use in
New York City, where g-round has already been broken for what
will be, at least for a time, the larg-est central station in the
world. This plant will be equipped with extremely larg-e units.
The engines will develop normally about 5200 horse-power, and
at a maximum 8000 horse-power, and will be direct connected
to 3500 kilo-watt 25 cycle three-phase g-enerators, delivering cur-
rent at 6600 volts, and having- heavy overload capacities. The
existing- system includes quite a number of g-enerating- stations,
some of which run continuous!}' and others only during- time of
maximum; a number of rotary converter sub-stations and a larg-e
capacity in storag-e batteries, divided between several stations
and sub-stations. All of the current required to supply this
immense system will then eventually be g-enerated in a sing-le
station, located on the river front, where condensing- water is
available and coal can be delivered very cheaply from barg-es.
The steam plant will be equipped with superheating- devices,
and, with the very larg-e units employed, will probably give
some remarkable results. Because of the large capacity in stor-
ag-e batteries located at so many different points it will be possi-
ble to nearly always run the eng-ines at their most economical
load. Some very larg-e rotary converters are also being- installed
in the remodeling- of this immense system.
.
The larg-er sizes of
rotarv converters are built as six-phase machines, but are ope-
rated from three-phase lines, being- connected with two-phases in
multiple. Most of the rotary converters deliver direct current
at 250 volts, as the storag-e batteries are sufficient to maintain
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the balance on the system. For the same capacity, rotary con-
verters delivering- 250 volts are cheaper and better machines than
those delivering- 125 volts. In very large sizes they are very
difficult to build for the lower voltage.
Storage battery sub-stations are used also very extensively
in Boston. They are located at most desirable points on the
system, and are operated with very little attendance. The sys-
tem is so arranged that many of these storage batteries can be
at least partly charged and again discharged without an attend-
ant at the battery sub-station. In most of the generating sta-
tions busses at different potentials are operated. The stations
and sub-stations are inter-connected by tie lines and feeders,
some of which can be disconnected when necessary by means of
electrically operated switches. A small motor is geared to a
three-pole switch and the whole enclosed in a water-tig-ht iron
box installed in a man-hole. The motor is operated from the
regular pressure wires, which still remain available also for indi-
cating pressure at the station. Switching- arrangements are
provided so that battery sub-station can be disconnected from
system and charged from a tie line fed from one of the auxiliary
busses, g-iving a higher potential at the generating station.
In general the tendency among- lighting companies using
the Edison three-wire system is to establish rotary converter
sub-stations or battery sub-stations and reduce the number of
generating stations. Where very large extensions are contem-
plated, revolving field three-phase generators or double current
generators are usually employed. Rotary converters working on
twenty-five cycles have given excellent results. In a few cases
sixty cycle three-phase generators have been installed with the
idea of taking care both of the rotary converter sub-stations and
of alternating current lighting as well. Some difficulty has been
experienced in developing- rotary converters for this frequency.
Whenever additional direct current machines are installed in any
of these large stations they are nearly always wound for 250 or
300 volts and connected to the outside bus bars for the system.
During the past few years immense sums have been invested
in underground construction by lighting- companies in all of the
large cities. The original tube system of mains and feeders has
been in some cases found inadequate and as a result much con-
duit has been laid. In case of heavy load on a tube feeder the
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flexible coupling-s become heated and sometimes open up entirely.
It becomes necessary then to dig- up the streets every twenty
feet where the joints occur until the trouble is located. The
maintenance and repair account in such cases is enormous. The
g-eneral practice to-day is to employ cable feeders drawn in con-
duit. The first cost of such feeders of equal cross-section is
necessarily g-reater than that of tube feeders. The ease of repair
and the g-reatly increased current carrying- capacity for the same
cross section of copper are the all important items. Tube mains
are still quite generally installed and as these are rarely over-
loaded they are fairly satisfactory. In the best improved streets
cable mains are also rapidly coming- into favor. Paper insula-
tion is used in most cases, althoug-h occasionally rubber insula-
tion is still used for underground cables for lighting work. The
thickness of paper insulation is usually /j" for feeder and /j"
for mains for low tension work. Except for the smaller sizes
the thickness of lead wall is usually /j" or J".
Several kinds of conduit are being laid, among which Camp
tile, McRoy duct. National conduit and iron pipe are perhaps
the most common. The first two are vitrified clay and are laid
with butt joints, while the third is cement lined iron pipe with
slip joints. Ordinary 3" iron pipe .is also used under cable
tracks and at street intersections where it is difficult to lay other
conduit with proper bedding of concrete. Large manholes are
built at all street intersections and smaller manholes at frequent
intervals along the street. The cost per duct foot of conduit
varies greatly and depends largely upon the number of ducts in
a group, the kind and character of street paving and other local
conditions. In many of the large cities especially, a good
system of underground conduit is one of the important assets of
lighting companies.
As an illustration of alternating current systems it may be
noted that the outlying districts of Chicago were supplied at one
time from a large number of small stations nearly all owned and
operated by dilTerent lighting companies. The companies sup-
plied single-phase alternating current for incandescent lighting,
direct current series arc lighting and in a limited area some 500 volt
current for power purposes. The territory south of 39th Street,
for instance, was supplied by six independent companies, each
operating its own plant. It was impossible for these companies
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to all earn dividends on their several properties, so that eventu-
ally they were all combined into one large concern which now
supplies the same territory with a much improved service from
three generating- stations instead of six, and will, in a short
time supply this large area from a single generating station.
Because of the great distance over which current has to be
transmitted there had accumulated a very heavy investment in
line work. It was therefore necessary that any plans for a new
generating station be made with a view to utilizing the existing
line work to the greatest degree possible. This is being accom-
plished in the following manner: a new generating station is
being built at 56th and Wallace Streets, the equipment consist-
ing of three-phase generators direct connected to vertical cross-
compound condensing engines; natural draft cooling towers;
water-tube boilers with stokers; coal and ash handling
machinery, and a large capacity for storage of coal—all designed
to give the best possible results in economy of operation. The
generators are 48 pole machines delivering sixty cycle current
and have a fourth terminal for the common point known as the
neutral. The voltage between any two of the outside leads will
be 3800 and between neutral and any one of the outside leads,
2300 volts. The scheme of connections in Figure 5 shows one
two- wire single-phase lighting feeder and one four-wire three-
phase combined lighting and power feeder all connected to a
four-wire three-phase bus bar. The 2300 volt single-phase
feeders supplying the immediately surrounding territory are
connected to bus bars through a single-pole three-throw oil
switch, by means of which the different feeders can be balanced
on the system. Each one of these single-phase feeders is
equipped with a potential regulator, by means of which the vol-
tage at the end of each one of these feeders can be regulated
independently at the switchboard. If, at any time it becomes
desirable to give service for polyphase motors, two additional
wires can be run back to station and connected to bus bar
through the single-pole three-throw oil switch, which is so
designed that it can readily be converted into a three-pole single-
throw switch. Additional lighting business would still be con-
nected up single-phase on original feeder and regulation for
lighting service remain independent as before. Standard trans-
formers can be used throughout. For motor work the transform-
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ers will, on the primary side, be star connected to the three
outside wires of the S3^stera, and, on the secondary, be delta con-
nected so that standard 220 volt three-phas° induction motors
can be used. Independent reg-ulation of voltage will not be
necessary for this class of motors.
FIG. 5.
Scheme of distril)uti()n which utilizes existing single-phase circuits and is
also adapted to poly-phase motors.
Two four-wire three-phase transmission lines will be run to
a larg-e sub-station near 50th Street and Cottag-e Grove Avenue.
From this substation will emanate single-phase feeders as from
g-enerating station. It will contain a switchboard and one
potential regulator for each of the single-phase feeders. An
attendant will be needed only during the hours of heavy load,
as the sub-station bus bar can be regulated at the generating
station. Another four-wire three-phase transmission line will
be run to a sub-station at 96th and Erie Streets in a similar
manner.
The average cfticiency of transmission from switchboard to
customers' meter when territory was supplied from three differ-
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ent g-enerating- stations, was about fifty per cent. The cost per
generated unit of output will be reduced at least one-half. The
net cost per distributed unit of output will thus be very g-reatly
reduced, which, tog-ether with the fact that a very hig-h efficiency
lamp can be used because of better regulation, should show
results at once g-ratifying- both to the stockholders of the lig-ht-
ing- company and to the customers.
The territory between North Avenue and Thirty-ninth
Street, and West of Ashland Boulevard is supplied with single-
phase alternating- current distributed at 2000 volts and pur-
chased from the Chicag-o Edison Company at Station No. 5.
The block system of transformers with heavy three-wire mains
is used in a considerable portion of this territory with excellent
results.
The territory' North of North Avenue, is supplied at present
from a non-condensing- generating- station at No. 660 Lincoln
Avenue, from which sing-le-phase alternating- current is dis-
tributed at 1100 volts, and also at 2200 volts. There is in
addition also a sing-le-phase transmission at 5000 volts to a
sub-station at No. 1224 Ardmore Avenue, where an old Edison
three-wire system of overhead distribution is utilized to distri-
bute from two larg-e transformers delivering- 115 volts per side.
A larg-e portion of the business in this district is widely scat-
tered, thus making- the iron losses very considerable because of
the necessity of using- such a larg-e number of small transformers.
There is also some series arc and some 500 volt service supplied
in this district. In general the conditions are ver3^ similar to
those existing- in the outl3nng- districts of larg-e cities and in a
g-reat many of the smaller cities.
Arc lig-hting- still continues to be an important item with
most lighting- companies. Some of those operating direct cur-
rent systems have replaced many of their series arcs with low
tension enclosed arcs when this was practicable. Companies
operating- alternating- current systems have also developed some
g-ood business in constant potential enclosed arc lig-hting-. There
still remains, however, a larg-e amount of arc lighting- that must
be done by some series system, because of the large areas over
which it is distributed. As a result small arc machines belted
to line shafts are still to be found in many stations. Efforts
to generate but one kind of current in any one station have
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resulted in different methods all intended to dispense with the
old line shafting- and belts and their attendant heavy friction
losses. In large stations where three-phase twenty-five cycle
current is generated a favorite arrang^enient has been to have
one synchronous motor direct connected to two arc machines.
Where sixty-cycle current is g-enerated a series alternating-
enclosed arc system has been used for street lig-hting with very
satisfactory- results. The constant current transformers used
with this system can be connected either to single-phase, two-
phase or four-wire three-phase g-enerators. The primaries of
these transformers are connected single-phase to a source of
constant potential, while the secondaries deliver a constant cur-
rent of variable potential. At full load the efficiency and power
factor are g-ood. The power factor, however, drops very fast
with a decrease in load, which is not objectionable for street
lighting as all lamps are started at the same time. This system is
desig-ned for street lighting- and cannot be recommended for other
service. The system is impracticable when street lights and com-
mercial lig-hts are run on the same circuits, unless the latter are
so located that they could be put on a constant potential circuit.
Considerable work has been done in developing- constant current
rectifiers, but thus far they have not passed the experimental stag-e.
With any one of these methods, existing lines would be utilized.
In the case of adopting the series alternating system, new lamps
would be needed. The total investment required for lamps,
reflectors, constant current transformers and auxiliary apparatus
installed, would ordinarily not exceed Forty Dollars ($40.00) per
lamp. This is but little more than would be required to install
arc machine sets driven by synchronous motors. The effective-
ness of street lighting by means of the direct current open arc
and the alternating series enclosed arc has been the subject of
much discussion. Photometric measurements are of practically
no value, as intensity of illumination is not desired. The best
distribution of light, and consequent!}' more uniform illumina-
tion of the street is most to be desired. In such plants as are
devoted exclusive!}' to arc lighting, and municipal plants in par-
ticular, there is still room for large direct coupled multiple-
circuit direct current arc machines. That such comparatively
large machines will soon be found on the market seems quite
probable.
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In the operations of central stations, as well aslig-hting- and
power plants in g^eneral, there are a g-reat many matters, par-
ticularly those pertaining- to small extensions to take care of
increase in business, that must be g-iven considerable thoug-ht.
Sometimes these seem trivial, but mistakes or the exercise of
poor judg-ement will in time involve considerable loss. This is
equally true of the small stations, even thoug-h the total losses
thus involved are not always traceable to the proper source.
Failure to pay expected dividends would sometimes be less fre-
quent if every item that g-oes to make up the cost per distributed
unit of output were systematically and carefully considered, and
the importance of such items as interest and depreciation with
stations having^ a poor load factor were thoroug-hly understood.
CASES OF ECCENTRIC LOADING.
Bv G. A. GooDENOUGH, Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering.
In a structure or machine there are usually members or links
that are subjected to the action of two external forces only
—
two-force pieces, as they are usually called. The two forces are
equal and opposite, and produce either tensile or compressive
stress in the piece in question. The common line of action of
the two forces may coincide with the g^eometric axis of the piece
—which is usually a straig-ht bar or rod—or it may not. In the
first case the piece is centrally loaded, and the stress induced by
the load has the same intensity throug-hout any section of the
piece ; that is, it is uniformly distributed over the section.
When the line of action does not coincide with the axis of the
piece, we have a case of eccentric loading-. In this case, the
stress is not uniformly distributed over the cross section, and
with the same load and area of section, the maximum intensity
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of stress will be greater than in the case of the same bar cen-
trally loaded.
In the desig-n of two-force pieces it is quite customary to
assume central loading- in all cases. Such an assumption is,
however, far from the truth in many instances. In quiescent
structures,—bridg-es, roof trusses, and the like—the struts, tie-
rods, etc., are no doubt centrally loaded. On the other hand,
central loading- is the exception rather than the rule when we
are dealing- with the parts of moving- machinery. Even in
straig-ht links, used merely to transmit motion from one part to
another, the friction in the pins and eyes shifts the common line
of action by an appreciable amount.
It is evident that in many cases the ordinary assumption of
central loading- may lead to a serious overestimation of the re-
sistance of a piece ; and it is incumbent therefore on the desig-ner
of machinery to take cog-nizance of cases of eccentric loading-,
and to investigate carefully the stresses called forth in such
cases.
In the following- pag-es a few of the many cases of eccentric
loading- arising- in practice are pointed out and discussed. The
treatment of the straig-ht prismatic bar with
eccentric loading- is substantially that g-iven
in Merriman's Mechanics of Materials, Art.
108 ; it is repeated here merely for the sake
of completeness.
In Fig. 1 is shown a straight prismatic
bar so loaded that the line of action of the
external force P is parallel to the axis ^4 B
and at a distance c from it. We are to de-
termine the distribution of stress in any C-
right section as ( ' J), and thence to find the £-
maximum intensity of stress. Consider the
portion of the body above the section C I)
as a free bodv, and at the center () of this
section insert two opposite forces OM and
() X acting along the axis .1 i>, and equal
to the external force /-*. These forces being-
equal and opposite do not affect the equilib-
rium of the system. We have thus replaced
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force O M and a couple consisting- of the equal and opposite
forces /^and O N. The arm of the couple is e and its moment
is Pe. The single force O A/ must be balanced by a stress in the
section C D ; and since O J/has the axis .4 ^5* as a line of action
this stress is uniformly distributed over the cross section. De-
noting- the intensity of the stress by S^^ and the area of the
section byy, we have
If this intensity S^ be denoted in Fig. 1 by CE {^=Z> F), the
line ^/^ parallel to CD will indicate graphically the uniform
distribution of stress over the section.
The couple of moment Pc tends to give the body under con-
sideration a counter-clockwise rotation. Evidently this couple
must be balanced by a stress with an equal moment and of oppo-
site sense. The fibers to the right of A B will be subjected to
tensile stress and those to the left to compressive stress ; and
according to Hooke's law, the stress—either tensile or compress-
ive—in any fiber will be proportional to the distance of that fiber
from the axis A B. Let D Hho. laid off to represent the tensile
stress S.2 in the outer fiber, and let C 6" be laid off to represent
the compressive stress in the outer fiber on the other side of A B;
then the law of the distribution of the stress induced by the
couple is represented graphically by the line G H. Letting- c
denote the distance of the outer fiber from A B, the intensity of
stress due to the couple at a point distant x from ^ ^ is
Oa; .
C
For points to the left of AB, x may be considered negative,
in which case the stress S.,- will be negative; that is, compress-
ive. We shall always consider tensile stress as positive.
Adding together the stress due to the central load and that
due to the couple, the intensity of stress at a distance .v from
A Bis,
c
From the general theory of flexure we have the well-known
relation
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where J/ denotes the bending- moment of the external forces, S
the stress per unit area at the outer fiber, and / the moment of
inertia of the section, with reference to an axis throug-h .1 B
and at right ang-les to the plane of the couple. We have, there-




and ' .S'^+.S:.^ ^+^'" • CD
The maximum intensity is
S, + s[^:P.^iY-'P(l+f^). (2),
If r denote the radius of g-yration of the section.
S, + S, = ^{l-^ ^), (3)and ^ .,
which is the usual expression for the maximum intensity.
From (1) it is easy to determine whether or not there is a
neutral line in the section. If ^Vi + ^Sj=0, we have
— + ——« = 0, or
Let rj denote the distance from the axis .4 B to the most
remote fiber on the left of A B \ then if - .-<Vi there will be a
neutral line in the section. If, on the other hand, - ->r, the
neutral line lies outside of the section, and the stress over the
section is of the same kind.
It is convenient to derive special equations for rectangular
and circular sections. For the rectang-ular section of width //
and thickness /^ we have
/= ^i^^V/^
;
/--= bh\ c= Vi.
Inserting- these values in equations (3) and (4) respectively,
^.+.?.=7^(i+f.-^) (S)
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and /i'^ .,,
""=~12-. '^>





From these \vc have






As an application of formula (7) let us consider the case
of the straig-ht link, Fig-. 2. This consists of a rod of cir-
cular cross section with
eyes at the two ends.
The inner radius of the
eye is equal to that of
the cross section. If
the link merely supports a load the line of action of the external
forces will evidently coincide with the axis, and the intensity of
stress in the cross section will be
- r
When, however, there is relative motion between the pins and
eyes, the line of action is shifted a distance /^r from the axis, //
being- the coefficient of friction. Assuming- ,^=.20,
e=;i.r=^ 2r,
and .V, +,V.,= 4(l + *_^)^P (1+.8,= 1 8 4.
Thus the maximum intensity of stress is increased 80 per cent,
by this comparatively small eccentricity.
From equation (8)





hence the neutral line falls outside of the section.
A case of frequent occurrence in the design of machine parts
is that shown in Fig. 3. The circumstances are such that it is
not practicable to make the link straight, and the axis of a cross
section, as CD lies at a distance c from the line A B, which
joins the center of the pins, and is therefore—neglecting fric-
tion—the line of action of the external forces. The cross sec-
tion is assumed to be rectangular. Let b^ and h^ denote the di-
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mensions of the cross section of the link
if straig-ht and centrally loaded ; and let
/; and h denote the corresponding- dimen-
sions of the eccentrically loaded section
at CD. For the straig-ht link the inten-




The maximum intensity of stress in
the section C D oi the curved link is
from (5)
If we impose the condition that
6",
-f-S's shall not exceed .V„, we have
P
bjh
or bh > bJ.(l+(>^)
FIG 3.Let ;;/ //„
denote the distance of the
right edge of the cross section at CP
from .4 />', the line of action of the external forces ; this is to be
taken positive when measured from .4 B to the right, that is,
when .1 B cuts the section in question, and negative when meas-




Substituting this value in the preceding equation, we have
finally
bh > b,/i,(4-(yw^) (9)
The discussion of this equation leads to some interesting
results : For any given values of b^, //„, and ;;; we may vary /;
and // as we choose, subject to the restriction expressed by (9).
Economy of material is obtained by making the product bA, and
therefore the expression 4 — (m)i—^ as small as possible.
//
If ;;/
is positive, that is, if the section is cut by the line of action of
the forces, this requirement is met by making" // as small as pos-
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sible ; on the other hand, if m is neg"ative, that is, if the section
lies wholly outside of the line of action, the product bh is made
a minimum by making- h as largfe as possible. In other words,
when 111 is positive, keep the width h small and increase the area
of the section by increasing- the thickness b; when m is neg-ative,
keep the thickness b small and add to the area of the section by
increasing the width //. This principle is of importance in the
desig-n of the C^shaped frames of punches, shears, and presses.
When ;;/=0, that is, when the edg-e of the section coincides
with the line of action ^4 B, (9) reduces to
The section b/i must be at least four times the section bji^, in-




An arrang-ement sometimes used in steam
engine design is shown in Fig. 4. Two rods,
Q. A B and CD., parallel and at a distance e from
each other, are joined by a heavy clamp or
coupling B C. A pull or thrust acting along
the axis of ^4 B is transmitted to CD through
the clamp. The ends of the rods are restrained
at .4 and D, respectively, but the restraint is
of such a nature that either rod may move in
the direction of the external force P. An ex-
I
ample of this arrangement is seen in the valve
rods of certain compound engines. The valve
rod of the low pressure cylinder extends
\C through its chest, and is clamped to the valve
rod of the high pressure cylinder, as in Fig. 4.
The steam chest stuffing boxes furnish the
restraints at A and D.
Since the external forces /^, P form a
couple of moment Pc, an opposing couple must
be furnished by reactions Q, Q at ^4 and D.
But in addition to the reaction Q, there must
be at each support a couple to provide the re-
^ straint of the end of the rod. Let the moments
H-^'^-? of the couples at .4 and I) be denoted by M
,
\P- and 4/o, respectively. It will be assumed that
FIG. 4. the sense of each of these restraining couples
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is the same as that of the couple formed by the forces I\ P; that
is, clockwise, as the fig-ure is drawn. If either couple has the
opposite sense, this fact will be disclosed in the discussion by a
negative value of J/, or J/j, as the case may be.
Let /, and A, denote respectively the leng-ths .1 /> and CD;
then the moment of the couple formed b}' the reactions (J, (J is
QiJx^fi)' Placing- the algebraic sum of the moments of the
four couples equal to zero,
QUx +4 )~Pe—M,— M^=Q,
or QiJx^ 4 )=^^ + ^^, + ^3
.
This is one relation between the three unknown quantities Q, J/j
,
and J/o ; two more must be found.
Take a section of the rod .1 B at a distance x from the sup-
port .1 ; neglecting the small deflections of the rod, the bending





EI iX ^ M,x— 9^ + C,
;
ax 2
Ely = ^^^' —^ + C^.v + a.
2 6




The slope at the point B, for which a- /, , is
and the deflection of the rod at this point is
Taking the point I) of the rod C D as origin, the same proced-
ure will give the slope and deflection of this rod at the point C.
These evidently are
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Because of the rig-idity of the clamp, the slope of CD at C must
be the same as that of .1 B at B; hence
/^\ /dy\
\dxjB \d.rjc'
or 2 M, h—Qh '-2 M., 1.^-Q 1.^.
Further, if we neg-lect the slig-ht ang-le through which B C is
turned, the sum of the deflections at B and C must be zero;
that is,
rB+Vc=0, or 3 M, h'—Q, /,-'+3 M-^l{-Ql^=Q>.
Collecting- and rearrang-ing- the three equations of condition, we
have finally
Q{^l^-^h:)=Pe^M^-^M-2.
Solving- for i¥i, M2 and Q, we obtain
2/1-/2







It is convenient to introduce into equations (10) and (11)







Q=^P- cm dP, on (14)h{m+iy " i{m+iy
The bending moments at B and C respectively are :
J4 = M, — Q/, , and A/c= Mz— Qh.
Substituting for M\^ M2, and Q their values in (12), (13),
and (14), we obtain
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J/.= -/vl^C^. (IS,
M,^—Pe'!^S^^tz:»n±^ (16)
It will be observed that J/,, +J/c = — Pc, which must be the
case, since the piece />V, considered as a free body, is held in
equilibrium by the three moments J/h^
-^A, and /\\
If m -\, that is if A^A,
'[
and M^^=Mc=—lPr.
Substituting- these values in the gfeneral expressions for the





and d y Pc
<='-¥)dx SEA
For A-= ^/i, the bending moment reduces to zero ; and for .v = f/i,
^=0. The deflections of the rods are therefore somewhat as
d X
shown in the figure. The axis of the rod .1 B, originally
straight, assumes a curve, which is more pronounced the greater
the load /-* relatively to the /of the cross section. At ^/i from
A there is a point of inflection in the curve
; and at |/i the slope
is zero, that is, the tangent is parallel to the original position of
A B. These results hold only for ;;/=!, or 1
.=^h.
For w^, 3/-^ 0, and for m<^\, M\ has a negative value,
that is, its sense is counter-clockwise, or opposite to that of the
moment Pc. Likewise for m=2, .1/2=0, and for ;;/<2, J/2 is neg--
ative. In the first case there is no point of inflection in the
curve A B: in the latter case there is none in the curve CD.
If /i -0, 1)1=^0, we have the case of an ordinary cantilever
supported at />' and loaded at C\ Putting ;;/=0 in (15) and (16)
we have
for /.. -0, in^=y^, and formulas (15) and (16) give
A/b-=0; M,= ^ /\.
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Thus as ;;/ passes from to co , M^ chang-es continuously from
—Pc to and M^ from to —Pc; for ;;/=!, M^=Mc= — ^Pe.
The ordinary lap-welded joint, Fig-. 5, may properly be con-
sidered an example of the case just discussed. Denoting- the
plate thickness by /, it is evident that / is precisely the eccen-
tricity c. Assuming- the leng-th /i and A to be equal, the bend-
FIG. .'>.
ing- moment in the plate near the joint is ^Pf. Consider a strip
of plate of width />. The maximum intensity of stress due to
the direct tension P and the bending- moment M^=\Pi is
S.^S.^^ PAI1M!= A^,Mcr ht ' ^^hf ht
This is four times the stress in a plate of equal
area having- the same load applied centrally.
Therefore, compared with the solid plate the effi-
ciency of the lap joint does not, in g^eneral, ex-
ceed 25 per cent. It is not unlikely that the ex-
cessive stress induced by the neg-lected bending-
moment is responsible for many of the fractures
that have occurred in the lap-riveted joints of
boilers.
In the arrang-ement shown in Fig-. 6, two
bars or rods .4i?and E F., respectively, have their
axes in the same line, the line of action of the
external forces. A third rod, CD, parallel to
A B and E F, is rig-idly joined to them by heavy
clamps B C and D E, The external forces P, P
having- the same line of action, the reactions at
A and F are zero ; however, the deflection of the
system of rods is of such a nature that restrain-
ing- couples are required at these points. Let
the moment of the couple at A be denoted by Mi
;
evidently then the moment of the couple at F
must be —Mi, for, taking- the system as a whole,






zero The couples must clearly have opposite senses, that at A
being' counter-clockwise, and that at /'^clockwise, as the figfure
is drawn. Consider .1 as the origin, and let v denote the deflec-
tion of . 1 /> from the axis A /^ at a section distant x from .1.
The bending" moment at the section is
From the general relation /t /—^- -= M, we have
dx'^
ax~
Let -—,-— /••; then
f>;=/-'v+^ (a)
The solution of this differential equation gives
v=r,.^-'+r,.-^-'-t^', (b)
in which ^- denotes the Naperian base 2.71828. This result may
be verified by differentiation.
The expression for the slope is
^y- = kc.ef^'' — Xv.,-^'' . (c)
ax
To determine the constants r^ and r.., we have at the origin
.4, x=^0, r^O, and ---=0. Inserting these values in (b) and (c)
dx
respectively, we obtain
<\ — (^^^ ;
whence r,^ r =—-^
'
- 2P
With this value of the constants, (b) and (c) become, re-
spectively,
P 2 ^ l-=-p(cosh/-.r— 1) (d)
;^— J=-p'smhkx, (e)dx ~ >
where cosh /.-.r and sinh kx denote respectively the hyperbolic
cosine and sine of Xw.
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When, as is always the case in practice, the value of k =^ | ^\EI
is small, much simpler approximate expressions for y and ^ may
dx
be obtained. Expanding- £^'' and ---^ '' into their respective in-
finite series,
,kx^lj^ Avv +^ + ^' +
2 3*2
.-'t* = i — A:^ +:^_^ I
2 3-2
If we neg-lect powers of k above the second, which we may
legitimately do when /.• is a small fraction, we readilj' obtain
r k X -\~ ^ — kx 1.2 j^2
2
" 2~'
c. k X— c- — k X
= kx.
2
These values substituted in (d) and (e) give for the deflec-
tion and slope
dx P EI
These results are precisely those that would be obtained should
we neg-lect the small deflection of rod .4 Z»*, and consider the rod
subjected to the constant moment il/,. With this assumption,
EI'^ = M,,
^= K^-x,
dx E I ^
and y = ^ x^,
^ 2EI
the constants of integ-ration being- zero. We will assume, there-
fore, that the deflection is so slig-ht as to be neg-lig-ible
; with
this assumption all sections oi A B and CD are subjected to the
same moment J/,, and all sections of CD are subjected to the
moment Pc — ^f^. From the relation
l>
it follows that the radius of curvature i\ of A B is constant since
J/ is constant. .4 i> is therefore a circular arc. Likewise j^'/^
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is a circular ari- with the same radius /',, and CZ> is a circular
arc with a radius ,",, yivcn by the relation
Let J/.\'be the line on which the center of the arc (' /J lies and
let -s', and 5.. denote the leng-th of the parts into which CU is
divided by J/ .V: further let /, and /., denote, respectively, the
leng-ths of - 1 /j? and CD. The rig-idity of the clamp B C imposes
the condition that the slope of A B at B be equal to that of CD
at C : in other words, the radius of .1 /y at the point li and the
radius of C J) at 6' must lie in the same line, the center line of
B C. It follows from this that the ang-le '-', subtended by the arc
/, is precisely equal to the ang-le subtended by the arc .Sj. This
gives us the relation
The same reasoning- applied to the arcs /, and 5. g-ives the rela-
tion
Combining-,
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.4 B or E F, and /, that of the section of CD; and let ;/ denote
the ratio -^. Then
M^---Fc~
s + ;/{/— 5)
Pg_ ,1/ =Pe^!i{z_il
(19)
(20)5 + n{l— 5)
The butt-riveted joint with one cover plate is an example of
the case just discussed. The cover plate corresponds to the
piece CZ>, Fig-. 6 ; the length 5, Fig. 7, may reasonably be taken
FIG. 7.
as the distance between the rows of rivets. Suppose each of the
plates, including the cover plate, has a thichness / ; then e—t.
The length / will depend upon the arrangement of the plates
and joints ; we may reasonably assume for the ratio —j-^ value
between ^V and ^V I taking jV;, the bending moments to which






The maximum intensity of stress in the plate is then
ht^ I bt^ j'^bt' bt ^ ^ ' bt'
that in the cover plate is
bt
+ j'^bf bt
Even supposing the ratio -— to be as great as |, the mo-
ment to which the plate is subjected is I Pt, and the maximum
intensity of stress is
bt ,%bt' bt
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which is 5i times the stress induced in a centrally loaded plate
of the same section and with the same load.
If we assume
-y=,'„ we find that if the unit-stress in the
cover plate is not to exceed the maximum unit-stress in the
plates joined, the thickness /, of the cover plate must be about
4.f) times that of the other plates. With this thickness the max-
P
,imum intensity of stress is reduced to about 1.02 -7-' which is
only 2 per cent g-reater than the intensity in the corresponding-
centrally loaded plate.
THE ARCHITECT IN COMPETITION FOR PUBLIC
WORK.
By W. H. Reevrs, Member of Illinois State Board of Examiners
OF Architects.
It has often been asserted that for an architect to be success-
ful in receiving- public work, he must be a clever lobbyist or a
shrewd wire puller. Also, that the committee charged with the
selection of the plans and architect neither take into considera-
tion the merits of the drawings nor the ability of the selected
architect to carry out the work placed in his cbarg-e.
Owing" to this belief many of the most talented architects
never tr}^ to secure public work. While it is quite true that, in
many cases, the merits of the drawings and the ability of the
architects do not receive due consideration, and the selection of
an architect is made by some outside influence, these cases are
very rare, and the larg-e majority of public competitions have
been decided in favor of the architect who has submitted the de-
sig"n that the committee believes best suited to the requirements,
and who has shown by his drawing's and his explanation of them,
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that he understands thoroughly what the committee requires,
and has proved his ability to execute them.
The selection of an architect and plans for a public building
is almost invariably made by a competition conducted by the
Board, or by their committee in charge of the work contemplated.
The committee is composed of individuals, each member gener-
ally having some pet idea in regard to the new building. Some
have a firm belief in their ideas and others care but little. Many
of the ideas suggested are good, while others are so entirely im-
practicable that it would be impossible to incorporate them in a
building, and it is usually those most desirous of having their
ideas carried out that have ideas least worthy of consideration.
The successful architect should call early on the committee
in charge of the work, after it has been decided to build, and
obtain from each member his idea of what is wanted. It will be
found that each person will express some views which should be
carefully noted in making the drawings to submit in competition
for the building. All points given by the members should be
carefully considered, and those suggested that are good should
be incorporated in the drawings, special mention being given to
each one, either in the oral explanation or in the written descrip-
tion accompanying the drawings. Ideas suggested that could
not consistently be used should be mentioned and good reasons
given why they are not used in such a way that the person
suggesting them may not feel that he has been ignored, but, on
the contrary, that his suggestions have been carefully consid-
ered, and what has been shown on the drawings is best, reasons
being given why this is so.
A successful plan must possess an individuality. All its
good points must be clearly shown and thoroughly explained.
The average committee know nothing about drawings, so it is
necessary that they should be explained, so that the committee
will see them as the building will appear. The architect who is
fully conversant with his drawings and knows the important
points to be emphasized, can hold the attention of the entire
committee, and in so doing he has gained many points in his
favor.
It is a mistake to divide the good points in a proposed build-
ing b}' submitting two or more sets of drawings in competition.
Careful study should be made of the requirements, and the results
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should be shown in a sing-le set of drawing-s. The architect
presenting- them should be sure that he thoroug-hly believes his
drawing's to be the best that can be made for the contemplated
building, and he should endeavor to impress the same upon the
committee.
By offering more than one set of drawings this can not be
accomplished, and the effort that should have been concentrated
on one has been divided among" two or more, and the architect
before the committee advocates two different plans, with the re-
sult that the committee is confused as to which plan is best.
They feel that the architect does not know this either, and as a
result both are thrown out.
It has occurred several times within the knowledge of the
writer that a single set of blue prints of working drawings for a
building, which has been erected, has been successful in compe-
tition over well-executed perspective and floor plans. In every
case it was found that, with the exception of the architect sub-
mitting the blue prints, each of the others submitted one or
more alternate drawings, hoping that if one did not suit another
would do so, and thus did not care to select their really best
plan, and to make a fight to win or lose on it.
There is nothing more important for success in competitions
than to find out what is required and to prepare one set of draw-
ings accordingly, so made that every important point is covered,
the architect being himself convinced that they meet all require-
ments, and making a fight upon this basis the chances for suc-
cess are much in his favor.
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CRITICAL STANDARDS FOR MODERN ARCHI-
TECTURE.
Bv C. H. Blackall, '-jj, School of Architecture.
Architecture, althoug-h one of the most sternly practical
of the fine arts, is, at the same time, the manifestation of art in
the abstract which requires in some respects most elastic
stretches of the imag-ination. It is essentially a convention in
nearly all of its manifestations and in order to be properly
appreciated requires a full development of the imag-inative
qualities. At the same time, it differs from the arts of painting-
and sculpture in being- far more amenable to exact classification
and analysis, permitting of a dog-matic study of its principles,
and, to a very larg-e extent, a consistently rig-id application of
them to the conception of desig-n. Hence it has come that in all
the creative periods of the past there has been manifested a
strong- tendency to formulate processes of architectural desig-n,
to establish canons of taste and specific vehicles of expression,
and to subject all new architectural ideas to the test of arbitrary
rules. That these canons have not always been g^ood ones g-oes
without saying-: that even the fundamental rules of architecture
have not always been observed is equally indisputable. It is so
hard for one to forg-et the immediate environment, to study
architecture with the rig-ht perspective effect, and to rid one's
self of inherited or acquired mannerisms and traditions, that the
code of ethics of architectural desig-n which seems revolutionary,
far advanced, ultra perfected, for one g-eneration, may be cast
aside and discounted as out of date by another. There are cer-
tain fundamental principles which have been admitted and
recognized at all times; but in the practical application of these
principles, and the elaboration of detail which is involved in any
complex building-, there is room for so wide diversity of opinion
that what at one time seems wrong- at another time is heralded
as being' the only true path to excellence. The development of
the national architecture of the United States has been a slow and
laborious one, until quite recent years, at least. Up to about the
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time when H. H. Richardson taug-ht architects to study books,
our inspirations, instead of beinjj^ drawn from Italy, the foun-
tain head of good architecture, came to us in a more or less
attenuated strain throug-h Eng-land; and althoug-h our architec-
ture twenty- five or thirty 3'ears ag-o showed the marks of its
remote Italian ancestry, the principles involved therein, or, at
least, the principles which were considered in those days as
fundamentally necessary, were anything but Italian in spirit and
were epitomized by the teachings of John Ruskin, a man who,
in his g"eneration, undoubtedly did more for art than any other
one person during- the century, but who, as is ver^- often the case
with enthusiasts, and especially with those who look at art
from the outside rather than from within, carried his principles
to an extreme which, while fascinating of itself, was of an im-
possible nature and could not be retained in the march of
progress. It is with the differences between the teaching's of
John Ruskin, sig^nifying- the advanced thought of art in this
country twenty-five or thirty years ago, and the present attitude
of architectural criticism that this paper has to deal.
The key note of Ruskin's tlieor}' of criticism was that a
work of art should, first, be truthful, and, second, that it should
be beautiful. These conditions are so manifestly a part of all
g-ood architecture that it would hardly seem worth while to
question them, but the present understanding- of truth as relates
to architecture, taking- up only one phase first, is at present as
far removed from Ruskin's idea as the east is from the west. It
is understood that I am referring- exclusively to productions of
the United States, and the inquiry can be sharply focussed by
considering- for a moment what class of building^s are most typi-
cal of our present development and possibilities. To one who
will look over the field of American architecture to-day in a
critical sense it is evident that there are some manifestations
which can fairly be called sni goicris^ namely, the desig-ns for
our modern commercial structures, which, while open to all sorts
of criticism and to vast difiPerences of judg-ment as to their abso-
lute merit, still constitute in themselves the only purely
American development of architecture which this country has
so far seen, with the possible exception, however, of the colonial
work, which never rose to very g-reat heights. According-ly,
in undertaking- to analize the principles of desig-n as applied to
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our modern architecture, we can limit our study to the commer-
cial work because it represents most truly the outcome of our
architectural conditions and will show more clearly what we can
do for ourselves in architecture than does our public monumental
work, which is to a far g^reater degree copied from similar work
abroad. It is only in our commercial building's that we have
been able to develop individual style. Now, the most marked
quality of a typical modern commercial building- is that it
decidedly is not truthful. When we gaze upon a structure car-
ried to a height of three or four hundred feet, when we walk
through its corridors and appreciate how firm and rigid the con-
struction is, when we are impressed by the tremendous propor-
tions of the design and the seeming absolute stability of the
construction, and then begin to realize that the massive walls
are nothing but a veneer, that the solid construction may not be
more than twelve inches thick and that the construction itself,
which in past generations was expected to show itself in the
design, is really a thin, spider-web-like skeleton composed of a
metal new to the building arts and sciences, if we are to be
guided by the old canons we must hold up our hands in horror
at the desecration of vital principles.
If I were to epitomize in a single sentence the present atti-
tude of architectural design from a critical standpoint, I would
say it virtually claims that whatever is, is right. By this it
need not be understood that the bars should be let down for in-
discriminate and unlovely design, or that construction that will
not hold together and which is vitally wrong should be condoled,
but in a broader sense, whatever the development of modern life,
modern necessities and modern desires have called into being
must, by reason of its very existence, have at least a strong ele-
ment of rightness inherent in it. It would be far more wrong
for us to construct a twenty-story office building to-day on the
principles of Ruskin than to treat the same problem in the nat-
urally developed manner which has made such structures possi-
ble. The growth in American architecture up to the present
time has resulted not from following tradition so much as by
taking the path of least resistance. We no longer consider it
necessary to mark our construction on the outside. We no longer
find it advisable even to make our visible columns actual con-
structive members. We have learned that the column and the
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arch in our modern construction are primarily decorative fea-
tures, and that a column supporting- absolutely nothing- ma}- at
times be treated in a throughly rational and artistic manner.
Instances of this are numerous, as for example, the series of en-
tirely' isolated columns which precede the Dewey Arch, or the
columnar decoration of the entrance to the American Surety
Building, New York. To properly judge of such as these we
must define what we mean by rational. There is no question
about the artistic results, but any course of reasoning which we
can follow in matters of art depends almost entirel}- upon the
point of view, and what we choose to consider as essential, and
the present attitude of the architectural world, at least on this
side of the continent, is to place considerations of decorative art
very high ia the scale, and to consider a thing rational if its use
is successful from an artistic standpoint.
The disregard of the structural is not new, nor entirely pe-
culiar to the nineteenth century. The Romans, with their ready
system of borrowing, no less than the Greeks, with their keen
sense of artistic proprieties, were never loath to use a column for
decorative purposes. Furthermore, in our modern structures the
whole system of inherited ratios is sometimes disregarded, and
the proportions of the parts to the whole are counted of far more
importance than relative scale of the individual features. Per-
haps the best illustration of this is afforded by the American
Surety Building- in New York, which is crowned by a cornice ex-
tending through two stories, above which is a high species of
attic, the attic and the cornice being proportioned absolutely to
the building and not in the slightest degree to the relatively in-
significant engaged columns which, with their simulated bases,
extend through the three stories immediately below the cornice.
The proportions from a classical standpoint would not bear the
slightest analysis, but they are rational because satisfactory in
result and beautiful in g-eneral effect.
The matter of truth, as considered in connection with mod-
ern buildings, is, after all, a matter of fact. In order to judge
of any architectural design a certain amount of knowledge is
presupposed. We must consider the purposes of the building,
the materials of which it is built, and the manner in which it is
put together. No person who possesses this fundamental know-
ledg-e, looking at a twenty or twenty-five-story office building-,
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would feel the slig^htest incongruity in the size of the walls or
the application of the ornament. We know such walls are rarely
more than sixteen inches thick, except when deliberately in-
creased for decorative purposes. We know that structurally it
is nothing- but a skeleton, and we appreciate a sense of fitness in
treating- the exterior not so much like a solid wall as like an en-
velope, to be adorned, to be proportioned to itself, and in many
respects to be a law unto itself, and not susceptible of judg-ment
by the canons of the past.
This separation of the constructive from the purely decora-
tive features of exterior design has opened great possibilities to
modern architecture. By treating- the desig-n as a whole,
neg-lecting- window opening's as such, forg-etting- the lines of the
stories except where we wish to mark vertical proportions, by
avoiding- entirely the necessity for anything except the effect of
the final building-, we are able to consider the exterior from the
point of pure design, uninfluenced, unimpeded and unhampered
by mere structural necessities. And this is the very factor
which has enabled us to develop so extraordinary a type of
modern commercial building-, in which, as a matter of fact, the
construction is wholly independent of the desig-n. The modern
architectural eng-ineer will say to the desig-ner, "Tell me just
what you want and I will construct it, and construct it well, no
matter what it may be." And so we are enabled with perfect
structural equanimity to pile fifteen or twenty stories over a
great void, as is the case of the ball room of the Astoria, and
feel that we are violating- no necessarily accepted canons of
modern taste. The fact is, the problem of the modern commer-
cial building- is so simple and the lines have been fixed so pre-
cisely by practical requirements that the architecture, per sc,
has been reduced or developed, whichever you choose to call it,
to a matter of decoration, and instead of following the Ruskin
theory of decorating- our construction, we literally construct our
decoration and with very little thoug-ht of the bones behind it.
The construction is a matter of engineering; the design is
simply a matter of good looks; and the beauty is as independent
of structural necessities as Raphael's paintings in tlie Vatican
are independent of the composition of the mortar used in the
construction of the vaults upon which they are painted. In
fact the comparison between applied decorative painting and
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the applied decorative architecture of our facades is one which
fitly illustrates the present attitude of architectural desig-n
towards structures of this type, and it is the failure to recognize
this essential quality that so often interferes with real success
in some of our modern building-s and which delayed so long- the
development of the type such as is represented by the more
recent of our structures.
*
It must be admitted, therefore, that truth, in the Ruskin
sense, is not a requisite condition of excellence in the design of
the typical buildings we are considering. As regards the
element of beauty, if, as the pre-Raphaelites claimed, a building
must be true in order to be truly beautiful, if vain repetitions
are the death of true art, if a building must bear its whole story
on its face in order to possess the beauty of goodness, then our
recent work can claim no real beauty. But from our present
standpoint beauty is something to be taken on and put off like a
garment, to conceal rather than to accentuate the construction, to
be of fabric and form which need not necessarily reveal all of
the bony structure, and whose success or failure is chiefl}' intrin-
sic rather than relative, whose canons are those of sense and
sensibility^ rather than pride of ancestry or educated prejudice.
We must then define the attitude of the modern critic, and
by critic I do not mean so much the one who stands off and
views the results, but rather the one who is most intimately
interested in the construction of the architecture itself. It has
been said that one of the first essentials of success in an}- art is
the ability to criticise one's own work and find wherein it is at
fault. It is, therefore, of first importance that there should be
some formulation of principles by which the architect can be
guided in the criticism of his own work, and from among the
mass of conflicting theories which have been put forward to
confirm the fitness of our modern architecture, considering
simply the results attained and the means to those attainments,
there are, we might say, three rules to be observed, all of them
rank heresy in a pre-Raphaelite sense, but all of them the out-
come of what we really have tried to do in our successful
buildings rather than what closet theorists have evolved. The
first is that our work shall seem to be what we mean it shall
seem to be. In other words, if we are aiming to produce a
sumptuous effect it is not a success unless it really achieves that
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result; if we are aiming- to g"ive an etfect of breadth and stabil-
ity, of solid construction, it must have that effect, quite irre-
spective of the means by which those effects are obtained; our
building-s must look substantial to our educated observation,
they must have the appearance of being- well built, they must,
in fact, seem to be just what we imag"ine them in our conception.
The second rule is, that the work shall be beautiful, not beauti-
ful in the sense of mere fitness to a canon or to a tradi-
tion, or to a hidden and somewhat indiscriminate system of
construction, and not beautiful either relatively or intellectually,
but beautiful in the absolute sense so that both g^eneral effect
and details shall please the mind without any recourse to intel-
lectual arg"ument or reasoning". This seems like a broad state-
ment, but, as an illustration of how this can apply, consider the
building-s which were recently put forth in the Brochure series of
the ten most beautiful structures in this country. The National
Capitol, the Boston Public Library, the Cong-ressional Library,
the Madison Square Garden, St. Patrick's Cathedral, and Trinity
Church, New York, are certainly far from conforming- to the old
canons of essential fitness, but no one questions their beauty,
and their beauty is the kind which appeals to all classes of ob-
servers. And the third condition to be reg-arded is that our build-
ings shall be all that they seem to be, and be beautiful not merely
for the present but for all time. This is almost fundamental
in architecture. Our building-s must stand. This may not be
true to construction, they may not express the plan on the out-
side, but if they are to be successful in any deg-ree, they must
endure.
So that, epitomizing- the present way of considering- archi-
tectural desig-ns, I would say that they must have the elements
of fitness to the idea, whatever it may be, of intrinsic beauty,
and of permanence.
The purists may say that this is all wrong-, that commercial-
ism is the blight of the ag-e, and that art has developed in spite
thereof rather than throug-h its aid, I can not ag-ree with such
a position. Our whole modern life has been most profoundly in-
fluenced by commercial development. Our artistic life has been
made possible by our business successes. The architecture of
this country before 1876 was a development from the cottag-e
type up. Only of very recent years have monumental possibili-
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ties been within our reach. Our private houses, especially those
in the suburbs and country, show a growth which seems to have
abruptly stopped since about 1885; but all of the real prog-ress
which has come of late years has been along- the lines of observ-
ance of the principles which I have previousl}' laid down. The
architecture in this country which marks the close of the last
decade of the century shows a cultivation of pure beauty for its
own sake to an extent which we never knew before. Our clients
demand beauty and they get it. To my mind, this is the most
hopeful sign for the future, and one which, however we may
vary as to dogmas or standards, is sure to bring about the right
results in the Ions: run.
THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS AND DIFFICULTIES
OF ^fuRAL PAINTING.
Bv Xf.wton a. Wells, Professor of the History and Practice of
Painting.
Mural painting is by no means a.mere enlargement of easel
painting ; its esthetic purposes and its technical difficulties are
quite different. The dimensions of the easel picture make it
easy of an inspection which encourages the display of tricks of
execution both in the handling of the brush and the pigments.
In mural painting these sources of esthetic pleasure, perfectly
legitimate to easel painting, are entirely precluded by the extent
of the surface and the distance which must intervene between it
and the eye of the spectator. Again, the easel painting, set in
a comparatively deep gold frame, or in a wide " mat," is so cut
off from its immediate surroundings as to be practically indepen-
dent of them. The subject of the easel painting .may be
drawn from any phase of human thought or interest possess-
ing pictorial qualities, for, because of its very portability, the
location of the easel painting can be changed at the caprice of
the owner or at the dictate of changing taste or fashion. This
independent existence of the easel picture makes its treatment,
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also, a matter of great freedom; every trick of brush and texture
of surface is admissible, pig-ment may be spread thinly or loaded
thickly, every intensity of color and g-radation of light and shade
may be indulg^ed—every deg^ree of imitation of nature's appear-
ance. Whatever the appearance, the subject, or the treatment,
there will always be some one who is pleased with it, and
willing- to g"ive it a place upon the walls of his dwelling.
It is not so with mural painting-, which must become the
surface of the wall upon which it is placed, a part of the build-
ing- in which it is housed. Mural painting- is of too monumental
a character to meet either the desires or the means of the ordi-
nary picture purchaser, and for this reason it must find its g-reat-
est employment in the decoration of public instead of private
buildings. This being- the case, it follows that the subjects
suitable for this kind of representation must be of such a univer-
sal interest as to appeal to the general public, and that, too, for
g-enerations to come. Such subjects should be significant of, or
at least appropriate to, the uses of the building-s which they em-
bellish.
Ag-ain, these subjects should be treated with a moderation
and reposeful dig-nity which never wearies or oppresses the fre-
quenters of the building-. Morbid or intensely emotional sub-
jects, althoug-h perfectly leg-itimate in illustration and easel
painting-, when introduced into monumental work of a decorat-
ive character, finish by irritating- the mind and oppressing- the
spirits throug-h their very insistency upon the attention. The
same is true of strong and g-arish colorings. Color should be so
harmonized and subdued that it does not take away from the
feeling- that the wall is there to be reg-arded as a wall, and that
it does not make so sudden a transition from the decorative char-
acter and coloring- of other architectural features of the interior
as to seem not to belong- to them. These are requirements which
too many modern mural painters seem to forg'et, painting- their
wall surfaces as if they were independent of all surrounding's.
Such mural painting-s make holes in the walls on which they are
placed instead of decorating- them.
Another requirement of mural decoration is that its surface
should be " flat," or lusterless, so as not to interfere with seeing-
the work to advantag-e from every point of the interior.
Owing to the g-reat expanse of surface to be covered and the
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enormous amount of labor involved, it is very essential that the
mural painter should have his desi^^n carefully wroug-ht out,
even to the minutest details ; he will find it a vast saving" of
time and trouble in the end.
Doubtless no two painters follow exactly the same method of
procedure, and I will try only to explain the one followed by my-
self in the execution of the decorations of the Library of the
University of Illinois.
The subjects being" imag"inary ones, and the spaces which
they were to fill being of g-iven dimensions and shapes, it was
necessary to first work out each conception to a given scale.
This I did in the drawing^s reproduced in Plates V and VI,
between pages 68 and 69, doings the work very roug"hly as to
detail, and entirely from imagination, but trying" to g'ive each
fig"ure its relative size and place upon the scale that it must
finally fill. These first scale drawings were made about J^ inch
to the foot. As soon as these were satisfactorily worked out, the
models were called in and a careful study made of each ; the
animals were studied and photographed at the horse and cattle
markets of Paris, where I was then prosecuting" the work ; land-
scape studies for the background setting"s were made in the
public parks and g"ardens of Paris and Versailles. I must except
the studies for the Forge, which were made in one of the great
foundries of the city of Cleveland, Ohio.
As soon as these studies were completed, I proceeded to lay
out the panels to a scale of 2^*4. inches to the foot, which was
larg"e enougfh to admit of carefully working" out all the details.
Upon these enlarg-ed panels the figures, animals and back-
g"rounds were then drawn from the separate studies. In working"
out these more careful and enlarged scale drawing"s, I found it
desirable to make more or less change from the original imag"in-
ary studies. These chang"es can be observed by a comparison of
the studies (Plates V and VI) with the re-productions from
the completed paintings (Plates I-IV, frontispieces).
When these enlarg-ed panels were finally completed to my
satisfaction, I pinned over them a stout parchment tracing- paper
through which the drawing" was pertectly visible, and painted
upon this with oil colors diluted in spirits of turpentine, which
causes the pigment to dr}- flat, and with something of the same
effect that the finished work should have. This procedure saved
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the labor of tracing- and transferring- for the color studies, and
permitted as many trials at the color scheming as was desirable
to reach a satisfactory result, and this without the danger of in-
juring the scale drawing. The color schemes do not require to
be worked out in detail, only the broad masses with their rela-
tive intensities and tonal values are necessary or desirable at this
stage. When all of this work had been accomplished, occupying
a period of six months, I was ready to attack the walls them-
selves.
These were prepared by first g-iving them two coats of white
lead in oil. As soon as this was dry, the surface was covered
with a cement made of white lead, with just enough oil, varnish
and turpentine to make it workable with a stiff brush. Upon
this freshly covered surface was stretched a plain and unprepared
canvas, and nailed all around the edges. It was then rolled
down until completely imbedded in the white lead, and then im-
mediately covered with a coat of the same, diluted with oil and
turpentine. This required a full month to dry hard in an artifi-
cially heated atmosphere, after which the surfaces were covered
with a coat of preparation made of lead, Spanish whiting, oil
and turpentine. When this had become perfectly hard, the sur-
faces were rubbed down with fine sand-paper and were ready for
the pictures.
While the walls were in process of drying I busied myself
with the preparation of the full sized working cartoons. These
were drawn upon Manila paper with charcoal, or, I should have
said /raced, because they were drawn by the aid of a stereopti-
con, a lantern-slide having been made from each of the large
scale drawings. These scale drawings had been previously laid
out in squares equivalent to feet upon the wall surface, and it
was only necessary to enlarge the drawing untiUthese squares
were one foot square, then pin up the paper upon the screen and
trace the drawing, squares and all With line and chalk the
wall was also laid out in foot squares, when it was only neces-
sary to apply the cartoon to its proper place upon the squares,
and then transfer the drawing- by means of sliding under it,
when its upper edge had been secured in place with small tacks,
a large sheet of transfer paper, and then going over the lines
with a hard blunt point. This saved the trouble of pricking the
outlines and then pouncing them by the old method. The trans-
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fer paper I made myself by spreading- upon a large sheet of Ma-
nilla paper a mixture of lamp-black and mutton tallow, stirred
together while the tallow was hot, and spread upon the paper
with a rag while the mixture was still warm. One such trans-
fer paper served for all four of the panels.
After the outlines were in place I was ready to attack with
the color. For this work I used the oil colors put up in tubes of
quadruple size, with the exception of zinc white, which I bought
in bulk. Instead of thinning and tempering my colors with tur-
pentine, I used a medium made by dissolving white wax in pet-
roleum—ordinary kerosene—over a hot water bath. Enough
wax should be added to make a jelly when cold. Of this medium
I added about one part to two parts of pigment when mixing my
colors on the palette. It has the double advantag-e of drying
slowly and allowing of perfect deliberation in the work, and it
does not change color or darken at all that I can discover during
the process. This, and the fact that the dried color readily softens
by the application of a little turpentine to its surface, makes it
easy to join the work of each succeeding day, or after any lapse
of time, without a break or visible "lap." The wax has, also,
the additional advantage of producing a perfectly fiat and luster-
less surface with a delicate and aerial bloom like that of real
fresco, and not the least of its good qualities is its preserving
influence upon the color, protecting" it from the contact of coal-
gas, the dc/c }ioir of decorators in our climate.
Decorative pictures of smaller dimensions might be executed
to greater advantage upon prepared canvas in the studio per-
haps, but wall spaces of the size and shape of those in the Li-
brary (about 12 X 40 feet) could not be thus handled.
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A MECHANICAL COMPUTATOR FOR ALTERNATING
CURRENT CIRCUITS.
By Wm. Hand Browne, Jr., Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering.
Under the caption " A Mechanical Computator of Fall of
Potential," was described, in detail, in the Electrical World,
Vol. 31, pag-e 610, an instrument which would solve mechanically
any wiring- problem for direct currents. A brief explanation of
the principles and construction seems desirable before passing- to
the application to alternating- current circuits.
The fall of potential T' along- a cylindrical conductor carry-
ing- a current /is g-iven by
k L IV= (1)
where / is a constant, the conductivity, L the leng-th, and ^i the
cross-section of the conductor.
The deflection of a stretched cord can be made to follow a
similar law, as the following- will show : Referring- to Fig-. 1,
Fig. :.
A H i?, z. cord fixed at A and under a constant horizontal tension
T. If a weig-ht PFbe attached at /^the cord will be deflected.
Let the end Hhe lowered until the section to the rig-ht of the
weig-ht is horizontal, the tension remaining- constant. The cord
has now assumed the position .1 B (r.
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Since 7' is horizontal and Il'vertical, and since the tension
along- .1 /> is equal and opposite to their resultant, completing-
tlie parallelogram of forces, we have
AF' T
writing f/ for /'V> and /for .1 7*^ and transposing we have
<i^(^ (2)
This principle can therefore be used to represent the fall of po-
tential in a cylindrical conductor carrying a single load if / rep-
resent the length and 7' the cross-section of the conductor, (/ the
fall of potential and IT the current flowing. And moreover,
since the deflection of the cord at any point .v is proportioned to
the distance .l.v, the position taken by the cord will represent
graphicall}^ the fall of potential along the conductor.
Now let two weights Hand IT' be attached to the cord at
7'' and F' (Fig. 1), and let the section of cord to the right of the
weights be lowered until horizontal, the tension on the cord as
before remaining constant.
First, we can consider the section of cord B B" (r as fixed at
7? and write as before
T
where (^/' is the deflection below the horizontal B E\ V is the
horizontal distance between B and B' or F and F' , and W
is the load at B'
.
Now passing to B, the deflection here is caused by the
weight ITand the tension along- B B' . This latter is the result-
ant of 11" and 7] and can be resolved at B into its two compo-
nents. We may therefore write for the deflection d at B
The total deflection at F' is therefore
Hence the principle can be used to represent graphical I3' the fall
of potential along any cylindrical conductor carrying any num-
ber of loads. By selecting proper units it can be made direct
reading- in volts, amperes, circular mills and feet.
.
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The application is as simple as the principle. A scale-beam,
having- a small pulley attached to an arm which holds it verti-
cally under the knife edg-e, is placed in front and at one end of a
vertical board, upon which is stretched suitable cross-section
paper. At the other end of the board is a vertical rod or guide,
upon which slides a stirrup. To the latter is fastened one end
of the cord which then passes over the pulley on the scale-beam,
then vertically down, where it is wound up on a small drum.
Smalt weights represent loads in amperes. The tension is varied
for different cross-sections by moving a rider on the scale-beam,
and then bringing the beam back to its zero position by manipu-
lating the drum. By sliding the stirrup up or down the last sec-
tion of the cord to the right is made horizontal.
In use this instrument was found to be easy of manipulation
and accurate within one per cent. The sources of error to be
guarded against are friction of the pulley bearing and of the
knife edge, and a deflection of the cord due to its own weight.
To extend this principle to alternating currents it is neces-
sary to consider the reactance as well as the resistance of the
conductor. The fall of potential along a conductor due to an
alternating current is
V=U (3)
/ being the impedance.
This may be written
I^ COS cP
~T
giving the fall of potential in terms of the resistance and the
angle of lag.






To adapt the computator to this law only requires that the
scale-beam be movable concentrically about the knife edge,
while the relative positions of pulley and knife edge remain




A steel knife edge is attached to the brass disc a, the bear-
ing- edge being placed at the centre of a. The pulley d is carried
by (I and is held vertically under the knife edge by two arms as
shown. The scale-beam d has a split collar r which turns freely
about (I, but may be clamped in any position by the thumbscrew
/i. The rider is shown at e and a counter-balance at /. The
pointer /> is attached to a and enables us to bring a back to zero.
In the position shown the horizontal tension on the cord is
the product of the weight r into the ratio of its lever arm to that
of the pulley d. Call this 7\
Now let the beam be turned down through some angle c
and clamped. The tension becomes
T^ — T cos cr
and the condition required in equation (4) is satisfied.
The angle through which we must turn the beam is of
course the angle of lag of the current in the conductor, referred
to the E.M.F. at its terminals. This depends on the frequency,
the size of the conductor, and the distance between conductors.
Fixing the frequency and the distance between conductors
fixes the angle of lag for each size of conductor, and this angle
should be automatically indicated by the position of the rider.
This may be accomplished as follows : Plot a curve -which is
the locus of the intersections of arcs, whose radii represent in
the scale chosen the cross-section in circular mills, with lines
drawn from the same centre, making the corresponding angle
with the axis of abscissa?. It is somewhat more convenient to
lay off these angles negatively. A curve will be obtained similar
to those shown in Fig. 3. Here the scale is twenty thousand
circular mills per division. Curve I. is plotted for twenty-five
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easily be done, using" the curves shown in Fig". 3, and one scale
for each frequency used, laid off on the beam, the divisions being-
marked in circular mills.
This construction does not show the angle of lag, but this is
easily obtained, as the ratio of the reading on the scale of con-
ductances to that on the scale of admittances gives the power
factor and a graphical construction gives the angle of lag. This
method of finding the angle is useful as the E.M F. at the end of
the line is the vector resultant, and not the algebraic difference
of the impressed E.M.F. and the fall of potential along the line.
SLAG ADULTERATION OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
Bv Halbert L. Chipps, 'gg, Assistant in Civil Engineering.
Recent correspondents in the engineering press* have called
attention to the presence of metallic iron in some Portland
cements, claiming that it is an evidence of slag- adulteration.
An investigation was made by the writer in order to deter-
mine the percentag-e of metallic iron in different brands of slag-,
Portland, and natural cements. One hundred grams of each
brand was weighed out, and the poles of a powerful horse-shoe
magnet were passed through and throug-h the cement for fifteen
minutes, the iron thus removed being collected and weig-hed. At
the end of that time the yield of iron was evidently nearly ex-
hausted.
In order, however, to ascertain whether substantially all of
the iron was separated by this method, 100 g-rams of a particular
brand was placed in a beaker and a considerable quantity of gas-
oline was added, gasoline being used as it would not cause the
cement to set. Then the mixture was stirred with the magnet
until the iron was completely exhausted. Three brands of cement
by this method yielding quantities of iron which agreed very
Engineering News, July 13 and 27, 1899.
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closely with those obtained from the dry cements, the latter
results were taken as correct.
The percentages of iron contained in the cements tested
were as follows :
Slag Cements.
Brier Hill " Portland," 0.067 P^r cent.
Illinois Steel " Portland," No. i o. 120 "
" " " No. 2 0.120 "
Portland Cements.
Hilton's English Portland 0.005 P^'' cent
Alsen German " 0.005 "
Star Stettin " o . 005 "
Lehigh American " 0.005 "
Alpha " " ; 0.005 "
Saylor's " " 0.020 "
Chicago AA " " 0.050 "
New York Rosendale, Louisville Star, Akron, and Milwau-
kee natural cements were also tested. None of these showed
any metallic iron, althoug^h small quantities of mag"netic, or
black, oxide of iron were found in the Akron and Milwaukee
brands.
An examination of the iron from the Portland and slag"
cements was made with the aid of a powerful microscope. All
the iron from both classes of cements was found to be brittle and
not malleable, showing- that it contained a large percentage of
carbon.
The material from the various brands of Portland cement
agreed very closely in appearance ; that from the different slag
cements was also quite uniform in character. Between the ma-
terial from the slag cements and that from the Portland cements,
however, some difference was noted ; the percentage of globular
particles being somewhat less in the iron from the Portland than
in that from the slag cements ; and the former showing more
flaky and thread-like particles.
Certain large globules of metallic iron, some of them the
size of pin heads, which were found in the slag cements and
which greatly increased the percentage of iron, may be assumed
to be particles which were carried out by the blast of the fur-
nace, and which escaped fine grinding in the process of manufac-
ture. The large percentage of iron found in two of the Portland
o ements might of course lead to suspicions of slag adulteration
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However, it was noted that the appearance of the iron under the
microscope was the same as that found in the other five brands
;
that is, it showed a larg-e proportion of flaky and thread-like par-
ticles such as mig-ht be abraded from the metal surfaces between
which the cement is ground. Also it seems possible for round
particles to be formed in this way ; or, if not originally round,
to be made so by abrasion.
It seems unfair, then, to assume that a cement showing a
proportion of iron as high as 0.05 per cent, can be condemned as
being adulterated with slag, on this test alone. It may be added,
however, that a much smaller percentage of iron (say, less than
0.02 per cent.) may be assumed to prove the absence of such
adulteration.
The black oxide of iron which was found in two of the natu-
ral cements is evidently a constituent of the rock from which
the cement is made. The absence of metallic iron from these
cements may be explained by the fact that the rolls are not
abraded by the soft materials of which the cement is made, and
also by the absence of any temptation for slag adulteration on
account of the cheapness of this class of cements.
An investigation was also made to determine the reliability
of pat tests* as an evidence of slag adulteration. A number of
pats were made of slag and Portland cements mixed in various
proportions, the smallest percentage of slag cement being
10 per cent. The Portland cements used were Alsen, Star Stet-
tin, Hilton's, Alpha, and Lehigh, these being used because they
contained very small percentages of metallic iron. Tests were
made of pats both exposed to air and kept under water. The
pats kept under water invariably showed a greenish color of the
interior, ten per cent, slag adulteration being easily detected in
this way. The effect of ten per cent, adulteration with slag
cement was also noted on the pats exposed to air, causing yel-
lowish or brownish blotches to appear on the surface of the pat,
although this test was not found as reliable as the former.
It may be concluded from these experiments that briquettes
or pats kept under water, which show a greenish color of the
interior, contain sulphides and hence are probably adulterated
with slag ; also that if discolorations of the exterior of pats
*Sce Baker's Masonry Construction, 9th ed., pp. 62 63.
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exposed to air are very noticeable, slag- adulteration is probably
present in considerable quantity.
The writer acknowledg-es his indebtedness to Prof. S. W.
Parr, of the Department of Applied Chemistry, for microscopic
examination and chemical analysis of the iron.
THE BOURBONNAIS RAILWAY ARCH.
\\ C. L. Eddy, Civil Engineering, 'oo.
The object of this article is to test the different theories of
the masonry arch by applying- them to an arch which for years
has successfully carried a heavy railroad traffic.
This arch was built for a railway in France, and was
designed by Vaudray. It has a span of 124 feet, and a rise of
6.92 feet. The thickness at the crown is only 2.67 feet, and at
spring-ing" 3.60 feet. The arch is remarkable for its boldness.
Before the bridge was built the desig^n was tested by con-
structing" an experimental arch of the above proportions, and 12
feet wide. The center of this arch was struck after four months,
when the total settlement was 1.25 inches, due mostly to the
mortar joints, which were about one quarter inch. The arch
stood the test of a uniformly distributed load of 500 pounds per
square foot, and also the test of a five-ton weig"ht falling- one
and one half feet on the key.
In applying- the several theories of the masonry arch to the
structure, a long-itudinal section of the arch one foot wide was
taken, which was assumed to carry its proportion of a railway
train weig-hing- 4000 pounds per linear foot, and also a filling- of
earth 3 feet deep at the crown. Assuming- that the weig-ht
of the train was uniformly distributed over a width of 8 feet,
there would be a live load of 500 pounds per linear foot on the
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section oi the arch taken. The earth was assumed to weigh
10(» pounds per cubic foot, and hence the weig^ht of the train
may be considered as having- the same effect as 5 feet of earth
tilling-. Therefore the live and dead load at the crown is equiv-
alent to 8 feet of earth, or 800 pounds per square foot.
It is not known what load the arch was designed to carry,
but it is thought that the loads assumed above are at least
approximately correct, and are sufficient to give a fair test of
the different theories of the arch. The earth is assumed to exert
a pressure both horizontally and vertically.
The arch was tested according to three methods, viz: (1)
By the Rational theory, (2) by the Scheffler theory-, and (3)
by the Common theory.* In this particular case, since the arch
is so very flat, all three of these theories give practically the
same results.
To apply the theories, the half span of the arch was
divided into six equal parts, and then the division next to
r
^^t:^'
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It was assumed that the crown thrust was the least possible
consistent with equilibrium, and that it acted at the upper limit
of the middle third of the crown joint.
Fig-. 1, pag-e 78, shows a section of half the arch, the
upper horizontal line showing- the upper limit of the earth
embankment, assumed to be equivalent to the actual live and
dead loads. The vertical forces, ]]\, ITo, etc., represent the
sum of the vertical components of the earth pressure and the
weight of the masonry of the several arbitrary sections. The
horizontal forces, Z/^, H.,^ etc., represent the horizontal compo-
ponents of the earth pressure against the vertical projection of
the backs of the several sections. The arch is held in equilib-
rium by (1) the vertical forces M\, W^, etc., (2) by the horizon-
tal forces //i, H.2, etc., (3) by the resultant 7?, and (4) by the
thrust 7" at the crown. T'vs, the unknown quantity and may be
found for any g-iven joint by taking moments of all the forces to
the right about the lower end of the middle third of that joint
Table I was constructed to locate the joint of rupture—that
joint for which the crown thrust is a maximum. In this table
we let
I'Fi = the total weight of the first division in pounds,
W^= " " " " second
etc.
Jfi=the moment arm of each TT about joint 1 in feet.
V" 44 44 " " 44 11 It ^ l(
^1.2
etc.
//"!-= the horizontal thrust of first division in pounds.
H^^ " " " second
etc.
/'j^the moment arm of each 77 about joint 1, in feet.
/, 44 44 (4 14 1(14 ll'J 11
" 2 •*'
etc.
F= the moment arm of T about each joint, in feet.
The column headed total thrust gives the value of T for
each joint, and from theSe values it is seen that the joint of rup-
ture is at the springing- line.
In Fig. 1 is shown the force diag-ram using the maximum
crown thrust as determined in Table I. The lower triangle of
the force diagram represents the three forces acting upon the
section of the arch next to the crown, the base being- the maxi-
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TABLE I.
Data .Sho\\in(; Position of Joint of Rui'Tirf.
c
o
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voussoir on another, or (3) by rotation about an edge of some
joint.
The stability against sliding depends upon the angle between
the resultant pressure on a joint and the normal to that joint.
An examination of Fig. 1 shows that the maximum value of
the above angle is l^OO', and occurs at the third joint. The
tangent of 1°00' is .0175. The coefficient of friction for stone
upon stone varies from 0.45 to 0.75, and for the purpose of this
discussion we will assume the average to be 0.50. Therefore
the factor against sliding is
.oVts^28.6, which shows that the
forces resisting sliding are 28.6 times greater than the forces
tending to produce sliding. In this investigation the effect of
the adhesion of the mortar has been neglected. To include this
would very greatly increase the stability of the arch against
sliding. Therefore there is no danger of this arch failing by
sliding on a joint.
The stability against overturning depends upon the maxi-
mum distance between the center of pressure and the center of
the joint, and is measured by the ratio of half the length of the
joint to the above distance. Both at the springing and at the
crown, the center of pressure is at the extremity of the middle
third, and therefore this ratio is 3. Consequently the minimum
factor against overturning is 3, and therefore the arch is safe
against this mode of failure.




in which (J is the maximum resultant pressure on a joint as given
in Fig. 1, / the length of the joint, and d the distance be-
tween the center of pressure and the center of the joint. An in-
spection shows that /^ is a maximum for the joint at the crown.
Using pounds and inches, the above formula becomes
p ^ 345054 6X345054X0.89X12 _ ^^^^^
2.67X12X12 + (2.67X12X12)' ~
pounds per square inch.
It is reasonably certain that the]stone, at least approximately,
sustains this compression, and since it successfully stands, we
assume that this value is safe. The maximum compression in
*For the method of deducing this formula, see Baker's Masonry Construc-
tion, p. 448.
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the above arch is much greater than is usually permitted in en-
g-ineering- structures. For example, the g-ranite in the Rookery
office building" of Chicago is subjected to a compression of only
430 pounds per square inch ; the piers of the Brooklj-n Bridg-e,
also of g-ranite, are loaded to a compression of only 400 pounds
per square inch ; while the g-ranite piers of the Saltash Bridg^e
are subjected to only 125 pounds per square inch. We may con-
clude from this comparison that either the Bourbonnais arch is
unsafe, or that the above named masonry is needlessly extrava-
g-ant. Since the theories show that the arch is safe, and since it
does stand, we may say that so far as crushing is concerned the
masonry of the other structures named is extravagant. It may
be possible that had Vaudray known to what compression the
masonry in his arch would be subjected, he would have altered
his design ; but the bridg-e as it stands reflects credit on his
eng"ineering^ ability.
A comparison of the Bourbonnais Bridg-e with a few other
arches may be interesting-. The Waterloo Bridg-e, London, built
by the celebrated eng-ineer, Rennie, has a span of 120 feet, only
4 feet less than the Bourbonnais arch, but has a rise of 32 feet,
nearly five times that of Vaudray's bridg-e, and a thickness at
the crown of nearly twice the latter. The bridg-e at Neuilly,
France, built by Perronnet, has a span of 128 feet, 4 feet more
than the Bourbonnais bridg-e, a rise of 32 feet, 5 times that of
the Bourbonnais arch, and a thickness at the crown of 5.13 feet,
practically twice Vaudray's arch. The railroad bridg-e at Maid-
enhead, Eng-land, built by Brunei, has a span, too, of 128 feet,
with a rise of 24 feet, and a thickness at the crown of 5.25 feet.
These comparisons show that Vaudray was exceeding-ly bold in
his desig-n. He is exceeded in his boldness only by Edwards,
the " country mason" who desig-ned and built the famous Pont-y-
Prydd Bridg-e, which has a span of 140 feet, a rise of 35 feet,
and a thickness at the crown of 1.5 feet.* It is hoped, then,
that in the future, there will be less obscurity of such an eng-in-
eering- structure as the Bourbonnais Bridg-e, and that Vaudray
may receive, in part at least, the credit which is due him for this
masterpiece.
*For an analysisof this remarkable masonry arch, see The Technograph,
No. 7.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF TERRA-COTTA AND ITS
USE AS A BUILDING MATERIAL.
By H. a. Webber, '97, Architect, Chicago.
Terra-cotta has been manufactured for twentv-five centuries
or more, but in its early history it was used for tablets and stat-
uettes instead of for structural purposes. The Greeks and
Romans employed it very successfully for ornamental forms, and
fine examples of their work remain in excellent preservation. As
early as the fourteenth century, in Italy, entire facades of great
beauty were constructed of this material, and from that time it
grew rapidly in favor.
Terra-cotta is almost always made into hollow blocks,
formed with webs inside to give additional strength and to keep
the pieces true while drying and burning. Solid blocks of clay
will neither dry nor burn uniformly and do not hold their shape,
besides the length of time required for burning would depend on
the size of the block, making it impracticable to burn different
sizes in the same kiln. The hollow form obviates this difficulty
by securing a nearly uniform thickness throughout, and the
handling, setting and supporting of overhanging members is
greatly facilitated because of the lightness of the material. By
this method of manufacture the blocks can readily be made to
conform to steel supporting members, for which they usually
serve the double purpose of an ornamental covering and fire-
proofing.
In describing the manufacture of terra-cotta the natural
order will be to follow the work through the factory, step by
step, from the time the contract for the work is received until
the finished product is fitted and marked, ready for shipment to
the building. It is necessary to have a complete system of class-
ifying and indexing the work, thoroughly identifying each piece
of every job, as well as the molds and drawings for the same, so
that its stage of progress in the factory or at the building may
be known at any time. A complete set of the architect's draw-
ings for the proposed building is sent to the factory with the
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order for the terra-cotta. This includes the general drawings
for the building-, all steel diagrams, and the scale and full size
details of the terra-cotta work, though some architects prefer
not to detail all the work in advance, but have the terra-cotta
company submit full size drawings, during the progress of the
work, of sections and profiles and even of ornamental work which
they propose to use. This gives the architect an opportunity to
re-study and modify his scale details. All the drawings furnished
are sent to the drafting room at the factory, where accurate and
complete shop drawings are made of all the terra-cotta work.
They show its relation to the steel and to all other work with
which it may come in contact, and locate all necessary anchor
holes. The dividing into courses and blocks is carefully studied,
and then laid out and figured on the working drawings. As the
jointings of the work may be of great importance, making or
marring the appearance of the design, they should be submitted
to the architect for approval. If the ordinary vertical joint can
not be placed in a suitable position on ornamented work, it may
sometimes either follow a curved line of the design or cross the
lines of the ornament in a normal direction, the latter being the
better way. Pieces jointed in any other way are not likely to
join properly on account of unequal shrinkage. In work
having an ornamental pattern repeated, the joint can generally
be placed either between the patterns or in the centre of each.
The number of different molds required will depend largely
upon the way in which the work is divided, and it may happen
that the system of jointing best suited to the design will not be the
cheapest to execute. For economy in manufacture, the molds
should be relativeh' large, since it costs more to press a great
number of small pieces than a smaller number of larger pieces.
In general, the most economical size for molds varies between
two and eight cubic feet, depending on the shape and character
of the block; but, if necessary, the work can be made in much
larger pieces. In architectural sculpture, where jointing is objec-
tionable, pieces may be made as large as thirty or more cublic feet
and weighing a half to three-quarters of a ton; and complete
column shafts, ten to twelve feet long, have been made in one
piece. However, there is great risk in attempting such large
work in which a slight variation of line is so detrimental, as
the plain or fiated column. If the column is ornamented, then
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a variation would not be so conspicuous. Naturally, it is cheaper
to so divide the work that the larg-est number of pieces possible
may be made in the same mold and be of the same length ; but
this may g"ive undesirable jointing- in one or more places. Adapt-
ability to the desig-n must be secured first and economy in manu-
facture afterwards. The working- drawing-s dispose of all these
matters and present the work as it will be in the completed build-
ing-. These drawing-s follow, or rather direct, all the work
throug-h the factory ; being- continually in use by the draug-hts-
men, pressers, finishers, burners, fitters, makers, shippers and
setters. Copies are kept on file all the time, and if any piece
g-ets lost or destroyed before being- set in the building-, a dupli-
cate may be produced by their aid.
After the working- drawings have been approved a full-sized
detail is made of each different kind of piece shown, correspond-
ing- with the fig-ured dimensions on the working- drawing-s and
in accordance with the architect's details. They are to be used
in making- the plaster models, and are made larg-er than full
size to allow for the shrinkag-e of the clay in drying- and burn-
ing-. For this purpose a shrinkage scale is used to lay out the
details instead of the standard scale. It is sometimes called an
expansion scale, and has its true length greater than the stand-
ard and its divisions increased in like proportion. A scale
measuring 12^ inches per foot is called a ^-inch shrinkage
scale, and others are similarly named, |-inch, |-inch, 1-inch,
etc., shrinkage scales. The shrinkage of different clays varies
from about \ inch to 2 inches per foot in each direction, but
clays having a shrinkage of either of these extremes are not
suitable for manufacturing into terra-cotta for reasons that will
be explained below. The usual shrinkage of terra-cotta clays
varies from | inch to 1 inch per foot, about two thirds of this
amount occuring in the drying and the remainder in the burning.
The plaster details are next sent to the plaster shop, where
the models and molds are made. A full size, shrinkage scale,
plaster of Paris model is made for each piece shown in the plas-
ter details. Various methods are used in making these models,
but generally a metal templet, having the exact reversed profile
of the required model, is run on a straight edge to produce
straight running pieces and on the circumference of a cir-
cle or an ellipse to produce those curves. Curved work of more
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irreg-ular form, such as consoles, brackets, and scrolls, may be
modeled in the soft plaster with a templet by the hand and eye,
or the curved part of such models may be carved after the plaster
has hardened. If the work is yet more complex, it should be
left for the modelers to make in clay. If the desig'n calls for or-
namented moulding-s, the backg-round of the plaster model is
left low so that the ornament may be added in clay by the
modelers. To obtain models with mitres, ang-les, or returns, two
pieces, straig^ht or curved, are sawn to the required mitre ang-le
and cemented tog"ether with fresh plaster.
Models requiring- ornament are now sent to the modeling-
department, where this is added in clay by expert modelers. The
great variety and the hig-h class of ornamental work now in de-
mand makes it necessary for a first-class terra-cotta company to
keep a large force of artists to do the modeling-. In rare cases
an architect reserves the rig-ht to select the modeler who is to
mould his work. In such instances the compan}- doing- the work
is required to provide him with a suitable room and all necessary
appliances to work with, such as clay, framing, scaffolding-, etc.
Occasionally the architect will have the molding- done under his
personal supervision, and furnish the models complete ready for
use, a certain specified amount being- deducted from the con-
tract price to pay for the modeling-. This is done not only
to insure g-ood work, but from a desire to stamp the work
with an individual touch and taste. In such cases it is usual to
specify that all models and molds are to be destroyed on comple-
tion of the work, and that no copies of them are to be preserved.
When the modeling- is done at the factory and by the company,
as nearly all of it is, the architect either examines the models or
has photographs of them submitted for his approval.
If there is much ornamental work and only a few pieces
are required from certain molds, it will naturally be quite expen-
sive. In case there is but a sing-le piece required of some model,
which often happens in the key for an arch or a decorated panel,
it is cheaper and quicker to model the piece in terra-cotta clay
direct, not making- any plaster model or mold, and this is often
done, both for plain and ornamental work. If there are but a
very few pieces of an extremel}' complex nature it may be better
to model them in terra-cotta direct. Where there is heavily
projecting- ornamental work on a plain molded backg-round, such
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as lions' heads, g-arg-oyles, etc., on a cornice, which would make an
inconvenient form to mold, the backg-round pieces may be pressed
separately by the pressers and the ornament added by the mod-
elers while the block is yet in a plastic condition. Work that is
to be deeply undercut can be modeled to gfreat advantage in this
way, and effects may be obtained that are impossible in cut
stone. Delicate gothic ornament can be entirely undercut and
raised free from the background, except at a few necessary
points of contact, giving light and shade effects and suggestions
of plasticity and of modeling which are unknown in stone or
marble. In this process each piece, instead of being a duplicate
of one model, is modeled separately and shows the little acci-
dental and intentional variations which reveal the true artist.
For architectural sculpture, the entire work is modeled in clay
without the use of a plaster backg^round, and the modeler either
works from the architect's full size details, the plaster details, the
architect's scale drawings, photographs of ornament, models al-
ready approved, or composes under instructions from the architect.
When the clay ornament has hardened sufficiently, the
models are sent back to the plaster shop to have the molds cast
upon them. These are also made of plaster of paris, in slabs
about two inches thick or more, depending on the size and shape
of the model. The number and shape of the slabs also depends
on the form of the model, for the mold must be so made that the
model will slip from it, or rather so the mold may be taken from
the model a piece at a time, and afterward from the block of
terra-cotta which has been pressed into it. A very complicated
and irregular piece may require a mold made in many pieces.
For work that is irregularly undercut, small pieces of the mold
must be fitted under and between projections in such a way that
they may be removed without injuring the block of clay, but
for most models it is sufficient to have one slab on each of five
sides, leaving the back open. These slabs are fitted to each
other accurately and in such a way that the blocks pressed into
the molds are exactly alike and uniform in size. In fact, the
mold serves this purpose as well as if it was made in one piece
like a box ; but unlike a box mold, it may be taken off the block,
after it is pressed, a piece at a time. Of course, it would be
impossible to use a mould in one piece for terra-cotta as is done
in the manufacture of bricks. By this method a mold may be
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made lor any piece that may ever be designed, no matter how
irreg-ular it may be. Having- determined the number and shape
of the pieces making- up the mold, they are cast in plaster upon
the model, one at a time, and allowed to harden. The soft
plaster receives a perfect impression of all lines and surfaces of
the model with an accuracy that it would be impossible to secure
in any other way, and as long- as the mold is uninjured it will
produce exact duplicates of the original model. If it is a small
mold, the plaster of paris is strong enough in itself, but for
large molds it must be re-enforced by embedding- small bars of
iron in it, so it will withstand the force used in pressing- the
terra-cotta. The pieces are fitted to each other and secured by
clamps and are then ready for use. These molds are very dura-
ble, considering- the material of which they are made, but they
wear out b}' crumbling- at the edges if used too long or too often.
The plaster naturally takes up some moisture from the wet clay
and becomes softened at the thin edges, but if allowed to dry
after using each time they will last very long. . A mold for
ordinarily plain work will last to press from sixty to ninet}'
blocks. If it has much ornamental work, with man}' fine lines
and thin edges, it will not last for more than thirty or forty.
Any number of molds can be cast on one model. It may happen
on a large building that there will be as many as a thousand
pieces of terra-cotta alike, and this would require ten to fifteen
molds, depending on the nature of the piece.
One of the great difficulties with the manufacture of terra-
cotta is the unequal and irregular shrinkage of different pieces.
So long as this exists it is impossible for mouldings to always
member perfectly or run in a true straight line in the finished
work. The best developed factories produce work that over-
comes these defects in a great measure, but there are always
uncertainties on account of this feature in the clay. If the clay
was perfectl}^ homogeneous it might yet be impossible to secure
exactl}' uniform shrinkage because of the inequalities of volume
at the angles and intersections of the shell, though an effort is
made to secure uniform thickness of all walls and webs of each
block. These difficulties are greatest in the production of plain
ashlar work, for it is a hard problem indeed to keep the face of
every block in a true plane, and without this the wall will have
a wavy appearance. Where the requirements are very exacting
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it is often necessarj' to put ashlar blocks on the rubbing--bed.
The extra precaution taken in making- the shell thicker and using-
more webs, tog-ether with the probability of having to rub some
of it to a plane surface after burning-, makes ashlar more expen-
sive than would be supposed.
The molds now being ready for use are sent to the presses.
It must be remembered that they were made to provide for a
certain proportion of shrinkag-e, corresponding- to the particular
clay to be used. Clays are desig-nated as fat and lean or soft
and hard. The fat clay contains the smaller proportion of
silica, is easier to work, shrinks a g-reat deal, and loses its shape
easily in burning-. The lean clay has a g-reat deal of silica, is
hard, difficut to work, shrinks little and retains its shape well in
high temperature. Neither of the two extremes is well adapted
for manufacturing- into terra-cotta, but a middle g-rade is soug-ht.
This can be tempered to the proper deg-ree of hardness by mix-
ing- the lean and fat clays. The fat can be made lean by adding-
silica in the form of sand or g-round and calcined flints, or by
adding- g-round clay that has been burned. The color of the
clay depends chiefly upon the oxides of iron which it contains.
The clay which has been prepared by thoroug-hly crushing-,
g-rinding- and mixing- with heavy machinery, is furnished to the
presses in a very stiff, plastic condition, and the pressing- is be-
gun. The mold is first- lined with a layer of clay and pressed
and rubljed into form by the hand and afterward pounded down
into close contact with the mold at every point. This pressing-
and pounding results in thoroughly kneading- and condensing-
the clay into a compact nearly homog-eneous mass, which gives
g-reat streng-th and tenacity of the finished product. The shell of
clay is about one inch thick for averag-e size blocks. It is thin-
ner than this for small pieces, while for very larg-e pieces it is two
or three inches or more in thickness. After the shell has been
thoroug-hly pressed and pounded into the mold, cross petitions
or webs are arrang-ed in both directions and also pressed and
compacted as much as possible. As before stated, it is neces-
sary to keep the thickness and density of the clay as nearly
uniform throug-hout the block as possible to secure uniform
shrinkage, without which it will warp and twist in burning-.
The webs serve to support and preserve the shape of the block
while it is yet soft after being- turned out of the mold as well as
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while it is being- burned, and also to give greater streng-th to
the finished product. If the block is not of an unusually larg-e
size it may be turned out of the mold immediately ; that is,
laid on its open side or back and have the mold taken from it,
piece by piece. For extra larg-e pieces, however, the clay will
not be stiff enoug^h to support itself at once, and they must stand
in the molds several hours. When turned out of the mold, if
the block is perfect and has had no thin edges or corners pulled
off in slipping from the mold, and if there is no special work to
be done on it in finishing the surface or in cutting it to fit in
some particular location, it is taken to steam drying rooms.
Here it is arranged so as to dry as nearly uniformly over bottom
sides and top as possible. If it can be kept straight and true,
free from cracks or checks and homogeneous until it has dried
thoroughly, a first-class finished product is assured with proper
burning.
As suggested above, the block may need special work of
some kind after leaving the mold, and in this case it is taken to
the finishers. The finisher goes over the block carefully, restor-
ing any bits of clay that may have been pulled off by the mold,
as well as truing the block up with straight edge and square.
He will also do the finishing of the surface, unless this has been
done in the mold, for there are various methods of finishing to
exposed surface of terra-cotta. It is usually left perfectly smooth
when it is to be glazed, but rarely if not to be glazed. In
which case some texture is given to the surface by markings
of different kinds. In ornamental work some architects have the
finish made to represent a chiseled surface, as if the block had
been carved out of a hard material, but this is considered wrong
in principle by the best architects, and it is certainly contrary to
the spirit of a plastic material. Modeled work should be left as
it comes from the hand of the modeler. Other work is usually
finished with a combed surface, the markings running in verti-
cal planes or else being cross-hatched. This may be produced
by having the interior of the mold combed or by combing the
face of the block with suitable tools while it is yet soft. All
work done on the face gf the soft block, such as rubbing and
pressing with combs, scratchers and trowels, renders it more
compact and finished, and adds to the value of the material.
Terra-cotta is well adapted to receive a variety of color fin-
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ishes. These are produced in three g-eneral ways. The first is
the natural color which the clay has after burning-, which is
called the body color. This furnishes all the ordinary brick
colors, as buff, brown, red, gray, salmon, white, etc. These
match the g-iven color of the bricks approximately, but as the
brick and terra-cotta to be used tog-ether are rarely if ever made
of clay having- exactly the same composition, their color will differ
somewhat. To obtain the various tints that may be desired re-
recourse must be had to the second g-eneral method.
This consists in coating- the terra-cotta block with the de-
sired tint before it is burned. Any tint may be obtained in
ceramic pig-ments, as clays, ochre, lime, metallic oxides, etc.
These are combined by the chemist in the proper proportion,
g-round and mixed with water, and sprayed onto the surface of
the block. After burning- it is of course as durable as the terra-
cotta itself. This tint is called a slip, and is said to be slipped
on. It is applied so as to completely cover the face of the block
and fill the pores to a certain extent, but not heavily enoug-h to
obliterate or conceal the texture of the surface. It is also called a
semi-g-laze, because it is only partly vitrified, not being- fired suffi-
ciently to produce the true g-laze. This process, if well done, is a
very valuable one to the terra-cotta, aside from the matter of col-
oring-. It forms a very hard, impervious coating-, which is a per-
fect preventive of efflorescence and cement stains. Cement will
rarely stain the very best terra-cotta, but efflorescence is likely
to occur except in a very hard body or one protected by a vitre-
ous coating-. Some companies have secret methods of treatment
whereby they can prevent the g-reen efflorescence on a lig-ht body
without using- the slip. This tint may be applied as an even
flat wash, or it may be spotted to match spotted bricks. Flat
ornament of a very interesting- kind and strictly permanent may
be made by outlining- ornament on the block and filling in with
one or more colors, having the background natural or of another
color. The block is then burned and afterwards covered with a
transparent glaze, rendering the ornament permanent. The
possibilities of this kind of work, akin to china painting, are
almost without limit.
The third general method for color finishing is that of
glazing or enameling. A true glaze is transparent, enamel
being an opaque glaze. Glaze is applied much in the same way
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as the "slip," except that it is put on a great deal heavier and
produces a smooth, glassy surface. The block is also smooth
before g]a.'/Ang, so that no texture or tool marks of an3' kind
appear. It is necessary that there be a certain similarit}- in
substance between the clay body and this vitreous coating- in
order that the glaze shall adhere properly without cracking or
blistering. A silicious enamel will not adhere well to a fat clay
body, and the fusing point of the component parts of the enamel
must be lower than the melting point of the cla}'. Adding ox-
ide of lead to the enamel lowers its fusing point and also makes
it less hard and durable, but for clay that will not stand a high
temperature, it is necessary to use an enamel with a low fusing
point. Or, if a silicious enamel must be used on a fat body the
terra-cotta may be burned first, then the enamel applied and
both fired again, which will result in a firm union. It gives
better results to fire the ware twice when using certain colors of
enamel, for they will not adhere properly to the unbaked body.
The transparent enamel or true glaze allows the full body color
of the clay to show through, producing rich color effects. White
enamel is used for lighting purposes and various other colors
are used for architectural effect. Some recent work done in
Chicago included an order of gold enamel tiles, which now
crown the highest roof in that city. Occasional objections are
raised to the glaring appearance of enamelled work, and it is
ordered with a dull finish made by the sandblast process,
though it would seem that such a surface would quickly become
weatherstained in a dusty and smoky atmosphere. Salt glaze,
which is a silicate of soda, is probably the oldest glaze known.
This is not used for architecural terra-cotta, but it is made as
follows : Salt is thrown into the kiln when the firing is about
complete. It is volatilized and decomposed by the heat, and the
soda combines with the free silica in the clay and forms a hard
coating of silicate of soda. A ver}^ high temperature is re-
quired and the cla}^ must be a hard clay, containing much silica.
This clay is practically indestructible.
The work having received its slip or glaze, if any is re-
quired, is taken to the kiln. The kilns for burning terra-cotta
are made similarly to those for any other earthen ware, being
really scientifically arranged ovens, lined with fire-brick and so
constructed that the flame does not come in contact with the
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ware. Means are provided for ascertaining- the temperature at
all times, and different temperatures are required for different
claj^s and enamels. From four to seven days are required to
burn the ware, and after the heat has been withdrawn the kiln
must remain closed until it has cooled, which requires almost as
long- as the firing-. Each piece stands in the kiln on lugs, called
"spare edg-es," formed on an end which is not a face end, provi-
sion for which is made in the mold. Each piece is free from
contact with any other piece and rests on a fire clay slab. No
finished face carries any direct weig-ht, and therefore the prob-
ability of distortion is reduced to a minimum.
When cool the ware is sent to the fitting- room. Here the
" spare edg-es," and other projections that will prevent each piece
from properly jointing- with its neig-hbors, are cut off, and the
pieces all laid tog-ether as they are to be in the wall. Although
a carefully estimated amount of shrinkag-e was provided for, it
is not likely that all the work has shrunk' exactly to this extent.
The amount allowed must be as much as will ever occur, because
if the work shrinks more than provided for it will either run
short in the wall or require larg-e mortar joints to make up the
deficienc3^ If it shrinks less than provided for, it may usually
be cut down to the required size. Ornamental work presents
some difficulty here, for it may be such that it can not be cut
down without spoiling- the ornament. In ornamental moulding-
courses this is especially liable to make trouble, as it may be
necessary to cut off part of an eg-g- and dart, or a leaf, or a bead,
and so the blocks may not member properly after being- cut. In
other kinds of work the jointing- is always arrang-ed so as to leave
an opportunity for cutting- if possible. With this sort of work,
therefore, all precautions possible are taken in laying- out the
joints, estimating- the proportion of shrinkag-e and providing-
pieces of more than one leng-th so they may be interchang-ed to
make up the total length without cutting ; but still it is proba-
ble there will be some unforseen results from the burning-. As
stated above, the work is laid tog-ether in the fitting- room with
the proper allowance for joints, and the amount, if atfy, to be
cut from each piece is ascertained. For this work a force of
stone-cutters, or rather terra-cotta cutters, is maintained. The
work having- been thus carefully fitted at the factory, it is sure
to lay up properly at the building-. After the work is fitted and
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laid together, each piece is lettered and numbered according- to
the index given on the working drawings, which indicates the
exact position the piece will occupy in the building, and the work
is then ready for shipment The working drawings are used as
a key by the setters at the building. The terra-cotta companies
do not feel that their responsibility should cease upon the deliv-
ery of the w.nre, but prefer to have their contracts include the
setting, and on large work it is now the general custom to have
manufacturers set the work in the building.
The entire process up to the shipment of the material has
required somewhere from three weeks" to a year's time, depend-
ing on the amount required and the general character of the
work. A single small order, requiring molds and modeled orna-
ment, made and fitted ready for shipment, will require three
weeks as a minimum, though, by paying extra cost for night
work and special attention to rushing a job, a small order may
be turned out in fourteen days. Work for which the factory
has molds already in stock can be turned out in less time than if
models and molds have to be made.
The setting of the work in the building is an important
matter. Of course, all projecting work should be well anchored
in place, and usually the simplest method of anchoring is the
best. The facing of small piers and mullions should be an-
chored to the backing, but there is no need of anchoring
ordinary ashlar work. It is well to have the iron or steel either
galvanized or coated with tar, or copper wire may be used where
suitable.
Opinions seem to differ in regard to filling terra-cotta blocks
in order to give them extra strength. Blocks required to carry
an unusual load, as under the jambs of openings and in the
arches of a heavy masonry wall, have been known to fail. At-
tempts to strengthem them by running full of cement have
resulted in the rupturing of the terra-cotta, caused by the
slight expanding of the cement on setting. Filling with ordi-
nary concrete or brick work does not destroy the block, but it is
very doubtful whether such filling adds to the strength. Un-
questionably, the best solution of the problem is to require the
terra-cotta to be made strong enough in itself to carry the load
that is to come upon it, in which case special pieces can be made
with thicker shells and more interior webs so as to carry almost
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any load that may come upon them. However, the supporting-
streng-th of terra-cotta is very rarely called into question. It is
expected to be fully as strong- without filling as the common
brick backing, and it certainly is so, but it should be well-filled
and bonded with the brickwork, as this bonds the walls together
and prevents any tendency on the part of the terra-cotta facing-
to buckle or bulge. If the terra-cotta is set with cement and
their joints and the brick backing is laid with lime mortar and
thick joints, the backing will settle more than the facing and
thus throw a great load on the terra-cotta. Extreme cases of
this sort of work have occurred where the entire face of the
terra-cotta was sheared off, leaving the webs bonded into the
brickwork. Since there are so many more joints in the brick-
work than in the terra-cotta facing, it is difficult to equalize the
shrinkage of the two. The best results will be obtained by
setting the terra-cotta with a rich lime mortar, raking- out the
joints to be pointed later with another material, and laying the
brick backing either in cement mortar or in cement and lime
mixed, with neat, thin joints.
The pointing of terra-cotta is done with various materials,
lime putty and white sand, putty and fine sand, stained to suit,
and pure cement being the most common. The cement should
be non-staining, unless the terra-cotta is proof against stain.
Lead and painter's putty are also coming into use, and for glazed
work, where it is desirable to suppress the joints as much as pos-
sible, painter's putty is excellent. If the edg-es of the block are
rubbed true and straight a very thin joint is possible and it will
stand the weather well. Lead seems to give variable results. In
some cases it becomes loose in the joints, so that long strips of
it can be lifted out of place. This mig-ht be expected when the
lead contracts with the cold, and it is possible that on becoming-
warm again it will not expand so as to fill the joint just as it did
originally. Joints need not be raked out, to prevent the blocks
from chipping, until the wall has settled, as is sometimes speci-
fied. Naturally the strength of the block is in the shell, and by
raking out the joint the weight is thrown off of that part of the
shell and onto the weakest part of the block. The need of pro-
tecting from chipping only occurs in some thin projecting parts
of a block, which are not expected to carry a load, or in cases of
unequal loading.
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The question of the durability of terra-cotta is an interest-
ing" one. All other building- materials have their weaknesses.
Timber will either deca3'or be destro3'ed by fire, iron is destroyed
by heat or moisture, and every stone disintegrates under the
action of the elements. Terra-cotta resists all the elements and
forces of nature better than an}- other building" material, and it
is the most durable of any in use at the present day. The best
terra-cotta usually runs hig"her than the best brick in crushing"
streng"th, tests havings run as high as 11,000 pounds per square
inch on solid cubes. A recent series of tests for tensile streng"th
showed a larg"e number of briquettes which did not yield at 1,500
pounds per square inch, which was the limit of the testing" ma-
chine used, but some of a poorer quality broke as low as 300
pounds per square inch. Terra-cotta weighs about 125 pounds
per solid cubic foot, and from 60 to 70 pounds per cubic foot in
hollow blocks.
Little can be said of the cost of terra-cotta except in a very
g"eneral way, for it cannot be very accurately expressed in terms
of the quantity required. Every job will have a price of its own,
depending" on the manner in which the terra-cotta is used, the
amount and kind of ornament and upon various other considera-
tions. It is very difficult to make a close estimate without com-
plete data on the cost of much previous work, and this is only
posessed by the manufacturer. In g"eneral, it will cost more
than pressed brick and less than cut stone ; but for certain kinds
of stone, plain ashlar, which is its cheapest form because worked
entirely by machinery, is cheaper than terra-cotta ashlar. The
following" rule is given for approximate estimates of cost. Com-
pute the weig"ht of the total volume of terra-cotta at sixty
pounds per cubic foot, and allow from $40.00 to $80.00 per ton,
depending" on the amount and kind of ornament. The cost also
varies a g^reat deal with the kind of finish. The semi-g"lazed
work has practically become the standard, and no extra charge
is fig"ured for that, but g"lazed work costs from 30 to 100 per cent
extra, for some kinds are produced only with much work and
time, requiring" two or three coating"s of enamel with as many
firing"s. For ordinary g^lazing" only one coating" and one firing-
is required, the enamel being" applied directly to to the unbaked
terra-cotta, but for some colors it is necessary to put on a second
coating" of transparent enamel after the block and first coating"
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has been fired, when the whole is fired for the second or third
time.
Practically no g-oods are kept in stock, and there is but little
work that can be called stock, nearly every job requiring- special
molds. Molds for a g-reat deal of the work done are usually pre-
served, but the percentag-e of old molds available for new work
is very small. This is inevitable, of course, from the nature
and uses of the material, and it will always be so. The cost
can therefore be reduced by the use of stock forms as with some
other kinds of material, but in the case of small jobs of no g-reat
importance an architect mig-ht send his desig-n to the terra-cotta
manufacturers and let them fit all the work which they could
from old molds and that which they could not fit might be
altered slig-htly to conform to profiles for which they already
have molds. It is possible to do this in some cases without ma-
terially changing- the desig-n. It is not a satisfactory plan, of
course, and it is very rarely followed, and then only for the pur-
pose of reducing the cost on small or unimportant work. The
manufacture of Terra-Cotta has now reached such a high state
of development that any further prog-ress is not likely to de-
crease its present cost very materially.
The plasticity of the raw material and the durability of
the finished product renders it very popular for ornamental
work, while its adaptability for use with steel skeleton con-
struction assures its g-reatly increased use in the future. It
forms a larg-e item in the bill of materials for a modern hig-h
office building-, where the entire facing- is often of terra-cotta.
The use of terra-cotta in the United States has developed almost
entirely in the past fifteen years. The product in 1898
amounted to $1,979,825, which is 2.77 per cent of the total
product of all materials in clay for that period. Almost the
entire output is made in five states, while New Jersey and Illi-
nois together make more than one-half the amount. The product
of these five states in 1898 was as as follows : New Jersey,
$635,000; Illinois, $510,000 ; New York, $367,854; Missouri,
$168,000, and Pennsylvania, $147,000. Illinois boasts the
largest exclusive architectural terra-cotta factory in the world.
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A MEASURING TANK FOR A JET METER.
By Charles X'ictok Seastone, '95, Assistant in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics.
A jet of water issuing- from a vertical pipe offers a simple
method for measuring- the amount discharged when its velocity
head is known. An apparatus containing such a vertical
pipe and a device for measuring- the velocity head of the jet
may be termed a jet meter. This method of measuring- the
discharge of water is not g-enerally appreciated by engineers.
Experimental work in the Hydraulic Laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Illinois, during the past two years, shows that the jet
meter offers promising- developments along several lines, and
the apparatus herein described is one result of the investigation.
The measuring tank for such a jet meter, which it is
the purpose of this article to describe, furnishes a compara-
tively simple, accurate and inexpensive method for measuring
the discharge of water. It consists essentially of a tank of
three compartments with a short wrought-iron vertical dis-
charge-pipe and a glass tube for measuring the velocity head.
Fig. 1 shows the longitudinal section. Fig-. 2 the plan, and Fig.
3 the end elevation. The water to be measured enters the tank
at
.1, passes downward and through the compartment//, and is
discharged through the pipe P. The rectangular opening R in
the outflow compartment E terminates in a spout I), which may
be detached when desired. The velocity head used is the height
to which water rises in the glass tube T. The discharge is com-
puted by the formula Q= c aV2o-h\, i^ which a is the area of the
pipe, // the velocity head, and c a co-efficient to be determined
by experiment.
With the apparatus under consideration three sizes of pipe
were used,—2-in., 3-in. and 4-in. diameter. This pipe is ordinary,
black pipe, and in each case the actual diameter was 0.1 inch in
excess of the nominal size. These pipes are 12 inches long and
project 2 inches into compartment/?. The ends were planed, the
outer edges beveled, and all burs removed from the inner edg-es.
A 6-inch flange-union E with bushings serves as a connection
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for the different sizes, and the method of their attachment is
shown in detail in Fig-. 1. The chang-e from one size to another
may be quickly made. For satisfactory operation the velocity
must be fairly uniformly distributed over the cross-section of




Fig-. 4 shows this in detail, the vertical portion a h being- solid.
The horizontal board is provided with a number of 1-inch open-
ing-s and serves to distribute the flow fairly uniformly over the
compartment B.
The g-lass tube T in Fig-, 1 has an internal diameter of 0.5
inch, and is provided with a brass tip F. This tip is about 1.5
inches long- and the diameter is reduced to 0.19-inch at the end.
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It has a bore of 0.12-inch, this being- made small in order to
reduce the fluctuation of the
water column in the tube.
The tube is g^raduated to
half-tenths of a foot. It is
adjusted concentrically and
even with the top face of the
discharge pipe. The tube is
held in place b}' means of the
clamps shown at .S', Fig-. 1.
This arrang-ement permits a
horizontal and vertical ad-
justment, enabling the tube
to be easily set at the proper
position.
Experiments were made to
determine the effect of using
glass tubes of different sizes.
With the conical tip it was
found not to be necessary to
deduct the area of the tube
from that of the discharg-e
pipe. The effect of using- Fig. s.-TopV-iew.
tubes of different sizes was inappreciable, and it was shown
that little error results from changing the size of tube. With"
out the tip, it was necessary to deduct the area of the tube from
that of the discharge pipe in order not to affect the co-eflficients.
The apparatus was calibrated in the Hydraulic Laboratory
of the University of Illinois. The source of supply was a stand-
pipe 4 feet in diameter and 60 feet high, which is fed b}- a 6-inch
main from the city water-works. The discharg-e was measured
in a pit which has been carefully calibrated. This pit is 25 feet
long-, 8 feet wide and 3.5 feet deep. A thousandth of a foot
rise is equivalent to 0.2064 cubic feet. The rise was measured
with a hook gage reading- to thousandths of a foot. Each expe-
riment involved a rise in the pit of at least 0.5 feet, thus keeping
the error of observation very low. It is fair to assume that the
error of measurement did not exceed one quarter of 1 per cent.
Having- adjusted the glass tube to its proper position, the
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reading- of the hook g"ag-e in the pit was noted. Water was then
admitted to the tank and allowed to run until a fairly uniform
flow had been established. During- this time the water was car-
ried to a drain throug-h a g-al-
vanized iron pipe attached to
the spout D. The time was
measured by a stop-watch.
The heig-ht of the water col-
umn in the glass tube was
recorded at equal intervals of
time and the mean of these
reading-s taken as the head.
The flow was kept uniform.
The fact that the water col-
umn stands 3 or 4 inches
above the top of the jet, en-
ables its heig-ht to be easily
observed, and it may be read
with an error of less than
0.01 ft.
Table 1 (pag-e 102) g-ives
the results of the experi-
ments with the three different sizes of pipes. The diag-ram Fig-.
7 gives the co-efficient of discharge with different velocity heads
for the several sizes of pipe. Fig. 8 gives the actual discharge
in cubic feet per second for different velocity heads. It will
be seen that the form of the curve is essentially the same
for the three sizes. The mean error of the co-efficient of
discharge for these observations is one quarter of 1 per cent,
and the probable error of a single observation one fifth of 1
per cent. It seems fair to assume that the apparatus will
measure the discharge with an average error not exceeding
one quarter of 1 per cent and a maximum error well within 1
per cent. It should be stated also that it is not best to use
heads lower than 0.6 ft., as below this the co-efficient drops
rapidly and the error of measurement is likely to be greater.
The advantages possessed by this device are obvious. It is
portable, easily duplicated, simple in its operation, and the cal-
culations are easily made. Weirs require more elaborate appa-
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quantities weir results may be in error as much as 2 per cent,
even when the co-ef&cients are determined for this particular
weir, and with weirs as ordinarily constructed by eng-ineers,
using- the usual co-efficients, errors of 5 per cent may be reached.
Orifices require standard conditions, like the condition of the
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proportional effect is three halves as great. For determiniriK-
the discharg-e from pumps and for conditions where a hea-d suffi-
cient to raise the water into the tank is av^ailable, this method is
convenient and efficient. From other experimental work it is
known that this method is applicable for 6-, 8-, and 10-inch pipe.
Considerable work has been done in the Hydraulic Labora-
tory on the investig-ation of jets from pipes, and much valuable
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THE BEAR VALLEY DAM AS AN ARCH.
Bv J. M. Alarco, Civil Engineering, 'oo.
Althoug-h the masonry arch has been employed in archi-
tecture during- at least twenty centuries, it has only recently
been applied to masonry dams. In spite of its antiquity and
the well known practicabilit}' of the arch, the theory of its
action is not as yet fully developed. There are as many theories
of the masonry arch as text books, and several of these theories
applied to standing- arches show them failing, which proves that
little is known on the subject.
It is not within the scope of this article to discuss the the-
ory of the arch. The assertion can be made, however, that
owing to our slight knowledge of it, the arch is not more ex-
tensively used in the construction of dams. There are only two
dams of the pure arch, one in Zola, France, built about 1845,
by the father of the noted French author ; the other in San
Bernardino County, California, built in 1884. We will briefly
investigate the latter.
In the case of a gravity dam the weight of the masonry
is the principal element of resistance against the pressure of
the water ; but in an arch dam the crushing strength of the
stone, and not its weight, is the main force that resists the
hydrostatic pressure.
As a class room example of the application of the theory of
the masonry arch, the writer investigated the stability of two
sections of the Bear Valley Dam,* and presents herewith the
drawings of another section investigated by E. J. Schneider, a
classmate. The sections were taken at 10, 20, and 30 feet,
respectively, below the surface of high water. The dimensions
were measured from a scale drawing of the dam received from
the designer, Mr. F. E. Brown. The fact that the investiga-
tions were not made for publication, explains the heterogeneous
character of some of the work that follows.
*For a description of this remarkable dam, see Engineering Neivs,
\o\. 19, p. 513-15.
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In Fig-. 1 is shown the section 10 feet below the surface.
The half of the arch shown is divided into five equal sections
purely for the purpose of analysis. The portion shown is held
in equilibrium by the crown thrust (the reaction of the half not
shown), by the thrust of the water on the convex surface of the
dam and by the abutment reaction. The stability of the dam
about an}' section is determined by the relation
Y
in which T'is the crown thrust, IT' the normal reaction on any sec-
tion, X the arm of IT about the down stream end of the middle
Fig. 1.
third of the joint under consideration, and r the arm of /'about
the inner end of the middle third of the joint under consideration.
W=^ 62.5 lbs X / X d, in which 62.5 is the weight of a cubic foot
of water, / the length of one of the arbitrary sections into which
the arch is divided for purposes of investigation, and d the depth
of the section below the surface of the water. It is assumed that
7" is applied at the upper end of the middle third of the crown
joint. It is also assumed that the stability of the section under
consideration is uninfluenced by the weight of the dam above.
According to the commonly accepted theory of the masonry
arch, it is required to find the maximum value of 7' in the above
formula. The joint for which Tis a maximum is known as the
joint of rupture. Table I gives the data employed in finding
7" for the several joints of the three sections.
*For a more full explanation of this formula, as well as the theory of the
masonry arch, see Baker's Masonry Construction.
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From Table I we see that for the section 10 feet below the
surface, the crown thrust is a maximum for the third joint.
Therefore, we proceed to find the line of resistance as follows
:
The first section of the arch is held in equilibrium by 7\ W\
TABLE I.
Data for Finding the Joint of Rupture and the Crown Thrust at Several
Sections.
I. Section lo feet below the Surface.
Joint.
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Thrust 213 000, and also make 01^ IT, 16 000 lbs, then A'l
represents, in direction and amount, the resultant pressure on
joint 1. To find the center of pressure on joint 1, draw throug-h
the intersection of \\\ and 7' a line parallel to /? /, and the
intersection of this with joint 1, g"ives a center of pressure
on that joint. The second section in Fig-. 1 is held in equi-
librium by A'/, Ho and the pressure on joint 2. By a process
similar to that employed in finding- the center of pressure on
joint 1, the centers of pressure for the other joints are found.
A line connecting these centers of pressure is the line of resist-
ance. This line is shown in Fig. 1 by a broken line.
A masonry arch may fail in either of these ways ; viz.: (1)
by sliding on any joint, (2) by rotating about the edge of any
joint, and (3) by the crushing of the stone.
It is well known that a segmental arch will not fail by
sliding, particularly when good cement mortar is employed
;
and therefore this method of failure will not be discussed.
. J /
The resistance to rotation is measured by the quantity ^ in
which / is the length of the radial joint of the arch and d is the
distance from the center of pressure to the center of the joint.
In none of the three sections of the dam was (/ greater than
I I ; and therefore the factor against rotation is at least 3.
To determine the maximum pressure on any joint the fol-




in which P is the maximum pressure in pounds per square inch



















For the demonstration, see Baker's Masonry Construction, p. 322, § 593.
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which /^ is a maximum is determined by inspection and trial.
The results are shown in Table II.
The crushing- strength of stone tested in small specimens
varies from 24 000 pounds per square inch for trap rock to 5000
, pounds per square inch for sand-
stone ; and therefore the maximum
pressure on the masonry of the Bear
Valley dam is well within the safe
crushing- strength of g-ranite cubes ;
and since the dam stands with no
signs of failure, we must assume
that the uncoursed rubble g-ranite
masonry is able to sustain the above
pressure.
Notice that while there is some
uncertainty as to the laws g-overn-
FiG. S.
ing- the action of a masonry
arch, the analysis above is
more definite than for an arch
supporting earth, since in i,^^>. a.
the latter case the amount, direction, and point of application of
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the external forces are unknown, but in the arch dam these
elements are known with reasonable definiteness.
To afford a comparison between the only arch dams in the
world, Fig. 2 is presented. The differences in the cross section
are quite striking-. The Zola dam is 205 ft. long on top and
has a radius of 158 ft. The Bear Valley dam is about 300 ft.
long on the crest and has a radius of 335 ft. The other dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 2. " If the Zola dam is in the least
danger of failing, as has been suggested, the Bear Valley dam
should have failed long ago." The above investigation shows
that the Bear Valley dam is in no immediate danger of failure.
To afford a comparison between the cross sections of arch
and gravity dams. Fig. 3 is presented. The Alamansa dam of
the Province of Valencia, Spain, the writer's native province, is
a curved gravity dam having a radius of 86 ft., and is believed
to be a fair representative of gravity dams. The differences in
the cross sections shown in Fig. 3 are very striking. The
lengths of the two dams are practically the same, but the vol-
ume of masonr}^ in the gravity dam is three times that in the
arch dam. Mr. Brown deserves unstinted credit as the pioneer
in constructing arch dams in America.
It may interest the reader to know that at about the time
the Bear Valley Dam was built, a number of leading Amer-
ican engineers were actively discussing the relative merits of
gravity and arched dams. However, the existence of the Bear
Valley Dam was not known until the discussfon was almost
concluded. A prominent engineer asserted in that discussion :
" No experimental data exists to enable us to measure the thrust
on arch dams with any degree of accuracy." The existence of
the Bear Valley dam surely is a practical experiment on a large
scale ; and the above investigation is offered as interpreting
this experiment, and shows that the line of resistance near the
center and ends for no section, falls outside of the middle third
of the joints, as claimed by the above engineer.
The fact that the maximum pressure in the Bear Valley Dam
is so small may be accepted as evidence of the stability of the
arch type. Further an inspection of the cross sections shows
that the gravity dam contains several times as much masonry
as the arch dam.
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MISCELLANEOUS ENGINEERING DATA.
By J. E. Pfeffer, '96, Designer of Motive Power Appliances,
Gates Iron Works, Chicago.
The author offers the following" miscellaneous data, the
results of actual practice, which he has collected from various
sources, the past year :
TUBULAR BOILERS.
The largfe majority of boilers now in use are of the hori-
zontal tubular type. These vary in size from 36-in. diameter by
8 ft. long to 72-in. diameter by 20 ft. long-. The leng-th depends
upon the diameter of tubes used. The tube leng-th should
usually be 48 times the diameter for best results. Tubes should
be arrang-ed with at least l-in. spaces, and at least 2| in. be-
tween tubes and shell of boiler. When possible the middle
vertical space should be 2 to 3 in. in width. The tubes as g-iven
in Table I permit a man-head in front tube sheet below tubes.
A thickness of metal from J in. to § in. is found best in practice
to withstand corrosion and burns.
The trade usually includes with the boiler front the g-rate
bars, a bearing- bar to support same, a soot or ash door with
frame, a back arch plate or supporting- bars, and a boiler stand
for small boilers only.
Duplex pumps are larg-ely used for all purposes on account
of their durability and easy action. For boiler feeders they
possess points of inferiority, especially for hot water ; but all
in all g-ive the best satisfaction.
CORLIvSS ENGINES.
The data on the proportions of the main parts of Corliss
eng-ines in Table II represents the practice of one of the larg-est
eng-ines works of to-day.
STRENGTH OF GEAR TEETH.
Fig*. 1 g-ives the working- streng-th of cast-iron and steel
g-ear teeth of any pitch and width, running- at any velocity, and
for various sizes of wheels.













Table III is a collection of velocities of interest to mechan-




Average Velocities for Cutting Edges.




" brass or bronze
TuriiinK- chilled rolls
Planinf,' wide trrooves, as key seats
,
Shearing- plates of iron or steel
" bars " *'
Average Peri2)heral Speeds for Polishing.
Larg-e articles nsed with emery and oil..
Grindstones polishinf>- iron or steel
Emery wheels " " "
Velocities of Ropes, lielts and (iearing.
Belts
Wire rope—used continuously





" " Hig-h speed
' " Locomotives
"
" Porter Allen Type
Air pumps




Velocities of Water, Air, Gas and Steam.
Water in pump
Water in clay channels (Best)
Watt-r in rivers
Air throuyh grates of steam boilers
Wind in moderate weather
Air in pipes of blowing engine
Air in valves of blowing engine
Gases in chimney with artificial draft
Illuminating gas in pipes
Steam under 1.5 atmosphere's pressure, freely to air.




Velocities for Flour and Oil Mills
Peripheral velocity of crushing rolls.
Grain, Hour, etc.. in elevators
R»)lls for taking oil out of seeds
Bolting reels for cleaning grain
Bolting reels for cleaning flour
Linen band conveyors—Light flour
Linen band conveyors—Heavy grains...









Main shafts for machine shops .
Main shafts for woodworking machinery .
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TESTS OF A 10 H. P. OTTO GASOLINE ENGINE.
By H. a. Soverhill, Mechanical Engineering, 'oo.
The object of these tests is to determine the g-asoline con-
sumption per brake and indicated horse-power per hour, the
mechanical efficiency of the eng"ine, and also a heat balance.
The brake load was kept constant in each test. Tests were
made to determine the friction of the engine at no load, and at
intervals up to its full rated capacity.
Fig. 1.
Engine.—The eng-ine used is the regular 10 horse-power
engine made by the Otto Gas Engine Co., Philadelphia, Pa. It
is of the ordinary horizontal type, having 5|-inch cylinder with
12|-inch stroke and an average speed of about 310 R. P. M. The
governing is effected by means of the ordinary " hit and miss "
method.
Gasoline Tank.—In preparing for these tests the gasoline
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tank was fitted with a quarter-inch g-lass tube connected with the
interior near the bottom and extending" upward on the outside to
the top of the tank and being- open to the atmosphere. A nar-
row strip of paper was fastened behind the tube, then g-asoline,
in one pound quantities, was poured in and the rise in the tube
recorded. The tank being- long- and small in diameter (5 inches)
it was possible to g"et quite accurate rcading-s.
Jacket Watek. — Instead of using- the ordinary cooling-
tank, the water is taken from the city mains, passed throug-h the
jacket and allowed to run into a calibrated weig-hing can. The
temperature of the jacket water was measured by thermometers
placed in the water near the entrance to and exit from jacket.
To prevent breakag-e of the thermometers, they were placed in
a 2-inch g-aspipe which had a |-inch slot cut in one side. The
thermometer is passed throug-h a perforated cork, the cork is
pushed intcf the bottom of the tube and allows the bulb to stick
throug-h the required distance. The thermometer and casing is
now screwed into a properly placed tee in the water pipe.
Explosions.— The number of explosions per minute was
found b}- actual count. A counter was arrang-ed to obtain the
total number of explosions but did not work satisfactorily.
R. P. M.—The revolutions of the engine were kept track of
by a Veeder continuous counter and by a speed recorder.
Cards.—Indicator cards were taken with a special g-as-en-
g-ine indicator. The area of the piston was ^ a square inch. This
doubles the rang-e of the ordinary spring-, and makes the 150-lb.
and 160-lb. spring-s equivalent to 300-lb. and 320-lb. springs re-
spectively. Considerable trouble was experienced in g-etting-
the pencil arm of the indicator sufficiently strong- to stand the
impulse g-iven to it by the high pressure of explosions occurring-
at nine and ten B. H. P.
I. H. P.—The indicated horse-power was found by the fol-
lowing- formula :
/. H. P. ^ ^^^,
33 000
where P^ mean effective pressure, /= leng-th of stroke in feet,
a = area of piston in sq. inches and ;/ = number of explosions per
minute. An engine constant was found by multiplying- /by a and
dividing- by 33 000. The /. H. P. is obtained by multiplying the
eng-ine constant by /-'and ;/, which is easily done on a slide rule.
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B. H. P.—A prony brake, as shown in Fig-s. 1 and 2, was
used in determining- the brake horse-power. The brake arm
Fig.
was proportioned in such a way as to lessen the work of compu-
tation by the formula :
2 ~ /w n
B. H. P. = (2 - Izv \
^33 OOOT/'
, 33 000
^n which - = 3.1416, /= lengfth of arm, 7C^= weight or pull on
arm, and ;/ = number of revolutions. It will be seen that if /
be taken = 63.025 inches, the quantity 2 ~/-^ 33 will dropout.
By making the brake arm 63.025 inches long, the formula then
becomes :
1000
The rear end of the brake is weighted, as shown in figure 1, so
as to balance the weight of the arm, thus causing scale readings
to be equal to the brake load.
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Exhaust. The exhaust temperatures were taken with a
Schaeffer and Budenberg- mercury pyrometer screwed into the
exhaust pipe near the exhaust valve. This did not g"ive satis-
factory results for small horse powers and would not record hig-h
enough for the nine and ten horse-power tests.
Rkadings. Numerous tests were made. The following
reading-s were taken everv three or five minutes as desired :
1, leng-th of test or time ; 2, number of explosions per minute ;
3, R. P. M.; 4, cards; 5, brake readings; (>, amount of gas-
oline used ;—all of which are required in computing the results.
The following auxiliary data was also observed : 7, amount of
jacket water used ; 8, rise in temperature of jacket water; 9, tem-
perature of exhaust; 10, temperature of inside and outside air.
TABLE I. -Data and Rksults.
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Fig's. 1 and 2, and the amount of water passed throug^h is
weig"hed.
During- the experiment 584 lbs. of water passed throug-h
the calorimeter and was raised 23.9° F. in temperature, or
584 X 23.9 = 13957.6 B. T. U. was carried away by calorimeter
jacket-water. In the above calculation we have assumed that the
air was taken in at the temperature of the exhaust from calori-
meter, which was 88^ F. In fact, the air was taken into the eng-ine
at a temperature of 78°, raised to whatever temperature it may
be, and then reduced to 88° in the'calorimeter. This leaves a rise
of 10° not taken account of by the calorimeter. Air was taken
in at every fourth stroke. By having- the number of strokes,
the cubic contents of cylinder, the weig-ht of a cubic foot of air,
and the specific heat of air, we have
:
,„, r , 324.587 X 1546 X 30 X 0.0807 ^r. c ^uWt. of air used = —--^ := 70.5 lbs.
1728
Then the loss by difference of temperature of inlet and outlet
air is 70.5 X 10° X 0.2375 = 167.6 B. T. U. This makes 13957.6
+ 167.6 -- 14125.2 B. T. U. passing- out throug-h the exhaust.
There were 297.2 pounds of water used in the cylinder
jacket, and it was raised throug-h 103.1° F. That makes, there-
fore, the heat carried away by engine jacket, 297.2 X 103.1
= 30 646.8 75. T. U.




=111 802. The amount of energ-y consumed by friction was
found to be 2687.4 B. T. U.
The Chemical Department determined that one pound of
the gasoline contained 17 200 B. T. U. Therefore, the B. T. U.
supplied during the test was 17 200 X 3.94 ^^ 67 778. This energ-y
was distributed as follows :
—
B. T. r. Per Cent.
Useful work ii,802.0 1741
Friction of engine 2,687.4 3.05
Exhaust 14,125.2 20.98
Jacket water 30,600.0 45- '5
Radiation, &c 12.51
Tptal 100.00
By using- the data g-iven by the calorimeter, we find that
the temperature at the point of exhaust varied between 1800°
and 2000° above 0° Farenheit.
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RAILWAY TRANSITION CURVE TABLES FOR
FIELD USE.
I>V V . K. \1AL, '85, Ass'T ENGlNKIiR CHICAGO ANIi WeSTKKN IN'DIANA R.R.
The benefits arising- from the introduction of transition
curves on railway alinement are now so g^enerally rccog^nized
that it is important that instrument men should be familiar with
such curves and be able to adapt them to any case that may
arise. It is the pnrpose of this article to describe short methods
for developing" curve tables for field use for the several transi-
tion curves and to explain their application to special field
problems.
The writers on the transition curve are numerous. Among-
them may be mentioned Elliot Holbrook, who described the
curve in 1880; Wm. H. Searles, in 1882; C. D. Jameson, in 1889;
A. M. Welling-ton, in 1890; A. N. Talbot, in 1891; C. L. Cran-
dall, in 1893; A. Torrey, in 1893; C. R. Howard, in 1894. Treat-
ments of spirals are found in the field books of Henck, Nag-le,
Godwin, Frost, Allen, and others, all of which are more or less
valuable. It may seem presumptuous to attempt to add any-
thing- to what the above writers have broug-ht out; yet while
there is nothing more to be desired in the way of theory, there
is an opportunity to simplify the method of treatment by tabu-
lating results that are of a g-eneral nature, instead of following-
the custom of making- tables for more or less numerous special
cases.
The alinement of track by the different transition curve
methods gives practically the same results. The form of spiral
to be adopted will depend upon the ease of application and the
facility of adaptation to the various problems that present them-
selves. Any one who has had extended experience in laying-
out spirals has found that frequently he is called upon to use
a spiral not found in the tables he may be using-. Tables should
allow considerable freedom of choice, and it is believed that the
tables here developed offer many advantages in flexibility and
simplicity. The method of offsets from the tangent or from the
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circular curve will not be considered ; for while it may have its
place in location work, it is the writer's opinion that there is
nothing- to be gained by its use in setting- track centers, as it
requires more labor and is less reliable than either of the above
methods of deflection.
Two g-eneral tables will be constructed, Table I for the mul-
tiple compound curve here described, and Table II for the transi-
tion spiral. To make the reader familiar with the types of
curves for which the tables are constructed, a simple statement
of the several transition curves and the methods of their use will
be given.
The Multiple Compound Curve
A very common form
of transition consists




degree of curve in-
/ creased by constant
differences. This is
known as the multi-
ple compound curve.
In Fig.l the chords
are of equal length,
and each substends
a circular arc. The
degree of curve of
each successive arc
increases by a con-
stant increment,
hence the angle sub-
tended by each chord
increases in the same
manner. For con-
venience, consider
the chords to be 100
feet long, and the
Fig. 1. degree of curve for
the first arc 1
,
for the second 2 , for the third 3 \ etc., to the
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end of the curve. The chang-e in direction at the end of an}-
arc is equal to the sum of the ang-les at the center.
Vo dctcrmiuc the dcjlcction anisic to each cJiord point Zi'hcii
the iustniuient is at the point oj' spiral {Sta. 0). In Fig-. 1 the
deflection ang-le for the first chord is evidently the deflection for
a one degree curve for one station, or -^", which may be v^^ritten
at once in Table I opposite Station 1, in the column headed
"Instrument at 0." If the instrument man had no tables he
would now move to Sta. 1, backsight on Sta. and turn \ to
g-et the auxiliary tang-ent through Sta. 1. The deflection ang"le
from this tang^ent to Sta. 2 is 1 ', and hence the ang-le between
the first and second chord is \\^ . The ang-le between the first
chord and the long- chord from Sta. to Sta. 2 is |°, since Sta. 1
lies half way between Sta. 2 and Sta. 0,* and hence the deflec-
tion from the initial tang-ent at Sta. to Sta. 2 is 2°+ f°=1^°,
which is placed in the table opposite Sta. 2 in the column headed
"Instrument at 0."
Having- located Sta. 2, the instrument man would move to
this point and backsig-ht on Sta. 0, and to g-et the auxiliary tan-
gent through Sta. 2, would turn 3°—1^°= If °, and then would
turn lo more to locate Sta. 3. Hence the angle at Sta. 2,
between the third chord and the long chord to Sta. 2, is If °+ l|°
=3|\ The angle at Sta. 0, between the long chord to Sta. 2
and the long chord to Sta. 3 is liV°) since Sta. 2 lies one third
the distance from Sta. 3 to Sta. 0, and hence the deflection angle
from the initial tangent at Sta. to Sta. 3 becomes l^l^' + lfo^^
2|5°, which is placed in the table opposite Sta. 3. The deflec-
tions for any desired number of stations can be obtained by con-
tinuing this method.
'lo determine the deflection angles zjJioi the i)istrnnient is at
a)i\' station other than Sta. 0. Starting with the instrument at
Sta. 1, the back deflection at Sta. 1 from the auxiliary tangent
through Sta. 1 to Sta. is |° (See Fig. 1) which is placed in the
column headed "Instrument at Sta. 1," opposite Sta. 0. The
deflection to Sta. 2 is I'', which is placed in the table opposite
Sta. 2. The instrument man would move to Sta. 2, backsight
*The statement that the angle between the first chord and the long chord
is one half of that between the first and second chords is approximate, as is
also the similar reasoning applied to the succeeding chords. The error when
the total central angle is small may generally he neglected, as may lie shown
by an investigation. Editors Thk Tkchnogkai'H.
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on Sta. 1, turn 1" back to the auxiliary tang-ent and 1-|° to Sta. 3,
making- 2|° from the chord throug-h Sta. 1 and 2. The ang-le
between the auxiliary tang-ent at Sta. 1 and the chord Sta. 1 to
Sta. 3 is l°+(^ of 2r)==2|:°, since Sta. 2 lies half way between
Sta. 3 and 1.
In this manner the deflection ang-les are written for all
chord points. Having- tabulated the ang-les wq note that the
differences between successive deflections increase by l'^ and that
the differences in successive columns increase by b° ; also that
the differences in diag-onal directions are constant. It is thus
very easy to check the table. There is of course a little irreg-u-
larity in the table in the first deflection each way from the ins-
trument point, since that portion is a circular curve.
A little study will show that the results in Table I may be
made g-eneral by varying- the leng-th of the chord used, and by
varying- the amount of increase in the curvature of the success-
ive arcs. As derived, the chord leng-th was considered to be 100
feet, and the amount of curve in the first chord 1° ; these may
be made variable. To permit this g-eneral use of the table, the
degree marks have been omitted, and the tabulated quantities may
be used as co-efficients. Any leng-th of chord may be used. Call
the amount of curvature or ang-le of the first arc " rate of trans-
ition per chord ;" since the curvature of the successive arcs in-
creases by this amount. For any rate and any leng-th of chord,
multiply the rate of transition per chord by the co-efficient from
Table I opposite the desired chord point.
The Searles Spiral.—The basis of the spiral so admira-
bly developed by Searles, is an increase of 10' in each successive
chord ang-le. Applying- 10' as the rate of transition per chord
ang-le to the co-efficients in Table I, results are obtained which
ag-ree with Searles' tables very closely for a number of chord
leng-ths up to 12, and the error is slig-ht up to 16.
To show that this multiple curve does not locate the same
spiral if different chord leng-ths are used, even when the leng-th
of curve remains the same, the following- example may be used.
It is desired to connect a 6 deg-ree curve to a tang-ent using-
a spiral 250 feet long-, and 25 feet as the chord leng-th. The
eleventh chord then must subtend a (° curve and central ang-le
of 1" 30'. Dividing- 1 30' by 11 we have 8^-, minutes as the
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flections for instrument at Sta. become 4' 5", 10' 14'', 19' 05",
2° 37" 30" for Sta. 10, 250 feet from Sta. 0. The total
central angfle is 7° 30". which is found by multiplying" the factor
8j\ minutes by the co-efficient opposite Sta. 10 in column headed
" Total Central Ang-le " If it had been desired to use a 50 foot
chord leng-th, then the 6th chord would subtend a 6 deg-ree curve
and a 3° degree central angle, and the rate of transition for each
chord becomes I of 3° ^ = 30 minutes and the deflection for Sta. 5
(250 feet from Sta. 9) is 2° 45'. The position of the curve then
depends on the chord length, and may vary between the limits
given by a circular curve, using but one chord (when the deflec-
tion is
-o the central angle) and the true railroad spiral (when
the number of chords is great, and the deflection is | the central
angle). The central angle is constant for every case. This
shows an objectionable feature of the multiple compound curve.
One great feature of the Searles' method of treatment is the
development of a set of deflection angles which remains constant
for all chord lengths. The idea of giving deflections from inter-
mediate points is also extremely useful. There are said to be
over 500 spirals calculated in the Searles Table, yet these tables
are comparatively rigid, because the rate of transition for a
chord length is fixed. It frequently happens that a trestle is
located on a curve, and it becomes necessary to give the center
for each bent on the transition at the end of this curve, and for
this case the tables of Searles do not give the desired quantities.
This feature will be taken up in the discussion of Table II, for,
while Table I applies perfectly to this case, it is considered that
multiple curves are not the most desirable.
The Torrey Easement Curve.—Another development of
the multiple compound curve is made by A. Torrey, Chief En-
gineer of the M. C. R. R., in his little work on Curve Easements.
Here several different rates of transition are developed for a
given chord length, also a constant transition for varying- chord
lengths. Table I may be used to produce these tables, and a
comparison will show that the results ag-ree quite closely.
Modified Multiple Compound Curve. — In the multiple
compound curves heretofore considered the central angle of the
first chord is equal to the constant angular increase for the suc-
cessive circular arcs (rate of transition per chord). Making the
central angle of the first chord equal to one half of the constant
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ang-ular increase would be more rational. This is done in Fig-.
2, where the ang-les subtended by successive chords are
^ , 1^ ,
2^", etc., and the de-
gree of the curves
3(V, 1" 30', 2^ 30',
etc. As before these
values may be made
g-eneral and the de-
g-ree marks omitted.
A table of deflec-
tions for a multiple
compound curve of
this kind can be
worked up in the
same manner as for
Table I, or the de-
flections for a 30'
curve to the points in
question may be sub-
tracted from quanti-
tities taken from Ta-
ble I. Thus by the
latter method for Sta.






2^ , which subtract-
ed from 19y gives
16^ as the deflection for Station 10 for this curve.
shows the deflection for 10 stations for this form of
compound curve.
The Transition Spiral.
In the modified multiple curve, shown in Fig-. 2, the
deg-ree of curve at the middle of the successive arcs is seen
to be proportional to the distances of these points from (>.
If, then, we conceive the leng-th of the arcs to be made very
small, and the number of arcs very larg-e (the constant an-
g-ular increase for the successive arcs being- chang-ed, at the same
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TABLE A.





the spiral, and this averag-e degree of curve will be that of the
middle point, or half of that at the end. Hence the central
ang-le for an}- length of spiral from will be one half of the cen-
tral angle for a circular curve of equal length and of the same
degree as that of the spiral at the end of the measured length.
It is also known that the spiral deflects from a circular curve of
the same radius at a given point of contact, at the same rate that
the spiral deflects from the tangent at 0. The deflection angle
between the tangent at the given point and a chord to a second
point, is then equal to the deflection angle for this circular curve
for a distance equal to the distance between the points, plus or
minus the spiral deflection angle from for an equal distance.
By a method similar to that for multiple curves, a table may
be constructed which will give the angles for a spiral having
the central angles set opposite the station number. Table II
shows such a table where the central angle is one half of the
square of the numbers of stations. Column headed " Instrument
at " is tilled in by taking" one third the total central ang^le.
For instrument at 1, 2, 3, etc., the principle that the desired
angle is equal to the deflection angle for this leng-th of a circular
curve of the same degree of curve as the spiral at the instrument
point plus or minus the spiral deflection ang-le from for an
equal distance is used. The table is then checked up by the
method of differences.
Table II may be made g-eneral by considering" the tabulated
quantities to be coeflicients to be applied to some flexible prop-
erty of the spiral. The number of stations (or chords) to be
used may be varied, and also the amount of central angle in a
single chord length. To utilize this table in this g^eneral way,
by analogy to the method for multiple curves, use the amount
of central angle in a circular curve having" a leng"th equal to the
chord leng-th used as the angle to be multiplied by the co-efficients,
and as before call this " the rate of transition per chord." This
angle is double the amount of central ang"le in the first chord
length of the spiral. For any rate and any length of chord,
multiply the rate of transition per chord by the co-efficient from
Table II opposite the desired point.
To show how Table II is used, take the following" example :
What are the deflections for a spiral 200 feet long joining a
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f)" 40' curve, setting- stakes every 20 feet ? The elements of the
spiral are as follows :
Number of chords 10.
Degree of curve at end of first chord --= 6° 40' -^ 10:= 40'.
Rate of transition for 20 feet - -
,Vo X 40' = 8'.
Multiplying this rate of transition, 8', by the co-efficients in
columns in Table II, headed Instrument at and at 10, the fol-
lowing- deflection angles are obtained :
Sta.
Instrument
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is a great advantag-e over the multiple compound curve, especi-
ally of the Searles type.
The Howard Transition Curve.— The method used by
C. R. Howard in developing- a g-eneral table consists in using- a
constant ang-ular rate of transition per chord of 12 minutes, thus
making- the first deflection ang-le 2 minutes.
The chord leng-th is varied to obtain any desired rate of
transition in the spiral. By applying- 12 minutes to the co-effi-
cients in Table H, the deflection ang-les in the Howard table
may be obtained. All other quantities are obtained by the use
of supplemental g-eneral tables for co-ordinates, long- chords, etc.
There are serious disadvantag-es in that a g-iven spiral is res-
tricted to the use of a sing-le chord leng-th.
The Crandall Transition Curve — Professor Crandall
has calculated and tabulated the co-ordinates of P. C. of circular
curve, end of spiral, distance between parallel tang-ents, excess
of arc over tang-ent and circular curve for over 800 spirals to
connect with curves of even deg-ree of curvature, making- it pos-
sible by interpolation to find the co-ordinates, offsets between
tang-ents, etc., for the end of any desired spiral. The quantities
in the table for deflection ang-les are co-efficients of ^ the total
central ang-le for chords 3^,, ,\„ |, or ^ of the total leng-th of
spiral, g-iving- an opportunity to move the instrument to quarter
points and center of spiral. These tables are convenient in
many ways. The principal objections are the necessity of mul-
tiplication and interpolation, and the restriction in the number
of chords and instrument points ; also that the tables refer to
the end of a spiral only, no intermediate points being- calculated
and do not g-ive values for curves whose deg-ree of curve includes
minutes.
The Jameson Method. — The method which Professor
Jameson used in preparing- tables for field use consists in assum-
ing- a certain number of offsets between tang:ents, and in tabu-
lating- spirals for these g-aps for curves of even deg-ree of curva-
ture, thus g-iving- a choice of a number of spirals for certain cir-
cular curves. The same objection will apply to this method as
to Crandall's, and in addition it lacks the necessary flexibility
for use in the field.
Thr Talbot Railway Transition Spiral.— The most
g-eneral treatment of spirals yet published is by Professor Talbot
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in his Railway Transition Spiral. The tables include eig-ht
rates of transition, and other rates ma\' be obtained b}^ direct
multiplication. Deflections, central ang-les, and co-ordinates are
calculated for 10 ft. intervals. The deflection ang-les are from
the point of spiral, but no tabular values are given for the ins-
trument at intermediate i)oints of the spiral, nor for the instru-
ment at the end of the spiral. This difficulty is partially over-
come by the splendid relationship developed between the degree
of curve, rate of transition, leng-th of spiral, central ang-le, tan-
g-ent offset, etc., whcreb}- any necessary quantity is expressed in
formulas in terms of the above mentioned elements, making- it
possible to calculate deflections, etc., for Kny point or from any
point to an}' other. Thus, for the instrument at the end of the
spiral the deflection ang-les may be obtained by adding- the spiral
deflection angle taken from the table to the deflection ang-le for
for an equal leny^th of circular curve. These relations are un-
doubtedly the most g-eneral and simple yet developed, but the
solution of some of the formulas would be tedious in the field.
To illustrate the application of the spiral use the following-
notation, which is similar to that used by Professor Talbot :
L = length in 100 ft. stations.
C= length of equal chords in hundreds of feet.
;/ := nnmber of chords.
a= rate of transition for 100 foot chords.
r=rate of transition for a sing-le chord.
D = deg-ree of curve at any point,
A =-^ total central ang-le.
W = deflection angle from initial tang-ent.
o= distance between parallel tang-ents.
.V and v'= co-ordinates of any point.
By definition L = n C.
Since the rate of transition varies as the square of the chord
leng-th
r= C' (I, or ci = -^. Hence also D = a L =^ -—.
The relations previously g-iven become
i\,=^\D L^=^\a L'= \r ir
^^= llS= i (I L' = I r ir.
It is also known that
(^= .0727 aU'.
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The formulas here stated need little corrections under 2U^ of
central angle. Spirals of larger central angle are seldom used
for the purpose of easing ends of curves, though they may be
used as a matter of economy in location work when more nearly
fitting the topography of the country than would a circular
curve.
In easing the ends of existing curves where tracks are not
crowded together, and where there is plenty of room to operate,
most tables will contain a spiral which may properly be chosien,
but often there are limiting circumstances which make it desir-
able or necessary to use a special spiral. As an illustration of
this, the following example may be cited. Some months ago it
was desired to introduce spirals into a main line double-track 12
degree reverse curve. There was very little opportunity to
modify the curves, since there were yard tracks on either side
owned by other corporations, but by slightly changing the
alinement it was found possible to get 80 feet of tangent between
curves. This allowed the use of spirals 80 feet long, a --^^ 15,
which is not to be obtained from Talbot's tables, except by mul-
tiplication by 3 or 15, but might have been found in Crandall's.
Most excellent results followed the introduction of this spiral.
Shortly afterward another problem presented itself which is
not covered by existing tables. As these problems arise unex-
pectedly, the field engineer must be prepared to meet these emer-
gencies without losing time. The problem was this : A trestle
was to be built on a 10 degree curve. In locating this curve an
8 degree curve was used for one station, then compounding with
the 10 degree curve. Before the piles were driven, it was desired
to replace the 8 degree curve with a spiral, retaining the same
tangent, and a 10 degree curve. The station numbers from P.C.
and bents were as follows :
Sta. 322 + 62.9, P. C. 8 degree curve.
+ 68. Bent No. 1
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by formula, .\=:ir;/', then add the successive differences.
The deflection from the P. S. equals ."j \, or this column may be
found by differences as for A.
The first bent being- at the top of slope, it is necessary to
move the instrument to Sta. 4 of the spiral where the deflections
for the remaining" bents are easily found, remembering- that each
bent is 5.7 ft. short of a full station. By inspecting- Table II we
note that moving- the instrument one full station of 15 ft. on the
spiral chang-es the tabular difference for the adjacent station ^ r,
(4.9 minutes), and the proportion ^— of this gives 1.8 minutes
15
to be subtracted from the product of the co-efficient in Table II
into r. Here ag-ain only one difference need be calculated, since
the differences in the vertical column increase by
.\ /' = 3.25.
Summing each way from zero the deflection for each station is
found, remembering- that Station 9 to 10 is fractional. The dif-
ferences for each successive bent are found by adding- 1.6' to
each previous difference in the horizontal column or by adding-
4.9' in the diag-onal direction.
With a few of these quantities filled out for each bent, the
instrument can be used to locate the piles at rig-ht ang-les to the
center line of each bent. Note that the first and last stations
are fractional and their deflections are obtained by proportion.
This example shows that Table II is adapted to such an ex-
tremely special case as the above.
The above notes on railway transition spirals have recentl}-
been worked out by the writer to be used in his own practice,
and have not yet been reduced to a permanent form. This arti-
cle is intended rather to point the way to flexible tables than to
present a finished result.
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UNIFORM CHORD LENGTH METHOD FOR THE
RAILWAY TRANSITION SPIRAL.
Bv Arthur N. Talb(it, Professor of Municipal and Sanitary
Engineering.
In the preceding- article on Railway Transition Curve
Tables, Mr. F. K. Vial has g-iven an interesting- application of
the method of differences to the construction of such tables.
Moreover, Mr. Vial deserves credit for contributing- to the devel-
opment of transition curves by suggesting or using- properties
of these curves along two lines :
1. By considering in the multiple compound curve that
both the chord leng-th and the angular increment of the success-
ive arcs may at the same time be made variable quantities, thus
rendering- a single table very flexible in its use. Also in the
application of a similar process to the transition spiral for the
method of uniform chord lengths.
2. By a modification of the methods of laying out the
transition spiral by means of uniform chord lengths given by
several writers, whereby the field work may begin with a frac-
tional chord length, or end with a fractional chord leng-th, or
begin and end with fractional chord lengths—a modification of
the g-eneral table being made for this purpose. It is also sug-
g-ested that this process may be applied to the multiform com-
pound curve.
The method of differences is, of course, in common use by
makers of such tables and greatly facilitates table construction,
its results and the results of the formulas giving^ a mutual
check—sometimes one and sometimes the other method being-
the easier process. It is worth while, however, to call the atten-
tion of the general reader to the usefulness of the method of
differences.
It would seem that the suggestion that fractional chords at
the beginning and end of the spiral are made feasible by means
of easily constructed tables will be of especial service in treat-
ments of the spiral by uniform chord lengths, that is for those
methods in which points are located by means of a number of
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chords having- a common leng-th. Accepting- this sug-g-estion, it
is seen to be no long-er necessary' to make the uniform chord
leng-th an aliquot part of the leng-th of the spiral; thus, if the
spiral is to be 203.2 feet long-, ten 20-ft. chords, or eig-ht 25-ft.
chords, or thirteen 15-ft. chords, etc, may be used -the first or
last chord or both being- fractional. This also enables the regfu-
lar stationing- to be kept up or other reg-ular points like the
bents of a trestle to be located.
The treatment of the transition spiral published by the
writer* makes the lie!d work independent of the leng-th of chord
used or the stationing- wanted, as is the case with circular curves,
and the writer is of the opinion that for the majorit}- of field
problems the methods there outlined are the simplest as well as
the most g-eneral. However, there are many problems where
the use of a uniform chord leng-th is advantag-eous, and, besides,
many eng-ineers prefer to use the method of uniform chord
leng-ths. To meet this use the following- method has been derived
from the formulas g-iven in The Railway Transition Spiral, and
a g-eneral table is also presented. The notation used will be
the same as that in the article in The Technog-raph No. 13, and
the equation numbers will be the same.
Let ( \ expressed in hundreds of feet, be the chord leng-th
used, and let /i (an integ-er) represent the number of full chords
from the P. S. to a desired point. In the absence of a diagram
to represent this, the reader may easily make a sketch, number-
ing- the first chord after the P. S. 1, the second 2, etc. The
ang-les ma}' be marked on the same fig-ure. Let <->a=^ spiral
deflection ang-le at P. S. from initial tang-ent for a sing-le full
chord leng-th, and ^« for ;/ chord leng-ths. For the instrument
at other points than P. S., let // be the number of chord leng-ths
from the P. S. to the chord point at which the instrument is
located, reserving- ;/ still as the number of chord leng-ths from
the P. S. to the point to be located, and let <f„ represent the
deflection ang-le from tang-ent at the instrument point to this
desired point. Thus, if the instrument be 5 chord leng-ths from
the P. S., ;/' S, and to locate a point 8 chord leng-ths or 3 chord
leng-ths from the P. S., ;/=8 or 3, and c„ would represent the
deflection angles at S to locate these points.
The Railway 'rransitiDii Spiral, The Tcchiiograpli No. 13, p. 73.
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Then we have by substitution in formulas (1), (2) and (9)
of The Railway Transition spiral :
D=- a L^a n Q for any point on the spiral (1')
A=i ci ^"=i (f "' C"- for any point on the spiral (2 '
)
(i=-laC'=^\^^l\,=i^l^, for end of first full chord. )
On =1 (I L''=} a {nCy=n-o , for end of ;/ full chords. '
<fn = \a LHL—L') ±i a {L—Uy=l a H^C{n—n') C
± \a {u — fi^y C'\
= [3;/^;/—;/M±(;/— z/^']'^ (10')
In formula (10'), the arithmetrical difference of the numbers
of the chord points is taken, rather than the alg-ebraic difference.
If the latter is used, the signs of operation should all be plus.
In this method the first step is to calculate the value of ^^
by means of formula (9'), using- a and C or other terms. This
g-ives a basis for computing- the deflection ang-le for other points;
thus for a point 5 chord leng-ths from the P. S., ;;=5 and the
deflection angle by equation (9' ) is 2 5^' . For the instrument
at 5, (//'-= 5) the deflection angle from the tangent at the instru-





c^ = [3X5 (8—5) ±: (8"-5)-] 0-^Si (>:.
To locate a point 3 chord lengths from the P. S., the deflec-
tion angle is found to be 26 o_.
The values obtained from (9') and (10') may be considered
as coefficients of o and a general table may be prepared. Table
XI is a table of coefficients for a spiral up to 15 full chord
lengths and for use with the instrument at any such chord point.
To find the deflection angle from the tangent at any chord point,
enter the column whose heading gives the number of the chord
point at which the instrument is placed and take the coefficient
opposite the number of the chord point to be located ; then mul-
tiply the spiral deflection angle for a single chord length {ti )
by this coefficient. Thus, as in example cited above, for the
instrument at 5, the deflection angle from the tangent at this
point to locate a point 8 chord lengths from the P. S. is found
to be 51^^, and to locate a point 3 chord lengths from the P. S.
is 26''/. This table may easily be extended. The variation
in the tabular differences in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
directions is readily discerned, and if preferred the method of
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TABLE XI.—Co-KKFiciKNTS FOR Dkflkction Anglks.
To tiiul the (leticction angle from tanj^cnt at the instrument point, iiiiilli[iiy
the si)iral deflection ani,He at the P. S. for a single chord ien^^th by the co-el'ticient
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For the instrument at a chord point (//'-(- ;;/) chord leng-ths
from the P. S., the deflection ang-le from the tangent at this
chord point to locate a chord point ()i -\)ii) chord leng-ths from
the P. S. is found from Eq. 10 of the Railway Transition Spiral
to be
= V'« + (R-~;/'){3m0j (10")
In equation (10") the first term is the deflection angle for
full chords, and the second term is (;/— //') times a constant. If
;;^ is greater than ;/, the second term is still added numerically
to the first. Tabular di iferences may also be used.
As illustrations of the use of these methods, the examples
cited by Mr. Vial may be used. In the spiral 200 feet long con-
necting with a 6 40' curve, given on page 128, the spiral deflec-
tion angle for a 20-ft. chord by Eq. (9') is } x '^^' X 6 40'= 1^
minutes = (\,. The multiplication of 1^ minutes by the co-effic-
ients in Table XI. for instrument at and for instrument at 10,
gives the desired angles.
For the 138.4 ft. of spiral connecting with a 10 degree curve,
given on page 133, the spiral deflection angle for a 15-ft. chord
is found by equation (9' ) to be 1-^ minutes. The first point is to
be located 9.3 ft from the P. S. Then ;// — = .62. "m - .62'
15
X 1 1= .62 ' . In the table below, the integer of the number of the
chord point in the column headed number of chord point is ;/
and the fractional part is ;;/. In the succeeding column head-
ings for the instrument points, the integer is //'. Thus to deter-
mine the deflection angle with instrument at to locate 323+43
by Eq. (9") and Table XI,




To determine the deflection angle with instrument at 322+ 83
(;;i=4) to locate 322 + 68 (;/==3), by Eq (10")
f'«+m= (ll X Ii) + (1X 3.02) =20.9'
To run in the spiral from P.C.C., this method may likewise
be used if the P.C.C. is at ;/ or at ;/ + ;;/ chord lengths from the
P. S. If it is not, that is, if both the first and last chord lengths
are to be fractional, the points on the spiral as far as the next
instrument point may be set by the principle that the deflection
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Factory Buildings requiring a fire-proof roof on—either
open Wood or Steel Construction. Write for Catalogue
and Prices.
LUDOWICI ROOFING TILE CO.
419 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago.
Brass and Copper in Rolls, Sheet, Rods, Tubes and Wire. Brass and Copper Seamless Tubes.
HELMET BRAND SOLID OIL, The Best Lubricant. PERFECTION OIL CUP For Helmet Oil
COCHRANE BEATERS
A man eitn get in»i'ir to
clfan any Vdchrane Heater
liKj enough to hold him.
In every stoam plant an exhaust steam feed-water heater
will eifect a saving of from 5r' to over 20 f', according to thecon-
ditions, whether the plant is operated high pressure, exhausting
free to the atmosphere: whether operated under back pressure,
using the waste steam for heating or drying, or whether it is
operated condensing: even though these plants are equipped with
economizess and provided with live steam purifiers. And while
making this saving the exhaust steam feed-water heater will
(.lirainate the strains causing by introducing cold water into
economizers, live steam purifiers and boilers, which strains are
chiefly recognizable in repair bills and stoppages.
Besides insuring the benefits referred to above, the right
kind of a feed-water heater will very materially improve any
feed supply—no matter how bad—by eliminating some or all of
the scale forming matter present in the water, and by saving the
exhaust condensed in accomplishing the heating.
Write us for CataUtguc.
HARRISONSAFETYBOILERWORKS
tiermantown Juoctioa, Philadelphia Pa.
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Louisville Cement.
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Brands of Louisville Cement:
FALLS IVIILLS (J. Hulme Brand.)
BLACK DIAMOND MILLS (River), Diamond Brand.
SPEED MILLS, Star Brand.
FALLS CITY MILLS, Anchor Brand.
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for shipment to any part of the country, by rail or water, will receive prompt
and careful attention. '
SALES OF ABOVt BRANDS FOR 1900, 1,851,394 BARRELS.
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have that peculiar smoothness of lead which combined
with toughness and durability makes them practically
well adapted to the wants of the professional man.
DIXOIN'S ARTISTS' PEIVCIUS
are used by the leading engineers and draughtsmen of
the country. They are made in eleven degrees of hard-
ness and can be relied upon to run exactly as they are
graded. They may be had of the leading dealers
throughout the country.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO
,
Jersey City, N. J.
Brass and Copper in Rolls, Sheet, Rods, Tubes and Wire. Brass and Copper Seamless Tubes.
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Greater Durability than any other Covering
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WESTERN WHEELED SCRAPER CO, Aurora, Illinois.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
NEWARK, N. J., BUILDERS OF
High-Class Machine Tools,
^
Used by Leading Firms of the World, U. S
Government Arsenals. kSehools
and Uuivcrsitii'S.
Kbeihaidl > P.ileul Doubk' Tuple Quick
Stroke' snaper. l2-l6-^0-a4-28-32-inch.




THE DEANE, Of HOLYOKE,
STEAM PUMPS,
IP'cjr- 'E^'v^^rc-y Stsi'-v it:2e2.
VIII ADVERTISEMENT.
A LIVE, INDEPENDENT, WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL OF PRACTICAL
MECHANICS AND ENGINEERING.
Valuable to ever person having to do with Machinery or Tools of
any kind, either as user or buyer. Specially valuable to every Ma-
chinist, Engineer, Firemen, Machine-Blacksmith, Draftsman, Pattern
Maker, Steam Fitter, Foundryman, Boiler Maker, Etc.
TTS columns contain contributions and correspondence on a wide
range of subjects connected with Practical Mechanics and
Eng-ineering^.
No payment is accepted, under am* circumstances, for pub-
lishing- anything in its reading columns. Readers can depend on
finding- them free from puffer}' or advertising bias.
B^"You can get the American Machinist every Thursday
trom your Newsdealer; price 6 cents. If he does not have a sup-
ply, ask him to get it or write to us about it. Address
AMERICAN MACHINIST,
203 Broadway, New York.
Subscription Price, applying to new and old subscribers, $3.00 a
year, postpaid to any address in the United States, <^anada and 3Iexico.
ADVERTISEMENTS. IX
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Costs only $2. 00 per square foot. }Aakes a good roof for years,
and any one can put it on. (^um-Elastic Paint costs only 60 cts.
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Will stop leaks in tin or iron roofs, and will last for years. Try it.
jSend stamp for samples and full particulars.
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FOB ALL TRADES AND SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES.
(VERNIER AND METRIC SYSTEMS.)
Calipers in Styles, all joizes. Metric Jidicrometers, etc.
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PHYSICAL LABORATORIES, etc. 23^ pii^ <L)
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TINIUS, OLSON & CO.,
Testing Machines, Presses^' Seals
No. 500 North Twelfth St.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Wo li;iv<' ill oiir Tr,»tiiig Lalioralory macliiiK'S in opcnitidii daily, and aio
prepared to niaivc ail kinds of tests, viz: Tensile, Transvei'se, Compression Shear-
ing, also Torsion Tests of Specimens and llegnlar Full Size Shafting.
We manufacture Hydraulic Machinery, such as Pumps, Presses and Ac-
cumulators, and also Marble Moulding: and Countersinicing Machines.
A full line of Micromelei's, Extensometers, and other auxiliary tools used in
connection wlili Testing Machines.
SChAS^rER &
Works: Brooklyn, New York.
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American Road Machine Co.,
Kennett Sq., Pa.
1793- 1893Established a Century Ago
JESSOF'S^TEEL
Gold Medal, Paris, 1889.—Medal World's Columbian Fxposition, 1893.
ITS SUPERIORITY UNQUESTIONED FOR
TOOI.S, DRILLS, DIBS, BTC
\rJU. JE5SDP ^ SONS, ltd.,
Manufactory: Sheflield, Eiig. Chief American Office, 91 John St., N. Y
XIV ADVEIiTISEMENT. "
JAMES i:i-A( K'. l'i:i.s'T. .JOHN S. KOl'ER, Sec'y.
rilAS. BRAINERl), Sin-'T.
Grafton Quarry Co.,
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF
Gi^afton « Stone,
Office; 415 South Locust St., Room 504,
SAINT LOUIS.
Quarries: Grafton, Jersey Co., Illinois
Extract from the Report of Capt. Jas. B. Eads, Chief Engineer Illinois and
St. Louis Bridge Co., October 1870, in regard to a test made of a specimen of Stone
from the Grafton Quarries. He says:
"It is remarkably strong. Many tests of its compressive strength have been
made in the company's testing machine, where its resistance has, in several in-
stances, excf^edfd IT.OOO pounds oer square inch, which is eciual to that of granite.
"A curiuiis fact has been dcvfloiicd by these tests, which is, that the modu-
lus of elasticity of 1 iiis stone is about the same as that of wiought iron. That is,
a given weight placed upon a wrought iron column and on a column of the (Iraf-
ton stone of the same size, will produce an equal shortening in both: while the
elastic limit (or bn^aking point) of the stone is not far below the limit at which
the wrought iron would be permanently shortened. A column of the stone two
inches in dianu'ter ami eight inches long was shortened under compression in the
testing machini' ni'arly one (|uarter of an inch without fracturing it. When the
strain was removed the piece recovered its original huigth."
From the Geological Survey of thevStat(> of Illinois. Mr. Peatten's Analysis
of a specimen of Grafton Stone:
Insoluable Matter r,A\0
Carbonate of Lim(> 47.79
Iron and Alumina 1.40
Carbonate of Magnesia 42.86
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D. H. LLOYDE & SON,
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And All COLLEGE SUPPLIES.
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" * * The best g-eneral text-book on civil eng-ineer-
ing- in the English language."
—
EiKjineeriiKj News.
Raifroad Curves, Excavations and Ein&anbents.
JOHX WILEV & SONS, New York.
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This College of the University has ;32 Professors and Instructors, and 398 Stu-
dents. It offers Undergraduate and Postgraduate Courses of Study in
Mechanical Engineering. Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering,
Municipal and Sanitary Engineering, Architecture, and Architectural
Engineering.
Each department is furnished with a large and constantly growing equipment for
practical, experimental, and .laboratory in.struction, so that theoretical investigation
and practical application mutually aid each other. Among the special features may be
enumerated the Machine Shop with examples of all forms of machine and hand tools,
lathes, planers, drills, etc.; the Blacksmith Shop, the Foundry, the Pattern Shop: the
Architectui-al .Shop, fully equipped for instruction in wood work, joinery, turning, carv-
ing, inlaying, etc.: the Electrical I^aboratory, furnished with independent power, dyna-
mos, motors, and a collection of the most improved apparatus for testing and measure-
ments, arranged in special rooms. The Civil Engineers have an excellent selection of all
forms of field instruments, including a 12-lnch altazimuth instrument, transits, levels,
plane tables, compasses, all apparatus being of the latest and most approved construc-
tion Bridge designing a specialty. Construction of railways, highways, streets, paving,
waterworks, sewerage, etc. Laboratory of Applied Mechanics, includes testing
machines and experimental apparatus for strength of materials and hydraulics. The
School of Architecture is one of the largest in the country, and its equipment and at-
tendance are rapidly increasing.
The College annually sends out a considerable number of men who find remimera-
tive employment in their professional lines, and the reputation of its older graduates
creates a demand for the younger men of similar training.
The other il('p:iri niciits of the University arc the College of Agriculture, the College
of Science, the College (if Literature, the School of Indtistrial Art and Design, and the
School of Military Science.
For further information, address,
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Furnishing steam for uae of Exhibition. One of the
?hiel" characteristics lies in the simplicity and consequent low
cost of construction. Boilers consist merely of foiar cylindrical
shells or drums, connected by tubes which form major portion of
heating surface. Tube's are expanded into drum, and practically
the only machine work required, upon entire structure is that
employed upon the manhole frame in the head of each drum, which is
of the simplest character. Tubes are located in a position sli^t-
ly inclined from a vertical and the tendency of sediment to col-
lect on either the exterior or interior surfaces is thereby
reduced to a minimum. The- large mud-dram, located below the
current produced by circulation, insures quiet water in which
mud, scale and other impurities may settle. Drian favorably locat-
ed at bottom of rear baritc of tubes for receiving deposits which
require high temperature to be precipitated. Examination of these
boilers in operation %»here water used contained large quantities
of lime sedts, demonstrated that a emalD. amount of labor was
required to maintain them in a clean condition, and that they
operated with the highest efficiency in, this most important
feature and possessed marked advantage.': 'Arrangement of division
plates is such that exit for waste gases is over surfaces where
the cold feed water is just entering, insurinjj low flue teinpera-
ttn-e. Use of a fire-brick arch covering grate- enables high furnace
temperature to be maintained. These boilers are proportioned so
that the ratio of horse pov7er to grate is about fifty to one,
ample for economical result. Boilers exhibited show that they
gave practically dry steam. Inner and outer rowsof tubes slightly
ourved, A chain scraper is passed throu^ when deposits form on
surfaces. The tubes are accessible from outside. A single work-
man disconnected the four manhole plates and exposed every tube
in the boiler within a period of five minutes.
Extreme simplicity and Iott- cost of construction, of water
tube boilers. Excellence of design in features pertaining to
fuel economy, and singular adaptability to situations requiring
the use of impure feed water.
'(Sipied) Geo......H« ...Barr.ua.,
Individual Judge.
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THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF THE INTERNAL
SPEED VARIATION OF A 3500 HORSE-POWER
VERTICAL CROSS-COMPOUND ENGINE.
By W. L. Abbott, '84, Ch. Operating Engr., Chicago Edison Co.
The object of the investig-ation forming- the subject of this
paper, was to determine the amount of the angular variation
which would occur during a revolution, in the relative positions
of the armatures of alternating current dynamos, if connected to
two similar engines of the type described below, when running-
in parallel at the same number of revolutions per minute; and to
see if the variation in phase would be great enoug-h to put the
dynamos out of step, or if the amount of cross current would be
objectionable.
The eng-ine to which the calculations apply is a vertical
cross-compound Corliss 30 X 80 X 60 condensing engine, built by
the E. P. Allis Company, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and is to
be directly connected to one ACH 40-2500-75 double-current Gen-
eral Electric generator for use at the Harrison street power-
house of the Chicago Edison Company.
The condition of load under which the engine was assumed
to be running was that of the economical rating-, or 3500 I. H. P.,
with a constant speed of 75 revolutions per minute.
The indicator cards from which the determinations were
made, were derived from a set of cards obtained from the Allis
Company taken on Nov. 28, 1898, from the Allis Corliss cross-
compound engine No. 4, of the South Side Elevated Railway Com-
pany of this city, while the engine was running under a steam
s
<• I'liK r !•:(• II >:<)(: ii.\ I'll.
pressure of 150 pounds per square inch. The cards were used
merely to g^et the steam distribution of a Corliss enj^ine working-
at a moderate load, and the ordinates of the cards were increased
to 17U pounds per square inch, the latter being- the pressure at
which the new engine is designed to operate.
The various steps of the investig-ation in their proper order
may be briefly enumerated as follows:
1. From the known weights and velocities of the recipro-
cating parts, calculate the force due to inertia, as modified by
the leng-th of the connecting- rod, and construct a curve showing-
the same for all positions of the piston.
2. Obtain a pair of indicator diagrams (head and crank
end) from each cylinder and deduct from the ordinates of each
the simultaneous back pressure shown on the diagram taken
from the opposite end of the cylinder.
3. Multipl}^ the ordinates of these combined diagrams by
the number of square inches of piston area, and plot a new curve
showing- the total pressures on the piston at each point of the
stroke.
4. Combine the pressures shown by this last curve with
those of the inertia curve to g-et a curve showing the total pres-
sures on the crosshead.
5. Resolve the pressures represented by the ordinates of the
combined steam-pressure and inertia curve, to determine the
rotative effect at the crank-pin, and plot a curve showing- the
tang-ential efi^ort on the pin for all positions of the piston.
6. Combine the curves of tangential effort for each cylinder
to obtain a curve of crank effort for all cranks.
7. Draw a line through this last curve to represent the
mean effective pressure of the varying forces acting- during- one
revolution. Now, disreg-arding- the orig-inal base-line, assume
the forces above and below this mean line as positive and neg-a-
tive respectively, and from these positive and neg-ative forces
calculate the acceleration and retardation which would be pro-
duced upon the rotating- mass connected to the engine shaft.
With ordinates obtained in this wa}' plot a curve showing- the
resultant velocities attained during- each interval of the stroke.
8. From this curve of velocities, whose integ-rated sum must
be zero, calculate the distance traveled by the crank-pin ahead
of or behind some other point assumed to be revolving^ with an
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absolutely uniform motion at the same number of revolutions
per minute, and plot a curve showing" the amount of variation in
the position of the pin, from normal, at the different points of
the stroke. The maximum ordinate of this curve in deg-rees of
arc or degrees of electrical phase, is the result we are seeking-.
A more detailed description of the various methods employed
in each of the above steps follows:
TABLE I.
Weight in Pounds of Reciprocating Parts.
Crosshead 6 963 lb.
Connecting-rod (total 6500); one-half reciprocating 3 250 "
Reciprocating weight —common to all cylinders 10 213 "
H. P. Piston = 2120; rod = 1466. 2120+1466+ 10213= 13799 "
L P. Piston — 8040; rod = 2042. 8040 + 2042 + 10213= 20295 "
Derivation of Curve of Inertia.
Stroke 5 ft.




/i, length of crank 2.5 ft.
li' = Weight of reciprocating parts on one crank.
7^0 = Inertia of reciprocating parts at dead center (connecting





Conncctini^ rod L 5.5
Lay off J/iJ/', Fig. i, to represent stroke of piston.
Lay ofi M R' &: M' B" to represent pressure per pound of reciprocat-
ing parts at dead centres.
Straight line joining B' and B" — inertia curve with infinite rod.
Conncctimr-rod
A'a = 7.- -~ = 5-5-
,,. n= ,^. r, M' B"M' B" = M B" J,—
.
A a
MB= MB' + ^^^^.A a
Lay off XX' parallel to Jf A/' a distance below MM' represented by
I pound to scale : then ordinates from A'A'' are proportional to combined ef-
fects of weight and inertia, and the number of pounds which they represent
multiplied by weights of reciprocating parts give values in tables.
THE TKCHSOCKA I'll.
Ftrsl SIrp: To deduce the curve of inertia, Fig-. 1, the
leng-th of the connecting- rod is first assumed to be infinite and





Settle 10. lb lbs = /
"
OpDIMATE.ta -
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The mag-nitude of these forces at the respective dead-centers are
equal, but opposite in direction. Ordinates from the straig-ht line
B' B" to the base-line MM' correspond to forces due to inertia
at various points of the stroke, and where the curve-B ' B" inter-
sects MM' at a point corresponding- to the position of the
piston at mid-stroke, the reciprocating- parts are being- neither
accelerated nor retarded, and the force due to inertia is zero.
To determine the extent to which the curve B' B" is modified
by the influence of the finite rod whose leng-th is S}^ times that
of the crank, as in the case under investig-ation, the approximate
position of the piston corresponding- to zero acceleration of the
reciprocating- parts, point D, is determined as follows: The
line Cr, which represents to scale the length and direction of
the connecting- rod, is drawn tang-ent to the circle of crank-pin
travel, and the point B is located at the intersection with MM'
,
the line of piston travel. This is very nearly the zero point of
the inertia curve for the finite rod. The two maximum points
on the new curve are next located by adding- to MB' , and de-
ducting- from M'B" , which represent the forces due to inertia
at the top and bottom centers respectively, an amount equal to
-5-5- of the force at those points. These points are represented
by B and B° , Fig-. 1. Having- found these three points of the
new curve of inertia, the complete curve BDB° may be con-
structed. In practice, an arc of a circle may be substituted for
the theoretical curve without introducing- any appreciable error.
Finally, a correction for the effect of the direct weig-ht of
the reciprocating- parts is made by laying- of Af iV to represent
to scale a force of one pound, and the new base-line NN' is
drawn. (This correction is required for vertical engines only).
Ordinates drawn to this base line from the curve BI?B°, will
represent the forces due to inertia per pound of reciprocating-
parts, and when the forces which they represent are multiplied
by the weights of the reciprocating- parts the products will be
the resultant forces due to inertia and direct weig-ht of the
reciprocating- parts. The mag-nitudes of the resultant forces
at various points of the stroke are shown in tabulated form
under Fig-. 1.
Second and Third Steps: Fig-s. 2 and 3 represent the indi-
cator diagrams taken from each end of the two cylinders of the
10 THK TKCllNOdHAP/f.
engine. The ordinatesof a diagram representing- the resultant
steam pressure on the piston may be obtained by deducting- from
the ordinates of diag-rams
Fig-s. 2 and 3, the simul-
t a n e o u s back-pressures
shown on the diag-ram from
the opposite end of the cyl-
inder. The ordinates of
these resultant steam pres-
sure diag-rams are multi-
plied by the area of the
piston to which they apply
to g-et the total resultant
steam pressure ag-ainst the
piston. The ordinates of diag-rams yL4vl. 1, Fig-s. 4 and 6, repre-







Fourth Step: The curve of inertia />/?, deduced as already
explained, when plotted to the same scale as the resultant
steam curves and combined with them, gives the curve CCCC,
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whose ordinates represent the pressures on the crosshead due
to the combined effect of the inertia of the reciprocating" parts
and the resultant steam pressure ag^ainst the piston,
F'/f/Zi Step: From the combined steam and inertia curve
CCCC, for each cylinder, the net pressure on the crosshead in the
direction of the axis of the cylinder may be read for all positions
AA - 1M6IC4T0R CAnO& COMBIMEO




his investig-ation, may be described as follows: As the instan-
taneous pressure on the crosshead multiplied by its correspond-
ing- velocit}^ is equal to the simultaneous tang-ential pressure on
the crank-pin multiplied by its velocity, it is clear that the tan-
g-ential effort on the pin is equal to the product of the pressure
on the piston into the ratio of the velocity of the piston to the
velocity of the crank-pin. Now the velocities of the two ends of
the connecting- rod are in different directions, the crank-pin end
always moving- with constant velocity in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the instantaneous position of the crank, while the cross-
head end always moves with variable velocity in a fixed direc-
tion parallel to the axis of the cylinder. In Fig-. 8, BbA repre-
sents the first quadrant of the crank-pin circle, and the radius
OB is drawn to represent the constant velocity of the crank-
pin. JThe velocity of the crosshead or piston may be deduced
from that of the crank-pin as follows: produce ab, the direction
of the connecting- rod, Fig-. 8, until it intersects OA aty. Erect
FIG. 5
the perpendicular be upon Ob at b equal to Ob. Then be will
represent the velocity of the crank-pin b, both in direction and
mag-nitude. Draw cd perpendicular to the direction of the con-
necting- rod. Draw be parallel to the direction of the velocity
of the piston a to intersect cd produced. As the leng^th of the
connecting- rod is fixed, the components of the velocities of the
two ends resolred along- the connecting- rod must be equal. The
component of the velocity of b in the direction of the rod is bd,
and bd must therefore be the same component of the velocity of
a; hence be represents in direction and magnitude the velocity
of a. As the sides of the triang-le bcc are perpendicular to those
of the triang-le Obf, the ang-les of the two triang-les must be
equal, and, as the sides be and Ob are equal, the two triang-les
must be equal. Therefore be =^ 0J\ and (^^' represents the vel-
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ocity of the piston when the crank-pin occupies the position /;.
Let /'be the pressure on the piston when the pin is at /); then
the tang-ential effort on the pin will be P X ^. If OA be made
to equal unit leng-th, then 0/ will be the factor by which
the pressures on the piston must be multiplied to g-et the
corresponding- tang-ential effort on the pin. As indicated in
Fig-. 9, this factor may be determined for
any position of the piston and pin by mere-
ly prolong-ing- the axis of the connecting-
rod till it intersects the perpendicular OA,
when Oe, Oe' , Oc" , &c, will be the re-
quired factors for positions /;, b' , b\ &c,
of the pin. The ordinates of the diag-rams
of rotative effort, or tang-ential effort, on
^^' the crank-pin, Fig-s. 5 and 7, were obtained
by multiplying- the corresponding- ordinates of diag-rams CCCC,
Figs. 4 and 6, by a factor deduced as described above. In Fig-s.
5 and 7, DD is drawn to represent the diameter of the crank-pin
circle.
Sixth Step: Fig-. 10 shows the rotative effort on the pin
for each cylinder, and is constructed from Fig-s. 5 and 7, with
due respect to the relative positions of the hig-h and low-pressure
crank-pins. The diag-ram of crank eflfort for both cranks. Fig-.
11, is derived by combining- curves D^ and D.. of Fig-. 10. MM
represents the mean crank effort for all cranks during- one revo-
lution, and 00 is the rectified crank-pin circle.
For convenience in estimating-, the circle of crank travel
00, is divided into 12 equal spaces, and the applied force is
assumed to be uniform within each space. The tang-ential
effort during- each space above or below the normal J/J/ is
represented by the mean heig-ht of each space above or below
MM, and is exhibited in column F, Table II.
Seventh Step: The velocity g-ained or lost during- each
twelfth of a revolution was deduced as follows : The equivalent
weig-ht of the revolving- parts at the crank radius (2.5 feet) is
3 367 600 pounds divided as follows: armature, 1 081 600 lb.;
eng-ine, 2 286 000 lb. The velocity of the crank-pin is
2.5X2 X 3.1416 X 75 ,„
,^ , ,737 =^ 19.63 teet per second.
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As the number of revolutions per second 1.25, the num-
ber of spaces traversed per second ^^ 15, and the time for each
FT
Space is .OUWJ sec. The mass of the revolving- parts is — —
3 3()7 f)00
32.2
104 584. Let A denote the velocity g-ained (or lost)
during- one space; then the averag-e acceleration is -^^
the law, force mass X acceleration.
From
g .0667 '
hence ^=.0667 F W .0667g 104584
= .0000006374 F.
F
The velocity A g-ained or lost during- each interval is shown in
column .1, Table II.
TABLE II.
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the various spaces will be the alg-ebraic sum of the velocities
g-ained during- each of the preceding- spaces. These velocities
attained up to the end of each space are shown in column V"
.
As the actual velocity of the crank pin at the beginning of the
stroke was not normal, as assumed, it becomes necessary to cor-
rect the values of V" according-ly. The integrated sum of the
velocities above and below normal attained during- one revolu-
tion must be zero; therefore the correction to be applied is the
D, - ROTATIVE CTFECTOf H^P. CVLINDER .
D.. L.P.
FIG. 1 0.




alg-ebraic sum of the velocities T^" divided by the number of
spaces (12 in this case). Thus the correction is .033, and this
amount must be deducted from the values of T^" in order to ar-
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rive at the true velocity attained up to the end of the successive
intervals. With these true velocities g"iven in column l", Table
II., as ordinates, the curve of velocity I", Fig-. 12, is plotted.
The line B/^ represents the mean velocity of the pin.
Eighth S/cp: From the curve of velocity I", Fig-. 12, as-
certain the averag-e velocity above or belov^ the mean velocity,
/>Vi, during- each space, shown in column F, Table II. With
these velocities g-iven, the space actually passed over during*
each interval can be readily calculated by multiplying- the val-
ues of Fby .0667, the time for one space. The figures in column
.5"' were deduced in this way.
If the position of the pin be assumed normal at the begin-
ning- of the stroke, its distance from normal up to the end of the
respective intervals, will be the alg-ebraic sum of the spaces ac-
tually passed over, ahead of, or behind the mean position, dur-
ing- each interval. Therefore the fig^ures in column S' are equal
to the integ-rated sum of the preceding- fig-ures in column S"
.
As the position of the crank-pin at the beginning- of the stroke
was not zero, as assumed, a correction must be applied to the
values of -.S". Since the integ-rated sum of the distances ahead
of or behind the mean position must equal zero, the value of the
correction is equal to the ratio of the alg-ebraic sum of the val-
ues of .S" , to the number of spaces. The value of the correction
is .0019, and is to be added to the values of S' to get the true
distance from normal of the pin at the end of each interval, the
fig-ures for same being- shown in column S. Since one foot cor-
responds to 22.92 degrees of arc, measured on the crank-pin
circle, the number of deg-rees of arc from normal is the product
of the true distances in feet from normal (column S) by 22.92
deg-rees of arc per foot. The number of degrees of arc from
normal deduced in this way is shown in the penultimate
column of Table II. Finally, as there are 40 poles on the g-en-
erator there will be 20 changes of phase per revolution; there-
fore, one deg-ree of arc is equal to 20 deg-rees of phase, and the
number or degrees of phase from normal (shown in the last
column of Table II) at the end of each interval may be calcu-
lated by multiplying- the corresponding- degrees of arc by 20.
With the values of the deg-rees of phase from normal as ordi-
nates, the curve of degrees of phase, Fig. 13, was plotted, in
which ^'("represents the mean position of the crank-pin.
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To insure the satisfactory operation of two alternating- cur-
rent generators when working- in parallel, the maximum amount
of angular variation should not be allowed to exceed 2% deg-rees
of phase departure from the mean position during any revolu-
tion, and as the raaxium variation shown by this final curve is
well within the 2>^ degrees limit, the design of the unit in that
respect may be considered satisfactory.
REGULATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF ARC LAMPS.




The modern arc lamp is a simple mechanical and electrical
mechanism, the growth of twenty-five years. Brush first put
his single solenoid differentially-wound lamp on the market in
1875, since which time there have been various combinations of
rods, chains, springs, ratchets, cog-wheels, and auxiliary levers
for sale. This seems to be the natural tendency in the growth
of the design of most apparatus, which is always followed by a
plain, simple machine, free from the various auxiliary parts and
accomplishing the result in the most direct manner.
The following are the different types of arc lamps in use,
each of which may be operated from a direct or alternating-
current circuit, using- an open or enclosed arc: 1. Constant cur-
rent series lamps. 2. Constant potential lamps used singly
across a constant potential circuit. 3. Constant potential lamps
used with one or more in series across a constant potential cir-
cuit. Each of these lamps requires a different method of regu-
lation, depending upon the constant and variable factors of the
circuit, and the relative action of one lamp upon another in the
same circuit.
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The constant current series lamp must necessarily reg-ulate
by the variation of its arc voltage. This is accomplished through
a hig-h resistance magnet placed in shunt with the arc, so that
an increase of voltage across its terminals, due to the consump-
tion of the carbons, will cause the magnet to bring the carbons
nearer together, until the limit of the clutch movement is
reached; then the carbon will drop and reduce the current in the
shunt coil, so that the opposing force which may be a spring,
weight, or series coil,- will separate the carbons to their normal
positions. This operation is repeated as often as the adjustment
of the regulating mechanism will allow. A series coil is neces-
sary to separate the carbons when the current is first turned on;
this coil may be independent of the regulating magnet or it may
work in opposition to it, either through a separate magnet or
wound differentially on the same core with the shunt coil, the
resultant magnetism increasing or decreasing, depending upon
the current in the shunt winding.
The constant potential lamp used singly across a parallel
circuit has become very popular since the introduction of the en-
closed arc a few years ago which allowed the use of a high voltage
arc and increased the life of the carbons. This lamp demands
a smooth, uniform, high grade carbon, which will burn uniform-
ly without blacking the globe and which will fit closely and
move freely in the enclosing globe, thus preventing an unneces-
sary admission of air which reduces the life of the carbons.
The quality of carbons used allows the clutch to operate directly
upon the carbon and not through the medium of the objection-
able carbon rod or chain, thus simplifying and reducing the
length of the lamp, which fact renders it useful in low ceiling
rooms.
Since the voltage of the circuit is constant, this lamp will
regulate by a variation of current; thus requiring a series coil
to regulate the feeding and to strike the arc when the current
is turned on. When the voltage is. switched onto the lamp, the
rush of current through the series coil will cause the carbons to
be separated a predetermined distance, depending upon the volt-
age of the arc. As the carbons burn away the current will re-
duce, allowing the magnetism to decrease and the carbons to
descend to a point where the current will increase again and the
magnet will draw the carbons farther apart. This operation is
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continued within the limits of the adjustment of the mechanism.
A direct current lamp, used on a 110-volt circuit, will requite
a current of 5 amperes at 75 or 80 volts at the arc, and no
chang-e in adjustment will be necessary for not more than a 5-
volt variation.
A direct current lamp used on a 220-volt circuit will require
a current of 2.5 amperes at 135 volts at the arc. On account of
its violent rays, this lamp is sometimes objectionable for indoor
use, but this fault may be obviated by connecting- two 110-volt
lamps in series or by using a g-l'obe, composed of two layers of
g-lass, one of which is clear and the other opalescent. The com-
bination of these two layers of g-lass acts upon the violet rays
and turns them into white lig-ht but with a material loss of in-
tensity.
In the constant potential lamp it is always necessary for its
successful operation, to have a constant resistance in the series
with the arc, to maintain a constant current, and therefore the
same intensity of lig-ht. In the constant current series lamp it
is necessary to keep a constant voltag-e at the arc for the same
reason; or, in other words, the energ-y or watts expended in the
arc must be constant to obtain a uniform lig"ht. The resistance
is also necessary to prevent an excess of current on starting- up
the lamp when the carbons are tog-ether. The resistance is not
for the purpose of reducing- the voltag-e of the line to that of the
arc, as is sometimes supposed, but it is necessary for the success-
ful operation of the lamp as mentioned before. As the carbons
burn away, the current will decrease slig-htly and require an in-
crease of voltag-e to maintain a constant current; this decrease in
current will cause a decrease in the drop across the constant re-
sistance, and since the line voltag-e remains constant, this de-
crease of voltag-e across the resistance will cause an increase of
voltag-e across the arc and therefore increase the current slig-htly.
This will continue until the clutch which holds the carbon is
allowed to feed, thus increasing- the current enoug-h to energ-ize
the series coil so that it will draw the carbons apart to the proper
leng-th of arc as before. Take for example, the following- case
of an enclosed arc which burns at 80 volts and 5 amperes on a
110-volt circuit. If the arc burns away so that it requires 81
volts, due to its increased leng-th and resistance, the current will
decrease in proportion and therefore the drop across the constant
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resistance of 6 ohms will decrease to 29 volts, and supply the
necessary volts for the arc. In actual operation the amount and
rate of variation of voltag-e will be very small and the lamp will
burn on a variation of voltage from 75 to 85 volts at the arc.
Suppose we put this lamp that requires 80 volts across a
100-volt circuit, which may appear feasible at first sight. As
the carbons burn away the resistance of the arc will increase and
require more voltage to force the current through it; but since
there is little or no resistence in series with it, the current will
decrease at a very rapid rate and again increase rapidly, due to
the shortening of the arc in feeding; this will cause the lamp to
chatter and flicker constantly.
Where a 110-volt lamp is used on a 100-volt circuit, a part
of the resistance should be cut out or short-circuited until the
remaining resistance will take up about 25 volts when the cur-
rent is at 5 amperes. When the voltage is 120, more resistance
should be inserted, until it takes up about 40 volts at 5 amperes.
Alternating arc lamps differ from direct current lamps, in
that while the poles are changing from positive to negative, the
rate of consumption of the upper and lower carbons is nearly
equal and the distribution of light is nearly the same above the
horizontal drawn through the arc, as it is below it; while in the
direct current lamp a large percentage of the light is below the
horizontal.
Good results have been obtained with the alternating en-
closed arc lamp allowing the frequency to be increased without
objectionable humming, the arc to *be maintained at a higher
voltage, and an increased life of carbons. Two forms of regulat-
ing magnets for alternating lamps are in use; one depending
upon the magnetic attraction of the armature, as in the direct
current lamp, and the other upon the repulsion of an aluminum
armature. This repulsion type of lamp will work satisfactorily
on circuits varying from 90 to 115 volts and a frequency from 60
to 133 cycles per second, without any change in the adjustment
of the regulating mechanism whatever, and the only change re-
quired in the lamp to accomodate the particular conditions be-
tween these limits, is to vary the number of turns on the choke
coil, in series with ihe arc. This choke coil answers the same
purpose as the resistance does in the case of the direct current
constant potential lamp.
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One of the greatest difficulties with alternating- arc lamps
is to prevent excessive noise or humming of the lamp parts at
high frequencies. This is sometimes due to the enclosing- g-lobe
not fitting- properly.
The constant potential lamp, used in series with one or more
lamps on a constant potential circuit, requires an individual reg--
ulation and must therefore be shunt controlled as in the constant
current series lamp. If they were series-controlled a variation
of current in one lamp would effect all the others. In this type
of lamp the carbons are held apart by a spring- or weig-ht, act-
ing in opposition to a hig-h resistance mag-net in shunt with the
arc. When the current is turned on the voltag-e of the line is
sufficient to energize the shunt coils so that they will bring- the
carbons tog-ether and draw the arc, the method of regulation
then, being- similar to the constant current series lamp, except
that all the lamps must be on at once. This method of striking
the arc could not be used on a series circuit with all the carbons
separated and the shunt coils in series on a constant current
machine
If one lamp of a series draws a long-er arc than the others
in the same series, more of the resistance should be cut into that
lamp and an equal amount cut out of the other lamp of the same
series, if a series of two lamps; and if a series of more than two
lamps, the amount cut out must be divided between the other
lamps so that the remaining- lamps will each burn proportionally
hig-her, while the lamp that has more resistance cut in will burn
more.
If one lamp burns with a lower voltag-e at the arc than the
rest of the series, it can be raised by cutting- out a part of its re-
sistance and eulding- the same amount to the other lamp (or
lamps, if more than one) of the same series. A dash-pot of
some kind seems to be necessary to keep the working- parts
stable; this may be a separate plunger in air or the tig-ht-fitting,
central armature in a sing-le solenoid lamp. When the arc is
struck the carbon rod and those parts connected to it come up
with such a force as to have considerable momentum, which
tends to carry the carbon farther than intended, and if its prog-
ress is arrested suddenly, this momentum will be reversed and
tend to send the carbon back, shorten the arc, and cause the
carbons to be drawn apart ag-aia and repeat the operation as be-
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fore; consequently the lamp will chatter, varying- the current or
voltag^e so as to produce a flickering- light.
In installing- constant potential lamps, a reliable fuse, which
will safely carry the normal current of the lamp but which will
blow at twice this current, should be connected in series with
each lamp or series of lamps. This will insure safety from over-
heating of the regulating- solenoid of the lamp, in case of a
short circuit, or failure of the lamp mechanism to operate prop-
erly at any time; it will also serve to protect the mains leading-
to the lamp from the effects of abnormal current.
The main object in adjusting- an arc lamp is to get it to pick
up and feed properly at the correct voltag-e or current.
The system of forces acting- in an arc lamp should always
be in a balanced state, so that a small change in one will cause
a correspondingly small chang-e in the other elements, and con-
sequently cause a delicate and active feed. The forces usually
consist of an electro-mag-net or magnets, and a spring or gravit3\
The relative value between the forces is shown by pulling- down
on the carbon rod where the lamp is burning-; this tension will
show the difference between the strength of the regulating- mag-
net and the opposing force, and also that the opposing- force is
g-reater. If the rod pulls down too hard it shows that the volt-
ag-e of the arc will have to increase considerabl}' before the
strength of the regulating- magnet becomes equal to that of the
opposing- force and allows the lamp to feed. This tension,
shown by pulling down the carbon rod, is an indication of the
adjustment of the lamp and one soon learns from experience, the
voltag-e at which the lamp will feed. The adjustment should
not be too delicate or the lamp will be too unstable and will not
pick up properly every time.
Another indication of the adjustment of an open arc lamp
and of the voltag-e at which it is burning, is the shadow of an
opalescent g-lobe. If the arc hisses and the shadow is of a muddy
color, the voltag-e is too low and the leng-th of the arc on picking-
up, should be increased. All open arc lamps will hiss when first
feeding- but should not continue to do so. If the shadow is of a
blue color the voltage is too high and the arc should be short-
ened. The lamp may pick up too high or it may feed too high,
the proper voltag-e being- shown by a clear g-lobe with no shadows
while it is burninar.
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The shadow should be in the upper part of the g-lobe when
the lamp is connected up properly, or, when cutting- out the lamp
the upper carbon should be red-hot.
The shadows are sometimes due to the size of the carbon.
A smaller carbon will give a steadier light because the arc does
not have to travel around so much, but will not last so long.
It sometimes becomes necessary, after lamps have been in
use for a considerable length of time, especially when used for
street-lighting, to clean, repair and readjust them. After the
cleaning and repairing has been done, it is necessary that the
lamp be tested and readjusted, as experience shows that when-
ever even one new part has been put into the lamp without be-
ing tested, it has caused trouble, and it is therefore always
advisable that the lamp should be tested before putting it into
use again. A careful examination should be made of all parts
to see that the armatures are central with the cores and that
they come down squarely and evenly, and that the carbons are
accurately centered. When the top carbon rod is drawn up by
hand, the lamp should cut out promptly and not " flash " the
generator. In case the arc is very long or causes flashing, look
at the contacts and see that they are clean and make a good
square contact; also examine the centering of the armature." The
cause of the trouble will usually be found in one of these places.
The action of a bad feeding lamp may often be confounded with
that of a bad flaming carbon; this can be readily distinguished
after a few minutes' observation. The arc of a bad feeding
lamp will gradually grow long until it flames, the clutch will let
go suddenly, the top carbon will fall until it touches the lower
carbon, and then pick up. A bad carbon may burn nicely and
feed evenly until a bad spot in the carbon is reached, when the
arc will suddenly become long, flame and smoke, due to impuri-
ties in the carbon. Instead of dropping, as in the former case,
the top carbon will feed to its correct position to the limit of the
clutch. The lamps rarely burn as well when first started as
afterwards; this is principally due to the fact that the carbons
require a little time to burn to the proper shape.
Do not imagine that every time a lamp hisses or flames a
little that it is out of adjustment. As a rule, bad working is
due to stickiness of the moving parts or to poor carbons. The
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lamps once properly adjusted and operated with g-ood carbons,
should not g"et out of adjustment and should be left alone in
that respect.
In some forms of enclosed arc lamps the return current
passes from the lower carbon to the line by one or two rods of
the frame, and the mag"nectic iniiuence of the current is not
balanced and consequently the arc is blown to one side of the
carbons, causing them to burn obliquely and producing- un-
steadiness of the arc and objectionable shadows. In some forms
of lamps the current returns through three side rods, equi-dis-
tant from each other. The joint magnetic action of the current
flowing through these three rods holds in balance the arc and
the carbons burn evenly.
The consumption of the carbon is due to volatization and
oxidation of the upper carbon and oxidation of the lower. The
rate of consumption of the lower carbon is about one-half that
of the upper; this is due to the fact that it is at a higher tem-
perature and also that it may deposit some of the carbon par-
ticles on the lower carbon rod. In the enclosed arc lamp the
life of the carbon is longer, since the admission of air is slower
and consequently the oxidation is reduced; while in the open
arc the consumption is very rapid, due to the unlimited supply
of air. In the former two gases are formed—carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide—which, when retained in the inner globe,
attain a pressure higher than that of the atmosphere and there-
fore prevent a free admission of oxygen. In the open arc the
upper carbon burns at the rate of about one inch per hour, while
in the enclosed arc it burns at the rate of about one inch in
twenty hours. The life of carbons in the alternating lamps is
not quite as long as in direct current lamps.
Series arc lamps used on high potential alternating current
circuits are now practical, and sometimes require a separate
regulator for the system when the number of lamps in the cir-
cuit varies.
For a number of lamps operated on a constant potential
alternating circuit a system has been perfected in which no
regulating device of any kind is necessary outside of the lamp
itself. Each lamp is self-regulating. The position of the arm-
ature core in the series magnet is depended upon to vary the
impedence of the circuit. The lamp operates with 425 actual
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watts at the arc on a current of 6.6 amperes at about 70 volts.
Each lamp of the series is provided with an automatic cut-out,
which upon extingfuishing- the lamp introduces a choke coil into
the circuit consuming- about 35 watts of energy. When a lamp
is thus automatically cut out the remaining- lamps of the series
are not interfeiied with in any way.
A condenser connected around an alternating- lamp may im-
prove the regulation of the lamp and increase the power factors
of the system. A suitable condenser for this purpose has not
yet been found. Existing types are too large and expensive for
practical use.
THE TROPENAS STEEL PROCESS.
By Edward L. Adams. '96, The Sargent Co., Chicago III.
A great development has taken place within the past few
years, in the application of steel castings to machine construc-
tion in lieu of forgings or casting-s of other metals. This has
been due to a number of valuable characteristics of steel cast-
ings, which make their use suitable to a large variety of work.
Chief among these features is the ability to obtain a metal of
high tensile strength and ductility, in shapes difficult or imprac-
ticable to forge, and at a price in most cases lower than that of
a forging. Machine parts formerly made in cast or wrought
iron can be considerably reduced in weight by the substitution of
steel. This fact has been appreciated by the railroad com-
panies in particular, as applied to locomotives and car designs.
As an instance of this, a reduction in weight of nearly four tons
was made on a passeng-er locomotive by the substitution of steel
castings for forgings and iron casting-s. Steel castings can also
be made of high magnetic permeability, and have therefore been
largely adopted by manufacturers of electrical machinery.
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Steel for casting's is now made bj- the three following- pro-
cesses or modifications of them: 1. The open hearth process.
2. The crucible process. 3. The Bessemer process. These will
be discussed in relation to their application to the manufacture
of small steel casting-s weig-hing- from a few ounces to several
pounds, the economical manufacture of which demands certain
special characteristics of the molten metal over that employed
for larg"er casting-s.
The open hearth process is particularly suited for the man-
ufacture of larg-c casting-s, owing- to the comparative cheapness
and uniformity of the melted metal. In making- small casting-s
of thin section, it is essential that the metal be very hot and
fluid as it is poured into the mould, since molten steel cools with
g-reat rapidity and will otherwise not completely fill up the
mould. It is commercially impracticable to make small casting's
from open hearth steel on account of the larg-e amount of metal
which would be lost by skulls in the ladles and by bad casting-s.
Moreover, as ordinarily operated, the capacity of the furnace
rang-es from eig-ht tons upward and this must all be tapped at
one time. These facts necessitate having- the pouring- floor set
with moulds to the capacity of the heat and thus in the manu-
facture of small casting-s a very larg-e pouring- floor is required.
Small castings are made very satisfactorily from crucible
steel. The objections raised to this process are its hig-h cost of
operation and the larg-e equipment required in proportion to the
tonag-e of material manufactured.
The Bessemer process recommends itself for a number of
reasons as an acceptable method of producing- steel for small
casting-s. Presuming- that a sufficiently hot and quiet steel of
the proper quality can be obtained, one of the g-reatest advan-
tag-es it offers is the elasticity in the quantity of its product.
With a converter of, say, two tons capacity the output may be
g-overncd by the fluctuations in orders, or by the capacity of the
moulding- and pouring floors. The open hearth furnace, to be
worked economically, must be run day and nio-ht in order to
avoid the loss in gas aad labor entailed in keeping- the furnace
hot while idle. But with the converter process, the principal
sources of expense are stopped when the pouring- is finished.
In order to obtain sufficiently hot steel by the Bessemer pro-
cess, a number of modifications have been made in the original
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process, by variations in the method or place of introducing- the
blast. The best known of these methds are the Robert, the
Walrand-Legenisel, and the Tropenas processes,—named after
their inventors. In the Robert process, the blast is introduced
on the side of the converter, while in the Tropenas, the blast is
directed upon the surface of the bath. The Walrand-Leg-enisel
process makes use of much smaller charg-es than the other two,
and the blast is delivered in the ordinary way, at the bottom of
the vessel. As to the success with which these various pro-
cesses have fulfilled the practical requirements demanded of
them— for uniform quality and cheapness of output,—it may
be stated that the first two processes named have not meb with
the g-eneral approval which the claims put forth for them would
warrant. The Tropenas process, thoug-h only recently intro-
duced into the United States, is now being- operated here in a
number of foundries.
The larg-est installation of the Tropenas process in this
country is at the works of The Sarg-ent Company at Chicag-o
Heig-hts, Illinois. In this plant three converters of a capacity
of two tons per blow, each g-ive a total daily output of 50 tons.
The accompanying- drawing-s and photograph show the g-eneral
arrang^ement of the converters, cupalos, and operating- ma-
chinery.
The steel foundry-building- covers a floor space 50 feet wide
by 200 feet long-, served by two electric traveling- cranes. The
three converters are placed in a row in an opening- in the side
wall at the south end of the main building-. Behind these con-
verters, in a separate addition erected for the purpose, are two
cupolas which furnish the melted pig- iron and scrap from which
the steel is made. The cupolas are set on hig^h foundations,
and deliver the melted metal to the converters by g-ravit}'
throug-h hing-ed spouts which can be turned out of the way dur-
ing- the time of the blow.
The converter is lined with g-anister, and consists of a shell
of ^-inch steel plate fitted with two hollow trunnions supported
on pedestals. By means of the trunnions the converter may be
tilted as desired for charg-ing-, Jor blowing-, or for pouring- the
steel into the ladles. One of the trunnions is connected with
the wind pipe from the blower, and conducts the blast to the
wind boxes at the rear of the converter. On the converter trun-
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nion opposite to that delivering- the blast, a larg-e sprocket wheel
is fitted, over which passes a chain fastened to two pistons
working- in a pair of cylinders placed side b}^ side in a pit below
the floor line. This apparatus, operated by hydraulic power and
controlled by valves at the blowing- platform, furnishes the
means of tilting- the converter. The hydraulic pump, accumula-
tor, etc., are situated in an adjoining- room.
Sf,cti()n TiiKoiMiH Cupola Room sho\vin(; Troi'knas Converter in the
Steki, Foundry of the Sarcent Company.
The air blast is obtained from a Root's rotary positive-pres-
















is delivered to the converters throug-h a twelve-inch main at a
maximum pressure of 4' j pounds per square inch. The pres-
sure of the blast is regulated at the blowing- platform by means
of a gate valve on an 8-inch by-pass from the main air pipe.
The (juantity of compressed air required is from 770 to 880 cubic
feet per minute per ton of pig iron treated.
The arrangement of the tuyeres is the chief peculiarity of
the Tropenas over the other so-called "Baby" Bessemer processes.
The wind boxes previously mentioned are independent of each
other. The lower wind box connects with a row of horizontal
round tuyeres known as "fining" tuyeres or "tuyeres of reac-
tion," placed in a lining above the position of the surface of the
bath. The upper wind box opens into a row of flattened tuyeres
of a smaller section than that of the lower ones and about six
inches above them. These tuyeres are known as "tuyeres of
combustion." The blast for the upper tuyeres can be operated
independently of the lower tuyeres. All the tuyeres are placed
in the horizontal plane in order to prevent the blast from caus-
ing any gyratory action on the bath.
In the Walrand-Legenisel process, the air is blown through
the bath at a considerably greater pressure than that used in
the Tropenas process, and the metal is placed in a violent state
of ebullition. The aim of the Tropenas process is to keep the
bath as quiet as possible, the claim of the inventor being that
"the most impure steel manufactured by the pneumatic process
is that produced from a bath which has received the largest
amouut of churning in its molten state." For the same reason
also the shape of the lining is such that the surface of the bath
exposed to the blast is small in comparison with the quantity of
metal in the bath.
The operation of the converter is as follows: The pig iron
and scrap are first melted in the cupola. The chemical analysis
of the pig iron employed is within the following limits:
Silicon . . from 2.50 to 3.50 per cent.
Manganese . from 0.50 to 1.25 per cent.
Carbon . . from 3.00 to 4.50 per cent.
The phosphorus and sulphur contents should be as low as pos-
sible, the sulphur not exceeding 0.06 per cent, and the phos-
phorus 0.07 per cent. The proportion of scrap which can be
charged with the pig iron varies with the analysis of the pig
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iron. Before the converters can receive the melted iron, its lin-
ing- must be brought up to a high heat. This is done by means
of an oil flame. When the proper amount of iron has been
tapped into the converter, the blast is turned on in the lower
tuyeres and the converter is turned up so as to bring- the lower
tuyeres just above the surface of the blast.
The complete operation of the blow is divided into three
periods, the whole blow taking- from 16 to 22 minutes, depending-
upon the quality of the metal charg-ed. T/ic prst period is the
time duringf which the silicon is being- oxidized, and lasts until
the carbon begins to become oxidized. In a normal blow, this
period lasts from four to eig-ht minutes, during- which time about
4>4 pounds air pressure is carried and the upper tuyeres are not
used. The second period commences when the carbon flame is
well up above the mouth of the converter. The pressure is then
reduced to 3 pounds and kept at that point until the carbon flame
is perfectly white, when the upper tuyere valve is opened and
the pressure is again slig-htly reduced. The second period is
the boiling- point and lasts from four to eig-ht minutes. At the
end of this period, the flame drops rather suddenly. In the third
period, the blast is g-radually increased and the flame ag-ain
increases and fluctuates and finally beg-ins to turn red, first at
the top of the flame and then at the edges. At this point the
blow is finished, the converter is lowered, and the blast turned
off. There now remains in the converter a bath of nearly pure
iron. The proper proportions of the carbon, mang-anese, and
silicon contents of the steel required are broug-ht up by additions
ot ferro-mang-anese or ferro-silicon, or both of these, to the bath
in the converter and the metal is poured into the ladles as
required. By chang-ing the proportion of the final additions
or "dose," steel may be obtained varying- in quality from the
softest to the hardest g-rades.
By the use of the upper tuyeres, the carbon monoxide liber-
ated from the bath, is chang-ed to carbonic acid g-as, which adds to
the temperature of the steel without increasing- its cost. The
steel thus obtained is very hot and fluid. The hig-h temperature
attained during conversion is mainly produced by the burning-
out of the carbon, manganese, and silicon. The iron charg-ed
into the converter has a temperature of about 2300^ F., which
is raised to about 3100' F. during- the period of the blow. The
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silicon furnishes the fuel for most of this rise in temperature, it
bein^ estimated that each one per cent of silicon thus burned is
equivalent to a rise in the temperature of the bath of 500 ¥.
As previously stated, the bath at the end of the blow before the
dose is added, is nearly pure iron. Samples of this metal have
shown on analysis only 0.20 to 0.25 of one per cent of impurities.
From this metal castings may be produced of great magnetic
permeabilit}' approximating that of Swedish iron.
In respect to the physical qualities of the steel produced b)-
the Tropenas process high results have been ohtained from
tests. Tests made upon annealed specimens have shown 65000
pounds tensile strength per square inch, with an elongation in
2 inches of 35 per cent and a reduction in area of 40 per cent.
Among the factors tending to militate against the com-
mercial success of the Tropenas Process are its complexit}' and
the waste of metal during the operation. This loss in cupola
and converter runs from 17 per cent. up.
A TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF THE RESERVOIR
SYSTEM AT THE HEADWATERS OF THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER;
By W. C. Lemen, '95, Topographer, U. S. Engineer's Office, St. Paul,
Minn.
Surveys showing the detail configurations of a stretch of
country are becoming more frequent as their advantages for a
comprehensive study of the country shown, are better understood.
A description of such a survey, covering approximately 600
square miles of territory, made with a degree of accuracy and
detail used heretofore only in cities and on small areas, will
possibly be of interest to students and engineers. Only an out-
line of the method, which contains some new features in topo-
graphical work, can be given. The results attained in the field
work must be taken as approximate and not final, since a final
discussion and report on the survey can not at present be made.
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Before describing- the survey itself, however, a brief history,
g-iving- the steps leading- up to the creation of this reservoir sys-
tem and certain general data as to its use, is thoug-ht will be of
interest and will give the reader a better idea of the extent and
object of a topographical survey of the reservoir system.
History of, and Data Relative to, the Reservoirs.—
Reservoirs at the headwaters of the Mississippi River have, for
some thirty years, had the attention and consideration of Con-
gress through the army engineers. In 1869 a reconnaisance
survey of the Mississippi Basin above St. Paul, Minn., was
made under the direction of the U. S. Engineer's Ofi&ce at St.
Paul by a Mr. Cook of Minneapolis, but was paid for by private
milling- interests. This reconnaisance led to a survey by the
general government in 1874 under Maj. F. W. Farquhar which
was completed in four months' time. From this survey was
obtained the area of the lakes and rivers, the probable flowage
lines, the elevation of the lakes, and the slope of the river.
Some gagings were made.
Following closely came the project for a reservoir system,
under which the work was finally completed. The wording
of the law providing for the reservoir system is: "the construc-
tion and maintenance of reservoirs, at the headwaters of the
Mississippi River in the State of Minnesota, for the purpose of
collecting the surface water, principally from precipitation in
winter, spring-, and early summer, to be systematically released
so as to benefit navigation upon the Mississippi River below
the dams and as far down as Lake Pepin. Reduction of heig-hts
of floods in the vicinity immediately below the dams is expected
to obtain to some extent, but control of extended floods or
freshets is not expected." No idea is here entertained of ever
effecting the low water stages of the Lower Mississippi River,
as many have erroneously thought and who have consequently
considered the reservoir system to be a failure. Traffic on the
Mississippi above St. Paul consists principally of large quan-
tities of logs, v^hich are floated to market. In 1896 this was
given as in excess of 1 000 OUO tons, and it is constantly growing.
Steamboat navigation is only possible on certain stretches of the
river.
Up to the present time five reservoirs have been built, the
first four between 1881 and 1884, and the last was completed in
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1805. Table I. g-ives some interesting- data concerning- these
reservoirs. Up to June 30, 1896, the cost of this reservoir sys-
tem has been $8.78 per million cubic feet storag-e capacity. Of
ten other reservoirs in United States, corresponding- tig-ures are:
least $50.73, g-reatest $938.70.
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originally built of timber, but are now being- replaced by con-
crete structures.
Those interested in the history or description of reservoir
system or of the discharge of the Mississippi River above St.
Paul, will find much of value in the Annnal Reports of the
Chief of Engineer's, U. S. A., as follows: 1892, p. 1824; 1893,
pp. 2264-2289; 1894, p. 1733; 1895, p. 2203; 1896, pp. 1830, 1841,'
1859; 1897, pp. 2138, 2142, 2264; 1898, pp. 1812, 1816, 1831; 1899,
pp. 2182, 2227; 1900, pp. 2786, 2821.
Object and Administration of Survey.—Shortly after the
completion and first use of the dams, damage claims for over-
flowed lands were made. This had been expected, and some
claims were paid. To determine what claims might justly be
made a detailed topographical survey of the reservoir basins
was started in June, 1899, under the direction of Maj. F. V.
Abbott with Capt. A. O. Powell in personal supervision and T.
M. Fowble and Horace Dunaway, '89, in charge of the two field
parties. The writer was topographer in the later party, and
can describe only the methods used under Mr, Dunaway, although
in general the methods are the same in both parties. For much
of the foregoing data and history thanks are due Mr. Dunaway.
Table I. shows the overflowed lands to be 140 square miles;
to this may be added about 25 per cent, for the four feet extra
which is taken above the flowage line, making a total of 175
square miles. Of this 107 is found in Leech Lake and Poke-
gama Reservoirs, and 25 square miles along Leech Lake River
and Mud Lake. The 107 plus the 25 square miles, or 132 square
miles in all, was to be surveyed by the party under Mr. Duna-
way. It is stretched around 90 miles of shore line on Pokegama,
400 miles on Leech Lake, and along 50 miles of river valley, no
account being taken of the winding of the river. Upon the res-
ervoir basins 2-foot contour intervals were used; upon some 30
square miles below Leech Lake Dam, the country lying between
the reservoirs and carrying the flood water from the upper reser-
voirs, 1-foot contour intervals are used.
Considering the extent of the country and the detail with
which this work is being done, this survey is the largest of its
kind that has ever been undertaken, so far as the writer can
learn. About half of the field work and one-third of the map-
ping has been completed.
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The reservoir system is g-lucial drift formation with very
little symmetery in its drainag-e. It abounds in larg-e tamarack
and spruce swamps, cranberry marshs, hay meadow bog's, in-
numerable lakes of all sizes, and on the high ground heavy
pine timber. The high ground is very broken presenting
the appearance of an immense honey comb. This forms a tedi-
ous and most exasperating country in which to take topography,
for when your swamp has been nearl}" circled you often dis-
cover in its center a number of pine covered knolls. These are
surrounded by an almost impassable swamp, to go through
which means to set the instrument upon stakes 1 to 6 feet in
length, the observer standing in swamp-bog- and water knee-
deep. The high ground or knolls are covered with pines or the
stumps of those noble trees. If the latter be the case, they are
overgrown with a second growth of poplar filled in with hazel-
nut, tagalder, and poplar brush This undergrowth, trouble-
some in winter, is simply impenetrable 5 feet by the eye in the
summer. Heavy windfalls, caused by tornadoes or fires, are
often met both on the high ground and in the swamps. In these
windfalls, trees lay piled upon each other so as to make it neces-
sary to travel in the air, or correctly speaking, in the tree tops.
VVititer time has its advantages for taking topography in such
countrv.
Ice in those places does not leave the ground entirely until
sometime in August unless heavj^ rains occur.
Relative Importance of Different Ff;atures.—The rel-
ative importance of the different features of this survey should
perhaps be touched upon. Exact elevations are of primar}- im-
portance, especial)}' on all stadia lines. Water will seek its level
regardless of whether the engineer says it ought or ought not go
over such and such a divide; therefore every loop hole of the basin
must be accuratel}' tested. For this reason the modifications
in the usual method of carrying elevations in stadia work,
described further on, were made. While a main line of levels
was earned from one reservoir to another, there are established
bench marks at Pokegama and Leech Lake Dams, whose relative
heights to the water in the reservoirs and flowage lines of reser-
voirs are known; their height above sea level has been deter-
mined only by a long line of ordinar}' levels.
Second in importance is the location of all section and quar-
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ter section corners which bear any relation to the overflowed
lands. Horizontal position, while necessary within reasonable
limits, need not be precise, since a location relative to the sec-
tion corners is desirable. Lastly, all topographical features
should be taken, especially kind of timber, soil, cultivation, and
any facts which may aid in estimating- any damage by over-
flow.
Levels.—A double duplicate line of ordinary levels was run
from one reservoir to another, upon which all topography eleva-
tions are based. Elevations were carried about the lakes by
water levels. The closures on this line was well within the
usual limit of 0.05 ft. V dist. in miles.
In this work an original method of duplicating a line while
running in one direction was used. A 12-foot, self-reading rod,
graduated to hundredths of a foot was used, being read to near-
est half hundredth. The rod was first read direct on the turn-
ing point, then reversed end forend and read from the top down.
Thus two lines were carried along, which should remain ex-
actly 12 feet apart. All accidental errors were eliminated.
Notes for one line were kept on the left hand page and for the
other on the right hand page. A level party usually consisted
of an observer, a recorder, and two rodmen. In heavy cutting
an extra man was added.
Section Corners.—The location of these corners calls for
some long stadia lines and forms a considerable part of the field
work. A great deal of patience, perseverance, a knowledge of
woodcraft and a quick eye are needed in discovering what now
remains of these corners. The land survey of this country was
made between 1869 and 1875. The original corner stakes are
sometimes found in the swamps still in fair preservation.
Geographical Position—The azimuth and horizontal posi-
tions are carried by tertiary triangulation supplemented by a
chained traverse line. The targets for all triangulation points
were peeled poles with red and white flags for finders. A transit,
reading directly to 20 seconds and by estimation to 10 seconds,
set over the holes of the poles, was used in reading angles, four
readings of the angles being made. The limit for the error of
closure of triangles is 30 seconds, though this limit is rarely
reached, an average closure being about 10 seconds. Sides of
triangles range from 500 feet to 3 miles in length
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On base lines, which are put in about ever}' miles or when
work progfresses from one township to another, closures of
1 in SOU in leng-th and 1 minute in a/iimuth, after correcting-
for westing-, are required. In all chaining a 300-foot steel tape
is used. Fifteen pounds tension is put on the tape with a small
spring balance. Corrections for ditTerence in elevation of base
stations, where necessary, and for difference of temperature
are made on the base lines.
Azimuth observations are made upon Polaris along- one
side of the triang-ulation, preferable on the base line. A new
azimuth is obtained for each township. These observations
are made at any convenient time, and the azimuth of Polaris
deduced from a table found in "Manual of Instruction" issued
by the Commissioner of the General Land Office in 1890.
Permanent marks are left in pairs about every 2 miles at
the triangulation points. A known azimuth is therefore always
available at almost any point in the system for future work.
These marks consist of a limestone slab about 4 inches X 14
inches X 18 inches with a copper bolt leaded in it, buried about
3 feet in the g-round. surmounted by a 4-inch iron pipe 4 feet
long-. On top of the pipe is a removable iron cap fastened by
brass burrs so a reading- on the copper bolt is obtainable. The
foot of the pipe is split and flared out to about 8 inches in
diameter. This prevents any one pulling- it up and keeps it
from being- heaved by the frost. The cap bears letters and
figures indicating the bench mark's use, date, and number. Its
elevation is also known.
Upon this triangulation skeleton is laid the detailed topog-
raphy.
Topography.—The three main features to be obtained are
the shore line, the flowage line of the reservoir, and the contour
4 feet above this flowage line. This additional 4 feet is taken
to give a certain margin of safety and to give an idea of the
country immediately adjacent to the reservoir. This limit is
sometimes reached upon the immediate shore of the lake or river,
but more often is obtained by a gentle slope through swamps
and wind falls.
Stadia courses are run following out these particular fea-
tures. Starting from some triangulation point they are closed
on it or some other portion of the S3'stem. Long stadia lines are
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avoided when possible, though some courses are 5 miles in length.
An averag-e line is about 2 miles. The allowed error of closure
on these lines is 5 minutes in azimuth, 1 in 500 in distance,
and 0.2 of a foot in elevation regardless of the length of line.
Exceptions are made where lines are run through very soft
swampy countr}^ or of extreme length. Stadia rods are 15
feet long, graduated to feet and tenths. Instrumental manipu-
lations are the same as are used on all stadia work so far as the
measurement of distance is concerned.
The ordinary methods of carrying elevations with the ver-
tical circle, which is almost universally associated with stadia
work, was not considered sufficiently accurate for the needs of
this survey. In following out a contour the elevation of each
point must be known as soon as a shot is taken, which is not prac-
tical by the ordinary methods. For these reasons the following
modifications were made. Instead of a vertical circle, a bubble
equal in delicacy to those upon good ordinary levels was placed
on the transit and levels were carried with it. The principal of
"a gradienter screw as a leveling instrument"* was applied,
without the gradienter screw itself, to give sufficient range in
elevation to cover the ground. This range of ground is from 8
to 13 feet, though sometimes greater heights have to be reached
owing to the character of the high ground.
As long as the difference of elevation is insufficient to take
the rod out of the field of the telescope, the carrying of elevations
is simply a matter of plain leveling. If, however, the rod is
above the height of the instrument, the telescope must be in-
clined and some method used to measure the angle of inclination
or the amount of this inclination in feet at the point taken.
This method may best be explained by an example. Sup-
pose the head rodman has his stake 1 000 feet away and 10
feet above the "height of the instrument" which for con-
venience in recording is called E. I. When the telescope is level,
the middle wire is just 10 feet below the foot of the rod.
Assume the telescope reads 1 foot on the rod for 100 feet on the
ground. Now elevate the telescope with the tangent screw until
the lower wire occupies the position the upper wire did when
the telescope was level, which can be done by noting the posi-
* Baker's Engineers' Surveying Instruments, page 2og.
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tion of the upper wire with reference to some small object such
as a twi<^-, knot on a tree, etc. Now the middle wire has been
raised just one interval and the rod being- 1 000 feet away this
interval is 10 feet at the stake, and the elevation of the forward
stake is = E. I. -\- 10 feet — rod reading- (0 in this case). The
E. I. is always equal to the elevation of the stadia stake plus the
Height of Instrument above the Back Sight. This operation
may be repeated any number of times, within a certain limit,
each operation adding the interval (10 feet in this case) to the
E. I. One-half intervals may be read without inclining the tel-
escope b}' reading the upper or lower wire instead of the middle
wire. A sample page of the notebook is shown on page 41,
which will further illustrate this method.
In case of a slope downwards, the operation is reversed
bringing the upper wire to coincide with the position of the
lower one, etc. This method has been called "Drop Eleva-
tions", though a raise is more often used, since there is less
range up than down, due to being able to use 'the full length of
rod going- down hill. When ten raises have been made an error
in the elevation due to the inclined sight, becomes 0.01 foot for
every 100 feet; therefore an incline of this amount is avoided.
Five raises in the main stadia line are all that is considered
good practice; this number is not often required. Another
accumulative error occurs where considerable change of focus
is necessary in the operations, and change of focus should be
avoided if possible. The principal accidental error is inac-
curately placing the wires, which accumulates or multiplies
when the focus is changed. By reading- the elevations both
forward and back on the main line, using the plumb bob string
for a sight, a duplicate line of levels is carried. This duplica-
tion eliminates errors of adjustment, curvature and refraction,
which with shots that are often 1 000 feet long-, are consider-
able. Excellent results are obtained by this method, an average
closure of 0.10 being obtained.
A topography party usually consists of an observer, a re-
corder and four rodmen. Extra men are added in heavy cutting-.
Plotting and Mapping.—Stadia courses were closed by
plotting them on a large protractor-sheet during the early part
of the work, but this method is unsatisfactory owing to the
necessary crudeness of plotting a long line of short courses. It





was therefore determined to compute the coordinates of all
?tadia stakes, the courses being" closed before leaving- the im-
mediate vicinity. After several methods had been tried, among-
which was a "Trig-onometer'' made upon a 10-inch protractor
circle, the diag-ram shown on pag-e 43 was devised.
The Latitude of a course -- distance X cos. a , and the De-
parture of a course ^= distance X sin. a, where a is the ang-le
of deflection of the course from the true north and south line.
By making- the vertical ordinate unity and laying- off on it the
natural sines and cosines of all angles from 0° to 90 ; and lay-
ing- the distance off on a line perpendicular to the unity ordi-
nate, the multiplication may be performed g-raphically by fol-
lowing- the directions given on the diagram. Care must be ex-
excised in laying- off the natural functions on the unity ordi-
nate, and the distance ordinate must be exactly perpendicular
to it. The largest errors will be found in courses having- a de-
flection ang-le close to 0° or 90"^.
On a similar diag-ram, made upon the size indica'ted by the
scales given, the horizontal scale running- up to 1 200 feet, lati-
tudes and departures are scaled off to the nearest foot, and
courses are closed within the limit of 1 in 500 and often better.
For g-reater distances than 1 200 feet, half the distance may be
used, the results being- doubled.
The scale of the map of this work is 1 inch to 800 feet. The
triang-ulation points are plotted upon a rectang-ular projection.
A complete sketch upon a small 8 X 10 inch sketch sheet is made
of the ground in the field. Field plotting- is done with a small
half-circle celluloid protractor with a scale on the straig-ht
edg-e. The detail of the finished maps is filled in from these
field sketches.
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OIL ON RAILROADS AND WAGON ROADS.
Bv 1). S. Harrison, Civil Engineering, 'or.
The use of crude oil on railways and hig-hways is attracting-
the attention of the engineering- profession all over the countr}-.
Oil was used primarily as a preventative of the destroying- and
disagreeable dust so frequently .encountered on both wag-on-roads
and railroads. Its field, however, is by no means limited to that
alone, as many advantages of its use have been discovered,
RAILROADS.
This invention is of considerable interest to the railroads, as
the alleviation of the discomforts of travel is constantly receiv-
ing- the attention of railroad officials.
The West Jersey and Seashore Division of the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad was the first to introduce this use of oil, the first
experiments being made in April, 1897. Patents had been issued
to Mr. J. H. Nichol, Assistant Eng-ineer of the Company, who
orig-inated the idea. The patent was issued for an Improvement
in Railway Roadbeds, the ordinary roadbed, if dusty, being- con-
sidered unfinished. "Competent counsel has advised that the
patent covers the use of any liquid, except water, for the pur-
pose." *
Some of the roads which have taken kindly to the innova-
tion in the East are the Boston and Maine, Boston and Albany,
and New York Central; and in the West, the Wisconsin Central,
Burling-ton and Missouri, Chicag-o and Alton, and others.
The oil is a product of petroleum distillation, and is heavy,
non-combustible, and penetrating-, possessing- a slig-htly disa-
g-reeable odor which disappears in a few days. The oil is g-en-
erally applied by means of a system of pipes arrang-ed on an
ordinary flat car, the pipes receiving- the supply throug-h a hose
which is connected directly to the commercial tank-car holding-
from six to eig-ht thousand g-allons. A four-inch pipe runs the
* I'.xtrart from circular issued l^y the West Jersey and Seashore Railroad.
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length of the "oil-car," and is so arranged that the hose from
the tank-car may be connected at either end. Near the center
of the ''oil-car," is a branch pipe which carries the oil to three
sections of two-inch pipe,—one suspended transversely below the
car extending- to the ends of the cross ties, and one six-foot sec-
tion at either side of the car. Each of these latter sections is
connected with the supply pipe by a rubber hose, which allows
them to swing out as far as desired and also permits them to be
raised or lowered to conform to the surface encountered, as well
as to pass obstructions, such as cattle guards, cars standing on
adjacent tracks, etc. The movement of these side sections is
controlled by means of chains fastened to the pipes and con-
nected to an ordinary brake rod passing up through the floor of
the car. Slits are cut in the under side of these three pipes,
through which the oil is allowed to escape, the quantity being
regulated by means of quick-acting gate valves, worked by lev-
ers from above.
Three men are required to properly operate the car in yards,
while in open country but two are necessary. The train pro-
ceeds at a speed of about four miles an hour. At this rate about
two thousand gallons of oil are used per mile of single track.
Gravel, sand and cinder ballasts are the ones in general use
which most need such a treatment as this use of oil affords.
These ballast materials are easily penetrated by the oil, which
fastens together the fine particles and also forms a material not
easily permeated by water.
Some of the advantages resulting from this use of oil are as
follows:
1. The lifting of dust by passing trains is prevented.
Thus, greater comfort to passengers is insured, and injury to
furnishings of coaches and contents of freight cars is lessened.
Wear on machinery is reduced, and the number of hot boxes is
materially lessened.
2. The cost of track maintenance is reduced, for several
reasons.
The oil almost immediately kills all vegetation between
and immediately alongside of the tracks, thereby elminating a
constant source of trouble to trackmen. Rain water falling on
an oiled roadbed does not easily penetrate it, but runs off into
the side ditches. Hence in a degree washing is prevented and
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less labor is required to maintain the surface of rails. Since
less moisture remains in the ballast, alternate freezing and
thawing- produces less effect, and the rails escape surface bend-
ing- from that cause. Greater safety results from the lessened
probability of the tracks being- "heaved," and of washouts oc-
curring.
It has been noted that snow is less liable to lodg-e on treated
roadbed, hence there is a less liability of yards becoming icy and
dang-erous,*
3. The life of the cross ties is materially lengthened. The
oil not only prevents moisture from g-athering- around the tie
and soaking- in, but the oil penetrates the wood, thus preventing-
the absorption of water that otherwise mig-ht occur. After
being- applied three or four months the oil enters the tie a dis-
tance of from a quarter to half an inch, depending- upon the
closeness of g-rain. It is claimed that the life of the tie is in-
creased from one to two years, which is a large item. Further,
it has been found that the oil prevents the tie from becoming-
ignited by hot coals dropped by the eng-ine.
The West Jersey and Seashore R. R. found the cost of treat-
ing- a mile of g-ravel ballast on siiio'Ic track to be about $45 for
one application, the oil costing- 2 cents a g-allon. The president
of the Boston and Maine in an annual report stated that they ex-
pended about $200 per mile of double track in their treatment,
but as the price paid for the oil, the amount used, or the charac-
ter of the ballast was not stated, no comparison is afforded.
Probably a mean of these fig-ures or from $65 to $75, would be
a fair estimate of cost for oiling- one mile of sing-le track under
ordinary conditions.
The first application lasts a year. A lesser amount than
stated applied for the two successive years is all that is required,
the ballast by that time becoming- thoroug-hly impregnated.
The oil should be used immediately after extensive tie renewals,
so that the ballast will be disturbed as little as possible after-
ward.
The increasing use of oil by the most important railroads
seems to prove that the advantag-es claimed by the promoters
^Suggested to the writer by Mr. F. G. Jonah, Eng. M. of W., Chicago and
Alton R. K.
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are being- substantiated. Many advertisements are now seen of
"improved and dustless roadbeds."
WAGON ROADS.
From the point of view of the hig-hway commissioner and
the municipality^ the use of oil on wagfon roads possesses many
advantag^es. Its use has by no means become g"eneral; and aside
from occasional items in the papers, and mere mention in con-
versations, but little is seen or heard concerning- it. However,
many experiments have been made in different parts of the
United States, from which favorable reports have been received-
California leads all states in the number of miles treated, as
the long- dry seasons of that country form ideal conditions for
this use of oil, which furthermore is there obtainable at an
exceeding-ly low price. Some of the other states, as New Jersey
and Iowa, have used this method of laying- dust with more or less
success. It is interesting- to know that the U. S. Government
is now experimenting on a section of road in the vicinity of
Washington, D. C.
It has been thoug-ht that this use of oil mig-ht resist the for-
mation of mud; and on comparatively g-ood hard roads, it may
have such an effect, but it is exceeding-ly doubtful whether its
use could produce much benefit on the mud roads of our prairie
states.
The oil is applied either by a specially constructed tank-
wag-on or by means of the ordinary sprinkling- cart, it first being
heated to as hig-h a temperature as possible. It is then thor-
oug-hly incorporated with the road surface, the affinity of the
earth and the hot oil being- very g^reat. It is thought that under
ordinary conditions about one hundred barrels of oil are required
per mile for the first general treatment, while subsequent ap-
plications require considerably less.
The oil certainly accomplishes its purpose so far as the lay-
ing- of dust is concerned. It also produces other beneficial re-
sults, but just what the possibilities are in such use it is difficult
to determine. The question is being- more and more discussed.
Dustless Roadbed Companies are being- formed and as there is a
g-eneral trend towards better roads, it seems probable that the
scope of the work will be widely extended.
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THE ENGINEER AS A MANAGER OR SUPERIN-
TENDENT.
BV J. J. RUTLKDGK, '94. StUDKNT JoHN HOI'KINS UnIVKRSITY.
Every eng-ineer in the course of his professional work is
broug-ht more or less into contact with labor, either as mechan-
ics and operators of machinery or as common laborers. Those
engineers who have become managers and superintendents in
charg-e of manufacturing- or kindred industries, are of course
l^roug-ht into direct personal contact with all kinds of labor.
How he shall best manipulate and control labor so as to produce
the best results is a question of considerable importance to the
eng-ineer, and to which he must devote much attention.
Should our present prosperit^^ in industrial affairs continue
during- the next few years and young engineers continue to
eng-ag-e in manufacturing- and other industries employing larg-e
bodies of men, as foremen, manag-ers and superintendents, they
will need to study the handling- and controlling of a company of
workmen. While it is true that our prog-ress in material thing-s
is larg-ely due to g-reat investments of capital and the use of
labor saving- machinery, it is also true that these investments
have been successful only when aided by executive ability and
the extension of business principles to every department of work.
The eng-ineer has been an important factor in this work, espec-
ially during- the last ten years.
As a manag-er or superintendent the eng-ineer occupies a
position peculiar to himself. It has been true in the past and is
largely true today, that among- those in active charg-e of indus-
trial enterprises two classes of manag-ers have been noticed.
First, a mechanic or other employee possessing- a natural shrewd-
ness and some knowledg-e of human nature tog-ether with a
degree of executive ability, has risen to the responsible position
of foreman or manag-er, mainl}- by his own efforts. Second, the
theoretical manag-er, or one who knows nothing- of the working-
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details of the business, but who because of his business ability,
possession of stock, or some outside influence has been placed in
charg"e of operations.
The first man because of his training-, gives a great deal of
attention to details and is consequently very economical of oper-
ating- expenses. He is energetic, self-reliant, and aggressive in
management, but on the other hand he is apt to oppress labor,
has generally no sympathy with improved appliances, and labor-
saving ones in particular, and often either opposes their use
openly, or secretly hinders their successful operation. In this he
is often assisted by his employees. He is also bewildered by
larg-e operations or consolidations of interests demanding com-
mensurate results. The second has in many instances, especi-
ally where he has had competent subordinates, been very suc-
cessful. Indeed it is to such managers that we owe the intro-
duction of labor-saving machinery and consequent reduction of
cost, as well as the extension of business principles and methods.
However, as he has no practical knowledge of details he is at the
mercy of his subordinates, as he must depend wholly upon their
honesty and faithfulness. He is, for the same reason, prone to
underestimate the magnitude of the various problems that arise
in construction, operation, and maintenance.
Between these two extremes lies the engineer. By virtue of
his training- he has some conception of the working details of
his business, and he rapidly acquires a complete knowledge.
Unlike the so-called practical man he is quick to take advantage
of new appliances, while appreciating the extension of business
methods to all departments of work. He is not apt to underesti-
mate the administrative or mechanical problems that come up
for his consideration. Comparatively young men, not long out
of college, have successfully carried on large industrial opera-
tions requiring, besides a theoretical knowledge, the use of sound
judgment, which reflects credit upon our present system of tech-
nical education.
While it is a fact that some men are natural managers and
seem to have the executive ability inborn, it is also true that by
careful attention to rules and the constant use of an alert mind,
one can become an efficient foreman, manager, or superintendent.
Moreover, labor is also changing, becoming more intellig-ent,




his cig-ht hours' work. The time is past in most industries
when foremen or superintendents can accomplish results by
abuse and threats. The successful man now is he who has a
clear, ready mind, always active, who can act quickly, and whose
judg-ment is uniformly good. Today more than ever before
brains are at a premium.
To be a successful foreman or undermanag^er the engineer
should first of all be a man of even temper; no matter how great
the provocation he should never lose his self-control, as nothing-
so lowers the respect of his employees. There are times when
the judicious display of wrath is useful, but they are rare, and a
simulated wrath best serves the purpose. He should keep his
own counsel, have no confidantes, least of all must he have such
among his employees; he must also be able to hear and bear a
great deal and say nothing. Once given, his promise should
be faithfully kept, but as far as possible he should avoid mak-
ing promises. In all his dealings with his men he should be
firm and positive, allowing them no room for a misunderstand-
ing of his orders. Men appreciate a definite answer even though
it be sometimes a sharp one. He should learn to think and de-
cide quickly, and his decision once made should be decisive and
final. As far as possible within the limits of order and good-
government, he should endeavor to secure and retain the respect
and good-will of his men, as only by that means can the best
results be attained. However, he should maintain a strict dis-
cipline, enforce a definite code of rules, and have a systematic
wa}^ of doing things. He should ask no man to do that which
he would not do himself, permit no intemperance or taletell"
ing, see everything without appearing to see, be absolutely
impartial having no individual preferences, use his mind con-
stantly, and habitually deport himself in a dig-nified manner.
As a foreman the engineer should employ men only after a
careful inquiry as to past records, ability, and nature. This last
is quite necessary, and by the study of men and human nature
(no man can become a successful manager who is not a close
student of human nature), he can so familiarize himself with
men that upon observation and a few moments' conversation he
can readily "size up" an applicant for emploj^ment and deter-
mine his worth. He ought early to secure the confidence of his
superiors by the results attained, and then be careful not to
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violate that confidence—not promising- results unless he is per-
fectly sure of securing- the same.
As superintendent or general manag-er every department
under his control should be thoroug-hly org-anized, each under a
competent head solely responsible to himself. In choosing- his
various heads of deparments all selections oug-ht to be made
only after careful investig-ation, and chang-es made only when
absolutely necessary. However, no man should stand between
the g-eneral manag-er and success.
As the head of all departments he should if possible have
the respect and g-ood will of every subordinate, never over-rid-
ing- them unless absolutely necessary. He ought to sustain the
various heads in their dealing-s with their employees. Nothing-
is so stimulating- to an undermanag-er or superintendent in time
of trouble, as the knowledg-e that some one is backing' him, and
a word of encourag-ement at such times from those hig-h in
authority will often accomplish more than an increase in salary.
By a system of daily, weekly, and monthly reports of labor
cost, supplies furnished, and finished material produced, he
should acquire such a knowledg-e of the cost of production that
he can very closely estimate the same in advance of any par-
ticular period. In the inspection of these reports he should not
be over-exacting-, as such a course may cause his subordinates to
neg-lect needed repairs or to so manipulate reports, in order to
make an economical showing-, that they will not be true state-
ments of cost.
If his employees are members of trades unions, he should
deal with them as such, recog-nizing- the different officers which
they themselves have selected to look after their interests and to
meet with their employers. He should meet them at intervals
to adjust scales of wag-es, hours, conditions of labor and other
items of mutual interest. He ought to insist upon carefully
made scales of prices, signed by both parties, so that there shall
be no cause for dispute or cessation of operations. In consider-
ing these questions he oug-ht to strive to view them from two
points of view- -his own and his employees.
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED RAILWAY SIGNALS.
By F. J. PosTEL, '99, Electrical Engineer, Chicago.
The introduction of railroads created the necessity of pro-
viding trains with some sort of protection against collisions with
other trains.
Naturally the first system to suggest itself was to have pre-
arranged meeting points for trains moving in opposite directions,
and hence to maintaiji a certain minimum time interval between
trains moving in the same direction. This is well enough as
far as it goes, but should one train be delayed for any reason it
would practically tie up the whole road. Not only would this
occur, but should such an accident happen between stations, the
following train after waiting the required length of time would
be proceeding at full speed, and a rear end collision would be
the most natural result. This system therefore is practical
only when used in connection with some system of communica-
tion between stations, generally the telegraph. There must be
a train dispatcher with absolute authority to issue or counter-
mand all train orders regarding meeting places, etc., and sta-
tion masters at all stations to receive these orders and transmit
them to the trainmen. Stations must, of course, be provided
with some form of signal which will indicate to trainmen
whether or not there are orders awaiting them.
Various types of signals are in general use on the different
roads. Perhaps the simplest is the common "train order board,"
which usually consists of an elliptical shaped piece of wood or
sheet iron painted red and pivoted to revolve horizontall}- about
its short diameter. When parallel to the track it is barely vis-
ible to an approaching train and indicates "No orders" or "All
clear". When at right angles to the track the "board" is plainly
visible and indicates "Stop for orders".
A much more satisfactory though costlier signal is the
semaphore. A semaphore consists of one or more movable arms
pivoted at or near the top of a pole, free to swing from a hori-
zontal position to one almost vertical. Each arm or blade is
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bolted to an iron casting-, which also carries one or two lenses.
The arm proper is a thin board 5 ft. long-, tapering from 7 inches
in width at the point where it is bolted to the casting- to 10
inches at its outer end. The blade always extends out to the
right side of the pole as viewed from an approaching- train on
the track it governs. When the blade is in a horizontalposition
it indicates "Stop for orders", and when in the ''down'' position,
i. e., nearly vertical, it indicates "No orders—all clear".
The semaphore is thus primarily a signal of position and
not of color, but the usual practice is to paint such a signal
blade red. One may expect to find almost any color of sig-nal
blades, however, for there is no real standard in this matter.
Likewise with the color of the lenses. About the only rule is
that the color of the lens in front of the lamp at any time, and
therefore the color of the light given out, must agree with the
indication of the blade. Where only one lens is carried this is
the same color as the arm; where two are carried they are usually
red and g-reen, the latter being used to indicate " All clear."
The pole is usually 25 ft. high and is fitted with an iron
ladder reaching to the top. The blade is counter-weighted in
such a way that gravity always tends to pull it to the "danger"
position. This is an essential requirement of all railroad signals.
The telegraph is in common use and the theory of its opera-
tion well understood so that it will not be necessary to explain
it. Its use in connection with the train order system is a most
simple application. All the stations along the line have their
relays connected in series. Each station reports the arrival
and departure of all trains to the train dispatcher, who alone is
responsible for the safety of all trains. Should he desire to
issue any new orders to any train, or countermand any old ones,
he calls up the station next to the one that has last reported the
departure of that train and telegraphs the new order to the sta-
tion master, who repeats it back to avoid mistakes and is then
given the dispatcher's O. K. if correct. The station master will
then leave his signal at "danger", indicating to the engineer of
the approaching train that he must stop for orders. Unless the
station master has received orders of some kind he clears his
signal on the approach of a train and lets it pass. The signal,
therefore, indicates only whether the station master has or has
not orders for that train, nothing more.
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The "telegraphic system" of block sig-naling- when used in
connection with the above has the great advantage that it gives
the station masters more responsibility in practically maintain-
ing a constant check on the dispatcher. The equipment for
this system may be similar to the preceding, or better still, if
provided with an additional local circuit installed from each sta-
tion to the next. The operation, or rather the result is the same
in either case.
When a train leaves "A", he reports its departure to the
train dispatcher on the through wire, and to "B" on the local
wire, if one exists—if not, then on the through wire, "B" who
has already been ordered to let no trains pass him moving
toward "A", orders "C" to block for him, i. e., to let no trains
pass toward "B". On arrival and departure of train at "B",
"B'' notifies the dispatcher and "C" in the same way "A" re-
ported. "C" then orders "D" to block for him and so on. If
this is done on local wires it becomes an independent cheek on
the dispatcher; if it is all done on one through wire, the dis-
patcher is able to see that the blocking is correctly done, but
this is only a step back toward the simple train order system.
This system is probably used on more lines of railroad than any
other. The reason for this is its cheapness and effectiveness.
A somewhat more expensive, yet safer system than the
"teleg-raphic", is the "controlled manual" system of block sig-
nalling-. This system has much to recommend it. It resembles
the "telegraphic'' system to a large extent but g-oes a step far-
ther in that it requires the labor of the men at the next station
ahead, as well, to clear a signal. The equipment required to
operate this system consists of a bell or telegraph circuit be-
tween adjacent stations (i. e., the stations at the end of the
"blocks",) a short section of track circuit, the special locking
machines, and of course the necessary signals at each station.
Should a bell circuit be used in place of a telegraph circuit a
special code would have to be arranged to cover all probable
questions and answers that might come up. The only advan-
tage of such an arrang-ement is in the fact that the bell circuit
is much easier to keep in order, and its signals may be under-
stood b}' any one having a copy of the code.
The track circuit consists of an insulated section of the
the track, having a battery connected across from rail to rail at
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one end and a relay connected across from rail to rail at the
other. The circuit is from the battery to one rail, throug-h the
rail to the relay, through the relay to the other rail and back to
the battery. As this forms a closed circuit, a current is nor-
mally flowing" throug-h the relay and the armature attracted.
When a train enters upon the section, the wheels short-circuit
the battery, cutting the current off from the relay, releasing- the
armature.
The section is insulated by replacing- the steel splice bars
with bars made up of some insulating- material. Very often
these are simply wooden bars about 4 ft. long-. However, steel
bars properly insulated are preferable but more axpensive. The
track is well bonded with g-alvanized iron wire—about No. 8 B.
& S.—fastened to the rails with channel pins or other suitable
device. Ordinarily there are two bond wires to each joint.
The track batteries are usually of the gravity Daniel type
and are placed in cast iron chutes or battery wells buried in the
g-round to prevent freezing-. In practice it is found that two
such cells connected in multiple give the best results.
Special locking machines control the levers which move the
sig-nals. They are so constructed that the lever of A's sig-nal
is locked in the dang-er position by the armature of an electro-
mag-net controlled from B's machine. The circuit is made by
means of line wires between the stations. At "A" the circuit
includes simply the electromagnet. At *' B " the circuit runs
through the points of a relay controlled by the track circuit and
throug-h what is known as the "plung-er." Practically, this is
nothing- more than a push button so arrang-ed that when pushed
the circuit between the instruments is broken until a train passes
over the short piece of track circuit which is always placed just
outside the block. This makes it impossible for " B" to ag-ain
release "A's" lever until the train for which he has released it
has passed entirely out of the block. Each instrument is pro-
vided with an indicator showing- " clear " when neither has given
permission to clear the other's sig-nal and "blocked" when one
of them has.
The operation is as follows: Should " A " desire to clear
his signal he asks " B " to push the plunger or, as it is commonly
called, "to plunge." If the block is clear "B" will do so and
release "A's "lever allowing- him to clear his sig-nal. Should
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the block be not clear "B's'' plung-ing-, even should he forget
himself and do so, would have no effect, as has already been
pointed out. This system then, not only puts the responsibility
for clearings a sig-nal on two men, but it g-ives thcra a partially
automatic machine to help them.
To simplif}' the discussion the word " sig-nal" has throug-h-
out been used to mean only one sig-nal. In practice it is quite
common for a second sig^nal to be used in connection with the
first. The first then becomes the "home" and the second the
"distance" signal. The "distance" sig-nal is usuall}^ placed
from 1 200 to 2 000 feet ahead of the " home " sig-nal and always
gives the same indication that home signal does, being worked
in connection with it.
The reason is simply this, that except under the most fav-
orable conditions, a train approaching a signal at full speed
could probably not be brought to a stop from the time the
engineer first saw the signal until he reached it. But when a
distant signal is placed some distance ahead of the home signal,
the engineer has this additional distance in which to bring his
train to a stop before reaching the signal which really indicates
" danger."
When the signals are of the semaphore t3^pe it is common
practice to cut a deep V shaped notch in the end of the blade of
the distant signal and on many roads to paint the blade green.
The blade will then carry a green lens and the indication
may be said to be "caution
—
proceed with train under full
control."
All of these systems depend to a greater or less extent upon
men for their successful operation and therefore are to just that
extent not perfectly reliable. The "automatic" system of block
signalling is undoubtedly the safest and best; but unfortunately
it is also the most expensive. The obj ect of such a system is to
provide that a train shall at all times have two signals behind
it at danger in double track movements and also two ahead of
it in single track movements. Automatic block signals may be
either mechanical, electro-pneumatic or electric. Electro-pneu-
matic and electric signals are far more common than automatic
mechanical signals. In electro-pneumatic signals the actual
work of moving the signal is done by compressed air, while
electricity is used only to actuate the valves. Electric signals
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are worked entirely by electricity. While the former are always
of the semaphore type, the latter may be either of the semaphore
or of the "banjo" or "disk" type.
The track circuits are the same in either case. The section
of road to be protected is divided up into insulated sections, the
leng^th depending- on the conditions of operation, the location
and local conditions in g"eneral. As a rule, the sections will be
found to be between 1200 feet and a half mile, 2 000 ft. sections
being- very common. Each section is made just like the insu-
lated track section in the "controlled manual" system already
described, only that the sections are much longer in the former.
The sig-nal is placed at the beginning- of the section or block and
the traclAatteries at the far end.
In electro-pneumatic signals, the passing- of a train onto
the track section short circuits the relay, either opening- or clos-
ing- a local circuit, which in turn releases the air in the cylinder
and lets the sig-nal (now behind the train) fall to dang-er. When
the train passes out of the section the track relay ag-ain becomes
energized and picks up its armature, restoring- the local circuit.
This is made to open the inlet valve and close the exhaust b}''
means of electro-mag-uets and the signal is cleared.
This applies only to the "home" sig-nal, i. e,, the one at the
beginning of the block. When "distant" stgnals are used the
circuit controlling such a sig-nal passes throug-h a circuit breaker
on the home sig-nal. The two sig-nals are connected by means
of aerial line wires. When the home sig-nal falls to danger, it
breaks the circuit of the distant one causing- it also to fall to
danger. When it returns "to clear" it restores the circuit allow-
ing- the distant "to clear" also.
It is quite common practice to mount the home sig-nal of one
block on the same pole with the distant of the next block ahead.
The home signal is then always placed above, the distant below.
Where the blocks are of about equal leng-th this arrangement
g-ives g-ood satisfaction, but too often the blocks vary g-reatly in
length. One distant sig-nal may be 1 000 ft. ahead of its home
sig-nal and the next one probably 2 000 ft., so that the eng-ineer
will have to depend on his memory to know within what distance
he must be able to stop his train should he find a distant sig-nal
at dansrer.
BS THE TECHNOGRAPH.
When the matter of expense is not the principal thing- to be
considered, it is a very g-ood idea to have all distant signals at a
uniform distance from their home sig-nals.
Electric sig-nals of the semaphore type are usually operated
by motors. Several devices depending on the combination of
electro mag-nets and clutches have been invented but none of
them have ever come into general use. I believe, however, that
such a combination can be successfully v^orked out and that its
operation vi^ill depend upon a solenoid to do the pulling- and upon
electric clutches to hold the sig-nal between successive pulls
—
the movement consisting- of a series of jerkes. Springs or dash
pots will take up the vibration and make the motion practicall}''
continuous.
When motor operated semaphores are used, the short cir-
cuiting- of the track relay is made to release a clutch, allowing-
the sig-nal to fall to dang-er. When the train has passed out of
the section or block, the track relay picks up its armature, which
closes the motor circuit, pulling- the sig-nal to the clear position.
It is then ag-ain clutched by a mag-netic clutch and at the same
time the motor circuit is broken. This is done to save battery.
As such small motors run at very hig-h speeds and as it is per-
missible to allow the sig-nal from six to eig-ht seconds to clear, a
g-reat reduction of speed is necessary. This is usually accom-
plished by means of a worm g-ear, althoug-h other forms are
used.
"Banjo'' sig-nals derive their name from their resemblance
to that instrument. They are also known as "disk" sig-nals
owing- to the fact that their indecations are g-iven by means of
disks. This tyye of signal is always operated by electricity.
The "head" is usually about three and a half feet in diameter
and something like eighteen inches deep and encloses the entire
mechanism. A large pane of glass is inserted in both the front
and back of the "head". The disk swings from a position off
to one side to a position in front of the glass. When the disk
is in the latter position it indicates "danger". When off to one
side and no longer visible, the signal indicates "clear''. In prac-
tice a very small part of the disk is allowed to show when in
the clear position, indicating that the signal is still intact.
The armature which carries the disk is Z shaped and is
made to revolve between the poles of an electro magnet, much
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as the armature of a bipolar motor revolves between its pole
faces, only that in the present instance the armature carries no
v^ires whatever. Such a construction g-ives a strong- pull through
quite an angfle, the reason being- that the air g-ap is only twice
the amount of clearance which may be very small.
A lens of the color of the disk is also carried by this arma-
ture and is made to move in front of a lamp when the sig-nal
moves to dang-er. The whole is so counterweig-hted that gravity
tends to pull it to danger. When the track circuit is normal
and the track relay energ-ized, the circuit of the Z armature
mag-net is closed and the disk drawn into the safety position,
where it is held either by the armature itself, or else by a mag--
netic clutch of some kind. When the track relay is short cir-
cuited the local circuit is opened and the sig-nal falls to dang-er.
The local circuit of a distant sig-nal passes throug-h a circuit
breaker on its home sig-nal as in other automatic sig-nals de-
scribed. Sig-nals of this type are cheaper than semaphores and
have in their favor the fact that all their parts are enclosed.
The disadvantag-e is that snow and ice are apt to collect on the
g-lass panes and entirely obscure the signal.
Crossing- bells for hig-hway crossings are usually operated
by electricity. The best arrangement is to have an insulated
track section on either side of the crossing, the adjacent ends
being connected to the two sides of an "interlocking" relay.
Several such relays are on the market, but the general principle
is the same in all. Either side being short circuited closes a
local circuit and rings the bell. The other armature falling
will make no change, but when the first is again picked up,
i. e., when the train has passed the crossing, the bell will stop
ringing. The bell is of course onlv for the protection of people
using the crossing and is not intended as a signal for trainmen.
Electricity is applied in many other ways to railway signals.
Among the most important applications not discussed in this
paper are switch-boxes, electrically locked switches, switch indi-
cators, disk indidators for towers, and train annunciators.
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CONSTRUCTION OF A STRRL CHIMNRY.
Bv A. H. Nkukkutiikr, M. E., 1'i:ru, III.
Great difference of opinion exists among- eng-inecrs as to the
relative desirability of brick and steel chimneys. The brick
chimney is more substantial, architecturally better in appear-
ance, and does not lose so much heat by radiation; but must be
larg"er than a steel one, since there is a loss of efficiency due to
the infiltration of cold air throug-h the brick work. The steel
chimney is cheaper in first cost, occupies less space, does not
require such extremely solid foundation, and is not so liable to
crack and allow cold air to leak in.
The conditions which determined the choice of a steel stack
in this case are readily seen from the accompanying* section of
chimney and boiler house. It was necessary to erect the new
chimney without interfering- with the operation of the plant,
thus making- it impossible to erect it on the old chimney site, nor
even near it owing- to other inconveniences, one of these being-
the delivery of the fuel to the plant—the boiler room is close to
the edg-e of a hill and has a driveway from one direction only.
To erect a chimney in any other position than that shown would
have necessitated an excessive leng-th of flue. In view of these
conditions, tog-ether with that of having another driveway to
the boiler house, and the esthetic feature of improving- and
beautifying the company's g-rounds, it was decided to place the
chimney as close as possible to the boilers, in the position shown.
The natural slope of the hill, before the erection of the retain-
ing- wall shown in the section, is shown by the line A B which
already was outside of the property line. In order to g-et the
necessary space for the driveway, without encroaching- too much
on city property, the chimney base and also the chimney had to
be cut down to the smallest dimensions possible, consistent with
streng-th.
Therefore it was decided to build a steel chimne}- lined with
brick, approximately 86 feet hig-h, having- clear inside diameter
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of 38 inches. This stack is rated at two hundred and thirty-
horse power, which may seem somewhat hig-h when compared
with some of the usual tables that apply mainly to brick chim-
neys, but it must be remembered that in a steel chimney there
is no loss due to the infiltration of cold air throug-h the sides to
decrease the efficiency, as is the case with the brick chimneys.
At present the chimney is serving- two boilers, one of eig-hty and
one of forty horse power rated capacity. With dampers and
ash-pit door open and fires nearly burnt out on a clear day, with
outside temperature 32 deg-rees Fahr., it was found by use of a
water gaug-e that the draft at the base of the chimney was
forty-eig-ht hundredths of one inch of water.
Figs. 1 and 2, pag-es 62 and 63, show the details of the con-
struction. The stack was erected in Peru, 111. The specifica-
tions by which the chimney was constructed follow.
Specifications.
The contractor shall furnish a g-ood and sufficient surety
company's bond, to the approval of the owner. Bond to be for
the use and benefit of the owner and shall be in force until
eig-hteen (18) months after completion of the contract. The
contractor shall be responsible for each and every violation of
the public ordinances, caused by obstructing- streets, sidewalks,
etc., and shall hold the owner harmless for any damag-e arising-
therefrom. The contractor shall pay for the building- permit.
The contractor shall g-ive his personal superintendence to
the work, or have some competent person on the work at all
times to act for him; and shall furnish all material, labor, ap-
paratus, scaffolding-, etc., necessary for performing the work in
the best possible manner, according- to the accompanying- draw-
ing-s and these specifications. All material and labor to be the
best of their respective kinds.
The drawings to be accurately followed, preference being-
g-iven to fig-ure dimensions over scale.
The drawings and specifications arc the propertv of the
owner to whom they must be returned on completion of the
work. All work to be executed to the true intent and meaning-
of the drawings and these specifications, which are intended to
include everything- requisite and necessary for the proper and
entire finish of the work, notwithstanding- each and every item
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Fig. 1. SrcTioN of Stkel Stack.
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necessarily involved in this work is not specificallj^ mentioned.
The work, when completed, to be delivered up in a perfect and
undamaged condition without exception.
The drawing-s and these specifications are intended to be
co-operative, and work and material called for by the drawings
and not mentioned in the specifications, or vice versa, is to be
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furnished or done in as faithful and thoroug-h a manner as
thoug-h fully treated by both.
Concrete Foinida/ioii. See drawings for dimensions, etc.
The concrete for the foundation of this chimney shall be com-
posed of 1 part (by volume) of first quality, fresh Portland cement,
3 parts clean sharp sand, and 4 parts stone, broken small enoug-h
to pass throug-h a 2-inch mesh. All shall be measured dry, and
be thorong/i/y mixed before water is added, and again thoroug-hly
mixed after. As soon as the concrete is mixed it should be
taken to the trench, and should be gently dumped in, in layers
about 6 inches thick, and immediately rammed until water
flushes to the top. The next layer must be put on before the
preceding- one g-ets dry, and the top shall be well wetted before
putting- on the new layer. The concrete must not be dumped
from a heig-ht of more than two feet, and if such should be the
case it should be thoroug-hly mixed again in the trench.
The contractor will put in place the necessary founda-
tion plates, bolts, etc., as shown by foundation plan and as
directed by the owner. The iron parts will be furnished by the
owner.
Brick Work. The brick work, excepting- the inside lining,
is to be laid up, to dimensions shown, with sound, hard, uniform,
well burned, merchantable brick, in cement mortar with joints
neatly struck. Brick to be laid wet, in warm dry weather; and
dry, in damp and freezing- weather. All brick work to be well
bedded and laid compactly, tied and bonded in the proper man-
ner. Utica cement mortar will be used in the proportion of 1
of fresh cement to 1>^ of clear sharp sand.
The contractor will line inside of chimney from foundation
to top of ordinary brick work and including- first thirty feet of
steel stack, with at least 4 inches of a g-ood quality fire-brick,
properly dipped in fire-clay, laid compactly and properly bonded
with the other wall where it comes in contact with same. The
remaining- 40 feet of steel stack is to be lined with a g-ood quality
of hard burned common brick dipped in fire clay and laid in posi-
tion very compactl}-.
The top of the brick work must be broug-ht to a level and
finished smooth, with a thin layer of cement mortar, forming-
the bed for a cast iron plate on which the steel stack rests, and
is fastened.
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All necessary iron work as furnished by the owner must be
set and properly masoned in.
S/cr/ Stack. The steel chimney is to be seventy feet hig-h.
The diameter in the clear, or inside diameter, of stack must be
thirty-eig-ht inches. The stack is to have a suitable base plate
made of wrought or cast-iron five feet square, having holes for
four one and one-half inch wrought-iron or machinery-steel
bolts, spaced as shown in drawings. The length of each of
these four foundation bolts is to be about twenty-one feet, and
all are to be threaded on both ends and supplied with two suit-
able nuts each, and the necessary washers and four cast iron
plates one and one-half inches thick by two feet square. These
plates must have an opening in center large enough to admit
foundation bolt.
The steel plates used in this chimney must be one-fourth
inch thick to a height of twenty feet above base plate, three-
sixteenth inches thick for the next thirty feet, and balance one-
eighth inch thick. The plates used shall be of tank steel, a
test strip taken lengthwise of each plate of one-eighth inch
thick and over, without annealing, shall have a tensile strength
of sixty thousand pounds per square inch, and an elongation of
25 per cent in a section originally two inches long. Sheets will
not be accepted if test shows the tensile strength less than fifty-
five thousand pounds, or greater than seventy thousand pounds
per square inch, nor if the elong-ation falls below 20 per cent.
The plates most bend cold through an angle of one huudred
eighty degrees with a radius equal to the thickness of the plate
without showing cracks or flaws of any kind.
The joints will be riveted with steel rivets which shall have
a tensile strength of from fifty-five thousand to sixty thousand
pounds per square inch. They shall be capable of being flat-
tened out cold under a hammer to a thickness of one-half of the
diameter, and of being flattened out hot to a thickness of one-
third of the diameter of the rivet, without showing cracks or
flaws.
Means must be provided for getting to the top of the stack
b}' means of a steel ladder or steel rungs securely rivited to
outside of stack. Steel for these must have a tensile strength
same as plates but must be capable of being bent (both hot and
cold) through one hundred eighty degrees, flat upon itself with-
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out showing- cracks or Haws of any kind. Elong-ation 25 per
cent in eig-ht inches.
Instead of the ladder as above the following construction
may be substituted. Stack to have six-inch iron pulley block
large enough to receive rope -)^-iuch diameter, riveted to top
with '/;-inch wire tiller rope halyard rove through same and
extending- to roof or base of stack proper.
The stack must be securely guyed by four ->8-inch galvan-
ized-irou wire cables, each having the breaking strength of
a/ Ica<:t thirty thousand pounds. Each guy to be provided
with a heavy wrought turn buckle for tig-htening, and with
thimble for rope connection. The guys will be attached to the
stack at about three-fourths of the height from top of concrete
foundation as shown in drawing's. They must not be attached
or riveted directly to the stack, but must be attached to an angle-
iron ring- of suitable strength, which also must not be riveted to
the stack, but must snugly fit the stack, and which in turn rests
upon a suitable angle-iron ring securely riveted to the stack.
The lower ends of the guys shall be fastened to suitable cast-
iron plates used for such purposes and which must be included
in the bid. Also four wrought-iron or machinery bolts 1-inch x
48 inches with necessary nuts and washers must be furnished
with each foundation guy plate. Guy fastenings will be about
sevcnt}' feet from base of stack (hori^^ontal distance).
The foundation for stack and for securing guy plates, and
also brick work from foundation to cast-iron plate for base of
steel work, will be furnished by the owner.
Stack, base, g-uys, bolts, etc., to be painted with two coats
of an approved brand of paint.
Cost.
Concrete foundation with i6 ft. of brick work, interior lined with tire
brick $300.00
Two guy foundations 4 X 4 X 4 ft. concrete and 2 holes in building. . . 28.00
Fire and common brick lining of iron stack 95.00
Steel, cost of 350.00
Erecting steel work 25^.00
Total Si 023.00
Total weight of cast iron, sheet-steel, rivets, etc 11 500 lbs.
Cost of iron work per pound ready for erection, about 3.00 cents
Cost of erecting iron work per pound, about 2. 18 cents
Total cost of iron work erected per pound 5.18 cents
Total cost of complete chimney per pound of iron work 8.9 cents
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AN INEXPENSIVE MIRROR GALVANOMETER.
By a. p. Carman, Professor of Physics.
Within a few years there has been an increased demand for
mirror galvanometers which are sensitive, convenient to use,
and inexpensive. This demand has come largely from the
teaching of physics to elementary students by laboratory meth-
ods. The number of classes needing finer apparatus is thus in-
creased, and at the same time the size of these classes has been
growing, especially in engineering.
The purpose of this article is to describe the details of con-
struction, the cost, and the performance of a galvanometer which
was recently made in the physics workshop of the University for
the purpose of finding out how inexpensive an instrument could
be made to meet the above demand. The instrument as finally
designed and constructed is the result of the suggestions of sev-
eral persons, but chiefly of Mr. H. V. Carpenter, instructor, and
Mr. E. D. Gagnier, mechanician of the department. The aim
was to keep all the essential features of the finer instruments
and to simplify the construction and to lessen the cost as far
as possible.
It is believed that this design puts it within the ability of
almost any one to have a good working mirror galvanometer.
Most of it can be made by a person with fair mechanical skill
and with the tools ordinarily at hand. The parts requiring a
machinist's skill had better be bought, but as will be seen these
are few.
The design of the instrument is shown by the accompany-
ing drawing. It is of the d'Arsonval type. This type has man}'
advantages for general laboratory work. It is free from exter-
nal magnetic disturbances, and hence can be used anywhere; it
has a constant sensitiveness, the needle can be brought to rest
quickly, and its sensitiveness is high enough for practically all
measurement work. The essential parts are the permanent
magnetic system and the movable coil. The magnets used were
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two U shaped mag-nets, such as made for telephone mag-netos.
These mag-nets can be purchased for ten cents each. They are
strong- and keep their mag-netism very satisfactorily. The poles
are two pieces of soft Swedish iron, shaped in a milling- machine.
The mag-nets are set in a depression cut in the thick cherry base,
and the pole pieces are held in place ag-ainst them by machine
screws which g-o throug-h the sides of the case into these pole
pieces. Thus the base and sides of the case are the holders of
the mag-netic system; the back and top of the case become in a
similar way the holder of the movable coil system and the iron
core. A piece of plane g-lass for the front then completes the
case. By this arrang-ement the coil is easily accessible by tak-
ing- out the two or three screws which fasten the back and top
to the sides. The connections are by means of two binding-
posts on the back of the case. The suspended system has all
the ordinary adjustments. It can be raised and lowered and
turned around, and it can also be taken off of its suspension.
The device for lifting- it free for its suspension, is a flat spring-
fixed to the iron core, which lifts the coil when the eccentric
disk is turned from the back. Turning- the eccentric further
ag-ain depresses the spring- and releases the coil. This device is
new as far as we know. It vvorks most satisfactorily and is not
difficult to make.
The coil is wound on a wooden form and with No. 36 B. &
S. silk-covered copper wire. The resistance in this particular
instrument is only 25.6 ohms. Other coils wound with No. 40
B. & S. wire had a resistance of over 300 ohms. A low resist-
ance was desired in this particular instrument.
The cost of the g-alvanometer may now be g-iven:
Base and case of cherry Si.oo
Materials: brass, iron, wire, suspension strips, screws, mirrors, etc., 1.25
Machinist's work: 2 binding posts, 3 leveling screws, 2 pole pieces, iron
core, eccentric and spring, suspension head 3 5°
Assembling parts and winding coil (if hired) 3-25
$9.00
The g-alvanometer as made presents a very neat appearance
and it has every convenience as far as working- parts are con-
cerned. Its fig-ure of merit is 2.4 x 10"*, with the scale at a dis-
tance of one meter and with millimeter scale divisions, or about
48 divisions per micro-ampere (10 ''amperes).
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When we compare this with d'Arsonval galvanometer from
standard makers, we find that it is as sensitive as the ordinary
instrument of this type as sold. Thus, taking- two instruments
of about the same resistance from a list given in the Philosoph-
ical Magazine for October, 1898, we find a Nalder Bros, instru-
ment of 29.5 ohms giving 3.62 scale divisions per micro ampere,
and a Holden d'Arsonval galvanometer of 26.7 ohms resistance
giving 0.54 scale divisions per micro-ampere. It would seem
from the above that it should be possible for any one needing a
mirror galvanometer to make one at little cost and also one cap-
able of the best work.
TEST OF A 65 H. P. BATES CORLISS ENGINE.
By Chakles A. Hutpin, 'oi, Mechanical Engineering.
The material for this article has been derived mainly from
an extensive, though by no means exhaustive, series of tests
made at the plant of the Twin City Water Works, Urbana, 111.
While it is intended to consider these tests as applying more
particularly to the Corliss engine furni-hing the m.otive power,
a brief description of the plant, together with summaries of the
pump and boiler tests, are included, in the belief that they will
not only furnish information of value, but will also give a clear
idea of the conditions under which the engine was working.
Neither the plant nor the engine can claim distinction on
the ground of unusual efficiency or economy of operation. The
engine and pumps are, however, of good design, recent installa-
tion, and the results obtained would seem to indicate that the
plant is fully up to what is now considered good practice in in-
stallations of its character and capacity. No attempt was made
to determine the maximum efficiency of the plant—on the con-
trary, the idea was to test the equipments ordinarily operated.
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For these reasons it is felt that the results obtained may be of
interest to others than those immediately concerneil.
Description of Plant.
Four double-piston deep-well pumps, each belt-connected to
a small D. C. motor, and having- an averag-e total capacity of
6U0 gallons per minute, deliver the water from as many wells to
an open concrete settling reservoir 50 X 50 X 15 ft. From the
settling- reservoir the water is forced into the supply mains by a
Goulds triplex pump rated at 750 000 gallons per twenty-four
hours and belted to a pulley on the shaft of a 65 H. P. Bates
Corliss engine. The fly-wheel of the engine is utilized as a belt
pulley to drive a 60 KW Wood dynamo, g-enerating current for
the deep well motors referred to, and for the few lights needed
about the plant.
The steam equipment of the works comprises four Chandler
and Taylor fire tube boilers. Only two of these boilers (65-70
H. P.) are in use at anj- one time and this was the number in-
cluded in the tests. All the boilers discharge into a common
eight-inch main, extending entirely across and a little above the
front end of the batter}'. Immediately over the center line of
each boiler two feet of six-inch pipe extends down vertically from
the main, whence connection is made with a tee fitted to dome of
boiler through a horizontal section of six-inch pipe six feet long.
The remaining- opening of the tee on the dome is connected
directly with the boiler safety valve. All the safety valves are
set to blow off at 90 pounds and are arranged to exhaust through
a six-inch pipe into the outer air.
The eight-inch steam main passes through the wall of the
boiler room into the engine room where it immediately divides
into two branches. One leads to a Worthington steam pump,
the other a six-inch pipe rises vertically three feet, runs hori-
zontall}' along wall of engine room for a distance of about thirty
feet, and then descends to within four feet of the floor. At a
point three feet above end of this pipe, connection is made with
a six-inch pipe running out into engine room and terminating-
in steam chest of the eng-ine. The extra length of vertical pipe
on the wall serves as a separator, thus insuring a supply of
almost perfectl}- dry steam in the engine. The exhaust passes
into the condenser placed in the discharg-e main of the pump
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plant, whence it is pumped outside the building-, being- too oily
to be used in the boilers.
The auxiliary apparatus of the plant comprises: 1. One
Worthingtota compound horizontal duplex steam pump 10 X 16
X 10>2 X 10, formerly used for main supply but now for the
small amount of water occasionally needed above that supplied
by the Goulds pump. 2. The Worthing-ton surface condenser,
placed in supply main and provided with a small automatic air
pump. 3. One feed water heater, supplied with exhaust steam
from the Worthington steam pump, the condenser air pump and
boiler feed pump. 4. One Worthing-ton duplex boiler feed pump
5'^ X 3>^ X 5 inches
The Tests.
The tests made were three in number, namely: Two of ten,
and one of twenty-four hour's duration. The apparatus used
was in g-ood condition and the tests were of sufficient leno-th
to provide for non-uniformity in conditions of operation.
The feed water was meas-
ured by allowing- it to run
into a specially constructed
tank holding- exactly 700
pounds, and emptying- into a
lower tank connected with
the suction pipe of the feed
pump. The exhaust of the
eng-ine from the condenser
was caug-ht outside the build-
ing- in tanks placed on scales,
and was carefully weighed.
Coal and ash were weig-hed
by the barrowfull on a plat-
form scales. The coal used
was a rather poor quality
of slack from Vermillion
County, 111., and cost 90
cents per ton delivered at
the plant.
Following- are some of the
more important dimensions, together with data and results











Length No. I, IQ feet. No. 2, 20 feet.
Diameter 60 inches.
No. tubes 46
Outside diameter of tubes 4 inches.
Size of grates 4.5 X5 feet.
Grate surface, each boiler 22.5 sq. ft.
Grate surface total in use 45 sq. ft.
Heatitig Surfiue.
Boiler No. i, 46-4-inch tubes 19 feet long 908.9 sq. ft.
shell 149
Total 1058
Boiler No. 2, 46-4-inch tubes 20 feet loug 956
Yi of shell 157
Total 1 1 13
Total heating surface in use : 1 2171











No. 1 Tri.ll No. 2 T1i.1l No. 3
Duiatioii, lOlirs. nuration, 24 lir>i. Diuatitm, lOlirs.
1. Average temperature feed water
entering boiler, degrees Fahr.
2. Average temp., outer air
3. Average temp., fire room
Pressures.
4. Of steam in boiler by gauge










6. Total coal consumed (pounds)
7. Moisture in coal
—
percent
8. Dry coal consumed
—
pounds.











12. Combustible consumed per hr.




14. Total weight pumped to boiler
(pounds) 22 659
15. (Quality of steam—per cent 98
16. Water evaporated—corrected for
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17. Ditto, per hr 2 220.6 2 233.4 2 140.3
18. Total equivalent evaporated from
and at 212 Fahr 23538.8 54564.3 22g6i.i
19. Ditto, per hour 2353.8 2273.5 2269.1
20. Water evaporated per lb. of dry
coal 4-73 4-25 4-65
21. Ditto, from and at 212" 5.02 4.41 4.93
22. Water evaporated per lb. of com-
bustible 6.12 5.92 5.83
23. Ditto, from and at 212 6.48 6.14 6.18
Rate of Coinbustioii.
24. Dry coal per sq. it. of grate sur-
face per hr 10.41 10.76 9.60
Rate of Evaporation.
25. Water per hour from and at 212
per sq. ft. of grate surface ... 52.3 50.5 50.4
26. Commercial horse power (34
K
lbs. water from and at 212 ).
.
68.2 65.8 65.7
27. Sq. ft. of heating surface per
horse power 31.8 32.9 33.0
28. Horse power per sq. ft. of grate
surface 1-515 1.464 1.461
TEST OF DYNAMO.
29. Efficiency— per cent 90 90 90
30. Average electric horse power de-




31. Average electric horse power
' supplied 36.4 38.3 35-2
TEST OF GOULDS TRIPLEX PUMP.
32. Total No. of revolutions 16 182 35845 16 617
33. No. of gallons pumped per revo-
lution (slip 3^) 19.2 19.2 19.2
34. Total water pumped, gallons 310 694 688 224 319 046
35. Water pumped per hr., gallons. . 31069.4 28676 31904.6
36. Average pressure in mains, lbs. . 40.5 40.4 40.4
37. Horse power exerted by pump. , 12.6 11.
2
12.9
38. Horse power supplied to pump. 15. i 13.6 15.5
TEST OF BATES CORLISS ENGINE.
Diiiieiisions.
Stroke 36 inches.
Diameter of Cylinder 12 inches.
Clearance \%
Diameter of fly-wheel 10 feet.
Face of fly-wheel 1 5 inches.
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INITIAL TENSION IN ADJUSTABLE BRIDGE
MEMBERS.
By a. L. Kukhn, Instructor in Civil En(;inrering.
Bridg^e specifications g"enerally contain a clause which states
a certain amount of stress to be allowed for initial tension in
adjustable members, particularly lateral rods. In some specifi-
cations a fixed amount per member is stated, usually 10 000
pounds; in others a certain stress per sq. in. is g'iven, also
usuallylO 000 pounds. Both these amounts are much smaller
than those determined theoretically by considering- the usual
leng-th of lever used in screwing- up turnbuckles. This fact led
the author to experimentally investig-ate the stresses produced
by tig-htening up an adjustable member. The conditions under
which the investig-ation was made were not those of bridg-e
erection, yet it is possible to draw some conclusion from the re-
sults obtained.
The laboratory of the University having- been destroyed by
fire, the author was unable to make the tests at the University
of Illinois. Throug-h the courtesy of Prof. C. V. Kerr and Mr.
Hurd of Armour Institute, Chicag-o, the work was done in the
laboratory of that institution.
Tests were made on turnbuckles provided with stub ends
placed in a testing- machine. These turnbuckles were tightened
up by means of levers about four and five feet long-. The turn-
ing- effort was that which could easily be produced by one man;
it amounted to about 100 pounds, as was measured crudely later
on. The conditions of the tests were such as would probably
produce results smaller than those obtained in practice. The
lever was horizontal and was somewhat interfered with by the
standard of the testing- machine so that the pulling- was done at
a disadvantag-e.
Four turnbuckles were used; two 1^-inch, one l>^-inch,
and one 2-inch. All threads were well oiled. The results are
shown in the following- table:
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three to four. inch turnbuckles, a three and one half foot lever
is of proper leng-th. It is probable that with these leng-ths of
levers, the stress will sometimes be over 10 000 pounds, but not
enoug-h so to produce any serious effect.
CHANCES FOR YOUNG ENGINEERS IN MEXICO.
By J. M. A1.ARC0, '00, Manager La Luz Electrica de Aguascalientes.
The subject is not new but deserves attention, especially of
young- engineers just out of school looking- for work and for a
field of action. From my personal experience and constant inter-
course with eng-ineers in this country, my opinion is that the
chances here are gfood, but althoug-h it may seem presumptions,
let me name some of the requisites to success in this country.
In the first place, that which is necessary for success in all
countries, and under all circumstances: Don't be afraid of work.
Not only that, but show your employer you are willing- and eag-er
to do work. Next learn to speak and understand the Spanish
language which is worth one hundred per cent of your salary at
the start and a thousand per cent later on. It has been my ex-
perience, I am sorry to say, that about one in every fifty of the
Americans in this country know Spanish only well enoug-h to
make themselves understood. Few take the trouble to learn
Spanish thoroug-hly, consequently they fill only the lower posi-
tions in an office; and those that know it well, althoug-h prob-
ably not as efficient in their work, step above them and advance
rapidly. Choose your employer if possible, above all select a
g-entleman and one who is willing- to teach you. Another mis-
take of the Americans is that as soon as they are one month in
Mexico, alcohol and other thing's not to be mentioned g-et the
best of them. They burn the candle at both ends and do not
last long-.
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But outside of this g-eneriil advice, it is best when coming-
here to be in the employ of u foreig-n firm, or come to fill a posi-
tion secured before hand—unless you have some capital to start
for yourself. Mexicans as a g-eneral rule are not enterprising,
and those that are and have money v^ill award the contract for
any enterprise they may undertake to a foreig^n firm and will
employ foreig^n skill.
Opportunities there are g^alore. Every town of importance
has an electric lig-ht system or is thinking- of putting- one in.
All of them need a sewer system and public water supply. The
matter is just waiting- for some enterprising American firm to
hustle it throug-h. Althoug-h as a g"eneral rule the treasury of
most cities is empty, they have the advantage of not being
bonded, leaving therefore an untouched source of revenue and a
way of raising money for future enterprises.
There are ranches of from 1 to 50 square milles in area, and
whole sections ot the country practically worthless for the lack
of water. In many instances a dam can be built on the property
at a very small cost, since material is handy and labor is cheap.
A common laborer on the ranches gets twelve cents per day in
Mexican money and enough corn to make a meal.
As for mining, there is a constant demand for a man will-
ing to begin at the bottom with the probabilities of taking a
claim for one's self. The mining laws of Mexico are excellent
and claim jumpers do not exist. They died long ago of an in-
digestion of lead.
Labor, as I have already pointed out, is both cheap and
efficient. The Guggenheim Smelting Company imported 200
chinamen, but it didn't pay, as one Mexican, when he is willing
to work, will do as much as two chinamen for the same money.
The regular price of unskilled labor in and around cities is from
thirty-five to fifty cents in silver per day, and that of the best
skilled labor from $2 to $3 silver per day.
Mexican peones have to be treated in a special way. They
are like children, need to be praised and patted on the back
every now and then, and must have a regular day off on their
feast days. They need to be "called down", but without any
cursing, for although they do not understand English, they
know you arc swearing at them and will tell you: '"I do not
have to work. There are tunas in the mountains." Tunas are
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a fruit that grow on the wild cactus and which furnishes the
peones with all the nourishment they need, during- the three
months that the tunas last; consequently when the peones do
not want to work, they will camp out and live on tunas as long-
as they last.
If the eng-ineer, after g-raduating-, stays in the States a
couple of years, and g-ains the practical knowledg-e necessary to
supplement the theory he has learned in colleg-e, then he can
command a situation here in any branch of the profession. But
do not let him come with the idea that he will find an up-to-date
machine shop in the whole country, or that any of the standard
size materials can be boug-ht in the open markets as in the
States. When errecting- a plant of any kind he must learn to
use the material at hand, and operations that are done in the
States with lathe or shaper must frequently be done here with
hammer, ehisel, hack-saw, and file. If the specifications call
for brick and cement, he must most of the time content himself
with adobes, mud, and lime.
Economy in the use of fuel, is of the utmost importance here,
for coal costs from $8 to $10 g-old per ton; and fuel saving- devices
such as condensers, heaters, and economizers, if not already
attached to the eng-ine, must be boug-ht or contrived by the
eng-ineer or manager.
Any g-ood eng-ineer will g-et from $90 to $150 g-old per month.
As his living- expenses are more than 50 per cent lower than in
the States, it follows that more money can be saved. The field
is not crowded by any means, and all it needs is to g-et down
here and hustle, and success will follow.
Last but not least be polite to the Mexicans. Do not look
upon them as " g-reasers" and an inferior race; a smile, the lift-
ing- of your hat, or an inquiry about their health, will do more
to help you in some cases than any amount of hard work.
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THE MECHANICS OF A ROLLING DISC.
G. A. GOODKNOUGH, ASSISTANT PROKKSSOR OF MkCHANICAL
Engineering.
A problem of theoretical interest and of some practical
importance is the following-: A flat circular disc, Fig-. 1. rolls
on a circular track, the center of the disc having- uniform
velocity; required the acceleration of any point in the disc.
Fig. 1.
Evidently this is a case of spheric motion, and the rolling- of the
disc on the track may be represented by the rolling- of a circular
cone with the disc as a base upon another circular cone with the
same point as vertex. The problem may therefore be stated
thus: Required the acceleration of any point in the base of a
cone that rolls with uniform velocity upon a stationary cone.
To solve this problem we use the following- theorem, the
proof of which may be found in standard works on mechanics:
Infinitesimal rotations about two intersecting- axes may be com-
bined into a sing-le infinitesimal rotation about a third axis con-
current with the first two and lying- in their plane. Conversely,
an infinitesimal rotation about an axis may be resolved into
infinitesimal rotations about two axes meeting- the orig-inal axis
in the same point. Thus simultaneous infinitesimal rotations
about the intersecting- axes OA and O/J, Fig. 2, may be com-
bined into a sing-le rotation about the axis OC, or vice versa.
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If oi and /J denote respectively the angular velocities of the rota-
tions about OA and OB, then




Evidently the position of the axis OC and the mag-nitude of the
resultant angular velocity r of the rotations about OC may be
Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
obtained by the ordinary triangle construction. We lay off one
side of a triangle parallel to OA and proportional to oe, the
second side parallel to OB and proportional to ;3^; then the clos-
ing side is parallel to the axis OC a.nA its length is proportional
to the resultant angular velocity y. See Fig. 3. In general, we
may apply to angular velocities the laws of the composition and
resolution of forces, assuming that the directions of the forces
coincide with the axes of rotation and that the magnitudes are
proportional to the angular velocities.
This principle we apply to the case of the lolling cone,
Fig. 1. Evidently the moving cone is at any instant rotating
about the line of contact in the common element of the two
cones. In Fig. 5, which shows three views of the two cones,
OA is this common element. After the cone has turned slightly,
it will be in contact with the stationary cone along a second
common element passing of course through the vertex C, and the
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motion of the rollin<^ cone during- this second instant will be a ro-
tation about this new common clement. Suppose that OA and
OJ^, Fig-. 4, are respectively the orig-inal axis of rotation and the
new axis of rotation. Let the ang-ular velocity of the rotation of
the cone about the axis or common element OA be denoted by
<•>; then since the motion is uniform, the ang-ular velocity of the
Fig. 4.
rotation of the cone about its new axis (J/J will also be '". Now
according- to the principle just stated, the rotation about the
axis OB can be resolved into a rotation of equal ang-ular
velocity m about the axis OA and a rotation of angular velocity
/' about a third axis OC. Treating- the ang-ular velocities like
forces, the two equal sides OA and OB of the trianple OAB
may l>e taken to represent the equal angular velocities w; then
the third side AB represent in mag-nitude the ang-ular velocity y
and the direction of AB g-ives the direction of the axis OC.
The sense of y is the same as that of <"—counter-clockwise Jook-
ing- along- the axis from C to O. The limiting- position of OC,
when OB is made to approach OA is the perpendicular to OA,
lying- in the tangent plane of the cone passing- through OA.
Consider now the motion of any point in the base of the
rolling- cone, as P, Fig. 5. When the axis of rotation is OA
the point /-'has some definite velocity. The direction of this
velocity is perpendicular to the plane throug-h OA containing- P,
and the magnitude, which we will denote by v' , is proportional
to the distance of /-* from the axis OA. When OB is the axis
of rotation, the velocity of P is perpendicular to the plane
throug-h y^ and OB, and the magnitude has a new value v"
.
Thus during the motion of the cone the velocity of P has
chang-ed both in mag-nitude and direction. If Jz' denotes the
chang-e in velocity, that is, if J:' is the velocity that must be
given the point /-"to cliang-e its velocity from the original v' to
the new r ", then by the definition of acceleration, the accelera-
tion of /-* is the limiting- value of the quotient obtainedby divid-
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ing- the increment Jv by the time occupied in the change; thus
denoting- the acceleration of P by /",
f=\im. -7— as -J/ approaches zero.
By the resolution of the rotation of the cone about OB into
rotations about OA and OC, we have at the same time resolved
C
Fig. 5.
the increment of velocity Jr into two components. Leaving- out
of consideration the rotation about OC, the cone rotates during
two consecutive intervals of time about the axis OA, and the
point P therefore moves with uniform angular velocity w in a
circle whose radius is PP, Fig. 5, and whose plane is perpen-
dicular to OA. It is well known that in such a motion the ac-
celeration of the point /^ is jPZ^-<"- directed towards the center
of the circle, that is, towards the point P. This acceleration is
the limiting value of the quotient of one component of -If divided
by -1/. The other component of J^' is due to the rotation about
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OCoi ang-ular velocity/-. If wc denote by / the perpendicular
distance of the point /-*from the axis (J(\ then the velocity of /^
due to the rotation about (JC is /y, and this //- is the second com-
ponent of -J:'. The first component of J z' gave P the accelera-
tion
directed along- /^D. The component increment ly gives P an
acceleration at right angles to the line PJf, Fig. 5, joining P to
the axis (JC, and of magnitude
y.^ = limit — , as J/ approaches zero.
To evaluate this expression we have from Fig. 4
AB = 2 OA sin IJo,
or r = 2 w sin lJf>.
Therefore Jl-= 2 /w sin ^-—
,
and
We have used JO to denote the angle betv^een consecutive
axes of rotation OA and OB ; hence — is evidently the angu-
lar velocity of the instantaneous axis or common element OA.
Referring to Fig. 5, let z' denote the linear velocity of the center
//^ of the base. Since //is for the instant rotating about the
point L,
v=^HL • oj = a) r cos '5.
The end .4 of the axis OA has also the velocity v ; hence the
angular velocity of OA is
OA coso r
hence,
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iirected along" PI) may be represented by the vector PZ> to
5ome scale. The other component ^2 = PM • co" sin o cos o is
represented by the vector PS drawn throug-h P at right angles
:o PM. The axis OC, Fig. 5, lies in a horizontal plane and is
perpendicular to both OA and O//, and therefore to the vertical
Diane OAH\ the acceleration P.S'must lie in a parallel vertical
jlane through P.
The total acceleration of the point P is evidently the result-
int of the accelerationsy"j andyg*
It is convenient to resolvey"i and^o into components parallel
o three rectang-ular axes; for these axes we naturally choose the
ixis OH oi the rolling cone and the horizontal and vertical axes
VA'and FF of the base of the cone. It will be observed that
^D is the diagonal of a rectangular parallelepiped, of which the
:dg-es parallel to the axes mentioned are:
DE — {r+ y) sin o cos o; FP = x\ and FE = (r -f y) cos -«;




-pj^ = w- • I?E — cu^ (r -f _y) sin '> cos '?, parallel to OJI;
EP
^D w^ pj, = w^ • FP = iu" X , parallel to A^X;
FF
^Z> • o/ -p— = oi' . FE = o/~ (r A y) cos'^ >> , parallel to YY.
The components of the acceleration represented by PS are:
HE
^M o/ sin '5 cos '5 -—,= y or sin o cos '5, parallel to OH;
OH
^M or sin '' cos ''
-77^ = (I "j" sin o cos '^ = r w^ cos'^ 'j, parallel to YY.
Vs PS lies in a plane perpendicular to XX, it has no com-
)onent parallel to XX.
The total acceleration parallel to OH, which we may denote
•y /z , is
_/z = '"" y sin '' cos '* + or (r +
_y) sin 'J cos '^
= 0/ (r -\- 2 y) sin « cos '5 (1)
Phis equation shows that the acceleration component in ques-
on depends upon the distance of the point from the horizontal
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diameter of the buse. All points in any line parallel to this
diameter have the same acceleration perpendicular to the base.
For ;-
-f 2 V =0, or v= — I r, fi ^ 0; that is the points lying-
on a horizontal line of the base midway between .1 and H^ have
no acceleration perpendicular to the base. For points above this
line, rH 2y is positive and the points have perpendicular accel-
erations directed toward that side of the base facing- the vertex
O, Points below this line have accelerations with the opposite
sense, r-t 2 v being negative.
Of the two vertical components that of PD is directed down-
wards and that of PS upwards. Subtracting the latter from
the former, the resultant vertical component is
y'y := (//- ( r X
_y) cos^ '' — "-''" r cos' '> = "> "_v cos' '' (2)
This component vanishes when v = 0, that is for all points on
the horizontal diameter of the base. For all points above this
diameter (/. c. for + )')» it is directed downwards, and for all
points below it (/. c, for — )') it is directed upwards. In other
words, the vertical acceleration of any point in the base is
directed towards the horizontal diameter XX.
The component parallel to XX., fy^ = w-.v, is directed
towards the vertical diameter of the base, and vanishes for all
points on that diameter.
Let il denote the angular velocity of the axis OH oi the
rolling cone about the point O: then since v is the velocity of
the point //,
OH a
Substituting for :• its value "wcos '<,
^ u) r cos <> cu r cos <> . ,
42 = - — —^ =: M sin ",
a r cot
and "/' =: ii' COS" '5.
Substituting this value of (>>' in the preceding equations, we
obtain
/z = "'(/' 4- 2/)cot'). 1
fy= il' y COi' '5. \ (3)
f^ r--z il' X COS" '>. J
The functions of <> may be expressed in terms of r and a\
then the equations become
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r
(4)
Having- obtained the acceleration components of any point
of the base of the cone (or flat disc), we are enabled to study
the action of one or more concentrated masses assumed to be
attached to the disc. Two cases are of special interest: (1) when
there are two equal masses attached at diametrically opposite
points, as shown in Fig-. 6; (2) when there are three equal
masses 120° apart and at the same distance from the center.
Fig-. 7. If vi denote the mass of one of these attached weig-hts,
the forces of inertia parallel to the three axes previously assumed
are, respectively:
Z= VI f, = ~ in ii^ (r + 2 r),
Y = m fy = -^ M i2'^ y.
X= m /, -= (~ + l) w L>2 X.
(5)
Each of these forces acts in a sense opposite to that of the cor-
responding- acceleration.
Consider now the case of the equal and opposite masses,
Fig-. 6. The forces perpendicular to the disc are, since y --= c sin ^,
Z^= ~m9J {^)--^2c sin o^~)\
r





The resultant of these parallel forces is
Zj + ^2 = 2 am 9."-.
To find the distance ," of the point of application of this
resultant form the center O of the disc, we have
KZ, ^-Z,)=(Z, -Z,)r 4ccr^ m ii-sin ^>,,
whence 2c^ .f> =F Sin II
^
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This is the polar equation of a circle, tangent to the hori-
zontal diameter of the disc and with its center 6', Fig-. 6, on the
vertical diameter at a distance — above the center O of the disc.
r
The intersection D of this circle with the line joining- the two
masses is the point of application of the resultant Z^
-f Z...
The distance of this point of application above the horizontal
diameter of the disc is
2&
e =^ l> sin i>^ sin"^>,.
If we denote by R the pressure between the disc and track due
Fig. 6.
to the forces of inertia, then taking- moments about the axis
C C, Fig. 5,
Ra = iZ,^Z,)e Aac^ 1)I ii'sin'0^ ;
or,
r
For ^= 0, y?= 0, for o= 90% R=A—m^l\ its maximum value.
r
We arrive thus at the interesting conclusion that if a disc car-
rying two equal and opposite weights rolls on a circular track,
there is a periodical variation of the pressure between the disc
and track. Evidently this variation grows smaller as we
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increase the radius of the track and thus decrease the ang-ular
velocity i^. For a straig"ht track ii=0, and the variation in
pressure vanishes.
The two vertical forces
are parallel and of the same magnitude and form a couple whose
moment is
2\ m PJy. X, = 2— mP' sin ff. cos ^,
.
Likewise the forces A\ and A'g form a couple whose moment is
2 (-^ + l) m P~ x^ y^ =2 (f i~ + \^m 9J- sin 0^ cos o^.
These two couples have opposite senses; combining- them we
obtain a sing-le couple of moment,
2 (f m Q^ sin o^ cos
^i =r m P' sin 2 0^ .
This couple is balanced by a couple of the same moment and
opposite sense composed of the forces T, T, Fig-. 0, the tang-en-
tral resistance between the disc and track and the pressure
between the pin at the center of the disc and its bearing-. The
equality" of the moments g-ives the equation
T?' = c^?n ii'sin 2(>i,
or T= — m i2^sin 2 '^,
.
r
For = ^\ 90^ 180% etc.; 7 = 0; while for ^^ = 45°, 135%
etc., T reaches its maximum value + m i?'. Evidently 7
chang-es its sense whenever S^ chang-es from one quadrant into
the next. As in the case of the pressure /?, the variation in 7
vanishes for i2 = 0, that is, when the track is straig-ht.
Let us consider now the case of three equal masses evenlj
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spaced around a circumference of radius r, as shown in Fig-. 7.
The three angles, »^, i>.^, and n^^ are connected by the relations
0. = 0, 1- 120°
^3 r= n„ + 120° = ^, + 240°.
When these relations exist it may be readily proved that
sin^^ + siuo^ + sin^^3 = ^' sin 0-=- 0;
2- cos 0= 0;
-sin Oco% <? = 0;
Tsin 2^ = 1;
2' cos 2fl=r= |.
The resultant of the forces of inertia perpendicular to the disc
has a mag-nitude
Fin. 7.
Zx + ^2 + ^3 =~^n ii'
[
(r-f 2r, ) + {r ^2y.z) ^ (r ^2y3)
= 2 am ii' +2 — w i-''' r - sin P
r
-^ 3 (I m ii'\
since - sin <> 0.
To find the coordinates of the point of application of this
•resultant, we take moments about the horizontal and vertical
axes of disc respectively.
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Zx-\-Z.-^ z,
CI C'
a cm 9J' 2' sin -|- 2 —-~ m H'' - sin '^0
3 a in ii'
=— (since - sin ^- 0, and - sin ''o = |).
- Z\ A'l -^ Z2X2 -[- Zt, Xt,
""-
Z1 + Z2 + Z3
rt C^
a c m 9J^ - cos -[- 2 m H' - sin n cos
""
3 a m <-'•• =^-
n
It appears therefore that the resultant of the three forces has
the same mag-nitude and the same point of application for all
positions of the disc; and this point of application is the center
G of the circle shown in Fig-. 6. It follows that the moment of
this resultant is constant and that the pressure between the disc
and track is also constant.
For the vertical forces of inertia we have
\\ + F. + F3 = -^ m 9r (^1 + y, +_y3 )
= -^ m ii- c I sin = 0.
The summation of the moments of these forces about the center
of the disk ^ives
Yi xi + Y2 X2 + Y^ Xi = -^ni^^ (n Xi + yzxz+ ys xs )
= ~-m P.- r^ 1' sin d cos (> = 0.
Likewise for the horizontal forces A''j, X^ and X^,
Xx + Xi + Xz = (^~ + 1 ) w 9J c I cos = 0.
X^yx + XajKi + X^yz =(^ -f l) m 9- c^ I cos sin 0= 0.
The preceding" analysis lead to the following" conclusions:
When a wheel or disc rolls on a curved track an eccentric mass,
as a crank or crank pin, can not be perfectly balanced by an
equal mass placed diametrically opposite. The forces of iner-
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tia of the two masses will cause variations in the track pressure
and in the tang-ential force between track and wheel, and these
variations will be more marked the sharper the curvature of the
track. If the eccentric mass be balanced by two equal masses
spaced 120° from the orig"inal mass there will be no disturbances
of this character. The pressure on the track and the tangen-
tial force between track and wheel will remain constant.
Attention was first drawn to this subject by the efforts of a
Philadelphia eng"ineer to devise an improved method of counter-
balancing- locomotive driving* wheels. This g-entleman had a
theory that the translation of the wheel along- the track has an
important bearing- on the action of the inertia forces of the rotat-
ing- parts. To substantiate his views he built a testing- machine
and experimented with discs counterweig-hted in different ways.
As it would have been difficult to make a straig-ht track of suffi-
cient leng-th, the testing- machine was constructed with a circu-
lar track; the experimenter presumedly supposing- that the char-
acter of the track could have no influence on the validity of the
experiment. The experiments naturally showed a variation in
track pressure when the disc carried two equal and opposite
masses and no variation when it carried three masses 120" apart.
On the streng-th of these experiments the g-entleman in question
was g-ranted patents for an improvement in counterbalancing-
locomotive driving-wheels, and beg-an to advertise his invention.
A committee of the Franklin Institute, appointed to investig-ate
the alleged invention, quickly showed the would-be inventor the
true interpretation of his experiments and convinced him of the
worthlessness of his patents. A full account of this investig-a-
may be found in "The Journal of the Franklin Institute,"
August, 1898, p. 105.
It may be worth while to see what the variation in track
pressure will be in the case of a locomotive on a sharp curve.
As an extreme case, let the radius of the curve be 500 feet, and
the speed of the locomotive 90 feet per second. Further, let the
mass VI = 10 be concentrated at the crank pin, 1 foot from the
center of driver, and let the radius of driver be 2/4 feet; then
/" 1 90 \ -7?= 4— m 9.^ = 4 X ;^ X 10 x(^7--)= .521b.,
;- 2o VaOO/
a variation quite insignificant.
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REGULATION OF ALTERNATORS UNDER VARIABLE
REACTIVE LOADS.
By Geo. W. Redfield, Electrical Engineering 'oi.
One of the most important questions confronting- the elec-
trical eng-ineer of to-day is that of the reg-ulation of alternating--
current generators under variable reactive loads. By reactive
loads we mean those which have lagging or leading wattless
components of the current; that is, the current is not in phase
with its impressed E. M. F. By the use of single and polyphase
induction motors on lighting circuits it was found that ordi-
nary alternators, however satisfactory in regulation on such
non-inductive loads, were almost worthless when used on mixed
and inductive circuits. Designers were surprised to find so larg-e
a drop of voltage under these conditions, that by no method of
regulation of excitation could the voltage at the terminals of
the machine be maintained at its correct value. This problem
of alternator regulation is at once technical and commercial.
EivEMENTs Determining Satisfactory Performance.—
The ultimate success of any electrical supply for light or power,
or both, depends upon the degree of regulation attainable at the
generator. The normal voltage of the generator is to be taken
as the voltage at its terminals at no load or on open circuit.
The drop at the machine with any character of load will then
be the difference between this normal voltage and the voltage
at the same terminals for any given load. At full load this dif-
ference gives the maximum drop for any kind of load in ques-
tion. Line drop, so called, is the difference of pressure between
the generator and receiver terminals of the line for any given
kind and amount of load. Line drop is entirely distinct from
generator drop. To give satisfactory service on power circuits,
and to some extent on lighting circuits, the performance of
generators is characterized and determined by the permissible
maximum drop of the generator for the kind of load in question.
Essential Features in the Design of Alternators.—
The design of alternators has now settled into quite well-defined
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lines. For instance, for each kind of service certain limits are
prescribed for the flux densities and air-g-ap. Also, definite
maximum drop is usually determined upon. General principles
have been established by research and the exacting- requirements
of commercial service; for instance, good regulation is required
up to 50 per cent, overload even during rapid fluctuations, and
also for continuity of electrical supply under any conditions of
service that may arise. These principles are followed b}- the
most successful desig^ners of alternators. Almost all machines
of this type, especially those of larg-er sizes, are nov^r separately
excited. Hence, their successful operation depends entirely
upon their inherent reg^ulation. We understand this term to
refer to the characteristic behavior of the machine as a main-
tainer of its normal voltag-e at different loads, with variable
reactance in the external circuit as well as with non-inductive
loads, the speed and excitation remaining- constant for any g-iven
case.
A number of features in the desig-n of alternators involve
regulation as a function. Almost all of them however can be
considered under the following- heads:* (1) Ohmic armature
resistance. (2) Eddy currents set up by leakag-e fields, due to
armature or field current, or both. (3) Increase in the field
leakag-e between no load and full load. (4) Self-inductance of
the armature. (5) The presence of leading- or of lagg-ing- cur-
rents in the armature which depend upon the kind of reactive
loads on the machine. Lag-g-ing armature currents have the
effect of weakening- the generator field, and leading currents the
effect of strengthening the field.
In regard to the above items the first requires no comment.
The second feature has quite a demagnetising effect upon the
field but can be greatly reduced by careful design. The third
point considers the cross-magnetising effect due to the increase
with the load of the cross-magnetising ampere-turns of the arm-
ature. This has the effect, furthermore, of increasing the reluc-
tance of the magnetic circuit. Hence the leakage is increased
and the useful flux decreased. All of these undesirable features
can be minimized by careful design. The fourth item takes
account of the self-inductance of the armature which causes a
*I)esign of Alternators. \'. A. Fynn. Elec. Rev. London. \ol. 48: p.
55. Jan. II, 1901.
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phase displacement of its current resulting- in its lag-g-ing- behind
the g-enerated E. M. F. As the load increases this effect also
increases, and the resulting- drop is one of the main causes of
bad reg-ulation. In reference to the fifth item, the presence of a
lag-g-ing- current in the armature circuit, either due to hig-h arm-
ature self-inductance or an external inductive load, exerts upon
the generator field a very marked demagnetising effect, which
increases v^^ith the load and also with the lag-ging- wattless com-
ponent for any given load. The result is a decrease in the use-
ful flux and hence a greater terminal drop at the generator.
The presence of leading currents in the armature circuit due to
external loads whose wattless components are leading produces
an opposite effect to that described above for lagging currents.
The last two cases are closely related and will be discussed more
fully further on.
Description of the Alternator.—The curves in this arti-
cle are from data taken by the author in the Electrical Engi-
neering Laboratory of the University of Illinois, from a 10-kilo-
watt, 4-pole machine made by the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. The machine was constructed for single
and polyphase work, as generator, synchronous motor, or con-
vertor. The armature has a distributed winding and was here
tapped off as a three-phase, delta combination. The resistance
of one phase was 0.92 ohms (hot). The field cores are lamin-
ated; they have no pole-shoes, but a heavy copper shoe of the
form of an ordinary pole-shoe in place of the latter. These cop-
per shoes are placed around and slightly under the pole tips and
evidently suppress hunting when the machine is to be operated
as a synchronous motor or converter.
DIMENSIONS AND MEASUREMRNTS OF ALTERNATOR.
Type Polyphase Converter
Serial number 135 751
Capacity 10 Kilowatts
Number of poles 4
R. P. M I 800
Frequency 60 Cycles
Normal Volts (three-phase) 410
Full Load Current per branch (three-phase) 14 Amperes
Resistance of Field (hot) 685 Ohms
Resistance of Armature per Phase (hot) 0.92 Ohms
Diameter of Armature 9- 5° Inches
Diameter of Armature Bore 9.71 Inches
Length of Air-Gap 0. 105 Inches
Length of Poles (axial) 5 . 25 Inches




Consideration of Characteristics.—Referring- to Fig-. 1,
page *)'), curve r is the averag-e no-load or so-called "static
characteristic" for one phase. l-/y of the armature three-phase
delta circuit. This characteristic was obtained experimentally
by running- the machine under no load, at constant speed and
variable excitation, and measuring the terminal voltages for the
respective excitations.
Curve (/ is the corresponding dynamic characteristic. This
was obtained by reading the terminal voltages at the generator
for the corresponding- excitations while the speed and power
factor were maintained constant during the time these points
were being taken. The current in each of the branches was
kept constant at its full load value of 14 amperes. The output
of the generator was absorbed by water rheostats. At each
point the field current for the respective excitations was reversed
and the averag-e taken of the two reading-s. The plotted curve
was from these averag-es. The external circuit power factor was
maintained at unity as noted, while the power factor of the in-
ductive armature circuit itself will be something less than unity.
The distance between curves c and d at any given excita-
tion represents the effective volts lost or the drop of the machine
at that excitation with full load current in the armature. It
will be seen that the drop above noted decreases as the excita-
tion increases. This decrease is more rapid after the knee of
the static characteristic has been passed, being due chiefly to
the fact that the iron in the magnetic circuit is nearing satura-
tion. At such a point the field is less susceptible to the demag--
netising influence of the lagging current in the armature.
Several dynamic characteristics might also have been taken
with other external circuit-power factors (lagging or leading).
Such power factors, however, would require to be maintained
constant throughout the entire range of load for their assigned
values. The curves for all lagging power factors will be found
below that of curve d, for unity power factor. The curves for
leading power factors will lie above the curve </. However, all
of such curves would approximate to the curve d as shown for
unity power factor.*
*The Factors which Determine the Design of Monophase and Polyphase
Generators. B. A. Behrend. Electrical World and Engineer. \'ol. 35, p. 125.
Jan. 27, 1900.
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The points for the short-circuit characteristic c were
obtained by using- an ammeter for the external circuit, resulting-
in practically unity power factor. Throug-h such points we may
draw a rig-ht line to the orig-in.
"The terminal voltag-e of an alternator under short circuit
is, of course, zero, and on account of the low resistance of the
armature windings, the pressure required to drive the full load
current throug-h the short-circuited armature ag-ainst its ohmic
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(and opposing-) urmatnre llux, which balances the flux of the
field system produced by the exciting- ampere-turns. The result-
ant of the impressed tiux (due to the ampere-turns on the field
system), and of the opposing flux (due to the reactive ampere-
turns of the armature), is the actual flux existing in the arma-
ture iron corresponding to the short-circuit current, and is, of
course, of small value. It may be regarded as being made up
of two fluxes in quadrature, one (quite insignificant) correspond-
ing- to the small pressure required to drive the short-circuit cur-
rent against the ohmic resistance of the windings; the other, a
larg-er flux corresponding to the induced E. M. F., and this
latter flux is the true leakage flux of the armature. A little
consideration will therefore show that the short-circuit current
gives the relation between the ampere-turns on the field magnets
and those on the armature, or what is the same thing, it
expresses the relation between the field current and the arma-
ture current. It is, therefore, a straight line, which represents
the actual short-circuit current curve."*
An inspection of the short-circuit characteristic will show
that the corresponding armature current can be obtained for any
given excitation. By a further reference to curve c the corre-
sponding open-circuit voltage may be determined.
''If we take an ordinate of the static characteristic, and
divide it by the short-circuit current belonging to the same exci-
tation, we immediately get the reactance of the armature; or as
we may a.ssume this reactance equal to the combined efi^ect of
armature reaction and armature leakage, this result will give us
the apparant reactance of the armature. The term apparant
reactance is used here as the real reactance may be of a different
value. "t This refers to a nearly wattless load. The ohmic
drop also enters into the quotient above referred to but is so
small compared with the apparant reactance drop that it may be
neglected.
Consideration of Extei^nal Characteristics.—External
characteristics were also taken of this machine with various
lagging and leading reactive loads. The results are shown in
Fig. 2, pag-e 101. In obtaining each of these curves the true
*Some Notes on the Design of Large Alternators. A. Heyland. Elec.
Rev. London. Vol. 47, p. 896. Dec. 7, 1900.
tibed. B. A. Behrend.
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power was measused by the two-wattmeter method. The power
factor of the external circuit wa^ kept constant throug^hout the
whole rang-e of load by maintaining- constant the ratio of two-
wattmeter readings.*
These curves show some interesting points. The lower four
curves were taken with external loads producing lagging cur-
rents, varying from 0.80 to 0.95 power factor. They also illus-
trate the bad effect upon reg"ulation of induction motors, under-
excited synchronous motors, and arc-lighting circuits. Such






power factor show drooping- characteristics, features which are
certainly undesirable in a separatelj'-excited machine of this
type.
The characteristic for unity power factor in the external
circuit is such as would be obtained with incandescent lamps
and other non-inductive loads. It is an improvement on the
others, with a maximum drop at the machine of about Sj4 per
cent. This is a g-ood showing- under such conditions for a ma-
chine of this capacity.
If we maintain in the external circuit a leading power factor
at 0.95, it will be seen that practically perfect regulation is
secured. There is no drop at any load. Such reg-ulation can
be obtained in the given machine only under this condition. In
this case, therefore, the resultant boosting- (or compounding-)
effect exactly compensates for what would be otherwise an alter-
nator drop. Hence the external characteristic is, as shown, a
horizontal line throug-h the initial voltage.
Increasing- the wattless leading- component of the external
circuit we obtain still g-reater boosting- effects, practically over-
compounding- the machine. The voltag-e at its terminals in-
creases almost directly with the load under these conditions for
leading- power factors of 0.90 and 0.85.
Explanation of Interpolation Curves.—The question
arises: How can the voltage be obtained for g-iven loads and
other power factors than those experimentally determined as
shown in Fig. 2? Fig-. 3, pag-e 103, illustrates the method of
obtaining- a sufficient number of points for any other complete
characteristic curve, at any power factor within the rang-e of the
curves shown in Fig-. 2, pag-e 101.
Curves A' and i"in Fig-. 2 were obtained by this method of
interpolation as shown in Fig-. 3. Only representative cases
suited to the conditions usually found in practice have been
covered in this experiment.
In Fig-. 3 all of the curves pass throug-h the same point,
namely that of the voltage for 0.95 leading- power factor, for all
loads. Under these conditions, it will be recalled, perfect reg-u-
lation was obtained, equivalent to compounding-.
Effects of Wattless Currents Upon Generator Voltage
—The curves in Fig-. 4, page 104, shows the rate of change of
generator terminal voltage with varying wattless (lagging or
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leading-) currents for the respective loads there indicated. At
the g"iven constant excitation of 0.650 amperes, the machine was
worked just beyond the knee of its no-load (or static) character-
istic as may be seen by referring- to Fig 1, page 99.
Diagrams of Connections and Loads.—The several char-
acteristics were determined with the connections as shown in
Fig. 5, page 105. In obtaining the external characteristics,
Fig. 2, page 101, the load was furnished by a 7| kilowatt, 110-
volt, polyphase synchronous converter made by the General
Electric Co. It was operated, as shown in Fig. 5, as a three-




varied in such manner as to keep the ratio of the two-wattmeter
reading-s constant throug^hout the whole rang-e of load on the
alternator under test. In this way the power factor was main-
tained constant, as formerly described.* All results here given
were determined for one phase only of the three-phase perform-
ance of the alternator, as the phases were fairly well balanced.
To Effect Good Regulation Under Given Conditions.
—The work here outlined illustrates the evil effects of inductive
loads upon the regulation of an alternator that otherwise may
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possible to neutralize them by leading- wattless currents. There
are very few cases of electric power transmission where such
neutralization can not be satisfactorily accomplished by the
installation and intellig-ent use of at least one synchronous
motor.
Coni\£c!TIONS FOR STftTtC ChRMCTERISTtC
.
Cof^nCeriOnS FOR Brf^nfVltC CuRV£
.




ConiVECTIONS roH ExT£nniflL ChnKRCTCRlSTlCS.
Fig. 5.
—
Diagrams of Connections as Used for Determin-
ing Various Characteristic Curves.
It can not much longer remain the custom to praise the per-
formance and resrulation of an alternator as ideal on non-induct-
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ive loads. Such a load, however, is easily to be obtained for
commercial testing- and probably forms as satisfactory a basis
for comparison as any other standard that might be selected.
The increasing- use of synchronous motors and converters
in parallel with various inductive loads make it entirely prac-
ticable to secure from the former sufficient leading- wattless cur-
rent to entirely neut;-alize the lagging wattless current of the
latter. In ordinary cases the distance of transmission is not so
great as to introduce to any appreciable extent the capacity of
the line. Hence, over-excitation of the synchronous motor or
converter is not only practicable but desirable. The regulation
characteristics of Fig-. 2, page 101, with decidedly leading watt-
less components of current show how easily the generator volt-
age may thus be maintained constant, throughout all ranges of
load. Furthermore, a slight increase of such leading wattless
components will cause the g-enerator voltag-e to rise with the
load to any desirable extent; resulting practically in an "over-
compounding" effect.
The chief modern requisite for best electrical suppl}- ser-
vice is good regulation. Concrete cases may be found almost
anywhere in current practice. As an instance, consider an alter-
nating- current power transmission for a manufacturing estab-
lishment. Many induction motors will probably be found in
use for various purposes scattered throughout the works. Such
motors with their inherent and variable lagging- currents will
materially interfere with the voltag-e regulation at the generat-
ing plant. The practical remedy is to install at least one syn-
chronous motor or converter. It should be of sufficient but quite
moderate size. By a definite amount of over-excitation, prede-
termined or by trial, its leading wattless component of current
(I sin c^O may easily be made equal to and therefore neutralizing-
the sum of all of the lagging- wattless components (- I sin '/*)
of the inductive loads. The whole system is therefore reduced
at once to an electric transmission with an equivalent ohmic
line. The evil effects of the inductive loads are entirely over-
come. Further over-excitation of such synchronous motor or
converter results in the so-called "boosting" of voltage at the
generator with each increasing load. Man}^ similar instances
might be cited in which the use of synchronous machines has
brought about most satisfactory regulation, where formerly it
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had been practically impossible under necessary and existing-
conditions of inductive loads.
Another illustration of this method is the installation of
the Montana Power Transmission Co., where power is trans-
mitted over 20 miles to Butte, Mont. " Here the averag-e power
factor is 0.87. Few plants of this kind have an accurate record
of what their power factor is, and as this iig-ure is not a g-uess
but is the result of actual tests by an interesting- method, it is
of value. The method of determining- the power factor is this:
The plant is operated in the ordinary way, and the ammeter and
voltmeter reading's are taken to g-ive the apparent watts. Then
one of the g-enerators at the power house is started up and run
as a synchronous motor. The field of this motor is over-excited
so as to g-ive a leading- current. The effect of this is to overcome
induction and bring- the power factor up towards unity. The
excitation is increased until the power factor is unity, which is
indicated by the ammeter reaching- its lowest position, on a
g-iven load. The observed watts will then be the true watts,
and can be compared with the previous reading-."*
*Notes on Electric Light and Power Work at Butte, Mont. J. R, Cravath.
Electrical World and Engineer. Vol. 37; p. 149. Jan. 26, iqoi.
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EFP^ECT OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF MOLDING
UPON THE STRENGTH OF CEMENT.
Bv Ira O. Baker, Professor of Civil Engineering.
It is well known that there is a considerable variation in
the tensile strength of any particular cement mortar as obtained
b}' different observers. Part of this variation is inevitable.
The streng-th of hydraulic cement depends so largely upon the
details of the method of testing that undetected variations in
manipulation will make an appreciable difference in the results.
Therefore it is important to eliminate as far as possible any
variation in the method of testing the cement.
The amount of water used in mixing the test specimen
materially affects the strength obtained; but recently it has
become the practice in reporting results of experiments to state
the per cent of water used, which practically eliminates this
source of error. Of course different cements require different
amounts of water according to the variation in composition,
fineness, freshness, etc.; but a statement of the amount of water
employed shows the condition under which the particular cement
was tested.
The quality of the sand employed has a very marked influ-
ence upon the strength, but for some time it has been the cus-
tom of careful experimenters to employ only standard sand,
—
either German natural sand or artificially crushed quartz having
a standard degree of fineness.
The amount of force employed in pressing the mortar into
the molds also has a very marked influence. Ordinarily the
mortar is pressed in by hands and it is impossible to describe
the intensity of the force emplo3'ed. To eliminate this source
of error, it has long been the practice in Continental Europe,
particularly in Germany, to use an automatic machine in com-
pacting the mortar in the briquette mold. In this country
another machine for the same purpose has been lately put
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upon the market. The writer has recently made a series of
experiments to compare these three methods of filling- the molds.
The results are stated in Table I, pag-e 110.
All the tests were made by Mr. O. L. Gearhart, a former
student of the author, who spent practically all of his time
during- the three past working* seasons testing- cement. He is a
careful, methodical, observing-, conscientious experimenter. In
several cases results obtained by him by hand molding in
the ordinary course of business have been compared with those
obtained by other operators, and apparently his results are fairly
representative of the usual methods of hand molding-.
The Bohme hammer is the standard German machine,
and consists of an arrang-ement by which the mortar is com-
pacted by ISO blows of a hammer weig-hing- 2 kilog-rammes (2.2
pounds) upon a plunger sliding- in a g-uide placed upon the
mold.
The Olsen press consists of a plung-er, driven by a screw
and a hand wheel, working- in a g-uide below the mold. The
power applied is measured by a fing-er revolving- in front of a
g-raduated dial. The briquettes were molded under a pressure
of 4000 pounds applied to the broad side of the American Society
of Civil Eng-ineers form of briquette. The pressure was applied
gradually to permit the air to escape, and was maintained at
the maximum pressure, say, half a minute after the air ceased
to escape. The escape of air is indicated by a gradual decrease
of the pressure. The immediate purpose of the tests was to
standardize this press. A pressure of 4000 pounds was adopted
as being a convenient number (equal to one revolution of the
finger on the dial ) and as being about as much as the machine
would safely bear.
The cement was one that had been in the laboratory some
months, and was supposed to be a representative Portland.
The sand needs no description farther than stated in the table.
The per cent of water employed for neat cement was that
adopted by the operator as giving the plasticity usually
employed by him, and is about an average of the quantit}^ ordi-
narily used by him with other cements. The resulting mortar
is not at all jelly-like, and water, or rather moisture, flushes to
the surface only after vigorous troweling. The per cent of
water for the mixture of sand and cement was chosen as giving
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apparently the same plasticity for the mixture as for the neat
mortar.
Lines 4, 5 and 6 of the table are g-iven to aid in studying-
the relative effects of the different methods of molding-. The
mean of the per cents in lines 4 and 6 for all ag-es, is shown
in Table II.
Table II.
Strength of Hand-Moldf.d and Press-Molded Briquettes in per
CENTS OF the STRENGTH OF HamMER-MoLDED BRIQUETTES.
Method
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quick-setting-, and hence part of the variation with ihe hammer
apparatus may have been due to an encroachment upon the time
of initial set. However, in a later series with a slow-setting*
cement, the three methods of molding- g-ave about equal varia-
tions.
If others should make similar experiments with either or
both machines, it mig-ht result in g-reater uniformity in hand
molding-, and also g-ive data of value in comparing- results
obtained b)- different observers.
AN AUTOMATIC RECORDING MACHINE.
By E. C. Oliver, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering.
In conducting- tests of steam, g-as, or other eng-ines or
machines it is the usual custom to employ a number of observers,
who at stated intervals or at a predetermined sig-nal take simul-
taneous reading-s of various instruments, the interval between
these reading-s being- from one to fifteen minutes, varying- with
the nature of tne test. The data obtained in this manner are
afterwards averag-ed or otherwise " worked up,'' and the results
are accepted as ndicative of the average performance of the
eng-ine throug-hout the test.
If the conditions are fairly uniform during- the test or if the
changes are g-radual, this method may give results sufficiently
accurate for any practical purpose; if however the chang-es are
frequent and considerable in amount, the simultaneous reading-s
may or may not represent the average conditions since the pre-
vious observation and a factor of uncertainty is introduced in
the final results. The question of the accuracy or reliability of
such tests has been the subject of a number of dsscussion from
time to time in the technical journals.
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The machine described in this article was desig-neci and
built by the writer for the purpose of overcoming- these uncer-
tainties by recording- on a continuous strip of paper the momen-
tary chang-es of conditions throughout the test, thus producing-
in the end a sort of extended graphical log to be used as a basis
of calculations for the final results.
The machine shown in the accompanying- illustrations con-
sists essentially of two parts; the paper-feeding- mechanism and
the recording- mechanism. A supply of paper is carried on a
roll supported by shaft A Fig-. 1. The sheet is led upward over
a horizontal to a pair of rolls G and F, over which it passes
in an c/3 shape to g-ive the necessary friction for feeding; from
these rolls it passes to a receiving- spool on shaft I. The paper
Fig. 1.
is fed forward by the motion of the eng-ine or machine under
test, connection being made between the eng-ine shaft and driv-
ing- shaft B of the machine by a light steel rod. The driving-
shaft B extends to the opposite side of the machine where its
motion is reduced through a worm and g-ear in a ratio of 100 to
1. A pinion E on the shaft with this worm gear but on the
front of the machine engag-es a g-ear on the feed roll F; the
paper therefore travels forward with a speed proportioned to the
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Speed of the driving- shaft. This speed may be varied as neces-
sary by using- gears of different ratios between E and F.
The two feed rolls are also driven together by gears G and
F, and the receiving- roll I is driven from gear G through an
idler H, a friction device between the gear on I and its shaft
accomodating the speed of rotation to the increasing diameter of
the roll. The tension on the paper in front of the feed rolls is
adjusted by means of the thumb nuts on the shaft I, and the
tension behind the feed rolls is adjusted by means of a band-
brake on the shaft A. A clutch interposed between two sections
of the shaft B allows the feeding mechanism to be stopped and
started at will.
Fig. 2.
The record is made as the strip of paper passes under a
number of glass pens on top of the machine, Fig. 3. There are
twelve of these pens available for taking eight readings; the
four pens seen on the rear bar are for tracing the base lines for
the movable pens in front. The four pens to the right are con-
nected through a system of levers to the armatures of electro-
magnets so that the closing of circuit by any means will cause
one of these pens to shift, thus indicating some movement, a
record of which is desired. The pens to the left are held in
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runners which slide on a circular bar. They are actuated by
light cords attached to the underside and led over pulleys on
either side of the machine to a moving- part of an eng-ine or
instrument, the extent of whose movement it is desired to record.
The method of connecting- the machine for taking a record
is best understood by considering the records Figs. 4 and 5.
These records are as taken except that they have been made
somewhat narrower to save spaee; the original width of the
paper was ten inches.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 is a record for a 10-horsepower "Otto" gasoline
engine in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. The upper
line is made by connecting the terminals of one electro-mag-
net to a clock which makes contact at stated intervals. The
second line is made by attaching a brass contact piece to the
engine in such a manner that the lever which injects the gaso
lib 77/ A' TKClLWdh'AI'll.
line charge will strike it at each injection thus making' contact
and causing- the pen connected to it to move, thus indicating- an
explosion. The third line represents revolutions, contact being
made at each revolution of the side shaft; thus each mark repre-
sents one cycle or two revolutions of the engine. To make the
fourth line a push button is attached to the indicator in such a
way that when the pencil is pressed on the paper, electric con-
tact is made and the recording pen pushed out, in which posi-
tion it remains until the pencil is withdrawn from the paper
the effect is shown at A, the diagram covering six explosions.
The speed curve is obtained by connecting one end of a cord
to an arm actuated by a centrifugal governor. This cord extends
upward over a light pulley and downward; a lig-ht spring con-
nected to this end of the cord effects its return motion when
drawn in the opposite direction by the action of the governor.
Near the center of this cord is attached the runner carrying the
speed pen; any movement of the governor below due to a change
of speed will thus give a corresponding movement to the pen
above.
The method of obtaining the line representing horse power
may be seen by reference to Fig. 2. The brake arm is shown
resting directly on the piston of an hydraulic cylinder, the area
of which is one-half of a square inch. A small pipe connects
this cylinder with the cilinder of a steam engine indicator
attached to the side of the recording- machine, the system being
tilled with oil by means of the pump shown. Any pressure
imposed by the brake due to friction will be transmitted to the
under side of the indicator piston, raising it against the resist-
ance of the usual spring. The upward movement of the arm is
thus a measure of the pressure at the end of the brake arm and
consequently of the horse power. This movement is transmitted
by means of a cord to the pen above in the same manner as for
the speed.
At the point marked B the load was considerably increased
by tightening the brake; the effect on the speed and the number
of explosions is apparent.
Fig. 5 shows a record taken from a Corliss engine in the
power plant of the Champaign Electric Light and Power Co.;
the engine furnishes power for a street railway.
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The first live lines were made by methods similar to those
used in the g^asoline eng^ine test, except that a time record for
each five minutes was substituted for the record of explosions.
The steam pressure line was obtained by connecting- the steam
pipe just above the throttle with the indicator used in the pre-
vious test to record horse power. The line denoting- horse power
was obtained through the motion of the governor by connecting-
a cord to a vertically moving arm. This cord was led by means
of pulleys to a pen on the machine in a manner similar to that
already explained; thus any movement of the governor up or
down was instantly shown by a movement of the pen on the
paper. This line, then, really gives a record of governor posi-
tions; yet, as the cut-off is affected directly by the position of
the governor and as the mean effective pressure is dependent,
on the cut-off, providing the initial pressure is constant, the
same position of the governor will give at any time practically
the same mean effective pressure. The curve is calibrated by
taking a nnmbcr of indicator cards throughout the test, not
necessarily at stated intervals but at times which will give as
great a variety of cut-offs as possible. When a card is taken
a mark is made on the record, as shown, and by drawing a ver-
tical line through this point we obtain on the line below the
position of the g-overnor for this diagram; the horse power is
then known for this position. In like manner as many other
points as possible are calibrated and a scale is made which, when
moved along this line will give the horse power for each revo-
lution if necessary. While subject to some slig-ht errors, this
method greatly assists in studying the performance of such
engines.
The machine has also been used very successfully on the Uni-
versity's dynamometer car. In these tests the following read-
ings were taken: time, mile posts, stations, crossings, draw-bar
pull, speed of train, and location of curves. The first reading
is taken by means of an electric clock; the next three by means
of push buttons pressed by observers; the fifth by connecting-
the recording indicator with the pressure side of the hj'draulic
indicator against whicn the locomotive pulls; the sixth by con-
necting with a Boyer speed recorder and the seventh by means
of a specially constructed mercury level placed across the car.
The records are in this manner all traced to the same scale
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and collected on one sheet, thus g-reatly facilitating- the process
of working- up and at the same time decreasing the possibility of
errors due to incorrectly marking the several individual records.
The records shown have many very interesting details
which a slight observation will disclose. Numerous other
experiments or operations may be suggested in which a machine
of this sort can be utilij^ed for the purpose of obtaining useful
information.
TABLES FOR ESTIMATING AMOUNT AND COST OF
MATERIALS AND LABOR FOR BUILDINGS.
By Louis F. Brayton, Architectural Engineer, 'oi.
The following- is a abstract from a thesis presented by the
author for the deg-ree of Bachelor of Science in Architectural
Engineering-. It is hoped that the method of presentation may
be useful to architects.
Quantities for Brick Walls.
Plate I, facing page 120, gives the quantities of brick, mor-
tar, and labor required in the construction of 100 square feet of
brick wall varying- from 4 inches to 24 inches, for different sizes
of brick, various thickness of joints, several proportions of mor-
tar, different quality of work, various prices of materials and
labor, etc. The chart is based on data from Baker's Masonry
Construction, Trautwine's Pocket-book, and contractor's notes.
One quarter of an inch mortar joint has been included for each
4 inches of thickness of wall. Five per cent has been allowed
for breakag-e of brick. Prices for material delivered; and no
allowance has been made for scaffolding or profit.
Directions for using Ihe chart: Brick.—To find the number
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mated, (see the upper left-hand corner of chart) follow upward
along" a vertical line to its intersection with the diagonal line
g-iving- the thickness of the joint, then follow the horizontal line
to the right to the intersection with the line giving the contents
of one brick in cubic inches, then follow down the vertical line
to the horizontal scale giving the number of brick required for
100 superficial feet of wall. Write this number in the proposed
bill of materials. Continue down the vertical line to its inter-
section with the line giving the cost of the brick per thousand,
and then follow a horizontal line to the left and read on the ver-
tical scale the cost of the required number of brick.
Laho7'.—To find the labor required, return to the point on
the horizontal scale corresponding to the number of brick
required, and follow a vertical line down to the number of brick
a mason will lay in an hour, and from thence follow a horizon-
tal line to the left and read from the vertical scale the number
of hours of labor required in laying the wail. One tender will
conveniently make mortar and tend two masons; consequently
the total price per hour for labor is equal to one half the price
paid for the tender plus the price paid for one mason. Thus to
find the cost of the above labor, continue the horizontal line to
the left from the hours of labor required, to the price of the
mason and tender, and from thence proceed vertically upward
and read the amount of the cost of the labor.
Mortar.—To determine the amount of mortar required,
start at the upper part of the center of the chart with the thick-
ness of the wall; proceed vertically to the diagonal line giving
the thickness of the joint to be used, and thence horizontally
to the right and read on the vertical scale the amount of mortar.
Sand.—If lime mortar is to be used, continue the horizontal
line through the point on the scale giving the amount of mortar
required to the diagonal line marked " lime," and thence proceed
vertically down to the horizontal scale and read the number of
cubic yards of sand required; continue the vertical line through
the number of yards of sand just found, down to the diagonal
line giving the cost of sand per yard, and thence follow a hori-
zontal line to the left and read on the vertical scale the cost of
the sand. If cement mortar is to be used, the sand is found in
the same way, except the "cement" diagonal is used in place
of the " lime " diagonal.
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L/f/ir.—To determine the amount of lime required, follow
the horizontal line from the quantity of mortar required, to the
" diag-onal for lime,'" and then proceed in the same way as in
determining the amount and cost of the sand.
Ccnioil.—To determine the amount and cost of the cement,
follow the horizontal line from the amount of mortar required
to the right to its intersection with the line giving kind and
proportion of cement to be used (at the extreme right hand edge
of the chart), and then proceed in the same way as in deter-
mining the quantity and cost of sand.
Weight.—The weight of 100 superficial feet of wall of dif-
ferent thicknesses and different kinds of brick, is given in the
small table near the upper left-hand corner of the chart. This
table is calculated on the basis of pressed brick masonry weigh-
ing 150 lbs. per cubic foot, common brick 125 lbs. per cubic foot,
and soft brick 100 lbs.
Data for Lath and Plaster.
Table I, page 123, gives the quantities of materials and the
amount of labor required for different coats of different kinds of
plaster with different lath. With this table it is easy to prepare
an estimate for any kind of plastering except that involving
patent plasters. The data for this table were obtained directly
from plastering contractors.
No explanation is needed as to the method of using the
table itself, but the following remarks may be useful in this
connection. More plaster is required for metal lath than for
wood, because of the heavier clinches and the greater waste;
and the greater material requires a corresponding increase in
the labor. In determining the quantity of materials required
for plastering on brick, use the data for the brown and white
coats, and double the sand in the former, as is explained in the
note in the table. In determining the quantities for back plas-
tering, use the data for scratch coat for "drawn'' work.
In measuring areas, to determine materials and labor, one
eighth is added to all circular work and the calculated areas of
domes are doubled. Columns and pillars are measured double,
whether circular or square; chimney breasts are added to
the gross area of the walls. No surface (reveal, chimney breast,
or panel) is to be considered less than one foot wide. Plasterers
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at one time measured doors and windows as wall surface, but




Data Concerning Lathing and Plastering.
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Commercial requirements as to accuaracy are fulfilled if the
meter will run on one lig"lit and is less than 2^/, in error on full
load. Extreme accuracy can not be obtained on very small loads
without undue expense in the construction and increased care
and atetntion in the operation. In order that a meter may be
sensitive on small loads a shunt field should be provided of
sufficient strengfth to nearly overcome the friction of rest.
If the meter should be installed in a location subject to jar
or vibration, the static friction is reduced and creeping- will
result. This has led to the furnishing- of an adjustable friction
compensator on some meters. This is a good thing, although
the creeping is easil)' stopped in those styles having a retarding
disc moving in the field of a permanent magnet. This is done
by placing on the periphery of the disc a bit of steel wire like a
" Niagara clip,'' at such a distance from the mag-net that the
attraction is enough to prevent creeping but is not enough to
hold it when one lamp is turned on. The presence of the bit of
wire in no wise affects the speed of the meter under loads, but
it does effectually prevent rotation without a load.
Meters should be dust-proof. This is an important point.
The length of time a meter will run without the necessity of
inspection is proportional to the completeness of the provisions
for the exclusion of dust. This is apparently a simple problem,
but not all meters, even those of the latest type, are satisfactory
in this respect. The principal difficulty is with the leading-in
wires. Rubber diaphragms or soft rubber hollow cones soon
harden and crack, and at the second installation afford no pro-
tection. Pieces of felt through which the wires must be placed
have lately been tried, but without success. The glue does not
hold this material firmly enough to prevent its coming off with
the wire in removing a meter. Apparently the best plan to
ensure dust-proof construction is to have the binding posts of
the tube form with closed ends. This entirely prevents the
entrance of dust, and eliminates the possibility of short-circuit-
ing. This may occur whenever a bared wire touches the wrong
one of two terminals. These are only an inch apart, and three
inches from the hole in the base throug-h which the wires are
pushed. All of the old types of meters had the binding screws
directly behind some part of the frame. This required the use
of a long-blade screw-driver, used at an ang-le to the axis of the
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screw, and always resulted in the mutilation of the slot, even if
the screw itself did not break.
The device for adjusting- the speed of the meter should be
capable of easy and rapid manipulation. The use of putty or
solder in this operation is an unnecessary evil.
Some meters are now furnished with cyclometer dials, giv-
ing- the indication in plain figures. An advantage claimed is
that the consumer may read the meter himself and thus keep a
check upon his povver consumption. Another is that inexpe-
rienced boys may read the meters. This latter argument also
holds when dial books are used. In this case only the position
of the hands is marked, the translation being made afterward
by an experienced man. However, it is a debatable question
whether the inevitable mistakes owing to the employment of
small boys do not cause a lack of confidence on the part of the
customer. This may cause a greater loss than the difference
in the salaries.
It is a self-evident proposition that the energy consumed by
the shunt circuit of the meter should be the least possible. This
reduction, however, must be consistent with low first cost, sub-
stantial construction and permanency of calibration. If too
much resistance is used the torque becomes small and the mov-
ing element necessarily very delicate. This is a disadvantage,
since meters with a low torque are seriously affected by dust or
vibration. With a high turning moment the proportion of work
done against friction to that done against the retarding force is
small. A change in the friction then affects the accuracy only
to a slight extent.
Table I, page 126, gives the watts loss in meters as adver-
tised by tlje manufacturers; also the loss for those meters in
which it has been measured.
The relative cost for energy to a station using a meter
having five watts loss and one taking but one watt may be
stated this way: One watt continuously amounts to 8.7 kilowatt-
hours per year, or at 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, equals $0.87.
The 5-watt meter in the same time will expend 43,5 kilowatt-
hours, or $4.35. The difference, $3.48, is b^ interest on $50.80.
Other things then being equal the one-watt meter is the less
expensive, even if the difference in first cost were fifty dollars.
In order to give a satisfactory lighting service the voltage
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TABLE I.
Shunt Losses of Various Mkters.
/
Name of Meter.
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TABLE 11.







Scheeffer, Old Style, 5 amperes
Scheeffer, New Round Type (claimed)
Shallenberger Wattmeter (old), 10 amperes.
Shallenberger Ampere-Hour, 10 amperes
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TABLE in.
Weights of Integrating Wattmeters.
Name.
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heads are in a T-slot in a heavy board. The outer ends of the
bolts are slotted. After a meter has been placed over them thin
brass v^edg-es are slipped in, thus securing- the meter in place.
The oblong- blocks shov^n serve to take the wear, preventing-
damag-e to the finish of the board.
The meter is connected up preferably with a flexible cord
having- a clip on one end and a solid wire tip on the other.
Direct current is obtained from either set of direct-current ter-
minals located under the ledg-e of the meter-supporting board.
These are wired up through the circuit-breaker (9) having- a
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arc connected to terminals ,li and Ai\ the even numbers to /?i
and IJ-. A link usually connects the inner posts of .li and //i,
forming- a three-wire system. Switch (/j) connects the neutral
of the lamp bank to the neutral of the direct-current system
when thrown over to the left, and to the neutral of the three-
wire transformer when thrown over to the right. With a two-
wire meter on the board this switch completes the series circuit
through meter and lamps. With a three-wire meter, after the
two legs are nearly balanced, this switch is opened and the
ammeter then indicates the current which is now equal in both
sides.
The potential terminal of the meter is connected to a small
flexible cord which is plugged into one of the upper holes
marked P. These are spring" jacks which are in parallel and
are connected through a plug fuse I\ to the blade of an 8-pole
switch {i6). Positions to the left give direct-current voltages
of 50, 100, 200 or 500 volts, and positions to the right give 50,
100 or 200 volts, alternating current.
In the 50-volt position the lamps shown at S are in series in
the potential circuit and by the series-parallel arrangement of
differently-rated lamps any desired drop may be obtained. One
side of the voltmeter, or potential coil of an indicating watt-
meter is also plugged into the upper row of spring jacks while
the other side is connected to the series coil of the meter under
test. Here the question arises as to which end of the coil is the
proper place for this connection. Since the drop over the series
coil may amount to two volts, it is seen that the calibration of a
meter may vary 2 per cent, for the two positions. Our standard
practice is to measure the voltage at the ends of the potential
circuit of the meter under test.
A water rheostat whose plates are raised or lowered by
hand-wheel (17) serves to adjust the current to the desired value.
This makes it possible also to counteract the effect of a decrease
of line voltage by an increase of current. It will be noticed that
all potential connections to the meter are from the jacks. Since
a one-ampere fuse plug is in that circuit very little damage
results from a short-circuit. If these connections were made
directly to the terminals, the instruments might be damaged
before the circuit-breaker would open when wrong connections
were made.
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The SOOvolt terminals are //and K, below the hing-e of the
switch (12). The cut-out W protects this circuit. Power
meters are usually tested by obtaining- the desired current for
the series field from the lUO-volt circuit, the higher potential
being only applied to the armature.
Primary alternating current may be obtained from the bind-
ing posts /^and ^Pof switch (11). This switch also serves to ener-
gize the primary of the potential transformer /, the secondary
of which may be connected for 50 or 100 volts for testing pri-
mary meters.
All meters are constructed so that one revolution of the mov-
ing element is equal to one watt second or some simple multiple
of this. The standard formula for testing such meters is
3600 X Revolutions X K .„ ^^ . ^
j=^. = Watts (a)Time
In which /I'is the constant marked on the dial. In some of the
latest types this constant has been eliminated and the indica-
tions have been made direct reading by the use of an auxiliary
g-ear having a ratio equal to the former constant. In such
meters the value of A' must be determined by inspection, if not
already known.
Placing watts equal to volts and amperes, substituting in
equation (a), and transposing, we obtain:
3600 „. Amperes
= Time • ^^—\--rp (b)
Volts Rev. X K
If now a number of revolutions is taken equal to the quotient of
amperes divided by A' the latter term of the second member of





From this it is seen that the time required to make a number of
revolutions numerically equal to the current divided by the con-
stant is equal to 3600 divided by the voltage at the meter. This
is the true or theoretical time provided the meter is correct.
Dividing- the difference between this and the time actually
observed by the theoretical time g-ives the error; by pointing off
two decimal places gives the percentag-e error. For example,
the constant of a 5-ampere 100-volt meter is >^. If a load of 5
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amperes is put on the time will be taken by a stop-watch for a
number of revolutions equal to 5 : >4, or 10 revolutions. If the
voltag-e during the time of observation were 118 the time accord-
ing- to formula (c) should be 30.51 seconds. If the observed
time were 30.00 seconds the error would be
(30.51 — 30.00) -^— =- 0.51 X 0.0328 -- 0.0167 = 1.67 %.
This would mean that the meter was 1.67% fast since the time
actually taken was less than it should be.
In regard to the accuracy obtainable when using- the above
formula, it will be seen that the time of observation is relatively
short, being 30 seconds at 120 volts and 40 seconds at 90 volts.
The smallest division on a stop-watch has a value of \ second.
An error of one of these divisions will then cause an error in the
result of II - 0.66 % at 120 volts, and 'j,; = 0.5 % at 90 volts.
If the voltmeter can be read only to single volts the error pro-
duced is ,io - 0.83 '/t or ,/„ = l-H % respectively for an error
of one division in the observation.
It will be seen, therefore, that leaving the question of cur-
rent measurement aside (the current is kept at a constant value
by the continuous adjustment of a water rheostat), the result
may be in error
0.5 + 1.11 = 1.61 % at 90 volts; or
0.66 + 0.83= 1.49 '/r at 120 volts.
This would occur should a mistake be made of one division in
reading both time and voltage. It indicates that errors of 1.5 %
may occur in practice.
To show what errors do occur. Table IV, page 133, is pre-
sented. The application of the principle of least squares there
made shows the probable error of a single observation to be
somewhat less than 0.5 %. It may be remarked that this
test was made on an alternating current circuit with quite a
steady voltage. Similar tests made on direct current circuit
whose voltage varied considerably, due to heavy motor loads on
the system, show the probable error of a single observation to
be about 0.9 '/( , and of the average of 10 observations to be
about 0.3 %.
A point to be observed in testing meters, and which is not
generally observed, is that care must be taken to leave the cur-
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TABLE IV.
Test of Thomson Recording Wattmeters.
No. 1 541 1 3—25—220. K = 2.
60 cycles A. C. Cover on meter. Full load_= 25 amperes.
Ammeter: Thomson No. 20809. Currcnlh'^ Radley.
Voltmeter: Weston No. 1567. Time by Burke.
Volts.
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STABILITY OF A TALL CHIMNEY.
Hv Caki, Hays, Civil EN(iiNKKKiN(;, 'oi.
The chimney under discussion was erected by the Big- Four
Railroad at the time of rebuilding- the shops for the Peoria and
Eastern Division, at Urbana, Illinois. Fig. 1, page 135, shows
an elevation, a longitudinal section, and several cross sections.
It is proposed to examine the stability of the chimney against
overturning, and also to determine the maximum pressure on
the masonry and on the soil.
The contents of the chimney were computed by the pris-
moidal formula, the volume of the air spaces being deducted.
The results are as follows:
Brick masonry in chimney proper 7468 cu. ft-
Limestone rubble in foundation 3803 cu. ft.
Concrete in foundation 143 cu. ft.
The brickwork is of a good quality, with thin joints, and
was assumed to weigh 140 pounds per cubic foot The stone-
work is coursed limestone rubble and was assumed to wcig^h 150
pounds per cubic foot. The concrete was figured at 140 pounds.
A summary of the weights is as follows:
IJrick masonry, 7468 cu. ft. (?/; 140 lbs 577-77 tons
Limestone rubble, 3803 cu. ft. ^ 150 lbs 285.22 tons
Concrete, 143.4 cu. ft. @ 140 lbs 10.04 tons
Steel, 32 8-inch 32-lb. I beams, 26 ft. long 9.00 tons
Total weit^ht 882.03 tons
The chimney is located on comparatively hig"h ground, and
is exposed to strong- winds. The wind pressure was assumed as
40 pounds per square foot of exposed surface, which is higher
than common i)ractice, but was so taken on account of the
exposed site. The area of the exposed surface of one side is
1085 square feet. The center of pressure was assumed to be at
the center of gravity of the surface, or 4.S.2 feet above the top
of the stonework. The wind moment about the top of the stone
masonry then is: 40 x 1085 X 48.2 = 1046.2 foot-tons.
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The stability ag-ainst overturning- will be considered only
for the brick shaft about the top of the stone foundation. The
factor of safety
ag"ainst overturn-
ing- is equal to the
moment of the
weight divided
b y the moment
of the wind. For
the top of the
stone work this is
2888,75-^ 1046.2^2.76











about the edge of
the foundation is
much greater,
and will not be
computed.
The next step
is to find the
maximum and
minimum press-
ure on the brick-
work at the top
of the stone ma-
sonry.
Fig. 1.—Chimney C. C. C. & St. L. R. R. at Urbana, III.
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Let /^^= maximum pressure, tons per square foot.
U'-^ weig-ht above the section considered, tons.
S ^^ area of section considered, square tect.
J/^-^: overturning- moment of the wind, toot-tons.
/ ^^ moment of inertia of the section, feet.
/ ;^ leng-th of the section, feet.
The maximum pressure on any section is given bv the formula*
S - 2 /'
in which the plus sign gives the maximum pressure and the
minus the minimum pressure. For the base of the brickwork
the formula becomes: P= 577.77 : 135 L (1046.2 x 13.66 :-
47')3) = 4.28 di 2.98 tons, making the maximum 7.2() tons per
square foot or 108 pounds per square inch, and the minimum 1.3
tons per square foot or 18 pounds per square inch.
The maximum and the minimum pressures on the soil were
found in a similar manner. There are two cases to be consid-
ered, viz.: (1) when the resisting- moment of the earth on the
projecting portion of the foundation is neglected, and (2) when
this moment is included.
1. The uniform pressure on the soil was found to be 1.3
tons per square foot when the wind v^as not considered; and
when the wind was taken into account the maximum was found
by the above formula to be 1.41 tons and the minimum 1.19 tons.
2. The earth backfilling vertically above the outer edge of
the foundation has the following dimensions:
Length over all 26 feet
Depth on top the projecting concrete at the base 8 feet
Width at the bottom ! 4 feet
The earth was assumed to weigh 100 pounds per cubic foot.
The weight of the earth backfilling per linear foot of founda-
tion is >2 (6 + 4) 80 X 100 =-- 2 tons. The weig-ht of the earth
on the windward and the two adjacent sides is equal to 132 tons,
and has an arm of 15.1 feet. The moment of the earth is:
132 X 15.1 = 1992 foot-tons. Then —^ = 0.0103 tons. The
2
1
maximum pressure, when the resisting- moment of the earth is
considered is then 1.41-0.0103^^1.397 tons per square foot;
and the minimum pressure is 1.203 tons per square foot These
results show that the effect of the backfilling is not important.
*Baker's Masonry Construction, pages 205-6.
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The preceding" computation is on the assumption that the earth
would rupture in a plane vertically above the edg-e of the foun-
dation; but in reality it would shear along- a line sloping- out-
ward from the base of the foundation. Taking account of this
would decrease the above maximum and minimum- by some
unknown and unknowable amount.
The writer is of the opinion that the desig-n of the chimney
could have been improved in three particulars, as follows:
1. A circular cross section is more economical, since the
round chimney is easier to build, and since it would require less
material both in the body and in the foundation for the same
flue space, and since the wind pressure is less on on a cylindrical
surface than upon a flat surface.
2. The maximum unit compression upon the brickwork
seems needlessly low. Experiments show that reasonably g-ood
bricks laid in lime mortar have a streng-th of 100 tons per square
foot. The maximum pressure on the chimney is 7.26 tons per
square foot, a considerable portion of which is due to the action
of the wind, it is the universal custom to allow a larg-er work-
ing- stress when the efl'ect of the wind is included, than for a
uniform pressure. The pressure at the base of the tallest brick
chimney in the world—the 4()8-foot chimney at Qlasgow, Scot-
land—is 9 tons per square foot with no wind, and 15 tons under
a maximum wind. It is believed that the wind pressure was
assumed abundantly hig-h in the above example, and therefore
it seems that the unit working- pressure is needlessly small.
3. Apparently the foundation is excessively larg-e. If the
chimney had been built without the lower course of stone
masonry, the steel I beams, and the concrete, the maximum
pressure on the soil, including- the wind pressure, would have
been only 2.72 tons per square foot, and the minimum 2.1 tons.
Surely this would have been safe, since the soil at the bottom
of the foundation is gravelly clay, and since the base of the
foundation is well below the frost line. This pressure is excess-
ively low, since well-drained g-ravelly clay of g-ood consistency
could easily hold from 8 to 10 tons per square foot. The site of
the chimney has a very g-ood surface drainag-e, and the subsoil
could have been thoroughly drained by a few hundred feet of
drain tile. The omission of the masonry, concrete, and steel I
beams would have effected a saving- of something- like $750.
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REPAIRING THE SANGAMON COUNTY COURT HOUSE.
By William G. Foster, 'oo, Archukct, Urbana.
The old state house served as a court house for Sang-amon
count}' for thirty years, when it became necessary either to erect
a new building" or to repair the old one. The historical interest
centering- around the building which had once been the " stamp-
ing- g-round" of such men as Lincoln and Doug-las, made the
people very much averse to parting- with it; hence it was decided
to remodel the old building-. The building- was raised eleven
feet and a new story was built under it.
All of the inside of the building- was removed, except the
two main partition walls, so that all that remained of the old
building- were the outside walls, the two cross walls, and the
two large stone porticoes over the entrances. The inside walls
were of brick, two feet thick, and the outside walls were brick
faced with stone, and four feet thick. All the building- above
the water table was to be raised, and it was necessary to do this
in such a manner as to prevent cracking- of the walls and other-
wise damaging- the structure. It was also necessary to support
the walls so that the new walls could be built up underneath.
To accomplish this, holes were cut throug-h the walls at the
heig-lit of the water table, throug-h which steel I beams were
passed. Under the windows 6-inch beams were used, and under
the heavier parts 12-inch. The weight carried by each beam
varied, of course, according- to the location and spacing-. Be-
tween the windows three or four 12-inch beams were placed side
by side, and each carried approximately fifteen thousand pounds.
The I beams projected on each side of the wall, so that
when the jack-screws were placed under the ends there was room
enoug-h for men to work on the new walls.
Two lines of 12 X 12-inch timbers on each side of the wall
formed the foundation for the jack-screws and for the cribbing-
which was put in as the building- was raised. This cribbing-
consisted of G x G-inch pieces from two to six feet long. In all,
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1700 jack-screws were required to support the building-. The
illustration on this pag-e shows the building- in process of being-
raised.
After the building- had been lifted to the proper heig-ht, the
old basement walls were torn down to the level of the ground
on the outside, and new brick walls faced with stone were built
on the old foundation up to the I beams supporting- the building-
and as hig-h as possible between them. Long- thin oak wedg-es
were then driven between the old and the new wall, and the I
beams were removed. The spaces occupied by the I beams were
then filled with brick masonry.
The building- was raised at the rate of one foot per day, and
required the services of one hundred men to operate the jack-
screws. Each man had charge of eig-hteen or twenty jacks, and
when all were ready, each man g-ave a specified number of turns
to his screws.
The contract price of raising- the building-, and constructing-
the new walls and the new floors, was $27,000. The cost of
raising- alone was $6,800. The stone facing- and other stone-
work cost $6,500. The building- is now a thoroug-hly substan-
tial and fire-proof structure.
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Halbert Lilly Chipps was born Oct. 13, 1879, at Sullivan,
111. He graduated at the Sullivan Hig-h School in 1894 and
entered the University of Illinois in 1895, graduatiuo- in civil
eng-incering- in 1899. After graduation he entered the service
of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railway, but returned to
the University in the same year as Assistant in Civil Engineer-
ing. In June, 1900, he entered the service of the Chicago Junc-
tion Railway, leaving in September to accept a position as assist-
ant engineer with the Union Pacific Railway at Laramie, Wyo-
ming. While there he contracted typhoid fever, which caused
his death Nov. 3, 1900.
It is but so short a time since Mr. Chipps was at the Uni-
versity that he is well remembered by many. His pleasant,
upright manner and his modesty made him strong- friends.
Thoroughness and attention to details were marked character-
istics of his work, and this assured a bright future. The illness
of which he died was due to exposure while in pursuance of his
work. Plis life was given to his profession.
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battery of t\venty.-six cells. No. 0, p. 40.
Primuru Battei-y Tests. By W. G. Miller and W. H. Foster. Tests of
open circuit batteries, two Gonda and one Mesco type. No. 0, p. 64.
BEAMS. Impact Tests of Beams. By D. C. Wray. No. 12, p. 122.
BLUE PRINTING. By E. f. Cantine. A brief description of the process of
making blue prints. No. 8, p. 24.
BOILERS.
Boiler Waters. By S. W. Parr. A study of the scale-forming tenden-
cies of boiler waters. No. 11, p. .56.
Notes on Stcant Uoilers By L. P. Breckenridge. Experience with a
blow-ofT pipe, water column connections, and bulge*. No. 8, p. .57.
7'ests of Three Bahcock & Wilco.r Boilers at Uie Champaign Electric Liijht
and Power Co.'s Station. By R. A. Wood. No. 9, p. 121.
Tcit of Engine and Boiler of the Electrical Lednmitory. By VV. A. Mar-
tin and W. Snodgrass. No. 6, p. 54.
See Steam.
BREAKWA TERS at Chicago. By S. C. Colton. A description of breakwaters
at Chicago. No. 1, p. 38.
BRICK.
Comparative Tests of Brick. By A. W. Gates and J. W. Page. A sum-
mary of results of numerous tests on brick. No. 6, p. 118.
Brlcl<-)n(diing on South .ilmcriciDi Railroads. By P. Mogensen. A de-
scription of temporary brick fields. No. 7, p. 14.
E.rperimoils on Brit-k. By Ira O. Baker. An account of expeiiments
made in the Testing Laboratory of the University of Illinois, with
valuable tables. No. 3, p. 57.
E.rpcriments on Paviiuj Brick. By J. F. Fisher, (lives tables of strength,
absorbing power and specific gravity. No. 4, p. 46.
Manufacture of Pari))(i Brick. By F. M. Spalding. No. 6, p. 60.
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Impact and Almision Tests of Pavimj Brick. By H. J. Burt. Experi-
ments and recommendation of standard. No. 10, p. y.3.
Notes cm the Compressive Resistance of Bricli. By Ira O. Baker. (Jives
the effects of different metiiods of preparing the pressed surfaces of
test specimens. No. 0, p. 74.




Relative Cost of Heavi/ vs. Reinforced Bridges. By Albert F. Robinson.
Gives discussion, with valuable tables of relative costs. No. 7, p. 72.
Foundations for Brid(ics. By Peter Mogenson. (Jivos details in the
construction of masonry foundations where pumping is required.
No. 6, p. 25.
Strain Sheet and E-stiniate if Cost for a Pratt Truss Highuuni Bridge.
By A. B. Loomis. Method of computing strains and of estimating
cost. No 10, p. 32.
Strengthening Iron Railro<id Bridges. By Rthan Philhrick-. No. 2, p. 23.
Shop Inspection of Bridges. By C. O. Baugliman. Defines the duties of
the shop inspector of bridge material. No. 7, p. ()3.
Water-Waxis for Bridges and Culverts. By A. N. Talbot. Gives formu-
las for discharge and for area of water-way. Deduces anew formula.
• No. 2, p. 14.
Initial Tension in Adjustable Bridge Members. By A. L. Kuehn. No.
15, p. 77.
BUILDING.
A Few Principles (f Design of Metid Skeletons for Tall Buildings. By
Peter Mogensen. The determination of wind stresses, design of con-
nections between beams and column and the effect of eccentric load-
ing of columns. No. 8, p. 7.
Apartment Hou?.es. By Charles W.Noble. French, German, English,
and American designs with numerous plans No. 8, p. 118.
Our Neio Library Building. By J. M. White. A general description of
the University of Illinois Library Building. No. 11, p. 5. For heat-
ing and ventilation of same see page 134.
Construction Notes fr<nn the World's Fair. ]!y F. \V. Clark. No. (>, p. 88.
Building Problem in Chicago from an Engineering Shn\dpoint. By
Gen. Wm. ISooy Smith. No. 6, p. 9.
Railroad Shops of the C. O. X- G. R. R. By Harlow Bacon. No. 11, p. 47.
Repairing Sangamon County Court House. By Wm. G. Foster. No. 15,
p. 138
Sec Foundatio7is.
CASTS. Repairing of Plaster Casts. By C. E. Clark. No. 12, p. 101.
CEMENT.
Cement LaJiorator]/ Notes. By Milo S. Ketchum. No. 11, p. 100.
Notes on Cement Lidioralory Work. By Ira O. Baker. No. 9, p. 105.
Effect of Grinding Mixed Sand and Cement. By H. F. Reeves. Report
of experiments made by the author. No. 10, p. 90.
Relative Strengths of Hydraulic Cements. By H. C. Estee. A compari-
son of Portland and Rosendale cements. No. 10, p. 84.




Effect of DifTcrcnt MiIIkkIs aj MoUlimj Hi>i>n Ihe StictKjth nj Cciitrnt. By
Ira O. Hakor. No. 12, p. 108.
Sec Mnrtars.
CHIMXEYS.
Tall Vhimnc]! Consti tictinn. By J. W. Kennedy. No. 8, p. 114.
Constmet ioii old Stccl Cliiiiincii. By A. II. N(niieuther. No. 15, p. tJO.
StdhUlty of (I Titll Chiunuii. By Carl Hayes. No. 15. p. 134.
CHIPPS. Holhcrt Lilly. Obituary. No. 15, p. 14J.
crucuiTs.
The Mcclianical Cinnp\iUitov for AltrrtiotUui Current Circuits. By Wni.
H. Browne, Jr. No. 14, p. 09.
Simple Sttinihtrd for the Precision of Level Circuits By W. D. Pence.
No. 12. p. 118.
COAL.
The Proximntc Antilifsl^ of Cool. By S. W. Parr. A method of using
porcelain crucible and Bunsen burners instead of the usual platinum
crucible and blast lamp. No. 9, p. 101.
Annliisis of Illinois Coals. By 8. W. Parr. No. 11, p. 91.
Ueatlng Power of TlUuois Coal. By R. B. McConney and F. H. Clark.
A summary of results of analysis and tests. No. .5, p. 22.
Some Modiftcations in the Vse of ThomsotCs ddurimcter for Coal An(dy-
8is. By S. W. Parr. No. 11, p. 89.
,
COLUMNS. RobinsiDi's Column Fonimla. By A. L. Bush and W. R. Roberts.
Gives a comparison of Robinson's formula with empirical formula
and experiments. No. 2, p. 3.
CONCRETE.
Strength of Concrete of ^\irious Proportions. By R. B. Ketchum and F.
W. Honens. NO. 12, p. 85.
Strewjth of Coke Concrete. By Wm. H. Vance. No. 13, p. 48.
Strcmjth of Concrete as Affected hy the Proportion of Mortar. By G. F.
Beckerleg. No. 13, p. 72.
COMPUTA TIONS.
Rapid Comput(dions. By C. L. Crabbs. Gives explanations and exam-
ples of short methods of multiplication and division. No. 3, p. 3.
An Ideal Systein of Numbers. By A. N. Talbot. No. 4, p. 32.
The Tho}nas Comi)inin(j Macliine. By O. E. Strehlow. A description
with full directions for using. No. 8, p. 37.
Short Method for Railroad Crossing Compidations. By L. K. Vial and
R. B. Ketchum. No. 12, p. 139.
Cases of Eccentric Loading. By G. A. Goodenough. No. 14, p. 39.
CRIB. See Water-Works.
CULVERTS. Tfie Dctei^minatio7i of W(der-Way for Brid(jes and Culverts. By
A. N. Talbot. No. 2, p. 14.
DRIFT BOLTS.
E.rperiments on the Adhesive Pmver of Drift Bolts. By John B. Tschar-
ner. No 4, p. 52.
Square Drift Bolts. By J. H. Powell and A. E. Harvey. Gives the results
of experiments made to determine the holding power of square drift
bolts. No. 5, p. 39.
DAM.
The Kampsville Dam. By S. T. Morse. Description of dam and method
of construction, with estimate of cost. No. 10, p. 165.
The Bear Valley Dam as an Arch. By J. M. Alarco No. 14, p. 105.
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EDUCATION.
Hints to Students on the EducatUm of an Engineer. By Ira O. Baker.
No. 1, p. 42.
' MdtJicnuitics cnut Con.struction in"'TIic EidIc Dts Beaux Arts." By James
M. Wliiip. No. 9, p. 61.
-Last Words to the Cicil E)igi)u'crin(j Seniors. By Ira O. Baker. No. 8, p. 50.
Tlic Sdiool of Mcchanicid and Civil Enghieerimj at the UiiivcrsUy of Illi-
nois. By Selim H. Peabody, LL.D., Regeut. No. 5, p. 5.
The College of E'lviinccriug. By W. R. Morrison and P. Jungersfeld. A
brief history of the several departments of the College of Engineer-
ing of the University of Illinois. No. 9, p. 171.
Mechanicid Engineering SJiops at the University of Illinois. By L. P.
Breckenrldge. No. 11, p. 86.
An Ideal Sijstcvi of Numbers. By A. N. Talbot. No. 4. p. 32.
See Hydraulics.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING. Tlie Most Econotnical Life and Efflcieney of Incan-
descent Lamps. By W. L. Abbott. No. 8, p. 64.
ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Horse Power Test of an Electric Motor. By H. M. Lyman. Gives the
results of a test made on a 15-H. P. motor. No. 6, p. 93.
Alternate Current Motins. By B. V Swenson. No. 10, p. 55.
The Alternate Current Transformer. By J. D. Morse and J. E. PfefFer.
No. 10, p 68.
ELECTRO-MAGNETS. Some Experimental Data on the Design of Electro-
Magnets. By William Esty. No. 9, p. 67.
ELEVATORS. Re<iuirements of Electnc Elevators. By W. C. Chatteu. No.
13. D. 54.
ENGINES.
Gas Engine Valre Setting. By W. H. Cornell and B. V. Swenson. Inves-
tigation by means of indicator cards of a cycle gas engine which
failed to work. No. 7, p. 43.
Electric Lighting by Gas Engines. By F. VV. Richart. No. 11, p. 92.
Test of the Engine and Boiler if the Electricid Laboratory at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. By W. A. Martin and W. Snodgrass. No. 6, p. 54.
Duty Trial of the Aurora High Duty Pumping Engine. By L. P. Breck-
enrldge. No. 13, p. ©.
Internal Speed Variation of a Vertical Cross-cov\pound Engine. By W.
L. Abbot.
^
No. 15, p. 5.
Te.sts if a 10-H. P. Otto Gasoline Engine. By A. H. Soverhill. No. 14, p.115.
Tests of a Go-H. P. Bates Corliss Engine. By C. A. Hoppin. No. 15. p. 70.
ENGINEERING—City.
Details of a City Engineer's Work. By E. I. Cantine. No. 1, p. 34.
Miscellaneous Engineering Data. By J. E Pfeffer. No. 14, p. 111.
ENirlNEER. The Engineer as a Manager or Superintendent. By J. J. Rut-
ledge. No. 15, p. 48.
Chances for Young Engineers in Mexico. By J. M. Alarco. No. 15, p. 79.
ESTIMATIONS. Graphical Estimations of Material*! and Labor for Buildinijs.
By L. F. Brayton. No. 15, p. 120.
FOUNDATIONS.
^[ Bit of Experience with Piles in Cldcago. By Simeon C Colton. Gives
the method used in driving piles for foundation of P]dison Light Co.'s
Power House. No. 7, p. 13.
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Fni 'A'/^, 1 77r>.VN-( •niitiii ual.
A Dct'ii Pile FounihtUon. Hy C. J. Mitchell. Construction of founda-
tion for the I. C. passenger station at 12tli street, Chicago. No. 7, p. 10.
Deep Pile Fuutuhttioiis in Chiciujo. By Gen. Wm. Spoy ymith. No. 7, p. 7.
Sec liridijis.
FHEIOUT, Mcthoils of limnUiim. «y A. M. Munn. No. 8, p. 4:5.
(SALVAXOMK'VEli. An Incxjtcnslvc Mini>r (inlvdiKitucii r. Hy A. P. Carman.
No. l.'j, p. (>7.
HEATERS. Data on Ehrtric ('<n- Uaiters. IJy Wm. Esly. No. 12. p. 125.
HEATING AND VENTILATION.
lleatimj iuid Wntlhitiun of Residences. By James R VVillelt. Gives
practical rules for des-igning heating and ventilating fixtures for
houses. No. 7, p. 79.
The llol lilast System of HattiiKj oml I'cntihitimi By F. H. Green and
T. VVeinshenk. No. 10, p ].¥.»
Tlic Hcatinij itiKl VentiUdion of the ('nlrersity of Illinois Libranj liuild-
inij. By J. M. White. A short description of the hot blast system
installed in this building. No. 11, p. 134.
Test of (t lleatin(j System. By L. P. Breckenridge. Report of a test made
on Dec. 28th and 2yth, 1895, of theheating system in Engineering Hall.
No. 9, p. KU.
HYDRAULIC Laboratory «/ the University of Illinois. By Paul Chipman.
No. 11, p. 125.
ICE, Stvciujth of. By C. W. Beach, A. II. Munn, and U. E. Reeves. A discussion
of tests made at the University of Illinois with tabulated results of
experiments. No. 9, p. 38.
INDEXING.
Reading and Iiide.viny. By Ira O. Baker. Gives valuable bintsou read-
ing and on different systems of indexing. No. 4, p. 11.
A Dcsiriptire Inde.v of Some 'Typical Electric LUjht and Power Central
Sttdions and Isolided Plaids. By William Estey. No. 10, p. 173.
INDICATORS.
Effect of Pii)i)uj Arran<ieincntson the Indiador Diatjram. By D. T. Ran-
dall. No. 11, p. .50.
Governor IndiciUors. By A. H. Neureuther. No. 12, p. 134.
INSOLATION Effect of Teinpendure on lnsnlidio)^I(derials. By Wm . Esty.
No. 12. p. 24. •
1RRI({ATR)N in the We-sta-n Slides. By F. H. Eno. Gives cost per acre for
different localities. No. 4. p. 38.
IRON.
Manufacture of Iron. By T. J. Tresise. Gives the process of the
Mariufacture of iron from its ores into the different forms and shapes
used in engineering structures. No. 3, p. 35.
Corrosion of Inni. By S. W. Parr and A. E. Paul. No. 12, p. 95.
LABOR^{TORV. Electrical and Meclianical Enyinccriiuj Lahoridory. By iS.
J. Temple. No. 12, p. 41.
LA NDSCAPE GA RDENING
.
Notes on Lamlsiuipe Garileninij as Applied to Parks and Donlev((rds.
By James Jansen. No. 13. p. 15.
La)idscape Gardeniny—Past and Pre.^<nt. By J. C. Blair. No. 13, p. 22.
LATHE TOOLS. ReUdivc Effii-iency of Different Cuttiny Anyles in Lathe Tools.
Hy E. S. Keene. Notes on experiments, with valuable tables. No.
0. o, 78.
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LETTERING. The Relative Ecunumy of Different Hciijliis and Stijles of Free-
hand Letters. By R. C. Vial. Results of experiments made by the
author. No. 10, p. 154.
LEVELING
Barometric, The Coefficient in Fortnala for. By Edward E. Ellison. No.
3, p. 25.
Precise Level.'! of tlie Missiffsippi River Comniinsion. By H. J. Dickinson.
No. e, p. 29.
Simple Standard for the Precision of Level Circuits. By W. D. Pence.
No. 13, p. lis.
LOCOMOTIVES.
Effects of Counterbalancing. By S. D. Bowden. An investigation of
the centrifugal effect of excessive counterbalancing, with table of
results. No. 5, p. 51.
Speed of Locomotives. By E. M. Benson. A discussion of the three con-
ditions of actual, possible !ind economical speed. No. 3, p. 10.
MACHINE TOOLS. Cost per Pound. By W. H. Van Dervoort. Gives dia-
grams showing how the price per pound varies with different weights
of machines. No. 8, p. 74.
MACHINE SHOP. Mcctumical Enijineeriwi Sliops at the University if Illinois.
By L. V. Breckenridge. No. 11, p. 86.
MACHINERY.
Design of Elevating a)ul Convexjing Machinenj. By J. V. Schaefer. No.
13, p. 47.
The Machinery of an Office Building. By Fred J. Thielbar. No. 13, p. 38.
MAGNETIC DISTRIBUTION in Short Iron Cores. By W. T. Campbell. No.
11, p. 117.
MASONRY
Transverse Strength of Brich Masonry. By M.A. Earl and A. B.Loomis.
Gives the results of a series of tests made at the University of Illinois.
No. 7, p. 39.
Broken Ashlar Masonry. By W. W. Beach. A study of the essential
elements to be considered in designing ashlar masonry . No. 11, p. 113.
MECHANICS.
Acceleration of the Li)d;s of a Mechanism. By G. A. Goodenough. No.
11, p. 17.
Dynamometer Car. By W. W. Weber and H. M. Ely. No 13, p. 40.
The Mechanics of a Rolti)ig Disc. By G. A. Goodenough. No. 15, p. 82.
MERCURY COLUMN. The New Mercury Column at Die University of Illinois.
By Chas. H. Trego. A description of the column and methods of
using. No. 7, p. 104.
METALS.
The Praetical Tempering of Steel. By W. B. Braucher. A paper
bringing out the fact of the recalescence of steel and its importance in
determining the tempering heat. No. 11, p. 44.
Tropenas Sleel Process. ]iy E. L. Adams. No. 15, p. 35.
Corrosion of Iron. By S. W. Parr and A. E. Paul. No. 13, p. 95.
METALLURGY. Problems in Met<aiurgy. By Wm. H. Kavanaugh. No. 12,
p. 110.
METERS. Commercial Electric. By G. R. Radley. No. 15 p. 133.
MINING.
The Design of Top Work for Coal Mines. By W. F. Richart. No. 10, p. 33.
Surveying of Deep Coal Minas. By W. H. Tarrant. No. 13, p. 99.
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MdTniiS. Sec EUvArir Molurs.
Moli'lAH.
E.I IHihncntfi on the StrciKjth i>f lAinc-l'cmcnt Mnititra. Hy I). R. Kin-
ktiud. No. 4, p. 5'.>.
Linn-Cctticnt MorUirs. Hy M C. Eidman, C. D. Vail, F. H. End and J.
II. FrndHriel<s()ii. 'IV-sts of adluisivi! and co^l(!^'ivc striMiKili of various
por cent mixtures of lime wiili I'ortland and Rostuidaie cements.
No. ?., p. 67.
Siiijur in Mmtur. Hy Ira O. Hakor. No. i, p. 2<t.
SIrcnijth nf Muiiar in MaKoitiji. By Horace Dunaway. No. 3, p. 55.
Effect iif FircziiKj Cement Mortitr. By A. C. Hobart. No. 12, p. 67.




Uriel, I'Kconcnls. By C. II. Snydfsr. Gives the manner of laying, co^t,
and durability of brick pavements. No. 3, p. 49.
('list of Brick Pitrciiient. By A. D. Thompson. Gives cost of laying
brick pavements in Illinois. No. 5, p. 41.
Curbs and G utters. Sec Streets.
Wood, Asphalt, and Stone P((veincnts. By R. J. Cooke. Gives a brief
description of th(! various kinds of pavements. No. 3, p. 43.
Street Pavements. By L. liush. Gives the relative cost and durability
of asphalt, granite, wood, and brick pavements. No. 1, p. 23.
PILE DRIVER. Track PUe Driver. By Harlow Bacon. A description of
track pile driver used on i'. O. it G. R. K. No. 11, p. 38.
POWER STATIONS.
Notes on an Electric Street Raihvay Plant. By VV. A. Boyd. A brief
lest of the electric plant of the Champaign and Urbana Electric Co.
No. 5, p. 65.
Central lleatinij, Liijldiinj. and Power Plant. By L. P. Breckeuridge.
No. 12, p. 79.
Extension and Reconstructinn of Central Statlims and Distributinij Sys-
tems. By Peter Junkcrlieid No. 14, p. 20.
PHI NTS From Etched Metals. By L. VV. Peabody. A brief description of how
metals should be etched and how to print with them. No. 5, p. 63.
RAILROADS.
liridfjes and Culverts, Wider- \Va)fsfor. S te bridges.
.1 Remarkable Sink Hole on the C. B. & Q. R. R. By R A. Mather.
Theory of its existence, and method of constructing an embankment
over it. No. 5, p. 33.
Crossinij Froijs. By W. D. Pence. Gives data needed for ordinary frogs
and complete set of formulas for computing the separate parts of the
frog. No. 9, p. 26.
Dei.irec of Curve. By W. D. Per.ce. A review of the origin and develop-
ment of the deflection angle method of laying out railroad curves,
and discussion of u revis-d defuiition of degree of curve. No. 10,
p. 145.
Transition Curves. By A. N. Talbot. Gives development of formulas
and tables for a general transition curve, with discussion of various
other forms. No. 5, p. 77,
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Transiition Spiral on Old Railway Curves. By Arthur N. Talbot.
An easy method of applying the transition curve to existing railroad
tracks. No. 10, p. 141.
Transition Curve Tables for Field Use. By F. K. Vial. No. 14, p. 120.
Transition Spirals, Uniform Chord Length Method for. By A. N. Talbot.
No. 14, p. 147.
Transition Spiral. By A. N. Talbot. No. 13, p. 74.
Oil on Railroads a)id Wagon Roads. By D. S. Harrison. No. 15. p. 44.
Electrically Operated Railway Signals. By F. J; Postel. No. 15, p. 53.
Short Method for Railroad Crossing Computations. By L. K. Vial and
R. B. Ketchum. No. 12, p. 139.
Gf^rade Reduction, A Peculiar Instance of. By F. K. Vial. No. 7, p. 67.
&rade Cros,slngs, Interlocking vs Unprotected. By W. M. Hay. No. 5,
p. 43.
Improvement on the Chicago and Alton Railroad. By W. M. Hay. No. 5,
p. 43.
Modern Improvements in Railroads. ByJ. F. Clarkson. A classification
of American Improvements, with brief mention of the chief ones.
No. 3, p. 30.
Contour Maps in Location of Railroads. By E. L. Morse. No. 2, p. 11.
Notes on Mountain Railroad Location. By A. N. Talbot. No. 1, p. 51.
Notes of the Overflow of the 1. C. R. R. in Louisiana. By. E. O. Strehlow.
No. 7, p. 58.
Field Work <f a Recent Railroad Survey. By L. Bush. Gives a descrip-
tion of a railroad survey in two western territories of the U. S. in
1889. No. 4, p. 1.
Railroad Shops. See Building.
R. R. Telegraph Construction. By J. H. Young. Specifications of T. H.
»fc B. R. R., with notes on construction. No. 11, p. 129.
Surveying, Hinis Relating to the Practice of. By A. C. Schwartz. No.
9, p. 141.
Notes on a Re-survey. By B. A. Wait. Gives the method of making
a re-survey of a main trunk line. No. 5, p. 38.
The Re- adjustment (f Long Railroad Tangents. By W. D. Pence. Gives
H isystem for re-surveying railroads for the purpose of correcting
lateral deflections. No. 8. p. 89.
Tunnel, Construction of, at Hamilton, Out. By Peter Mogensen. De-
scription of work and methods of construction. No. 10, p. 11.
T^irn-tahlc Frogs. By Mil(> S. Ketchum. An investigation of the rela-
tions of the various parts, with formulas and papers to aid in tha
proper design and arrangement of tracks in a round house. No. 8„
p. 18.
Turnouts, an Approximate Method (f Laying Out. Extract from R. R.
Gazette, May 14, 1886, p. 336. No 3, p. 53.
Turnouts, Equivalent Circular Curves for. By R. C. Vial. No. 7, p. 109.
Turnouts. Some Track Problems. By A. N.Talbot. Gives the -solutioa
of a number of track problems. No. 3, p. 39.
See Locomotives.
See Street Railways.
RAINFALL. Rates of Maximum Rainfall. By A. N. Talbot, (iives diagrams
of rates of rainfall over numerous sections of the United States. No.
6, p. 103.
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EECORDIXa MACHINE, An Automatic. ]iy E. C. Oliver. No. 15, p. 112.
BICKER, N. C. A Bioijrnphy. By C. D. McLano. No. 10. p. 7.
RHEOSTATS. Practteal Cnitstriictioii of RhcfMat.^ for Electric Elcnitors. By
F. M. Ev('relt. No. 11, p. 32.
Un'I'TfXG, Field. By Z. Foster. Gives data on the cost of riveting No t;,
p. 22.
RD'Eli (iAlrlXa. By Horace Dunaway. Gives computation of discharge of
Mississippi at Watson's Landing, Ky., April 10. 1890. No. G, p. 31.
ROADS.
Notes on tJie Rocul Question. By E. E. Barreit. Gives the actual anaount
of road and bridge tax collected in ten counties of Illinois for the
year 1892. No. 7, p. 61.
PaviiKj of Roitds. By E. M. Benson. No. 4, p. 26
(>// on Railroculs (tnd ]V(tgo)t Roada. By D. S. Harrison. No. 1.5, p. 44.
Fallacies in Good-Road Economies. By Ira O. Baker. No. 14, p. 3.
ROPE DRIVINO. By F. L. Bunton. A brief discussion and data of rope trans-
missou in Chicago. No. 5, p. 3.5.
SEWAGE. Tlic Bacterioltxjical Exatuination of. By R. J. Dickinson Gives
the outline of a good method of conducting experiments. No. 7, p. 56.
Seu-uije I)ispos(tl. By John B. Tscharner. A review of methods used
for sewage disposal, with their relative merits as regards efficiency
and cost of operation. No. 3, p. 9.
Seivers. Diaarani for Flou- in Pipe Skewers Accordimj to Kutter's Form ula.
By A. N. Talbot. No. 6, p. 70.
Sewerage of the World's Columbian E.rposition. By C. B. McClure and
F. M. Sipaldiug. No. 7, p. 93.
Mannfacture of Vitrified Sewer Pipe. By VVm. C. Klingelhoefer. No.
6, p. 83.
:SHOPS. System in a Technical School Sliop By VV. H. Van Dervoort. No. 9,
p. 55.
SIGNALS, Electrically Operated Railway. By F. J. Postel. No. 15, p. 52.
SINKING FUND. Calculation of Sinking Fund. By Peter Mogensen. No.
11, p. 40.
SIPHON.
A Big Siptum. By J. N. Chester. A description of a siphon 925 ft. long,
with a maximum lift of 23 ft. and a head of only 2 ft. No. 7, p. 37.
Floiv of Water Through Siphons. By M. S. Ketchum. Abstract of thesis
giving results of experiments. No. 10. p. 48.
SMOKE-PREVEXTING. Tests of a. Furnace. Note from thesis by McKee
and Gilliland. Experiments with a steam-jet smoke-preventing
device. No. 5, p. 23.
SOCIETIES. The American Societies of Engineers. By H. VV. Baker. No. 13,
p. 67.
SPECIFICATIOXS.
Economical Specifications and Requirements. By E. L. Abbott. No. l,p. 9.
Writing Specific<(ti<ms. By J. M. \Yhite. No. 12, p. 90.
Sec Railroads.
STEAM, The Generation of. By A. C. Braucher and W. B. Braucher. Some
general facts in regard to every-day phenomena, and practical appli-
cation of observed facts in the economical production of steam. No.
8, p. 81.
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STEEL.
Sheariiuj StrciujUi of Rivet Steel. By A. N. Talbot. No. 13, p. 127.
Tropnas Steel Process. By Edward L. Adams. No. 15, p. 2.5.
STONE. Costof Drei^sivg. By E.J.Cook. Gives cost by hand and machine.
No. 4, p. 8.
STREETS.
Cement Walh. By R. A. Mather. Description with tables of cost of
cement walk laid about ihe University of Illinois. No. «, p. 76.
Curbs and Uutters. By F. R. Williamson. Gives forms and practical
methods of construction. No. 5, p. 29.
Iinprovevxents at the University of Illinois. By J. C. Quade. Description
and cost of pavement, cement walks and concrete.bridge. No. 10, p. 101.
Parks and Boulevards. By A. C. Schrader. No. 13, p. 13.
STREET RAILWAYS.
Orip Feicesfor Cable Roads. By F. W. Richart. A brief discussion with
tables of life of dies and cables. No. 5, p. 15.
Cable Street Railways. By William Barclay. A brief description of
the construction and equipment of cable railways. No. 2, p. 7.
Efficiency Test of Urhana and Cliainpaign Electric Street Railway. By
C. H. Trego and O. E. Goldschmidt. Gives a complete description
of the railway and the results of several preliminary tests and of a
general test in which readings were taken all along the line and at
the station for every minute from 6 a. m. to 11:30 p. M. Complete set
of plates are shown, No. 9, p. 5.
See Power Stations.
SURVEYING.
Surveying of Deep Coal Mines. By W. H. Tarrant. No. 12, p. 99.
Simple Standards for the Precision of Level Circuits. By W. D. Pence.
No. 12, p. lis.
A Topographical Survey of the Reservoir System at the Headivaters of
the Mississippi Rimr. By W. C. Lemen. No. 15, p. 32.
Accurate Chaining in City Surveying. By L. E. Fischer. No. 10, p. 170.
Topographiccd S^irvey of the City of St. Louis. By Oliver W. Connet,
Assistant Engineer. Gives in brief the object of the survey and
methods of doing the work. No. 5, p. 9.
Notes on Topographical Surveying. By C. W.Clark. Gives the general
methods used in topographical surveying. No. 1, p. 12.
U. S. Surveys in Illinois. By J. A. Ockerson. A general description of
the triangulation system in Illinois together with the important lines
of levels in the same state. No. 11, p. 8.
Railroad Surveying'. Sec Railroads.
TANKS, Bottoms for. By John A. Lowry and Paul Chipman. A comparison
of the diiTerent styles of tank bottoms with regard to efficiency, ap-
pearance and cost. No 8, p 4(5.
The Prevention of Water Waste. By J. C. Mitchell. Gives sources of
wastes, with some remedies. No. 4, p. 28.
Measuring Tank for a Jet Meter. By C. V. Seastone. No. 14, p. 98.
T-SQUARE, An Luproved. By C. R. Clark and M. J. Hammers. No. 9, p. 85.
TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION. Sec Railroads.
TERRA COTTA.
Manufacture and Use of Terra Cotta. By C. J. Butterfield. No. 6, p. 37.
Manufacture of Terra Cotta and Its use as a Buildiiui Material. By
H. A. Webber. No. 14, p. 83.
152 THK TECHSOGtiAPH.
THERMA I. RELATloyS. Rcitrcscntdtion of Tlicrmitl RcUdioiin hij Mcana of
the Tciiifjcraturc Entrophy Diagram, By G. A. (Toodenough. No. 10,
p. 105.
TIMBER. WashhuiUni Fir. Hy G. \V. lUillard. Its value as a building ma-
terial. No. 9, p. 9<».
TRIA XGT'LATION. Sec Sii rvcyiiuj.
TT'XXELS. Altenttiinis in the H'<i.sliin{it(in Street Tunnel. Chiemjo. liy F. J.
Tresise. No. 4, p. 62.
See Ritilnutds.
WIND PRESSl'RE. HuttmCx Formula for Normal Wind Pressure. Hy W. D.
Pence. The method of deducing the fornfiula No. 1, p. 27.
WATER Sl'PPLV.
Sonrres of Water Supply for Citie.'<, By VVarreu R. Roberts. No. 1, p. 46.
Chemietd Survc]/ of the Water Supplies of Illinois. By Arthur W. Palint-r.
Description of work in progress under the direction of the author.
No. 10. p. 40.
WATERWORKS.
The Four-Mile Crib, Chicayv. By Simeon ('. Coitor]. (iive> method of
its construction and placing. No. 5, p. 17.
Inspeetion of Water Pipe Laying. By. R. P. Brower. Details of work of
inspector on construction of small plants. No. 10. p. 42.
\\ iderworks Notes. By R. P. Brower. Notes from Illinois Plants. No.





The best Roof covering in the Market, used extensively on
Factory Buildings requiring a fire-proof roof on—either
open Wood or Steel Construction. Write for Catalogue
and Prices.
LUDOWICI ROOFING TILE CO.,





And all Concrete work
requiring the
BIGHEST GRADE OF PORTLAND CEMENT.
EXCELS IN FINENESS OF GRINDING.
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